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ABSTRACT 
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Foreword 
P. Caprioglio 

The present report contains a general review of the activities of the Ispra Establishment 
of the Joint Research Centre during 1972. 

Once again, this has been a year of transition and evolution marked by new programmes 
and deep changes in the aims of the Establishment, as well as by continuing difficulties 
concerning financial and personnel authorizations. New tasks, that should give continuity of 
purpose and justification to Ispra, are progressively identified and new competences and 
expertise have been building up during this period. 

After the first year of running-in, the decisions taken by the Commission at the 
beginning of 1971 in order to insure a more decentralized management for the Joint 
Research Centre have proven to be fundamentally sound and have allowed a more 
satisfactory situation on administrative and organizational grounds. 

As far as the preparation of new programmes is concerned, the General Consultative 
Comittee has carried out its tasks in a very active way, leading for the first time since many 
years to the approval of a pluriannual programme for the Centre, decided by the Council of 
Ministers at the beginning of February 1973. 

This fact, and the enlargement of the Community giving new significance to many 
Commission's "policies", are of good auspice for the future. 

General Director 
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Introduction 

S. Finzi 

1972 has been the last year of a long transition period (4 years), during which the 
programme were defined year by year. In February 1973 the Council of Ministers fixed for 
the J.R.C, a multiannual programme, covering the years 1973-1976. Because of its 
transitional character, the 1972-programme presented to some extent the same features as 
the 1971 programme, even though the Council of Ministers made an effort to orient it 
already towards the directions which appeared best suited for a new mission of the J.R.C.. 

Table 1 lists the main actions of the 1972-programme as set-up by the Council of 
Ministers in December 1971. For each of these actions - called "objectives" — the allocated 
budget and manpower is given. The number of people indicated covers the scientific and 
technical staff directly involved in research, as well as the people engaged in the technical 
support (electronics, work-shop, analytical chemistry, etc.), general services and 
administrative work. 

As can be seen from the Table, the 1972-programme includes actions financed by all 
the Countries of the European Community (common objectives) as well as actions financed 
by only some of the Countries (complementary objectives), the second ones being, as far as 
the Ispra Establishment is concerned, more significant than the first. Some of the specific 
actions were a continuation of those of the previous years, whereas others — Information 
Analysis Services, European Informatics Network, Bureau of Standards and Reference 
Materials, Environmental Protection — were new. 

Table 1 - J.R.C. - Ispra Budget Programme 1972 

Objective 

Fast Breeders 
Reactor Safety 
Information Analysis Services 
European Information Network* 
ECO ESSOR 
High Temperature Gas Reactors** 
Safeguards 
Physics of Condensed Matter 
SORA Project 
Nuclear Materials** 
CETIS - Informatics 
Community Bureau of Standards(BCR)*** 
Environmental Protection*** 

Total 

Budget 
UC 

561.000 
2.910.000 

642.000 
1.000.000 
5.500.000 
1.626.000 

918.000 
3.448.000 
1.150.000 
3.154.000 
3.726.000 
1.390.000 
2.610.000 

28.635.000 

Man power 
(man/year) 

30 
150 
30 

7 
289 

88 
47 

178 
66 

176 
133 
74 

150 
1.418 

Partecipant 
Countries 

Common 
Common 
Common 
Common 
B/G/F/I/L 
B/G/I/L 
B/G/I/L/N 
B/G/I/L 
B/G/I/L 
B/G/I/L/N 
B/G/I/L 
Common 
Common 

* Included in the COST Action no. 11 
** Including the J.R.C. Petten contribution 

v** These objectives were assigned to the J.R.C, in form of contract, as a spoil contribution within the possibilities 
of the Member Countries and the Commission fund distribution 



Table 2 summarizes the data relating to the activities performed within the scientific 
and technical Divisions for the different objectives of the programme. It can be seen that a 
total number of 960 people were directly involved in the 1972-research programme, 285 
being scientific graduates. The founds in the budget for laboratory expenses, including the 
cost of operation for the large installations of the Establishment (ESSOR, ISPRA-1. 
Computers, etc.) were about 5.6 MUC. The so-called scientific and technical support, 
consisting of Electronics, Analytical Chemistry, Workshop and Design Office, involved a 
number of about 250 people. 

In analysing the results of the reseach activity during 1972 the following points have to 
be remembered: 
- even though the decision on the J.R.C. - programme was taken at the end of December 

1971, approval of the budget, leading to the possibility of a full planning of the 
investments and research, was gained only in late May 1972 for the nuclear part of the 
programme while the contract relating to the environmental and BCR activity was signed 
only in the month of October, 

- the impossibility of replacing personnel leaving the Establishment and also of recruiting 
people, in particular for the new areas of research, introduced new elements of difficulty 
for the scientific management. 

Table 2 J.R. C. - Ispra Research Budget Programme 1972 

Objective 

Fast Breeders 
Reactor Safety 
Information Analysis Services 
ECO ESSOR 
High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors** 
Safeguards 
Physics of Condensed Matter 
SORA Project 
Nuclear Materials** 
CETIS - Informatics*** 
Community Bureau of Standards (BCR) 
Environmental Protection 

Total 

Scientific and Technical Support: 
- Chemistry 
- Electronics 
- Workshop 
- Design Office 

Total 

Budget* 
UC 

60.000 
270.000 

29.000 
1.958.000 

170.000 
88.000 

224.000 

245.000 
2.186.000 

105.000 
264.000 

5.599.000 

p.m 
116.000 
172.000 
116.000 

404.000 

Man power 
(man/year) 

17 
85 
21 

154 
46 
24 
57 
35 

103 
72 
33 
64 

711 

33 
28 
43 

148 

252 

* Excluding personnel charges 
** Including the Material Laboratory of the Petten Establishment 

*** Including the "European Information Network" 

A great effort was spent on the preparation of the multiannual programme proposals. It 
became obvious, following the orientations of the Commission and of the Council of 
Ministers, that the new missions for the J.R.C, were to be found in public service activities 
and long term research, with a tendency to diversify the activities towards "non nuclear" 
fields. We consequently tried to modify assigned objectives of the 1972-programme, to 
incorporate preparations for the above mentioned lines. In particular: 
- the activity on fast breeders (mainly thermohydraulics) was oriented towards the 

investigation of problems of interest for safety analysis with a view to a possible 
concentration of all this type of research work in the area of the Reactor Safety 
programme, 



- the activity of collection, analysis and distribution of data relating to a specific area of 
technology with the exploitation of previous reactor physics experience at Ispra, namely 
that on shielding and integral nuclear data problems, was developed with a view to a 
possible future extension to other fields (structural mechanics, reactor dynamics, etc.), 

— activities in reactor safety were increasingly characterized by studies of phenomena 
involved in accident-evolution as well as the detection and prevention of accidents, aimed 
at assisting the licensing authorities and the organisations involved in the major 
responsability of ensuring public safety, 

— in the field of HTGR reactors care has been taken to finish off work more directly 
related to project problems, but at the same time emphasis has been put on studies 
concerning non-electrical applications, namely chemical processes with a view to a 
possible development of researches in hydrogen production by water splittering, 

— research in the Material and Condensed State Physics Objectives has been oriented 
towards basic problems of material science with a view of successfully emerging them 
into a single programme, 

— as far as the general lines of the informatics programme are concerned, the effort in 
methodological and application development was pursued in the directions of a) 
collection and diffusion of the information on computer programmes, b) providing tools 
for the construction of automatic information and documentation systems, c) 
preparation for the realisation of an european computer network, 

— a working organisation of research in the new objectives, Bureau of Standards and 
Certified Reference Materials, as well as Protection of Environment, has been reached by 
gradually increasing the effort during the year. We were able to benefit from existing 
competence in the analytical methods relevant to both of these objectives, and from 
techniques and methodisms developped in the nuclear field. Some of the personnel 
designated to these activities was sent to other Laboratories and Institutions for limited 
periods of training, 

- the operation of the ESSOR reactor has been continued in view of a possible future 
exploitation within the frame of the research and development programme of one of the 
Member Countries. On the other hand, the ECO activity has been oriented towards the 
completion of the work on heavy water cores, owing to the expected shut-down of the 
reactor in the course of 1973, 
the task of preparing a tender, in collaboration with European Industry, for the SORA 
reactor was accomplished. In the mean-time studies on the possible uses of SORA in 
material science and condensed matter programmes have been concluded. A rather 
comprehensive review of this work is given in the Report. 

In conclusion, apart from the results achieved in each individual objective of the 
programme, described in the following pages, the 1972-activities should also be judged from 
the point of view of their ability to prepare the Establishment efficiently for the new tasks 
of the pluriannual programme. In view of the decisions of the Council of Ministers of 
February 1973 we can honestly say that, from this point of view, the task was sufficiently 
well performed. This does not mean, of coarse, that the new missions of the J.R.C, will not 
require a great effort of adaptation and readjustment of the competences and equipment of 
the Establishment. The opportunity of a 4-year programme in which to organise this new 
developments gives us confidence in an eventual success. 
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FAST BREEDER PROGRAMME 

G. Casini 

The resources allocated for this programme have been confined, following a specific 
recommendation of the Council of Ministers, to research activities related to liquid metal 
thermohydraulics. 

The first part of the work has been concentrated on basic phenomena related to liquid 
metal boiling and superheating. The following subjects have been investigated: 
- influence of heating surface conditions and turbulence on superheat 
- drift velocity of gas slugs and their blockages in narrow channels 

- remaining flux on the heating surface after coolant ejection 
- incipient and nucleate boiling superheat. 

A second part of the work has been directed to the analysis of problems related to fuel 
element thermohydraulics, both from a basic (infinite arrays of rods) and a design (fuel rod 
clusters with grids and wires) point of view. 

A third part of the activity was oriented towards the completion of the correlation 
studies between pressure fluctuations and vibrations of free-rod bundles under axial flow. 

A minor effort has been devoted to complete previous actions such as explosive welding 
of fuel pins. 

A layout of the budget (excluded personnel charges) and of the man power directly 
allocated for the different actions of the programme is given in the following table. 

Action s 

Boiling and Super-heating 

fuel Element Thermohydraulics 

- Vibrations and others 

Total 

Budget 
(UC) 

46.000 

11.000 

3.000 

60.000 

Manpower 
(man/year) 

9.5 

6.5 

2.0 

17.0 

Boiling and Superheating 

Previous investigation on boiling behaviour of liquid metals demonstrated that under 
normal conditions liquid metals tend to a remarkably high superheating which results in 
flash evaporation and the formation of large vapour volumes. 

In 1971 the results concerning the influence of oxygen impurities and operating flow 
conditions on incipient superheating were reported. The studies achieved in 1972 have been 
mostly devoted to the investigation of the influence of such factors as heating surface 
quality and hydrodynamic conditions on the amount of superheat. 

Influence of Surface Conditions 

A great number of laboratory tests (about 1900 test runs) have been performed by 
varying the surface treatment and material. The boiling behaviour of about 30 test surfaces, 
with different mechanical or chemical treatments, has been compared to that of an 
untreated surface (reference case). 

The results, put in the form of statistical density distribution of the superheating events 
versus the amount of superheat, demonstrated that the only effective surface treatment 
reducing the incipient superheat drastically was a nitriding process. For this type of surface 
in 100 tests the incipient superheat did not exceed 25°C. Experiments to test the long term 
behaviour of the nitriding effect are underway. 
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Influence of Turbulence 

The experimental investigation was aimed at studying the influence of the liquid metal 
velocity on the amount of incipient superheat. Special care was devoted during the 
measurements to controlling, the other factors which play a role in superheating, namely: 
- oxygen content level « 5 ppm) 
- metallic impurities 
- character of the heating surface 

The tests were performed under the following operating conditions: 
- constant system pressure 
- constant temperature ramp 
- constant inlet temperature. 

All tests were repeated 10 times. The experimental results showed high superheat, 
largely scattered, at small velocities (less than 1 m/sec)., whereas in the velocity range from 
1 m/s to 2 m/s significant decrease (from 50°C to 10°C) was noted. Measurements are 
underway for a velocity of 8 m/s. By expressing these results in function of Reynolds 
numbers and comparing them to previous Ispra measurments with smaller test-section 
diameters (6.8 mm instead 9.9), rather good agreement was found. 

The possibility that the decrease of the superheat could be caused by gas entrainment in 
the experimental loop was analysed. Since some doubt still exists it was decided to prepare, 
in collaboration with Risley and Grenoble Laboratories, an experiment for studying the 
conditions for the existance of micro-size bubbles in a flowing coolant, and methods for 
their detection. 

Drift Velocity of Gas-slugs and their Blockage 

The main objective of this work was the analysis of the kinematic and dynamic 
behaviour of gas-slugs in stainless steel tubes filled with a sodium-potassium (56/44%) liquid 
metal in stagnant and forced convection conditions. 

Three phenomena were examined: 
- blockage of slugs in tubes 
- rising velocity of slugs in stagnant conditions 
- rising velocity of slugs in forced convection conditions. 

The results of slug blockages in tubes were expressed in the form of the limit diameter 
of the tube as a function of the Eötvos—number and temperature. It appeared that the limit 
diameters proposed in the literature (Bretherton, Kottowski) are too conservative. 

The results of rising velocity measurements of gas bubbles and slugs in stagnant liquid 
have been compared with those based on a theoretical model set-up by the University of 
Leuven and J.R.C. Ispra for non metallic liquids. Very good agreement was found. It could 
be demonstrated that the rising velocity of slugs considerably larger than the internal 
diameter of the tube is constant, independently of the bubble lengths. 

Even for the results of the rising velocity measurements in forced convection conditions, 
the agreement with the theoretical model was satisfactory. In this model the velocity in 
forced conditions was assumed to be the superposition of the liquid mass flow without gas 
and the asymptotic rising velocity of the slugs in stagnant conditions. 

Remaining Film on the Heating Surface after Coolant Ejection 

Experiments simulating the ejection of liquid metal in case of a coolant superheat 
accident in a fast reactor have been performed using NaK and Argon gas. The local film 
thickness was measured as a function of expulsion velocity and acceleration as a function of 
the pressure burden caused by superheat. It was shown that there is a difference between 
the film left behind from an expulsion from a capillary tube, e.g. a tube of diameter smaller 
than that defined in the previous paragraph as slug-blockage limit diameter and from a 
non-capillary tube. In this case the film thickness is much greater, as a consequence of the 
inverse film flow and the turbulence is more distinct. More details on this subject are given 
in the selected topics of the Technology Division: "Measurement of the residual film in 
narrow channels" by H. Kottowski et al. 
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Liquid Metal Evaporation and Transpiration Cooling 

Feasibility studies have been started to investigate evaporation cooling in liquid metals, 
which can be realised in a transpiration cooling system. In this concept, the liquid metal is 
pumped into a gap between the heating surface and a porous sheet which acts as a 
transpirating skin. A large evaporation surface is thus created near the heating surface and 
the heat is transported to this surface through the liquid phase with its high thermal 
conductivity. It can be shown that an autoregulation region exists with upper and lower 
limits of heat flux density calculated as a function of the porosity. In this calculation, the 
velocity through the sheet is evaluated applying the Karman equation for viscous flow 
through packed beds with known void fraction. The pressure drop in this formula is either 
equated to the capillary pressure drop for the upper limit, or to the difference between the 
system pressure of the liquid and the equilibrium vapor pressure for the lower limit. Heat 
flux densities up to 500 W/cm2 can be reached with means particle diameters of 1μ for the 
porous tube. 

To show the feasibility of the liquid metal transpiration cooling methods, preliminary 
small scale experiments have been carried out. In a first experimental apparatus a 4 cm 
diameter porous fiat disc was tested to cool about 200 Watt, delivered by an H.F. induction 
coil (spiral). In a second test rig a 35 cm long, 2 cm diameter porous tube had to cool 
approximately 100 kW, delivered by direct current heating. The results of these experiments 
are positive as far as the feasibility of this cooling method is concerned. 

Fuel Element Thermohydraulics 

The activity has been oriented, along the lines of previous years, towards the aquisition 
of fundamental knowledge on turbulent transport mechanism in rod-bundle geometries and 
on the development of design thermohydraulic methods in which use is made of this 
knowledge. 

During 1972 emphasis was put upon the following points: 

- completion and delivery for operation of hydrodynamic and thermal design codes 
- completion of the analyses on two-dimensional velocity and temperature fields in 

assemblies of rods and rod-bundles 
- experimental investigation and theoretical development of three-dimensional 

thermohydraulic problems. 

Fuel Element Hydrodynamics 

The computer code "VELASCO", a versatile program for calculating the isothermal 
and fully developed turbulent velocity field and friction factor for parallel flow, has been 
achieved and distributed to the Ispra Code Library (COPIC). 

The code can deal both with infinite and finite rod arrays.The physical model involves 
the assumption that a flow section can be divided into "momentum-balanced" zones around 
the wetted walls, bounded in the liquid by "zéro shear"-lines, i.e. lines perpendicular to 
which the momentum flux is zero. For each of these zones, the momentum balance is 
written in the form of an integral-differential equation. The solution of the equation system 
is found using an iteration procedure. Relations between integral differential equations 
pertaining to an adjacent zone are established by the condition of continuity of velocity at 
zero-sheared lines. 

The predictions of the VELASCO computer programme have been compared with all 
experimental rod bundle velocity data reported in the literature. The agreement was found 
to be quite satisfactory. Particular attention was given to a measurement of the velocity 
distribution in a 4-rod assembly simulating part of a fast reactor fuel assembly. The 
experimental uncertainty is 2 percent. Considering the distribution along the line of 
maximum velocities (at positions mid way between adjacent rods and between rods and 
housing wall), it was found that VELASCO reproduced the shape of the velocity curve well, 
the maximum discrepancy been being 4% on a total variation of 30%. 

From the experimental side, during 1972 a great number of measurements were 
carried-out to study the disturbance effect of grids on the velocity distributions. 
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Fuel Element Thermal Analysis 

The steady-state thermohydraulics subchannel computer code HERA has been extended 
to be applicable also to rod bundle geometries with helical spacers. Due to the single direction 

transport between subchannels, provoked by the helical spacers, the matrix of interchannel 
mixing coefficients is no longer symmetrical as was the case for geometries with grid type 
spacers (where interchannel transport is of a two-directional type). The lack of symmetry in 
the mixing coefficient matrix necessitated the adoption of a different mathematical 
approach for the computation of the subchannel coolant temperature distribution. 

A detailed theoretical analysis was made of the mixing behaviour and temperature fields 
in hexagonal test breeder fuel channels, using the HERA code. A considerable effort was 
devoted to investigate the effect of helical flow, induced by wire spacing devices, on 
temperature fields in hexagonal fuel channels subjected to lateral power gradients. 

Contrary to expectations formulated in the literature, it was found that the helical flow 
around the hexagonal flow duct provoked by the helical spacers does not attenuate the 
circumferential coolant temperature variation. This conclusion is of crucial importance for 
predictions of flow duct performances caused by differential-swelling and differential 
thermal expansion. 

Much effort has also been given to the develoment of computation methods for 
3-dimensional temperature fields in rod bundles. These methods are to replace the 
"lumped" subchannel heat transfer models, currently applied by industry. A detailed highly 
accurate thermal analysis for simple geometries has been completed and the first results for 
a symmetrical rod array are available. 

Analysis of experimental data on temperature fields in compact rod assemblies was 
continued along the lines of the above theoretical work. 

Induced Rod Vibrations 

The work has been concentrated on the interpretation of correlation measurements 
between pressure fluctuations and vibrations of three-rod bundles under axial water flow. 
These measurements were intended to complement previous experiments on single rods 
analyzed during 1971. The theoretical model set-up for the analysis of the single rod 
measurements was found to be satisfactory. Compared with the single-rod tests, the 
rod-bundle arrangement gives quite different results for both the structure of the turbulent 
pressure fluctuations and for the resulting vibration behaviour of the rods. The main results 
of the study can be resumed as follows: 

The asymmetric flow in the rod bundle geometry involves additional pressure 
fluctuations with a marked, velocity-dependent frequency, 
The intensity of these pressure fluctuations is influenced by the pitch-width of the 
bundle and varies around the rod surface, 
As a consequence of the unequal pressure fluctuations and the resulting driving and 
damping forces, the rod vibration is not the same in all directions either. It was found 
that in the range of investigated flow geometries the rod vibration at constant flow 
velocity varies with a factor up to 3, 
Furthermore, the mechanical response function of the rod vibration is strongly 
influenced by the bundle arrangement. The vibration is higher damped and shifted to a 
bundle- frequency, which differs from the eigenfrequency of the single rod, 
The correlation coefficient between measured pressure fluctuations and the resulting 
driving forces is influenced by the flow velocity proportional to v 0 · 8 . This coeffcient is 
also influenced by the flow geometry, which can be expressed by an empirical function 
of the mean flow excentrieity and of the local hydraulic diameters. 
In conclusion, the analytical model, which formed the basis of this study, seems to be a 

useful tool for evaluating flow induced vibrations. However, one needs a knowledge of the 
spectral density of the pressure fluctuation field as well as the normal modes and the 
response function of the structure. In searching lor realistic values for these quantities 
a further specific experimental investigation has been carried-out. In this experiment a 
number of miniature pressure transducers were mounted in the wall of one of the three 
rods. By means of a special mounting device, the transducers in the rod wall could be 
displaced in the length-direction. In this way length-distances could be spaced out between 



transducer couples in the range from 7 up to 90 mm. This instrumentation allowed pressure 
fluctuation signals at the different measurement points over the rod length to be revealed 
simultaneously. The tape-recorded signals were then analysed by measurements of 
coherence phase-log. The analysis of the results is underway. 

More detailed information on this activity is given in the Selected Topics of the 
Technology Division "Studies on parallel-flow induced rod vibrations" by E. Ohlmer, R. 
Schwemmle. 
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REACTOR SAFETY PROGRAMME 

J. Randies 

Research during 1972 in support of reactor safety was carried out under six main 
headings. This research was conceived as a public service in aid of Reactor Safety 
Engineering and Licensing. A summary of the budget (excluding the personnel costs) and 
manpower allocated under these headings is given in the following table: 

Actions 

Engineering research 

Thermohydraulics research 

- Early failure detection 

- Reliability 

- Reactor dynamics 

- Liquid shut-down rods 

Total 

Budget 
(UC) 

87.300 

100.200 

70.800 

7.900 

3.800 

270.000 

Manpower 
(man/years) 

22 

30 

19 

6 

5 

3 

85 

Engineering Research Associated with Catastrophic Accidents or their Prevention 

Design Basis Accident Containment Modelling 
As is well known, the only method presently available of assessing the effect of 

hypothetical explosive nuclear excursions on fast reactor containment systems is to build 
models of such systems, observe their behaviour when loaded internally by chemical 
explosives which simulate the nuclear energy release and use the obtained data for checking 
calculation methods. For some time now, Ispra has been carrying out such tests, partially 
under collaboration contracts, for both the De BeNeLux SNR and CNEN PEC reactors. 
Prior to 1972, much detailed information giving confidence in the dynamic response of 
these systems was obtained in 1/12 scale models of the SNR and 1/20 and 1/10 scale models 
of the PEC vessel, much experience being obtained of a slow burning charge developed by 
Belgonucléaire to give a better simulation of an explosive nuclear excursion than TNT. 

In 1972 this work was continued. In the 1/12 SNR models experiments focussed on 
mechanisms which dampen and disperse bulk motions of coolant in the vessel and thereby 
reduce "waterhammer" impacts. This had previously been shown to be possible by installing 
a special perforated plate above the charge (core), but the work in 1972 investigated the 
possibility that models of the normal grid-plate may accomplish the same result. It was 
found that the grid-plate holding structure would probably have to be strengthened in the 
real system to withstand the forces acting on it and maintain the grid-plate in a position to 
provide the required dissipative effect. In the 1/10 scale model of the PEC multilayer vessel. 
the influence on the dynamic behaviour of the detonation speed was investigated. As might 
be expected, at the "high explosive" limit, strong shock waves producing plastic-
déformations in the vessel region near the charge are characteristic. At the "low explosive" 
limit, large sustained accelerations of bulks of coolant leading to strong "waterhammer" 
impacts on the lid occur and may give cause for more concern than any of the effects 
observed with TNT. 

Work in preparation for more detailed 1/6 scale modelling of the SNR vessel and 
internal structures was started in 1972. Using an existing vessel of approximately the 
required 1/6 dimensions, experiments to check the foreseen charge and instrumentation 
were prepared. Plans for the simulation of a fuel/coolant interaction in a model PLC 
subassembly were also launched in 1972. The subassembly will be modelled in 1/1 scale in 
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its radial dimensions but will be of reduced length. Explosives will be chosen to give a wide 
range of impulse parameters. 

Some basic studies were pursued. Some slow burning charges were calibrated using a 
rigid, water filled, open vessel. Energy release was evaluated from the water plug speed and 
compared with the predictions of the Belgonucléaire DEBUL code. 

Of considerable interest to Ispra were some basic theoretical studies performed in 1972. 
The well-known two-dimensional compressible hydrodynamics code REXCO-H was 
acquired from the USA and applied with gratifying agreement to some of the SNR model 
tests. The incompressible hydrodynamics code SOURBOUM II of Belgonucléaire was also 
checked against the tests and, though not able to reproduce the shock propagation 
phenomena, nevertheless gave the correct total impulse on the lid of the vessel. A need to 
modify REXCO-H to correct for finite-element distortion was demonstrated and work 
started in that direction. 

Dynamic Properties of Materials 
Efforts in 1972 have focussed on the measurement of strain-rate effects on the 

stress/strain relation relevant to the DBA studies described above. The application foreseen 
for these relations is in the theoretical interpretation of the model tests. Three split 
Hopkinson bar facilities have now been developed and patented. The Hopkinson bar 
concept involves the generation of a well defined elastic wave in a bar of high tensile 
strength and the propagation of this wave through the test piece, extending it into the 
plastic region with a known strain-rate. The facility with high strain-rates, already 
constructed and commissioned in 1971, uses an explosive loading mechanism and is able to 
generate strain-rates up to 104 sec"' . During 1972, facilities for lower strain-rates have been 
constructed. One of these uses a shock-tube loading system and the other a mechanical 
energy storage (screw) set-up. The temperature of the test piece can be fixed at any value of 
interest by direct electrical heating and the strain-rate of interest achieved by employing the 
appropriate facility. 

Shock Wave Propagation in Concrete 
To establish the shock absorbing properties of concrete in detail, measurements of shock 

propagation through linear specimens have been performed using explosives to generate the 
shock. The instrumentation for measuring particle displacements and velocities was 
commissioned in 1971 using Al 24 ST (because of its well-known Hugoniot) and, in 1972, 
several tests with concrete were performed between 19 and 25 kbar. However, basic errors 
in these tests have been identified and future progress now depends on a planned high power 
shock tube. The components of this shock tube have been made ready for assembly with a 
view to measuring the equation of state of concrete in the range 0 to 10 kbars. 

Prue ture Mechanics 
The general aim of the fracture mechanics studies is to assist improvements in the design 

of LMFBR primary circuit structures and the specification of surveillance and testing 
procedures. 

The AISI 304 stainless steel burst test tubes (105.4 mm ID, 4.5 mm thick, containing 
suitable through-wall cracks) prepared in 1971 have been employed to check fracture 
criteria. AISI 304 stainless steel is a candidate material for LMFBR primary circuit piping. It 
has been established that for crack lengths in these tubes of less than 50 mm, the Hahn flow 
stress criterion applies and for longer cracks, the fracture toughness criterion applies. Crack 
opening displacement (COD) measurements made during these tests were difficult because 
of the sensitivity to the measurement location. Attempts were made to resolve this 
difficulty by using extrapolation procedures to obtain a characteristic COD parameter. The 
theoretically predicted COD values were not confirmed, probably due to the pronounced 
strain hardening characteristics of AISI 304. Work on 335 mm ID, 10 mm thick tubes was 
started. For the COD measurements using compact tension specimens, instrumentation 
problems arose from the need for a better detection of crack growth initiation. Effort was 
concentrated on utilizing electrical resistance measurements. Plans were completed for 
measuring the COD as a function of metallurgical states relevant to LMFBR conditions (e.g. 
temperature embrittled and welded AISI 304). 

Fatigue crack growth studies using both compact tensile (CT) specimens and tubing have 
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been pursued using an Instron 6 ton cycler and a Lösen-Hausen 60 ton machine employed as 
a pressure cycler. The results obtained with the CT specimens reveal a coherent influence of 
the mean load, frequency and temperature and verify the validity of a Parris type 
correlation between the crack growth-rate and stress intensity factor range. 

An apparently different behaviour occurred in the tubing fatigue tests in comparison 
with those using CT specimens due possibly to an inadequate correction for tube bulging 
effects in the analysis. 

Stress A nalysis 
The main tasks of stress analysis concern the assessment of reactor structures, 

particularly the primary vessel, piping and containment systems. During 1972, activity 
involved largely the acquisition of experience in the application of the 3 dimensional finite 
element heat diffusion and stress calculation code packages FLHE and BERSAFE. At the 
request of certain licensing authorities (TUV Baden, Nord-Deutschland and Stuttgart), the 
stress analysis reports on the Phillipsburg (BWR), Brunsbüttel (BWR) and Nekkar Westheim 
(PWR) plants have been checked by the use of these codes. This work brought out the 
benefits of a 3 dimensional static analysis in comparison to the 2 dimensional approach used 
in the reports. Other work carried out during 1972 includes a dynamic analysis of the 
Nekkar Westheim containment building, performed as a contribution to the anti-earthquake 
design of the plant, and a limit analysis of aircraft collision with the plant chimney and its 
collapse onto the building roof. 

In another direction, consideration has been given to the problem of evaluating the three 
dimensional stress intensity factor associated with a crack so as to be able to apply 
BERSAFE in support of fracture mechanics studies without an unduly high consumption of 
computer time. 

Studies on the Effects of Rapid Depressurization on the Thermal Insulation Systems of 
HTGR 's 

HTGR vessels are fitted with an insulation panel to prevent the hot gas coolant from 
damaging the wall. The purpose of this study has been to provide data to the HTGR projects 
on the possible effects of rapid depressurization on such panels, which are required to 
maintain their integrity even in extreme conditions. Many tests on models had previously 
been performed and work during 1972 was aimed at completing and analysing these tests. 

In summary, the pressure difference across an insulation panel caused by 
depressurization can be correlated theoretically via its porosity. The tests have confirmed 
this correlation and validated its use for the design of insulation panels against the hazard of 
buckling in depressurization conditions. 

Coolant Thermohydraulic Studies Associated with Accidents 

Simulation of Light Water Reactor Primary Circuit Depressurization 
The basic experimental aim of these studies is the creation in simple geometries of 

thermohydraulic conditions typical of those which would occur in a LWR as a result of a 
breach in the system and the rapid depressurization of the primary circuit. On the basis of 
such simulated depressurization data, it is planned to systematically check and improve the 
calculation codes which have been written around the world for the analysis and assessment 
of LWR primary circuit blowdown. 

For these studies, Ispra has constructed the loop DHT-1, which consists of a directly 
heated simple round tube test section with inlet and outlet plena, and a return line to allow 
natural circulation prior to blowdown (provoked by a quick acting valve). In this loop, the 
focal point of interest is the evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient as a function of the 
large variations which occur during blowdown. A wide range of hot-leg ruptures had been 
simulated previously and, in 1972, effort was concentrated on cold-leg ruptures. Though 
these tests involve a flow inversion, the time to onset of the heat transfer crisis appears 
practically unchanged but the position of this crisis is naturally at the inlet of the test 
section instead of the outlet. 

Collaboration with the French firm G AAA has continued into 1972 and more detailed 
comparisons between the results of the hot-leg ruptures and the GAAA blowdown code 
CAPCOR have provided further validation for this code, in particular, for the heat transfer 
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model which it uses. These tests were also used by the firm AEG to check the performance 
of the blowdown code BRUCH-D. 

A start was made in 1972 to the systematic acquisition of blowdown computer codes 
from around the world with a view to achieving an intimate knowledge of the physical 
theory and numerical methods employed by them. At present, the contents of the codes 
RELAP 3, BRUCH-D and CAPCOR are under review. It is hoped that this effort will lead to 
comparative studies of several codes with reference to "clean" experimental results, and, in 
the longer term, to improved or new codes. 

1972 saw the beginning of a study of thermal non-equilibrium in depressurization 
conditions, a factor which may influence the evolution of the blowdown process. In close 
discussions with members of the German "Working Group for Emergency Core Cooling", an 
installation was designed in which the response of a two phase mixture to pressure changes 
and injections of cold water can be measured. 

Also in connection with an interest from the above working group, a feasibility study 
for a large scale blowdown project was started. This study is considering the full simulation 
of a LWR primary circuit, inclusive of pumps and heat exchangers, with a full length 
electrically heated bundle representing the core. 

Fuel ι'Coolant Thermal Interaction Studies 
The study of U02 /Na thermal interactions has been provoked by the need to 

understand all possible consequences of fuel melting in LMFBR's. At Ispra, two installations 
have been designed to examine the interaction experimentally. One of these installations has 
a channel geometry in which a column of Na can be dropped onto a specimen of molten UO 
(about 20g) in a crucible. The other has a tank geometry in which a mass of molten U02 
(up to 4 kg) can be dropped from a furnace into a pool of Na. The aim of the channel 
experiment is to measure the pressure history, the displacement velocity of the Na liquid 
column and the U02 particle sizes in conditions sufficiently simple to allow the testing of 
basic theories of the U02 /Na interaction process. The tank experiment is suitable primarily 
for answering more immediate technological needs such as the study of U02 /Na interactions 
in subassembly models and the simulation of core melting into a pool of Na coolant 
underneath the core support structure. These two facilities were constructed prior to 1972 
and the work of 1972 has been concerned exclusively with operational problems, especially 
that of preparing and handling molten U0 2 . 

The Channel Experiment 

It was found that the three parameters temperature power input to crucible, and 
initiation time of the interaction have to be properly synchronized to avoid a failure of the 
experiment. As a result, the facility had to be modified to allow automatic control so that, 
whatever heating system is used, the interaction is always supervised in the best way. 

Two heating techniques for melting the U02 in the channel experiment were studied in 
detail. 
a) High frequency heating 

The melting of about 6 cm3 of U02 in a crucible which will be used in the channel 
experiments has been accomplished successfully by HF heating. The system for 
mounting this set-up in the channel facility is under construction. 

b) Joule heating 
Experience has shown that the melting of U02 by Joule heating is highly unreliable. The 
heating rate is too low and allows time for much of the U02 to vaporize and plate-out 
on the cooler surfaces of the system. However, Joule heating has been used successfully 
to prepare molten Al2 O.i (2400°) and further attempts with U02 using deeper crucibles 
and larger heating rates are underway. 

The Tank Experiment 

The furnace for melting the U02 has reached 2950°C under high vacuum. The first U02 
melting tests were performed with 1 kg of U02 , revealing the same difficulty as in the 
channel facility, namely, the relatively high partial pressure of U02 at 2l)00°C caused the 
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evaporation and plate-out of a large part of the U02 during the melting process (0.5 kg/h). 
In order to overcome this problem, 2 possible solutions were investigated. 
1) In an attempt to reduce the melting temperature, small amounts of impurity were mixed 

with the U02 : 

U02 + 5%A1203 

U02 + 3 % MgO 
U02 + 5% SrO 
U02 + 5% Zr02 

All of these impurities yielded a considerable reduction in the melting temperature of 
UO-2 (from 2900 to about 2600°C) but the partial vapour pressure was still high enough 
to cause the vaporisation of a large part of the mixture (~50%). 

2) In order to block the flow of U02 vapour out of the crucible it has been planned to fix a 
membrane on the crucible. This membrane was specified and ordered. 

3) In a further attempt to suppress evaporation, the furnace was run under a partial 
pressure of Argon at 400 and 600 Tor.. It turned out that the amount of vaporized fuel 
was negligible but, because of enhanced heat losses, the maximum temperature was 
reduced to 2750°C at maximum available power. Thus, until a boosted power unit is 
available, it will be possible to obtain molten U02 only by using additives (point 1 
above) and it is therefore planned to perform interaction tests with U02 + 5% Al2 0 3 
heated in an Argon atmosphere. 
The reaction tank has been completely equipped with instrumentation and filled with 

sodium and is ready for operation. The original crucible catching and U02 spilling device 
suffered maloperation as a consequence of interference from the cover gas and has therefore 
been replaced by a completely different system, now tested. 

An X-ray cinematographic system with an image amplifier for recording the 
configuration of events during the U02 /Na interaction in the tank is under construction. 

Basic Investigation into Two Phase Mixing in Fuel Cluster Geometries and Heat Transfer 
Crises Studies 

These studies have been requested by CNEN (Italy) and the German BMBW, from which 
financial and technical backing is received. With a view to providing data for a better 
assessment of heat transfer in fuel clusters during flow and pressure transients, basic 
measurements of boiling mixing among the subchannels are being planned in two systems. 

In the PRIL forced circulation loop, a simple directly heated two-subchannel test 
section was installed and instrumented in 1972. Measurements of the outlet flow-rate and 
enthalpy of each channel as a function of the power inputs and inlet conditions were 
started. Both steady-state and partial blowdown tests are planned. 

A 16-rod directly heated square array was proposed for installation in the forced 
circulation BOWAL loop. This bundle, which is under construction at CISE (Milano), will be 
fitted with devices for measuring the distributions of power and temperature along the test 
section and the outlet enthalpy distribution among the 6 basic subchannels of the cluster. 
Tests, steady-state and with flow/pressure transients, will begin in 1973. 

Long established studies of heat transfer crisis were continued in 1972 with 
investigations into the influence of the upsteam flow history on the critical quality and heat 
flux. 

Early Failure Detection 

Ultrasonic Emission Studies 
The aim of these studies is to obtain back-up data and analysis methods for the diagnosis 

of stress wave emission (swe) in pressurized systems (vessel and primary circuit of LWR's for 
example) due to crack formation and propagation. 

An important problem in this field is that of locating the sources of swe. Triangulation 
techniques have been studied in 1972 using a stainless steel (AISI 304) plate. Propagation 
modes and speeds of ultrasonic wave were examined, but these studies have been confused 
by the apparent dependence of the propagation process on the transducers and 
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transducer/plate bondings used. Further experiments were started in an attempt to explain 
these difficulties. In parallel to the experiments, a computer code for performing the 
triangulation calculations on the plate was prepared. This code used the standard method 
based on differences in signal arrival times which are computed by cross-correlation 
functions to eliminate errors due to spurious uncorrelated noise. 

To extend these studies to more complicated geometries, a pressurized vessel facility was 
commissioned. 

Basic investigations have been continued to obtain a correlation between the intensity of 
ultrasonic pulse emission (i.e. damage due to crack formation) and the stress. Flat specimens 
of AISI stainless steel were stretched at various strain-rates using an Instron 5 t machine, the 
u.s. pulse output from the specimen being obtained as a function of time. The damage due 
to crack formation was inferred from measurements of internal voiding (density change) and 
the size distribution of microcracks by quantitative metallographic analysis. The results have 
not yet been analysed. 

Support to Ultrasonic Probing 
The problem of concern to Ispra in this field is the reliability of the transducers used for 

fault surveillance in pressure vessels, and in particular, their integrity against radiation and 
temperature damage. 

Some commercial bariumtitanate transducers proposed for vessel surveillance in the 
Stade BWR were exposed to temperature cycling and found to operate normally only up to 
80°C. Transducers of the same type were irradiated at 50°C in the ISPRA-I reactor and 
found to be totally inoperative after an exposure of only 4.5 χ IO15 neutrons/cm2. This 
rapid degradation was principally due to the destruction of the bonding between the crystal 
and other transducer components. A specimen of the coaxial cable normally used with 
transducers apparently suffered no ill effects from irradiation. 

In aid of these and future transducer studies, considerable time was used in developing 
techniques for measuring transducer characteristics and for visualising ultrasonic wave fields 
by a laser method (not yet successful). 

Noise A nalysis 
Noise analysis aims to relate neutron noise with in-core mechanical movements and 

thereby to offer a method of detecting structurai faults, excessive vibrations, coolant 
disturbance etc. 

Effort at Ispra in this field has made use of the experimental, zero power facility ECO, 
which offers great advantages of in-core accessibility. It was known previously that fuel 
assembly oscillations occur in ECO when the auxiliary heavy water circuit operates. 
Measurements, using 3 ionization chambers (2 out- and one in-core) and two position 
transducers on a fuel rod placed in different parts of the core, were made for two very 
different core compositions (different types of element) during 1971/1972. The analysis of 
these measurements occupied most of 1972. 

The results of this analysis show that the frequency spectrum both from the transducers 
and ion chambers contains a peak at about 0.27 Hz for both types of core, suggesting, in 
view of the different masses involved, a pendulum type oscillation of the fuel assemblies. 
The amplitude of oscillation of the instrumented rod was greater when it was placed in an 
assembly near to the inlet of the D : 0 circuit. The correlation between the transducer and 
ion chamber signal spectra was significant but weak. This was probably due to the fact that 
the correlation applied to the movements of only one fuel element out of a total of about 
90. Further measurements are visualized to check if the correlation increases if the 
instrumented element is placed near one of the ion chambers. 

Reliability 

Systems Reliability 
Applications of systems reliability analysis have been made on behalf of two reactor 

projects. 
In close collaboration with the CNEN PLC reactor project, the reliability of the 

proposed control rod mechanism has been studied. The aim of the analysis was to verify 
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that the probability of failure of the mechanism on demand is less than 10"6 years ' . The 
following events were examined: 

failure to shut down at the required speed, 
failure to shut down at all; 
spurious shut-down. 

The failure mode and effect analysis of the mechanical sub-components was completed 
and the fault-trees drawn, but the probability of many of the single events could not be 
specified. Consequently, a systematic examination of operational experience on shut-down 
mechanisms in all kinds of reactors was started to see if failure data relevant to fast reactors 
can be derived. This examination is being done in cooperation with DG III. 

For the ΝΕΑ Dragon reactor project, preliminary fault-tree analyses of the 

- ultimate heat sink (tertiary circuit) failure and 
- failure of the vessel following an uncontrolled nuclear excursion 

have been carried out in close association with the project safety group. 

Structural Reliability 

Work in this field is aimed at providing data and methodology for the calculation of 
structural failure probabilities. 

Effort in 1972 has continued on the cumulative damage model for describing the 
statistical distribution of the failure stress of materials. The numerical behaviour of 
functional-gamma distributions, earlier shown to be a general outcome of this model for any 
type of damage function, has been examined in detail for several particular damage 
functions. The results were used to interpret the failure probability distributions obtained 
from measurements (elsewhere) of rupture stress of stainless steel in conditions of plastic 
instability (AISI 321 rupture discs) and creep (AISI 310 bars) and of graphite subjected to 
tensile, compressive and bending loads. 

Reactor Dynamics 

COSTANZA Code Series 

The COSTANZA code series has evolved over a number of years as an instrument for 
computing detailed one and two dimensional transients in several types of reactor including 
both those in which the coolant remains single phased (liquid or gas) and those in which the 
coolant boils. The series can handle both fast and slow (Xenon) transients and incorporates 
absorber control rod movements which may be an inherent part of transient conditions. A 
long term aim of work on these codes is the improvement of numerical techniques to the 
stage where three dimensional analysis could be feasible. 

The major effort in 1972, however, has again been on further adaptations to the needs 
of applied calculation. For the analysis of HTGR's the following improvements have been 
introduced: 

- tabulated temperature coefficients have been replaced by analytical formulae; 
- the description of radiant heat transfer has been improved; 
- the handling of the thermohydraulic calculation and of the input/output routines was 

reorganized to better suit user needs (Dragon); 
- special options to handle very slow rod-withdrawal accidents were introduced to avoid 

heavy wastage of machine time. 

With these improvements, the 4 group version of COSTANZA was coupled with the code 
CARMEN of Belgonucléaire during 1972 and has been speeded-up by the introduction of a 
variable time-step. Final testing of this new code combination is underway. The 
construction of an alternative sodium thermohydraulics code has been started and is 
operative for non-boiling conditions. 

Reactor Dynamics Information Service 

The first steps towards realizing this service were taken in 1972. The collection of 
information on some of the known existing codes and a survey of the characteristics of 
existing power reactors (along with information on the codes used in their safety 
assessment) has been started. The ultimate aim of this service is to accumulate an extensive 
comparative index on a wide variety of dynamics codes. 
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Liquid Shut-Down Rods Development 

Ispra has achieved several years of development work on neutron absorbing liquid 
shut-down rods for thermal reactors (Eurospectra, vol. IX, no.3. 1970) and large out-of-pile 
rigs have been built and operated to test a number of concepts. In particular, systems 
suitable for application in the ORGEL and CIRENE reactor proposals have been studied 
extensively out-of-pile and a system developed for the ESSOR reactor has been backed up 
by certain in-pile tests using the ISPRA-I reactor. 

In spite of this background, the general decline in reactor development in the J.R.C, has 
made it very difficult to maintain the effort on liquid shut-down rods and, in 1972, it was 
brought into the safety programme in a final attempt to sponsor further progress. During 
1972 the CHARLES liquid shut-down system designed for ESSOR was constructed and 
prepared for installation in the reactor and the full-scale out-of-pile multirod mock-up of the 
CIRENE liquid shut-down system was modified and tested in accordance with certain design 
changes. Studies were also started to assess the applicability of the liquid shut-down concept 
to fast reactors. 

However, insufficient durable support could be found for these activities and it has been 
decided to terminate them. 
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INFORMATION ANALYSIS SERVICES PROGRAMME 

C'. Casini 

"Information Analysis Services" is a new Objective Programme of J.R.C. Ispra. It 
includes public service activities intended to make the technical information related to 
specific areas of the nuclear field easily available and usable by the European Laboratories 
and Industrial firms. The choice of the areas where such a service can be usefully given was 
of course connected with the experience and know-how accumulated at the J.R.C, during 
the past research and development activity. 

In 1972, two of these Services have started to operate: 
- ESIS, European Shielding Information Service 

INDAC, Integral Nuclear Data Centre 
A layout of the budget (excluding personnel charges) and of the man power directly 

allocated for the two actions is given in the following table. 

Actions 

- ESIS 
INDAC 

Total 

Budget 
(UC) 

16.000 
13.000 

29.000 

Manpower 
(man/year) 

11 
10 

21 

The typical actions of such Services are: 
- Collection of the technical information in the field. For doing this, support is given by 

the CID (Centre Information Documentaire) of EEC - Luxembourg. 
Analysis of the information received 
Delivery of the digested information and data. 
In order to show the practical application of this work scheme, in the -next table are 

summarized the actions carried-out during 1972 in the frame of the ESIS and INDAC 
activities. 

ESIS 

ESIS is a service in the field of radiation shielding, intended for engineers engaged in 
design problems and research. More precisely, it compiles, analyses and circulates shielding 
information concerning reactors and accelerators; it consists of scientific personnel with 
extensive experience in radiation shielding. 

Code Assessment and Nuclear Data Evaluation 

A number of shielding codes have been studied from the point of view of efficiency, 
ease of operation and accuracy; comparison was made between the results of similar codes 
and, where possible, existing experimental results or with measurements executed ad hoc on 
the EURACOS facility. During 1972 a number of codes have been analysed. 

MORSI:', a General Purpose Monte Carlo Programme 
The code was first tested through the solution of a few sample problems designed with 

this aim. Some minor modifications have been introduced, several subroutines have been 
written for the analysis of the results and the calculation of some particular quantities. 

MORSE was then applied to a real problem by the interpretation of the experimental 
results of a mock-up for the neutron shield of the CIRENE reactor (measurements executed 
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INFORMATION ANALYSIS SERVICE 1972 

Type of activity 

1. Information collection 

2. Analysis 
Code assessment and data evaluation 

Experimental support 

3. Delivery ofinformation 

4. Technical Consultation 

E S I S 
European Shielding Information Service 

Shielding codes for reactors and accelerators, 
benchmark experiments, nuclear data 

Neutron and photon transport codes: 
ANISN, DOT, MORSE 
Coupled neutron-photon data libraries for the 
mentioned codes 
Clean-geometry benchmark experiments in 
EURACOS ( ISPRA-!) 

Work-shop on transport codes 
(Ispra, October 1972) 

-- ESIS-Newsletter Quarterly Issue, 
(staring in February 1972) 

SNR, CIRENE, PEC, BBK etc. 

I N D A C 
Integral Nuclear Date Center 

Nuclear Data Files, Cross Section Processing 
Codes, Integral Experiments Collection for 
nuclear data sets 

Retrieval codes for Nuclear Data Files (UK. 
CRECT) 
Processing codes (SUPERTOG, GAND-GAF
GÅR) 
Integral measurements of structural material 
cross-sections in tailored spectra 
(RB-2, Bologna) 

Meeting on Integral Experiments for nuclear 
data in Fast Breeders (January 1972) 
INDAC-Newsletter (in preparation, 
scheduled for 1973) 

CEN-Mol, GAAA, Agip Nucleare etc. 
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in the EURACOS facility). Several variance reduction techniques have been employed, the 
choice of their parameters being made through several attempts and using all the physical 
knowledge of the problem. This made it possible to limit the computer time involved for the 
calculation of the spectrum detectors reaction rates (in total, a time of about 120' of IBM 
360/65 for the calculation of fast flux and Aluminium, Sulphur, Indium and Manganese 
reaction rates). 

The agreement with the measured values was variable, according to the detector: the 
Aluminium reaction rates had the good slope, the calculated values being higher by about 
50% than the measured ones; for Sulphur and Indium the comparison appears to be quite 
satisfactory, for Manganese the agreement was very good. To sum up, the code has proved 
to be a very suitable tool (even though costly in time) for this type of analysis. 

DOT, a Two-dimensional Neutron Transport Code 
The direct use of DOT to neutron streaming problems gives rise to a number of 

numerical difficulties on which investigation has commenced. The single case of the 
propagation of a narrow neutron beam in air has been studied, analytical expressions for the 
flux have been derived in order to predict the code output in such a simple case. Important 
discrepancies have been found between the two approaches. These difficulties being noticed 
even by other groups of the Community, it was decided to have a full discussion on these 
points in a meeting held at the University of Stuttgartt early in 1973. 

POPOP 4, a Gamma Cross-section and Emission Probability Production Code 
The first part of the year was devoted to running the code for the Ispra computers. In 

fact a number of drawbacks were found, related partly to discrepancies between the 
"how-to-use" report and the version of the code available at Ispra. Subsequently, in order to 
obtain the desired gamma production cross sections, it proved necessary to fix an energy 
group structure; it was decided to take 100 neutron groups (the 99 fast ones of GAM plus 1 
thermal). Moreover, POPOP4 requires as input the capture and inelastic cross sections of 
those nuclides for which the gamma production data are desired. These cross sections were 
calculated starting from the data of ENDFB-1I and ENDFB III by means of GAM. For some 
elements which are of importance in shielding there were no useful ENDFB — data 
(examples: barium, tungsten) and so they had to be excluded from the first version of the 
coupled shielding library. 

Other codes, such as SABINE, ANISN, TIMOC have been assessed in view of specific 
applications to shielding problems. Furthermore, an intercomparison of different methods 
for the calculation of neutron transport along sodium ducts has been carried out in 
collaboration with different European institutes. The following codes have been compared: 

the group Monte Carlo codes TIMOC, MORSE-K 
the point Monte Carlo codes UNC-SAM2 and TRARAR 

- the modified diffusion code DL-S 
- the S i rcode DOT-II 

Experiments 

The first part of the year saw the conclusion of the experimental investigation by 
EURACOS of the neutron streaming along sodium piping of a typical fast breeder reactor 
(collaboration with GfK Karlsruhe and Interatom). 

The immediate scope of the experiment was the study of radiation streaming along a 
twice bent duct filled with sodium similar to a coolant tube section of the SNR project. The 
duct penetrates through different graphite and concrete walls, so that the resulting 
geometrical configuration is rather complicated. A shield mock-up reproducing the design 
situation in scale one-to-one was erected at the shielding irradiation facility EURACOS 
which essentially consists of a disk (φ - 80 cm) emitting 10' 4 fission neutrons per second. 
In order to soften the neutron spectrum of the shield mock-up, an iron-aluminium filter was 
interposed between the converter and the front of the sodium tube. The neutron fields 
along the tube have been explored by the use of threshold, resonance and 1/v foils. Spectral 
information on intermediate energy neutrons have been deduced from a set of 1 1 
resonance sandwich detectors covering the energy range from 1.5 eV up to 3000 eV. 
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Because of the complicated geometry investigated and the important attenuation factor 
(2.1fJs), the interpretation could only be tackled by three dimensional Monte Carlo codes. 
Two Monte Carlo codes have been checked on the experimental results: the TIMOC-code set 
up at Ispra and the Interatom ALBEMO-code. The new version of TIMOC-71 contains some 
time reducing features particularly interesting for shielding calculations. The ALBEMO-code 
calculates the distribution of neutrons within empty spaces of large volume. It assumes that 
the reflected neutrons are re-emitted at the same spot at which they entered the walls of 
such spaces. The measured spectral behaviour agrees well with the calculated one, both for 
the TIMOC-71 and ALBEMO-code. As far as the absolute values are concerned, TIMOC 
underestimates the fluxes by a factor of three right from the beginning of the sodium tube. 
This underestimation which propagates throughout the whole cell could be due to errors in 
the iron-library used. The time consumption of the code, however, represents a heavy 
penalty for the agreement obtained: with a splitting factor equal to 50, a complete TIMOC 
run for the present geometry took 7 hours on the IBM 360/65. The ALBEMO spectra 
practically coincide with the experimental results in the lower tube section. ALBEMO 
overestimates the fluxes in the intermediate tube section up to a maximum factor of two to 
three. Owing to the fact that this code introduces remarkable simplifications of the neutron 
transport phenomena and then a reduction in computing time ( 1 hour of CDC-6400 for one 
calculation), these results are surprisingly good. 

Technical Consultation 

A number of technical contacts have been established with the European firms and 
laboratories involved in shielding calculations. Among them, GfK-Karlsruhe, Interatom, 
FIAT-Nucleare, BBK, Ansaldo-PMN, University of Stuttgart, SNAM, AEG and CNEN. 
Particular support has been given, in the frame of a cooperation contract, to shielding 
problems of the PEC reactor. A number of calculations have been performed, namely: 
- Bulk shielding and homogeneous calculations 
- Radiation streaming through gaps. 

Information Output 

In 1972 the publication of ESIS-Newsletters, a quarterly issue, was started. The 
Newsletters contain all kinds of information of interest to the shielding community. They 
are organized in the following way: 

General topics: urgent announcements concerning imminent shielding meetings, such as 
exact dates, places, programmes etc., sollicitation for cooperation. 
"Make acquaintance with" a rubric which describes the activities of the different 
European shielding groups (prepared, in general by the individual laboratories involved). 
Shielding codes: this section reports news related to development, assessment or 
implementation of shielding codes (in cooperation with NEA-CPL). 
Conferences and meetings: list of interesting meetings to be held in a period of 10-12 
months; minutes of meetings. 
Accession to literature: references and abstracts of shielding articles and reports are 
printed on sheets which allow an easy classification (in collaboration with CID). 
The first Newsletters were issued in March 1972. After the first issue, ESIS was 

contacted by more than 40 people interested in the Newsletters or in receiving technical 
information; numerous offers for cooperation have come in. Up-to-now three issues of the 
Newsletters have been published, and some 250 ESIS-Newsletters are distributed. 

A number of papers (5) have been presented at the 4th International Shielding 
Conference at Paris, October 1972 summarising the main ESIS activities. 

A contribution has also been made to the preparation and execution of the workshop 
organised by NEA-CPL at Ispra on shielding problems in September 1972. A similar 
workshop on the DOT-programme for shielding applications will be organised by ESIS at 
the Stuttgart-University at the end of February 1973. 
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INDAC 
INDAC is a Service in the field of nuclear data, intended for engineers and physicists 

engaged in design problems and research. It compiles, analyses and circulates information 
related to methods and measurements necessary to evaluate integral parameters from 
nuclear data files (as for instance group cross-sections) of use in reactor physics. 

Code Assessment 

During lc)72 the main part of the work was devoted to the evaluation of processing 
codes intended for multigroup cross-section generation from Nuclear Data Files. The effort 
has been oriented to obtain two computer-chains: 

SUPERTOC.-MAKE-GAM-II 
GAND-GAE-GAR. 
The SUPERTOG program can generate fine group libraries up to a maximum of 200 

energy groups; it has been used to prepare 99 group libraries for the GAM-T code based on 
ENDF/B 1-2 and 3 data files. An analysis has been performed to test the consistency of the 
group cross sections and transfer arrays produced by the program, particularly as a function 
of the different types of group structures the user can define for the calculation of the 
multigroup library. The study has been concentrated on 2 3 8 U and 2 3 5 U isotopes, the 
energy group structure varying from 200 to 24 groups. The main results can be summarized 
as follows: 

the discrepancies are increasing with increased group width. This is due, in particular, to 
the fact that a few-group library implies many resonances in each group. 
The discrepancies are, in general, more important in elastic scattering than in capture 
reaction; this is related to interface effects between potential and resonance scattering 
which makes the energy dependence in the scattering more complex than in the capture 
cross-section. 
In general from the analysis it appeared that the 99-group cross-section libraries 

prepared for GAM-II are reliable from the point of view of the group condensation. 
The work to put in operation GAND-GAF-GAR has been more cumbersome than was 

foreseen due to the lack of the GAND-report and to a number of errors in the version of the 
codes available at Ispra. Now the three codes are running and the first physical tests seem 
satisfactory. GAND produces from ENDF/B 1 data files the ultra-fine multigroup library (to 
a maximum of about 15:000 energy groups) to be used in GAFGAR, a program for the 
calculation of neutron spectra (B] equations) and for the production of few-group averaged 
cross-sections and transfer arrays. 

Tests of Nuclear Data Files on Integral Experiments 

Twelve clean integral experiments were selected to be used for checking data files. They 
are the same which have been used by Kiefhaber at Karlsruhe for the improvement of a 26 
group cross-section set derived from KEDAK. A standard calculation procedure was set-up; 
it consists essentially of three steps: 
a) preparation of a 149-group library form ENDF/B by SUPERTOG for the isotopes 

involved 
b) calculation of the spectrum in 149-group diffusion approximation and condensation of 

the 149-group cross-sections to 25 groups for each facility 
c) final calculation of the integral experimental results, keff and reaction rate ratios, in a 

25-group scheme with appropriate Sn approximation by the ANISN code. 
Self-shielding effects on keff were calculated by using the code system 

FJODOR-GAZE2. FJODOR produces cross-sections in a 26-group scheme according to the 
ABBN formalism. First results are expected by the beginning of 1973. 
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Integral Cross Section Measurements in Fast Spectra 

The preparatory work to set-up an experimental investigation of the iron integral 
capture cross-section in the energy interval 1 keV 100 keV has been continued. The 
measurements will be performed in the RB-2 critical facility of Bologna, in collaboration 
with CNEN and AGIP-Nucleare. The central zone of the facility will be modified so as to 
include a buffer zone which enables to obtain, in the central test sample, tailored epithermal 
and fast spectra. The test zone will be a mixture of microspheres of fuel (uranium oxide, 
highly enriched), diluent (graphite) and test material (iron). The experiments will involve 
the measurement of k-inf by null reactivity technique. Spectrum indices measurements by 
different techniques. 

Definition of the Main Parameters of the Test Zone 
The neutron physics calculations for the definition of the material and geometrical 

specifications of the test and buffer region have been orientated in the following directions: 
a) infinite medium calculations using the codes GGC-GAZE (ENDF-B/2 library) and 

FJODOR-GAZE (U.K. library) at various moderator-fissile atom ratios and iron 
contents, to check the correspondence between the two sets of cross-sections, as well as 
to evaluate the overall error of the parameter under investigation. Calculated fractional 
Fe capture rates in the energy region of interest (1-100 keV) indicate rather large 
discrepancies. As an example, in the case of a carbon to uranium ratio (C/U) of 150 and 
an iron to carbon (Fe/C) ratio of 0.5, the iron capture in the 1-100 keV range, varies 
from 60% (U.K.) to 75% (ENDF/B). This indicates that it is necessary to foresee 
flexibility in the parameters governing the measurement in order to be able to perform 
experimental adjustments, if the expected calculated results are not confirmed. 
Starting from these data the experimental error analysis already performed in 1971 was 
updated. Errors in the iron capture cross section lower than 10% have been found for 
C/U around 150 and Fe/C = 0.6. If the carbon to uranium ratio is reduced to noticeably 
lower values (which are more representative of fast breeder conditions) the error is 
increased (about 15%). 

b) One-dimensional calculations using the ANISN code with different geometric 
arrangements and medium compositions, to find the configuration which gives the 
neutron energy spectrum in the test-zone closest to spectrum in the infinite medium. 

c) Elaboration of a method to evaluate the non-asymptotic spectrum corrections in the 
k-inf measurements, e.g. the effect of the spectrum mismatching in the central test 
samples. The method is based on a multigroup perturbation model, originally developed 
by Humbach and Oldekop, which enables the error in k-inf due to unasymptotic 
spectrum conditions in the test-sample of the reactor to be evaluated. A code 
(PERTURBO) has been written for IBM 360/65, which allows the execution of two 
GAZE 26-Group diffusion calculations, one for the real geometry (spherical) and the 
other one for the asymptotic case (infinite medium). First calculations indicate that the 
k-inf error introduced by the formalism is twice the value of the deviation from unity of 
neutron production over absorption in the test-region, a parameter which was previously 
used as an index of the spectrum adjustment in this type of experiment. 

Experimental Techniques 
The set-up of the experimental method was pursued with particular reference to the 

following topics: 
a) flux measurements with fission chambers for the spectrum matching in the fast core. A 

procedure for spectral index measurements by miniaturized fission chamber was set-up; 
the chambers considered were with sensitive deposits of 2 3 8 U , 2 3 5 U , 2 3 9 Pu, 2 4 0 Pu, 
2 ' 7 Np, yielding spectral indexes of the type: 2 3 8 U, fission / 2 3 5 U fission showing the 
behaviour of the fast component of the flux, etc. The study was completed with the 
design of an automatic scanning device for mapping the data over the whole test-zone of 
the RB2/TV reactor. 

b) reactivity measurements with an automatic control rod. The feasibility of a calibrated 
auto-rod loop in connection with the oscillation measurements in RB2/TV was carefully 
examined. It was concluded that such a procedure gives substantially the same statistical 
precision obtained with the conventional Fourier analysis of the oscillation signal, but 
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avoids systematic errors which may arise from slow varying reactivity drifts owing to its 
typical "closed-loop" response. An outline of the autorod loop was elaborated, with 
indication of the component characteristics, together with a preliminary mechanical 
design of the rod itself consisting of a rotor stator coupling lined with Cd sectors. 

Mechanical Design 
The first phase of the mechanical design was terminated. The design has been 

subsequently detailed to include several additions required by safety considerations. The 
beginning of the fabrication is scheduled for March 1973 and the new arrangement of the 
central zone of the RB-2 reactor is foreseen at the end of 1973. 

Microspheres Mixture 
A set of measurements on binary microsphere mixtures mocking-up the test zone of the 

reactor has been performed to evaluate the degree of homogeneity of the mixture. Several 
mixing techniques were used. 

First results have been obtained for glass-steel particles; the homogeneity of the mixture 
inside a cylindrical container along the container axis has been studied. The standard 
deviation in the ratio was 6%, with no evidence of sedimentation of the heavier particles. 
Separation trials using heavy liquid mixtures were also satisfactorily made. The work is 
continuing on a sample of the actual fuel-moderator particle mixture, to achieve a standard 
procedure for the homogeneous mixing of the test-medium and further separation of the 
medium components. Tests with ternary mixtures are also foreseen. 

Based on the theoretical and experimental requirements progressively put into evidence, 
the specifications for the microspheres (fuel and moderator) forming the test-zone were 
further improved. This required a laborious discussion with industry owing to the originality 
of the fabrications requested. 

A series of physical and chemical tests was performed on a sample of boron-loaded 
graphite particles coated by pyrocarbon supplied by the firm chosen for the fabrication. The 
results of the tests (e.g. boron content, hydrogen impurity and density distributions) 
showed that the specifications were essentially met. The fabrication of the fuel and graphite 
coated particles will begin in the first part of 1973. 

Information Output 

A Community meeting on Integral Experiments for Nuclear Data Checking and 
Evaluation in Fast Breeders has been organised at Ispra on 18-19th January 1972. A total of 
about 30 people from the Community Countries attended the meeting and presented about 
10 written contributions. A paper on the Integral Experiments in preparation at J.R.C, was 
presented. 
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ECO REACTOR 

N. Cadelli 

The activity on reactor core physics with the help of the ECO facility has been devoted 
to 5 items: 
- Void coefficient measurement with Pu bearing fuel elements 
- Measurements of heterogeneous D : O lattices 

- Temperature coefficient measurements with Pu bearing fuel 
- Temperature coefficient in organic coolant 
- Properties of irradiated fuel elements. 

This work represents the continuation of the activity of preceeding years on problems 
related to the neutronic behaviour of a reactor under operating conditions. 

The budget (excluded personnel charges) and the manpower allocated for this activity 
has been: 
- man-power 25 man-year 
- budget 209,000 UC (of which 129,000 UC were foreseen for heavy water loan). 

Activity 

Void coefficient measurements have been completed with void fractions up to 100%. 
Three different coolants (D 20, H2 O and mixtures of both) at 3 lattice pitches have been 
used to measure critical height versus void fraction. Voids were simulated by the 
introduction of N2 bubbles. The test fuel elements used contained different concentrations 
of 2 3 5 U and Pu. Theoretical interpretation of the results to obtain void coefficient and to 
compare with a theoretical approach will follow. 

Measurements on heterogeneous D2 O lattices have been made to obtain the critical 
height and the neutron flux distribution in case of a heavily asymmetric core charge. 
Measurements of the perturbation caused by the insertion of enriched fuel elements were 
also performed. It has been noticed however that some discrepancies between computed and 
measured heterogeneous parameters appear for the investigated core loadings. It was 
therefore decided to perform another experiment to determine the B2 (taking 77 elements 
without coolant) and the flux distribution in a mixed lattice (three core quadrants loaded 
with air and one organic cooled element). Results are ready for interpretation. 

As a complement to last year's activity, a second set of measurements of the 
temperature coefficient on Pu bearing fuel elements has been performed. Material buckling 
measurements have been made at lattice pitches between 17.5 and 23.5 cm up to a 
temperature of 200°C both with H, O and D2 O. In the meantime the first set of data has 
been converted using a perturbation theory technique, and interpreted. It could be shown 
that: 
a) temperature coefficients for Pu bearing fuel are considerably smaller than for natural 

uranium; 
b) almost all experimental values for single rod Pu elements have a positive sign where 

theory still predicts a negative one; 
c) on the contrary, for three rod Pu bearing bundles theory shows a more pessimistic 

temperature coefficient than the experiment does. During the temperature coefficient 
experiments also thermal spectrum indices determinations were executed using Lu-Mn 
and U-Pu activation detectors with H2 O coolant at different temperatures up to 200°C. 

In the frame of a contract with the Canadian AECL, temperature coefficient 
measurements and thermal spectrum indices measurements with organic cooled fuel 
elements have been performed. U-nat and U-Pu rods surrounded by HB-40 as coolant have 
been investigated using the progressive substitution technique in the range of temperature 
20° to 350°C. Experimental data have been elaborated and interpreted to obtain the 
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material buckling temperature coefficient. It could be seen that all experimental coefficients 
are positive; while those of U-nat are fairly small, those of Pu bearing fuel are strongly 
positive. If compared with theory it can be said that the PLUTHARCO code underestimates 
temperature coefficients and, in the case of natural uranium, even provides negative values. 

The preparation of the oscillation experiments with irradiated fuel clusters has been 
terminated. Three irradiated clusters (with 7, 13, 19 rods) and ten fresh reference fuel 
clusters have been mounted, the oscillator components tested and set up, the reactor 
adapted to the new experiment. Measurements will start at the beginning of 1973 with the 
following parameters: air, H 2 0 , D2 O and mixtures as coolant; 18.8 cm, 23.5 cm and 
28.05 cm for lattice pitches. 
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ESSOR REACTOR PROGRAMME 

J. P. Lecoq 

Introduction 

According to the decisions of the Council of Ministers of December 20, 1971, the 
ESSOR reactor programme was intended to terminate the irradiations of the Italian project 
CIRENE carried out in the CART Loop. 

This objective has been practically fulfilled. 
In the meantime many efforts have been made to prepare the recovery of ESSOR by 

private or public organisms. 
The means made available for this activity have been: 

Manpower: 129 men/year as first line. 
- Budget for technical expenditures: no credit was opened for 1972; but the utili

zation of the 1971 budget balance was permitted 
This balance was 1,748,932 UC. 

Although the resources allowed by the Council for the technical expenditures have been 
limited to the positive balance of the 1971 financial year, i.e. about 75% of a normal 
operational budget, a considerable effort was made to prepare the reactor technically in case 
of a long term programme covering, possibly, development of improved reactor fuel 
elements and experiments related to safety of nuclear power plants. 

The possibility of extending the Safety objective activities of the J.R.C., up to in pile 
experiments will be examined in a short time by the Council of Ministers. 

The contract of fuel element fabrication was agreed for a first batch of 16 elements to 
be delivered at the end of 1972, and a possible extension of up to 80, to be decided before 
February 15, 1973. 

A contract for the reprocessing of 95 burnt fuel elements was signed with CEA 
(Marcoule) and two batches of 19 fuels have already been transported for the ESSOR decay 
pools to the Marcoule plant by our own means. 

Some spare parts essential for a normal continuous operation of the plant were ordered 
with the remaining resources during the last months of the financial year. 

As for the hot laboratories, besides the conditioning of burnt fuel elements and the post 
irradiation examination of CIRENE experimental fuels irradiated in the CART loop, their 
activities were aimed at final installation of the complementary equipments which were 
designed during previous years (gamma scanning, leak test, puncture test, metrology, 
neurography). 

Reactor and Experimental Circuits Operation 

Reactor Operation 
Once more, the ESSOR reactor load schedule during 1972 has been conditioned by the 

CART loop operation which consisted in irradiating the C2B experimental fuel element, 
loaded at the end of 1971. 

The reactor was operated during 136 days at the required C 2 fuel element nominal 
power corresponding to 16 MW on the driver zone. 

The integrated reactor power during 1972 amounts to 2222,67 MWD (7096,24 MWD 
from the first reactor start-up). 

In parallel, two experimental irradiations have been carried out: 
- Self powered neutron detectors ("collectrons") in peripheral positions nr. 23 and 24, in 

order to test their behaviour during a long term irradiation. 
- From the third reactor cycle, irradiation of three five plates driver zone fuel elements in 

which devices called "SPIEDO" were introduced. Samples of pressure and calandria tubes 
of the CIRENE prototypes reactor are stacked inside these devices and should integrate 
some 1020 nvt (fast neutrons) before unloading. 
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33 scrams and 4 power reductions have been recorded, essentially due to troubles in the 
data processing system (TIS). 

The average cycle burn up has been doubled by loading 8 fresh fuel elements instead of 
4 at the beginning of each operation period. By this method the operation period was about 
67 days, at 16 MW on the driver zone. 

Neither major accident on reactor circuits nor work casualty has been recorded during 
1972. 

Heavy water concentration has been maintained practically constant: 
driver zone circuit 99.68 mole % D2 O 
moderator circuit 99.726 mole % D2 O 

The tritium concentration increased from 1.57 10"4 Ci/gr to 1.95.10"4 Ci/gr in the 
driver zone circuit whereas in the moderator zone from 1.272.10"3 Ci/gr to 1.75.10"3 Ci/gr. 

The periodical check of the reactor containment tightness gave favourable results. The 
measured leakage rate was found to be 0.211% volume per day at 100 gr/cm2 internal 
overpressure to be compared to 1% volume per day in the same conditions allowed by the 
Safety Report. 

Technical Difficulties 
At the beginning of 1972, the efficiency of all heat exchangers using light water as 

secondary coolant was observed to decrease as was the case during the last year, due to the 
deposition of mud and fire sand on the outer surface of the tubes. A new cleaning procedure 
has been carried out using hot air drying and clean water flushing. The same kind of deposits 
have been found inside water tubes of small diameter, which should therefore be replaced. 

In order to avoid this inconvenience, the industrial water supply is now drawn from the 
drinking-water circuit of the Center (filtered and purified water). 

Some troubles with heavy water circuit automation led to malfunction of automatic 
actions and erratic working of some valves. 

The helium purification circuit (cold trap) was partially damaged after the explosion of 
an oil-oxygen mixture formed below the high pressure compressor; the resulting damage was 
however of no importance. 

Presence of Gibbsite (Al2 0 3 , 3H2 O) has been observed in the heavy water of the driver 
zone cooling circuit in April after loading 8 new driver fuel elements. 

Consequently, the filters of the mechanical seal cooling lines of the driver zone main 
pumps, which are made of sintered stainless steel, became progressively occluded and were 
replaced. During the following months the Gibbsite concentration in the heavy water 
decreased substantially. 

Many troubles occurred in the data processing system (TIS), causing reactor 
shut-downs.Some of the troubles were due to ageing or operation at the limit characteristics 
of the components, and others to failures during information transfer from the converter to 
the magnetic drum. 

Improvement of Reator Operation and Experiments Feasibility. 
One spare control rod and one spare safety rod were installed in the clean workshop 

(ATEN) on a testing bench, in order to test the modifications intended for correction of 
defects and enhancement of the operation reliability before definitive realization. 

The high-speed insertion of the control rods proved to be difficult due to 
defective adjustment of an electro-magnetic clutch (constructional defect). This defect has 
been corrected. 

The potential of the compressed air station was increased by putting into operation a 
new compressor. 
The industrial water circuit was modified in order to allow it to be fed by gravity from 
the main water reserve tank of the Center, in the case of power cuts. 
Various neutronic noise measurements were carried out during reactor operation. The 
driver zone cooling circuit flow was modulated by movement of the heat exchanger No. 
2 regulating valve which had been previously motorized. Correlation with the neutron 
flux was analyzed by a Statistical Dynamic Analyzer. 
A MODESTE device was loaded in the No. 8 experimental zone position to check on its 
practicability for small sample irradiation. 
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A criticality approach experiment was performed in decay pool No. 2 during loading of 
burnt driver fuel elements in the lead transport cask. 
The south atmospheric cooling tower was modified to avoid the vibration phenomena 
which were recorded in 1971. The three-blade fan was replaced by a four rotor and the 
guider was reinforced. Vibration tests were completely satisfactory. 

- Owing to the numerous reactor shut-downs resulting from the data processing system 
(TIS), it was decided to process the signals related to safety actions directly through 
highly reliable and independant logic circuits. This work will be completed during the 
long shut-down period of next year. 

- An IBM input/output terminal 2012 has been put into operation allowing to perform 
computations to be performed rapidly through the CETIS IBM 370/165 computer. 
The Reactor Safety Report and the Technical Prescriptions were reviewed in order to 
obtain the definitive operation licence from the Italian Safety Authorities. 

CART Loop Operation 
The light water fog cooled loop CART is used by CISE for the fuel element 

development of the Italian CIRENE project. 
During 1972, the C 2 B experimental fuel element which had been loaded at the end of 

1971 was irradiated. Its average thermal power was kept constant at 790 KW, corresponding 
to the power obtained in a peripheral position of the CIRENE reactor core. The integrated 
average power reached 1538,55 MWD/tu (see fig. 2) and the total average burn up was 
1676,66 MWD/tu at the end of december 1972. 

Natural convection cooling tests were carried out at the end of each reactor operation 
period to check the maximum power output in case of a total power cut. 

Hot Laboratories Operation 

The hot laboratory activities during 1972 included the following items: 
— conditioning of driver fuel elements, 
— post irradiation examination of CIRENE experimental fuels, 
- hot cells complementary equipment, 
- assistance to third parties. 

Conditioning of Driver Fuel Elements 
The reactor was unloaded twice during the year, (April and October), 8 burnt fuel 

elements being changed at a time, and then stored in the first decay-pool. 
23 fuel elements were cut up in order to be sent to the reprocessing plant. 
Two batches, each of 19 burnt fuel elements, were conveyed to the Marcoule 

reprocessing plant in October and November respectively. 
Upper apparatus, allowing the underwater dismantling of the driver fuel elements was 

manufactured; the acceptance tests were carried out in the workshops in July and its 
installation in the second decay pool is now in progress. 

CIRENE Experimental Fuel Examination 
The experimental fuel C 2 A was unloaded from the reactor in November 1971, due to 

the release of fission products in the primary circuit of the CART loop. (See previous annual 
progress report "ESSOR plant activities in 1971"). 

The first six months period of the year was devoted by the experimental staff to the 
definition of the tests to be performed and to the fabrication of the required apparatus. 
Preliminary tests on a mock-up were carried out in the hot cells in May and June. 

In July and August the following operations were carried out: 
visual and photographic examination 
global leak test under vacuum (glycol-test) of each bundle, 
dimensional measurements of the bundles, 
dismantling of the bundles and recuperation of the flux integrators, 
individual leak tests of each pin under vacuum. 
It has not been possible to single out the defective pin or pins responsible for the fission 
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products release. A more sensitive method of leak testing has been studied and the 
construction of the relative apparatus is in progress. 

From November onwards, the gamma scanning examination of the individual fuel pins 
was performed; the preliminary results showed interesting anomalies of the gamma activities 
distribution which have not as yet fully explained. 

Hot Cell Complementary Equipment 
The "puncture test" "glycol test" and "gamma scanning" apparatus which had been 

assembled in 1971 were used for the first time in real conditions on the occasion of the 
C 2 A fuel element examination. 

Final assembly of the "optical measurement device" has been carried out in September 
but it has not yet been used on irradiated fuel pins. 

"Neutrography cell" equipment was developed very slowly due to lack of personnel 
from the Central Workshops, who were in charge of equipment assembly inside the cell. 

The "gamma scanning" capabilities should be increased by use of Ge-Li crystals and a 
more powerful analysis. Several tenders were examined and the PLURIMAT 20 
(INTERTECHNIQUE) has been chosen and ordered. It consists of a programmable system 
able to ensure automatic collection and processing of the data supplied by the gamma 
monitors. 

Assistance to Third Parties 

One irradiated fuel assembly from the TRINO VERCELLESE PWR power station was 
transferred into the second decay pool in August. The following operations were performed: 
- dismantling of the assembly in the decay pool, 
- extraction of 7 fuel pins, 
- mounting a new end piece on the assembly, 
- return of the assembly to the plant. 

This work was concluded at the beginning of September. Examination of the fuel pins 
will begin in 1973. The installation of a pilot plant for high activity liquid wastes 
vitrification in a free hot cell of the ADECO has been studied. This project (ESTER) will 
most probably be realized in 1973 for the CNEN. 

Moreover, a feasibility study of the use of ADECO for washing out, dismantling and 
examining the SORA fuel elements was carried out. 

Technical Support Activities 

The three mains areas where the activities of the technical support were developed, are 
design and project committed to the Project Office, technical developments on 
instrumentation and acceptance — committed to the Laboratories, and some support given 
to external activities, using the available resources. 

Design and Project Work 
The main efforts of the Project Office have been oriented, on the one hand, towards 

direct technical support to the reactor and to the hot laboratories and, on the other hand, 
towards the preparation of several experimental devices. 

The major items of interest were: 
a) termination of construction of the circuits and in-pile parts of the liquid safety rods. 

After this phase, the responsability of the whole system has been transferred to the 
reactor operating group, 

b) end of construction of the Zr-Nb in-pile channels for the MK 5 loop, 
c) design of a high temperature rig to be introduced into some driver fuel elements for 

H.T.R. coated particles irradiation (rig ZENON D intended for the DRAGON Project). 
Detailed study and construction of the rig has been entrusted to the CEA (SPS/ERI 
Saclay), 

d) design and detailed study of an irradiation device where small capsules are fed and 
discharged by gravity during reactor operation. Construction of the main items has been 
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initiated. Working tests were performed on a full scaie mock-up of the device, 
e) preliminary design of a general gaseous waste circuit for the whole reactor plant. 
f) development of a fuel cladding failure monitor. 

Besides these items, some work was devoted to the reactor driver fuel elements, leading 
to the manufacture of a new set of fuel elements, following a revised technical specification 
and to the signature of a contract for the reprocessing of 95 driver elements (with CEA 
Marcoule). 

Laboratories 

The clean work-shop (ATEN), operating as the control and acceptance gate before 
loading of devices into the reactor core, made 150 controls and receptions of in-pile 
equipments and associated tools. 

In addition, 67 devices were assembled and tested including the CART 2 channel, two 
liquid safety-rod-in-pile sections and various MK 5 channel components. 

The chemistry laboratory took charge of the heavy and light water used by the reactor 
itself and also of the control of the CART loop primary coolant. In addition, a study to 
determine causes of the temporary increase of alumina concentration in the driver zone 
cooling circuit has been carried out. 

The laboratory also participated in the preparation of the technical specifications for the 
driver fuel elements fabrication and reprocessing. 

The electro-mechanics laboratory, besides its normal duties (leak tightness and vibration 
measurements, assembly of irradiation devices and instrumentation) put into operation a 
special instrumentation for reactor channel pressure testing, and another one for the 
continuous monitoring of vibrations on the reactor cooling towers. Final assembly and 
checking of a remote operation device for in core reactor channel measurements was also 
carried out by the same group. 

Assistance to Third Parties 

This last area was limited during 1972 to the preparation of technical specifications and 
to a request for tender for the reprocessing of the ISPRA 1 fuel elements. This led to a 
recommandation sent to the ISPRA 1 staff after a detailed examination of the various 
offers. 



HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTOR PROGRAMME 

A. Angelini 

Last year, according to a new trend in the research policy, we tried to set up a coherent 
and consistent programme, concentrating efforts on the Non-electrical Application of 
HTGR's and Material Research. 

A layout of the budget (excluded personnel charges) and of the manpower allocated for 
the different actions of the programme is given in the following table. 

Actions 

- HTGR for Chemical Processes 

1'uel studies 

Graphite studies 

Total 

Budget 
(UC) 

42.000 

110.000* 

18.000 

170.000 

Manpower 
(man/year) 

15 

24* 

7 

46 

* including Hoi Laboratories 

HTGR for Chemical Processes 

Strategy Studies 
The possible penetration of the HTGR into the future energy market was investigated 

over a 50 years period. 
In addition to the already available code INTAT which optimizes the installation policy 

of various types of station according to the minimum integrated cost of electric energy 
production, the code POPE was written. This code does not perform a search for the 
optimum installation policy, it only calculates the allocation of the various station types in 
the load diagram for an assigned installation policy and performs the cost evaluation and the 
balance of fuel assumption, fabrication, separative work, etc. It is very useful for performing 
a sensitivity analysis around the theoretical optimum policy chosen by INTAT. 

With these calculation instruments a number of strategy evaluations have been done, 
considering the Thorium cycle as well as the low-enrichment cycle. 

In the frame of this action, work has also been done to accomplish studies started last 
year and related to fuel cycles, dynamic codes and shielding. 

Chemical Proc esses 
The inquiries made in the field of non-electrical applications of HTGR's led us to the 

following considerations, based on the analysis of processes proposed by different 
Institutions. 

Temperature limit 
It seems reasonable to assume a temperature o{' 950-1000°C as the maximum 
temperature to be furnished by the nuclear reactor. Beyond this limit, it does not appear 
realistic to take into consideration a utilisation at higher temperature since it is not very 
likely that in the near future large reactors will be built for very high temperatures. 
Another difficulty derives from the fact that there is no electrical application at very high 
temperature (materials suitable for the turbine do not exist) and the expenses for R&D 
should be carried only by the chemical industry. 
Direct use of nuclear heat for chemical processes. 
In the temperature range up to 950°C the largest amount of chemical processing would 
not require a large reactor since the local energy requirements are quite small. The most 
convenient process, from the point of view of the installed power, appears to be the steel 
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making industry where hydrogen, produced by steam reforming (900°). will be used as 
the reducer for the iron ore. 

Production of an intermediate heat generating medium 

The very low demand for localised use of large energy sources, ¡cads to the idea of using 
the nuclear iieat to produce high quality heat carriers which can then be easily 
transferred where needed. In this connection we can mention the production of: 
hydrogen (by steam reforming or water splitting), hydrogen and methane (by 
hydrocracking of heavy oils). These substances find a very wide application not only as 
heat carriers but also as chemicals. 

Hydrogen Production from Water 

The work is always oriented to the principal objective of the research, which consists of: 
exploring the possibility of increasing the number of chemical cycles, and determining for 
each cycle the most important data which are necessary for a preliminary evaluation. 

The search for chemical cycles is in progress. Several chemical reactions are under 
experimental verification; two new complete cycles have been defined, and one of them has 
already been patented. These cycles are based on Chlorine and Iron (max. temperature for 
the cycle 800°C) and on Chlorine, Chromium and Iron (max. temperature 900°C). 

Concerning the chemistry studies, determination of equilibrium and kinetics are in 
progress, since the physical property measurements (for instance the dissolution heats of 
^aBr2 in H2 O have been determined). Corrosion tests have been performed in hydrobromic 
acid in the ranges of 200 τ 300°C (static and dynamic conditions) and 400 ± 800°C, up to 
3000 hours. 

For the flow sheet determination and the thermal balance, the work has been 
concentrated on the preparation of a computer program for a parametric study of the 
cycles. In the preliminary stage, several data are not yet precisely known, such as the 
physical properties (e.g.: specific heats) or the reaction data (e.g. conversion ratios): it is 
useful to determine the sensitivity of the global thermal efficiency to these various 
parameters. With these results it is possible to verify the importance of each of the 
parameters and to make a list of priorities for the experimental tests which must be 
performed. 

The computer program has been employed for the determination and calculations 
concerning the Mark I cycle, in a modified successive version; a scheme has been prepared 
with a thermal efficiency of about 0,50. Work is now in progress to apply similar 
calculations to one of the new cycles. 

In the field of Chemical Engineering, studies were oriented to benchscale realisation of 
the CaBr2 hydrolysis reaction under steady state conditions at ambient pressure. Work on 
viscosity measurements on aqueous solutions (up to 250°C) and melted salts (up to 850°C) 
has been initiated in support of process realisation. Technological aspects of another cycle, 
based on chlorine and iron oxides, have been considered with a view to future work. 

A benchscale hydrolysis reactor for temperatures of up to 900°C has been realized and 
process controls improved for more flexible operation, i.e. development of new metering 
systems for the steam and the reactant feed side of the apparatus. Quartz has been used for 
all high temperature parts in contact with superheated steam and reactant. A variety of 
orientation experiments in cocurrent and countercurrent flows has been carried out. For 
instance for aqueous solution of CaBr2 spray type injector, based on the jet pump principle, 
was found to yield extremely small throughput (approx. 2 env'/h) at the cost of a high gas 
ballast. An experiment with free falling droplets of CaBr2 in aqueous solution through a 
heated zone of only approximately 80 cm had a curiosity value only. Spray tower power 
operation was out of the question due to the small size of the reactor (approx. 40 mm i.D.) 
and experiments quickly showed that a major effort would be needed to miniaturise suitable 
injectors. Finally some experiments in a packed bed reactor, that is the reactor tube partly 
filled with aluminium spheres o\' 23 mm diameter, yielded measurable quantities of reaction 
products (e.g. up to 55 g HBr/1 ). Systematic and better controlled experiments in this type 
of setup are now in progress. The freefalling drop experiment is still to be supplemented by 
experiments with a dropdisrupting device in the hot zone of the reactor plus experiments 
with a slowly descending film on a rod concentrically displaced in the reactor, for which 
components have been procured. Briefly this work is intended to provide guide lines, also in 
terms of construction materials, for future hightemperature hydrolysis reactors. 
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For viscosity measurements on aqueous solutions of CaBr2 up to 250°C a rotational 
viscosimeter and a viscobalance have been installed. A series of tests has been planned for 
the near future on viscosity measurements on CaBr2*x H2 O solutions as a function of 
temperature. 

Other work on this subject is reported under the section Materials. 

Technology Studies 
An original solution for a thermal insulation system has been developed, the 

performances of which have been tested in static thermal conditions. An experiment has 
been set up to evaluate the thermal performances in presence of a forced convection with 
gas velocities up to 100 m/s. At the same time the vibrational behaviour of the insulation 
system will be studied with strain gauges and displacement captors under different gas 
velocities. 

A design has been made of a thermal insulation for temperatures of the order of 
1000°C. The system will use mineral fibers enclosed in a casing of a special metal 
(Molybdenum T.2.M.). This insulation system will be tested thermally in an experimental 
set-up which has been completed. Different tests of permeability, thermal conductivity and 
diffusivity of mineral fibers have been performed. 

Fuel Studies 

Diffusion and Release of Fission Products 
Silicon Carbide has been prepared under non-static conditions to make diffusion studies 

of solid fission products such as Cs, Sr and Ba possible and to examine the influence of the 
deposition conditions on the physical characteristics of the carbide itself. 

To determine the Cs migration in SiC, heat treatments of pyrolitic samples in Cs vapour 
at 1500°C-1700°C, have been carried out. The distribution of the metal has been examined 
by ion analysis and the metallographic structure studies with the scanning electron 
microscope. The results can be summarized as follows: a) Sound polycrystalline |3SiC 
samples exposed to Cs vapour (100 mm Hg) for 198 hr at 1700° C are highly 
corroded; b) ion bombardment of the corroded structure and parallel examination with the 
scanning electron microscope has clearly demonstrated the origin of the Cs emitting points, 
which correspond to gradually disappearing corrosion pits. Cs thus corrodes SiC by pitting 
and the surfaces of the corrosion pits are also contaminated by Cs. 

Preliminary experiments have shown that, with small modifications, the technique used 
for Cesium can be applied to heat-treated SiC samples in Sr vapour. It would appear that SiC 
is strongly corroded by Sr vapour. 

Concerning the determination of broken particles in compacts, the release of Kr-85 from 
irradiated compacts has been investigated by a post-irradiation annealing technique. The 
results can be summarized as follows: a) The release values increase in general at high 
burnup if compacts of the same series are compared; b) up to 60% fifa in general the 
release values obtained by analysis of two corresponding compacts fall close within one 
order of magnitude, independent of the concentration range of the gas released, while for 
higher fifa-values the scatter in some cases increased considerably and can reach up to three 
orders of magnitude; c) in compacts containing carbide fuel a positive influence on the 
fractional release, due to the presence of a silicon carbide interlayer, has been 
observed; d) compacts containing carbide fuel with PyC-SiC-PyC coatings have shown in 
general the lowest release values of all compacts under investigation. During irradiation of 
fuel compacts a fraction of the fission gases is released from the Kernels of the coated 
particles; by measuring the Kr-85 activities it has been observed that the retention capacity 
of the Kernel is between 60% and 90%. 

Interaction between Fuel and Coating 
The chemical failure of the U02 coated particles under irradiation (Amoeba effect) has 

been attributed to the Boudouard reaction, which means that during irradiation the O/U 
ratio should increase because of the 0 2 production due to fission and consequently the CO 
pressure inside the coated particles will also increase. 

The post-irradiation analysis of the Amoeba capsules has been performed in the hot cells 
following two different methods, i.e. microradiography and metallography. 
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The only phenomenon observed by microradiography was the migration of heavy metal 
(U) in the buffer layer - no amoeba effect was observed. The metallographic observations 
confirmed the results of the radiographies. 

Structural and Mechanical Characteristics of Coating Materials 
Dimensional change studies of pyrocarbon under heat treatment show a stepwise 

contraction in the layer planes. At the same time a mass spectrometer analysis of the gases 
released during heat treatment suggest a correlation between the observed contraction and 
the hydrogen and other hydrocarbon gases released in the temperature range of interest. 

This observation and others coming from the chemical dissolution of the pyrocarbon 
suggest that pyrocarbon deposited particularly in a low range of temperature is to be 
regarded as a combination of material with ideal graphite structure, of material with 
disorganized structure such as amorphous carbon, and of material consisting of badly 
dehydrogenated polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. By amorphous carbon we mean 
material in which the crystallites are small, randomly orientated in relation to each other 
and turbostatic in the layer arrangement. 

Concerning the coated particles, a careful examination of the evolution of the 
pyrocarbon removal procedure, and an optical inspection under the microscope of the 
removed pyrocarbon coating has shown that pyrocarbon coating coming from different 
particle batches (but classified as identical) are very different and that differences can even 
be found in pyrocarbon coming from the same batch. The observed phenomena must be 
interpreted as effect of internal stresses and of a structural gradient through the thickness of 
the pyrocarbon layer. 

Fluidised Beds 
Work during 1972 has supplied conclusive results in room-temperature fluidised bed 

model analysis, and adaptation of one of the analysis techniques to the actual 
high-temperature coating process is well advanced. 

In the frame of model work, the gas distribution in model beds has been investigated by 
pressure drop measurements with a Prandtl-tube arrangement, a method which yields 
individual local gas velocities. However, this method does not give any information about 
radial mixing and diffusion in the gas phase. To obtain this additional information another 
technique for the measurements of gas distribution has been adopted: the pulsed tracer 
injection. The method is well known in fluidised bed technology, but has never been applied 
to processes with extremely short average residence time (in our case 100 to 300 msec). 
Thus a special injection device had to be developed. 

From the measurements it can be concluded that a very considerable exchange of gas 
takes place between the spout and the dense phase, as well as clear velocity profile in the 
dense phase. 

Solids movement in fluidised beds is followed up in our work by the introduction of a 
radioactively marked particle in the bed and the continuous tracing of its trajectory by 
means of a 3 " Nal-scintillation counter in combination with a 400 channel pulse height 
analyser. 

For the quantitative analysis of all solids movement data (which give rise to an 
enormous amount of measuring data), a computer program is being developed. This program 
should allow the direct calculation of average axial particle velocities as a function of 
elevation. 

For analysis work on gas phase temperature distribution, a medium temperature 
instrumented model bed is being designed, in which either the column or the fluidised gas 
may be heated, in order to provide the temperature gradients generally experienced in 
fluidised bed coating. Again point-by-point measurements are considered, using a special, 
fast response suction probe vertically introduced from the top of the bed and with fine 
vertical and radial position control. 

Further, some exploratory experiments have been made with liquid crystals as an 
indirect gas temperature indicator. 
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Graphite Studies 

Stress Corrosion 
Earlier investigations have shown that the oxidation of graphite in helium atmosphere 

containing 1000 ppm water vapour at a reaction temperature of 1000°C causes a reduction 
in strength. 

Since several ceramic materials show a dependance of the strength up on the rate of 
loading or on the time a load is applied in the presence of water vapour, our study deals 
with the effect of stress on graphite in water vapour environment. 

In order to investigate the effect of stress in corrosive environment on the ultimate 
strength of graphite, experiments were made with and without stressing the specimens when 
exposed to water vapour at 1000°C. An exposure of 24 hours without stress showed no 
significant effect on the strength with an accompanying weight loss; however, an exposure 
with simultaneous stressing for only 15 hours results in greater weight loss and a reduction 
of the ultimate tensile strength. 

We assume that stress increases the number of active centers and that therefore a stress 
corrosion process takes place. Due to the stress concentrations at the roots of small cracks a 
low stress is sufficient to start the process and a further increase of the stress has only a 
slight effect. 

Fracture Toughness 
In the frame of an investigation on the fracture toughness of graphite structures a 

method for the fracture toughness testing of graphite specimens, also applicable to 
irradiated specimens, has been developed and applied. 

In order to determine the strain energy release rate from experimental data (bending 
test) two methods can be used: the analytical method and the compliance analysis method. 

Following the first method, it has been assumed that the specimen width is sufficient to 
ensure that the stress-field in the vicinity of the crack is well represented by a linear fracture 
mechanic model; then, when fracture occurs, the results can be described in terms of a stress 
intensity factor given by a formula in which experimental values appear. This stress intensity 
factor will then be converted to the strain energy release rate. 

The other method is based on the fact that the elastic strain energy in a notched bend 
specimen at any point during loading is proportional to the deflection of the beam directly 
under the points of load application. Testing a series of notched specimens with different 
crack depth will provide the strain energy as a function of crack depth; then, the strain 
energy release rate can be determined graphically by taking the derivative of the strain 
energy with respect to crack depth. 

Similar experiments have been carried out with irradiated specimens of small volume, so 
that they could be easily stored in the reactor for irradiation. The testing apparatus is the 
same as that for non-irradiated specimens. The strain energy release rate in this case is 
calculated by means of the analytical method. 

Fracture Mechanism 
The possibility of the influence of the sample volume is a subject which has been 

discussed amply in the study of the mechanical properties of graphite. 
The volume effect is generally considered to be strictly related to a distribution of the 

experimental data of the Weibull Type. As a matter of fact it is true that the Weibull 
distribution takes into consideration a volume dependence, but the reverse is not true. Other 
kinds of distribution, such as for instance a normal one or a gamma functional, can justify a 
volume effect. 

To obtain representative results the samples were chosen from the interior of a bar by 
casual sampling. The bars were subdivided into a set of numbered small blocks having 
dimensions larger than the maximum samples to be obtained. The mechanical tests were 
performed using a universal Instron Machine. 

The results obtained show that there are two different effects on the mechanical 
resistance. At first a grain size effect is dominant, i.e. by increasing the volume, the number 
of grains which can cooperate in the mechanical resistance increases. Corresponding to a 
critical volume, the mechanical resistance then begins to increase with the increase of the 
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sample volume, i.e. the distribution of the critical defects (or better still, of a critical group 
of defects) begins to dominate the trend. This corresponds to the classical decrease of the 
strength with the increase of the volume. 

Statistical Distribution of Strength 
In previous works a cumulative damage model for the fracture of graphite was proposed. 

This model seemed to be more adherent to the physical phenomena and more flexible than 
some models proposed previously, such as the weakest link model. 

The importance of the correct choice of the appropriate model, in view of a 
probabilistic design of graphite structures, was also emphasised. Futher work carried out 
during 1972 has been mainly directed towards the mathematical development of such a 
cumulative model and to some preliminary numerical analyses. 

By analysing two sets of data (taken from among the various possibilities) and referring 
on the one hand to various distributions (Weibull, normal, lognormal) and on the other hand 
to the functional gamma distribution, we can find different probability values. We noticed 
also that, in decreasing order of failure probability we have: Weibull, normal, functional 
gamma, lognormal distributions. 

So the Weibull distribution appears to be the most pessimistic one. The fact that the 
model supporting such distribution is doubtful emphasises the interest in working out more 
realistic models which could lead to far less conservative conclusions as far the probability 
of failure is concerned. 
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SAFEGUARDS PROGRAMME 

H. W. Schleicher, M. Bresesti 

The year 1972 was, with respect to the safeguards activity of the Commission of the 
European Community, characterized by the negotiation of an agreement with the 
International Atomic Energy Agency within the framework of tthe Non Proliferation 
Treaty. 

Although this event did not have a direct influence on most of the activities within the 
framework of the R and D programme of the J.R.C., the staff of this center, and especially 
of the Ispra Establishment, was asked for advice, and contributed with a certain number of 
special studies in these negotiations. 

On the other hand, the work done so far in the safeguards research programme promises 
to be of great value for the future application of safeguards under the agreement obtained 
with IAEA. A number of techniques and instruments which have been developed in the 
past, have attracted the interest of the Agency and will be operated by the partners of the 
agreement in the future, helping both sides to reduce the intrusiveness of the control and 
verification activities to plant operation. 

The collaboration with the Safeguards Directorate at Luxemburg, i.e. with the control 
authority of the Commission, was,however, not restricted to problems concerning NPT only. 
Development of non destructive measurement methods, field tests in a certain number of 
plants and general consulting activities were carried on in a close mutual cooperation. 

Because of the strong impact of the NPT negotiations on all member groups, joint 
activities of the "Safeguards Association", comprising the Commission, and the respective 
national teams of Belgium, Germany, Italy and the Netherlands were somewhat reduced. 
Nevertheless a continuous exchange of knowledge between the working teams was 
maintained and in special fields a close, well programmed collaboration was established. 

During 1972 collaboration with industry has been further intensified. In a research and 
development contract established between the J.R.C., the Safeguards Directorate 
(Luxemburg) and the firm NUKEM, safeguards techniques for fabrication plants of highly 
enriched uranium have been studied. Within the framework of a collaboration between the 
J.R.C., the Safeguards Directorate and EUROCHEMIC, non-destructive techniques for 
plutonium assay in reprocessing plants have been developed. Collaboration with ENEL 
concerning the application of isotopie correlations in spent fuels for safeguards and fuel 
management has been continued and enlarged. Collaboration has been started with the 
plutonium fabrication plant of CNEN, Casaccia, for the development of non-destructive 
techniques for the control of plutonium fuels. 

As in the foregoing years the main effort on the J.R.C.'s R and D programme was 
furnished by the Ispra Establishment, but there were, within the framework of other 
programmes, a number of activities going on at Geel, Karlsruhe and Petten, which were also 
of considerable interest for safeguards. 

A lay out of the budget (excluded personnel charges) and of the manpower allocated for 
the different actions of the programme is given in the following table. 

Actions 

- System Analysis 
Non-destructive Measurement Techniques 

- Destructive Measurement Techniques 
- Sealing and Identification Techniques 

Total 

Budget 
(UC) 

500 
38,000 
31,500 
18,000 

88,000 

Manpower 
(man/year) 

3 

11 

3 

7 

24 
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Main Items of the Programme s' 

No significant changes have been made in the general structure of the programme with 
respect to the foregoing year, except for the absence, in 1972, of control exercises in 
reprocessing plants, which could not be continued because of the standstill of the EUREX 
plant at Saluggia (Italy). 

Staff members of several scientific Divisions were engaged in the work, which is 
coordinated at the level of the Directorate. 

So, the main areas of work in 1972 were the following: 
- system analysis; 
- development of non-destructive measurement techniques; 
- development of destructive analytical techniques; 
- development of sealing and identification techniques. 

System Analysis 
The activity of the system analysis group was to a great extent linked to the previously 

mentioned elaboration of a verification agreement with the IAEA within the framework of 
the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Concepts for control and verification procedures have been 
developed, concepts proposed by others have been examined as to their practical 
applicability for specific types of plants and their implications, for the plant itself as well as 
for the safeguards and verification authorities. 

The results of these studies have been, in a number of cases, the basis for subsidiary 
arrangements within the framework of the mentioned agreement. 

Additional work, which is still being continued, concerned the establishment of more 
detailed safeguards procedures in specific plants. In this context the previously mentioned 
contract with NUKEM played a major role. Optimization of material flow control and 
physical inventory taking, the estimation of errors for these procedures and similar problems 
characterize these activities. 

For the application of isotopie correlations in spent fuels to safeguards purposes, a code 
for the calculation of the heavy isotopes and most of the fission product correlations has 
been developed. It will be used in the current year to study their validity and range of 
applicability, to test specific cases and to compare theoretical data with experimental results 
obtained both by non-destructive testing methods on irradiated fuel and, during 
reprocessing, by chemical analysis. 

The results obtained during 1972 in the isotopie correlation studies are described by C. 
Foggi, P. Frandoli, S. Ley and A. Sola in their contribution "Theoretical Studies on Isotopie 
Correlations in Irradiated Fuels" reported in the frame of the activity of the Nuclear Studies 
Division. 

Development of Non-Destructive Measurement Techniques 
The main effort in this field was directed to the implementation of the non-destructive 

techniques in nuclear plants in order to help the inspector as well as the operator to solve 
problems of safeguards and fuel management. 

Concerning neutron techniques two main points are worth mentioning: 
- the development of an apparatus, to be installed in the NUKEM plant for the control of 

the fissile material content in AVR and HTGR fuel elements as described by M. Cuypers, 
A. Barret and F. Girardi in their contribution "Central of Fissile Elements in AVR and 
HTGR Fuel Elements by Neutron Activation and Delayed Neutron Counting" reported 
in the frame of the activity of the Chemistry Division. 
the experiments carried out in the EUROCHEMIC plant for the plutonium determination 
in waste barrels and solid deposits, by means of a computerized system, developed by the 
Electronics Laboratory, which permits the measurement of spontaneous fission neutrons 
and the automatic data processing. 
In the field of gamma-spectrometry the main effort was devoted to the development of 

non-destructive techniques for the control of spent fuel assemblies. In the frame of the 
collaboration with ENEL a first experiment has been carried out on the fuel assemblies of 
the Trino Vercellese PWR and a second experiment has been started on the fuel assemblies 
of the Gariuliano BWR. 
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Both neutron and gamma techniques have been investigated for the control of highly 
enriched uranium fuels within the framework of the collaboration with the NUKEM plant 
and for the control of plutonium fuels within the framework of the collaboration with the 
plutonium fabrication plant of CNEN, Casaccia. 

Since the application of non-destructive techniques in safeguards requires the 
development of suitable instrumentation, the Electronics Unit is developing special 
instruments for use by inspectors. Portable multichannel analyzers (256 channels especially 
designed for use by safeguards inspectors) and neutron coincidence apparatus have been 
supplied to the Safeguards Directorate. The portable multichannel analyzer will also be 
supplied to the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

Development of Destructive Analytical Techniques 
Solvent extraction techniques have been investigated in order to purify simultaneously 

uranium and plutonium from fission products. 
In the field of mass-spectrometry studies have been directed to improve the ion emission 

in the thermal ionization of heavy elements and to investigate the possibilities of application 
of the spark source. 

The Ispra laboratories have also participated in the IDA-72 experiment, an 
interlaboratory comparison organized by GfK, Karlsruhe, with the participation of 23 
laboratories, on the analysis of input solutions of reprocessing plants by means of isotopie 
dilution and mass-spectrometry techniques. In the frame of this experiment studies on the 
agting effect in the above mentioned solutions are carried out by the Ispra laboratories in 
connection with the Institutt for Atomenergi in Kjeller (Norway) and Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory. 

Several analyses on fuel samples were carried out by the request of the Safeguards 
Directorate. 

Experiments have been started on the usefulness of counting alpha and fission tracks in 
plastic films to detect fissile materials. 

Development of Sealing and Identification Techniques 
In nuclear safeguards the application of tamperproof seals offers many advantages. For 

instance, seals may ensure that a container, or a door, or even a reactor vesse^have not been 
opened between two visits of an inspector. Furthermore seals can permit the identification 
of certain items, such as for instance fuel elements, during their way through the different 
installations they have to pass. 

During the negotiations of the verification agreement with the IAEA the existence of 
the tamperproof sealing methods developed by the J.R.C, has made agreement possible 
upon relatively low inspection and verification efforts. The development work at Ispra 
continued in 1972 on the same lines as in the foregoing years, based upon the 
determination, by ultrasonic investigation, of particles which are randomly distributed in a 
matrix of metal or plastics. 

The development concerned so far three categories of seals: 

General Use Seals 
During 1972 the development work was completed. The license for the fabrication of 

the seals and of the ultrasonic identification apparatus has been given to an industrial firm. 

Ri vel Seals for MTR Fuel .Assemblies 
The practical utilization of these seals has been experimented during 1972 by applying 

seals to 5 fuel assemblies which have been irradiated in the HFR reactor at Petten. Two fuel 
assemblies have been already discharged and the seals have been removed and were easily 
reidentified. 

Most of the practical problems involved in the use of the seals have been successfully 
overcome. 

Cap Seals for L WR Intel Λ ssemblies 
Fuel assemblies with cap seals have been introduced in the Lingen reator during 1972. 

The fuel assemblies will be removed from the reactor in July 1973. 
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Fuel assemblies with cap seals have also been prepared for irradiation in the 
Gundremmingen reactor. The irradiation will start in March 1973. 

Final Remarks 

The 1972 activity of the Ispra Establishment in safeguards has been characterized by the 
support given to the Commission during the negotiations with the International Atomic 
Energy Agency and by a considerable number of experiments carried out in nuclear plants 
in connection with studies of non-destructive techniques and of sealing and identification 
techniques. 

Future programmes envisage a continuation of the work on similar lines. The support 
activity to the Safeguards Directorate at Luxemburg wili also be continued with system 
analytical studies as well as with studies orientated towards the practical implementation of 
safeguards in nuclear plants. It is worth mentioning that training courses in safeguards will 
be organized at Ispra during 1973 with the main object of improving the technical 
qualification of the inspectors of the Safeguards Directorate. 

The work for the safeguards implementation in the nuclear plants will be carried out in 
collaboration with the plant operators who are in several cases interested in taking advantage 
of the safeguards studies to improve their fuel management. Experiments will be performed 
in reprocessing plants, fabrication plants and reactors in order to elaborate solutions for 
safeguards problems throughout the fuel cycle. 

It is further planned to set up a mobile laboratory for non-destructive measurement 
which will facilitate the experiments to be carried out in different plants and will permit the 
Safeguards Directorate to gain experience in the possibilities of this instrument for 
safeguards operations. 
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PHYSICS OF CONDENSED MATTER PROGRAMME 

6'. Fravssi 

In 1972, the work on the Physics of Condensed Matter was mainly a continuation of the 
1971 research. Although the 1972 programme was a transition programme, a better 
coordination of various disciplines in the different activities, was obtained. 

Four lines were followed: 
a) Fundamental experimental research on solids (crystalline and amorphous), adsorbed 

systems, liquids, and liquid crystals. 
b) Theoretical research on magnetic interactions of neutrons, hydrogen diffusion in metals, 

and statistical thermodynamics. 
c) Applied experimental research (materials science) on ferroelectrics, organic and 

biological materials, metals and alloys. 
d) Preparation of the detailed SORA scientific-experimental proposal. 

The programme consisted of nine projects, together with the maintenance and operation 
of the ISPRA-1 reactor which was associated with the Physics programme. In connection 
with the various studies a very satisfactory number of papers was published in international 
journals (see list) and in addition there were many conference contributions. 

A layout of the budget (excluded personnel charges) and of the manpower allocated to 
the different actions of the programme is given in the following table: 

Actions 

- Transport phenomena, atomic 
and molecular motions 

Phase transitions 

- Chemical physics of amorphous systems 
liquid crystals and molecules of 
organic and biological origin 

- Radiation damage 

- Dynamic and magnetic properties 
of impurities in solids and 
theoretical physics 

- Dynamic scattering of X-ray 
and neutrons 

- Neutron properties 

- Preparation of SORA scientific-
experimental programme 

Total 

Budget 
(UC) 

95.559 

21.100 

14,000 

29,800 

6,740 

29,100 

4,000 

23,740 

224,039 

Manpower 
(man/year) 

13 

4 

3 
4 

4 

6 

3 

20 
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Transport Phenomena, Atomic & Molecular Motions 

Neutron Scattering on Liquids and Liquid Crystals 
The aim of this study was the determination of the wave-number dependent diffusion 

behaviour from quasielastic measurements on liquids at the double chopper and at the 
ISPRA-time-focusing spectrometer (I.T.F.S.) installed at the ISPRA-1 reactor. For this 
experiment, the double chopper was modified (removal of one rotor) for time-of-flight 
diffraction. This facility demonstrated the feasibility of such an experiment, but a 
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modification of the rotor and of the counting system is needed. 
At the I.T.F.S., no conclusive result was reached and it was decided to build a new 

sample container. 
To separate quasi-elastic and inelastic scattering, a computer programme based on a 

Fourier transformation was written. Another programme obtaining frequency spectra from 
specific heat measurements was also written. 

Study of Hydrogen Diffusion in NbH -Systems 
The aim of this study was the determination of the influence of finite jump times 

between neighbouring interstitial sites. The value of the ratio jump time/residence time was 
derived from the intensity dependence of the quasielastic line for a NbH0 07 single crystal 
in the ( 100) axis and for a V polycrystal. 

Quasielastic Neutron Scattering Using the Time Focusing Technique 
The aim of this study was the determination of the performances of this new type of 

spectrometer and the determination of the possible existence of the inelasticity of the 
overdamped soft mode in KDP ferroelectric phase transition. The spectrometer 
performances have been presented in the IAEA Conference at Grenoble; a special neutron 
collimator made of self contracting paper has been developed and has given optimum results 
which have been submitted for publication to "Nuclear Instruments and Methods". No 
inelasticity of the overdamped soft mode was observed within the spectrometer resolution. 

N.M.R. Studies on Solids 
The aims of this study were the observation of the motional behaviour in amorphous 

and crystalline solids, of the dynamic polarization in organic solids resulting from 
temperature variations and the explanation of this new effect discovered in the magnetic 
resonance at Ispra. Zeeman, dipolar and spin-spin relaxation times of the fluorine atoms in 
CaF2 and NaF were measured from 300°K to 1200°K. The results of these measurements 
were compared with electrical conductivity measurements. In 7-Picolene, the evaluation of 
the dipolar energy resulting from a temperature jump was investigated. 

An IBM 5/7 computer has been connected to the 2 pulsed spectrometers and allows the 
automatization of relaxation time measurements, display of magnetization amplitudes 
curves and an improvement of the signal/noise ratio. 

Relaxation and Dynamic Nuclear Polarization in Liquids 
Relaxation times and Overhauser enhancements for protons and lithium-7 nuclei in 

metal ammonia solutions have been measured. The results have been used to draw 
conclusions concerning the structure of the solutions and the different mechanisms of 
motions. 

The diffusion coefficients of dichloro-difluoro ethylene and of trichloro-trifluoro ethane 
dissolved in Licristal IV were measured. A larger diffusion coefficient was observed in the 
direction of the magnetic field (difference of 25% near the melting point). Absolute values 
range from 4.10"7 to 4.1 fj6 cm2 .s"1 . 

The electronic spin-spin relaxation times of normal and perdeuterated diphenyl negative 
ion dissolved in dimethoxyethane were measured at different concentrations. A theoretical 
interpretation taking into account several types of interactions was carried out. 

Phase Transitions 

Optical Properties and Phase Transitions of Ferroelectric Compounds 
Radiation damage of BaTiO, and LiNbO, ferroelectrics irradiated by X-rays and 

electrons, was investigated at both room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. The colour 
centres created during irradiation at low temperature recover well below room temperature, 
a behaviour which is similar to the recovery of damage found in other ionic solids. Four 
absorption bands were found in LiNbO., irradiated at low temperature. The absorption was 
not appreciably affected by the polarization of the incident light for three bands. The 
fourth band, with the shortest wavelength, was markedly dichroic. It is proposed that the 
first three bands shouid correspond to defects which are electrically neutral; the fourth one 
should instead be associated to a strongly polar centre. The future activity will concern the 
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irradiation of LiNbO, crystals at liquid helium temperature so as to obtain a better 
resolution in the absorption bands. 

Optical and Spectroscopic Methods for the Investigation of Crystalline Solids and Surfaces 
The activity concerns the application of the ellipsometric technique to the measurement 

of 
a) optical constants of anisotropic solids; 
b) thickness and optical constants of thin films. 
With respect to point a) the optical absorption and dispersion spectra of GaSe were studied 
at room temperature in the region of the visible and of the near ultraviolet. As far as point 
b) is concerned, general experimental and computer methods were developed for 
determining thickness and the optical constants of films on any type of substrate. 
Measurements were done for oxides on silicon and silicon carbide crystals. A paper 
concerning part of this work was published on "Thin Solid Films". 

Chemical Physics of Amorphous Systems, Liquid Crystals & Molecules of Organic and 
Biological Origin 

Small Molecules in Liquid Crystals 
The aim of this study was the determination of geometrical structures and orientational 

behaviour of small molecules dissolved in liquid crystals by ' H and 1 3 C resonance. The 
geometrical arrangement of the 4 hydrogen atoms was determined for ethylene sulphite in a 
nematic solvent. Spectra of dioxadiene in the nematic phase of Licrystal IV were measured 
at different temperatures. For these studies, synthetizations of several molecules to be 
studied and other Liquid crystals were performed: chloroethyleneimine, 
tfimethylene-methaneiron tricarbonyl, MBBP, 3-N (4 methoxybenzylidene-amino) -6_n 
butyl-pyridine which is a liquid crystal having 2 smectic and nematic phases near room 
temperature. 

Structural Studies of Radicals Produced by Fast Electron Irradiation 
The aim of this study was the identification of radicals formed during the electron 

irradiation of piperidine, by means of ESR techniques. Piperidine was included in an 
adamantane matrice. The rate of proton exchange between the 2 methylene groups and the 
values for the activation energies of the exchange processes were determined at various 
temperatures (-70° C =-> + 90°C0. Molecular orbitais were calculated in order to obtain 
the frequency factors. 

Radiation Damage 

Radiation Damage and Enhanced Diffusion in Face Centered Metals and Alloys 
The aims of this study were the identification of interstitials in fee materials, diffusion 

profile and self-diffusion coefficients in copper, and activation energies of ordering processes 
in copper gold alloys. 

In Au-Ag alloys, the activation energy of the stable interstitial was determined (~ 0.6 
eV); copper self diffusion coefficients were measured from 300 to 700°C and do not follow 
a straight Arrhenius curve (temperature dependence of the activation energy); neutron 
irradiation of Cu-Au alloys showed that isotherm methods are useful for determination of 
the activation energy. 

Dynamic and Magnetic Properties of Impurities in Solids 

Magnetic Interactions of Neutrons in Metals and Diffusion of Hydrogen in Transition Metals 
The aims of this study were the identification of fields suited to research with high 

intensity neutron beams and the continuation of theory concerning the diffusion of 
interstitial hydrogen in transition metals. Furthermore diamagnetic diffusion was 
investigated. 
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Interaction Systems (Exchange and Dipolar) in Solids Containing Magnetic Impurities 
Solid solutions of a free radical in polystyrene were investigated: electronic relaxation 

times were measured at various temperatures and spin concentrations. The results could be 
explained considering the energy transfer from the Zeeman system through the exchange 
system to the lattice. 

Theoretical Physics 

Statistical Thermodynamics and Dynamics of N-particle Systems 
The aim of this study were the elaboration of a computing code for the evaluation of 

"quasi-constants" of the motion for a linear chain of atoms interacting via a Lennard-Jones 
potential and the calculations of excitation energy in quantum vortex lines in He4 . 

The tests of the computing codes were initiated. In parallel with this study, the 
understanding of the onset of stochasticity in non-linear mechanics progressed towards a 
different interpretation. 

Hydrogeneous Moderators 

The studies on the moderators for the thermal neutron sources of a pulsed reactor have 
been supported by more fundamental work. This study has been devoted both to the 
establishment of a reliable calculation method for time-dependent thermalization problems 
and to the scattering model for particular moderators at various temperatures (Para-H·,, 
ZrH2 Ice). 

Theory and Computation of Data Acquisition 
A system analysis for a software package of a flexible magnetic disc-based multichannel 

analyzer was carried out. Such a package was written in PDP 11 language to be used with 
the time-focusing spectrometer for quasi-elastic scattering. 

Dynamical Scattering of X-Rays and Neutrons 

X-ray, Neutron, and ^-Scattering by Crystalline Solids 
The mechanism of the omega phase transformation in Zr-Nb alloys was investigated by 

measuring the intensities of diffuse scattering and Bragg peaks of Mossbauer7- and X-rays. 
Preliminary measurements in the temperature range between room and liquid nitrogen 
temperatures on a Zr-20% Nb crystal show that the ratios between elastic and inelastic 
components of the scattered radiation increase with decreasing temperature. The increase of 
this ratio is much greater for the diffuse peaks than for the Bragg peaks. 

The results lead us to believe that a large part of the intensity changes of the diffuse 
peaks are due not to thermal motion, but to an increased static distortion. 

Another study concerned the anomalous transmission of X-rays through thick, perfect 
crystals of Si. The agreement between theory and experiment was found to be good with 
MoKcv (0.71 1 A) and AgKa (0.561 Â) radiations, at both room and liquid nitrogen 
temperatures, when the contribution of Compton scattering was included in the average and 
dynamical absorption coefficients of X-rays. 

Other studies concerned some contributions to the dynamical theory of the 
asymmetrical Bragg case and the construction of a composite monochromator for thermal 
neutrons at the I.L.L. of Grenoble; special flat and curved single crystals of Si cut for 
asymmetric reflection in the Bragg case were prepared and tested for this purpose. 

Neutron Properties 

Neutron Spin Interactions. Nuclear Precession 
The main efforts were devoted to the system of compensating coils: operation was 

possible for rotation of the neutron polarization of more than 10 turns. Proton target 
polarization methods and superconducting coils were prepared, together with a magnetic 
resonance spectrometer measuring the relaxation time in various substances in order to 
select a suitable target material. A Li-glass and plastic scintillator mixture was used in a 
7-insensitive neutron detector. 
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Fission Fragment Properties 
The aim of this experiment was the determination of the nuclear charge of fission 

fragments in correlation with the mass number. The charge and the mass are respectively 
determined by X-ray spectroscopy and by time-of-flight or specific ionization 
measurements. Cf 252 sources were prepared by self-transfer methods. Energy losses of Cf 
252 fission fragments were measured in Argon. 

Preparation of Sora Scientific Experimental Programme 

The SORA scientific-experimental programme was prepared according to the request of 
the Council of Ministers. The report covered the experimental programme for the initial 
period of utilization of the MARK I version of the SORA pulsed reactor, 

8 spectrometers for inelastic scattering, 2 spectrometers for diffraction, 2 spectrometers 
for polarized neutrons, 2 spectrometers for neutron data measurements and nuclear physics, 
1 irradiation facility were designed with sufficient details to obtain a realistic price estimate. 
Moderators, buildings, electronics were also defined. Comparisons of optical spectroscopy 
with neutron methods, use of polarized neutrons for physics of condensed matter and 
low-energy nuclear physics, considerations on magnetic scattering and quasi-elastic 
scattering gave the scientific frame to this rather detailed proposal. 
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SORA REACTOR PROJECT 

T. Dov le 

The SORA (SOrgente RApida = Fast Source) reactor project was begun in 1962 at the 
Ispra JRC. It is a periodically pulsed fast reactor designed as a source for neutron beam 
research in the physics of condensed matter and neutron physics in general, using 
time-of-flight measurement techniques. 

In 1962 the first studies started on kinetics and dynamic behaviour of fast pulsed 
reactors. The initial concept elaborated was a 100-250 kWt, NaK cooled system enlarged in 
1962-1964 to a 600 kWt system. Then followed a detailed study and cost estimate by an 
industrial consortium of the 600 kWt reactor. In 1965-68 critical experiments and analyses 
were made, and were followed in 1969-1970 by some optimization work. In late 1970 the 
Council of Ministers approved a design study by industry, and in 1971 the Consortium was 
chosen. Work started in mid-1971 and led to freezing of major design options by the end of 
September 1971, and a new reference design by the end of 1971. 

In the 1971 Annual Report a brief summary was given of the considerations that led to 
the present reference design, whose major features were frozen by the end of 1971. By 
mid-1972 this reference design was elaborated by the Consortium with the support of the 
Ispra JRC, as specified in the contract, and the Consortium submitted a final report with a 
fixed-price offer for reactor construction. 

In the following sections the major characteristics of the final design are described and 
an outline is given of possible future activities. 

Basic Design Choices and Results 

Fig. 1 gives an overall impression of the SORA Installation, and Table 1 gives the major 
parameters of the final design. More detail can be found in Ref. 2. In order to respect the 
schedule and funding of the Consortium contract, various improvements and simplifications 
of the reference design could not be studied. In the second half of 1972 the following 
judgement of the final design was reached: 
a) The building layout could be simplified by substitution of the handling cell with existing 

Ispra JRC facilities. 
b) The reactor block would benefit from further studies aimed particularly at: 

— A modular core, whose seven hexagonal subassemblies would give handling and 
technological advantages compared to the present concentric core with three 
subassemblies 

— rearrangement of control rod drives 
— A quasi-cylindrical reactor vessel, designed for easy replacement 

The gas-cooling circuits of the pulsation device, with however no particular 
modification of the latter. 

c) The Na cooling circuits are somewhat complex, largely because of the isolating valves in 
the primary loops. A semi-integrated layout, with mechanical pumps, the IHX's and fuel 
storage in a large pot close to the reactor vessel, may be more attractive. The argon 
cover-gas and various gas-cooling circuits could be further simplified. 

d) The handling systems, as well as the instrumentation, control and electrical supply 
systems, would need simplification largely as a result of the above possible 
modifications. 

Reactor Physics 

The special competence of J.R.C, in the physics of pulsed reactors has been further 
developed to meet the requirements of the contract with the SORA Consortium and of the 
users of the pulsed reactor. During 1972 the major activities were: 
— improvements of codes 
- reactor design calculations 
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- calculations of the criticality for various handling configurations 
- design calculations for various moderator concepts. 

A study of the pulse fluctuations was made and shows that the fluctuations of power 
pulses are not of importance at normal power levels, but may give difficulty in the start-up. 

The final core geometry, which resulted from the collaboration with the Consortium, 
has the characteristics given in Table 1. 

Safety and Licensing 

After definition of the basic safety choices, mainly concerning the pulsation device and 
cooling system arrangements, a preliminary safety analysis of the reactor was made. 

Two parallel paths have been followed. On one side the accident analysis has been 
developed and a preliminary evaluation of some typical accidents made. 

A particular effort has been made to establish in detail the conditions and consequences 
of the Design Basis Accident. A total loss of cooling followed by fuel melting and a critical 
reassembling has been investigated. The consequent explosion, even with a high degree of 
conservatism due to the lack of information on some aspects of the explosion 
thermo-dynamies, has resulted in load figures for the structure surrounding the core such 
that this event can be contained by the block structure without particular penalties. 

In addition a study has been undertaken with the aim of demonstrating that, with 
appropriate and acceptable design measures, a total loss of cooling and hence an explosive 
excursion, can be excluded. 

The available dynamics codes, and in particular SORASI, have been further improved 
and extended to include some specific processes such as natural circulation and decay heat. 
A complete réévaluation of the input data has also been performed. Continuous code 
improvements are being made. 

The preliminary evaluation of core dynamics has shown the intrinsic reactor stability to 
external perturbations, due to the negative feedback reactivity. A small Doppler positive 
coefficient is largely overcompensated by a negative fuel expansion coefficient, both acting 
as prompt effects. All the other delayed effects, generated by propagation of heat from the 
fuel to the coolant, are negative. Therefore the reactor is able to stand step reactivity 
additions of several tens pcm without any danger, up to about 100 pcm which approaches 
the fuel damage limits. Ramp reactivity additions are promtly compensated by the reactivity 
effects, due to the small thermal inertia of the core. Temperature and flow rate 
perturbations, comparatively large with respect to the nominal coolant temperature rise 
through the core and the nominal flow rate, do not result in severe power and fuel 
temperature variations. 

Reactor Block 

Fig. 2 shows a vertical section of the reactor block and the containment building. 
A layout of the main parameters of the reactor are given in table 2. 
The tendency of the Consortium to use conservative design criteria led to a core which 

is considerably more dilute than the originally proposed 6 ltr. core. The studies at JRC 
showed that about the same core performances as the present reference design could be 
obtained by a still more conventional modular core geometry. For the latter a geometry 
with seven sub-assemblies was chosen, 6 having hexagonal shape and one a trapezoidal 
section. A report on the modular core is presently in preparation. 

The reactor vessel provides a double containment for the core. It has an irregular 
hexagonal shape in the core region and opens up to a cylindrical vessel above the core. The 
vessel is replaceable, because its unavoidable proximity to the core subjects it to irradiation 
damage. 

The modular core would allow the use of a semicircular vessel (in the core zone) and 
consequently thermal stresses would be reduced, prolonging vessel lifetime. 

The pulsation device produces the periodic reactivity excursion necessary for the pulsed 
operation of the reactor. 

The main features of this device are the following: the rotor is made of aluminium 
alloy Avional, the reflector block consists of an Avional-Beryllium sandwich structure. 

The rotor is designed for maximum stability at the nominal speed of 3000 rpm. The 
rotor is mounted overhung on the main shaft, which is supported by 2 sets of precision 
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bearings. A 60 KW asynchronous motor provides the driving power. The whole rotating 
system is housed in a He leak-tight aluminium casing. 

A He loop controls the temperature and gas pressure of the system. 
In the design the major requirements for a two rotor solution are already met, in order 

to obtain pulsation frequencies below 50c/sec if this is later required. 
The design guarantees maximum stability of the rotor performance during all types of 

operation. An experimental programme was initiated to verify the friction power of the 
rotor and the bearing performance. 

The reactor has 9 control rods to satisfy the functions of safety, start up, fine control 
and long term reactivity compensation. The drive systems are based on known technology 
(Otto Hahn ship reactor). 

Experiments are planned for a simplified version. For the radiation heating of the 
control rods and stationary reflector a safety factor of 3 has been adopted. 

14 horizontal and 9 inclined beam tubes are available for the experiments. Six 
horizontal and 6 associated inclined tubes are intercepted by shutter tubes. 

Moderators 

Three independent neutron moderators are provided in the stationary reflector. In 
addition the reflector block of the pulsation device can be used as an intermediate energy 
neutron source. A number of source concepts have been identified for characteristic neutron 
spectra and emission times. 

Cooling Systems 

Heat removal from the core is done by primary and secondary Na and tertiary air 
circuits. The parts outside the reactor vessel (reflector, graphite column, etc.) are cooled by 
closed nitrogen circuits, which transfer the heat through freon secondary systems to 
water-cooled termina! freon units outside the containment building. Table 3 gives the main 
parameters. 

Na-Cooling Systems 

The nominal core power of 1 MW is removed by forced convection of the coolant. 
Because of operational, maintenance and safety considerations, the Na cooling system 
consists of a main and auxiliary system (~ 5% power). The main system can remove 
shutdown heat in an emergency by natural circulation; gas cooling of the reactor vessel is 
provided as an ultimate backup. All activated and contaminated primary Na Loops are 
situated inside the reactor safety containment. The main secondary Na loops lead outside to 
the technology block, where the tertiary air circuits are installed. 

The Na loop service systems provide the primary and secondary loops with impurity 
control and removal systems in order to maintain the necessary coolant purity. The argon 
system provides the coverages for the reactor vessel and the Na loops and the cooling for the 
fuel handling facilities and the intermediate fuel storage. 

The layout of the electrical power supply and regulation system for the Na systems is 
made in such a way as to guarantee safe and undisturbed reactor operation. An electrical 
preheating system allows the heating up of the liquid metal circuits, and helps to maintain 
the operation temperatures if the core after-heat is not sufficient. 

Gas Cooling Systems 

Closed nitrogen loops cool the reactor-block internals (reflector and control rods, 
thermal column, iron shield, and pulsation cell), the Na primary loop rooms with the 
electromagnetic pumps, and some components of the purification loops. Nitrogen is also 
used as filling-gas for the reactor vessel interspace and emergency gas cooling system. All 
zones inside the reactor containment where a risk of Na fire exists are ventilated in closed 
nitrogen loop containing not more than 3% oxygen. Since a Na fire would be particularly 
inconvenient in the reactor block, all the gas cooling circuits there use nitrogen. The primary 
Na loops are also under nitrogen. There is a special He cooling circuit for the pulsation 
device and an air circuit for the beam and shutter holes and the moderator shield plug 
cooling. The gas loops mentioned above are cooled by two secondary liquid freon circuits 
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which transfer the heat to tertiary commercial freon-water refrigerator sets outside the 
reactor containment. 

Handling and Storage 

The handling consists of the loading and unloading, the transport, the storage and the 
treatment (cooling, dismantling, washing, packaging, etc.) of the reactor internals and 
activated parts: fuel subassemblies, vessel plug, control rods, moderators, shield plugs, 
pulsation device, vessel, etc. 

A number of handling facilities have been foreseen for this purpose. 
Inside the containment (see Fig. 2) 

Transfer flasks for the hot fuel subassemblies for the vessel plug; for the decayed fuel; 
for activated parts; intermediate storage for decay of the fuel subassemblies; handling 
devices for the beam plugs; for control rods inside the reactor maintenance room 
for separation of the active parts from the non-active parts, packing the active parts for ship
ping. 
Outside the containment: 

Handling cell for the dismantling and inspection of the fuel subassemblies and other 
active parts; washing station to subassemblies and other active parts; washing station to 
clean the parts (fuel rods, vessel plug, etc.) of Na; a spent fuel storage for storage of the cut 
and washed fuel rods collected in special racks: charging room for the shipping container; 
material decontamination area, warm workshop for maintenance, repair and testing 
especially of the pulsation device; clean workshop with the new fuel storage inside for 
necessary inspection, packaging, storage of fuel elements, control rods, etc. 

Instrumentation and Electricity 

Neutron Flux Instrumentation 
A reference solution has been elaborated, composed of commercially available 

components. Essentially it consists of instruments with a fast response, able to follow the 
flux variation in the thermal column, and thus creating complete freedom in the subsequent 
elaboration of the signals. 

As a neutron start-up source, californium has been selected because of its minimum 
dimensions. The power control system has been designed as a relatively slow control system, 
with an additional lowpass filter to make the system insensitive for the statistical stray in 
the pulse height. A simulation of the controlled reactor on the digital computer has 
demonstrated satisfactory performance. 
Safety System and Operation Mode Interblock 

The developed safety system is almost fully composed of commercially available static 
solid state logic. A reliability study has indicated satisfactory performance with regard to 
passive as well as to active failures. Ground separation between instruments and safety logic 
is provided for on the logic signal as regards the neutron flux instrumentation, and on the 
analog signal for all other instruments. This decision results from the wish to avoid any 
necessity to modify standard process instrumentation that might be necessary in case 
ground separation will be realised on the logic signal. 

The operation mode selection system elaborated the combination of the various key 
switches, together with the microswitches indicating the status of the major components. 

Given the relative simplicity of the system, and the lack of any instrument, a 1 out of 2 
logic to consent an operation mode was considered sufficient. A non consistent operation 
mode might result in a scram, but will always result in a general rundown. 

Buildings and Installation 

Fig. 1 gives an overall view of the SORA installation. The plant itself is divided into five 
major blocks, which are: 
- The reactor building houses the complete reactor block, the primary sodium coolant 
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system, part of the secondary sodium coolant system, auxiliary gas coolant systems, hot 
fuel handling and storage and various other reactor support equipment. It also contains 
short inclined beam channels and associated experimental equipment. A steel safety 
containment delimits the reactor building, and is provided with several openings for 
personnel and materials access, coolant and other circuits, horizontal beam channels, 
later use of an accelerator. 
The technology block contains part of the secondary sodium coolant system, the tertiary 
air coolant system, ventilation station, stack, warm and cold workshops. 
The handling blcck contains the material transport corridor, handling cell, washing 
station, spent fuel storage and shipping, and supporting services. 
The operation block contains the main entrance, control room, computer room, health 
physics, decontamination and first aid, small laboratories and supporting services. 
The electrical block contains the high and low voltage stations, transformers, Diesel 
emergency generators, batteries and supporting services. 
A considerable amount of soil investigations was done at the SORA site, in collaboration 

with soil, drilling and seismology specialists. The results of these investigations are included 
in a report presently in preparation. On the basis of the preliminary analysis it was decided 
that a direct foundation, in which the reactor foundation mat would rest on earth 
compacted by vibroflotation, would be satisfactory. This foundation would be protected by 
a reinforced concrete diaphragm wall. Direct foundations of the other buildings were also 
judged satisfactory. 



Table 1 Plant Reference Parameters 

/. General Characteristics 
Reactor type 
Fuel 
Enrichment in U2 3 5 

Pulsation Device 
Reactor control 
Mean fission density in fuel + Dummies 
Mean nominal power in pulsed operation 
Pulse energy fluctuation at nominal power 
Mean fluctuation of reactor power 
(over 1 min) 
Nominal power in stationary operation 
Nominal pulse frequency 
as required) 
Power pulse half width in core 
Max. available thermal flux at the moderators 
(7 cm H2 O slab geometry Τ = 20°O 
Primary core coolant 
Secondary core coolant 
Tertiary core coolant 
Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) 
Design basis Accident (DBA) 

Repeatibility pulsed fast reactor 
U-Mo alloy (in future Pu) 
93% 
Rotating reflector 
External reflectors 
4.9 χ 10'2 fissions/sec cm3 

1 MW 
< ± 10% of nominal energy 

< ± 1% of nominal power 
100 kW 

50 pps (in future 5-10-25 pps 

65 Msec 

(1.4)· 10'5 n/cm2 sec 
Na 
Na 
Air 
0.2 g (horiz. acceleration) 
Core melt-down 
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Table 2 Reactor Block 

Core and Fuel 

Core volume 
Active fuel length 
Core beiglit/diameter ratio 
Fuel rods fraction including dummy 
Total available number of fuel pins 
Fuel subassembly number 
Fuel pin diameter 
Bond material and thickness 
Cladding thickness 
Nominal distance between pins 
Cladding and wrapper material 
Pin pitchdiameter ratio 
Burnup of fuel 

Physics Parameters 

Fuel loading 

Rotating reflector reactivity (r) 
Prompt neutron generation time (r) 
Reactivity above prompt criticality (em) 
Design criticality factor 
Total effective delayed neutron fraction 

Radial flux distribution factor 

Axial flux distribution factor 

Total flux distribution factor 

77; erm ohydrau lic Param e ters 

Power density 
Linear power 
Nominal coolant inlet temperature 
Nominal coolant outlet temperature ( 1 MW) 
Core nominal coolant flow rate 
Reactor vessel pressure drop 
In core nominal coolant velocity 
Total heat transfer area 

Reactor Vessel 

Shape of vessel 
Type 

Design temperature 
Max. incidental temperature 
Design overpressure 
Nominal overpressure in the 
plenum (cover gas) 
Vessel material 

1 0.2 liters max. 
30 cm 

1.44 

61.8% mean value 
228 
3 

9.77, 11.48 and 12.30 mm 
NaK or Na, 0,3 mm 
0.2 mm 
0.7 mm 
type316LSS 
1.06 mean value 
0.5% (design aim 1%) 

76.4 kg U2 ■'s 

 4000"pcm 
 3.1CT8 sec 
~ 140pcm 
1.02 
 700 pcm 

^max rad = 
Φ. 

1.25 

avg 

max ax 
Øavg 

'max 

'av« 

1.20 

1,5 

~ 100 kW/l mean value 
163 W/cm mean value 
220°C 
270"C 
60 m3 /h 
0.75 kg/cm

2 

2.0 m/sec 
2.28 m2 

Irregular hexagon 
double walled 
400° C 
550°C 
2.5 atm 

0.8 atm 
SS 
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Reflector Structure 
Material 
Boron layer 

Control Rods 
Type 
Material 
Numerical of control rods 

Total reactivity worth 
Active height (excluded CB) 
Stroke (excluded CB) 

Pulsation Device 
Type 
Moving reflector material 
Be vol. fraction 
Reflector dimension 
Total reactivity worth 
Nominal speed for pulsed open 
Max. overspeed 
Positioning speed 
Speed precision short term 
Speed precision long term 
Distance between core window and reflector 
Distance stability between core and reflect. 

SS 
B4 C surrounding moderator 
holes and control rods 

Movable reflector 
W-alloy or Be alloy 
9 (fast safety 2, reserve safety 2, 
compensation 1, regulation 1, 
adjustment 1, control 2) 
~ 6.2% 
300 mm 
250 mm 

Horizontal axis 
Be imbedded in Al alloy 
~ 60% 
24 χ 18 χ 7 cm 
~ 4000 pcm 
3000 rpm 
3600 rpm 
10°/min 
0.1% 
< 0.5% 
~ 20 mm 
0.01 -r 0.1 mm 
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Table 3 Cooling System 

Main and Auxiliary Cooling Systems 
Primary and secondary coolant 
Tertiary 
Nominal heat removal main system 
Nominal heat removal aux. system 
Nominal inlet temperature IHX-prim. 
Nominal outlet temperature IHX-prim. 
Nominal inlet temperature AHX-sec. 
Nominal outlet temperature AHX-sec. 
Air inlet temperature AHX 
Air outlet temperature AHX 
Design temp, primary and secondary loops 
Accidental temperature max. (lOx) 
Design pressure 
Vessel pressure drop 
Total pressure drop in the primary main loop 
Material 
Cover gas 
Heat removal in natural convection in 
main circuit 
ΔΗ (Height core midplane - 3/4 
height heat exchanger) 

N a 
Air 
1 MW 
50 kW 
270°C(at full power) 
220°C 
240°C (at full power) 
190° C 
- 104- 35°C 
100° C 
400° C 
5 00° C 
5 atm 
0.75 kg/cm2 

- 1 . 5 kg/cm2 

SS 
argon 

50 kW 

~ 2.0 m 

Gas Cooling Systems 
Primary coolant 

Secondary coolant 

Tertiary coolant 

Quarternary coolant 

- N2 for 7 loops 
- He for PD loop 

- Ar for IS loop 
- Air for Exptl. facilities loop 
- Liquid freon 113 for N2 

He and air loops 
- Air for IS loop 
- Commercial freon for 

freon 113 loops 
- Water for commercial 

freon loops 
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Table 4 

Fuel und Vessel Parts 
Fuel Transfer Flask 

Vessel Parts Transfer Flask 

Fuel Intermediate Storage 
Fuel Transfer Flask 

Handling Cell 

Spent Fuel Storage 
Washing Station 

α-tight, forced Ar cooled 
moved on rails 
α-tight, uncooled 
moved by crane 
forced Ar-cooled 6 decay pits 
α-tight, uncooled moved 
by crane 
α-tight hot cell with manipulators 
and tools 
α-tight cell communicable with HC 
Variable N2 -H2 0 flow for Na cleaning 
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NUCLEAR MATERIALS PROGRAMME 

N. Cadelli 

The programme on nuclear materials has been oriented in the following directions: 
— Studies on materials structure; 
— Fracture studies; 
— High performance materials; 
— Compatibility corrosion; 
— Fuel element behaviour; 
— Energy supply-Direct H2 Production. 

A layout of the budget (excluded personnel charge) and manpower allocated for the 
different actions of the programme is given in the following table: 

Actions 

- Studies on materials structure 

- Fracture studies 

- High performance materials 

- Compatibility corrosion 

- Euel element behaviour 

- Energy supply - Direct H2 production 

Total 

Budget 
(UC) 

13 

28 

15 

21 

15 

11 

103 

Manpower 
(man/year) 

31.800 

66.500 

26.000 

69.000 

26.000 

25.300 

244.600 

Radiation Damage — Structural Studies 

The action has been conceived as a back-ground activity for a better understanding of 
material properties, especially from a mechanical point of view. 

The study on very small He filled cavities in Al has been continued both in focussed or 
defocussed conditions. Far more contrasting details were obtained by employing the high 
resolution stage of the microscope with respect to the results by the goniometer stage. The 
experimental results were compared with theoretical contrast calculations performed at the 
Max Planck Institute and good agreement was found. 

Vanadium foils were also irradiated with He-ions of 2 to 3 Mev energy. Specimens of 
He-doped Vanadium, thinned electrolytically, have been prepared for electron microscopic 
observation. Bubbles of 20 to 80 A dimensions were visualized by measuring the contrast 
under different focussing conditions. 

In order to improve the studies on point defect properties in coldworked b.c.c. 
materials, several deformation facilities have been constructed for different stress 
conditions. Complex equipment has been installed for the investigation of recovery 
processes and phase transformations by kinematic resistivity measurements. 

For a better understanding of irradiation experiments, research work has been carried 
out with success on short-range ordering phenomena on Au-Ag alloys by resistometric and 
calorimetrie techniques. In connection with radiation experiments, a study of recovery and 
ordering processes in quenched and coldworked Cu-Au alloys of different composition by 
means of resistivity calorimetry and hardness measurements has been started. It is intended 
to separate the various steps of ordering and their influence on the electrical resistivity. By 
studies of the recovery of coldworked V some evidence has been found for the existence of 
some intrinsic point defects mobile below 0°C. The kinetics of the strain aging effect have 
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been revealed (E = 1.18 e V, n = 0,5). 
Structural studies included also the examination of chemico-physical properties of 

materials with impurities obtained by the ion implantation technique; 80 Kev As implants in 
Silicon crystals disoriented and in channelling direction has been undertaken. After a first 
set of measurements to measure isochronal annealing curves temperatures of 550°C, 650°C 
and 900°C have been selected and carrier concentration profile measurements performed. 
Physical profile measurements have been performed to complement the electrical profiles 
giving information on the existence of enhanced diffusion phenomena of the highest 
temperature. The apparatus for the analysis of physical profiles has been set up and is now 
operating with satisfactory precision and reproducibility. 

Mechanical Properties-Fracture Studies 

Creep damage by density measurements and quantitative metallography in non broken 
samples of AISI 310 type steel submitted to different stresses at 600° C has been studied. A 
differential density technique with a very high sensitivity made it possible to demonstrate 
that the total void volume follows the equation V = A.tP with A depending on load and 
temperature. The slope of the curves obtained experimentally shows, for AISI 310, a typical 
austenitic steel behaviour. From the different data obtained it was concluded that 
microcracks are formed at elevated temperature by a process of sliding at grain boundaries. 
The growth phenomena are not yet fully understood. 

Investigations have been started on the influence of structure parameters (grain diameter 
and dispersion) on fracture behaviour with Al and dispersion hardened Al specimens 
fractured in the scanning microscope. 

Stress-strain curves of UHV grown single cristais of V have been studied by optical 
microscopy and X-rays. Preliminary results have been obtained also for Vanadium Oxygen 
solid solutions (oxygen from 600 p.p.m. to 1 w/o) in order to clarify if flow stress in V is 
controlled by interstitial impurities or by a lattice friction stress (or both). On the other 
hand the relation between the structure and plastic behaviour of the recovered and partially 
recrystallized state has been investigated for V, Mo and Ni. 

As a conclusion to previous studies fatigue tests on Zr alloy rings were run. It has been 
possible to plot maximum stresses as a function of the log of the cycles made before 
rupture. Long lasting tests at 350°C show a tendency to reach a number of cycles before 
rupture closely resembling that of the 20° C experiments. 

Thermal expansion behaviour on various pyrolytic carbon structures has been 
investigated in order to get missing data for a more successful stress analysis and a better 
understanding of failures. Investigations covered the range of temperature from 17° C to 
1100° C using a high temperature Guinier-Lenné power diffraction camera. 

Advanced materials 

Work on the alloys reinforced with fibers as materials for high temperature has been 
continued following different lines. Binary systems have been prepared by unidirectional 
solidification starting from high purity Ni and Ta to obtain the Ni-Ni3Ta entectic. It has 
been recognized that impurities have a strong influence on the substructure of the matrix. A 
new device has been set up to obtain unidirectional solidification with the ternary system 
Ni-Ta-Cu. 

Preliminary experiments have been done on 8 to 10 wt% Cu with different solidification 
rates, which showed the lamellar structure typical of this ternary system. Several dendrites 
of a more complex system have been studied and it could be shown that each dendrite is a 
single crystal f.c.c. with parameter a = 3,62 A i.e. an Ni lattice with parameter increased by 
other elements in solid solution. A fine structure observed on Weissenberg films has been 
interpreted as a second phase precipitated into the matrix; this phase is tetragonal with 
parameters a = 3,62; c = 7,46. 

Some practical applications of unidirectionally solidified eutectics have been investigated 
in the electric field. As regards the superconductivity, some tests have been made with a V — 
Zr alloy approximately at its eutectic appearance. Work is in progress. 

During the investigations on dispersion hardened Ai it was shown that it was possible to 
produce this material by evaporation. The method is considered to be useful also for other 
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matrixes such as Mg, Ni and perhaps Zr. The necessary apparatus to produce such materials 
has been constructed. 

Studies on impregnated graphites have been pursued but the effort has been reduced in 
comparison with preceding years. New ceramic impregnated graphite samples have been 
prepared and submitted to thermal annealing at 1000°C and to cycling between room 
temperature and 1000°C. Most of the samples, in particular those containing 
MgOAl2 O, CuO retained tightness after 1000 cycles. 

Compatibility — Corrosion 

This action includes some studies of a different kind but all related to the surface 
behaviour of materials in different media or to the study of the surface properties. 

Liquid metal corrosion studies have been continued with W26 Re/Li and W26Re/Ag 
heat pipes. Improvements have been made in outgassing procedures to avoid a previously 
observed mass transport during the 1000 hours test of W26 Re heat pipe. Also boiling Na 
experiments have been made in order to develop S.S./Na heat pipes capable of operation at 
very high vapor velocities and heat loads; new screen covers with practically constant pore 
size have been developed for this purpose. 

Reaction of nuclear graphite with gaseous impurities (H2 ) has been investigated at 
different pressures and concentrations in the temperature range 600°C to 1150°C. 
Oxidation rates of irradiated graphite in 0,1 vol% H 2 0 and 1%H2 have also been 
determined. A significant correlation, especially at the highest temperatures (1000°C), has 
been found between stress and oxidation rates. 

To conclude a previous activity some corrosion tests have been made on a group of 
special zirconium alloys. In order to accelerate the data collection and analysis, short 
exposure times have been chosen at 250°C to 360°C in water or 400°C to 450°C in 
superheated steam. Analysis of the results is under way. 

More basic effort has been made to study the absorption dynamics and the structure of 
the layers absorbed on the surfaces of b.c.c. refractory metals, in correlation with oxidation 
phenomena. The adaptation of an ellipsometer to an UHVsystem is in progress to give 
quantitative support to LEED measurements on oxidation phenomena. A great effort has 
also been made to determine the thermodynamic properties of surfaces. Work function 
measurements of polycristalline W have been made by a calorimetrie method which proved 
to be suitable for measurements of work functions of gas covered surfaces. In order to verify 
a theory of different states of adaptation of oxygen by W and to measure the work 
function, an installation is under construction. Experiments to measure wetting of liquid 
metals on solid surfaces has begun with the mercury/S.S system. 

Energy Supply  Direct H2 Production 

Some work has been done in the field of the Mark1 cycle in order to determine the 
binary diagram HBrH, O. The study of the ternary diagram HBrHgBr2H2 O is at present in 
progress. A new process (MarkI6) has been defined, based on the formation and 
subsequent dissociation of hydrochloric acid. Studies on hydrogen sulphide splitting have 
continued, extending the temperature range of the reaction H2 S+FcS >■ FeS2 +H2 to 
150 — 400°C. A three reactions process is now being studied, in which H2 S is oxidised to 
H2 and S0 2 . 

Static corrosion tests in glass capsules and dynamic tests in a rotating furnace in HBr 
(48%) have been carried out at 200°C and 250°C on Ta, Mo, Zr and their alloys. Dynamic 
tests showed a higher corrosion rate only in the case of 250°C. Enamelled steel withstands 
high HB2 concentration attacks, but tend; to corrode after only 500 hours at low 
concentrations (510%). High temperature corrosion tests (400 to 800°C) in hydrobrom ¡e 
acid have been started. Only Mo and its alloys resist the attack at 600°C. New equipment is 
being studied to extend measurements at higher temperature and with bromides. 

Numerical estimations of the heat of dissolution of CaBr, in H2 O as a function o\' 
concentration and temperature were made, using lattice energy and vapour pressure data. 
Results were rather scattered around an average value of 15 Kcal/mole. Measurements on 
some CaBr2 solutions showed the tendency of the specific heat to be independent from the 
temperature and the heat capacity of the solutions to be approximately equal to that of the 
H: O they contain. 
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Laboratory tests on the hydrogen production cycle from FeCl2 have also been made. 
The reaction 2H20+2C12 tr---=^ 4HcL+02 has been examined particularly to improve the 
HCl yeld. Buttons of MgCl MgO and CaO proved to be good catalysts in this respect. (See 
also the report on the Hydrogen production activity in the HTGR programme). 

Fuel Element Behaviour 

The activity on Fuel Element Behaviour has been limited, during 1972, essentially to 
studying the properties of coated particles. Fission gas release measurements during 
post-irradiation annealing tests have been made on compacts irradiated in the Dragon 
reactor. The compacts contained U, Th oxides and carbides with PyC and PyC-SiC-PyC 
coatings and were irradiated at different burn-up (between 14 to 80% Fifa). In order to 
determine the number of broken particles in the compacts a special furnace has been 
constructed which should allow a deconsolidation process without affecting the integrity of 
the particles. 

U, Th oxide particles with PyC-SiC-PyC coatings irradiated to 65% Fifa have been 
recovered from a deconsolidated compact. The coating of single particles has been cracked 
under vacuum to recover fission gas released from the kernel and retained by the coating 
layers. It has been observed that between 10 to 40% of fission gases have been released 
during irradiation or post-irradiation annealing tests; the retention capacity is then between 
60 + 90%. 

Using similar particles irradiated up to 60% Fifa an attempt has been made to determine 
Iodine 127 concentrations in the coating layers. Samples of SiC coating have been examined 
after activation, but the amount of I was just at the detection limit of the method. It may 
be mentioned that in the outer PyC coating high concentrations of Cs-137n Cs-134 and 
Ce-144 were measured. Ru-106, Zr-95 and Nb-95 were present in the SiC-layers. 

The activity on preparation and characterization of SiC has been continued. Surface and 
fracture topography by scanning microscope, crystallite size by X-ray analysis measurements 
and the determination of free Si, free C and gas content have been executed. It has been 
observed that the crystallite size changes strongly with deposition rate between 1600°C and 
1800°C. At 1600°C high deposition rates produce small crystallites. Both free Si and Si02 
are considerably reduced when a deposition temperature of 1600° C is attained. 

Two capsules, irradiated during 1971 in Ispra-1 reactor to investigate the influence on 
the "amoeba effect" of different parameters, have been examined thoroughly. It has not 
been possible to find any significant interaction between fuel and coating, either by 
radiography or by metallography. Therefore a third capsule has been irradiated for an 
irradiation time of 100 days at higher temperature and heat rating. The rather high fission 
gas release observed during the irradiation suggests that a significant amount of particles 
have been deflected during the irradiation. Post-irradiation examination is in progress. 
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APPLIED INFORMATICS PROGRAM 

A. Gazzano 

During 1972 the activities continued to develop along the general lines laid down in 
1969, namely: computer program library, data communication systems, information 
science, informatics in administration and management, numerical mathematics, 
programming systems. 

The resources (budget and personnel) allocated to these activities are listed in the 
following table: 

Actions 

Computer Program Library 
- Data Communication Systems 
- Information Science 
- Informatics in administration and 

management 
- Numerical mathematics 
- Programming systems 

Total Objectif 
Computer Center (p.m.)* 

Budget 
(man/year) 

45.000 

65.000 

8 9.000 

I 112.000 

311.000 
1.875.000 

Man power 
(UC) 

14 
2 
7 

3 

31 
41 

*) This refers to the management and operation of the computing installations, and a consultant activity for the analysis 
and programming of scientific and administrative applications. 

As far as personnel is concerned, the same observations as in 1971 can be made: that is 
to say, it is still below the upper limit set by the Council of Ministers. The main reasons for 
this are the internal reorientation difficulties of the J.R.C., and the difficulty of recruiting 
the few specialists necessary from outside the Centre (mainly for information science and 
teleprocessing). 

A brief description of the various activities is given in the following paragraphs. 

Computer Program Library 

This consists of: 
A COmputer Program Information Center (COPIC), whose task is the collection, 

structurisation and diffusion of information on programs in different fields of application. 
A library proper, whose task is to collect, study, and test on CETIS computing 

equipment, the most advanced and significant programs in the above-mentioned fields, to 
give advice upon their selection and uses, and to organise their distribution amongst users. 

During 1972 information was filed on more than 10,000 programs in the following 
fields: engineering, chemistry, management science, environmental science, education, 
bio-medicine, general utility. SIMAS, as interactive retrieval system, set up by CETIS, and in 
use since 1971, is used for storing, updating and retrieving information. Retrieval is carried 
out from a terminal by means of boolean expressions specified on the keyboard. By the end 
of 1972 information on about 1.000 programs had been stored. A biannual information 
bulletin is edited automatically by the SIMAS system and distributed to over 500 European 
organisations. 

The most advanced programs for consultation purposes were tested and studied. 
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particularly in the fields of management science, engineering and chemistry. 
On the subject of management science, programs involving continuous and discrete 

simulation, critical path analysis, and optimum resource allocation were thoroughly 
examined: for example, MPS (Mathematical Programming System), PMS (Project 
Management System) DYNAMO, CSMP (Continuous System Modelling Program) GPSS, 
SIMPL 1. 

In Chemistry the extensive IBMOL system (version 4) was studied and tested. It 
performs "ab inizio" calculations of molecular wave functions for closed and open shell 
systems, using a gaussian type basic set. With a system such as this, the properties of 
molecules of any geometry, even one with large numbers of nuclei and electrons, can be 
calculated. 

The activity in this field of engineering can best be illustrated by listing the various 
classes of problems which have been studied together with the names of a few of the more 
significant programs implemented on the CETIS computers, and for which consultative 
service is available: Structural Mechanics (BERSAFE, SAFE series, STRUDL-II, GS-21, 
DYNAPS, DYNATIER, SEDOL, STATIER, FR 3, TRUSS, COLUMN DESIGN, 
AUTOTRUSS, AUTOTIER), Steady State and Transient Temperature Fields (FLHE), Long 
Term Mechanical Behaviour of Fuel Elements (LIFE-I), Transportation Network Analysis 
(TRANSET). 

By the end of 1972 there were about 1,000 programs assembled in the library, of which 
300 were running on CETIS computers, and 100 had been thoroughly studied. 
Approximately 300 programs were dispatched to external users during the year. 

Data Communication Systems 

Besides improvements on the star data communication network within the J.R.C., the 
most important aspect of this activity was represented by participation in the COST No. 11 
Action (European Information Network), which aims to use a pilot mesh network for 
studying the technical economic, and management requirements involved in coordinating 
the different types of computer into a network. An Agreement at governmental level giving 
permission for this Action was signed at the end of 1971 by France, Italy, Yugoslavia, 
Norway, Portugal, Switzerland, Sweden, United Kindom, and by the Atomic Energy 
Community. CETIS should become one of the nodes of this pilot network. Unfortunately it 
was not possible to get this activity started in 1972 because of delays in ratification of the 
agreement. However, in spite of the delay, the countries concerned, together with the 
Commission, have nominated their representatives to the Management Committee and this 
Committee has already, albeit unofficially, done some of the preparatory work, namely: 
defined the procedural regulations, defined the provisions governing the execution of the 
agreement, and nominated a project director. The time-table of the ratifications leads one to 
hope that the agreement will become operative in the course of January 1973. 

Within the framework of these preparations, a simulation study of the network was 
performed on the IBM 360/65 computer at CETIS, with the aim of analysing the behaviour 
of a multiple mesh network operating in the "packet switching" mode, and of defining the 
strategy to be followed for the optimum routing of messages. The causes of some defects 
which appear to exist in the operation of the A.R.P.A. network have been discovered, and ic 
was possible to estimate the global output of this type of network under overload 
conditions. 

Information Science 

The basic objective of this action is to automatise the information process. The work has 
been sub-divided into three distinct but complementary branches: 
- a software branch, charged with the implementation of a generalised system for 

natural-language data processing (SLC-Simulated Linguistic Computer). 
- A documentary branch, which deals with automatic indexing, automatic thesaurus 

compilation, the formulation of questions, and information retrieval. 
— A linguistic branch, which investigates the automatic analysis of natural language, with a 

view not only to performing high-quality translations by computer, but also, and above 
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all, to supplying an essential instrument for automatic documentation which in fact 
implies data processing in natural language. 
In 1972 activity includes the following subjects: 
Software and Documentary branches. The system tests have now been completed and 

the "batch" version of SLC-II is now operational. The "field test" performed on a nuclear 
documentation data basis, and with the indexing algorithm written in PL/1, turned out to 
be more difficult than expected; in particular a slow-down due to difficulties encountered 
on passing from test data to real data reduced the system efficiency. Doubt has now been 
cast upon the reliability of "high-level" languages, such as PL/1, for the processing of 
natural languages, at least as far as the present "releases" are concerned. The indexing 
algorithm has been reanalysed and rewritten in SLC-II. A new series of tests is in progress. In 
this context, and in order to evaluate our system, the SMART system developed at Cornell 
University was implemented on the CETIS IBM 370/165 computer. SMART is a fully 
automatic experimental information retrieval system containing powerful facilities for 
problem evaluation. It has been used to reexamine certain parameters of the indexing 
algorithms in order to optimise the results. 

The system analysis and the specification definition of the modules for a "software 
package" for automatic thesaurus compilation has been completed. The implementation 
work will be done in 1973 under contract. 

The system uses automatic classification methods and provides facilities for the 
definition of significant words, interactive or fully automatic resolution of homographs, 
interactive error correction and dictionary updating automatic definition of compound 
expressions, and the clustering of thesaurus terms. 

On the subject of information retrieval (IR), investigations have been made into the 
techniques and languages for query formulation and retrieval strategies. Consequently work 
on system analysis for the software package and the definition of the corresponding data 
base management modules (for file inversion, maintenance of inverted files and updating of 
single fields of dictionary entries has been started. Implementation will begin some time in 
1973. 

Preparatory work on the interactive version of SLC-II, to be realized during 1973-1976, 
has also been started. This work, which involves the transformation of all programs into 
reentrant recursive modules, is already well advanced. 

In collaboration with AGARD a "state of the art" report is being prepared on existing 
semi-automatic IR systems. 

Several graduates and masters theses in the field of information science have been 
prepared at CETIS; the students concerned were mainly from Rome and Stuttgart 
Universities. 

Several Seminars and Conferences have also been held in this field, collaboration is being 
discussed with some European organizations in order to apply CETIS methodology to the 
creation of specialized automatic documentation systems. 

An extensive documentation on the SLC system has been prepared. It is in three parts: a 
general description of the system, instruction manual, system maintenance manual. 

As far as the linguistic aspect is concerned, there have been no new methodological 
developments because of the lack of specialists in this field, and the difficulty of recruiting 
any from outside the Centre. Nevertheless a Russian morphological dictionary has been 
compiled and generated with 8,000 entries, and a vocabulary of approximately 100,000 
words in current usage. 

The translation service has supplied about 240 translations, corresponding to about 
700,000 words, requested by the Community and by other European organizations, in 
particular the European Translation Centre at Delft and the Royal Library of Belgium. 

Collaboration was also given to Dr. B. Dostert of the California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, with a view to preparing a report estimating the usefulness of automatic 
translation for scientific information. 
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Informatics in Administration and Management 

The activity covers certain methodological aspects of the construction and realisation of 
information systems in order to make the most advanced methods and techniques available 
for the analysis and programming of administrative procedures. Comparative studies have 
been made on several analysis and programming languages available on the market, such as 
CORIG, MARK IV, IMS, Proteo, PAC 500, etc. 

CORIG and IMS have been applied to real problems. CORIG, a method developed by 
C.G.I. Ltd. of Paris, makes possible a standardization of documentation in the analysis phase 
and a modular programming without branching. It has been applied to an analysis of the 
"Functional Budget System" of the J.R.C.. Difficulties were encountered in establishing 
dialogue with the user's services, and because of a lack of precise regulations. 

IMS (Information Management System) is a system for creating and managing data bases 
with hierarchical structure. Application is being made to set up a reliability data bank. 

There has been some collaboration with the GUIDE association, and in particular with 
working groups on data base management, based on the IMS. 

The Integrated Library System (ILS), finished in 1971, is now in operation at Ispra. 
Collaboration has been established with the CNR, Rome, the Politecnico of Milan, and the 
"Atomic Energy Institute" of St. Paolo, Brazil, with the intention of installing a similar 
system in these institutions. 

Numerical Mathematics 

The 1972 activity has been devoted to the following subjects. Partial differential 
equations (fluid dynamics and magneto-fluid-dynamics) free boundary problems; numerical 
approximation, integration and data analysis; interactive systems for numerical 
mathematics. 

Partial Differential Equations. The latest developments in the field have been followed 
by means of participation in specialized congresses and seminars (Brussels, February 1972; 
Paris, July 1972; Dublin, August 1972). A problem studied in particular at CETIS, the 
solution of which is necessary to extend the range of applicability of the code used in the 
treatment of various problems concerning the safety of nuclear reactors, is the régularisation 
of the mesh in a lagrangean scheme. Since a lagrangean mesh (two-dimensional) moves with 
the fluid, it may be subjected to considerable distortions, because the distance between the 
fluid particles can vary noticeably during the calculation period. There is a consequent loss 
of precision in the results, or even a breakdown of the calculation itself. One way to remedy 
this disadvantage is to apply rezoning techniques, which can be done in several ways. 

The important thing is not to alter the total mass, momentum and energy of the fluid, 
and to estimate the influence of the rezoning technique on the accuracy of the calculation. 

A program has been written at CETIS which, if applied to a highly distorted lagrangean 
mesh restores the mesh to regularity and at the same time supplies a redistribution of the 
mass, the momentum, and the energy. This program will be used in conjunction with the 
(two-dimensional) ANL code REXCO-H. 

Other methods for mesh régularisation have been studied, which make use of a pseudo -
viscosity tensor or of a combination of elastic and viscous forces. 

Free Boundary Problems. Research carried out in collaboration with the numerical 
analysis laboratory of the CNR, Pavia University, involved a class of free boundary problemi 
connected to the non-stationary fluid flow through porous media. 

Some iterative numerical techniques have been investigated, taking into account the 
numerical methods already developed and applied during 1971 to the solution of the 
stationary flow problem. 

Numerical Approximation, Integration and Data Analysis. A study of the application 
of spline functions has made it possible to set up algorithms for data smoothing in the least 
square sense, one by means of cubic spline and the other by means of parabolic spline. 

An algorithm for the solution of second order ordinary differential equations with 
polynomial coefficients and boundary conditions has been studied and programmed by 
means of cardinal splines. 
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Numerical integration methods over hyperspaces with given weight functions using 
Gaussian product formulae have been studied. 

An algorithm has been set up for the determination of eigenvalues of the generalized 
Mathieu equation. The modified result algorithm was applied to the rational approximation 
of functions according to the Chebyshev criterion. 

The Pouzet algorithm for the solution of the Volterra integral equation with the explicit 
Runge-Kutta method has been programmed, and can be used in connection with the IBM 
2250 video unit. Numerical and analytical studies have been performed on results of 
practical interest for the solution of Volterra's integro differential equation with delay. 

Some algorithms for the solution of "stiff" ordinary differential equations have been 
studied; one of them in particular, based on the Liniger 1st order method, has been applied 
to an ecological study. 

Work on data analysis has been carried out on the problem of real time data reduction 
needed in the case of fast spectrometry (100 ßs). Detection of the peak position and area by 
a black box (hardware) containing a minimum number of components is particularly 
necessary. Special purpose fitting and integrating formulae have been constructed and tested 
by simulation on the 370/165. Two algorithms based on the least square principle and on ' 
the quasi-linearisation method have been developed in order to estimate parameters in 
compartmental systems. Numerical tests were based on data from an aquatic ecosystem. A 
handbook containing abstracts on mathematical statistics, probability and numerical 
analysis subroutines has been published, as well as the 1972 edition of the "Guide of 
mathematical computer routines" which concerns tested subroutines, stored on direct access 
devices and kept ready for immediate use by CETIS computer centre users. 

Interactive systems. An interactive graphic system for plane stress analysis operated by a 
2250 video unit has been developed and implemented on the 370/165. It consists of four 
parts: mesh generation and visualization; setting up of boundary conditions; stress analysis 
computations; visualization of results. The system permits the user, sitting at the display 
console, to design the structure, to choose the meshes, to perform computations under 
several boundary conditions, to display intermediate and final results such as principal 
strains and deformations, and to control the flow on computation step by step. In this 
context numerical methods for the solution of partial differential equations, by means of 
variational methods, and automatic meshing techniques have been studied. 

Preliminary work has been carried out on the design of an interactive numerical system 
for the solution of linear partial differential equations. This system is intended to facilitate 
access to the computers for users not specialised in computer science. Equations of an 
elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic type in one .and two-dimensional space variables will be 
considered during the period 1973-1976. 

Numerical methods for their solution which have been analysed so far are: finite 
difference, variational, and finite elements methods. Only those domains bounded by 
coordinate lines in cartesion, cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems have been 
considered. 

Programming Systems 

CARONTE modular calculation system. The batch version, which became operational at 
end 1971, is in current use at Ispra. In 1972 the system was also installed on the computers 
of CNEN in Bologna and the Belgonucléaire in Brussels. CARONTE is also distributed by 
the Computer Program Library of ENEA (OECD). Preliminary work on the interactive 
version of CARONTE, which should be finished in 1973-1974, began at the end of 1972. 
Principal problems are: visualizing and modifying intermediate results, and modifying 
sequences of programs and input data. This implies a partial restructuration of the system 
and the corresponding rewriting. Rewriting will be done as far as possible in FORTRAN; it 
is hoped to reduce the part written in Assembler to about 20%, in order to facilitate 
installation of CARONTE at organisations, such as EIR Würenlingen, who do not have IBM 
computers. 

File editor. This is a subsystem of the local teleprocessing system which offers the 
possibility of creating and updating pseudosequential data sets and of entering jobs in the 
O.S., using 2741 terminals or equivalent. The system, conceived and implemented in 1972 
includes a language and a special method of access to disk storage units. Files are handled in 
direct access but appear to the user to be sequential. 
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STANDARDS AND CERTIFIED REFERENCE MATERIALS PROGRAMME 

H. Laurent 

After a number of semi-official contacts with a variety of national bodies, the 
Commission proposed as early as April 1969 to set up a Community Reference Bureau 
(CRB) 1 ', whose task it would be to help research and industry, to be useful in the fields of 
commercial exchanges and public protection. The way to fulfill this task would be by 
rendering available certified reference materials on a European level, selecting community 
adopted testing and measuring methods and helping in the characterization of materials and 
products. In this context the CRB would offer its technical support to headquarters, 
wherever it had the necessary competence. The CRB, in the rôle of hub of a wide 
coordinated action with a considerable diversity of tasks, should have to rely on all available 
capabilities and secure the convergence of the efforts of national and community 
laboratories active in this field. 

As a result of the December 1970 decisions of the Council, the Joint Research Center of 
Ispra undertook a wide inquiry (over 1600 firms were questioned)2 ' on the needs for 
reference materials, this being one of the possible fields of the CRB. 
This inquiry was patronized by the Consultant Group of national experts. In the light of the 
very positive results31 of the inquiry, the Community made a one year contract with the 
Commission (January lst-December 31th 1972)4 ) in order to work out more thoroughly 
the details of launching the project, and to set up preliminary activity in the laboratories of 
the Ispra premises of the J.R.C.. This operation was placed under the responsability of a 
specially created provisional secretariat (April 1972),responsible directly to the General 
Direction of the J.R.C. 

The present document summarizes the results, which were obtained in the course of 
1972. They fall under two headings: 

- preparatory work 
- laboratory activities 

A summary of the budget (including the personnel cost) and man power allocated under 
these headings is given in the following table: 

Actions 

1. Provisional Secretariat (investigations, meetings 
between experts, catalogues, . . .) 

2. Technical actions 
2.1. Technical support to community actions 
2.2. Preparatory actions aimed towards the certification of new S.R.C. 

2.2.1. Certified S.R.C, composition 
2.2.2. Certified S.R.C, physical properties 
2.2.3. Certified S R.C. technological properties 

Totals 

Budget 
(UC) 

Laboratory 
Material 

104 

5.500 

15.000 
27 .800 
18.800 

67 .100 

Missions, 
experts... 

33.000 

1.000 

900 
1.050 
1.950 

37.900 

105.000 

Manpower 
(man/year) 

8,5 

3 

7 
7,5 
7 

33 

1) Doc. COM (350) 69, Annex 13 
2) EUR 4886 e (1972) p. 57 
3) EUR 4886 d,f,i,n,e (1972) 
4 1 Contract No. 001-72-1 ANN C, signed on October 12th, 1972 
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1. PREPARATORY WORK 

This was performed under the responsability of the provisional secretariat with the 
assistance of specialists from the various scientific and technical divisions of the J.R.C.. 
Numerous discussions were held with groups of national experts. In additional several 
personal contacts contributed to the setting up of a continuous communication with 
interested bodies. 

1.1. Inquiries 

The general inquiry gave us, as we have said, precious information on where the needs 
are most important. Further it enabled us to set up a card-index of those laboratories which 
might take part in a European programmed'reference materials. Details about this work will 
be found in a report referred to under 3 ' whose French version was published in the 3rd 
quarter of 1972, while the English, German, Italian and Dutch translations will presumably 
appear in the 1st quarter of 1973. 

Since the general inquiry supplied us with qualitative results, lacking the precision 
necessary for establishing a definite programme, four additional inquiries were launched 
and analyzed, covering: 
— the needs for SRM in the ferrous metals field 
— the needs for SRM in the non-ferrous metals field 
— the needs for SRM in the inorganic materials field 
— the needs for SRM of physical and technological properties 

They aimed at an exhaustive and precise catalog in those fields and the drawing up of a 
list of laboratories capable of taking part in a coordinated effort. About 1000 institutions 
and firms of the six-member Community were involved. The unpublished results were 
assessed by the respective working groups and were used as the basis of the programme. 
Since needs are changing constantly, it should be obvious that this sort of inquiry should, in 
some appropriate form, be carried on permanently and also that tne programme should be 
flexible enough to adapt to these changing needs. 

In September 1972 an inquiry was started concerning the needs for reference methods 
in the different services of the Commission. The still very partial results may be summarized 
as follows: 
— methods of detection and quantitative analysis of pesticides in fruits and vegetables and 

of vitamins in animal foodstuffs 
— Easy and fast reference methods for the detection and/or quantitative analysis of 

obligo-elements in animal foodstuffs 
— Inventory followed by the selection of quantitative analysis methods for various additives 

(in the first place antibiotics) in foods of animal nature 
— Methods and, if needed, reference substances to be developed in the frame of an 

environment policy (problems yet to be specified) 
— Generalization and harmonization of statistical methods, namely in the make up of 

material samples and the analysis of measurement data. 
On the whole this work, which has already started in certain fields, should lead to 

methods to become part of Community instructions intended to pull down progressively 
commercial exchange barriers within the Community. Later the rather modest role played 
by the J.R.C, laboratories will appear more clearly. 

On the whole it can be said that these inquiries supplied useful details on points of 
interest. They should however be examined thoroughly by specialists before a programme as 
drawn up. 

1.2. Concept Studies and Definition of a Starting Programme 

Both the Consultants' Group and the various Working Groups composed of national 
experts tackled the problem during their numerous meetings. 

1.2.1. The Consultants' Group made up by co-option between the permanent 
representatives and the Commission, held six meetings in 1972. 
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The results of these meetings are: 
a) Recommended launching of a three year European programme of reference materials. 

Meant as initiation of a CRB, this program should be carried out by competent national 
and Joint Research Laboratories. Community funds should bear part of the costs of the 
national laboratories. 

b) A permanent Secretariat, composed of people from the Commission, should be 
responsible for the programme 

c) A Management Committee made up of national and Commission representatives should 
watch over the general orientation and execution of the programme. 

d) In addition some tasks for this future CRB were defined: 
— inventory and definition of the needs for new reference materials, 
— fixing of the technical specifications of these materials, 
— study, fabrication and availability of these products, 
— organizing circular analyses and measurements, 
— establishing a procedure of selecting in laboratories, 
— up-dating the inventory of needs and means. 
After a few amendments, the Consultants' Group agreed on the 1972 J.R.C. Ispra 

Programme, and its definite acceptance was formalized by the signature of the contract 
referred to under4 1 . After a preliminary examination they also judged as acceptable the 
1973-77 programme proposals of the same institute. With regard to this they emphatically 
recommended that the work carried out by the Commission laboratories could be better 
integrated into a European programme, as referred to under 1.2.1.a. 

1.2.2. For four fields having special importance, four Working Groups guided by members 
of the Consultants' Group and secretaries from the J.R.C., were successively set up and 
made operational. 
The four fields are: 
— Reference Materials for ferrous products 
- Reference Materials for non-ferrous products 
— Reference Materials for inorganic products 
- Reference Materials with physical and technological properties 

Referring to the results of the inquiry (both general and additional) and making use of 
the personal experience of its members and specific studies by members of the J.R.C. 
(viscosity, fix points, resiliance, standard defects), they recommended a preliminary set of 
actions to be carried out during the next three years, which are: 
a) Ferrous products: study of the preparation and preservation of metallurgical cokes and 

coking coal in view of certifying certain chemical (element composition) and physical 
(calorific value) characteristics. An additional inquiry on refractories was recommended. 

b) Non-ferrous products: the making of reference substances for products, that are the 
object of important commercial exchanges (various minerals, copper, lead and their 
alloys), in order to calibrate methods of analysis. Some of these products such as Zn, Pb, 
Sn and Cu minerals and electrolytic copper are already conditioned for distribution 
amongst participating laboratories. 

c) Inorganic products: the first three items, which were selected (antimony oxide for 
industrial catalyzers, pure acids and gasses for chemical analysis), must be submitted to 
further examination. 

d) Physical and technological properties: since there is a certain lack of information here 
compared with other fields, experts of this Working Group relied more on the specialists 
of the Joint Research Center and recommended that for the initial period the national 
laboratories should join in the Ispra activities laid down in the 1972 contract (mineral oil 
viscosities, fix-points, resilience, standard defects). Other subjects were taken into 
consideration, such as electrical conductibiiity, inflammability, grain size, specific 
surfaces, surface tension, hardness etc. and will be the object of further 
recommandations, with a view to making useful standards. 

1.2.3. A round table composed of experts from the national pharmacopoeiae, who are 
mostly taking part in the activities of the Commission of the European pharmacopoeia 
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(Council of Europe) studied the problem of reference materials for drugs. The results of an 
inquiry to be launched in 1973 will be used as guideline. 

These are as a whole the activities proposed for "indirect action" still being examined by 
the Council of Ministers. 

1.3. Circulation of Information 

1.3.1 Catalogue of Reference Materials 
On the recommendation of the national experts the provisional secretariat gathered a great 
deal of the information necessary for publishing such a documentation and examined 
various ways to classify existing data. It now appears that it might be useful to issue a 
simplified version of an exhaustive "guide for users of reference materials" within the first 
half of 1973. It might be helpful in compiling the more elaborate document to hear the 
opinions of some users. 
The study of an appropriate coding system will be dealt with in collaboration with CETIS. 

1.3.2. Information Bulletin 
The secretariat proposed the publication of a half-monthly "descriptive bulletin" containing 
references to and summaries of articles on the fabrication and use of reference materials, 
appearing in scientific and technical journals. 
According to its authors, this document should find its sphere of interest amongst 
laboratory personnel. However the Consultants' Group was unable to reach unanimous 
agreement on the form and the substance of the bulletin and therefore the matter will be 
taken up again at a later date. 
The secretariat, however, will continue with CETIS to study the memorizing process for the 
useful data. 

1.4. Various 

Besides the above mentioned activities, the provisional secretariat: 
- organized more than fifteen meetings of national experts, 
- took part in about eighty meetings and discussions, 
- took up contact with several authorities and organizations in order to set up new work 

groups and round tables, 
- prepared, and very often translated, numerous documents, 
- prepared the pluriannual programmes covering the direct and indirect actions. 

2. LABORATORY ACTIVITIES 

A detailed description of the preparative activities for the certification of reference 
substances undertaken by the laboratories of the Establishment does not find its place here. 
We will merely give a summary, referring the reader to the particular items presented by the 
various scientific divisions for more details. 

Action 2.1. Technical Support to the European Community Activity 

Study 2.1.1. Expertises 
In the framework of the BCR Provisional Secretariat, skilled staff of the J.R.C, have 

actively participated in the Working Groups of national delegates set-up by the Commission 
with a view to eliminating the technical barriers to trade. 
Amongst others, the following fields must be mentioned in particular: 
- cosmetic products: statistical treatment of the data of the analytical methods 
- fertilizers: sampling procedures, analytical methods and data handling 
- pesticide residues in fruits and vegetables: set-up of analytical procedures 
- surfactants: choice of the analytical methods for non-ionic surfactants 
- dangerous products: establishment of the classification criteria and listing of these 

products. 
In connection with the activity of the Eurisotop Bureau, several experts from the J.R.C, 

have participated in the establishment of the Eurisotop Bureau research programme as well 
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as inthe interlaboratory comparison analyses (oxygen in non-ferrous metals, traces of noble 
metals in copper). 

Study 2.1.2. 
In order to become a truly "Scientific Advisor", the J.R.C, has carried out some 

technical work in the laboratories and the statistical treatment of the data in the framework 
of the activities under 2.1.1. Some typical results are listed below. 
a) Pesticide residues in fruits and vegetables. 

Efforts have been made to establish suitable chromatographic procedures for the 
simultaneous determination of various pesticides in different products. One or two 
national laboratories for each country are participating in the Working Group under the 
chairmanship of the Commission. The established analytical methods will be included in 
the Community directions; this has been going on for about 3 years. 
One analytical method (doc. 3703/1/VI/71) has been found suitable for chlorine and 
organo-phosphorus containing pesticides in some fruits and salad. Nevertheless the 
results obtained when the method is applied to carrots and spinach are unreliable. 
A statistical study of the analytical results on the products for which the method is valid 
has shown that a satisfactory reproducibility has been achieved. 
Better results have been achieved using a supplementary column clean-up. The overall 
method will be tested with pesticides such as captane, dichlorane, a + β endosulfan, 
aldrin, endrin, metoxychlor, folfet and toxaphene. 
In order to complete the preliminary description of the method chapters dealing with 
calibration curves, standard experiments, detection limits and result evaluation will be 
included in the new version of the document 4341/IV/72. 

b) Isotopie analysis of lead in gaseous samples. 
This study has been undertaken in cooperation with the SNAM Progetti on the request 
of the Headquarter Services in the context of a directive project concerning 
environmental pollution by automobile engines. 
The reproducibility of the method has been ascertained (0.5 to 1% for 204 Pb; 0.15 to 
0.4% for 206 Pb, 207 Pb and 209 Pb); the results showed that, depending on their origin, 
the gasolines analyzed presented significant differences in the Lead isotopie composition. 
Furthermore measurements of the gas exhaust from the engine are representative of the 
used gasoline. In conclusion, the feasibility of determining the contribution of 
automobile gas exhaust to environmental lead pollution seems to be reasonable. 
A preliminary study has been carried out on the isotopie composition of the Pb present 
in the air samples collected in a large city. 
From this first check it was concluded that a systematic sampling in areas at different 
traffic densities, near power plants, incinerators, metallurgical and varnish industries 
would help to identify the various sources of aerosol. Moreover the use of additives with 
a lead isotopie composition largely differentiated from that of other Pb sources, should 
make the problem easier. 
A bibliographic review is in progress while a large number of analytical measurements are 
still needed. 

c) Biodegradability of the surfactants. 
In the context of a project for a Community Directive and in the frame-work of an 
interlaboratory comparison analysis organized by OECD on the non-ionic surfactants 
(whose determination is at present the most challenging problem) a special apparatus has 
been set-up in the J.R.C, analytical laboratories. The apparatus has been tested with 
standard surfactants; the procedure is based on a precipitation with the Dragendorff 
reagent followed by Potentiometrie measurements. 
Three samples of non-ionic surfactants containing different etoxylic groups have been 
analyzed, the concentration level being 250, 375 and 500 Mg/ml. The diluting media 
were distilled water, synthetic sewage solution and a secondary effluent from a station 
for the treatment of urban wastes. 
An evaluation of the results of the interlaboratory comparison analysis (20 laboratories 
within the Common Market and the United States participated) is at present in progress. 

d) Analysis of a "reduction" sample. 
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The determination of major and trace elements in a "reduction" sample has been carried 
out with a view to characterizing this product for use as reducing additive in the brewery 
industry. 
The data have been requested by the Headquarter Services to formulate appropriate 
recommendation. Most of the trace metals (including Fe, Zn, Mn, Pb, Sn and Hg) have 
been determined. 
The work will go on in order to determine As and Se. 

e) Determination of caffeine and moisture content in coffee samples. 
Within the framework of the Headquarter's Services, an interlaboratory comparison 
analysis has been organized by ISO to evaluate the amount of caffeine and moisture 
content in soluble decaffeinated coffee and roasted coffee beans. 35 laboratories from 
Europe, Asia, North and South Africa, Canada were participating. 
A conclusive statistical evaluation will be performed by ISO after a second collaborative 
test scheduled for February 1973. 

Action 2.2. Preparatory Work for the Compositional Certification of Standard Reference 
Materials 

Study 2.2.1. Participation in National and International Programmes 
a) CECA 

An Fe-Si alloy sample, prepared by the IRSID, has been analyzed by 47 laboratories for 
the elements Fe, Si, Mn, P, Ti and Al. 
Excellent results were obtained for the elements Fe and Si while for the other elements 
an excessive data spread was observed. This work has been completed. 

b) Eurisotop Bureau 
- set-up of a vacuum hot extraction procedure for determining 0 2 in brass (detection 

limit: 5 to 10 ppm) 
- preliminary tests, by the same procedure, for the determination of traces of H2 in 

Cu containing large amounts of 0 2 ; the possibility of circumventing the 0 2 
interference is at present under examination. 

- Analysis of Nitrogen and Oxygen in Mo and W by the vacuum fusion-platinum bath 
technique. 

- Determination of 0 2 in Cu and Pb by the H2 reduction method (macro and 
microtechniques based on Karl Fisher titration of the formed H 2 0 and a Keidel 
electrolytic hygrometer have been used respectively. 

- Determination of traces (< 10 ppm) of Ni in Mo and W by a microkjeldahl 
procedure; some difficulties connected with the very long dissolution time and the 
high blank values have been experienced. 

c) National Bureau of Standards 
- Accurate determination of K and N in KNO.t. Each of the two elements has been 

determined by two independent analytical methods. 
This work has been completed. 
Determination of the purity of a Cortisol sample. Several impurities have been 
detected by thin layer chromatography, liquid-liquid and liquid-solid column 
chromatography on the sample itself as well as on its 2-4 dinitrophenylhydrazine 
derivative. Two minor impurities have been recorded by gas chromatography on the 
metoxime trimetysilyl derivative. These impurities will be identified by means of 
reference steroids and their concentration evaluated (through gas chromatography 
and mass spectrometry). A long term work is foreseen. 

- Determination of major and trace elements in bovine liver. 
N has been determined by two independent methods; phosphorous by a wet 
chemical method; all the available analytical techniques are used for trace analysis. A 
series of elements whose concentration is certified by NBS has been analyzed in 
order to check the accuracy and the reproducibility of the analytical techniques 
investigated. On the basis of the excellent agreement of the results a second series of 



elements, as yet uncertified,has been analyzed. As soon as the results from two 
independent techniques become available they will be sent to NBS. Particularly 
careful sample preparation and chemical separation procedures have been 
established. 

- Coal samples (S, Hg, Cd and Pb); a large number of impurities have been detected. 
Nuclear activation, X-Ray fluorescence and atomic absorption are used for heavy 
metals determination. Up to now however, the presence of Cd could not be 
certified. Different analytical techniques, some completely new, have been set-up 
and tested for Hg determination. However the accuracy and the reproducibility of 
the used methods have not yet been ascertained. Preliminary results for Pb have 
been obtained. 
Supplementary information has been requested from the NBS about the S analysis. 
Analytical work is in progresss. 

d) IAEA 
An interlaboratory comparison analysis by neutron activation on blood serum has been 
launched by the IAEA with the aim of comparing nuclear activation results with those 
given by other analytical techniques. 167 laboratories were participating. Although 
satisfactory agreement between the different analytical techniques has been found, 
neutron activation can claim to offer a better reproducibility 

e) OECD 
In the framework of an interlaboratory comparison analysis for heavy metals in fish and 
food, flame and fiameless atomic absorption spectrometry has been applied to 
quantitative evaluation, while a qualitative survey has been performed by optical 
emission spectroscopy. 

Study 2.2.2. Preparation of an indirect action 
These activities are going on in close connection with the Working Groups and mainly 

concern the definition of the programmes to be carried out in the fields covered by the 
specialized Working Groups. The technical details have been set-up and the action is likely 
to begin early in 1973, either in the framework of an indirect action, with a financial charge 
distribution, or in the context of a cooperative action involving the free-of-charge 
participation of national laboratories. The J.R.C, has played a role of stimulating and 
organizing the work. 
The ordering of the basic materials has been done, since the distribution of samples to the 
participating laboratories can be foreseen for the first quarter of 1973. 

Action 2.3. Preparatory Work for the Production of Standard Reference Materials of 
Specific Physical and Physico-chemical Properties 

Study 2.3.1. Viscosity: study and construction of a "Couette" absolute viscosimeter and 
selection of organic compounds in order to certify their viscosity at different temperatures. 

The design study of the "Couette" absolute viscometer, with the help of fragmentary 
data from prewar literature, was completed and the construction and testing of some 
components (such as the compressor pumps) has commenced. An important element in this 
set-up is the heat pipe to be used as a thermostat to replace the classical aquarium-type 
thermostat. The theoretical study of this new, low-temperature heat pipe, which is a low 
thermal inertia system, has been carried out, and construction work is under way. It will 
allow fast (compared to the classical system) passage from one measuring temperature to 
another and will make the certification of viscosity all along the temperature scale a 
practical proposition. 
Some types of mineral oil were selected for eventual certification. Most apparatus and 
circuits belonging to the control system are ready and tests requiring experimental pumps in 
the circulation system are being performed. 

Study 2.3.2. Fix-points and latent heat of fusion: reconstruction of an existing calorimeter 
and selection of a series of organic compounds for certification of their fix-point 

The reconstruction essentially concerns the electric heater system in order to obtain a 
very uniform and slow increase in the temperature of the whole system. The most important 
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part is the melting crucible for which the heater in the form of several concentric spirals has 
been designed. The entirely closed crucible was also designed and is being made of silver; it 
is so large that the latent heat of fusion causes a sufficient number of calories to be absorbed 
by the organic substance, and hence creates a horizontal break in the temperature curve 
which will appear quite clearly, and will last long enough for the latent heat to be measured. 
The complex electronic temperature control and regulation system is in the setting-up 
phase. In the meantime some 33 organic substances were selected according to 8 criteria 
(such as chemical stability, availability at low cost, operational safety, etc. 

Study 2.3.3. Vapor pressure of inflammable liquids: reconversion of an existing apparatus. 
In particular the degassing system for the samples was modified and improved. Further 

work was not carried out on this subject because of a lack of personnel. 
Justifications for the above mentioned three activities: 
Some 10 large industrial firms, situated in Germany and in Italy, were visited by our 
technicians, with the aim of determining whether these activities were worthwhile and to 
obtain some indications on the type of substances and the property ranges, which would be 
of widest interest. 

Study 2.3.4. Thermal conductivity of electrically non-conducting liquids 
The concept study and drawings have been made for the measuring apparatus of the 

parallel-plate-type, having guard rings and variable plate distances. The main concern here 
was to avoid correction in the liquid up to high Rayleigh numbers and to be able to evaluate 
strong phenomena such as border effects. Besides the design activity preliminary 
experiments were carried out concerning precise temperature measurements with a 0.0 Γ C 
precision and the embedding of thermocoax wire in copper plates. 

Study 2.3.5. Vapor Standard 
In order to create a standard-well-defined-vapor for the absorption spectrometry a vapor 

standard was designed, consisting of a heat pipe with two windows, two inert gas buffers 
and the vapor contained between the two buffers. The construction, after having been 
started, had to be abandoned because of the urgency of study 2.3.6. 

Study 2.3.6. The heat-pipe thermostat for viscosity measurements 
A special part of this heat-pipe namely the chimney containing the inert gas buffer 

interface, has been designed, built and tested. 

Action 2.4. Preparatory Work for the Production of Standard Reference Materials of 
Specific Technological (Mechanical) Properties 

Study 2.4.1 Tribology 
a) Tribometers: as part of the project of making available to eventual users a standard 

consisting of a simple, reliable tribometer + pairs of friction samples, made of well 
defined materials and design, two pendular absolute-measuring tribometers are being 
fabricated in the workshop. They are based on an earlier design. Furthermore a 
tribometer built for measuring frictions under different environmental conditions is at 
present being tested. 

b) Correlation between friction and ultrasonic emission: 
this study of the ultrasonic emission associated with the friction phenomenon is being 
studied from the point of view of the apparatus and the ultrasonic transducers. 

Study 2.4.2. Standard micro-defects for calibrating ultrasonic fault detectors. 
a) Contact with the Belgian and French steel industries and the L.N.E. (Paris). In order to 

be able to evaluate the degree and the fields of interest a number of firms and institutes 
were visited. It could be ascertained that a definite interest exists for micro-defects (as 
opposed to macro-defects, which are already produced) for calibrating the sensitivity of 
apparatus. 
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b) As a consequence of the above, experimental studies were started on the equipment for 
making such micro-defects on thin-walled steel tubes, externally and internally, 
longitudinally and transversally.Some micro-defects were already produced by the 
punching method. 

c) Arrangements were made with LNE for obtaining a particular steel and a well defined 
CuAl alloy as matrix material for making micro-defects. 

Study 2.4.3. Standard samples for toughness testing 
In order to obtain reproducible results, the test procedure should be standardized and 

therefore the impact machine should satisfy a series of mechanical requirements as fixed by 
norms. 

Hence the 1st phase was to verify the available equipment for: 
- the weight of the impact pendulum in horizontal position 
- the distance from the rotation center to the percussion center of the pendulum 
- the impact velocity of the pendulum 
— the hammer thickness 
— the striking edge 
— the anvils 

It was found that the equipment did not conform with the norm, but the adjustments 
have now been carried out: the anvil radii were modified according to ASTM method-23 
prescription and a special gauge was fabricated for obtaining higher accuracy on the anvil 
span and the positioning of the knife between the anvils. An accurate positioning device was 
also made for the specimen. 

Two types of alloy, a commercially available Al-bronze and Cr-Ni-Mo steel of the AISI 
4340 H type were selected for two important criteria; the chemical homogeneity and the 
physical homogeneity. 

Study 2.4.4. Tightness standards - Leak tightness of joints 
a) Sealometry: this is a method for characterizing joints by means of the leak/crushing 

relationship of the joint. The existing apparatus is being improved in order to obtain an 
integrated reading of the degree of crushing as supplied by three transducers. 

b) Correlation of leak flow rates between gas and liquid. 
Tests were carried out for characterizing a φ 10 μ hole having a 0.1 mm. length. Leaks 
were measured with an upstream pressure of 0.5 to 3.0 atm. and a downstream pressure 
of 6x10"' to 8x10"3 torr. Anomalies appeared and are being studied at the moment. 

Study 2.4.5. Reference method for measuring the thermal conductivity of solids 
a) Laboratory visits: some six laboratories and research centers were visited so as to know 

their interest in reference materials and a reference method for measuring thermal 
conductivity. 

b) Laboratory tests: 
— thermal conductivity measurements in refractory materials. 

A transitorial-regime-method is being developed, making use of a number of heating 
wires introduced in a standard brick. With the help of adequately placed 
thermocouples, thermal conductivity and eventually diffusivity may be graphically 
established. 
This procedure allows a large number of measurements and hence a statistical 
evaluation and the possibility of introducing the notion of dispersion via the use of 
the standard deviation. 

— Thermal conductivity in fibres is measured in a similar way. Moreover the.degree of 
packing of the fibres and the nature of the interstitial gases have to be taken into 
account. First, tests showed also the influence of the nature of the interstitial gases. 
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PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

F. Geiss 

Introduction 

Through their work on the development and generation of nuclear energy the nuclear 
research centers have built up a broad expertise in the fields of radioecology and 
radiobiology, physics, chemistry, waste disposal and heavy technology, fields that are also 
relevant to environmental research. Research programs on the environment and especially its 
protection are a natural outgrowth of a search for safe and clean nuclear energy. 

In 1972 the Joint Research Center for the first time had activities in non-nuclear 
environmental protection research. They were performed under a special one year's contract 
between the member states and its Director General. It formally comprised professionals 
and had a total cost of 2.6 millions units of account, some 10 percent of which (264.000 
U.A.) were free operation costs. 

Since the decisions on the technical contents of this programme were taken only in July 
and since the funds were available only late in October 1972 (date of signature of the 
contract 14 October), the practical beginning of the laboratory work was considerably 
delayed. Fortunately, the essential items of research activities started in 1972 will merge 
smoothly into the four year's programme adopted early in 1973.On this basis this new 
non-nuclear activity of the JRC now has a fairer chance for development along harmonious 
and appropriate lines. 

The following table gives a synopsis of the layout of 1972's programme: 

Actions 

1. Analysis and Measurements 

2. Pathway of Pollutants 

3. Effects of Pollutants 

4. Thermal pollution (bench scale) 

5. Data bank for Environmental Chemicals 

6. Models and Systems Analysis 

Total 

Other costs 

Personnel costs professionals 

Personnel costs local workers (8) 

Cost technical support (incl. salaries) 

Overhead infrastructure (incl, salaries) 

Total 

General Total 

Budget 
(UC) 

163.874 

29.000 

33.000 

13.000 

5.000 

20.500 

264.374 

824.457 

45.200 

579.860 

893.395 

2.342.912 

2.607.286 

Manpower 
(man/year) 

28 

9 

7 

3 

4 

13 

64 

1. Analysis and Measurements 

This action comprises two new instrumental developments, the so-called 
"multidetection unit" for the analysis of organic micropollutants in environmental samples 
and the use of lasers for remote sensing in air pollution. 
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The multidetection unit consists of the planning and assembling of an analytical unit 
through optimization of appropriate sampling and separation techniques, combination of 
different detection principles (GC/MS) and data evaluation by computer. This development 
goes along in close connexion with the "COST" project No. 64b, "Analysis of 
micropollutants in water", in which 12 different countries paticipate. A Riber quadruple 
mass spectrometer and a General Automation SPC16/65 dedicated computer were 
purchased to assemble this unit. A more detailed progress report is given under the heading 
"Chemistry". 

For the remote sensing of air pollution two typical systems were chosen. 

a) An infrared laser beam to measure the integrated absorption of air pollutants (e.g. S02 ) 
through a long path of air. The laser is of the semiconductor type (Pb/S/Te), 
manufactured by the A.D. Little Company in Cambridge (Mass.) and emits in a tunable 
manner in the 8.5μ range. Tuning is performed by variation of magnetic field at the 
temperature of liquid helium. The detector is a semiconductor operating at helium 
temperature as well. The instrument will be installed in April 1973. 

b) A LIDAR instrument (Light Detection and Ranging) is being assembled for spatial 
localised determination ("ranging") and identification of air pollutants using the effects 
of Mie and Raman scattering, i.e. diffraction of visible and ultraviolet light particles and 
molecules. The time delayed between emission of the laser pulses and the returning of 
the backscattered light permits ranging of the scattering pollutant(s). We have chosen a 
dye laser, emitting light with a spectral line width of 0.02 A with a pulse energy of 20 
kW. The mechanical and optical design of the LIDAR instrument was completed in 
1972. It is now under construction. A supplementary ruby laser with a pulse energy of 
some megawatts was purchased from Impulsphysik, Hamburg. 

A homogeneous sample of filter born aerosol of an urban atmosphere was prepared for 
interlaboratory comparisons and will be sent on request to interested laboratories. The 
approximate chemical composition of this sample is as follows: 

Si 
S 
Ca 
Fe 
Al 
Ν 

Η 
Na 
Κ 
Zn 
Cl 

Mg 

5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
2% 
2% 

1%' 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
0,5% 

Crystalline Si02 

Extractable organic 
C 
H = 
N = 

39,5%; 
1,2%; 

1,85% 

Pb 
V 
Ti 
Mn 
Ni 
Ρ 
Br 

Cr 
Cu 
Ba 
Sb 
Sn 

0,5% 
0,2% 
0.2% 
0,2% 
0,2% 
0,2% 
500 ppm 
100 ppm 

1000 ppm 
1000 ppm 
500 
200 ppm 

traces of B, Mo, Cd, 
Au, 
Cs, 

matter (b 

Ag, Se, Co, In, 
Th, La, Sm, Ce, Sr 

56% 

enzene) 7% 

As far as the instrument side oí aerosol characterization is concerned a laser light scattering 
aerosol "spectrometer" was assembled. An Andersen cascade impactor and a Climet light 
scattering aerosol counter were purchased. Moreover, a thermal precipitator was installed to 
prepare samples for microscopi c examinations of natural aerosols. 

The first series for the determination of pollutant vapour adsorption isotherm on repre
sentative dust samples were carried out (e.g. benzene and toluene on the above mentioned 
road dust, carbon and cotton fitters). 
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2. Pathway of Pollutants 

The research under this heading was concentrated on lead. A study on hydrolysis of 
lead tetraethyl in air under environmental conditions was started. To study the transfer rate 
of lead compounds from air to water, labelled 203-lead tetraethyl was synthetized (specific 
activity by 5 mC/g), whose decomposition rate in contact with liquid water is under 
investigation. The research will be continued by studying the transfer of engine burnt 
Pb-206(et)4 from air to water. Preliminary studies were carried out to identify by means of 
electrodialysis the physico-chemical state of lead species in water. These systems turn out to 
be extremely complex. 

Details of the ecological studies with lead are presented under "Biology", 
"Environmental Contamination Studies in aquatic ecosystems". The investigations 
concerning the uptake of S02 by plants and soils did not proceed beyond the planning 
state. 

3. Effects of Pollutants 

The research for a bioindicator for water pollution could start early in the year: A 
freshwater snail (Biophalaria glabrata) was reared in hatch cultures to evaluate the effects of 
heavy metals (Cu, Cd, Pb, Cr) on the embryonic and adult stages. The sensitivity of the 
adults and their embryos was so high that this material can be considered as a very good 
index of pollution. In addition, embryos exposed for some hours to very low concentrations 
of cadmium (0.1 ppm) assume a reddish colour. Copper and cadmium were more noxious 
than chrome, but this latter metal strongly reduces the adult fecundity. 

To evaluate the effects of any pollution on zooplankton in the field and to control the 
general state of the lacustrine environment a mathematical model has been developed to 
simulate the dynamics of a population of Copepods (Eudioptomus padanus). Periodical 
collections were made and the individuals collected were counted and their developmental 
stage considered. 

Laboratory experiments were carried out to evaluate the effects of the temperature on 
their development time. To check its validity in the next step the computer model will be 
fed with this data. 

During the studies of biopolymers and their interaction with heavy metals 
microquantities of terminal desoxynucleotidiltransferaseenzyme (DNA polymerase) and of 
non-enzymic metallothionein were analyzed by activation analysis to determine the ratio 
metal:protein. The results indicate that zinc is bound to the polymerase thus confirming the 
suspected metallo-protein nature of the enzyme. Moreover, the substrate affinity of metal 
substituted phosphatases (Zn- and Co-phosphatase) was determined by NAA. The affinities 
are different when different nucleotide substrates are used. The Zn-enzyme has a much 
greater affinity for the purine of AMP, whilst the Co-enzyme prefers the prepimidinic TMP 
as substrate. 

The biotelemetric development of effects on laboratory animals has reached the 
hardware state. Technical details are given under. "Electronics". 

4. Studies on Thermal Pollution of Rivers 

The scope of the study is the investigation of the influence of wind velocities in the low 
value range on the heat transfer coefficients (combined effect of convection and 
evaporation) between the free surface of the water body and the atmosphere. The practical 
measurements have not started yet, but the laboratory equipment (10 meters in length) for 
these bench-scale measurements is being assembled. 
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5. Data Bank 

In 1972 a mass of preparatory work was done for the establishment of a data bank 
for all synthetic chemicals manufactured in industrial quantities. The items to be stored 
for each compound or industrial branded product are: 

Physical and chemical data 
1) Chemical and trade names and formula 
2) Chemical abstracts service (CAS) registry number 
3) Structure codification (e.g. Wiswesser line notation) 
4) Element composition 
5) Melting, boiling point; vapour pressure etc. 
6) Solubility 
7) Abbreviated mass spectrum 
8) Other spectroscopic data 
9) Chromatographic data 

Production and use data 
10) Manufacturer(s) 
11 ) Location of production plant(s) 
12) Application or uses and respective quantities 
13) Location of use and mode of application 
14) By-products 
15) Quantities produced (rough figures) 
Transport and transformation in the environment 
16) Breakdown under environmental conditions and likely reaction products 
17) Rate of breakdown 
18) Concentration detected in food chains (location) 
19) Concentration in other environmental matrices (location) 
20) Occurrence and accumulation in the biosphere 
Data on noxious effects 
21 ) Acute effects on man 
22) Acute effects on animals 
23) Acute effects on plants and micro-organisms 
24) Carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, teratogenicity data 
25) Other delayed long-term effects 
26) Tissue-cellular, subcellular and molecular toxicity (enzyme systems, metabolic 

inhibition) 
27) Pharmacological data. 

Prof. Levinthai from Columbia University, New York, gave us the copy of a data base 
(1200 chlorinated aromatic compounds), which he used for running a pilot data bank. Our 
SIMAS software system is being adapted to this base for retrieval. A contract for technical 
expertise was passed with Prof. Levinthai and another with the French organisational 
company SEMA for a feasibility study of the data bank. 
6. Models and Systems Analysis 

In the course of the eutrophication study of the alpine lake Ceresio samples of water 
and sediments were collected during the year 1972 at the most significant depths supposed 
critical for the biological, chemical and physical cycles. From the comparison with older 
data it became evident that from 1946 to 1972 the mean oxygen concentration at 50 m 
depth at the end of summer decreased regularly by 0.2 mg/1/year. More details are given 
under "Biology", "Water Pollution". 

A simplified version of a stochastic air/pollution model is now ready for application. It 
has been based partially upon a meteorological inventory provided by the Deutscher 
Wetterdienst, Offenbach, for the Lower Main Region. It comprises observation (1971-1973) 
of wind direction and speed, temperature and relative humidity performed at 50 air 
monitoring stations. The final model will be first employed for this region. A more detailed 
report is given under "Nuclear Studies". 



The work performed within the system analytic study "Relationship between electric 
energy and-pollution" can be subdivided into three sections: 

Search of the optimum installation policy of various station types in the Community. 
The optimum was found from an economical point of view, for a number of sets of 
technical and economical input data. As a consequence, the overall pollution (waste heat, 
radioactive wastes, S02 etc.) was evaluated. 

E.G. the advantages of introducing HTR's was put in evidence, from the point of view 
of waste heat and radioactive wastes volume. It was shown that the S02 production is a 
short-term problem, as it will reach a maximum in some 20 years from now. 

Effect of the cost pollution abatement on the installation policy. The effect of the cost 
of cooling towers and oil desulphuration on the optimum policy was assessed: the resulting 
changes in the penetration of various station types were found to be not very significant. 

Effect of siting problems on the installation policy. As the cost of electric energy 
production was found to be not very sensitive to the choice of the various types of station, a 
considerable influence on their penetration will probably come from siting limitations. A 
code, based on the linear programming technique, has been written, which searches for the 
minimum generation cost, accounting for the cost of energy transmission and for various 
limits set on pollutants' production. 
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CETIS DIVISION 
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PHYSICS DIVISION 

TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
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CHEMISTRY DIVISION 

BIOLOGY DIVISION 
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CETIS DIVISION 

G. Pozzi 

CETIS is concerned with the methods and techniques of automatic information processing, together 
with their applications to fields of activity of the various Commission departments. 

This implies two complementary activities: 
a) placing its skills and computing equipment at user's disposal for the solution of scientific and 

administrative problems. This involves management of the computing installations, maintenance of the 
available application software and analysis and programming work on request; 

b) research into informatics in order to extend the range of methods and techniques for improving the 
man-computer interaction. 
A certain amount of CETIS potential can also be made accessible, on request, to universities, 

organizations and enterprises of the Community by means of service-rendering contracts. 
The current medium term activity covers the following fields of applied informatics: 

- Numerical Mathematics: development and application of numerical methods and algorithms concerning: 
linear algebra (in particular band matrices and high order matrices), multidimensional integration, 
ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, function approximation. Work in the field 
of applied mathematics and statistics, strictly connected with the Institution's research programme, 
essentially covers the fields of fluid dynamics, magnetohydro-dynamics, structural analysis, experimental 
data analysis, process simulation. 
Informatics: the present activity in this field aims to employ the existing know-how for the creation of 
operational systems. Three such systems are being implemented: a generalized software package and 
programming language for natural-language processing (SLC-II Simulated Linguistic Computer), a fully 
automatic information storage and retrieval system (FAIRS), a Russian-to-English machine translation 
system. 

- Administrative Data Processing: development of integrated systems for the management of certain 
general services of the Ispra Establishment. 

- Programming languages and systems: definition and development of specialized languages and systems, 
to be used in particular in an interactive context. 

- Program Library and Computer Programmes Information Centre (COPIC): collection, study and 
distribution of computer programs in various scientific fields, advising on program utilization. A special 
effort has been devoted to improving the service by automating certain procedures. Information on 
programs is given by means of an automatic retrieval system (SYMAS) implemented on IBM 370/165 
and using CRT displays. The storage and reproduction of programs are fully automatized. 
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NUMERICAL STUDY OF PRESSURE PULSES IN A NUCLEAR REACTOR ACCIDENT 

A. Benuzzi, P. FasoliStella, L. Guerri, H. Holtbecker 

In the framework of nuclear safety research, studies on structure behaviour during a prompt critical 

excursion are given particular importance. 
These studies are carried out either by experiments on models or by means of numerical solution of 

mathematical models of the phenomenon. At the present stage of the research we are carrying out 
comparisons between the experimental results on simple geometrical configurations and the numerical 
results obtained from the codes. 

These comparisons should allow us to establish to what extent the mathematical models and the 
numerical methods adopted are capable of simulating the type of accidents, which will lead to violent 
destruction of the core. 

In various laboratories different types of codes have been produced for studying this problem. But we 
are still a long way from the final solution. 

These codes in one or two spatial dimensions include the study of shock wave propagation in the 
coolant and of the interaction of these waves with the containment vessel structure. 

The problem to be studied is very complex, both because the mathematical model is represented by a 
non linear system of partial differential equations with time dependent boundary conditions, and because 
the geometries in question are very complex. 

Because of the geometry the results obtained with onedimensional spatial codes are often without 
significance or only qualitative. 

In two dimensions the results are more satisfactory but code calculation times are considerable and 
finally even with bidimensional codes the results are only valid for some phases of the phenomenon. 
Among the available twodimensional codes, REXCO—H, supplied by the ANL is one of the more complete 
examples. For this reason it was decided at Ispra to study a version of this code published in 1969 and to 
adapt and develop it for the study of experiments on models in progress at the J.R.C. 

REXCOH uses a finite difference method in lagrangian coordinates and permits study of the 
propagation of shock waves determined by a power excursion in the core and their interaction with the 
vessel structure. 
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The equations are solved in cylindrical geometry (r,z) because we assume an axial symmetry. The 
equations of fluidynamics in the compressibility hypothesis are integrated for the fluids inside the 
containment vessel. For the wall movements, equations of elastoplasticity in the hypothesis of plate shells 
are used. Each medium is characterized by an equation of state. The code calculates for each point of the 
region density, energy, velocity and strain versus time. 

The integration field is subdivided by a network of square and rectangular meshes. The numerical 
lagrangian scheme allows simple calculation of the movement of the interfaces (between different fluids) 
and those of the vessel walls. Nevertheless distortion of the mesh during calculation introduces considerable 
inaccuracies in the results. This last difficulty can be partially overcome by applying at different times the 
rezoning technique, or by introducing some terms of mesh stabilization from a given point of the 
calculation. 

The first results obtained at Ispra with the REXCO—H code and a comparison with the experimental 
data were presented at the congress held at Karlsruhe in 1972. 

In this first phase of the study the containment vessel walls have been assumed rigid. 
The published version of REXCO—H does not contain either rezoning or mesh stabilization. It was 

therefore decided to advance the study and application of these techniques in parallel in order to be able to 
use them in the future. 

The accident has been simulated experimentally by detonating an explosive charge in water. In the 
numerical calculation the charge at the centre of the reactor is assumed completely detonated at the initial 
time and is represented by a gas bubble at high pressure, initially uniform conditions, expanding 
adiabatically. In order to deal with these experiments many modifications have had to be made in the code. 
In particular we introduced the effect produced by the impact of the free surface of the water on the top of 
the containment vessel. The overpressure measured in the water and caused by this impact is, according to 
the acoustical approximation, Δρ =pvc in which ρ, ν and c are respectively the density, and the velocity of 
the particles and of sound in the liquid. In order to reduce the negative effects of the distortion, the 
calculation procedure in the cover gas has also been modified. This area has been in fact represented by a 
single mesh having uniform pressure and density. This modification also permits a considerable reduction in 
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calculation time. In fact, a finer network in this region would have required, because of the stabilitv 
condition, the choice of very small steps At for the impact phase. 

The equation of state used both for the explosive and for the cover gas is that of perfect gases: 

p = ( 7  l ) p e 

with γ = 1.3 adiâbatic exponent, where ρ, ρ and e are respectively the pressure, density and the specific 
internal energy of the gas. For the water we used the equation suggested by HoskinfAWRE Aldermaston, G.B.) 

ρ =ai p + a2 p
2 +e(bx + b2 μ) 

M =PIP0
1 

a2 =3.5 1010 cgs units ai = 2.2 1010 

b, = b2=0.28 cgs units 

In the experimental model the vessel is composed of a cast iron shell with rigid base and the lid secured 
by bolts. Along the vessel walls, on the base, and on the lid, transducers are placed to measure the pressure. 

The main point of these experiments was to show that changing the detonation velocity, i.e. the type of 
explosive used, changes occur in the energy distributions in the vessel. 

A comparison between the experimental and numerical results have allowed us to establish that the 
code, at least in its present version, supplies better results in the first phase of the phenomenon (i.e. for 
times of an order of 1 or 2 milliseconds and for the case of slow explosives). This is due to the fact that as 
time passes the effect of distortion of the numerical mesh becomes increasingly more important. Fig. 1 
represents the lagrangian mesh at successive times for one of the cases dealt with. Fig. 2 gives a sequence of 
graphical outputs concerning the pressure and velocity distribution in the field. 
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Fig. 2 : Sequence of graphical outputs concerning the 
pressure and velocity distribution in the field 
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Fig. 3 on the other hand shows the pressure versus time in various positions of the vessel. The curves 
drawn in unbroken lines are the experimental ones while those drawn in dotted lines were obtained 
numerically. 

The agreement between experimental and numerical results is good at least as far as the shape of the 
pressure curves are concerned and somewhat less good after the first milliseconds. The main difference is 
found in the vessel lid; in fact, in the curves calculated with REXCO-H a second peak for the pressure is 
missing, whereas it is encountered systematically in the experiments. 

After the first millisecond the code shows almost everywhere strong oscillations and also negative values 
for the water pressure which have not been confirmed experimentally. 

In order to have a clear idea of the limits and the validity of this code we carried out a comparison with 
the results obtained with the code SURBOUM II produced by Belgonucléaire. SURBOUM II is an 
eulerian code dealing with incompressible tluids within rigid walls. This comparison showed to what extent 
the compressibility hypothesis is important in the preliminary phase of the phenomenon. In fact, with a 
compressible model one obtains an impact time of the water free surface greater than in the incompressible 
case and in better agreement with the experimental results. This is due to the fact that in the compressible 
model one part of energy of the expanding gas bubble is employed in compressing water and therefore the 
total kinetic energy of water is less than in the incompressible case. 

Nevertheless the eulerian coordinates, while introducing considerable complications when one is dealing 
with moving boundaries, allow much more precise results to be obtained. In fact, not having the drawback 
of distortion in the mesh, they permit the calculation to continue for much longer times. 

For future work we are considering the following problems: 

- to compare the results of the REXCO-H code with experimental results taking into account the 
deformation of the walls. 

- to study more realistic equations of state both for the explosives used and for the liquid inside the vessel 
(water and sodium); 

- to apply rezoning techniques or mesh stabilisation techniques already experimented in other laboratories 
which will permit us to obtain more precise results even when strong distortions occur in the mesh. 

If, as is probable, the results will not be completely satisfactory especially for the quasi-static phase of 
the phenomenon, we must examine the possibility of continuing the calculations with an eulerian scheme 
thus avoiding problems relating to mesh distortions. 
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IMS IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATICS: A PILOT EXPERIMENT ON A 
RELIABILITY DATA BASE 

A. Borella, S. Capobianchi, T. Luisi, C. Pigni, G. Volta 

The IMS Data Base 

The IMS system (Information Management System) 1 ' is an IBM program designed to control and 
manage an informatie system of the integrated type, which uses a data base with both batch type and 
teleprocessing type applications. 

By "integrated informatie system" is understood a homogeneous procedural structure, which would 
systematically acquire, elaborate, and transmit dataso as to supply to each function of an organization, at 
each level of responsibility, at the most appropriate moment, the necessary elements for a coordinated 
exercise of its own established tasks in accordance with its required objectives. 

Every integrated informatie system is therefore composed of the structures of the organization for 
which it was designed, the norms which regulate it, and the data files with which it works. 

Files handled by IMS are organised according to the data base concept. By data base we mean a non 
redundant collection of interrelated data items processable by one or more applications. The data contained 
in this data base are both accessible and capable of integration for any application, in the sense that the 
addition of new types of supplementary data can take place without intervention either in the data or in 
the program relating to previous applications. 

The physical structure of the data is independent of logical structure with which the same data can be 
employed, and the same physical structure can be redefined according to various logical structures in 
connection with the actual applications. The program thus remains independent of the physical 
organisation of the data. 

Finally, the various data are intercorrelated into a tree type hierarchical structure. Some branches of the 
tree can be made accessible only to certain pre-determined applications according to a concept of 
protection and of different data sensitivities in relation to various programs. 

A summary of the main advantages of the data base would read: 
- the elimination of data duplication and the subsequent need of multiple updating 
- the possibility of using only one data base with different logical structures 
- the independence of programs concerned with the physical organisation of the data 
- the reduction in memory-storage and file operation costs. 

Facilities of IMS 

The IMS, a generalised system for the creation, correlation and management of data base, operates as an 
extension of the IBM Operating System and is a system which offers possibilities for subsequent 
development, due to its modular structure. 

The IMS performs all the functions related to automatic management of one or more data bases, and, in 
particular, makes the following "facilities" available: 
- sophisticated automatic techniques for the organisation, access and retrieval of data 
- support for the realisation of programs in a batch processing environment in which individual 

transactions are collected, and elaborated periodically 
- the ability to easily extend data base processing to the teleprocessing or data communication 

environment and to support the development of a high volume/rapid response on line application system 
- a guarantee cf high reliability and security 
- a personalised definition of the system, in particular of the user's environment and needs. 

The IMS consists of four main parts: 
- Data Base (DB), whose basic functions are carried out in Data Language/I modulus, to define, create and 

manage the user's files, both in batch or in teleprocessing mode 
- Data Communication (DC) which governs the use of the input/output terminals in local and remote 

environment connected to the computer, and provides the user with access to the Data Base 
- Interactive Query Facilities (IQF), a specialised language for inquiries not previously defined on the data 

base 
- utility programs related to system generation, to security maintenance and data base recovery, to the 

collection of statistical information.etc. 
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It remains the responsability of the user to provide: 

- the development of data processing applications, for the use by the IMS facilities 

- the definition of data processing environment, including: 

- data bases 
■- processing programs 
— transaction types, classes and priorities 
- communication lines and terminals 
— security requirements. 

The languages which can be used in programming are the COBOL, the PL/1, and the Assembler. 

Aims of IMS Pilot Experiment 

The adoption of IMS to solve management problems is of great interest and should have enormous 
future potential but it is at the same time a complex operation which introduces elements of innovation, 
even some revolutionary ones, into the design, organisation and operation of informatie systems. 

On the other hand it is evident that to place the common data base logically in the focal centre of the 
informatie system, taking into account the application programs related to it such as the debit and/or credit 
of data, completely changes the present procedural method of approach of the "design" of informatie 
systems. The concrete realisation of this different concept, which is after all not so new in itself, should be 
introduced very gradually, and only after a great deal of thought. At present in Italy and in Europe several 
sectorial pilot experiments are being developed. Their aim is to determine the conditions and the terms 
which will render the use of IMS so advantageous, the various attendent consequences, and the necessary 
resources involved. At a methodological level there is a tendency to formulate a philosophy for IMS use, 
which is not yet fully defined in view of the small number and experimental character of the applications 
realised up to now. 

It is in this sense that the CETIS participates in working groups set up by the European and Italian 
GUIDE on the subject of IMS Data Base. 

In the context of all that has so far been said, the CETIS has drawn up a pilot experiment, on a 
concrete problem related to the collection of reliability data. 

The application was in itself of considerable technico-documentary interest, and had the advantage of 
being suitable for IMS experimentation. It had no connection with other previously existing programs, and 
is, on the contrary, suitable for future development. In addition, it could be realized in batch mode, 
without immediate need to rent the IBM product program "IMS Data Communication" planned for the 
future. 

Ispra's Reliability Data Base 

In reliability studies there are two types of data to be handled. First we have raw data originating from 
the operation experience of equipment and components. From these, and statistical inference processes, 
"elaborated" data are obtained. 

Such data are needed as input for the system reliability analysis. Many sources of such data exist: 
publications of established reliability data programs in various countries, information given by 
manufacturers, operation statistics of utilities, etc. 

Some sources are classified or confidential, but others are open literature. In general these sources tend 
to be of a specialised nature and are primarily concerned with military service, and electronic application. 

As the reliability analysis of systems in the design stage becomes a more and more common practice for 
various purposes, (safety evaluation, availability, optimisation, comparison of different technical solutions, 
etc. also in other fields, such as electrical or mechanical), the need of a homogeneous and multipurpose 
reference source becomes more and more obvious. A data base able to fill such a need should have the 
following main characteristics: 

- it should permit the participation of various contributions 

- limitations of the access of part of the data should be easy to perform. In fact, a guaranteed control of 
the confidential nature of certain data is a condition for the participation of private industries 

- connection to the Data Base of various programs (mainly statistical programs) should be simple and 
should not require any modification of the Data Base itself 

- the data should be well-standardised by a general and correct identification of the items (physical 
description, operation and environmental conditions) 

- a single data source should be accurately identified and estimated 

- the data referring to a single item should be retrievable at various levels of detail. 

The need for these characteristics has influenced and determined the choice and the set-up of our Data 
Base. 

After having thoroughly investigated the IMS, the 2.1 version of the DB part of the IMS has been 
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generated on the 370/165 IBM installed at Ispra. All the auxiliary phases of testing and putting into 
operation have been completed. 

During the analysis phase, in order to achieve the most efficient exploitation of the automatic 
procedure, all the possibilities opened up by the data base/IMS tool have been investigated, to determine: 

— the hierarchical and logical implications of the data structure 
— the interconnected segments of the data structure 
— the design of various segments and their contents 
— the storage organization and access method employed to process these segments. 

By "segment", we mean the basic physical data element, containing one or more logically related data 
fields, which interfaces between the application programs and Data Language/1. 

Input 

The input data card is reported in Figs, la and lb. It reports the following basic information: 

— description of the item, mainly according to IDEP CODE (1) 
a) basic identification (for instance "pump", "valve", etc.) 

b) attributes, grouped at 8 independent levels 

— environment (technological field: nuclear, chemical, etc. environmental conditions; specific stress level) 

— failure mode 
— source of the datum 
— figures of merit of the datum: appreciation of the source (for instance, the dimensions of the sample 

from which the datum originates) 
— datum: various alternatives for the datum are foreseen: failure rate, failure distribution, repair rate, 

repair distribution, availability, etc. 

— original time of the datum and time of recording in the Data Base. 
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Fig. la : Reliability data base input cards item description 
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SEE ITEM DESCRIPTION 
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Fig. lb: Reliability data base input cards reliability datum 

Outline of the Program 

The reliability data are organised according to a code constructed in several parts. It has therefore been 
decided to couple each part of the code to the hierarchical levels of the various segments. 

Since the original code consists of nine parts, the data base has also been structured on nine levels. To 
each level is associated a description of the component and one or more series of technical data. 

Therefore two types of segments were defined: the description segment and the data segment. 
Hierarchical dependence occurs through the description segments in such a way that the description of 

any element can be composed at the desired detail level. The description is obtained by taking into account 
the one contained at the highest level of the element, and integrating it with descriptions of the elements 
having hierarchical levels which grow gradually lower until the required detail is reached. A graphic 
representation of the logic tree of the data base is shown in Fig. 2. 

The segments report the information contained in the data cards already explained, plus several fields 
reserved for documentation on the use of the "data base". An access method by index key (HISAM) has 
been chosen because there is at present no plan to couple this data base with others, and the code chosen is 
the only reference key. 

The choice of this type of organisation led us to renounce at present the idea of direct conversational 
communication between user and computer to collect data and to question the data base ON LINE, 
eventually through successive interactions. These options are at present unnecessary for the type of 
management preselected for elaboration with the data base, and could be added at some future time. 

The batch mode, furthermore, provides for each request a series of replies which can be either synthetic 
or analytic, general or particular, according to the requirements indicated by the user. 

The procedure is divided into four logical phases: 
— creation, insertion, cancellation, inquiry. 

The creation, insertion and cancellation phases did not require solutions of any particular complexity, 
since only normal control is necessary to check the data from a formal or logical syntactical point of view, 
and for the compatibility check in the updating and cancellation operations. 

On the other hand, the inquiry phase has been more complex and interesting, due to the sophisticated 
needs of the users. In fact the data can be requested directly or indirectly in the inquiries. The user 
interrogates the data base with requests of varying complexity; each request implies an exploration phase of 
the data base, to acquire data for the replies. This is followed by the printout. The user, carrying the 
research parameters onto punchcards, which are easily understood and used, selects and outlines the field 
of exploration on the data base. 
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1LTH0111575 

RELIABILITY DATUM 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

D PUMP -* 

1LTH011157550 

1LTH0111575502 

1LTH01115755022 

1LTHO1115755022A 

1LTHO1115755022A3 

1LTHO1115755022A37 

1LTHO1115755022A372 

1LTH01115755022A3722 

D OPERATING PRINCIPLE 
RECIPROCATING 

D FUNCTION: 
CIRCULATING 

D SEAL: 
STUFFING BOX 

D SERVICE MEDIA HANDLED 
WATER DEMINER 

D FLOW: 
LESS THAN 10CUB.METERS/HRS 

D PRESSURE: 
FROM 7 TO 70 KG/SQ CM 

D TEMPERATURE 
FROM40TO80°C 

D HEAD: 
FROM 11 TO 50 METERS 

1LTHO1115755022A3722P3000211XXA1025XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX717211-« -^ e/'h 

LEVEL 
1 DATUM 

Fig. 2 : Reliability data base organisation 
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Output 

Data leaving the data base can be extracted by two methods: 

— different printout forms of data requested by the user 

— data selection, for transmission as input data for application programs of a scientific or statistical 
character. 

The printout contains a description of the components from the highest level down to the lowest 
hierarchical level required and the reliability and recovery data of all the levels passed, or of the lowest level 
only, depending upon the option which has been preselected. 

Print outs planned are: 

— printout of all the elements in the data base 

— printout of one predetermined branch, up to a given level 

— printout of a part of the data base, beginning at a preselected branch at a chosen level and ending at 
another level hierarchically lower, passing through all the ramifications branching out from the first 
predetermined level (Fig. 3). 

On the other hand, as far as the scientific or statistical applications which can be connected to the Data 
Base are concerned, it must be emphasised that quite apart from the data acquisition, they can also add 
information to the data base, thus gradually extending the contents. 

INPUT CARD TO INQUIRY 
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for one branch οηΐγ 

for all the branches 
from Xj CO -i-Χ up to Χ 

for one branch only 
for all the branches 
from X j C O - H X u p t o X 

Fig. 3 : Reliability data base: 
Inquiry and Output 
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AUTOMATIC THESAURUS CONSTRUCTION FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

S. Perschke, H. Fangmeyer 

Introduction 

The Thesaurus, in information retrieval, represents one of the cardinal points of a system, since neither 
indexing quality nor retrieval strategy sophistication are able to remedy deficiencies of the Thesaurus used. 
In principle, the Thesaurus is a collection of concepts which are more or less important for the subject field 
of the document collection. Usually the mere list of the terms representing the concepts is enriched by two 
factors: 

- lists of synonyms of which one only is considered to be valid (this list also revolves the problem of 
ambiguities of terms through replacement by univocal terms); 

- classification schemes which may be both hierarchic and associative and may present different degrees of . 
sophistication. Classification of terms, in information retrieval has the primary task of permitting search 
on a different level of specificity from that of the documents. 

In the present large-scale information retrieval systems, the thesauri are compiled manually, frequently 
on the basis of pre-existing classification schemes, authority lists, subject headings etc. and are intended for 
manual indexing. As a consequence, there is a trend to limit the Thesaurus' size somewhat so as to facilitate 
the work of the indexers and of the documentalists who formulate the users' queries. The limitation of the 
number of terms admitted to the Thesaurus, in even, forces indexing to be on a rather general level and 
therefore the search efficiency is frequently unsatisfactory if the queries are very specific. 

Furthermore, the Thesauri rely rather heavily on the indexer's associative power. The experience made 
at CETIS in automatic indexing with the EURATOM Thesaurus ■. 2 ' 3 ' showed an evident incoherence 
between the thesaurus conceived for normal indexing and the automatic indexing methods — in particular, 
the different degree of specificity and an insatisfactory classification scheme. It was therefore felt to be 
worthwhile to try to give up dependence on manually compiled Thesauri in automatic documentation 
systems and to develop methods and the respective software packages for automatic Thesaurus 
construction. This decision appears to be even more important, now that documentation is rapidly 
expanding into new, and inter-disciplinary sectors which do not possess a very well-defined specific 
vocabulary, and manual Thesaurus construction is known to be an extremely time-consuming and costly 
work with a relatively small degree of efficiency. 

The idea of automatic vocabulary definition for documentation purposes was probably one of the first 
solutions in automatic document processing with KWIC and KWOC indices and permuted KWOC 
indices 4, 5). These solutions are still largely used especially for SDI, news,bulletins etc. 

For large-scale documentation systems with retrospective search capabilities, KWIC and KWOC turned 
out to be less satisfactory because amongst other draw-backs the size of lists increases very fast and the lack 
of any vocabulary control causes a high noise ratio6 '. As a special case of oriented KWIC/KWOC one can 
consider the so-called free-text search systems which, in principle, do not perform any analysis of the 
source documents, but try to match the words contained in the queries with those on the documents. There 
is at present a dispute going on between traditional systems with hand-made thesauri and manual indexing 
and free-text search systems. 

The opposite solution, which is also being studied by CETIS, is the development of thesauri with 
automatic methods on the basis of the documents which constitute the information base. The first attempts 
were made in particular by G. Saltón 7 ' who demonstrated through a series of experiments that automatic 
indexing with an automatically-built thesaurus — even with extremely rudimentary and brute-force 
methods — can be more efficient than the traditional methods (man-made thesauri — free-text search), if 
the search strategy is adequate (automatic query formulation, probabilistic search, relevance feed-back). 
The methods and the speculative back-ground of this position were examined critically at CETIS and found 
acceptable as a good point of departure. Two aspects of the CETIS approach constitute a substantial 
difference as compared with Salton 's work: 

- the use of more sophisticated linguistic methods 
- the practicability of the software for very large data bases. 

The package for automatic thesaurus construction developed at CETIS is part of the SLC-II system and 
is inserted into the framework of the FAIRS project8 ' . The work involved is on the one hand 
methodological (linguistic and statistical) and on the other hand a software development which completes 
the SLC-II system. 
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The Automatic Thesaurus Construction Package 

The CETIS project for automatic thesaurus construction does not start (as Saltón did) from the 
statistical evaluation of graphemes (i.e. character strings representing the texts), but from lexemes (i.e. 
lexical units which, ideally should represent "concepts"). Therefore, before one can start with the 
procedure for thesaurus construction, one needs two kinds of linguistic preparatory work: 
- a grammar of the character string representing the source text which permits recognition and 

normalisation of substrings which are elements of the source language (word items) and separation of 
them from other substrings which may be control characters, command codes for display function, type 
selection etc. (non-word items). 

- a source language dictionary which is articulated into two parts: 
- on one hand the morphological search dictionary with the associated tables of paradigms, and on the 

other hand the "lemma" dictionary which must contain, as a minimal information, a character string 
which represents the lexeme, especially for intellectual control, but may contain any other type of 
data considered to be useful. 

The details on coding and monitoring dictionaries and grammar can be found in the description of the 
SLC-II system at present in preparation at CETIS. Here, only an extremely sketchy outline of the 
potentiality of the morphological analysis algorithm of the SLC-II system is given, as the decisions taken 
may considerably influence the picture of the resulting thesaurus. 

The dictionary search and morphological analysis module of the SLC-II system provides for the 
following functions: 
— segmentation of compound words 
— detachment of prefixes — which can be considered as a particular case of word segmentation. If this 

option is chosen, the "lemma dictionary" must contain an indication of whether the detached string 
represents a prefix, and its function, or whether it is an autonomous lexeme. 
The decision on how far these options (beyond inflection) are activated depends on the objectives of 

the system - SLC-II, in principle, can reduce the chains given below to one lexeme only (ION) or consider, 
as an opposite extreme, each one of the items an autonomous lexeme. 

ION-IONIC-IONIZE-IONIZATION-DEIONIZE-DEIONIZATTON 

Which extreme or intermediary solution is chosen depends upon the subject field and on the use of the 
system. 

Another aspect of this model is the automatic detection of homographs, largely used on the present 
package. 

The process of automatic thesaurus construction is subdivided into a series of cycles which are 
described in detail herebelow 
1) Detection cfwords Not In Dictionary (NID),concordance of NID, updating of the dictionary, correction 

of errors in the source text. 
2) Detection of homographs, concordance of homographs, intellectual resolution of homographs. 
3) Frequency count of the lexemes and determination of the statistically significant words ("concepts"). 
4) Statistical definition of compound expressions. 
5) Automatic classification of terms. 

Handling of Words Not In Dictionary (NID) 
The methods used for automatic thesaurus construction are principally statistical, and it was felt to be 

important to avoid errors due to the incompleteness of the source language dictionary and to errors in the 
source text. 

The source text is processed by the SLC-II system batch-wise (app. 700,000 current words per cycle if 
the main storage size available is 300 K). In this cycle, the first two modules — source text analysis and 
dictionary search are executed. The frequency of each distinct grapheme is determined and recorded for 
subsequent use. Optionally, for text and control purposes, the system can produce a list of the graphemes 
with their frequency sorted either by frequency or alphabetically. 

After dictionary search, the results are scanned for words not in dictionary and the context of each NID 
is either printed or displayed on a CRT. 

This concordance must be scanned intellectually, and the analyst must decide whether a given NID is a 
new word or it is due to a spelling error in the source text. 

In the former case, the source language dictionaries must be updated. In the latter case, a series of 
commands has been provided for, which permit the errors to be corrected (replace, insert, delete 
graphemes). 

This facility, which is an integrated part of the SLC-II system can be used in all applications (indexing, 
translation, query formulation etc.) to correct errors. The approach is valid as long as a spelling error does 
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not produce a valid word. In this case the error would not be detected. The analyst's decisions are collected 
into a file of detector commands with the correct spellings, looked-up again in the dictionary and merged 
with the pre-existent results. The correction cycle can be iterated until a satisfactory degree of correctness 
is reached. 

Resolution of Homographs 
Homographs are automatically detected during dictionary search. Automatic resolution of homographs, 

in the light of the progress of computational linguistics, is possible to a large extent through syntactic and 
semantic analysis. However, satisfactory and efficient algorithms are not always available or easy to 
integrate into the system, and it is also extremely dubious whether the limited scope in this context would 
justify the expense of the development and the operation of such algorithms. 

The solution chosen here, is an intellectual resolution of homographs. After dictionary search (and 
eventual NID resolution) the results aré scanned for homographs. For each homograph the "lemma" entry 
is loaded (the lemma should be sufficiently explicit to permit distinction of meanings), and for each 
occurrence of the ambiguous word the context is printed or displayed on CRT. 

The analyst scans all occurrences and decides with which of the "lemmas" it should be associated. 
The decisions are collected into a command file and the system scans the source text image against this 

file and applies the decisions. As a result, the homographs are handled as if they had been distinct 
graphemes, and the frequencies are adjusted correspondingly. After all these operations have been 
performed, the source text preparation can be considered to be concluded. All words occurring in the text 
are known univocally, and an evaluation of their usage frequency can begin. 

Cumulative Frequency Dictionary Construction 
The purpose of this operation is to distinguish the significant words from the non-significant ones in the 

collection of source documents. The frequency of usage of words has been examined in various contexts 
(most frequently in terms of graphemes and not of lexemes) and it is known that in each language — if one 
takes a sufficiently large data collection as basis — the frequency distribution is very much the same: there 
are a few words with a very high frequency, a certain number of words with a medium frequency and very 
many words with a low frequency. 

The concept of significance, from the documentaiy point of view can be interpreted in two ways 
- words are significant if they define important concepts in the subject field — here, the traditional 

linguistic interpretation is applied which subdivides the vocabulary of a language into "non-significant" 
words (mots vides) which are also called "function words" such as articles, prepositions, conjunctions 
etc., and "significant" words which are the rest of the vocabulary. 

— words are significant, if they are useful for the distinction of one document from another. This is a 
documentary interpretation and makes the significance a function of the frequency of usage. At the 
limit, if some word appears in all documents of the collection, it is of no further use for retrieval 
purposes ana hence non-significant. 
The procedure developed takes into consideration both definitions. One can introduce a "stop-word" 

list which includes all function words and words which are considered to be non-significant even if their 
frequency is relatively low. Furthermore, after the frequency count executed on a representative sample of 
the data base, one can introduce a cut-off function which takes into account the dimension of the sample 
and the final dimension of the data base projected (relative frequency). In principle, all words below this 
threshold are significant. Special attention is to be given to the low-frequency words, since statistically, 
they must be interpreted as casual events. This casuality can be interpreted due to the usage of the word, 
in this case it should be replaced by some more common synonym. On the other hand the concept defined 
by the term may be unusual, and in this case the term is valid. Furthermore, these words are not very 
convenient for automatic classification procedures. After the frequency count, and on eventual merging 
with a master dictionary, a list by decreasing frequency can be issued, which is to be scanned for possible 
further intellectual interventions. 

Automatic Recognition of Compound Expressions 
The reason for this phase is the generally accepted fact that in natural language many concepts, are 

defined not by a single word, but by some expression (two or more words with some syntactic link). 
Frequently, the single words used in an expression, are of little significance, and only their 

co-occurrence conducts to some precise concepts (as, for instance, the single terms "house" and "common" 
combined into "House of Commons". The automatic definition of expressions is based on the statistical 
evaluation of the co-occurrence of words in logical text units (e.g. sentences, clauses). All linguistically 
significant words are examined, and the low-frequency words arc excluded since they do not provide any 
statistically valid evaluation. 

In the algorithms developed, the sequence of the words in the texts is ignored (a.b = b.a), which permits 
the evaluation of expressions of any reasonable length. The algorithms are designed so as to consider each 
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batch of text (app. 100,000 current words) as independent events and the results can be cumulated only 
a-pos tenori. 

The procedure of detecting expressions is combinatorial, but a few precautions have been taken to 
avoid processing eccessively large matrices: 
— low-frequency words are excluded 
— words are combined only with higher-frequency words. 

By this means, words which occur frequently can only be combined with a few other words, while 
words which can be combined with many others, have only a few occurrences. This way, the size of the 
matrices can be kept quite constant. Each matrix itself is a word-sentence incidence matrix for each root 
word, organised for the rows, by the decreasing frequency of the words, and for the columns, by their 
occurrence in the text. The decision on the acceptance of an expression depends upon 
— the dimension of the sample 
— the length of the expression 
— the frequency of co-occurrence 
— the frequency of the single elements. 

With these data, a decision table is built. 
This table is also used to decide whether the word can be used in an expression at all. It is evident that 

the minimum co-occurrence decreases with the increase of the expression length. The operation of testing 
the consistency of the expression is a combinatorial recursive push-down operation (interpreting all 
expressions as a tree): 

At each step, the row representing a previous 
intermediate result and one row of the matrix 
are intersected, and the number of incidences 
counted. If the number of incidences is over the 
threshold for a given expression length, the 
expression is accepted. Then one tests whether 
the number of incidences is sufficiently high to 
form a larger expression. If not, the path on the 
tree is abandoned, and the next one is examined 
through a pop-up operation. 

The expressions thus formed, are linked with the "lemma" entries and the sentences on which they 
occur and displayed for intellectual control. This intellectual control has two functions: 
— to decide whether the expression is to be accepted or not 
— to define a "lemma" which is mnemonically adequate to describe the concept. 

After selection of the expressions, the thesaurus is expanded by the addition of the new expressions. 

Automatic Classification of Descriptors 
General Considerations 

The thesaurus vocabulary is constituted on the one hand by the significant words encountered in the 
source documents, and on the other hand by the compound expressions. In the procedures described 
here-above, homographs are resolved intellectually. In principle, it is sufficient for automatic indexing 
(which takes into account all criteria with which the thesaurus has been built), which must be exactly at the 
level of specificity of the document. 

The necessity of "classifying" the thesaurus terms derives from the fact that indexing is not an end in 
itself, but is only meaningful as a tool for retrieval. As, frequently, retrieval queries do not ask only for 
situations precisely as described in the documents, but may also ask for situations of which the ones 
described by the documents are special cases, or are merely similar, the level of specificity in indexing may 
be the same as for the documents, but, during search, one must be able to scan the documents at a different 
level of specificity. For this purpose, a system of paradigmatic relations between descriptions must be 
created. Hand-made thesauri rely upon an empirically constituted classification scheme (such as that of 
UDC), and normally distinguish two kinds of relations: 
— hierarchic relations (general-specific terms) 
— associative relations (related terms). 

These relations, in general, are not qualified further. 
The purpose of the package for automatic classification is to resolve the following problems: 

— difference of the level of specificity between documents and queries (hierarchic relations). 
— search for more or less similar situations (associative relations) 
— resolution of synonyms (in principle, synonyms are a special case of associative relations with a very high 

degree of association) 
— automatic resolution of homographs. 
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Definition of the Properties of the Terms 
In any sort of classification, it is necessary to identify some properties of the objects, which are then 

evaluated statistically. In the specific case of classifying terms, it would be the best solution to give an exact 
semantic definition of the meaning of each term and to consider these definitions to be the properties of 
the terms. Since, unfortunately such definitions (and even methods to produce them) are not yet available, 
one is forced to look for some surrogate which, theoretically, is less satisfactory, but appears to be 
practicable. 

The most evident property of a term is its use in some document, together with other terms. This 
property is the point of departure in all known attempts to classify terms automatically 
(term-document-matrix). In each document, a given term appears together with other terms which can be 
conventionally called the context of a term. If one cumulates all single contexts of a term, one obtains an 
"ideal" context representative for a given sample (term-term-matrix). 

The terms, their frequency or weight in the context are considered to be the properties according to 
which the classification is performed. 

All classification attempts are based on the two following hypotheses which appear to be quite 
plausible, but have no exact proof: 
- the degree of the similarity of two terms is the same as the degree of similarity of their contexts 
— the degree of specificity of a term is inversely proportional to the frequency of its use. 

These hypotheses have not been critically evaluated at CETIS: they were accepted for their plausibility, 
as they are the only ones available, which permit practical work. Only when the software package which is 
being implemented for this purpose has become operational, and has been applied for very large data 
collections, shall we be in the position of issuing some assessment on their practical usefulness for 
information retrieval. 

Construction of the Context Vectors (CV) 
The terms being classified are no longer the words of the natural language of the source documents, but 

have become the elements of the thesaurus (single terms and compound expressions). This presupposes the 
availability of indexed documents. The SLC-II system works with an inverted-direct file organization for 
search and an alphanumeric document file for visualization. 

The inverted file contains for each descriptor the pointers to the entries in the direct file addresses and 
its weight in each of the documents 

L LXN w, TRKj Pi w2 TRK2 P2 Wn TRKn Pn 

L : length of the entry 
LXN : identification code of the term 

W : weight of the term in the document 
T R K : Track number 

Ρ : Position in the track 
Ideally each entry of the inverted file represents a row of the term-document-matrix. 
The direct file contains at the position indicated the inverted file records as follows: 

L ID L.DOC w, LXN, W2 LXN2 w m LXNm 

L — length 
ID - internal document identification code 
L.DOC - pointer to the alphanumeric document entry (track-position) 
W - LXN — same as inverted file. 

The CV construction algorithm is to be applied each time a batch of new documents has been indexed, 
since the inverted and direct master files, with large collections, may grow very large and require excessive 
computer time. Procedures are provided for, to cumulate CV files over the life time of an IR system. 

In the construction of the CV, algorithms developed in the framework of the SLC system are largely 
used: the entries of the inverted file are scanned one by one, the corresponding direct file entries are 
loaded, and the LXN are cumulated either by just counting the frequency or by some formula which 
normalizes the cumulation of the weighting factors. The terms in the CV are ordered by decreasing weight 
in order to keep the vectors of a manageable length, one can cut-off the low-order section of the vectors 
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L LXN w, ti W2 t2 

according to some threshold value which depends mainly on the sample dimension and the cumulative 
weight of the term examined. The structure of a context vector is very similar to that of the inverted file: 

L — vector length 
LXN — term identification code 

W - weight of co-occurring term 
t . — LXN of co-occurring term 

Clustering A Igorithm 
Methods of automatic classification normally imply combinatorial algorithms which inevitably lead to a 

number of operations in the order of magnitude of n2 (where n is the number of elements to be classified). 
This magnitude becomes very soon impracticable with the growth of n (classification of 10,000 terms 
would imply the order of 100 million operations). Therefore, it becomes necessary to look out for some 
classification algorithm which implies a possibly linear incrementation of operations - even at the cost of 
some loss in precision. An automatic clustering algorithm which works within the limits of a linear 
incrementation function of the order n was developed in the environment of the SMART project known as 
a single pass algorithm, and was implemented in this phase of the package 9 · 1 °> 1 1 '. 

The algorithm developed at CETIS is a slight modification of the single-pass algorithm and operates 
recursively on a top-to-bottom basis. 

The algorithm defines the centroids of each cluster in the following way (see Figs. 1 and 2): 
1. One takes the first CV and considers it as a potential Centroid Context Vector (CCVj ) 
2. One takes the subsequent CV and computes the similarity function to the CCV) 
3. If the similarity is over a cut-off value, the CV is considered to be part of the class represented by the 

CCVi and a new CCV is computed which is the "center of gravity" between the two 
4. If the cut-off limit is not reached, the current CV is declared a new CCV, and for the subsequent CV, all 

existent CCV are scanned. Optionally, one can admit a certain degree of overlap, if an item can be 
associated to more than one centroid with respect to the cut-off value. 

5. At the end, since the CCVs are modified during processing i.e. the "centers of gravity" "move", the 
following operations are performed 
5.1.The mutual similarity between all CCVs is computed and CCVs which are too close to each other 

are merged. 
5.2.The CCVs are re-processed, and the similarity to the CCVs established is re-computed. 
The process is recursive and assigned to those class(es) to which it is most similar top-to-bottom, in the 

sense that each class can be split up into subclasses and terminates when either the number of elements 
which enter into a class becomes too small, or an existent class cannot be broken up because all CVs are too 
close to each other. 

The main problem in applying this method is the fact that the results obtained depend on the sequence 
in which the CVs are processed. One should be more or less certain that this sequence, with respect to the 
contents of each CV, is random. The primary sequence of the CVs is the same as in the thesaurus and in the 
inverted file, i.e. by increasing LXN. As the LXN is normally chosen independently of the meaning of the 
words (e.g. according to the alphabetic sequence of the graphemes) it is very likely that the LXN result will 
be random with respect to the properties, i.e. the contents of the CV. 

The centroids of the clusters at each level become terms of the thesaurus just like all other terms, but 
they are exclusively used in retrieval. Such a term is structured as follows: 

L LXN W 

V, LV uPi ud 
un 

D, 

Ni 

D2 

N2 

L - entry length 
LXN - identification code for centroid 
W — the centroid weight 
Vi - identification code of variable field 
L v - length of variable field 
uP - Link to upper-level centroid 
ud - number of links to lower-level centroids or terms 
Di - etc. - LXN of lower-level centroids or terms 
un - number of centroids at the same level + similarity ordered by similarity 
Ni - etc. - LXN of some-level centroids or terms 
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« C 1 = C U T 0 F F 1 
• ELEMENT 
O CCV 
® ELEMENT+CCV 

Fig 1 : Steps 1 - 4 

► C 2 = MINIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN CCV5 
CLUSTERS AFTER STEP 4 
CLUSTERS AFTER STEP 5A 
FINAL CLUSTERS 

-* C3 = CUTOFF3 

Fig. 2: Steps 5.1 + 5.2 

Handling of High-frequency Significant Terms and Homographs 
Retrieval strategies based on an inverted-file structure can be seriously disturbed, if some terms are used 

too frequently, as the inverted file vector becomes too long and one runs into main-storage and time 
difficulties. 

According tò the working hypothesis described above, high-frequency terms are general terms. In order 
to restrict the length of the vectors in the inverted file, it was decided to handle these general terms as if 
they were ambiguous, i.e. to specify the meaning through context analysis. 

One uses the same algorithms as for term classification and classifies the documents (direct file entries) 
of a given general term. 

The centroid of each cluster is declared an artificial term, the inverted file entry relative to the 
high-frequency term is deleted and replaced by the (shorter) ones relative to each centroid. After this 
operation, in indexing, the general term is no longer used, but the context of the document being examined 
and the centroid representations are matched, and the closest centroid is assigned as descriptor. 

Term clustering can also be used for the automatic resolution of homographs, once the size of the 
document collection has sufficiently grown for statistical decisions. For this purpose, the context vectors of 
the terms must be available during indexing. The ambiguous term can be interpreted as a general term 
which must be replaced by one or more specific terms. The criteria for decision is given through the 
similarity function between the context vectors and the document. 

Conclusions 

Statistical evaluation of co-occurrence and association factors has been one of the principal research 
objects in automatic documentation at CETIS before 1968 12>, but practical applications for this work 
could not be gained due to the lack of efficient software and, consequently, of statistically significant 
document collections and vocabularies. 

The implementation of SLC-II made it possible to design a package which will permit application of 
these methods in a real life environment with large data bases (10s - 106 documents). The analysis and 
design of this package started in early 1972, was concluded in the summer, and implementation started in 
September 1972, partly under contract with the software company Italsiel, Rome. The implementation 
effort is estimated to be two man-years, and it is expected that the package will become operational in 
autumn 1973. 
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The availability of an efficient software package for automatic thesaurus construction represents a 
further progress in the realization of FAIRS, i.e. a fully automatic information retrieval system. It is evident 
that a good deal of documentary and statistical research is necessary before an optimal application of this 
package can be obtained, but past experience has shown that this kind of empirical and heuristic research is 
not meaningful if it cannot be based on statistically significant samples. 
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THE INTERACTIVE VERSION OF THE CARONTE SYSTEM FOR 

IBM 2250 TERMINAL 

G. Fattori, C. Mongini-Tamagnini 

Introduction 

For several years already the CARONTE modular system, in its batch version, has been operating on the 
installations of CETIS and elsewhere. It is capable of automatically controlling the execution of a sequence 
of interdependent "modules" (programmes or "subroutines"). The modules are chosen by the user, at the 
moment of execution, in an organised group (library) of modules suitably adapted to the CARONTE 
system; the results obtained during the execution of each single module are memorised in a DATAPOOL 
(tapes or discs peripheral memory) and can be employed by other modules of the sequence. 

The need for such a system became obvious during the years 1967-68 at CETIS, where the library of 
reactor calculation programs contained programs originating in many different parts of the world, and 
where users who assembled there to perform calculations, needed to make systematic modifications to the 
existing heterogeneous programs, in such a way as to form chains which would run automatically. The 
CARONTE system, conceived at CETIS to solve this problem, has been realised in cooperation with the 
CETIS staff and the PRAXIS Calculation Society of Milan. The system was presented in the United States 
in 1969 1 ' and at the "International Meeting on Modular Codes for Reactor Calculations", in 1970 2 ' . In 
addition instructions for its use are described in detail in reference 3 ' . The CARONTE system has been 
written for IBM 360/65 in the FORTRAN and Assembler languages, and operates under the control of the 
IBM Operating System. It can equally be used on any IBM machine of the 360 or 370 series. 

The CARONTE system is used daily for 2 or 3 hours at CETIS, constantly, by research workers from 
the Nuclear Study Division, and sporadically, by research workers from other Divisions. The system was 
made available to the ΝΕΑ, complete with its library of nuclear programs, in May 1972. In addition we 
have installed it, on invitation, at the CNEN Calculation Centre at Bologna (in 1971) and at Belgonucléaire 
in Brussels, in 1972. We are now planning to install it at the CDC in Zurich, within the framework of a 
collaboration between ΝΕΑ, CETIS, WURENLINGEN. 

The Requirements of the Interactive CARONTE System 

The experience acquired in these few years of operation, both by us and by the users, has shown up a 
fundamental need on the part of the user, which is to be able to check, during the running of the 
calculations, that the original data of the project are giving satisfactory results, and to be able to modify, if 
necessary, both these data and the sequence of the programs which have to be executed. Besides this 
requirement, another less important one, but still frequently met with, is that of changing some of the 
intermediate results, so as to control the influence of such variations on the final results. 

It is evident that these necessities can already be met, by the reiterating use of CARONTE system in 
successive runs with input and sequences varied from one occasion to another and with the addition of 
particular routines for the examination and modification of the intermediate results (i.e. of the 
DATAPOOL). Nevertheless, this method requires laborious manual interventions, and does not allow the 
user a rapid reply to his enquiries. 

Therefore, in order to satisfy the demands of the user both efficiently and fast, from 1972 onwards the 
CETIS has commenced a study on an interactive version of the CARONTE system. It should be noted that 
the authors are unaware of the existence of any other interactive modular system, apart from the 
"Interactive reactor computation system" produced by the IBM at Palo Alto 4 ' and which is not available 
in Europe. 

During 1972 a preliminary version of the interactive CARONTE was realised in a definitive form, based 
on the use of the graphic IBM 2250 terminal. The following paragraphs will describe respectively: 

1) the essential characteristics of the batch CARONTE system, necessary to understand fully what follows; 

2) the general basic philosophy of the interactive CARONTE system; 

3) the preliminary version of the interactive CARONTE completed during 1972, and based on the use of 
the IBM 2250 terminal. 
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The CARONTE Modular System 

The essential characteristics of the CARONTE system, characteristics which distinguish it from other 
modular systems in existence (none of which is in distribution) are two: 
1) the possibility of working on big dimension preexisting modules (programs) having non-standardized 

interfaces, and 
2) the possibility of working on modules belonging to any field of application (nuclear physics, 

engineering, chemistry, documentation, etc.). 
In fact the existing modular systems were developed in order to function with modules for reactor 

calculations, as was demonstrated by the international meetings already mentioned in reference 2 ' or 
alternatively on preestablished modules 5 · 6 ' for spectrophotometry and civil engineering respectively. 

We will now describe the CARONTE system in greater detail. It works with a library of programs, 
which should only be modified very slightly, since the entry and exit data should not be standardised either 
in format or in content. This data should be subdivided within each program into numbered groups, called 
DATASETS, which are then transferred to and from a datapool stored on the peripheral memory. Because 
these data are not standardised it can happen that the data sets memorised in the datapool of already 
executed programs have to be combined and elaborated in such a way as to form coherent data sets with 
the entries of programs still to be run. These operations are carried out by linking routines which are 
operated automatically by the system. It is important to note that the user should in no case interfere in 
these routines which, as has been said, are managed by the system in a completely automatic manner. 

The user's input consists: 
1) in indicating the sequence of programs to be run, 
2) in indicating (by means of a language which recalls mnemonically the concepts of the discipline in 

question) the data to be transferred between the programs, 
3) for each individual program, in supplying the effective input data which are not available in the 

datapool. It should be noted that the system also allows the running of LOOPS (iterative cycles) 
between programs, in order to check certain conditions imposed by the user. 
The system is organised in two parts, called NUCLEO and PROCESSOR. The Nucleo, always present in 

fast memory, loads alternatively the processor and the program which should be run from time to time 
(whether it happens to be a "module" or linking routine). The task of the processor is to examine 
indications relating to the sequence and to the transfer of data between programs, and to transmit to the 
nucleo information concerning the transfer of datasets from the DATAPOOL to the next program, and 
viceversa. The nucleo itself should transmit to the next program such information. Fig. 1 outlines the 
sequence of these operations. 

There are three module libraries operated at present by the CARONTE system: 
1) a library of modules for reactor neutron calculations, 
2) a library of modules (interactive) for the calculation of molecular properties 7 ' 
3) a library of modules for the retrieval or editing of bibliographic data (KWIC, KWOC, indexes), 8 · 9 ' . 

The Basic Philosophy of the Interactive CARONTE System 

As has been said the interactive CARONTE system should offer the user the possibility, while running a 
sequence of programs, to examine the intermediate results from a terminal and to carry out, still from 
terminals, convenient modification, either on the sequence of the programs, or on the input data of the 
problem, and on the intermediate results (stored on the DATAPOOL). A diagram showing the order of the 
operations to be carried out is given in Fig. 2. 

At this point it is possible to conceive two different philosophies of approach, according to the size and 
the duration of the programs composing the sequence to be run. In the first philosophy, involving small size 
and duration, all the work can be carried out in a time-sharing mode. For this case there should exist a 
time-sharing version of the CARONTE system, controlling the module which examines and modifies the 
input data, the sequence, and the datapool from the terminal. In the second philosophy, when greater size 
and duration are involved only the program able to examine and modify from the terminal will be carried 
out in time-sharing (therefore independently of CARONTE). After the terminal instructions, the order to 
start up the successive job should be given automatically from the terminal. In both types of philosophy 
we find a need for both a time-sharing and a graphic type of terminal, in order to permit the user to 
examine the obtained results rapidly and synthetically. The language employed by the user to request the 
visualisation of particular sets of results, and the modification of results, or data, or sequences, should be of 
an alphabetical type, and have some relevance to the discipline in question. The display should, according 
to the individual cases, be alphanumerical or graphical. Fig. 3. illustrates the two schemes described. 
Although these two types of philosophy form the basis of the interactive modular system that the CETIS is 
planning to set up, the implementation itself will in fact have to pass through preliminary stages because 
there are three types of terminal available at the CETIS at present: an IBM 2260, an IBM 2741, and an 
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IBM 2250, and none of them possess the characteristics which are needed for the definitive implementation 
of an interactive CARONTE. In fact, the IBM 2741 terminal is a teletypewriter which operates in 
time-sharing, and is therefore not graphic; the IBM 2260 is a video terminal, of alphanumerical type, 
operating in time sharing; the IBM 2250 is a graphic type terminal but works in batch with the CETIS 
installations; this type of link-up forces the user to spend an excessive and unjustifiable amount of CPU 
time. 

While awaiting the availability of a terminal providing graphic display, but which will at the same permit 
work in time-sharing and the initiation of a job, we have set up during 1972 a version of the interactive 
CARONTE system which can handle work completely in batch, by means of the IBM 2250 terminal but by 
two different methods: 
1) carrying out the work in one single job 
2) carrying out the work in a series of separate jobs by alternately carrying out a part of the sequence 

(without using the terminal, and with a considerable memory partition) and examining and modifying 
the results (through the terminal and with a diminished memory partition). 
As far as the near future is concerned, we are preparing a version of interactive CARONTE for the 

IBM 2741, which would make time-sharing work possible, and, while not being of the graphic type, has the 
advantage, compared with an IBM 2260, of a written output for examination of the results. In addition, it 
would offer many economical advantages in cases of remote connection. 

The following paragraphs give a detailed description of work carried out during 1972. 

The Interactive CARONTE Version for IBM 2250 

The work performed during 1972 can be classified under three distinct sub-headings: 
1) the elaboration of an interactive program using the IBM 2250 terminal which permits examination of 

intermediate results (Data-pool) and modification of the input data, the sequence of programs to be run, 
or the intermediate results themselves 

2) a modification of the CARONTE system in order to permit, in the case of the work performed during 
one single job, automatic control of the above-mentioned program 

3) a modification of the CARONTE system in order to permit interpretation of the new sequence entry 
cards. In fact, on this subject we should remember how the non-interactive version of CARONTE 
functions. The batch system begins by analysing the sequence of the programs to be run, and the data 
transfer which should occur during the sequence from one program to another, then builds up 
information sets concerning the program to be run, the intermediate data to be read or written by them, 
and the possible linking routines to elaborate these intermediate data. Once these sets have been 
completed, the programs and the linking routines are executed. If no accidents occur, such as the 
calculation time exceeded, or some error or other which interrupts the execution itself, this execution 
continues to the end. Should some interruption occur, a restart procedure will be utilized, but this 
procedure is conceived as a continuation of the previously analysed sequence. 
The interactive system, on the other hand, intervenes to analyse the sequence of the programs and the 

transfer of data between them, before running each program; this is because the program sequence may 
have been changed during the execution or, even, may be self-developing. The program inputs and the data 
transfer comand instructions from one program to another in the sequence, can even be changed within the 
framework of the execution. 

We will now examine more thoroughly the part relative to point (1), which is of the greatest interest to 
the user. The interactive program which has been developed and which works on an IBM 2250 terminal, 
offers the following possibilities to the user: 
- the user can specify, by means of an alphanumerical and mnemonic indication, relative to the discipline 

in question, which data set (or sets) will be considered among all those memorised on the DATAPOOL. 
We must remember that the DATA SETS of the DATAPOOL represent the logic groups of significant 
results obtained in the course of running the various programs of the sequence. 

- the detailed description of the various data contained in the selected DATA SET will immediately 
appear on the video screen. If, for example, the selected DATA SET was "space and energy distribution 
of the fluxes of a reactor", the description in question might be the following: 
- number of meshes, number of energetic groups 
— matrix of the fluxes in function of the meshes and of the energetic groups. 

- the user can now specify whether he is interested in visualising data and/or curves. In the case of display 
of curves he would have to specify the variable and the function. In the example already quoted, the 
user could for example specify the desire to visualise the plot of the flux relative to group 3 in function 
of the meshes. In the case that the user had specified a desire to visualise the data, he could choose, if he 
wished, only the relative numerical value, or also an alphanumerical indication with a mnemonic 
purpose. 
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Fig. 4: Plot of the fast fluxes and thermal fluxes of the ISPRA I reactor 

Fig. 4 illustrates the plot of the fast fluxes and thermal fluxes of the Ispra 1 reactor. 
— as far as the results memorised in the DATAPOOL, the user can, from one case to another, modify any 

data after the alphanumerical (or numerical) visualisation on the screen, obtained in the ab ove-de scribe d 
manner 

— as far as eventual modification is concerned, (1) in the sequence of programs to be run, (2) in the 
definition of the data transfers between programs, or (3) in the entry data of any one of the programs in 
the sequence, the user, by the aid of suitable commands, can visualise the sequence, the definition of the 
transfers, or the entry data of a program (punch-card format) and can then pass immediately to the 
introduction of the modifications. 
When a completely new program must be introduced into the sequence the user should of course 
introduce the entire relative input data set 

— after examining the results and the eventual modifications the user can decide whether to continue the 
execution, or to terminate it. 
The interactive version for IBM 2250 of the CARONTE system is already operating, and is available to 

users for work on the module library of neutron calculations for reactors. 
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FILE EDITOR ON PSEUDO-SEQUENTIAL DATA-SETS 

G. Buccari, C. Daolio, C. Pigni, J. Pire 

For many years the only method of communication between computers and users has been the 
punched card. 

This method is practical and manageable only as long as the number of cards involved is reasonably 
small; it becomes very slow, tiring and unwieldy once the number of cards exceeds about four or five 
hundred. 

For many large files (which would correspond to the contents of tens of thousands of punchedcardsa 
magnetic tape proves to be an excellent auxiliary memory, although it is difficult to conceive of medium 
sized files memorised on magnetic tapes because either one loads several files onto one single tape, in which 
case the retrieval time for any given file can be very long, or only one tape is used per file and the number 
of tapes becomes exorbitant. Consequently, for these files we plan a direct access support (disk), preferably 
permanently loaded in such a way as to reduce the access time and number of manipulations required. 

The advantage of direct access files is even more evident if their contents need frequent modification, 
which is particularly the case with the source files of programs still in development or testing phases, since 
the use of tapes requires two tape drives and two tapes used in flip-flop. 

Direct access does have one slight drawback, however; because space is limited, first-class management is 
an absolute necessity; on the one hand it is difficult to impose an efficient utilisation discipline, and on the 
other hand it is difficult to maintain this discipline. Allowance must be made for numerous reorganisations, 
and the more often the files are used, the more often such reorganisations will occur. 

To this drawback can be added another — the complexity of the names which have to be assigned to the 
files: these names must be unambiguous, so as to avoid serious inconvenience. 

To avoid this drawback we decided to implement a new type of file stored on disks, which we have 
called "pseudo sequential" and which will be referred to hereafter as a PSQ file. 

Let us say at once that since this type of file is unknown to the "Operating System" of the 
computer, it cannot be used directly by the compilers,linkage editors or user programs. 

It should be considered as a method of card-storage, permitting, with the aid of specific programs, the 
recreation of traditional sequential type files. 

Two programs make the management and utilisation of these files possible: 
1 ) a program (PSQB) which permits work in batch mode 
2) a program (FILEDI) which controls the files in conversational mode. 

The PSQB program permits creation, updating or deleting PSQ files by means either of sequential type 
or PSQ type files; and the transformation of PSQ files into sequential files. 

The FILEDI program permits, in conversational mode, the creation, updating, or deletion of PSQ files, 
either by means of existing PSQ files, or introducing them directly by means of terminals. In addition, it 
permits a PSQ file to be used as an input file, to the batch reader; in this case the file includes all the cards 
appearing normally in a "deck" presented to the reader (including the control cards). 

Without getting bogged down in technical details, we will describe briefly the command language of 
these two programs; it can be said immediately that although in a wide sense they offer similar possibilities, 
nevertheless the two languages are noticeably different; this difference is above all due to the essentially 
dissimilar modes of utilisation (batch/conversational). This difference lies in the manner of designating the 
card or cards which are to be modified or deleted, and the points where the new cards are to be inserted. 

In batch mode the simplest method is to supply some sequency number memorised in columns 73 to 80 
of each card, which involves passing sequentially through the file to find this label. In conversational mode 
the designation is based on the sequential number of the card in the file; FILEDI is nevertheless capable of 
supplying this number once the label is fed to it. On the basis of this principle, extraction is furthermore 
faster, because it permits the position of the necessary cards in the file to be "calculated", and retrieved 
directly. 

Although the PSQ file may appear to be a sequential file to the user, it is composed of directly 
accessible "blocks". One file is only a small element in an enormous file organised in direct access. All freed 
space is immediately reintegrated into the pool of free blocks. The name of a PSQ file consists of 8 
alphanumerical characters, of which the first should be alphabetical. In order to guarantee the uniqueness 
of the designation, the system adds a number of 4 digits which, together with the name chosen by the 
owner, serves to specify the file. 

The name chosen is in reality a "password" composed of two parts: knowledge of the numbers and the 
four first characters gives access to the file. A change in the file necessitates the additional designation of 
the last four characters. 
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The PSQB Program 

The data for this program are contained in a file which is read at the card reader. It is formed 
oP'command cards" and eventually of cards to be inserted in the files (of PSQ sequential type). 

The orders specify the file or files to be created or modified, and the file or files to be read, and the 
to limits between which these files should be used. The "text" cards, i.e. those which do not correspond 
the specifications of a command card, are immediately inserted in the output file or files as soon as they are 
encountered. 

Commands are given at the rate of one per card, and always begin with the character $ in column 1, 
followed by a key-word.The form of these commands is such that it is practically impossible for a 
"statement" in any programming language to be mistaken for a command. 

It can be stated immediately that the fact of introducing a badly punched command does not risk the 
destruction of a file because only orders relating to suppression are explicitly expressed; everything not 
explicitly suppressed (and correctly expressed) is implicitly copied. 

If a file should be updated, and if a physical error (hardware) or logical error (command) is 
encountered, the file is kept in its integral and original form. 

A subset of available commands gives a preliminary idea of the language possibilities. The keywords are 
printed in capitals, the parameters are symbolically drawn by words and characters in small type. 
SGENERATE ,aaaaaaaa 

supplies the password aaaaaaaa of a new file to be generated; on completion of generation, 
an nnnn number will be allotted by the program. 

$UPDATE,nnnnaaaaaaaa 
supplies the number nnnn and the complete password of a file to be updated. 

$TO=xx 
specifies a sequential file to be generated, xx is the number of the file (similar to FORTRAN 
— the name of the DD card follows the same conventions as it would in FORTRAN) 

SPY 
activates printing of the file taken at input. 

Three versions of the file in generation or in updating can be created in parallel: a PSQ version, a sequential 
version, and a printed version. 
$TI=xx 

specifies the sequential file to be read; xx is (as in FORTRAN) the number of the file. 
SOPEN ,nnnnaaaa 

supplies a number nnnn and an access password aaaa of a PSQ file to be read. 
Only one inpufrfile is active: an input file declaration (STI or SOPEN) cancels the preceding declaration. 
$A,iiiiiiii 

gives the command to copy the file being read onto the output file or files up to, and 
including the card with the code iiiiiiii, and then to insert the text cards following the 
command card. 

SB,iiiiiiii 
gives a command to copy the file being read onto the output file or files up to the card 
carrying the designation iiiiiiii, (but excluding it), and then to insert the following "text" 
cards. 

$D,iiiiiiii,jjjjjjjj 
gives the order to copy the input file onto the output file or files up to the card preceeding 
the card iiiiiiii, and then to skip card iiiiiiii and all the subsequent cards up to the one 
designated by jjjjjjjj inclusive, thus suppressing the block between these two cards, including 
the cards themselves; if only one card has to be eliminated, jjjjjjjj is omitted. 

$F 
gives the order to copy the input file in operation right through to the end. 

$Q 
gives the order to by-pass all the records remaining in the input file. 

SG.bbb 
gives three alphanumerical characters, bbb, which constitute the fixed part of the sequencing 
number of the cards of the output files. 

SNY 
gives a command to number the cards on the output files; the group of three characters 
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together with the number form the designation of the card in the output file, and can be 
used again during a subsequent run. 

We will limit ourselves to these few examples of the commands available, since complete explanations for 
use are contained in the instruction manual belonging to the program. 

FILEDI 

The FILEDI program can be called up from any 2741 TP station on the internal network. 
The possibility to distinguish "texts" from "commands", has made it possible to eliminate key-words 

and to reduce the commands in most cases to one character only thus limiting the printing to a minimum of 
characters. 

As in the case of PSQB we give here below a subset of the available commands, in order to illustrate 
their possibilities. 

The complete commands will appear in capital letters, and the descriptions in small type; only the 
underlined capital letters are necessary to recognise the command. 
In fact, FILEDI solves three types of problem: 
1) the PSQ files can be examined in conversational mode, 
2) the PSQ files can be created and updated in conversational mode. 
3) the PSQ files can be passed to the input stream to run under normal — or batch — mode. 

These three types of problem can be solved in parallel, and as often as one needs to during the course of 
a single session. 

Examination of PSQ Files 

During the course of a single session, one can examine an unlimited number of PSQ files. It is sufficient 
to specify the file by the command: 
READ.na 

where n is the number and the password giving access to the file; a specifies the file to 
read and remains operative until the following READ order. 

UST.nl, n2 
is a command to list the file beginning with card number nl up to card number n2. If n2 is 
not given, the listing goes on until the end of the file; the list can be interrupted at any 
moment by the user as soon as he notices that he has requested too many cards, or that he 
has selected the wrong file. 

ALTER,nl,n2 
operates similarly to LIST, but presents only one card at a time; the following card can only 
be produced by an intervention on the part of the user. 

FIND,'xxxx' 
searches for the card having a sequencing label identical to that of the characters between apos
trophes, and prints the number of the card and its contents. 

JUMP.'yyyy' 
activates a search for the card containing the sequence of characters indicated between 
apostrophes, and prints the number of the card and its contents. 

Generation and Updating of PSQ files 

An unlimited number of PSQ files can be generated or updated successively or examined simultaneously 
during a single session. The operation of generating or updating a file is carried out in two quite distinct 
phases. 
1) During the first phase, the user gives instructions which we call "statements" in order to distinguish 

them from commands relating to examination of the file. These "statements" are memorised but not 
executed; to some extent they constitute a sort of program which can be listed or modified at any stage 
of its construction. 

2) During the second phase (very brief), which is activated by the statement EXEC, the program is run and 
the indicated file is generated or updated. 

To generate or update a file one can use the following statements: 
GEN ,αααααααα 

which supplies the password relative to the file to be generated at the end of the second 
phase; the program will supply the number allotted to this file. 
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UPD.nnaaaaaaaa 
specifies the file to be updated; nn is the number of the file and aaaaaaaa is the complete 
password which allows modifications to the file. 

ΟΡΕΝ,ηηαααα 
specifies the file to be copied, nn is the number of the file and aaaa the password giving 
access to the file. One can subsequently specify up to 10 different files, and the same file can 
be specified any number of times. 
One OPEN statement remains active until the appearance of another OPEN statement. In 
order to protect the information, from one point of view, and economise on space from 
another point of view, FILEDI behaves differently according to whether it is a question of 
generating or updating a file. 
When generating, it does not copy any file specified by OPEN, unless it is explicitly specified 
as "to be copied". In updating it copies everything which has not been explicitly indicated as 
"to be suppressed". 

COPY.nl,n2 
copies the file specified by the last OPEN from card number nl , up to card number n2: if n2 
is omitted, the rest of the file is copied. If nl has also been omitted, the file is copied from' 
its present point of location through to the end. 

DELETE,nl,n2 
bypasses all cards in the input file between numbers nl and n2, inclusive. 

INSERT.nl 
bypasses or copies (according to whether one is generating or updating), the input file 
designated by the last OPEN statement, up to the card specified by the number nl , and then 
permits insertion of new cards introduced from the terminal. The introduction of cards at 
the terminal is facilitated by commands specifying the tabulation, and by the ability to 
correct the text without rewriting it completely: a text can also be extracted from a file 
which is being read, modified, and then used as though it had been introduced entirely from 
the terminal. 

MODIFY.nl 
operates similarly to INSERT, but in addition bypasses in the input file as many cards as 
have been introduced as text cards. 

The command LP lists the written program including statements implicitly introduced by FILEDI. The 
statements are automatically numbered, in tens, by the system and the program can be corrected at any 
moment either by suppression, insertion, or modification of the statements. For suppression or 
modification, tfie number of the statements to be taken into consideration must be indicated; for insertion 
the user himself applies the number. Once the program satisfies the user, he activates the EXEC statement. 
If for some reason or other, the operation cannot take place correctly, all the files involved will remain 
strictly in the state in which they were prior to the execution. This system additionally protects the user 
from "simultaneous updates", whether they occur either by terminal or in a batch mode. If a file has been 
modified, between the moment at which it was used for the first time in the first phase, and the moment at 
which it is being used in the second phase, the execution is interrupted and the fact is notified to the user. 

Transfer from a PSQ File to the Reader of the Operating System 

This transfer is ordered by the statement HASP nnaaaa in which nn is the number of the file, and aaaa 
the password giving access to the file. Once this statement is recognised FILEDI recalls the password 
relating to the accounting of the work required, and if that password is satisfactory, it introduces the file 
into the queue of jobs to be executed in batch mode. 

Here we have limited ourselves to a small sub-group of the available facilities, in particular as far as the 
specification of the copying and bypassing limits are concerned. Complete explanations are given in the 
user's instruction manual. 

The programs PSQ and FILEDI were made available to users on the 4th Dec. 1972. By the 22nd 
December, the volume of cards introduced already exceeded 200,000 for more than 100 files: the volume 
of cards JOB entered fell from an average of 550 to 370. The space allotted to each file is accorded on a 
unitary basis of two tracks. The space allowed has shown to be usefully occupied up to 95%. The potential 
capacity of this system being practically limitless, we may hope that the problem of manipulating enormous 
volumes of cards has been solved. 
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A STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR INTERPRETING CUMULATIVE PROCESSES 

A.G. Colombo 

Introduction 

A typical problem concerning the statistical evaluation of experimental data concerns the smoothing 
and the extrapolation of sample information originating in a physical phenomenon. 

The solution of this problem requires the choice of an a priori hypothesis on the theoretical distribution 
which interprets the phenomenon to be studied. In general, since there is no information regarding the 
phenomenon, arbitrary hypotheses are assumed. In some cases, however, information may be available, but 
not brought into use. 

We have developed a model 1 ' for interpreting data coming from cumulative processes. These processes 
are typical in the reliability field and frequent also in many other fields. The model employs, as additional 
information, the physical parameters of the process. These parameters, usually, can be evaluated easily. The 
model is described in the following paragraph. 

Description of the Process 

We consider a stochastic process | X(t, z), t e Τ, ζ e Ζ [ . For a fixed value of t, X(t,z) is a function of 
the probability space Z, i.e. a random variable. On the other hand, for fixed ζ in Z, X(t,z) is a real function 
of t representing a possible observation on the stochastic process i.e. a realization, or sample function, of 
the process. We assume that the process is cumulative, that is each realization is an increasing function oft. 
The process can describe, for example, the damage in a material (steel, graphite, etc.) under constant stress 
and temperature, versus time. 

In Fig. 1 is shown a cumulative stochastic process; X(t,z¡) represents a realization of the process, X(t¡,z) 

represents the random variable corresponding to the time t = t¡. 

We indicate by 

u(t) = Ez|x(t,z)} 

the mean value function of the process, which we shall call "accumulation function". The index ζ of E 
means that the expectation is considered in respect to ζ for each t. 

We will evaluate the cumulative probability Gu* (t) that a generic realization of the process reaches, 
within time t, a predetermined critical level u* (where, for example, an event that stops the process takes 
place). 

Fig. 2 shows the accumulation function u(t) of a cumulative process and the density gu*(t) of Gu*(t). 

We assume that the process described can be approximated by a continuous parameter Markov chain 
having a countably infinite number of states. Then, we consider the Markov chain Y(t,z) where to the levels 
u¿=o, Ui,u2,.... of the process we correspond the states Eo=0, E] , E2, ... of the chain according to a 
suitable coefficient of proportionality. Furthermore, we assume that u(t) is a continuous and differentiable 
function and that the transition probability between two successive states E¡, E¡+1 of the chain, during the 

U.9 

t ( t i m e ) 

Fig. I : Representation of a cumulative stochastic 

process 
Fig. 2 : Accumulation function u(t) and probability 

density gu *(t) of a cumulative process. 
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time interval t, t+dt, is given by 

Pi,i+1 (t) = 
du_ 
dt dt 

In particular, we consider the chain defined by the following hypotheses 

PJX(to ,z) = 0 } = l = = ^ 

du 
dt 

Plj (0 : 

dt 

du 

if j = i + 1 

u( t 0 )=Uo = 0 

¿> for t = t0 > 0 

and for each ζ 

1  dt if j = i 
dt J 

0 

0 = 0,1,2,...) 

if j 4 i, i + 1 

And, to the critical level u* we correspond the state Er. 

We observe that the process we are considering is a generalization of the Poisson process with 

not necessarily zero, 

du 
— not necessarily constant, 
dt 

The transition matrix of our process is 

Eo 

Ei 

E2 

Eo 

1du 

Ei E2 E3 

du 

1du du 

1du du 

From this matrix, for du > 0 and taking into account the initial condition, one obtains 

, i 

Pi (u) = e —u 

It follows that: 

p r . , ( t ) = e"(t) 
[ u(t)] 

(r1)! 

r1 

0 = 0, 1, 2, ...) 

(r = 1, 2, 3 ...) 

is the probability that the process is in the state r1 at time t; 

P,i (0 -f- " 

is the probability that the process, being in the state r1 at time t, is in the state r at time t+dt; and 

't 

Prl (r A l T 
dr 

is the probability that the process, in a time between t0 and t, is in state r. In other words, this is the 
probability that the process, at time t, has reached at least the state r. (τ is a dummy variable of 
integration). 

The generalization of the preceeding expression in the case that the accumulation function should vary 
continuously, gives 

Gu*(t)=f e  » W f u < T >] U * _ 1 *i_ dr (1) 

Jt IV) dr 
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Such a distribution has been called "functional gamma distribution" since it is a generalization of the 
gamma distribution. If it is du/dt = a (constant) our process is reduced to the Poisson process, and the 
functional gamma distribution is reduced to the gamma distribution. We recall this concept in the following 
paragraph. 

Expression (1) gives the probability that we want to compute, the probability that a generic realization 
of a cumulative process with accumulation function u(t) reaches the level u* between the times t0 a nd t. 

Distribution Corresponding to Particular Expression of the Accumulation Function 

Let 
to = 0 u(t) = atb a > 0 b > 0 

from (1) one obtains 

Such a distribution has 

mean value 

standard deviation 

Gu*(t) = b a ^ r e - a r b r b u * - l 
(u*)J0 

dr 
Γ(ι 

mt = a - l / b l~(u*+l /b) . 

st = a- 1 / b 

r~(u*) 

r~(u* + 2/b) /r~(u* + l/b) 
r(u*) \ r(u*) 

na 

coefficient of variation 

m* 

r(u*)T(u* + 2/b) 
r[(u*+l/b)]2 

1/2 

(2) 

The coefficient of variation c is therefore independent of a which is the scale parameter of the 
distribution, while b is the shape parameter. 
It is important to notice that 

if b = 1 
if b = 1, 
if b = l , 
if 

u * > > 1 
u * = l 
u * = l 

from (2) one obtains the gamma distribution 
from (2) one obtains the normal distribution 
from (2) one obtains the exponential distribution 
from (2) one obtains the Weibull distribution 

Let 
t o = 0 u(t) = k ln(l-f-t) 

from (1) one obtains the lognormal distribution. 

k > 0 u * » l 

Some Remarks 

Several important physical phenomena in 1 ' are mentioned which may be interpreted as cumulative 
processes. For these phenomena, as for the phenomena quoted in the second paragraph of this note, an 
accumulation function of the type u(t) = atb or u(t) = k In (1 + t) may often be assumed. Furthermore, 
the parameters a and b, or k, generally can be evaluated with ease. 

An application of the functional gamma distribution is given in 2 ' , which is work done in collaboration 
with CESNEF, Politecnico of Milan. 

For additional references see these two papers. 
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COMPARTMENTAL MODELING OF MASS TRANSFER IN AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS 

F. Argentesi, G. Di Cola, N. Verheyden 

Introduction 

The study of material transport (mass transfer) in an ecosystem is of primary importance for the 
understanding of its properties and behaviour. Within the field of a compartmental representation, a general 
methodology for mass transfer model-formulation is well placed and of common use 1.2.3'. Nevertheless, 
specific model building requires some distinction regarding the functional aspects of the ecosystem 
material. In this sense a difference must be made between biomasses and simple chemical substances. 

Any existing ecosystem, taking into account the oscillation caused by environmental changes, may be 
considered to be in a steady-state. Since from a compartmental point of view lentic ecosystem (lakes) are 
closed, this steady-state becomes a dynamic equilibrium 1 ' . 

Two kinds of mass transfer can be dealt with: one in which dynamic equilibrium is not perturbed 
(radionuclides) and another in transitory conditions (biomasses). These two cases are of great importance 
for understanding two fundamental aspects of ecosystem machinery, namely biomass— and energy-flow, 
and biogeochemical cycles. 

Radionuclide dynamics are relevant to the problem of nuclear plant waste disposal. Biomass dynamics, 
when related in the proper way to environmental chemico-physical variables, can be of great importance in 
the management of urban waste disposal in relation to the eutrophication of lakes. 

The study includes the formulation of mathematical models for mass transfer in aquatic ecosystems 
within a compartmental representation. Following the methods of compartmental analysis 1.2,3,4) the 
models are described by O.D.E. — systems. 

Model forming has been widely studied and methodological procedures have been developed. However 
numerical difficulties necessitate a certain ability in data analysis. The problem, reduced to parameter 
estimation, is solved by using initial estimates and iteratively adjusting them until some optimal values are 
reached. The existing algorithms are not very easy to manage: sometimes they impose restrictive conditions, 
sometimes they converge with difficulty and involve numerical integrations that are slow and unstable. 

Ecosystem Modeling 

The difficulty in ecology is that the systems are so complex, and depend upon so many parameters that 
to treat them as a whole is a very awkward problem. 

The approach that has been followed is characterized by a sequence of ecological models of increasing 
complexity. The graph and the parameters estimated in one case are conserved in the following case with 
more biological components (microorganisms, rooted plants as Elodea and Najas, snail Physa). The increase 
in complexity as shown in the examples below consists not only of an increase in the number of system 
elements, but also in the number and type of connections between various elements. 

Θ~^*( Water V 

The methodological procedure is as follows: 
a) because the main interest is the study of mass transfer within the system, an iconic model of the 

ecosystem (compartmental model) which is particularly useful for representing mass cycling is 
formulated. This reduction of the real world is characterized by the assumption that the various parts of 
the system can be separated and considered as storage tanks (compartments) placed within a pipeline 
network. Such representation is in strict analogy with man-made mass transfer systems. 
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b) The iconic models formulated as in point a) must now be symbolized, i.e. transformed into 
mathematical models in which even the remnants of a perceptive element will have been completely 
eliminated. For performing this symbolization, some assumptions are made by an heuristic method 
utilizing transfer functions of various types (continuous linear, nonlinear, discrete) and observing the 
general behaviour of the ecosystems as known by experimental studies. 

c) Starting from a symbolic model, and from experimental results,parameter estimation can be derived by 
means of optimization techniques. The objective function that describes what is to be optimized is the 
difference between the compartmental evolution in the model and that in the system as determined by 
experiments. The models of mass transfer built in this manner are simplified versions of the real 
behaviour of the ecosystems. Their utilization is based on their power of reduction of experimental 
observations into a few parameters, and on the possible simulation of the behaviour of systems even in 
conditions not already experimented. Clearly, these models are not firm laws, but nevertheless they are 
a stage in the cognitive process of ecosystems, because they represent a first formalization of the 
experimental observations, even if this is a limited one. If the transfer of radionuclides in 
microecosystems built in the laboratory, in which biotic and abiotic complexity can be varied, is 
considered, a hierarchy of models can be formulated increasing the complexity of the system by 
increasing the number of system elements and/or the number of connections between them and/or the 
complexity of transfer functions. 

The number of system elements cannot be varied in real ecosystems. The radionuclide transport permits 
models to be handled in parametric form without unknown functions. 
For biomass the system is obviously closed, because the system conserves the material. The generalized 
LotkaVolterra hypothesis 3<4' logically describes biomass dynamics on an ecological time scale. 
Unfortunately, the O.D.E. systems derived from LotkaVolterra formulation are unstable. The attempt 
of Garfinkel 7 ' 8 ' to stabilize such formulation is not satisfactory. To overcome this problem, the 
biomass dynamics must be formulated in terms of energy flow. The energy flow representation is of 
great advantage since, even if the system structure changes, its state variable differs from that of 
biomasstransfer only by some constants. Such representation turns out to be more stable than a direct 
biomass dynamic mode!. 

The actual models, representing biomass dynamics in terms of energy flow, do not satisfy important 
requirements in the representation of energy intake and loss functions. 
With the aim of throwing light on alternations in the whole ecosystem, caused by external 
chemicophysical variables (such as temperature, Ρ and Ν concentrations, pH and light intensity) the 
transfer coefficients and rate output functions are estimated, so the models are formulated in terms of 
control. (Parameters and functions unknown). In this way possible correlations between energy intake 
and loss function and chemicophysical environmental variables can be studied. 

Mathematical Analysis 

The models considered above can be described in a general way as follows: 

χ = g ( t , x , k ) ; t 0 <t<T 

x(t0) = c (1) 

where χ is the ndimensional state vector, k is a mdimensional vector of parameters, g is a vector of known 
functions which represent the rate of mass flow, containing the unknown parameters k. When g, which may 
be linear or nonlinear, is unknown, the model is described by a porder system of difference equations. 

x(ti) = g(x(ti.i),x(t¡.2),...x(t¡.p*i),k) (2) 

More generally models are described by a system of differencedifferential equations. It is conceivable that 
the state vector x(t) may not be directly measurable and the observation q(t) is related to the state vector 
according to the linear transformation. 

q = Ax 

where A is a known 1 χ η time independent matrix. The analysis is restricted to the determination of 
parameter k assuming that the topology and the initial state x(t0) of the process are known. When x(t0) is 
unknown, it will be considered in the vector of parameters. 

Given a set of observations q(t:) at discrete times, t¡, arises the problem of estimating the parameter 
vector k, so that the experimental data points may be fitted in the best way. The problem can be solved 
using the leastsquare principle, thus choosing the best estimate of k so that the error function 

E = Σ W¡ q(ti)q(ti) 12 

ν 
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will be minimized. E represents the weighted deviation of the observations from the ideal state, V is the 
dispersion matrix of measurement vector errors and W¡ are positive additional weighting factors. 

Another way of solving the problem is to consider the parameter vector k as a constant control vector. 
The problem thus becomes the analogue of a Mayer problem with final and intermediate conditions, which 
correspond to the experimental data. On the other hand, smoothing the experimental data by means of 
suitable functions and determining the control vector k so that the functional 

ƒ to || q(0-q(t)|| vdt 

will be minimized, the problem can be reduced to that of Bolza. 
These two approaches are not followed for the moment but it might be interesting to investigate in 

detail the possibility of implementing the latter. In fact the relevant algorithms would probably be simpler 
and less dependent on the initial guesses. 

The parameter estimation problem is an inverse problem, including the observability question; that is 
the question of under what conditions k can be uniquely determined by the observations q(t¡). 

Let the system (1) be observable in a neighbourhood around k°. However, the problem may not be well 
posed and cause instability, i.e. small variations of observations may correspond to large variations of' 
parameters. To overcome this difficulty, a stabilizing factor is added to E which leads to the new functional 

E* = E + λ τ G(k) (4) 

where λ may be considered as a Lagrange multiplier or penalty factor. Simple constraints on the parameter 
vector k have been imposed, and have been taken into account by a change in the variables. 

Numerical Methods 

In recent years much attention has been paid to the problem of non-linear parameter estimation in the 
field of ecosystem model ing 1 0 · 1 1 · 1 2 ' 1 3 ' and many algorithms have been developed. These algorithms, 
which are iterative, need initial parameter guesses as accurate as possible in order to obtain convergence. 
Problems appear in estimating these guesses. There are also computational difficulties due to the instability 
of the problem. This gives rise to a wrong conditioning of the linear systems which must be solved. 

Some other troubles occur when the differential equations must be numerically integrated, if these are 
systems with widely separated time constants. 

After a comparative analysis of existing algorithms and on the basis of the previous considerations, 
some suitable algorithms are developed which together may be considered as a polyalgorithm that seems 
well suited to the problem at hand. 

The developed algorithms are based on the following methods: 
1. Generalized least-square approach 
2. Quasilinearization method 
3. Polynomial approximation 
4. Stiff method for numerical integration. 

These have been proved to be much efficient with respect to the standard methods when applied to the 
systems of differential equations, related to the ecosystem models. 

Some Results and Concluding Remarks 

In order to carry out the data processing by means of the algorithms previously described, a Fortran IV 
code has been implemented on the IBM 370/165 of the CETIS Computing Centre. 

The parameters of the linear mammilary models, describing the Cs-137 dynamics in aquatic microcosms 
have been estimated on the basis of experimental observations given in 5 ' . 

The considered experimental design deals with three component microcosms. In the initial state only 
one compartment is radioactive. We have only a partial knowledge of the system behaviour, namely the 
accumulation of the radioisotope in the water compartment. 

To avoid confusion in the graphical representation of the basic data, we have chosen the following 
symbols: o water, Δ sediment and obiotic component. The theoretical curves are for the water, 
for sediment and - - for living components. 
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 Experimental 

Fig. 1 shows the experimental· data and the theoretical curves for the three compartmental mammilary 
model. 

In Fig. 2 we give the same framework as in Fig. 1, but for the Cs137 evolution in microcosms after 
addition of a microorganisms component. The scheme of the initial conditions is nevertheless equal. The 
estimated set of parameters has even been maintained; the two new parameters were evaluated. 

The two linear models proposed closely fit the experimental data. Moreover the parameters seem to be 
consistent in the two models. 

The structure becomes more complex in four compartment closed systems. The experimental design 
realized in 6 ' can be described as follows: 

1. A study of three series of measurements for Co60 dynamics in four component microcosms which 
differ for the fourth. Even for microcosms composed of these six components, experimental 
observations are given. 

2. The total initial input is in one compartment. 

3. In all the compartments the Co60 activity was measured, i.e. the complete system behaviour was 
observed. 

Fig. 3 shows the experimental data points for Co60 evolution in four compartment microcosms with 
Elodea canadensis as the biotic component, and the fitted curves for the linear mammilary model. The 
model with connections between sediment and Elodea, described by differencedifferential equations, does 
not give an improvement in the fitting with respect to the linear continuous model. For that reason, we 
consider this model irrelevant. 

In Fig. 4 we present the model framework with Najas flexilis as biotic component. The linear model 
leads to a good fitting of experimental data, as satisfactory as that considered for Elodea canadensis. 

In Fig. 5 we present the experimental data together with the fitting of the linear model for microcosms 
with the mollusc Physa heterostropha. Difference differential models have no signification in this case. 
Hereafter we discuss the six compartmental models. The preceding schema of initial conditions remains. 
The Co60 dynamics are observed in all compartments. 
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Fig. 6 shows the experimental results and corresponding theoretical curves for the linear mammilary 
model wherein we study all the components of the ecosystem together. From our non-linear model with 
Lotka-Volterra transfer functions between Elodea-Physa and Najas-Physa, we present the framework in 
Fig. 7. 

The fitting of this non-linear model is better than that of linear model 6. This seems to suggest the 
importance of the ecological interactions between the biotic components also in a brief time scale. These 
results would appear to confirm the well known hypothesis of linearity for radionuclides transfer 
functions 1 9 ' , at least up to a certain limit of system complexity. 

In § 2 a representation of biomass dynamics in terms of energy flow is suggested. The properties of the 
model have been studied by simulation; stability and significant evolution pictures have been reached. So 
the parameter estimation for a non-linear biomass dynamic model seems to have no particular problem. 

Nevertheless this study has pointed out the limitations of the approach due to the restrictive hypothesis 
made about the output transfer functions. For this reason it seems that better results could be obtained 
considering these functions as control functions. This leads to a reformulation of the problem in terms of a 
control one. 

In this way a correlation between control functions and chemico-physical environmental variables 
become possible. Thus, the possibility of associating the biomass dynamics with the characteristics of 
abiotic components of an ecosystem is offered. 

From a numerical point of view the algorithms used seem to be efficient enough; the least square 
approach is well suited to the models described by systems of difference-differential equations. 
Nevertheless, it is sensitive to the initial guesses. The quasi linearization algorithms, restricted to the model 
described by differential equations appears to be more efficient. The polynomial approximation has shown 
a great usefulness in the evaluation of initial estimates. 

However in the framework of a systematic evaluation of the parameter estimation techniques, more 
detailed numerical studies are in progress. 

Notwithstanding the acquired results, the algorithms described here demand some care from the 
researcher, due to the fact that the models used have their limitations. The interpretation of the results 
therefore requires some feeling for pitfalls. 

The choice of the most appropriate method and the management of programs and data also present 
some difficulties to the user with no previous experience in the field. Nevertheless these techniques seem to 
be very useful for a description of a reality which would otherwise be difficult to cope with. 
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NUCLEAR STUDIES DIVISION 

A. Kind 

The evolution of the tasks of the Community Research Establishment, Ispra, brought some 
development into the activities of the Nuclear Studies Division. Beside the experimental and theoretical 
work in the nuclear domain we definitely entered the "non nuclear" field. This mainly in relationship with 
environmental studies. Furthermore, the public service work was enlarged both through the establishment 
of two information Services and through a direct support activity to the Community Services in Brussels 
and Luxemburg. Our work can be summarized as follows. 

Theoretical Condensed-State Physics 

In this domain our activity was focused on the statistical thermodynamical and dynamical behaviour of 
many-body systems. Specifically, two computer programs were written: one to evaluate "quasi 
constants" of motion of linear chains of atoms, the other one to describe quantum vortex lines in He. 

SORA Project 

The activity of the Division to support conceptual design studies continued until the end of this year. A 
detailed optimization study was carried out both for the definition of the core parameters and for the 
evaluation of the various possible solutions to be used for the thermal scatterers. Furthermore, detailed 
calculations were carried out for the shield design and for the evaluation of activation and heat sources. 

ECO 

The activity concerning this facility was devoted this year to measuring void and temperature effects of 
Pu- bearing water and organic-liquid cooled fuels in heavy water lattices. Buckling coefficients and spectrum 
indices were determined. A part of these measurements were carried on in the frame of a contract with 
AECL. Oscillation measurements were started late this year on irradiated NPD fuel. 

ESIS 

The "European Shielding Information Service" became fully operative. Its activity was directed into 
four main lines: 
a) Code assessment. Three programs were taken in hand: 

MORSE, POPOP 4 and DOT. 
b) Mock-up studies. During this year the studies on the SNR shielding were concluded. 
c) Technical consultation. Besides the consultation activity going on day by day in collaboration with 

various Community organisations, a more important support was given to the CNEN program PEC. 
d) Information output. This was systematically released through the quarterly ESIS-Newsletter. 

The encouraging reactions coming from many laboratories and industries is a demonstration of the 
positive result of our effort. 

INDAC 

This new "Integral Neutron Data Centre" was active both in the experimental and theoretical domain. 
The preparation of measurements of integral absorption cross sections of structural materials in the 
fast-thermal facility RB2 of Bologna was continued in collaboration with CNEN and AGIP Nucleare. The 
results are satisfactory. On the other hand, for the theoretical activity this year there was a running-in 
period. At present our effort is devoted to obtain conclusions from past experience to start with a well 
defined activity in 1973. Nevertheless from the work performed during 1972 definitely positive results were 
obtained especially in the frame of the analysis and assessment of nuclear data processing program s. 

HTR. 

For years now our activity was devoted to experimental and theoretical reactor physics studies and a 
part of it concerned HTR's. The change in the activity lines of the Establishment brought this specific work 
to a stop and our last studies will be concluded in the first months of next year. Namely: fuel temperature 
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coefficient measurements on the RB2 facility of Bologna (in collaboration with Agip Nucleare) and 
development of computer programmes for running-in and burnable poison evaluation. On the other hand, 
according to an increased weight given to the system analysis studies, this type of reactor continues to be 
the object of our technical-economical forecasting studies. 

Nuclear Plants Safety 

A well established competence exists in the Division with respect to three aspects of nuclear plants 
safety: Criticality, Dynamics and Reliability. 

The most important goal reached in the field of Criticality was the establishment of the Monte Carlo 
program GRANT 3 for criticality survey in complex geometries. Furthermore a continuous support was 
given to the solution of practical criticality problems in the Establishment. 

In the domain of Dynamics the activity was carried out mainly along the line of space-dependent 
dynamics. On the basis of the computer-program series COSTANZA, the work continued in the following 
domains: 

- Improvement of the Spline and Nodal methods, in collaboration with the Université Libre of Brussels. 

- Elaboration of a computer program to handle the mixing process. This was fulfilled partly together with ■ 
G.E. in the frame of a collaboration contract, through which G.E. was entitled to use our COSTANZA 
series, and we got acquaintance with their experiments on mixing and blow-down. 

- Further development of the program. COSTANZA 4 G and coupling with a thermohydraulic routine 
for sodium, in collaboration with Belgo Nucléaire. 

- Blow-down theoretical studies. 

- Adaptation of COSTANZA for HTR's in the frame of a contract with Dragon. 

- Elaboration of Digital program for noise analysis, failure localization and power plants stability analysis. 

- First steps towards the organisation of an Information Service on Dynamics. 

The results obtained in the field of Reliability consist mainly in the elaboration of the Monte Carlo 
program REMO for the evaluation of complex systems. Furthermore, the experience gained by the work 
on REMO was used to start the elaboration of a program to describe fault trees. 

Safeguards 

The contribution of the Division to this program was twofold. On one side we continuedour work 
towards the development of "correlations" among isotopes in burnt fuel, with the aim of establishing 
practical rules for safeguard purposes and for defining their range of validity; both heavy isotopes and 
fission products were considered. The results are encouraging. 

On the other hand a direct contribution was given to the work carried on by the Safeguards Directorate 
of Luxembourg to elaborate control procedures for the nuclear plants. 

Environment 

This year the new Environment program was officially introduced and the Division entered this new 
field with many contributions. Undoubtedly this required drastic changes in our work: specific experience 
was lacking. However, the transfer of mathematical tools elaborated for other purposes into this new field 
resulted in quite a positive success factor. 

A collaboration started with the Biologists on two problems: bioindicators and eutroph i cation of 
alpine lakes. For both these subjects our job was the elaboration of a mathematical model. 

A theoretical model was also elaborated for the description of pollutants' transfer in the atmosphere 
and a computer program was written. 

Finally the problem of the connection between energy production and pollution was attacked. A 
prompt and successful insertion into this problem was possible, due to our well established activity in 
energy production forecast studies. 

Direct Support to the Commission Services 

As in foregoing years, we were involved in some direct collaboration with other General Directorates in 
Brussels and Luxemburg. 

This year we gave our contribution to forecasting studies on energy production in the Community, 
through an optimization study of the distribution of electricity production among the various types of 
power plants. 

A technical-economical study was performed on the choice between a hydrofoil and a conventional ship 
for océanographie research. Finally, our activity in the Safeguards' domain was partly a direct support to 
the Safeguards Directorate of Luxemburg. 

Some specific actions carried on during the year are described in more detail here below. 
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MATERIAL BUCKLING TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS 

OF NATURAL U AND U  P U FUEL ELEMENTS 

W. Hage, G. Hettinger, H. Hohmann, B. Sturm, 

J. Schneider, E. Schmidt, F. Toselli. 

Introduction 

In D2 O reactors with natural uranium fuel at equilibrium burnup conditions the coolant temperature 
coefficient can be positive due to the rethermalization by the coolant and the positive temperature 
coefficient of the 239Pur>— value. For safe reactor operation it is necessary to calculate this temperature 
coefficient with good precision. Despite the considerable progress in knowledge of neutron cross section 
data and theoretical calculation methods for this type of reactor in recent times, there is still a lack of 
experimental data for channel temperature coefficient measurements with fuel containing Pu. 

During 1971 and 1972 a series of fuel channel temperature coefficient measurements with natural U 
and UPu fuel elements were performed in the ECO reactor. D20 and H 20 coolants were used in single rod 
elements and 3rod clusters at different lattice pitches. 

A progressive substitution method was applied in order to determine the channel temperature 
coefficient of the material buckling AB2

m/¿\Tc. With this technique 1, 5 and 9 central fuel channels were 
heated in steps of about 50°C from 20°C to 200°C. 

These experiments were a continuation of the fuel channel temperature coefficient measurements with 
MZFR fuel elements performed in ECO during spring 1971 1 ' . 

Experimental Installation 

Fig. 1 shows the coolant loop with its principal components. Stainless steel is used for all parts (fuel 
element excluded) in contact with the coolant. About 500 liters of coolant are heated in the main circuit 
with a 120 kW electric heater HI and circulated by a pump with a flow of 18 m3/h. The circuit is 
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Fig. 2 : Umt and U Pu test fuel channels 
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pressurized to 20 atm by a N2 supply system. All 9 heated chañéis are connected in a bypass to the main 
circuit. The coolant, flow in 1, 5 or 9 channels is adjusted by the preselected pressure difference between 
inlet and outlet of the heated channels. The maximum temperature difference between inlet and outlet of 
the different fuel channels was below 1% of the selected coolant temperature. 

Four different types of test elements 
were used in the hot channels (Fig. 2). Table 1 
Metallic uranium and an alloy of UPu served 
as test fuel in single rod and in 3rod fuel 
cluster arrangements. The UPu fuel density 
is 18.69 g/cm3, its isotopie composition is 
given in Table 1. 

Experimental Programme 

Measurements were performed in different core configurations characterized by lattice pitch, driver and 
buffer zone (Table 2). 

Table 2 

2 3 5TT/23 8TT 

2 3 9 p u / 2 3 8 I J 

2 4 0Pu/2 3 9Pu 
2 4 1Pu/2 3 9Pu 

0.0022 

0.0027 

0.0853 

0.0066 

test 
fuel 

U(nat) 

UPu 

UPu 

UPu 

lods/ 
clem. 

1 

1 

1 

3 

rod φ 
(mm) 

29.2 

29.2 

29.2 

29.2 

int. 

chann. 

φ (mm) 

78.5 

47.2 

78.5 

78.5 

coolant 

D20 

D20H20 

D 20 

D20H20 

coolant 
to fuel 

volume 

ratio 

5.79 

1.26 

5.79 

1.15 

lattice pitches 

(cm) 

17.5;20.5;23.5 

17.5;19.5;20.5; 

23.5; 

17.5;20.5;23.5 

18.8;23.5;28.05 

buffet and driver 
lattice 

80U/l/20.2D2O 

80U/l/29.2D2O 

80U/129.2D2O 

28U/3/29.2D2O 

and 

52U/1/19D20 

In the case of Γrod fuel elements the 9test elements were surrounded by single rods of natural uranium 
U/l/29.2 in direct contact with the moderator. The 3rod experiments required a buffer zone of 3rod 
clusters U/3/29.2 to limit the effect of spectrum mismatch between test and ECO driver elements 
(U/19/12Diphyl). All experiments were performed at a moderator temperature of 22°C. Some were 
repeated at 60°C. 
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Measurement Method and Experimental Results 

During the measurements the coolant was heated in 4 steps from 20°C to 200°C first in the central fuel 
channel, then in 5 and finally in all 9 test channels. After each temperature step the critical height was 
determined by two independent methods: a direct measurement of the critical height Hc and by a 
measurement of the reactivity change Δρ together with the reactivity coefficient Δρ/ΔΗ of the water level. 
Fig. 3 gives a typical result of an experiment performed at 3 lattice pitches and two moderator 
temperatures. The quantity AH*C plotted as function of the channel temperature is the critical height 
change reduced to a constant moderator temperature of 22.3° and 60.3°C respectively. 

Conversion of the Critical Height Changes into a Channel Temperature Coefficient of the Material Buckling 

In order to obtain the channel temperature coefficient of the material buckling of the test lattice, a 
relation was derived between this quantity and the measured critical height changes. 

The small reactivity changes involved suggest the use of perturbation theory considering the heating of 
the channels as perturbation. The following relation between the material buckling temperature coefficient, 
L\Bm2/ATC, and *he axial buckling change,ΔΒ2

Ζ/ΔΤ0 .was obtained: 

L\B2
mi'XTc = A · ΔΒ2

Ζ/ΔΤ0 + RBCT + SCT (1) 
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Fig. 3 : Fuel channel temperature coefficient measurement with U  Pu 13/29,2  TR  D2 O fuel elements 
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A is a proportionality factor which becomes equal to one with the test zone extended over the whole 

reactor. RBCT and SCT stand for radial buckling correction term and spectrum correction term, 

respectively. These terms appear because the critical facility is a reflected multizone assembly (test, buffer, 

and driver zone) and vanish if the measurements are made in a bare onezone reactor. 

The proportionality factor A, as well as RBCT and SCT, must be calculated from lattice 

constants and their changes with temperature and spectrum. The calculational procedure consists in the 

following steps: 

1) Two group constants for the materials in the reactor are calculated by a cell program 

(PLUTHARCO 2 )). Introducing them into a two group diffusion code, fluxes and adjoint fluxes 

necessary for the evaluation of A, RBCT and SCT are obtained. 

2) From the measured core heights at different temperatures Tc (see for example Fig. 3), the ¿\B2JATC 

values are obtained using calculated reflector savings in order to take the bottom reflector into account. 

The small changes of the reflector savings due to channel temperature increase in the central test zone 

are taken into consideration. 

3) Introducing these data into formula (1) the AB2
m/ATc values are determined from the measurements 

with 1, 5 and 9 heated elements respectively. 

4) These values are then averaged by weighting them with the number of heated channels, since the error in 

ΔΒ2
Ζ/ΔΤ0 is approximately inversely proportional tö this number. 

The results for the obtained channel temperature coefficient of the material buckling are summarized in 

Figs 4 and 5 for single and 3rod clusters with D20 coolant. AB2
m/ATc is plotted as function of the square 

lattice pitch and moderator to fuel volume ratio respectively in the two extreme temperature ranges. 

The error limits were calculated taking the experimental and theoretical uncertainties into account, and 

they correspond approximately to an error of ± 0.3 pcm/°C in the temperature coefficient of a power 

reactor. 

The curves present theoretical calculations using the cell calculation code PLUTHARCO and CIRTHE, a 

code used by SIEMENS A.G.. CIRTHE utilizes a rather sophisticated evaluation method for the thermal 

spectrum ("modèle secondaire" 3)), whereas PLUTHARCO is based on Westcott's formalism. It is seen that 

the CIRTHE results in particular agree rather well with the experiments. This is due to the fact that the 

thermal spectrum calculation method was slightly modified after comparison with similar experiments for 

natural U02 cluster elements in ECO ' ). The analysis of these experiments initially showed discrepancies of 

up to 50% between calculation and experiment caused by an overestimation of the rethermalization effect. 

As a consequence changes were introduced into CIRTHE concerning the nuclear data of the D 20 coolant 

only and a good agreement with the experiments was obtained. Since the changes were independent of the 

fuel material it was expected that the modified CIRTHE would also be able to predict the UPu 

measurement (Figs. 4 and 5). 
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Conclusion 

The results, and their comparisons with theory, show that CIRTHE is a sufficiently accurate method for 
calculating channel temperature reactivity effects in D20 power reactors. This is important not only for 
reactor safety aspects in conventional D20 reactors but also in view of possible future Pu recycling. 
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MULTIGROUP NEUTRON CONSTANTS PRODUCTION 
AND PROCESSING CODES ASSESSMENT 

F. Beonio - Brocchieri 

Introduction 

As is well known, the accuracy of many microscopic neutron cross-section measurements and 
evaluations is not up to the degree of sophistication required in neutronic calculations. It is therefore 
essential to check the microscopic evaluated nuclear data sets, as far as possible, by comparing the 
calculated and measured integral data. 

In order to develop an analysis of this type an important preliminary manipulation of the pointwise 
data reported in the evaluated nuclear data files is usually requested. This consists of carrying out integrals, 
over the cross-sections or scattering kernels, to produce a consistent multigroup data library. 

The standard procedure used in the generation of group constants, is based on the preliminary 
preparation of an ultra-fine group library. The averaging flux used in this first step is usually flat in energy. 
In the next step the fundamental mode equations of the homogeneous medium are solved (in the classical 
Pn or Bn formulations) or the heterogeneous lattice problems are treated, on the ultrafine group basis. The 
calculated spectra are used in the final collapse procedure of the cross-sections over a few-group structure. 

The most serious problems in the production of a few-group library equivalent to the pointwise nuclear 
data are: 
- correct treatment, in the calculation of the ultra-fine group library, of the important numerical 

difficulties due both to the quite rapid variation with energy and angle of the resonance cross-sections 
and to the discontinuities in the scattering kernels 

- correct calculation of the effects related to gross leakage, energy and spatial self-shielding 
- the evaluation of how many groups are needed, for the analysis of a heterogeneous system characterized 

by important variations of the spectrum at different positions. 
As a result of the important manipulations of the evaluated data, testing the accuracy of the differential 

data against integral data deduced from clean-geometry experiments can be ambiguous. The uncertainties of 
cross-section are added to the uncertainties arising from the calculation method used for the production of 
the multigroup library. It is therefore essential to check, as far as possible, the codes used in the group 
constant generation. 

Our analysis in this field has been oriented towards the codes for processing data in the ENDF format. 
This choice has been determined by the following feature of the ENDF/B system: 
1) the use of the ENDF format is not limited to evaluations approved by CSEWG* (ENDF/B); it is also 

used for the preparation of the ENDF/A file, a collection of alternative evaluations. 
2) the evaluations proposed in the ENDF/B files are characterized by a short but complete list of 

references and are fully documented in the ENDF reports produced by the CSEWG. 
Two computational systems are now available at Ispra to generate effective multigroup neutron 

cross-sections for use in diffusion theory and transport theory codes: the GAND-GAFGAR 1l and the 
SUPERTOG 2) MAKE 3) GAM-1I 4) ANISN 5) chains. 

GAND is a program for generating the ultra-fine multigroup library (to a maximum of about 15.000 
energy groups) to be used ¡n GAFGAR. This code solves the fundamental mode B, equations, for the 
calculation of the neutron spectra, and collapses the neutron cross-sections over a few-group structure. The 
SUPERTOG code is a program for generating fine group libraries (to a maximum of 200 energy groups); the 
energy group structure, the spectral weighting function and the order of the Legendre expansion for elastic 
scattering must be specified by the user. 

Analysis of Multigroup Libraries Produced by SUPERTOG 

The SUPERTOG program has been used at Ispra for the preparation of 99 Group libraries, for the 
GAM-II code, based on ENDF/B 1 (1968), ENDF/B2 (1970) and ENDF/B3 (1972) data files. The analysis 
we have performed is mainly oriented towards testing the consistency of the group cross-sections and 
transfer arrays produced by the program, particularly as a function of the different types of group 
structures the user can define for the calculation of the multigroup library. 

*) Cross Section I valuation Working Group 
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The calculations 
ENDF/B-VersionII: 

235IJ 
238TJ 

we have performed are based on the Uranium neutron data reported in 

: Material Number 1102=AI-AEC-MEMO-12916. CSEWG EVAL- Sept. 1969. 
: Material Number 1103=WARD-108 (1970). BNW EVNAL- Nov. 1969. 

Four Energy Group Structures (EGS) have been adopted: 
- the 200 energy group structure, which represents the subdivision adopted for a detailed description of 

the high energy region of 2 3 8 U resolved resonances (a maximum of 8 resonances peak within each 
group); 

- the GAM-1I 99 energy group structure; 
- the 49 energy group structure, which corresponds to a group lethargy width twice the size of the lethargy 

width used in the previous one; 
- the 24 energy group structure, which is similar to the extensively used 26 group structure proposed by 

Bondarenko. 
The most important numerical problems we have experienced with SUPERTOG, while processing the 

ENDF/B files, concern the calculation, in the resolved resonances energy region, of scattering and 
absorption group cross-sections and elastic transfer array. 

Resolved resonance parameters are given for 2 3 8U, in the energy range from 5 eV to 3.91 keV, for two 
1-states: the s-wave levels are 188 and the p-wave levels 62; both are for use in the single-level Breit-Wigner 
formula. 

Table 1 and Table 2 show, for the elastic scattering and capture cross-sections, some typical results 
produced by SUPERTOG using the 4 energy group structures previously indicated. The comparison implies 
the collapsing of two sets of results over the same structure: to simplify this calculation a constant 
weighting function has been adopted. 

The correlation between Group Number for 99 EGS, 49 EGS and 24 EGS and Energy Limit of the 
groups is summarized in Table 3. 

Table 1 8 U elastic scattering 
group cross sections in 
the resolved energy ran
ge. 

Table 2 U capture group 
cross sections in the 
resolved energy range 

Table 3 Correlation between group 
number and energy limit for 
the 99, 49 and 24 energy 
group structures. 
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Group cross sections for the 24 EGS 

Group 
number 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Groupa 

Group 
number 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

Group ci 

Group 
number 

63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

99 EGS 
calcul. 

15.8 
15.6 
15.5 
16.8 
33.6 
29.8 
12.9 

24 EGS 
calcul. 

16.8 
18.6 
16.2 
13.5 
32.3 
22.8 
13.0 

Diff. 
% 

+ 6.0 
+20.0 

' + 5.0 
-19.0 
- 4.0 
-23.0 
- 0.2 

oss sections for the 49 EGS 

99 EGS 
calcul. 

15.0 
16.6 
15.5 
13.2 
12.4 
33.6 
35.2 

49 EGS 
calcul. 

15.8 
16.5 
16.2 
13.7 
13.1 
32.3 
29.4 

Diff. 
% 

+ 5.4 
- 0.5 
+ 5.0 
+ 4.5 
+ 5.0 
- 4.0 
-16.0 

oss sections for the 99 EGS 

200 EGS 
calcul. 

15.4 
13.5 
16.1 
18.9 

15.3 

13.9 

99 EGS 
calcul. 

16.2 
14.0 
16.2 
18.7 

15.1 

14.0 

Diff. 
7r 

+ 5.0 
+ 4.0 
+ 0.7 
- 0 . 8 

- 1.3 

+ 0.6 

Group cross sections for the 24 EGS 

Group 
number 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Group c 

Group 
number 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

Group c 

Group 
number 

63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

99 EGS 
calcul. 

1.0 
1.44 
2.57 
3.12 

10.29 
19.6 

1.08 

24 EGS 
calcul. 

1.1 
2.25 
2.58 
3.12 

10.27 
19.5 

1.08 

Diff. 
% 

+10.0 
+56.0 
+ 0.4 

ross sections for the 49 EGS 

99 EGS 
calcul. 

1.29 
1.69 
2.57 
3.17 
3.05 

10.3 
18.7 

49 EGS 
calcul. 

1.49 
1.72 
2.58 
3.14 
3.07 

10.3 
18.8 

Diff. 
7r 

+15.0 
+ 1.7 
+ 0.4 
- 1.0 

+ 0.5 

ross sections for the 99 EGS 

200 EGS 
calcul. 

1.13 
1.13 
1.38 
1.68 

1.95 

3.0 

99 EGS 
calcul. 

1.15 
1.20 
1.39 
1.70 

1.95 

3.0 

Diff. 
r1 

+1.4 
+7.0 
+0.8 
+1.3 

Energy group 
upper limit 

(eV) 

5.5308 E+3 
4.3074 E+3 

3.3546 E+3 
2.6126 E+3 

2.0347 E+3 
1.5846 E+3 

1.2341 E+3 
9.6112 E+2 

7.4852 E+2 
5.8295 E+2 

4.5400 E+2 
3.5357 E+2 

Group number for the 

99 EGS 

62 
63 

64 
65 

66 
67 

68 
69 

70 
71 

72 
73 

49 EGS 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

24 EGS 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Energy group 
upper limit 

(eV) 

2.7536 E+2 
2.1445 E+2 

1.6T02 E+2 
1.3007 E+2 

1.0130 E+2 
7.8893 1+1 

6.1442 E+l 
4.7851 E+l 

3.7267 1 + 1 
2.9023 1 + 1 

2.26C3 1+1 
1.7603 l + l 

Group number for the 

99 EGS 

74 
75 

76 
77 

78 
79 

80 
81 

82 
83 

84 
85 

49 EGS 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

24 EGS 

16 

17 

18 

19 



Two general remarks can be made concerning the lack of consistency ¡n the data shown in Table 1 and 
Table 2: 

— discrepancies increase with increasing group width 
 discrepancies are, in general, larger in elastic scattering than in capture reaction. 

Similar difficulties have been found in the calculation of the elastic scattering matrix. Full agreement 
between the results corresponding to different energy group structures has been obtained, except for the 
resolved resonance energy range. Discrepancies for the diagonal terms of the matrix, in these groups, are of 
the same order of magnitude as those found for the elastic scattering crosssection. Differences between the 
nondiagonal components are larger and more important. 

To clarify the reasons for these limitations upon the accuracy of the results obtained by the code, we 
must briefly summarize the calculation scheme adopted by SUPERTOG. The resonance crosssection for 
each group in the resolved energy range is calculated using a fine structure. This fine mesh is constructed by 
taking into account the N resonances within the group and the nearest one on each side of the group. To 
each resonance which peaks within the group are allotted 800/(N+l) points; the two external resonances 
are covered with 400/(N+l) points. Half of the points for each resonance go from (E0  Γ\) to (E0 + Γ\), 
with equal energy spacing. The other half go from (E0 ± Γ\) to the midpoint between resonances. E0 

denotes the position and Γ, the total width of the resonance. 

The resonance group crosssection is computed in three steps: 

 the resonance crosssection is calculated at each point of the fine mesh; 

 previous tabulation is used to obtain the mean value a(E*¡) at 81 points E*¡, equally spaced in lethargy; 

 the final group crosssection is computed using a(E*j) and the weighting function supplied by the user. 

The SUPERTOG code does not allow calculation of the temperature dependence of the neutron 
crosssection (a zero temperature is assumed). 

From the results of our calculations it is possible to infer that the reasons for the discrepancies are the 

following: 

1) A few group library, such as our 24 EGS, implies too many resonances in each group. We can observe that 

121 resolved resonances of " S U are peaking within the 13th group. 

2) Interference effects between potential and resonance scattering make the energy dependence in the 
scattering more complex than in the capture crosssection. A scheme based on the utilization of two 
meshes of points, one for the peak region (E0  Γ{ < E < E0 + Γ\) and the second for the description 
of both the resonance minima and wing contributions, is clearly not well adapted to a correct 
description of the energy dependence of the scattering crosssection. 

3) The fine description of the energy dependence of the crosssection in the region of the peak is limited to 
the range: 

E0  Γ , < Ε < Ε ο + r t (1) 

For 2 3 8 U the I^of the resonances is fairly constant (Γγ= 2.3 χ 1 CT2 (eV)). In the upper energy region 
of the resolved resonance range (1 keV < E < 4 keV) the scattering contribution to the total 
crosssection becomes increasingly important (Γγ<Γ η = Γ(). In this case definition (1) reduces the 
number of points used for the description of the capture crosssection near the peak. This is the reason 
for the considerable discrepancies for the group capture crosssections above 1 keV. 

4) The difference in the errors made in the calculation of the ingroup and grouptogroup components of 
the elastic scattering matrix can be explained as follows: 

A fine tabulation not well adapted to the energy dependence of the crosssection in the group 
k introduces errors into the calculation of the average values a(E*¡) (j = 1,2....81). The ingroup 
component oc\ (k> k), as well as σα\ (k), is a weighted integral of the elastic scattering crosssection 
over the group k. Consequently the error associated with oc\ (k > k) is a function of the mean error 
made in the calculation of the a (E*¡) values. 

Owing to the very small average energy loss for elastic neutron collisions the grouptogroup component 
σ c\ (k^> k + 1) depends on the elastic scattering over a small subgroup. As a consequence the error 
associated with oc\ (k> k + 1) is a function of the local error made in the calculation of a(E*¡) in the 
subgroup located in the lower part of the group k. 

Preparation of GAMII Libraries with SUPERTOG 

As we have said before, numerical problems in multigroup crosssection library preparation, are of 
importance only in the case of few group libraries. 

For the GAMII 99 group structure the numerical reliability of the results produced by SUPERTOG has 
been substantiated by comparisons with the results produced using other codes such as GANDY6), 
SLAVE3 7) and GAND to process neutron data for the unresolved resonance range, for the smooth 
crosssections and for the inelastic transfer matrix respectively. Nevertheless a further comment must be 
made on the use of SUPERTOG in this case. 
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An option has been included in the SUPERTOG code for resonance data (IRES=2). In this case only 
the low energy (E 0 < 5 eV) and the pwave and dwave resolved resonance data are added to the smooth 
crosssections, using the method we have previously summarized and discussed. The swave resonance 
parameters are transferred to the GAMII library tape. As a further option the SUPERTOG code allows the 
user to provide a single jstate (AJIN=j) as input: for this state the swave average resonance parameters are 
transferred to the GAMII library tape and all other data are used to calculate the contribution to be added 
to the smooth crosssections. Selfshielding effects and Doppler broadening of resonances are taken into 
account in the method used in GAMII to calculate resonance absorption group crosssections. This 
treatment, developed by Nordheim 8 \ has been extensively used and tested for the most important fertile 
isotopes but can also be applied for other elements. Nevertheless, it must be noted that these options can be 
used only if both resonance contributions to the scattering matrix and Doppler broadening for pwave and 
dwave resonances are negligible. 

Final Remarks 

On the basis of this analysis the first and, for us, the most important conclusion is the reliability of the 
99 group crosssection libraries for GAMII which we have produced with SUPERTOG and the three 
ENDF/B neutron data files. 

As far as the lack of accuracy in resolved resonance calculation is concerned, we propose to overcome 
the problem by using the analytical expressions for ff(E*¡) given in Eq. (2). In this case the reliability of 
group crosssection calculation no longer depends on the total number of resonances peaking within the 
group. Nevertheless, for a correct evaluation of the elastic transfer matrix, the width of the group must not 
be greater than about 40 times the mean energy loss per neutron collision against the resonant isotope. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE SORA CRITICAL EXPERIMENT USING ENDFB/2 DATA 

J. Mégier 

Introduction 

An extensive analysis of the SORA critical experiment l ) had already been made at the time of its 
performance by the Sjsj and Monte-Carlo methods. Since this period the Monte-Carlo programme TIMOC 2> 
has been improved, new cross section data have become available and the very general geometry routine 
GEOM - from the 05R Monte-Carlo code3* - has been introduced. These changes required at least a 
partial reanalysis of the SORA critical experiment in true threedimensional geometry using the ENDFB/2 
cross section data file, as a global assessment of the method and data used for the SORA project 
calculations. 

The Set-up of the Geometry and the Data Used 

The input for GEOM represented as exactly as possible the geometry of the SORA critical 
experiment ' ', but two simplifications were carried out: 

Fuel rods in the iron core matrix were not treated as separate regions, the whole core being treated as a 
homogeneous mixture of iron and uranium metal (the actual core loading considered consisted of 84 
fuel rods (93.18 wt.% 2 3 SU), and 11 iron rods situated at the edges of the core). 

- The thickness of the iron reflector around the core was reduced from 29 cm to 19 cm, in order to 
shorten the calculation times for all the calculations but one - test, which showed that the assumption 
was fully justified. 

The program PLOTGEOM provided graphical displays of all the cross-sections necessary for a 
complete check of the geometrical structure (cf. Figs. 1-4). Table 1 and Fig. 1 and 2 summarize the material 
composition of the assembly. 

All the calculations utilized a 31-group cross-section set (6 thermal groups below 0.215 eV, and 25 
epithermal and fast groups having energy limits as in Abagyan et al. 5>) constructed from the ENDFB/2 
data file by the CODAC program 6). CODAC follows the procedure of the SUFERTOG code 7) which has 
two main limitations: the averaging over a 1/E flux (plus a fission spectrum for the fast groups) within each 
group, and the fact that resonant isotopes are taken into account at temperature 0°K . 

In order to investigate the problem of self-shielded cross-sections for iron, some of the calculations 
were repeated with the 26 group library of Abagyan et al. 5 ' and with the iron cross-sections of Yiftah and 
Sieger 8) used either with maximum or with no self-shielding. 

Global Calculations 

Six calculations of kgff for the critical assembly were performed; each of them ran 15.000 neutron 
histories. The six results are equivalent to the following averaged one: 

1.0113 ±0.0016 
(The statistical error refers to a 5QrSr probability that the result will lie in the relative error range). 

A rough estimation of the self-shielding effect in iron, which is predominant in the assembly (see 
Table 1), can be attempted by using the formalism of Abagyan et al. 5 ) though the transposition of this 
procedure from transport schemes to a Monte Carlo scheme is not quite rigorous. In a three-dimensional 
Monte-Carlo calculation, the self-shielding factors prescribed by Abagyan et al. can be calculated separately 
in the core and ¡n the surrounding iron reflector, at least as a first approximation. This consideration leads 
to a maximum self-shielding effect in the iron reflector and no self-shielding effect for the iron present in 
the homogenized core, except for group 10 (which includes the 28 keV resonance). A reasonable procedure 
was then to calculate the assembly with no self-shielding in the core and maximum self-shielding in the 
reflector, by using the Abagyan-Yiftah and Sieger data set and to compare this calculation with a 
"reference" one without any self-shielding. 

The results are as follows: 
With self-shielding: kcff = 1.0079 + 0.0052 (10,000 histories) 
Without self-shielding: k f̂f = 1.0324 ± 0.0045 (14,000 histories) 

Thus the self-shielding effect would range around 2°r which is not negligible and which goes 
considerably beyond the statistical errors indicated earlier. 
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Table 1 - Material composition of the assembly 

Region 
(see fig. 1 and 2) 

1 

2 
3 

4/5 

6/7 

8 
9/10 
11/12 

13 

14 

15 

Denomination 

Core 

Steel "Reflector" 
Window 
Safety rods 

Scatterers 

Aluminium layer 
Aluminium layers 
B4C 
cylindrical sleeves 
Movable reflector 
(11 cm thick) 
Reflector support 
(11 cm thick) 
Void 

Volume 
(cm3) 

4609.39 

- 6 9 , 0 0 0 
78.78 

1354.88 
each 

4737.43 
each 

878.40 

1216.05 
each 

~ 1 8 2 0 

Volume fraction 

U Metal 65.32% 
Steel 33.82% 

100% Steel 
Void 

100%HPN-20Be 
(98%Be, 2%BeO) 

100%CH2 

100%Aluminium 
100%Aluminium 

100% B4C 

100%HPN-20Be 

100% Steel 

These results can be compared with a Monte Carlo calculation mentioned in ' ) where the movable 
reflector, the control rods and the cylindrical scatterers were iron. The calculation was done with other 
cross sections for 2 3 5 U 10) 2 3 8 U 10) anfj iron ID; the 05R code was used together with the GEOM 
geometric routine and each fuel rod was treated as a separate region. The calculated kgff was within l^of 
the experimental value. 

Differential Calculations 

The TIMOC code is equipped with a special feature allowing the estimation of perturbation effects 
caused by the exchange or removal of several parts of the assembly under study -) . In a first "basic" 
calculation the keff is calculated for a situation in which the perturbed region is considered as "black"; the 
subsequent calculations, performed with the successive materials of the perturbed region, continue the first 
one - i.e. all the neutron histories stopped in the first calculation now continue in the perturbed region. 
Therefore, the reactivity worth of various components of the assembly is given by the difference between 
two calculations in which the perturbed region is constituted consecutively by the component under study 
and its void housing. 

The last version of TIMOC 9> also uses for small effect calculations an alternative improved procedure 
based on an iteration model for the direct evaluation of the Ak f̂f between the basic calculation and each of 
the subsequent calculations. The possibility of "splitting" the neutron histories in the perturbed region has 
also been included in order to improve the statistics. At the present stage the iteration model is limited to 
the second iteration value of Akeff. Because of the use of the similar flight paths procedure (see 2) p. 72), 
the statistical error in the final result is, in both methods, of the order of magnitude of the error on the 
Alieff calculated with the iteration model, the same approximate value is therefore valid for both methods. 

The results obtained by these methods (referred to as "direct" and "second iteration" respectively) are 
compared to the experimental values given by Kistner and Mihalczo · ). They are expressed in dollars which 
have in this case a value of 0.00645 (keff). The components calculated were (see Fig. 1): the left and right 
control rods, the two cylindrical scatterers, the central rod of the core, and the movable beryllium reflector. 
All the "basic" calculations utilized 15,000 neutron histories. 

Control Rods 

All the control rods calculated were 48 cm long, with a trapezoidal cross section (bases 7.67 cm and 
4.57 cm respectively, height 5.50 cm), see Fig. 1. The rod materials were consecutively beryllium (98% Be, 
2% BeO), iron (99,5% Fe), nickel ( 100% Ni) and tungsten (94% W, 4r/r Ni). 

All calculations were made with a splitting factor equal to 3. The number of neutron histories run in the 
rods was thus close to 1,300. 

The results are summarized in Table 2 and compared to the experimental values. One sees that almost 
everywhere the results given by both methods are very close to each other, although further iterations 
would be necessary, from the theoretical point of view, for the iteration method. 
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Table 2 Results of the control rod calculations, compared with the measured values ( in $ ) 

LEIT ROD 
(Reg. 4 in tig. 1) 

RIGHT ROD 
(Reg. 5 in Fig. 1) 

Direct 

Second iteration 

Measured 

Direct 

Second iteration 

Measured 

Beryllium 

2.20 
±0.10 

2.07 
±0 .10 

1.81 

1.77 
±0.09 

1.72 
±0.09 

1.46 

Iron 

1.57 
±0.09 

1.57 
±0.09 

0.99 

1.31 
±0.08 

1.24 
±0.08 

0.83 

Nickel 

2.00 
±0.10 

2.06 
±0.10 

1.54 

1.61 
±0.09 

1.53 
±0.09 

1.30 

Tungsten 

1.71 
±0.09 

1.58 
±0.09 

1.54 

1.36 
±0.09 

1.48 
±0.09 

1.34 

The comparison with the measured values of Kistner and Mihalczo is quite good for tungsten 
(maximum discrepancy 11%), satisfactory for beryllium (max. discrepancy 22%) and acceptable for nickel 
(max. discrepancy 34%), bearing especially in mind that the results concern differential calculations of 
reactivity worths for small parts of the critical assembly. The discrepancies in the case of iron (from 50% to 
60%) and nickel (though to a minor extent) are mainly due to the important self-shielding effect of these 
materials (for the type of flux spectrum of the assembly), as will be verified later on for the scatterers. 

Scatterers 

The scatterers studied were cylinders, 48 cm long, external diameter 13.91 cm. The materials were iron, 
polyethylene, and polyethylene surrounded by an aluminium encased annulus of boron carbide (diam. 
11.17 cm). The last composition is represented in Fig. 1. The neutron histories run were 2200 for the 
central scatterer and 1,400 for the right scatterer, to be multiplied by the respective splitting factors. 

The results can be seen in Table 3; the comparison with the measured values leads to comments 
analogous to those given for the control rods: whereas the discrepancies for iron are unacceptable (50 to 
60 %), they are reduced for CH2 (10 %) and acceptable for CH2 enclosed in B4C (8 to 26 %). 

Table 3 - Results of the scatterers' calculations compared with the measured values ( in $) 

CENTRAL 
SCATTERER 
(Reg. 6 ,9 , 11 
in Fig. 1 ) 

RIGHT 
SCATTERER 
(Reg. 7, 10, 12 
in Fig. 1) 

Splitting factor 

Direct 

Second iteration 

Measured 

Splitting factor 

Direct 

Second iteration 

Measured 

CH2 (011.17 cm) 
end. in B4C annulus 

1 

1.00 
±0.14 

1.17 
±0.14 

0.93 

2 

0.50 
±0.08 

0.74 
±0.08 

0.67 

CH2 

(013.91 cm) 

4 

1.02 
±0.1 

1.03 
±0.1 

1.13 

-
-

-

-

Fe 
(013.91 cm) 

4 

4.22 
±0.1 

4.25 
±0.1 

2.65 

2 

2.48 
±0.11 

2.53 
±0.11 

1.61 

N.B. no measured value was available for the CH2 scatterer in the right-hand position 
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Test calculations were done for the central iron scatterer with the Abagyan-Yiftah and Sieger cross 
sections to verify the influence of self-shielding. The number of neutron histories run with a splitting factor 
equal to 2 was 4,400 in all cases. The results were the following (in dollars): 

Direct: 
Second iteration: 

without 
self-shielding 

4.05 ±0.14 
3.97 ±0.14 

with 
self-shielding 

2.96 ±0.13 
3.21 ±0.13 

One sees that the first calculation without self shielding gave results very close to those obtained with 
the ENDFB/2-CODAC library while the second calculation, made with shielded cross sections for iron 
everywhere in the assembly except in the core, gave much better results (discrepancies 12% and 21%). 

Central Rod 

An attempt was made to evaluate the reactivity worth of various rods located in the central hole of the 
core matrix. The materials were uranium metal, 93.18 weight % 2 3 SU (composition of the fuel rods used); 
molybdenum (99,95% Mo) and iron (99,5% Fe). AU rods were 24 cm long and the diameters were 1.379 cm 
for uranium metal and 1.27 cm for molybdenum and iron. 

In order to simulate the actual situation, a cylinder having the dimensions of the rod (both cases) was 
introduced into the homogenized core, surrounded by a void annulus having an external diameter of 1.388 
cm (actual dimension of the fuel holes in the core matrix). The fuel housing was surrounded by an iron 
annulus with external diameter 1.872 cm (distance from the rod axis to the boundaries of the neighbouring 
fuel holes) to mock up the surrounding iron matrix. The number of neutron histories run in the perturbed 
region ranged between 2,700 (splitting factor 3) and 4,500 (splitting factor 5). 

While the comparison with the measured values was good for uranium metal (measured: 1.75 ($), direct 
method: 1.54 ± 0.11, second iteration: 1.48 ±0.11), the calculations did not predict the experimental 
results correctly in the other cases. This fact is undoubtedly mainly due to the smallness of the reactivity 
worths to be calculated; in fact the statistical errors had the same order of magnitude as the results obtained 
by the direct method. 

Movable Beryllium Reflector 
Movable reflectors of various widths have been studied by Kistner and Mihalczo 1 ), and the reactivity 

worths of some of them have been calculated here. The various reflectors are built (Fig. 3) by adding 
auxiliary elements of beryllium (reg. 16 to 21) and iron (reg. 22 and 23) to the original reflector (width 11 
cm) which is made of a block of beryllium (reg. 13) supported by a block of iron (reg. 14), both 24 cm high 
(height of the core); the additional elements are also 24 cm high. The perturbed region was composed of 
regions 13, 14 and 15* in the original configuration (Fig. 1). The reflector geometry was then modified 
within the perturbed region in order to construct each reflector configuration. All calculations were done 
with a splitting factor equal to 3, raising to 10,500 the number of neutron histories used in the perturbed 
region. Table 4 shows that the comparison with the measured values is particularly good; the maximum 
discrepancy does not exceed 7% and the results by both methods are very close or even identical. 

Table 4 - Results of the calculations of beryllium reflectors compared with the measured values ( in $ j 

Direct 

Second 
iteration 

Measured 

width 11 cm 
(reg. 13, 14) 

5.8 
±0.1 

6.1 
±0.1 

6.1 

width 16 cm 
(reg. 13, 14, 16, 

17 ,22 ,23) 

8.8 
±0.14 

8.8 
±0.14 

8.7 

width 21.1 cm 
(reg. 13, 14,16 
to 19, 22, 23) 

10.1 
± 0 . 1 5 

10.1 
± 0 . 1 5 

10.9 

width 23.6 cm 
(reg. 13, 14, 16 
to 20, 22, 23) 

10.8 
± 0.15 

10.8 
± 0.15 

11.3 

width 26.2 cm 
(reg. 13, 14 to 23) 

11.2 
± 0.16 

11.4 
± 0.16 

12.0 

More precisely, the part of void region 15 which is situated between the two horizontal aluminium plates (reg. 8 in 
Fig. 2) above and below the movable reflector. 
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Transmission Calculations in Modified Geometry 

Mihalczo 4) measured the number of thermal neutrons per fission leaking from the outer surface of a 
polyethylene scatterer in a modified version of the preceding assembly which is close to Fig. 4. The main 
modifications were the following: the external layer of the iron reflector (12 cm thick) was removed; the 
thickness of the left trapezoidal block (internal layer) was reduced from 17 cm to 6.4 cm; on its external 
face was placed a rightangled parallelepiped of polyethylene (10.16 χ 10.16 χ 3.81 cm) at half height of 
the core (reg. 25 in Fig. 4) separated from the iron face by a boral sleeve 0.63 cm thick and 48 cm high 
(reg. 24) in order to decouple the thermal neutrons of the polyethylene scatterer from the core; the right 
cylindrical scatterer (reg. 7,10,12) was removed for other experimental purposes (see4)) and the central 
trapezoidal block was entirely made of iron. 

The calculations were done with the geometry illustrated in Fig. 4 in which regions 7, 10, 12 are empty, 
whereas the material in regions 6, 9, 11 is iron; some differences between calculated and actual geometry 
regarding the control rods and the movable reflector were ignored for the sake of simplicity in this first 
approach calculation. 

The experimental results were obtained by activation of gold foils on the outer vertical surface of the 
scatterer (the boundary between reg. 25 and 26, 27 in Fig. 4). The number of thermal neutrons leaking 
from the outer surface of the polyethylene scatterer at the location of the foils was 3.3 χ 10"5 

neutrons/cm2 fission (two such measurements agreed to within 2%); this value was 15% lower than at the 
centre of the outer surface of the scatterer. 
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The TIMOC code allows neutron transmission calculations from region to region for each energy group; 
in order to simulate the situation of measurements, a void layer (10.16 χ 10.16 χ 1 cm) adjacent to the 
outer surface of the scatterer was considered for calculations and a cylinder, 6 cm in diameter, centered in 
the 10.16 χ 10.16 cm square was then "isolated" in the layer (reg. 26 in Fig. 4). The calculation of neutron 
transmission from reg. 25 to reg. 26 in the thermal groups should then give a value comparable to the 
experimental results obtained at the centre of the surface and at the gold foils. The calculation was done in 
two steps: the reg. 25, 26, 27 were considered as black in the first "basic" step and in the second step 
polyethylene (reg. 25) and void (reg. 26, 27) were introduced in the "perturbed" region calculated with 
4,260 neutron histories (splitting factor equal to 10). The calculated number of thermal neutrons leaking 
from the outer surface of the polyethylene scatterer was 3.86 χ IGT5 neutrons/cm2 fission; the probable 
error was around 3%. This is an upper limit value: since the cadmium cut-off is situated within the sixth 
thermal group, one can take away the contribution of this group in order to have a lower limit value: the 
result is: 3.67 χ 10~s n/cm2 fission. 

The comparison with the experimental results is quite satisfactory if one considers that the calculated 
value, which is in fact a mean value for a circular region containing the gold foil locations, should range 
between 3.3 χ 10~s (gold foil value) and 3.8 χ 1CT5 (15% higher value at the centre of the outer surface of 
the scatterer). The situation is still better if the 2% uncertainty in the measured value is taken into account. 

Conclusions 

The association of the ENDFB/2 data file, the CODAC processing code and the TIMOC Monte Carlo 
code has demonstrated that it gives satisfactory results in the global calculation of the keff of the SORA 
critical experiment assembly. The keff is over-estimated by about 1 %. The use of self-shielded cross sections 
for iron, where necessary in the assembly, would cause the result to be underestimated by about 1 to 1.5 %. 

The chain ENDFB/2-CODAC-TIMOC gives good results also in the case of reactivity worth calculations 
of various components of the assembly with different materials such as uranium metal (93.2% enriched), 
beryllium, nickel, tungsten, polyethylene. 

For reactivity worth calculations, the consideration of the energy self-shielding effect in iron is still 
more necessary than in global calculations, as demonstrated by the great improvement in the results due to 
the use of self-shielded cross sections for iron. 

On the other hand the calculation of very low reactivity worths (a fraction of a dollar) encounters a 
limit in the method, at least while the number of neutron histories remains in the range from 10,000 to 
20,000, 

The calculation of thermal leakage, per fission, out of the polyethylene scatterer, attests that a 
non-relative quantity (direct number of thermal neutrons leaking out per second, square centimeter and 
fission) is also obtainable with sufficient accuracy. 

Lastly, it can be observed that the iteration method for differential calculations, though limited at 
present to the second iteration value, usually gives results with the same degree of accuracy as the direct 
method. 
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HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTORS 
FUEL CYCLE AND STRATEGY STUDIES 

F. Conti, G. Oraziani, C. Rinaldini, C. Zanantoni 

Low-Enrichment Fuel Cycles with Integral Block Fuel Element 

Low-enrichment (Uranium fuel) cycles in HTGR's may have some advantages, especially in Europe: 
- independence of highly enriched Uranium 
- easier availability of reprocessing facilities 
A comparison of low-enrichment cycles with the tubular fuel element (developed in Europe) and with the 
integral block fuel element (developed in the USA for the Thorium cycle) has been performed in 
collaboration with Belgonucléaire. 

The aim was to study the interest of the low-enrichment cycle with the integral block fuel element, on 
which considerable irradiation and operating experience will be gained in the power reactors to be built in 
the USA and which has a low fabrication cost as compared to the tubular fuel element. 

The physics calculations were performed with a 20-group, zero-dimensional scheme, taking the 
leakage into account with a group independent buckling. 

A continuous charge-discharge equilibrium cycle was studied, simulating the loss of neutrons due to 
control rods for a full Xe-override requirement by means of a poison (Boron) absorption. 

Comparison of Integral Block and Tubular Interacting Fuel Element 

Using the economical assumptions reported in ref. D, the optimum fuel cycle cost is 8%higher with 
the tubular interacting fuel than with the block-type fuel (1,83 and 1,65 milis/kWh respectively). This 
difference results from the following influences: 

fuel fabrication cost 0.13 milis/kWh 
age factor margin 0.04 milis/kWh 
design characteristics effect j_9_i.9_í_J71ÍU.S/.H^Y1L_ 

0.15 milis/kWh. 

Most of the difference in fuel cost is due to the difference in fuel fabrication cost: it amounts to .64 
milis/kWh (33% of the fuel cycle cost) for the tubular interacting design and .51 milis/kWh (30% of the fuel 
cycle cost) for the integral block. The advantage of the integral block fabrication cost is partly due to the 
lower graphite cost and partly to the lower heavy metal inventory. 

Another advantage of the integral block is its ability to cope with a much higher age factor. For the two 
optimum cycles considered, this means approximately a 0.04 milis/kWh saving in favour of the integral 
block. 

A final aspect to be considered is the difference in physics between the two cycles. Since the integral 
block wires optimized for a Th cycle with its lower resonance absorption, it is no surprise that the 
low-enrichment U cycle is penalized when used in combination with this block, compared to its use with 
the tubular interesting element. This penalty amounts to a small 0.02 milis/kWh, which suggests that a few 
changes on the fuel-cycle parameters (e.g. discharge irradiation and heavy metal loading) are enough to 
reoptimize a fuel cycle even after considerable design modifications. 

Plutonium Make-up of Thorium Cycles with Integral Block Fuel Element 

A second possibility to avoid the need of highly enriched U is to introduce a Pu make-up. An analysis 
was performed (again in collaboration with Belgonucléaire) in order to investigate the perspectives of such a 
cycle. 

A survey was made by varying a number of physical and economical parameters, in particular: 
- type of fuel particle (three degrees of dilution of Pu into the graphite within the fuel kernels) 
- heavy metal density in the fuel pin 
- Pu enrichment of the fresh fuel or, alternatively, fuel discharge burn-up (between 40 and 100 GWD/t) 

Two types of fuel-cycle scheme, namely once-through and recycle of the bred fuel were considered. 
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The following economical hypotheses were also parametrically varied: the 2 3 3 U credit, the U price and 
the fabrication cost. 

The calculations showed that it is possible to design integral block fuel cycles in which plutonium is the 
feed fuel. If the reference age-factor of the uranium-thorium cycle assumed as feasibility criterion, only 
once-through cycles are economically acceptable (with a 2 3 3 U credit of 14 $/gr). 

By parametrically changing the value of the fissile plutonium and imposing the fuel cycle cost to be 
equal to the cost of the reference uranium-thorium cycle, an equivalent plutonium value was deduced. 

The fissile value was found to be in the range between 8.4 and 9.5 S/gr, depending on the values 
adopted for the fabrication cost corresponding to the different degrees of plutonium dilution in the kernels. 
These values are almost independent of the burn-up and of the 2 3 U credit value. 

The Running-in Code RINA 

In the above-mentioned survey studies, as in the many others performed in the past at Ispra and 
elsewhere, comparisons among the various types of cycle were performed by studying the equilibrium phase 
of the cycle. The behaviour during the approach to equilibrium was not studied in detail, but only roughly 
approximated. As a matter of fact, this phase of the cycle depends on many parameters and choices and it 
is not easily described by the usual calculation methods. On the other hand, the approach-to-equilibrium ' 
period may be an important fraction of the reactor life and the cost involved may considerably influence 
the comparison among the various cycles. 

In order to investigate the influence of the approach-to-equilibrium phase on the fuel-cycle cost, a new 
computer code was written which, while still performing a fast calculation suited to parametric surveys, can 
take into account the main features of the approach-to-equilibrium phase and offer a reliable economic 
calculation. 

The code is called RINA and performs the calculation in one spatial dimension ? ) . 
The calculation starts with the initial charge in the core, determining the flux distribution and the 

nuclear depletion up to the time when the first reloading occurs. At that time, a fraction of the burnt fuel is 
replaced with fresh fuel. 

The calculation of the flux distribution and the depletion is repeated until the next refueling time. If 
this procedure is continued long enough, the feed-fuel requirements and the composition of the fuel 
discharged will not change any more with time and the behaviour of the nuclear parameters will be repeated 
at each cycle. The equilibrium cycle is reached. 

For a given refuelling interval, the program will search for a single value of the initial fissile 
concentration, in one or more zones, necessary to obtain an imposed reactivity at the end of the interval, or 
searches for the refueling time when the initial composition is fixed for each nuclide in each region. A third 
search-option is also included. The code can search both for the concentration and for the refuelling time, 
when the initial and final reactivity values are fixed. 

In the first refuelling interval, the code allows the possibility of introducing burnable poison. In this 
case the radius and the initial composition of the burnable poison pin have to be given in the input. 

The total number of pins is a result of the calculation if the poisoned keff between beginning and end 
of the first charge is imposed. 

The re-utilization of part of the fissile material discharged can be taken into account, both in the case in 
which the fissile is immediately available, such as when the reactor considered is in an expanding system of 
similar reactors, and in the case in which a delay time has to be applied due to the cooling, reprocessing and 
re-fabrication times. In this last case, the code compares the delay time with the time interval between the 
two discharges in question, in order to decide if, at that time, the recycling is feasible or not. 

The computer time depends very much on the complexity of the problem. As an example, for a case 
consisting of 12 refuelling intervals with 20 energy groups, 45 isotopes and 16 burnable regions, in a 
one-dimensional approach, a computer time of about 3 minutes can be expected for the IBM 360/70. 

Approach to Equilibrium: Comparison of Thorium and Uranium Cycles with Integral Block Fuel Element 

By the use of the code RINA the influence of the running-in phase on the comparison between the 
Th-cycle and the low-enrichment cycle with the integral block fuel element was studied. 

In Tables 1 and 2 the main physical and economic assumptions are reported. The results of the 
running-in for the low-enriched cycle are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 the fuel cycle cost averaged over 
the entire reactor life is plotted as a function of the burn-up of the core at the first reload. The influence of 
the first-charge irradiation on the total fuel cycle is small and the cost variations shown in the figure are of 
the order of percents of a mill. 

In Fig. 1 the maximum irradiation, which is reached by the last fraction of the first charge to be 
discharged, is also reported. With a limitation of 100 MWd/kg to the burn-up, the irradiation of the first 
charge is bound to values lower than 35 MWd/kg, without any appreciable penalty to the cost. 
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Main reactor and lattice characteristics 

Electricity power 

Thermal efficiency 

Average power density 

Core height/diameters ratio 

Axial buckling 

Control rod investment 

Number of refueling regions 

Fuel pins 

Rod diameter 

Length 

Number of rods 

per block channel 

Height of channel plugs 

Heavy metal loading 

Graphite matrix density 

Hexagonal block 

Graphite density 

Distance across flats 

Height 

Fuel holes: 

— number 

— diameter 

Coolant holes: 

 number 

 diameter 

Burnable poison holes: 

 length 

 equivalent diameter 

1000 MW 

0.40 

8W/CC 

0,935 

2.151Ö"5 cm2 

100% Xe override 

requirement 

8 

12.7 mm 

36.5 cm 

2 

3 cm 

variable 

1.7 g/cc 

1.8 g/cc 

360 mm 

790 mm 

210 

12.7 mm 

108 

15.9 mm 

395 

50 mm 

Table 1  Runningin calculations 

Table 2  Runningin calculations 

Economic data 

Interest rate 
233Uvalue 

Pu fiss. value 
2 3 5 U (93%enriched) 

Thorium value 

Fabrication delay 

Reprocessing delay 

Load factor 

Reprocessing cost: 

uranium 

Thorium 

Fabrication cost: 

uranium 

Thorium 

Graphite cost 

11% 

14$/g 

10$/g 

12$/g 

30$/kg 

180 days 

360 days 

0.75 

100 $/kg HM 

120 $/kg HM 

212$/kgHM 

190 $/kg HM 

9 $/kg HM 
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In Fig. 2 is plotted, as a function of the first burnup of the first charge, the number of burnable poison 
pins needed to reduce the excess reactivity to a value of about 00.09. This last value has been calculated 
adding to the excess reactivity of the equilibrium cycle (0.05) the initial contribution of Xenon, Xenon 
override requirements and Samarium. 

In the figure the behaviour of the quantities χ and Xj described in ref. 5) are also reported. They may 
be used for calculating the excess of fissile material charged and discharged during the runningin as 
compared to the equilibrium cycle for the same energy. The equilibrium refuelling composition of the 
Thorium cycle was determined to give an equilibrium irradiation equal to that of the lowenrichment cycle, 
namely 87 MWd/kg. For this irradiation the initial makeup enrichment of the equilibrium fuel was 3.5%. 
The moderation ratio was taken as equal to that of the GGA design. 

In Figs. 3 and 4 the results of the runningin for the Thorium cycle is reported. As in the lowenriched 
cycles, the fuel cycle cost averaged over the reactor life shows very little sensitivity to the burnup of the 
first charge in a range of values between 20 and 50 MWd/kg. The influence of the constraint on the 
maximum irradiation (100 MWd/kg) on the fuel cycle cost is almost negligible. The initial enrichment of 
the first charge is always much higher than the equilibrium makeup enrichment, due to the fact that no 
2 3 3 U is present in the fresh core. 

Table 3 reports the main physical results and the cost comparison between the optimum cases of the 
Thorium and of the lowenrichment cycle. 

Table 3  Runningin calculations: comparison between thorium and lowenriched 
cycle (zerodimensional scheme). Optimum cases with the limitations in 
maximum burnup (100 MWd/Kg) and the number of burnable poison 
pins (6300). 

Burnup of 1st charge (MWd/kg) 

Initial makeup enrichment (%) 

Maximum burnup (MWd/kg) 

Equilibrium makeup enrichment (%) 

Fuel cycle cost (milis/kWh) 

Equilibrium fuel cycle cost (milis/kWh) 

Runningin cost (milis/kWh) 

Number of burnable poison rods 

X 

x i 

Thorium cycle 

(
233

U recycled) 

30 

5 

100 

3.5 

1.479 

1.090 

0.389 

2300 

0.55 

0.18 

Low enriched cycle 

(pu sold) 

30 

5.9 

100 

8.35 

1.691 

1.420 

0.271 

6300 

0.5 

0.0 
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1970 

1980 

1990 

2000 

2010 

2020 

Power (GW) 

case I 

143 

295 

533 

890 

1480 

2360 

case II 

143 

295 

417 

525 

600 

694 

Table 4  Electric power demand 
growth. Fig. 5 : Cost of the energy produced over the year by various 

types of station, as a function o] the load factor 

The Role of the HTR in Future Power Generation in Europe 

Introduction 

Strategy studies have been performed to assess the probable penetration of the HTR into the electrical 
energy market: this should be considered as a conservative evaluation of the HTR's role in the production 
of energy in general. 

The HTR will very likely be used in the future for nonelectrical energy production, and this will result 
in a reduction of its plant cost as well as of its fabrication and reprocessing costs as compared to other 
reactors. No account of these advantages was taken in estimating the costs relating to HTR's. Admittedly, 
all costs quoted in this evaluation being approximate (and uncertain), this only means that in our 
projections no effort was made to improve HTR's figures relative to those concerning other reactors. 

In order to be conservative, no account was taken of waste heat problems, e.g. of the cost of cooling 
towers, which is considerably lower for HTR's than for other reactors. 

In addition, since the HTR's penetration is limited by its main competitor, the FBR, a very good 
breeder was chosen namely the Westinghouse advanced carbidefuel design. 

The physical characteristics of the reactors are reported in Table 5. 
Finally, as the rate of increase of power demand considerably influences the penetrations, two power 

demand curves were assumed (Table 4). 

The cost of the energy included by the various stations is reported in Fig. 5, as a function of the load 
factor. 

To illustrate the effect of the load diagram, a few cases were run with a different load diagram, as 
reported in Fig. 6. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the heavy water reactors are taken into consideration, because with 
our economic assumptions they are ruled out by the HTR's, and we do not see other reasons for 
introducing them. 

Input (kg/kWh) 

U natural equivalent 

Thorium 

Pu fissile 

Total HM 

Separ. Work 

Output kg/kWh) 

U natural equiv. 

Thorium 

Pu fissile 

Total HM 

Separ. Work 

Inventory (kg/kWe) 

(reactor, plants, delays) 

U natural equiv. 

Thorium 

Pu fissile 

Total HM 

Separat. Work 

Table 5 

LWR 

0.297 10"
4 

0.425 10"
5 

0.167 10"" 

0.465 1Ö"
5 

0.273 1Ö"
7 

0.4015 1Ö"
5 

0.226 10"
6 

0.857 

(*) 
0.158 

0.411 

 Physical characteristics of the various reactors. 

LWR Pu burnci 

0.408 10"
5 

0.120 10"* 

0.425 10"
5 

0.108 10~
5 

0.701 10"' 

0.401 10"
5 

0.097 

0.319 10"
2 

0.140 

HTRU5Th 

0.871 10"
5 

0.143 10"
5 

0.15 10
5 

0.801 1Ö"
5 

0.213 1Ö"
5 

0.136 10"
5 

0.1404 10"
5 

0.196 10"
5 

0.6335 

0.0597 

0.625 

0.245 

HTR Low Era. 

0.215 10"
4 

0.112 1Ö"
5 

0.158 \6* 

0.377 \ΰ* 

0.144 IO"7 

0.9985 10"* 
0.159 IO"5 

0.6094 

0.282 IO"3 

0.045 
0.430 

Westing. 1 
oxide fuel 

0.185 IO"6 

0.445 IO"5 

0.218 10"* 
0.413 IO"5 

0.60 IO"2 

0.1605 

Westing. 2 
carbide fuel 

0.892 IO"7 

0.227 IO"7 

0.1356 10"* 
0.211 IO"5 

0.285 IO"2 

0.064 
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LWR only 
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optimization 

actualized cost 
(IO9 $) 

125.20 
127.06 
126.11 
125.76 
128.40 
125.53 
125.42 

125.76 

2000 4000 6000 6000 
( hours/year ) 

Table 6 - Sensitivity analysis: present worth 
(1970) of total energy produced 
over the optimization period for a 
number of cases. 

Fig. 6 : The two load diagrams 

The Calculation Method 

Two codes were used, INTAT and POPE. 
INTAT, based on the linear programming technique, chooses the installation policy corresponding to 

the minimum integrated actualized cost of energy production over the given period (1970-2020). An 
actualization rate of 10% was assumed. 

POPE performs evaluations of various types such as material balances, cash flow etc,for a given policy. 
It was used for sensitivity analysis, i.e. to evaluate the penalty incurred by departing from the theoretically 
optimum policy found by INTAT. 

Both codes perform the optimization of the allocation of power stations of various types in the given 
load diagram. The most delicate aspect of this investigation is the sensitivity analysis, which means, to 
ascertain whether a policy corresponding to a theoretical mathematical optimum is really significantly 
better than any other policy. 

In other words, the code INTAT looks for a minimum cost, but one must then evaluate how 
accentuated the minimum is. 

POPE seems at first sight to be the most obvious tool for this purpose, and was actually used to perform 
successive changes of the installation policy. However, experience has shown that, due to the low sensitivity 
of the system, a gross sensitivity analysis can be carried out with INTAT by drastic changes in the input. In 
other words, it analyses optimized policies corresponding to variations in the input costs and in the 
constraints such as the introduction date of the breeders and the maximum installation rate of light water 
reactors, as well as to the suppression of one reactor type. 
This is the type of sensitivity analysis which will be reported here. 

A Review of the Most Significant Cases 

The discussion will be limited here to the effect of a few variations of the hypotheses: reporting on all 
cases would not much improve the picture and would be impossible in a short paper like this. The following 
station types are considered: 
- Conventional stations. They are assumed to be oil fired. To introduce a distinction between oil and coal 

fired stations did not seem to be useful for the purposes of this investigation. 
Hydraulic stations are supposed to be non-existant. Their present number was subtracted from the 
power requirements, without assuming any future increase. This does not lead to any appreciable error, 
in view of the negligible contribution of hydraulic stations to future energy production. 

- Light water reactor stations (fed with enriched Uranium) 
- Plutonium burners, i.e. LWR's which are fed with Plutonium. They are introduced as a fictitious 

representation of the amount of Plutonium recycling in LWR's. 
- High temperature gas cooled reactors. The use of the Thorium cycle is assumed, but practically the same 

results would be obtained with the low-enrichment cycle. 
- Fast breeders. A very good type (Westinghouse design advanced breeder with carbide fuel) was 

considered, to penalize its competitor, the HTR. 
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The variations reported concern: 
— the introduction date of the fast breeders (1985 or 1990) 
— the suppression of FBR's or HTR's 
— the installation rate of LWR's, which is very important because the accumulation of Plutonium and the 

existence of a large number of LWR's are needed to start the installation of FBR's at a high rate. In the 
code INTAT this variation is achieved by changing the doubling time of the LWR's installed power. 

— the power requirement growth (Table 4) 
— the load diagram (Fig. 6). 
— the choice between long-term optimization, and short-term optimization. Long term optimization means 

choosing the installation policy which leads to the minimum actualized cost of energy production over 
the whole period, and short-term optimization means choosing each year the most economical policy for 
that year. 

The date of HTR's introduction is always 1980. 
The present worth rate is 10%. 
In the figures, the meaning of the symbols is as follows: 

C conventional (oil fired) station 
L light water reactor 
PuB Plutonium burner (light water reactor) 
Η high temperature gas cooled reactor 
F fast breeder (Na cooled) 
DT LWR's doubling time 

Figs. 7 to 14 are a sample of the cases which have been investigated. They report the installed power 
(%) of the various stations as a function of time during the optimization period 1970-2020. Let us take as a 
reference (Fig. 7) the case with LWR's doubling time 2 years, FBR's introduction date 1985, all types of 
stations introduced. 

Let us first make a few remarks on this case: 
The conventional stations achieve a 30% penetration in the long range. About the same penetration is 
achieved by FBR's and HTR's in the year 2010, after which the FBR's produce enough Plutonium to cope 
with the whole demand growth: being the most economical except for peak load, they gradually eliminate 
the other types of station except the conventional ones. 

The role of LWR's becomes clearly obvious from Fig. 7: they are installed as quickly as possible, not 
only, as may be imagined, to produce Plutonium for the FBR's, but also because they are competitive with 
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Fig 9: Installed power - DT = 3 years- FBR 1985 Fig. 10: Installed power 
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the conventional stations for baseload operation. The reasons for the decrease (as a fraction of a growing 
total! ) of LWR's after 1985 are in the first years the competition of HTR's, and later on the ability of the 
breeders to sustain themselves (see Fig. 9). 

The amount of Plutonium stock is negligible: this shows that the most economical way of feeding 
Plutonium to the breeders is by the direct output of a large quantity of LWR's rather than by previous 
stockpiling. 

To clarify the role of loaddiagram shape, Fig. 8 illustrates the fractional energy productions for the 
reference case. Its comparison with Fig. 7 shows clearly that the conventional stations work on peak load 
and the fast breeders on base load. 

From what has been said, and from the comparison of Fig. 7 with the others, a few obvious conclusions 
can be drawn : 

— the penetration of the conventional stations depends: 
on the competition of HTR's (Fig. 10) 
on the load diagram shape (Fig. 12) 

— the penetration on HTR's depends: 
on the demand growth rate (Fig. 14) 
on the loadfactor (Fig. 12) 
on the choice between shortterm (Fig. 13) and longterm (Fig. 7) optimization 
on the success of the breeders (Fig. 11) 

— the penetration of the FBR's depends: 
on the success of HTR's (Fig. 10) 
on the short or longterm optimization (Fig. 13) 
on their date of introduction (Fig. 11) 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The statements just made refer to tendencies, which need to be quantitatively defined. This is a fairly 
difficult job: to begin with, it is not easy to decide which term of reference we should take to evaluate the 
differences between the various policies. However, it should not be denied that the figures reported in 
table 5 are somewhat disappointing. They represent ä rough sensitivity analysis made by drastic changes of 
the hypotheses; nevertheless, the variations of the integrated actualized cost are of the order of 1 %, in many 
cases even less. 
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Before drawing too pessimistic conclusions about the real meaning of such indications, it should be 
remarked that 1% means about 1 billion dollars, and if the figures were not actualized they would be an 
order of magnitude larger. 

Moreover, it can be argued, e.g., that if the penalty for not introducing the HTR is small, the penalty 
for not introducing the FBR is even smaller. Other useful indications can be deduced, e.g. that there will be 
a tendency to take short-term decisions, since the resulting penalty is not very large. The relatively small 
differences of table 6 correspond to large differences on installation policy, as can be appreciated from 
Figures 7 to 14. This low sensitivity of the integrated actualized cost to the choice of the policy depends on 
three facts: 
a) the policy in the first years of the optimization period is in any case characterized by a large amount of 

conventional stations and by the rapid growth of the LWR's. 
b) the economical effect of a different policy in later years is damped out by the actualization rate (10% in 

our case) 
c) the costs assumed for the various types of station are not very different (Fig. 5), and most of all the 

code can always choose its policy so as to adapt it, so to say, to the lower envelope of the set of curves 
reported in Fig. 5. 
As for the costs, it should be remarked that, for this reason, changes in various economic assumptions 

did not lead to significant changes of the overall cost, therefore these cases were not reported here. 

Conclusions 

In spite of the low sensitivity of the overall cost to the choice of the installation policy, the evaluations 
reported here lead to a number of conclusions: 
- There is a rôle for the HTR, because it is economically more attractive than a very good breeder. 

Reasonable changes of the physical and economical assumptions do not basically influence this 
statement. 
Only the early introduction of a very good breeder and a strong reduction of the demand growth would 
remarkably curb the HTR's penetration (Fig. 14). It should also be recalled that no account was taken of 
"external economies" due to uses of the HTR other than for electrical energy production. 
Other advantages of the HTR's introduction are only mentioned here: reduction of the thermal 
pollution and of the radioactive wastes volume. 
The introduction of the HTR would not, as it may be thought, lead to an increase of the demand of 
separative work (due to the reduction of the breeders). Our calculations have shown that a slight increase 
of s.w. requirement can theoretically occur for brief periods of time, but it can be easily coped with by 
some preproduction of enriched uranium or by slight deviations of the installation policy from the 
theoretical optimum. 

- A strong argument in favour of an optimistic forecast concerning HTR's is the fact that the FBR's 
appear to be advantageous if a long-term view is taken. Should the installation policy in Europe be short 
sighted, as is probable, the HTR would be favoured, as is suggested by Fig. 13. 

- The HTR competes with the conventional stations in the intermediate range of the load diagram, thus 
reducing S02 pollution. 

- The introduction of the HTR in 1980 does not affect the LWR's penetration until 1990, even if only 
short-term policies are followed (Fig. 13). This is due to the small number of existing HTR's and to the 
LWR's competitivity against conventional stations for base-load operation. There is in any case a place 
for LWR's until well over the year 2000. 
The recycle of Plutonium in LWR's is obviously rendered more attractive by the existence of HTR's, due 
to the reduced number of FBR's, and this particularly true with a short-term policy (Fig. 13). 
Due to the existence of a large number of LWR's, the Plutonium recycle appears to be attractive in any 
case. 
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ISOTOPIC CORRELATIONS IN IRRADIATED 
NUCLEAR FUELS 

C. Foggi, P. Frandoli*. S. Ley, A. Sola 

The irradiation of a nuclear fuel causes the depletion of the different isotopes of the heavy elements 
which are initially present, and the build-up of artificial isotopes (Pu, 2 3 3 U, 2 3 6 U, Am, etc.) and fission 
products. These modifications of the isotopie composition of the fuel are strictly correlated to each other, 
and, in several cases, the law representing the correlation is very simple, often being a proportionality 

between the depletion and the build-up of selected groups of isotopes; moreover the ratio of these quantities 
happens to be dependent on very few and well- individuated physical parameters of the fuel and of the 
reactor (e.g. fuel enrichment, moderator to fuel volume ratio, reactor type), but is independent from the 
irradiation level attained by the fuel. Experimental evidence for these facts has been given for irradiated 
fuels discharged from several reactors. 

For our purposes, a correlation can be defined as a relationship between the concentrations of two (or 
two groups of) isotopes present in the nuclear fuel, at different irradiation levels. This relationship contains, 
in an implicit form, much information concerning the composition of the fuel before irradiation and the 
characteristics of the reactor in which the irradiation took place; it is therefore possible, by comparing the 
isotopie composition of a given irradiated fuel with a set of correlations referring to different situations, to 
retrace the historical data (initial composition, irradiation level, reactor characteristics) of that particular 
fuel; on the other hand, knowing the historical data of a nuclear fuel, it is possible to verify that its final 
isotopie composition is consistent with the correlations established for that particular case. 

These and other possibilities of retracing information concerning the historical data of a nuclear fuel, 
are the basis for the use of correlations in safeguards. Up to now, several applications of this technique have 
been made to the determination of the plutonium build-up in LWR fuels, and to the verification of 
consistency of the chemical and isotopie analyses performed at the input of the reprocessing plant. 

The correlations can be evaluated either by calculation or by experiment. In this second case a precise 
knowledge of the isotopie composition of the fuel after irradiation is required; this can be obtained by the 
use of either destructive or non-destructive techniques (mainly gamma-speetrometric analysis). Important 
experimental work has been carried out on the heavy elements at the Battelle Institute, on the radioactive 
fission-products at the l.R.C. Ispra, and on stable fission-products at the Transuranium institute at 
Karlsruhe. 

The purpose of the work performed at the Nuclear Studies Div., and still in progress, is to support with 
theoretical analysis the conclusions obtained by the experimentalists, to predict by calculation the general 
behaviour of the correlations, to evaluate their range of validity and their dependence upon the different 
physical parameters of the fuel and of the reactor, to prepare tools and rules for calculating correlations in 
all cases where application is required. 

The results obtained during the yeai 1972 are as follows: 
1) An extensive analysis of the U-Pu-Am chain and of the fission- product decay chains, was performed. 

The U-Pu-Am chain retained for our purposes contains 17 isotopes, from 2 3 4 U to 2 4 2Am. As far as the 
fission-products are concerned, the main isotopes of interest for the correlations are 83Kr. 84Kr, S5Kr, 
86Kr, , 3 1 Xe, , 3 2 Xe, 1 3 4Xe, 1 3 6Xe, » 34Cs, ' 37Cs, ' 44Ce, ' 45Nd, ' 46Nd, ' 48Nd, ' 54Eu; two decay 
chains, from which these isotopes originate, were identified and retained; they are: 

- chain Br-Kr (9 isotopes from80Se to 86Kr) 
- chain Xe-Cs-Nd-Eu (94 isotopes from ' 2 ° Sn to ' 5 5 Eu) 

All possible reactions and transmutations contributing appreciably to the build-up of the isotopes of 
interest, were retained. For each isotope of the chain, a search of the literature was performed to 
determine the most appropriate values of the fission yields and of the decay constant. 

2) A very refined point burn-up code (ISOTEX), based on the heavy-isotope chain and on the 
fission-product decay chains described above, was prepared. 
The code, written for the IBM 370 computer, is able to handle up to 119 isotopes; the mathematical 
treatment of the burnup equations is very precise, since their analytical solutions have been used (10~4 

relative precision is obtained in the calculation of any concentration). The ratios of isotopie 
concentrations useful for establishing the correlations are also edited by the code. 
The code requires that a one-group library of cross-sections be given in input; the cross-sections can be 
varied stepwise during the irradiation. This code could be used in future as a sub-routine of a more 
complex code including also neutron spectrum calculation, cross-sections evaluation, power distribution 
calculation. 

* Scholarship Holder 
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3) A detailed evaluation of the precision required for the nuclear data concerning the fission products 
(fission yields and cross-sections) has been initiated and is in progress. The analysis is performed by the 
use ofthelSOTEX code. 

4) A theoretical analysis of the isotope correlations in irradiated PWR and BWR fuels has been initiated 
and is in progress. 
The following categories of correlations have been examined: 

i) correlations among isotopes of uranium (with special attention to the depletion of 2 3 5 U versus 
the build-up of 2 3*U); 
correlations between plutonium build-up and various isotopes of uranium (2 3 5U depletion, 
2 3 6 U build-up); 
correlations amongst isotopes of plutonium; 
correlations between stable fission-products (e.g. 84Kr/83Kr, 1 3 1Xe/1 3 4Xe, 1 4 6Nd/1 4 5Nd) 
and heavy elements (plutonium build-up,2 3 5 U depletion, total number of fissions); 
correlations between radioactive fission-products (e.g. 134Cs/137Cs) and heavy elements (as 
above). 
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The study has been carried-out by the use of a cell burn-up code (LASER) which can take into account 
the neutron spectrum variation during the fuel irradiation. Fission product concentrations have been 
calculated by the use of the ISOTEX code. 

In the case of PWR fuels, a wide range of possible situations was examined; the enrichment of the 
fuel (U02) was varied between 2 w/o and 4 w/o; the water-to-fuel volume ratio of the lattice 
(moderating ratio) was varied between 1.2 and 2.2; both stainless steel and zirconium alloy claddings 
were considered; the type of reactivity control was varied from a full control with boron in the 
moderator to a full control with fixed absorbers situated far away from the fuel cell under 
consideration. Fuels irradiated up to 40.000 MWd/tU were considered. 

In the case of BWR fuels, only some specific cases, corresponding to DRESDEN and HUMBOLDT 
BAY reactors, were examined; the work in this field will be extended next year. 

For each correlation examined, the following analyses were performed: 
— test of linearity; definition of the range of linearity, deviation from linearity outside this range; 
— dependence of the correlation upon the different parameters of the fuel and of the reactor, 

|sdescribed above; 
— dependence of the correlation upon the fuel power density, and upon the duration of the reactor 

shut-downs (only for radioactive fission-products). 
Formulae for the analytical representation of the correlations were prepared in all cases of linear 
dependence. The correlations obtained were compared with the available experimental results. Although 
the work is still in progress, some conclusions can already be drawn, particularly concerning PWR fuels: 
i) correlations of category i) are linear over a oow 

wide range, are rather independent from the "£ 
reactor operating conditions and show simple | 
dependence upon fuel enrichment and . _ 
moderating ratio (Fig. 1); experimental results 
are well reproduced (Fig. 2); 

ii) correlations of category ii) are linear over a 
wide range, show simple dependence upon 
fuel enrichment and moderating ratio (Fig. 3), 
but are sensitive to local control conditions 
(Fig. 4); experimental results are rather well 
reproduced (Fig. 5); 

iii) correlations of category iii) are often 
non-linear and their dependence upon reactor 
parameters and operating conditions is rather 
complicated; experimental results are often 
difficult to reproduce (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7); 
some of the conclusions concerning their 
general features, inferred from the analysis of 
the experimental results, have to be modified 
when a wider range of irradiations is 
considered; 
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Fig. 7. Correlation between different isotopes of 

Plutonium, as a function of initial enrichment 
E (w/o) and moderating ratio M. Comparison 
with two experimental results from Trino 
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iv) correlations of category iv) are rather independent from reactor operating conditions, experimental 
results can be easily reproduced by calculation (Fig. 8), but, here again, some conclusions derived 
from the analysis of experimental results have to be modified when considering a wider range of 

irradiations; 

v) correlations of category v) are rather independent from reactor parameters, but are heavily 

dependent upon reactor operation; experimental results are easily reproduced on condition that the 

irradiation history of the fuel is well known (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). 

5) The work performed during 1972 is described in the following papers: 

— "Influence of Some Reactor Parameters on the Heavy Isotope Correlations", presented at the 
"Working Group on the Use of Isotopie Composition Data in Safeguards", organized by the 

I.A.E.A. in April 1972. 

 "ISOTEX1, Code de calcul de la concentration d'isotopes et de correlations entre isotopes", EUR 

report (in preparation). 
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DEVELOPMENT IN CRITICALITY ANALYSIS 
GRANT-3 - A MONTE CARLO CODE FOR CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS 

R. Riech e na 

Introduction 
Complex geometry in the arrangements of the fissile fuel gives rise to considerable problems for the 

nuclear criticality analyst, when he needs to calculate the reactivity of the assembly with a sufficient 
accuracy, and employing the usual codes for the reactor calculations. 

Theoretically the transport codes of the type SN (as e.g. ANISN and DOT) are able to solve any 
problem in one-dimensional and bidimensional cases but from the practical point of view the bidimensional 
calculations are fairly expensive because of the difficult input and the long execution time; therefore 
unsuitable for the parametric calculations that are typical in nuclear safety. 

Monte Carlo methods do not suffer limitations for complicated geometry, but, as they are implemented, 
in most of the existing programs, present the same difficulties as bidimensional codes. In this situation, and 
being compelled by the urgent need to treat a great number of safety problems for the transport and the 
storage of nuclear fuel, we decided to construct a new Monte Carlo code with the following characteristics: 
1) a very simple input; 
2) the possibility of employing the standard libraries of cross sections (Hansen-Roach, Mills, Bondarenko) 

stored on magnetic disk unit, or alternatively the cross-section cards in ANISN format; 
3) a short execution time and a low occupation of computer fast memory; both compatible with good 

accuracy. 
The work was concluded about one year ago with the completion of the code GRANT-3. Since then 

this program has had many tests and has been applied to problems of nuclear safety at the J.R.C. More 
recently some improvements were incorporated, to deal with anisotropic scattering. 

Short Description of GRANT-3 
GRANT-3 is a Monte Carlo program for the calculation of the reactivity of a fissile assembly. 

Elementary interactions are described by the multi-group cross sections including the energy loss after the 
collision; that is to say, the slowing down is transformed into a discontinuous process of discrete jumps of 
transfer from one group to another. The number of energetic groups can be chosen by the user up to a 
maximum of 50; the cross sections are read in order according to the Carlson table in the same manner as 
for the SN codes. 

The neutron histories are grouped in batches or generations (max 100); each generation is composed of 
a population of 400 — 1000 neutrons. The first generation originates from a monoenergetic point source 
the coordinates of which are assigned by the user; the sources of the second generation are obtained from 
random sampling the spatial distribution of the fissions produced by the first one and so on for the 
successive generations recursively. The estimated keff in each batch is defined as the number of secondaries 
produced per neutron. The sequence of the keff estimates gives an idea of the statistical convergence of the 
problem; and the general mean on all the batches is the final result. The reactor is represented as a convex 
body encompassing the actual assembly and having a constant total cross section equal to the maximum 
one amongst all the total cross sections of the materials that constitute the assembly; the difference 
between this cross section and the real one is defined as the null cross section, that is the cross section of an 
interaction that does not change energy or direction of the neutron. Following this description the reactor 
can be considered homogeneous for the neutron tracking; in particular no calculation of the intersection of 
the neutron flight line and the separation surfaces between different media is necessary. 

The geometrical subroutine of GRANT-3 simply establishes, on the basis of the collision point, in which 
material the interaction occurs, or if the neutron is leaked out. 

This subroutine, named GEOM, must be programmed and compiled ad hoc for the problem at hand 
with a very moderate effort: a small number of Fortran statements is enough to accomplish this task. 

GRANT-3 employs the method of weights in order to take into account the absorption without 
statistical sampling after collision; the usual technique of Russian roulette is applied to cutting the history 
of the low weight neutron. Scattering can be treated in the isotropic or linearly anisotropic approximation. 
The last option gave rise to some troubles during its elaboration and a suitable PI subroutine was added 
only recently. 

In output, GRANT-3 writes the estimated keff of each generation, the progressive keff mean and the 
relative standard deviations: furthermore the edit includes the balances of leakage, absorption and fission 
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per group and batch, and also the general balance for all the batches. Until now the possibility of editing 
mean neutron fluxes has not been considered but this question is very far from being decided; it depends 
upon whether accurate comparisons between theoretical analysis and experience will be undertaken in the 
future for subcriticai or nearly critical assemblies; in this case a knowledge of neutron fluxes will be very 
useful. 

Experience Gained Running GRANT-3 
It seems impossible to mention all the problems to which GRANT-3 was applied in such a short report 

as the present. We are obliged to restrict ourselves to describing the more significant results dividing the 
applications into two classes: 
a) tests of the code ; 
b) practical problems for nuclear safety at the J.R.C. 

We mention for the first class the analysis of the well known bench-mark critical experiments Godiva, 
ZPR-48, and the analysis of the critical experiments of seven containers filled with uranium solutions in 
mutual interaction; the last problem was proposed by the Safety Department of CNEN. In all cases 
agreement with the experiment was very good; the kgff was estimated as being very near to 1.0 within an 
error of 1-2 %; for most of the problems the execution times on IBM-360/75 were less than 15 m (about 
6 -r 8 m on average) (Table 1). 

Table I : Sample of critical experiments analysed with GRANT-3 

Experiment 

ZPR-48 

GODIVA 

Seven 
containers 
in air 

Cross 
Sections 

Hansen 
16 groups 

26 groups 
condensed 
from ENDF 

Hansen 
16 groups 

Scattering 
Approxim. 

PO 

PI 

PO 

Batches 

20 

90 

30 

Histories 
per batch 

400 

400 

400 

keff 
estimation 

1.02,, 

1.008 

0.970 

Execut. 
time m' 

15 

2 

4 

Computer 

IBM 
360/65 

IBM 
360/70 

IBM 
360/65 

Attention was paid to the influence of position and energy of first batch point source on the 
convergence of the problem. It was observed that this influence was negligible because the fission 
distribution settles down to the stationary configuration (eigenfunction) after three or four batches, 
whatever the choice of the point source at the interior of the assembly might be, unmoderated arrays are 
calculated in less time than the moderated ones; execution times generally depend on the number of 
collisions in each history. 

Then we found that cutting the neutron histories while the weight is still high is a good tactic for 
reducing running time. The optimum seems to be located for the 0.15 - 0.20 weight. Cutting at a greater 
weight influences the variance negatively. This fact confirms the observations of Whitesides et al ' ) . 

The practical problems treated concern nuclear safety for the irradiated fuel transport containers of 
ESSOR and Ispra-1 reactors. 

GRANT-3 permitted the calculation of the containers in a very realistic condition during the loading 
operation, i.e. completely flooded and reflected by the lead shield. The results showed that lead is a more 
efficient reflector than light water for the degree of moderation and poisoning of the containers. This 
modifies the usual point of view that full reflection of water is the most conservative hypothesis in 
criticality analysis. But more important than this was the general result that the approximate methods and 
the judgement rules employed in the past to avoid complex analysis are not as safe as has been believed. 

Reference 

1) G.I·'. Whitesides and N.I·'. Cross, Keno- A Multigroup Monte Carlo Criticality Program, CTC-5. 
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AIR MODEL 

K.H. Müller, R.J. Jaarsma 

Introduction 

A computerized atmosphere dispersion model describing the transport of airborn pollutants emitted 
by a multiplicity of chimneys is an essential tool for coping with air pollution problems in urban regions. 
The statistics inherent in atmosphere phenomena suggest the application of a stochastic model able to 
simulate directly the dominant physico-chemical interactions of pollutant and atmosphere. The model takes 
both the regional meteorological and the emission inventory as input data, generates-on the basis of this 
data — a suitable space-time grid of the region, fills the cells with frequency distributions calculated from 
the empirical data set and finally simulates the random walk of the polluted air-parcels from emission to 
immission. 

Data Handling 

The data at our disposal concern the Lower Main Region/Germany. The meteorological inventory 
provided by the Deutscher Wetterdienst/Offenbach consists in the observations of wind direction and 
speed, temperature and relative humidity performed at 50 air monitoring stations distributed over the 
Lower Main Region and measuring continuously during the period August 1971 - September 1973. 

As a supplement to this data the standard synoptic weather data taken at Frankfurt Airport and the 
weather station "Grosser Feldberg" are available. 

The emission inventory compiled by the Regionale Planungsgemeinschaft Untermain/Frankfurt 
includes the industrial emission of about 800 stacks and a nearly continuously distributed emission of the 
space-heating of the region formally subdivided into 1944 square areas (500x500 m2). 

The inventory of moved sources emission is being built up by the Batelle Institut/Frankfurt. 
The master tape of a region contains both the different inventories and the regional data (e.g. 

topography, roughness etc.), it gives the input for SAMDAMS (Stochastic Air pollution Model Data 
Management System) which transforms the measurements into the frequency distributions required by the 
air model. 

Scheme illustrating the dataflow from measurment to model: 

Observations ~\ Stations 

Collection 

Editing 

Storage 

Retrieval 

Use 

Calculation 

Forecast 

Data bank 

Master files 

Library Preparation 

Specific Input Set 

Regional Authority e.g. RPU 

SAMDAMS 

Model 

Stochastic Model 

This takes into account both the meso- and the micro-scale behaviour of the atmosphere. The 
micro-scale air motion is assumed to be a particle (eddy) stream, swimming in the continuous meso-scale 
flow, and to have a drift and a statistical component characterized by an energy spectrum similar to that of 
the isotropic turbulence. The polluted parcels are drifting and diffusing in such a structured dynamic 
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atmosphere. A simplified version of the stochastic model is now ready for application. The test case uses a 
point source exhausting a single puff, a space-time dependent stability index of the atmosphere (incl. 
inversion layer and buoyancy effects), a meso- and a micro-scale wind field, a dilution by scavenging and 
chemical reactions, a fiat topography but space-dependent surface roughness and absorption by soil. 

The FORTRAN code calculates both the immission rate as a function of space and time and the 
time-varying pollutant concentration in a plane cut through the plume containing the meso-scale wind 
direction (Fig. 1). 

Tracer Experiments 

Tracer substances of a well defined composition and concentration are emitted as a puff by a point 
source. A network of measuring stations placed at strategic points detects the tracer signal. A correlation 
analysis comparing the different signals is able to furnish the required information concerning the urban 
micrometeorology. Such experiments are also necessary as a check for the stochastic model, and they are 
planned for the Lower Main Region. The preparation is underway in collaboration with RPU, DWD and the 
Petrol industry there. 

Fig. 1: Isopleths of a point source puff calculat
ed by the stochastic model. Pollutant 
density φ = φ0 · /0~λ at consecutive 
time points t0, 2t0, 3t0 
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CINNA 4, A FAST RUNNING NEUTRON TRANSPORT CODE 

WITH HIGH ENERGY RESOLUTION 

H. Penkuhn 

CINNA (Code Integrating Numerically Neutron Attenuation) is a discrete ordinates method, with a 
spatial integration similar to that of NIOBE, but written in Fortran IV D 5). Its earlier versions did 
onedimensional fine structure transport calculations with many hundreds of energy groups. The upper 
limits are 10 angular and 80 spatial points, 12 regions, and 600900 energy groups, the geometry can be 
plane (multislab) or spherical (multishell). This allowed a fine energy mesh (lethargy steps of a few 
percent), and it was therefore possible not only to avoid the iteration within the groups, but also  more 
important — to use the point cross section data directly, excluding by this means the great error source of 
averaging the cross sections over too broad groups. But the great amount of cross sections and angular 
fluxes to be memorised led to considerable demands upon computer time and fast memory. Many 
timesaving techniques were already applied, i.e. the use of the pair of coupled integral equations ("third 
form of the Boltzmann equation", 2)), the exponential transformation (which can be applied not only in 
Monte Carlo theory, but in discrete ordinate methods, too 4)), a slight collapsing of some data less sensitive 
to energy dependence (the inelastic cross sections, the Legendre coefficients of the elastic scattering, and 
the scattering sources with great energy losses, i.e. the inelastic processes and a great part of the elastic 
scatterings by light nuclei); finally the fact was taken into account that the microscopic elastic scattering 
matrix elements are independent of space 3), so by reorganising the program flow chart it was no longer 
necessary to recalculate them at each spatial point. But the running times were still long, up to one or two 
hours on an IBM 360/65, for typical shields. Therefore a last effort was made to reduce the computer time; 
the microscopic elastic scattering matrix elements were factorised into a part f ι depending only upon the 
energy before scatter, and another factor f2 depending only upon the ratio of the energies before and after 
scatter (but both factors still depend upon the scattering nuclide). f2 can be calculated once and then be 
called from the fast memory of the computer. 

Since the calculation of f2 includes many square roots and arcsines, it is timeconsuming, and the 
avoidance of its continuous recalculation at each energy saves much computer time (we estimate a factor 2 
or 3 at least). Such a version, called CINNA 4, was written and is now in the testing phase. It still suffers 
from the drawback that its neutron data library (on cards) must be similar to that of 05R; it is planned to 
develop a future CINNA which can use also the ENDF/B libraries. 

As an application, the spectrum behind 30 cm Fe and 17 cm Al is shown (Fig. 1). Behind further 
2 cm Al there is a Na layer, and the effect of its 3keV resonance is remarkable. The lower curve on the left 
side gives a range of the total Al cross section; it shows that near boundaries a flat cross section does not 
necessarily mean a flat flux spectrum in lethargy. But the other extremes in φ (u) correspond well to those 
inö tot(Al). 
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Fig. 1: Euracos 30 cm Fe + 19 cm Al + Na, 2 cm before Al Na interface 
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Moreover, CINNA was applied to sensitivity calculations in iron. It proved necessary to change the 
code in order to be able to vary the cross sections. Here we reduced the absorption cross section artificially 
by 50% in the resonance region 20-30 keV. The table shows the increase (in % ) referred to the normal flux, 
as a function of energy (in keV) and space (source distance in cm; an isotropic slab source of 1 cm thickness 
was assumed). The effect does not depend critically on the unscattered spectrum. 

Similar calculations show a corresponding (roughly equal) decrease, if the absorption cross section is 
increased by 50% in the same energy range 20-30 keV. From these results one can conclude: the effect 
increases only slowly (slightly less than linearly) with distance; the effect changes only very slowly with 
energy ; and for shielding purposes it is negligible. 

Table 1 
\ γ 

Energy \~ 
KeV \ 

12.0-35 
4.1-12 
1.4- 4.1 
0.5- 1.4 

52 cm 

3.8 
3.9 
3.8 
3.6 

100 cm 

6.4 
6.1 
6.1 
5.9 

148 cm 

8.9 
9.0 
8.7 
8.5 

200 cm (Fe) 

11.1 
9.9 

10.6 
10.3 
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Static and dynamic structure in liquid crystal systems 

Slow diffusive motions in ionic crystals as studied by NMR 

Effect of Compton scattering on the Borrmann Effect of X-rays in silicon crystals 

Crystals with a gradient in the lattice parameter as neutron monochromators 

Energy loss in Argon of fission fragments having selected masses 

Integrated quasielastic neutron scattering intensity of Nyobium hydride 

SORA experimental programme preparation 

Inverse neutron kinetics model for the analysis of fuel element oscillation experiments 



PHYSICS DIVISION 

W. Müller-W'armuth 

The Physics Division consists of five sections which are in alphabetic order: 
- Experimental Neutron Physics 
- Magnetic Resonance 
- Reactor Physics 
- Solid State Physics 
- Theoretical Physics 

With the exception of Reactor Physics all efforts of the Division are concentrated on the Physics of 
Condensed Matter Programme. 
The Experimental Neutron Physics Laboratory 
has slow chopper, double chopper and rotating crystal spectrometer facilities in the ISPRA-I reactor. The 
installation of a new time focusing spectrometer which is in principle a very fast rotating crystal 
spectrometer has been finished. The laboratory is furthermore equipped with a 1 MeV-Van de Graaff 
accelerator. The main activities include the investigation of ferroelectricity, measurements of the 
quasieleastic scattering on NbH in single crystals and quasielastic scattering on liquid crystals. Further work 
concerns fission experiments and experimental investigations on the neutron spin precession in the 
gravitational field. The laboratory has participated greatly in the preparation of the SORA experimental 
programme. 

The Magnetic Resonance Laboratory 
is equipped with various spectrometers for high-resolution NMR, relaxation and dynamic polarization 
studies, and electron spin resonance. Special features of the facilities are the relatively large frequency and 
temperature ranges which are accessible for the study of solid and liquid samples. Of particular importance 
is the combined installation of a 2 MeV Van de Graaff with an ESR spectrometer for the study of radicals 
during fast electron irradiations. The activity of the laboratory includes the investigation of molecular 
motions in liquids, adsorbed liquids, liquid crystals, glasses and crystals; dynamical polarization studies and 
the determination of the structure of molecules and free radicals. In addition some fundamental problems 
of nuclear magnetism and magnetic phenomena in organic materials are studied. 

The Solid State Physics Laboratory 
is equipped with fast neutron and electron irradiation facilities, X-ray diffraction equipment, two 
Mössbauer spectrometers, optical spectrometers, a spectrophotometer and various installations for the 
study of mechanical, optical and electrical properties of solids. The main activity comprises the study of 
radiation damage and imperfections in preferably metallic solids, the determination of optical properties in 
order to study the electric structure of ferroelectric crystals, dynamical diffraction studies of X-rays and 
neutrons, and applications of the Mössbauer effect. 

The Theoretical Physics Group 
during 1971, worked mainly on lattice dynamics, on the effect of impurities on dynamical scattering of 
neutrons, and on the diffusion of vacancies and interstitials. 

The Experimental Reactor Physics Group 
has the competence and instrumentation to carry out work in various fields of reactor physics. Its activity is 
greatly governed by a close cooperation with other divisions and by requests from experts of the 
Community. During 1972 the main activities were: 
- reactivity coefficient measurements of void and temperature for safety assesments for various 

institutions of the Community and the Canadian AECL; 
- flux peaking measurements in strongly heterogeneous lattices; 

investigation of measuring techniques for nuclear safeguard applications; 
- investigations of spectral unfolding techniques; 
- contributions to the elaboration of a SORA Scientific Experimental Program. 
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC STRUCTURE IN LIQUID CRYSTAL SYSTEMS 

K. Krebs, G J. Krüger, H. Spiesecke 

Introduction 

The interest in liquid crystals has grown rapidly in "recent times. This progress has been mainly initiated 
by interesting technological applications. On the other hand these substances are of principle interest to the 
basic studies of matter since they show solid properties even in the liquid' state which simplifies 
investigation of the latter. At Ispra we have investigated the static and dynamic structure of Licristal IV, 
p-methoxy-benzylidene-p-n-butyl-aniline (MBBA) and of small molecules dissolved therein. By static we 
mean the determination of molecular structures in terms of bond lengths and angles, and by dynamic the 
investigation of molecular motions especially the measurement of self diffusion coefficients as studied by 
nuclear magnetic resonance (njnj.) and quasielastic neutron scattering. 

Determination of the Proton Configuration of Ethylene Sulfide by High Resolution N.M JL 

When a thermotropic nematic liquid crystal is placed in a magnetic field, which is usually of some 300 
to 5000 Oe, it tends to align with its axis of minimum diamagnetic susceptibility parallel to this field. This 
offers the possibility to use nematic mesomorphic compounds as anisotropic solvents for a variety of 
spectroscopic studies 1-4) . 
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The success of high resolution n.m.r. in a solvent of this type is due to the rapid translational diffusion 
of small molecules dissolved in it. It turns out that magnetic dipolar interactions between magnetic nuclei 
belonging to different molecules are effectively averaged out. The spectrum therefore only depends on the 
number and position of the interacting spins within the molecule. 

A typical example of the type of problem studied is 
the analysis of the spectrum of ethylene sulphide in 
Licristal IV at about 32°C. 

The spectrum of the four protons in ethylene 
sulphide consists of twelve observable lines which could 
be considered appropriate for a spin system of the type 
AA'BB' with a rectangular arrangement of protons 
having Ü2h symmetry. The chemical shift between the 
protons cis and trans to the S > O group is assumed to 
be very small, δι ,δ4 Φ δ2 , δ3 . 

The line positions were calculated assuming that the 
dipolar coupling constants between protons 1 and 4 and 
2 and 3 were equal, B J 4 = B 2 3 . Since the cube root of 
B 1 4 /B 2 3 is the interproton distance ratio r i 4 / r 2 3 it 
follows that r i 4 and r23 should have the same length. 

Unfortunately the root mean square error of ± 5.2 Hz far exceeds the accuracy with which the line 
positions can be measured and which is typically of the order of ± 1 Hz. 

A second computation was therefore based on the assumption that Βι4 ΦΒ23 A spectral fit with a 
r.m.s. error for the difference between all computed and experimentally determined lines of 0.8 Hz was 
achieved. The parameters for the two calculations are reproduced in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Planar rectangle, D2h : 

( B I 4 = B 2 3 ) 

Trapezoid, C,w : 

(Bj4 ΦΒ23) 

5 c i s  6 t r a n s = 6 ' 9 H z 

B,4 =  343,2 Hz 

B i 3 =  69,3 Hz 

B 1 2 = 742,0 Hz 

B 2 3 =  381,8Hz 

B i 3 =  70,2 Hz 

B 1 2 = 740,8 Hz 

B,4 =  315,0 Hz 

RMS = ±5,2 Hz 

RMS = 0,8 Hz 

With these parameters ratios of the interproton distances r i 4 / r i 2 and r 2 3 / r i 2 were calculated. It is 
obvious that the two protons 2 and 3 which are cis to the S > O group are closer to one another thanJhe 
protons 1 and 4 which are trans to this group. The respective ratios are: trans 1.430, cis 1.338. 

In conclusion one can say that in favourable cases with well resolved spectra even small differences in 
molecular structure of small molecules can be accurately determined and interpreted and that the results 
compare well with those gained by other methods such as microwave spectroscopy or electron diffraction 
in the gas phase. 

Self Diffusion Coefficients of Small Molecules Dissolved in Licristal IV and MBBA Measured by Pulsed 
N.M.R. Techniques 

1,1,1 —Trichloro2,2,2—trifluoro—ethane (TTE) is ordered to a certain degree in the nematic phase of 
Licristal IV. Therefore it was hoped to measure the anisotropy of the TTE diffusion longitudinally and 
transversely with respect to the applied magnetic field using the 1 9F magnetic resonance. From former 
results 5 ' we knew that the anisotropy could not be more than 30%. An absolute measurement of the 
diffusion coefficients was, therefore, difficult and it was decided to construct a new measuring arrangement 
which allows rather accurate relative measurements 6>. 

Measurements were carried out by pulsed n.m.r. techniques with pulsed field gradients at 48 MHz using 
the 90 —180 ' 9F spin echo7 '8 ' . The amplitude M of the echo in the presence of large gradient pulses is 
given by 

M = M0exp  τ 2 Ό δ2 (Δ- (1 /3 ) δ) E2 (1) 
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where M0 is the echo amplitude without gradient pulses, 7 the gyromagnetic ratio of the ' 9F nuclei, D 
their diffusion coefficient, δ width and Δ spacing of the gradient pulses of magnitude G. In order to 
measure accurately the longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients it is necessary to apply precisely 
known field gradients in these two directions. For this purpose a rectangular gradient coil was constructed, 
with square symmetry, such that by rotating the coil by 45° around its long dimension the gradient 
produced by it can be changed in direction from longitudinal, as shown in Fig. 1 schematically, to 
transverse 6 ) . If the coil is exactly quadratic both field gradients have exactly the same magnitude, provided 
the coil current is the same in both positions . The magnetic field gradients of our coil measured by the use 
of the Bessel function Ω 0 in the free induction decay of a cylindrical sample were, to within 1%, equal in 
both directions. If the whole pulse programme and the current in the coil are kept constant the ratio of the 
longitudinal diffusion coefficient DL to the transverse diffusion coefficient Dj is given by 

DL /DT = In (M0/m)L/ln (MQ/M)T (2) 

Since M0/M is obtained directly from the photograph of the oscilloscope screen, there are no calibration 

errors. Measurements with isotropic liquids gave the result 

(DL/DT)isotropic = 0 ' 9 9 ± 0 · 0 2 

This is so close to unity that it does not seem reasonable to correct the D L / D T obtained in nematic 
solutions for anisotropy of the coil. We account for this small error in the final result by adding an error of 
± 3% which also covers the non linearity errors of oscilloscope and camera. 

Fig. 2 shows the diffusion coefficients of TTE dissolved in Licristal IV, in the nematic and isotropic 
temperature range. At the clearing point the transverse diffusion coefficient DT is equal to the isotropic one 
D¡s whereas the longitudinal diffusion coefficient DL is always larger than ϋχ in the nematic phase. The 
activation energies are EL = 6.7 kcal/mole and Εχ = E¡s = 7.2 kcal/mole. These values correspond to the 
solid lines in Fig. 2. The difference of EL and Εχ is not significant and therefore the ratio of the diffusion 
coefficients obtained by eq. (3.2) at different temperatures in the nematic phase is assumed to be 
temperature independent. The average value over all temperatures in the nematic phase is 

DL/DT = 1.27 + 0.06 

The error is composed of the mean square error and the systematic error of 3% mentioned above. Similar 
results were obtained with tetramethylsilane (TMS) dissolved in Licristal IV 6 · . In contrast to this TMS 
dissolved in MBBA did not show any anisotropy of the diffusion coefficient in the nematic temperature 
range. We found at all temperatures that DL ** ϋχ at different TMS concentrations and the activation 
energy of the diffusion coefficient was about 8.4 kcal/mole. 
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Neutron Scattering Experiments on MBBA and Licristal IV 

The observation of quasielastic slow neutron scattering (QNS) is a very useful method for investigating 
molecular motions in the time range 1CT13 to 1CT1 ' sec and in the space range 0.1 to lOA. In the case of 
liquids, neutron experiments are especially suited to a study of rotational motions, or more generally, 
motions relative to the center of mass (c.o.m.) of the "molecule. In this way QNSmeasurements are 
complementary to NMRstudies, where the translational c.o.m. motion is measured. 

The experiments have been performed on the Double Chopper Facility at the Ispra1 reactor 9 ' . Due to 
the low intensity available the resolution is limited and does not allow observation of all details of the 
diffusional behaviour, such as linewidth broadening effect caused by the very small c.o.m. translational 
diffusion process, nor is it possible to reveal completely the type of rotational motion involved in the 
scattering 1 0 ' . 

The experimental results are summed up in Figs. 3 and 4. There the linewidth broadening is plotted as 
function of the square of the neutron momentum transfer (K) in the scattering process. These data have 
been obtained using the data reduction methods described in detail in 11> 1 2 ' . 

We assume that the investigated liquids show a solidlike behaviour in the sense that the time for 
vibration around a residence position is long compared to the time for simple diffusion, and that the 
observation time At = h/(E0 sino 0/2), (where E0 is the going neutron energy and θ is the scattering angle) 
is so short (in our case (0.2  0.6)· IO"12 sec) that the c.o.m. diffusive motion is not achieved. Moreover, 
one is probably justified in assuming further that in crystalline liquids vibrations dominate over free 
rotations. The cross section is then of Lorentzian shape and the full width at half maximum of the 
quasielastic line is given by 1 3 ' 

ΔΕ =2h[ (2 /3D p K 2 + (l/r0)(le  2W; (1/6) 12K2 W· 

) + U/r'0) Ο
Ι+Df0K 

) (1) 

which approaches for larger values of Κ 

AE = 2 n [ ( l / r 0 0 ) + (2/3)DpK2 ] (2) 

D is the self diffusion coefficient corresponding to the c.o.m. motion, approximately 1 4 ' 
D = (DL + 2 Dx)/3, where DL and Dr represent a diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the alignment 

axis. In eq. (4.2) ■+■ τ where τ 0 is the average until the molecular direction in space 
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abruptly changes and τ0 is the average time for which the c.o.m. of the molecule is bound to its 
neighbours in a vibratory state, Dp is the diffusion coefficient which describes the small step changes in thé 
direction of the molecular symmetry axis during the time r 0 . 

Using the data in Fig. 3 and 4 together with eq. (4.2) leads for Licristal IV to 

oo 
:40·1(Γ12 sec and D = 1.01CT5 cm2/sec 

For MBBA the corresponding values are plotted in Fig. 5. From the diagram it appears that our 
measurements do not yet confirm the observations 1 520) that the activation energies for neutron observed 
diffusion processes in the liquid crystal phase are very small or even zero, a fact which has been explained 
by the opposite temperature dependencies of the components of the diffusion tensor. On the other hand, 
such a behaviour has not been found in the NMR measurements either. 

Due to the small values of the translational diffusion coefficients as given in the first part of this paper 
and 6 I , one sees that the neutron scattering behaviour is predominantly determined not by the molecular 
c.o.m. motion but by proton motions relative to the c.o.m. Our experiments have not indicate so far that 
the observed neutron linewidths are dependent on the orientation of an externally applied electrical field, 
as observed with PAA 19.20). Because of the small translational diffusion coefficients, however, such 
effects would need measurements with a much higher resolution. On the other hand, since the neutron 
scattering in these compounds is largely determined by nontranslational motions, orientational effects 
involving motions relative to the c.o.m. might not be observable at all. 
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SLOW DIFFUSIVE MOTIONS IN IONIC CRYSTALS 

AS STUDIED BY N.M.R. 

R. Van Steenwinkel 

Introduction 

Magnetic resonance is a well known tool for the investigation of atomic and molecular motions in solids 
and a large amount of work has been done in the past on this subject by studies of Zeeman (Τι ■£) 
spin-lattice relaxation time and dipolar line widths (T2). For sensitivity reasons nearly all these experiments 
took place in high external fields giving, typically, information about motions with correlation time Τ ~ 
l/co0 for the Zeeman relaxation and Τ ~ 1/COR L f° r Hne width measurements (co0 is the Larmor frequency 
and CJRL the rigid lattice line width). An advantage of N.M.R. on many other techniques in this field is that 
the motions need not be accompanied by a net mass flow in order to be detected, thus opening the wide 
field of molecular reorientation. In recent years, the power of the N.M.R. method has been further 
improved by the introduction of the ultra slow motion technique 1 · 2 ' . This recent development, in many 
cases gives more detailed information than Tiz or T2 measurements and often even allows detection of 
motions which are otherwise not accessible to experiments. An example of this is given by crystalline 
benzene where a very slow rotation of the molecule, probably around an axis in its plane, was detected 
prior to the melting point 3 ' . Even close to the phase transition the frequency of this thermal reorientation 
is so small that any effect on Tiz or T2 is completely beyond the accuracy limits. The new ultra slow 
motion techniques are essentially based on the use of low "effective" external fields (such as rotating frame 
Tjp measurements) or simply on the use of the (low) dipolar fields themselves (measurements of the 
relaxation of the dipolar energy characterized by the time Ύ\ D) . This last-mentioned method, together with 
conventional T) ¿ and T2 measurements is applied in this paper for the detection of slow vacancy diffusion 
in monocrystals of CaF2 and NaF. Detailed information is obtained about typical quantities such as 
activation enthalpy for vacancy diffusion and formation energy of defect pairs. 

The paper is subdivided in the following way: first the experimental setup and technique will be 
discussed, and then we present the results and an interpretation of them. 

Experimental procedure 

Tiz w a s measured by the conventional 90°-t-90° pulse technique. A semilog plot of the signal 
amplitude following the last 90°-pulse as a function of t always showed linear behaviour giving a definite 
Tiz value. 

T I D was measured with the 90° T 459Q° t 45° pulse sequence proposed by Jeener4 ' . The first 
90 T 45 90° part, where T is of the order of T2 transforms Zeeman to dipolar order while the last 
45 -pulse is the observing one. In spite of the fact that the efficiency for order transfer by this method is 
rather poor (~ 50%) compared to A.D.R.F. 1', with the resultant deterioration of signal to noise ratio, it is 
the only acceptable one for the measurement of short times. (Relaxation times of several hundreds of 
microseconds were measured in the NaCl case). 

The quantity reported here as T2 is simply the time required by the free precession following a 
90°-pulse to decay to half its maximum value. 

The coherent pulse spectrometer was equipped with two input channels for the production of 90° 
phase shifted pulse pairs and phase sensitive detection for the separation of the Zeeman and dipolar 
responses. The frequency used is 15 Mc. The investigated temperature region extends from 300°K to 
approximately 1300°K and one of the major difficulties encountered in the T I D measurements is due to 
the poor signal to noise figure. To overcome this a fast transient recorder (Biomation 610) was used in 
connection with an IBM System 7 computer in an accumulation program. Ten to twenty passages were 
necessary for an accurate determination of each point of the amplitude-time relaxation curve. The rf head 
and furnace are shown in Fig. 1. The furnace consists of a 0.5 mm nickel-chrome wire wound on a 
cylindrical aluminium oxide tube parallel to the tube axis. This was useful in eliminating a large part of the 
stray field produced by the heating current at the sample position. The tube itself has a length of 17 cm and 
an inside diameter of 21 mm. The rf coil consists of about 10 turns of 0.7 mm gold wire allowing a 
reasonable quality factor of up to 1000°C. The samples were single crystals shaped in a lathe to cylinders of 
Î1 mm diameter and 20 mm long. A crystallographic principal axis was along the axis of the rf coil. The 
probe head is maintained in a reduced pressure atmosphere (0.1 mm Hg) in order to insure thermal contact 
with the heat source. Temperatures were measured with two Pt, Pt-Rh thermocouples placed on both sides 
of the crystal. The mean value of the two readings was always taken and differences of a few degrees were 
normal. Finally the temperature was maintained constant, at better than 0.5 K with an automatic 
proportional regulating loop. Other details of the setup can be seen in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1: The rf head furnace. 

Results and interpretation 

A: CaF2 

The Zeeman and dipolar relaxation times of the F nuclei were measured from 290°K up to 1,220°K. The 
crystal investigated is a Harshaw "pure" monocrystal oriented with the (100) axis parallel to the external 
magnetic field. The basis taken for the interpretation of our results is the well known fact 5 ' that the main 
defect in CaF2 is the antiFrenkel disorder, involving equal concentrations of negative ion vacancies and 
interstitials. The Zeeman relaxation curve (Fig. 2) is divided into three temperature regions. From 290 K to 
530°K, relaxation is governed by the presence of paramagnetic impurities and by the process of spin 
diffusion. 

The extremely slow temperature variation of Τι ζ and the fact that the ratio Τι z/Tirj is equal to three 
in this region confirm this interpretation. This factor three can easily be computed and is expected in 
situations where the fluctuating fields seen by two neighbouring spins are the same or strongly correlated as 
they are when produced by paramagnetic impurities. 
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Between 530°K and 846°K,a straight line semilog plot of 1/Tiz can be obtained if the actual measured 
rates are corrected for the contribution due to paramagnetic impurities. The activition energy in this region 
is found to be 0.65 eV. Together with other authors 6> we think that the behaviour of Τ) ζ is controlled 
here by the diffusion of extrinsic vacancies, and the measured activation energy is directly related to the 
anion vacancy random jump process. 

Above 840°K, the Zeeman relaxation rate goes through a maximum with slopes corresponding to an 
"effective" activation energy of 2.0±0.3eV. This region is governed by the diffusion of thermally 
produced vacancies and the measured slope is given by Ep/2 + Ey, where E¡. is the formation enthalpy of a 
vacancyinterstitial pair and Ey the diffusion activation energy of a fluorine anion vacancy. From this 
interpretation we obtain Ep = 2.7 eV in good agreement with Ure's result 5 ' of 2.82 eV. The maximum 
Zeeman relaxation rate is expected to appear when the correlation time, T, is of the order of the Larmor 
period (1CT8 sec in our case). If there are Ny jumping vacancies the correlation time is approximately given 
by: 

Ν 
T = T VN V 

where Ty is the interval during which a vacancy "sits" between two jumps and Ν the total number of sites. 
Ure has reported values for the entropy of formation of an anti Frenkel defect. The ratio Ny/N can thus be 
evaluated from the relation: 

Ν 
V 

 GF/2kT 
(NN') Yz (1) 

where N'is the number of interstitial sites and G F is the Gibbs free energy change accompanying the 
formation of the defect. In this way we find Ty(103/T = 0.93) 5· 10~12 sec. 

We now turn to the discussion of the dipolar relaxation rate. From 290 Κ to 370 Κ paramagnetic 
impurities govern the phenomena. Above 420°K the rate increases steadily but cannot be characterized by a 
unique activation law over the whole range. At 625°K, T I D ¡S a s short as 500 ps indicating the vicinity of 
the maximum. Higher temperature points could not be taken because of prohibitively small signal to noise 
ratio. At 450°K the relative number of thermal vacancies can be estimated from (1) to be as low as 1Ö"13 

and the T I D behaviour is most probably governed by the larger amount of defects characteristic of the 
extrinsic region. The variation of the activation energy for vacancy diffusion in this region has already been 
noted in the electrical conductivity (σ) measurements of Ure who also discusses the possible origin of this 
effect (thermal expansion of the crystal, trapping of vacancies by impurities....). 

In Table 1, we have collected our experimental results and compared them with σ and Tj ζ 
measurements by other authors. 

Table I  Activation energy for fluorine vacancy jumps and energy of 
formation of antiFrenkel pairs in pure CaF2. I: R.J. Lisiak 
and P.P. Mahendroo6^: T1Z measurements. II: R.W. Ure5\' 
conductivity measurements. Ill: this work. 
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The general agreement with conductivity is thus quite good. The slow motion technique has extended 
the information on the extrinsic region down to 450°K. At this temperature, Ti D is correctly described by 
the Slichterand Ailion 1' relation: 

_ L = _ 1 _ (lp) (2) 
T1D T 

where (1  p) is a factor of order one. The angular dependence of this factor has been calculated 7 ' for 
various diffusion processes. For vacancy diffusion in a cubic sublattice it turns out that (1  p) is practically 
independent of the angle: 

o = ( l p ) 0 ° / ( l p ) 4 5 °=1 .05 

Experimentally the ratio α was measured as 1.09 in our crystal, thus confirming our interpretation. 
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B: NaF 

The main thermal defects in sodium fluoride are of the Schottky type, consisting of equal numbers of 
positive and negative ion vacancies. Our results on Tiz , T I D and T2 for a "pure" crystal with a (100) 
direction parallel to the field are shown in Fig. 3. The interpretation of these experiments was greatly 
simplified by the recent work of CF. Bauer and D.H. Whitmore 8 ' concerning the ionic conductivity in this 
crystal. These authors have reported values for the formation enthalpy and entropy of a Schottky pair 
allowing an estimation of the number of thermal defects and the assignment of our experiments to extrinsic 
or intrinsic region. Below 580°K, paramagnetic impurities govern Tiz behaviour. Between 580°K and 
950°K, the Zeeman relaxation shows an activation energy of 0.8 eV attributed to the diffusion of cation 
vacancies by impurities in the crystal. The shallow "maximum" at 960°K may correspond to the maximum 
rate associated with that motion. Above 960°K, the relaxation rate sharpens due to the onset of anion 
vacancy diffusion which is strongly confirmed by the sudden and abrupt narrowing of the absorption line 
indicated by our Τ2 measurements. 

Below 480°K, the dipolar relaxation rate is thought to be due essentially to the presence of 
paramagnetic impurities and no special effort was made towards a better understanding of the experimental 
behaviour in that region. Above 480°K, T I D is characterized by an activation energy of 1.05 eV. The 
relative number of thermal defects calculated from the data of ref. 8 ) gives Ny/N ~ 10"1 ' (T = 480°K) and 
we assign thus the T I D behaviour to the diffusion of cation vacancies in the extrinsic region. The fact that 
the responsible motion in this region is cation vacancy diffusion is also confirmed by the small line 
narrowing observed at 750°K almost in concordance with the dipolar maximum rate temperature (700°K). 

Finally, above 1000°K, T2 is characterized by an activation energy of 2.65 eV. This is a clear indication 
for the onset of diffusion of thermal anion vacancies. The enthalpy for formation of a Schottky defect is 
reported in ref. 8 ' as 2.56 eV which combined with our result indicates an activation energy for anion 
diffusion of 1.37 eV. 

In Table 2 we collected our results and compared them with those obtained by G.A. Persyn and A.W. 
Nolle 9! from Ί\ ¿ measurement and those of ref. 8> from thermal conductivity. 

Table 2 - Values of the formation energy E f of a Schottky pair, and of the ac
tivation energies for cation E+y and anion Ey vacancy diffusion in 
NaCl. I: G.A. Persyn and A. W. Nolle (The high value for Ey ¡s 
thought to be due to premelting effects and was therefore included 
in brackets) II: CF. Bauer and D.H. Whitmore. Ill: this work. 

E F 

2,95 

I 

E V 

0.52 

E V 

(2,03) 

II 

E F 

2,56 

E V 

0,97 

E V 

1,54 

III 

% E V 

1,05 (T 1 D ) 
0,8 (T 1 Z ) 

E V 

1.37 
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We think that our value for Ey as determined from Τι ζ could be a little too low due to the vicinity of 
the maximum and the agreement with conductivity measurements would then be quite good. 

Finally, the shape of the free decay following the 90° pulse used for the T2 determination was 
recorded. Lowe and Norberg beats are present up to 1000°K, the temperature at which a sudden change of 
the decay to exponential form is noticed. The disappearance of these coherence effects, is of course due to 
the rapid diffusion of the F" vacancies. 

Conclusion 

The determination of various parameters associated with the diffusion of point defects in CaF2 and 
NaF has been achieved from fluorine relaxation time measurements. Because of the high sensitivity of the 
dipolar relaxation to slow motions, more precise information on these parameters could be obtained in the 
extrinsic region where the Zeeman relaxation technique is inconvenient or fails because of the unavoidable 
presence of paramagnetic impurities. 
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EFFECT OF COMPTON SCATTERING ON THE BORRMANN EFFECT 

OF X  R A Y S IN SILICON CRYSTALS* 

M.D. Giardino, A. Merli ni 

Introduction 

In a previous study measurements of Xray intensities diffracted in anomalous transmission (Borrmann 
effect) through nearly perfect crystals of Cu were found to be in good agreement with the intensity values 
calculated by means of the dynamical theory of diffraction 1 ' . The diffracted intensities in anomalous 
transmission depend greatly on the effective absorption coefficient μ*, that is, on the difference between 
the average and the dynamical absorption coefficients. Therefore, as Prof. Borrmann suggested many years 
ago 2 ) , it is important to evaluate the contributions of the various Xray scattering processes to μ*. In the 
case of Cu crystals only the photoelectric effect contributes significantly to absorption at the Xray 
wavelengths used in diffraction. However, this fact is not generally valid: the relative importance of the' 
Compton scattering contribution to the absorption of Xray increases with a decrease in the atomic number 
or the wavelength of Xrays. Experiments on the anomalous transmission of MoKa radiation (λ= 0.711 Â) 
through nearly perfect crystals of silicon have shown that there is a discrepancy between experimental and 
calculated values of the diffracted intensities when only photoelectric absorption is included in the 
formulas of the dynamical diffraction theory. The measured intensities, diffracted at room temperature by 
the | 2 2 0 | planes of a thick Si crystal (μ0i =» 50), were about half the calculated ones3 ' . Although the 
photoelectric effect accounted for more than 96% of the total average absorption coefficient, it was 
suggested that the origin of the discrepancy be in the neglect of the Compton scattering contribution to μ*. 
In fact, the contribution of photoelectric absorption to the static part of the dynamical absorption 
coefficient is nearly independent from the scattering angle, the Kshell electrons being responsible for most 
of the absorption. The Compton contribution instead, should rapidly decrease with the scattering angle 
because the outside electrons of the atom are responsible for a great part of the Compton scattering. 

The purpose of the present work, the results of which were previously presented in abstract form 4 ' , is 
a systematic investigation concerning the effect of Compton scattering on the j 220 !■ intensities of the 
AgKa and MoKa radiations diffracted in anomalous transmission through thick Si crystals. The Compton 
contribution to μ* is derived from the experimental data of the integrated intensities and compared with 
the calculated values. 

Experimental Procedure 

The experimental method for the measurement of the integrated intensities was the same used in 
previous experiments. The MoKa and AgKa radiations were monochromatized by reflection on curved 
quartz and LiF crystals, respectively. The LOPEX Si crystals were cylindrical bars of various lengths (from 
about 2.2 to 7.3 cm) either phosphorous or boron doped (purchased from the Texas Instrument Inc.) with 
the cylindrical axis parallel to the <111> direction. They had a resistivity greater than 100 Ω cm and a 
dislocation density less than 1000 lines per cm2. The perfection of the crystals was checked in a few cases 
as follows. Thin slices were cut from the bars and absolute integrated intensities of the |220 [ reflection in 
the symmetrical Laue geometry, and of h h h —type reflections in the symmetrical Bragg geometry, were 
measured by using CuKa and MoKa radiations. In the Laue geometry, the lamella behaved as thin crystals 
with MoKa radiation and as thick crystals (anomalous transmission) for CuKa radiation. There was always 
good agreement between the experimental data and the values calculated by using the formulas of the 
dynamical diffraction theory. Xray topographs, taken with the Lang method, showed that the crystals 
were usually free of dislocations. However, pictures of the Borrmann beams with crystals of a thickness 
equal to about 2.5 cm, did not show a uniform darkening of the spots. 

The integrated intensities of the two diffracted J220} (reflected and transmitted) beams were measured 
by rotating a counter fastened securely to the crystal. Two Nal scintillation counters were used with 
singlechannel pulseheight analyzers. One of them monitored the Xray radiation incident on the Si crystal: 
a small part of this radiation was scattered into the counter by a thin plexiglass or aluminium sheet inserted 
in the incident beam. Absolute values of the integrated intensities were obtained by measuring the intensity 
of the incident beam attenuated by calibrated Al filters. Contributions of halfwavelength radiation to the 
intensity measurements of the diffracted and incident beams were avoided by operating the Xray tubes at 
suitable voltages; the purity of the diffracted radiation and of the attenuated incident beam was checked in 
various cases by a multichannel analyzer. 

*) Dedicated to Prof. O'. Borrmann on his 65th birthday 
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Precision of better than ± 1 % and ± 4% was achieved in the relative and absolute intensities, 
respectively. There were small differences, in some cases equal to a few percent, among the integrated 
intensities of the three j 220 | planes parallel to the <111> direction of the Si bar. The arithmetic average 
of six intensity measurements (one for each side of the three planes) was taken for every crystal. The 
intensities were measured at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. In the last case a double-wall cryostat 
was used with the crystal in a helium atmosphere in order to avoid appreciable temperature gradients across 
the length of the crystal. 

The average absorption coefficients for MoKa and AgKa radiations were measured by using a few Si 
crystal slices. These lamelae., which reduced the X-ray intensity by a factor of 2 to 5, were inserted in the 
beam diffracted by a Si crystal. Many measurements were taken with different slices and on various regions 
of the same slice; the experimental results were then averaged out. The thicknesses of the slices were 
measured by using a sensitive capacitance bridge with an accuracy of ± 2 μ. For each slice the thickness 
taken was equal to the average of many measurements done inside the area used in the experiment. The 
experimental values of the absorption coefficient are reported in Table 1 together with the calculated ones 
(see the following paragraph for the calculations). There is good agreement between the present 
experimental values and those reported by Hildebrandt and Wagenfeld 5 ' . 

Calculations of Average and Dynamical Absorption Coefficients 

The expression for the contribution of Compton scattering to the dynamical absorption coefficient of 
X-rays was determined by Ohtsuki and colleagues 6) ■ Although reference is made to that paper for the 
theoretical treatment of this problem, we report here a brief formal derivation of the pertinent formulae 
used to calculate the Compton scattering contribution to the average and dynamical absorption 
coefficients. 

The local absorption cross section σ(τ) for Compton scattering is given by the following expression: 

oc(r)= 4 π i f (Τ) - Σ ƒ fjj *p-
ij J dr 

dK (1) 

where p¡ (r) is the electric charge /density due to the i-th el|ctro_ij_ of the atom and the sum is extended to all 
the atomic electrons; fy = ƒ i//*¡ (r) i//j (r) exp (2 ir i Kr) dr; \p¡ (r) and i//j(r) are electron wave functions; Κ 
is the scattering vector and the integral in formula (1) is extended to the entire surface of the Ewald sphere. 

The Compton cross section OC(T) is a periodic function of the position in the crystal and can be 
expanded in a Fourier series: 

ac(r)= Σ <χ= e - 2 7 r i K H r 

Η Η 

where KH is the scattering vector corresponding to the reflection Η = h, k, 1. The expression of aft is: 
j f 

aCH = \ ten (?) exp (2 Tri KR?5 dr - ^ J/fmn J - exp (2 πι KR Ϋ) d t d? = 

(2) 
= f H  ¿ n / f m n O t ) f m n ( * + K H ) d K 

where fij is the value of the atomic scattering factor for the reflection H. 

The expressions for the Compton contributions to the average and dynamical absorption coefficients 

are then: , 

μ̂  = 2ΤΓΝΓ2 λ2 f1/A Ρ (Κ) (1 +λ ε λΚ 2 /2Τ 2 (Ζ  F(o)) k dK 

° , ( 3 ) 

μΗ = Nr2X2 e M H i" £* Ρ(Κ,Η)(1 + \,λΚ2/2)"2 (fH  F(H)K dK dø 

where: 

Ν = number of atoms per eme; 

rc = classical radius of the electron; 

λ = wavelength of the Xray radiation; 

V = Compton wavelength; 

eMH = the DebyeWaller factor for the reflection H; 

Ρ (Κ) and Ρ (Κ, Η) are polarization factors; 
(1+\;λΚ2/2)"2 is the BreitDirac recoil factor; 

Ζ and fH are the atomic number and the atomic scattering factor for the reflection H, respectively; 

F(H) = Σ If¡j I2 ; F(H) = Σ f¡j (j?) · f¡j ( £ + £ „ ) 
'I 
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The numerical values of μ° and μ 220 were calculated for Si, in the cases of the AgKa and MoKa 
characteristic radiations by using a computer. The values of the f¡: functions needed for the calculations 
were taken from the work of Freeman 7 ' and these functions were extrapolated by smooth curves 
whenever necessary. 

Cross sections for the photoelectric absorption of AgKa and MoKa radiations were computed by using 
atomic hydrogenlike wave functions for both the bound and the continuum electronic states. For these 
calculations we used the inner screening constants of Slater for the effective atomic number Z—s and the 
expressions of the electric dipole, quadrupole and dipoleoctupol terms as reported by Wagenfeld 8 ) . The 
calculated values of the total photoelectric cross section (the sum of the contributions of the K+L+M 
shells) agree to better than 1% with those tabulated by Hildebrandt, Stephenson and Wagenfeld 9 ) . The 
electrons of the K, L and M shells contribute 0.97, 0.03 and 5x1 CT5 respectively, to the total cross section. 
Since the contribution of the M shell electrons is negligible even with respect to those of the Compton and 
thermal scatterings, it can be omitted without influencing the considerations presented in this work. 

The computed contributions to the average linear absorption coefficient by the photoelectric, Compton 
and thermal scatterings, are reported in Table 1. The contributions of the thermal scattering were evaluated 
by using formulas reported in a previous paper1 0 ' . The total calculated absorption coefficients are in good 
agreement with the experimental values. 

Table 1  Comparison between calculated and experimental values of the linear 
absorption coefficients in cm'1 of Si, for AgKa and MoKa radiations 
The total calculated average absorption coefficient (μ0 TOTAL) 

is the sum of the contributions of photoelectric (Ppy), thermal (μτ) 
and Compton (pc) scatterings. 

(Â) 

0.561 

(AgKa) 

0.711 

(MoKa) 

Calculated 

μΡΗ 

6.89 

14.11 

MT 

0.143 

0.180 

MC 

0.337 

0.316 

MO, TOTAL 

7.37 

14.61 

Experimental 

MO 

7.46 ±0.10 

14.68 ±0.12 

The contributions of the photoelectric and thermal scatterings to the dynamical absorption coefficient 
for the perpendicularly polarized component of the Xray radiation (the only one of interest for the present 
work) were computed by using the expressions given in previous papers 1.8.1°>. For the photoelectric part 
we used the electric dipole, dipoleoctupol and quadrupole terms of the Κ and L electrons. The ratios eQ 

between the photoelectric dynamical and averageabsoption coefficients were 0.9975 and 0.9968 for the 
j 2201 reflection of the AgKa and MoKa radiations, respectively. The contribution of Compton scattering 
to the dynamical absorption coefficient for the perpendicularly polarized component was calculated by 
using the second of the.formulae (3). 

We have reported in Table 2 the contributions of photoelectric {μ*τ (μ*τ) and Compton 
we nave reportea in laoie ζ ine coniriDutions οι pnotoeiectric tM pm thermal ν* T' ^ompioii 

(μ*ρ) scattering processes to the effective absorption coefficient μ*, tor 'the 12201 reflection and the 
characteristic radiations AgKa and MoKa, at liquid nitrogen and room temperatures. The DebyeWaller 
factor was included in the contributions of photoelectric and Compton scatterings to the dynamical 
absorption coefficient. We want to emphasize that the Compton contribution is 40% and 23% of the total 
for the AgKa and MoKa radiations, respectively, at room temperature. By comparison, this contribution is 
less than 5% of the total (only 2% in the case of MoKa radiation) in the case of the average absoption 
coefficient. At liquid nitrogen temperature the importance of the Compton contributions is even higher: 
55% and 30% of the total effective absorption coefficient for the AgKa and MoKa radiations, respectively. 
As already mentioned in the introduction, the physical explanation of these facts is the following. Electrons 

Table 2  Calculated contributions of photoelectric (PpH), thermal 
( Ργ) and Compton (βς) scatterings to the effective 
absorption coefficient μ* for anomalous transmission in Si 
crystals, in cm , for AgKa and MoKa radiations at liquid 

(A) 

0.561 
(AgKa) 

0.711 
(MoKa) 

nitrogen and room temperatures, μ* is the sum of the three 
contributions. 

(°K) 

77 
295 

77 
295 

MPH* 

0.116 
0.240 

0.247 
0.497 

MT* 

0.006 
0.015 

0.012 
0.022 

Mc* 
0.158 
0.161 

0.157 
0.160 

M* 

0.280 
0.416 

0.416 
0.679 
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of the K shell primarily contribute to photoelectric absorption. Then the atom acts as a point scatterer and 
the part of the dynamical absorption coefficient which is due to the photoelectric effect, depends on the 
scattering vector mainly through the Debye-Waller factor. For Compton scattering, on the other hand, the 
outside electrons of the atom play an important role in the scattering process. Therefore, contribution to 
the dynamical absorption coefficient depends strongly on the scattering angle and is not much affected by 
the Debye-Waller factor. The consequence is that Compton scattering contributes greatly to the effective 
absorption coefficient even though it is only a small part of the average absorption coefficient. An 
approximate formula for p*c can be obtained from formulae (3) by noting that F(H) is a slowly varying 
function of the scattering vector. If we assume that F(H) ^ ( 0 ) , it follows from a series development of the 
expressions under the integral signs that: 

λ2 -Μι * 87tNr 
(X + Xc)2 ( Z - f H' 

Ή ) 

This approximate formula gives values which do not differ by more than 4% from those evaluated by means 
of formulae (3), for the cases of interest to the present work. 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

The integrated intensities of the two X-ray beams, diffracted in anomalous transmission, are 
approximately proportional to t—' I2 exp ( - μ*ϊ) for μ^ > 20, t = to/cos0 being the effective thickness of 
the crystal in the direction of the incident beam. Since the Debye-Waller factor appears in the photoelectric 
and Compton parts of the dynamical absorption coefficient, it was useful to know the value of the Debye 
temperature Θ of Si with precision. This temperature was determined again by following the procedure 
used by Kyutt and Efimov 1 ° ' . From the formula 

In I + 1/2 In t = - μ * t + const. 

where I is the integrated intensity in anomalous transmission, it follows that the plot of the expression in 
the first member of the formula vs. t is a straight line, whose slope is equal to the effective absorption 
coefficient. The Debye-Waller factor and then the Debye temperature can be derived from the experimental 
determination of μ*. Measurements were done by using CuKa radiation and the 1220} reflection of various 
Si crystals cut from the same bar (the thicknesses of the crystals were in the range of Mo t from about 20 to 
60), at both room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. The set of measurements at liquid nitrogen 
temperature is illustrated in the semilogarithmic plot of Fig. 1. 

The experimental values of μ* were corrected for the contribution of the thermal scattering 1 0 ' , the 
contribution of Compton scattering being negligible with CuKa radiation. By taking a calculated average 
absorption coefficient μ„ = 141 ·3 cm-1 for CuKa radiation, we found that Θ is equal to 521 ±5 Κ at room 
temperature and 543 ± 5°K at liquid nitrogen temperature. The error bar on the value of Θ being the 
probable error relative to the fitting of the experimental points by the least square method. Agreement with 
the results by Kyutt and Efimov 11> is good. In fact, if we take UQ = 146 cm-1, as the above mentioned 
authors did, our results give values of Θ equal to 533 and 559°K at room and liquid nitrogen temperature 
respectively, compared with 535 and 549 Κ at room temperature and 100°K respectively, by Kyutt and 
Efimov. 
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Two different methods were used to obtain the contribution of Compton scattering to the effective 
absorption coefficient from the experimental data of the integrated intensities. In one case, integrated 
intensities were calculated by taking into account only the contributions of photoelectric and thermal 
scattering to the effective absorption coefficient. These calculated values were then compared with the 
experimental absolute intensities. In fact, from the approximate formula for the integrated intensity, it 
follows that the contribution μ*£ of the Compton scattering to the effective absorption coefficient is given 

- l n ( R c a l . / R e x p ) 

c - : 
μ*-

A few values of μ*<- derived from the absolute experimental intensities with this method are illustrated in 
Table 3. Agreement with the calculated value of μ*^ is quite satisfactory. 

The second method is based on the dependence of the diffracted intensities on the thickness of the 
crystal. As explained above, the plot of In I + 1/2 In t vs. t is a straight line, whose slope is equal to the 
effective absorption coefficient. Data referring to the relative intensities diffracted by 10 crystals of Pot in 
the range from 30 to 112, with MoKa radiation at room temperature, are reported in Fig. 2. After 
subtraction of the calcinated contribution of photoelectric and thermal scatterings we obtained 
μ*0 =0.15 ± 0.01 cm"1 from the slope of the line, in good agreement with the calculated value 
( μ € = 0.160 cm"1). 

Table 3  Calculated and experimental values of absolute integrated intensities 
and of the Compton contributions μ£ to the effective absorption 
coefficient for Si crystals of various effective thicknesses (μ0i), for 
AgKa and MoKa radiations at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. 
The calculated values of the absolute intensities were computed by 
taking into account only photoelectric and thermal scattering contri
butions to the effective absorption coefficient μ*. The experimen 
tal values of μζ were obtained from the comparison of calculated 
and experimental values of the absolute intensities, as explained in 
the text. 

Mot 

55 

46 

79 

112 

46 

λ 

i n Â 

0.561 

(AgKa) 

0.711 

(MoKa) 

0.711 

(MoKa) 

Τ 

o 

in Κ 

295 

77 

RH(T) x 

Cale. 

2.81 

5.05 

1.12 

0.285 

12.47 

IO8 

Exp. 

0.78 

3.01 

0.47 

0.082 

7.65 

μ^ in cm 

Cale. Exp. 

0.161 0.164 

0.161 

0.160 0.157 

0.159 

0.157 0.152 
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Summary 

Absolute values of the -[ 220} integrated intensities in anomalous transmission were measured from 
nearly perfect Si crystals varying in thickness from about 2.2 to 7.75 cm. MoKa and AgKa radiations were 
used at both room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. The contribution of Compton scattering μ*ρ to the 
effective absorption coefficient μ* for anomalous transmission was derived from the experimental values of 
the intensities by using the two following methods: 

a) μ*ρ times the effective thickness of the crystal is equal to the logarithm of the ratio between calculated 
and experimental intensities when the calculated intensities are computed by including only the 
contributions of photoelectric and thermal scatterings in μ*; 

b) if the logarithm of the intensities is plotted vs. the effective thickness of the crystal, the slope of the 
plot is proportional to μ*. μ*£ is obtained by subtracting from μ* the calculated contributions of 
thermal and photoelectric scatterings. 

Values of μ*ρ were computed by means of the formulae for the contributions of Compton scattering to 
the average and dynamical absorption coefficients. The agreement between the calculated and experimental 
values of μ*ρ is quite good. We also give a simple formula which approximates well the correct but complex 
expressions οiμ*£. 

In order to have a precise value for the Debye-Waller factor used for the calculation of the integrated 
intensities in anomalous transmission, we determined again the Debye temperature Θ by measuring 
intensities of CuKa radiation diffracted in anomalous transmission through Si crystals of various 
thicknesses. The values of Θ, derived from the plot of the logarithm of the diffracted intensities toward 
crystal thickness, were 521 ± 5 and 543 ± 5°K at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures respectively. These 
are in good agreement with Ute results reported by other authors. 
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CRYSTALS WITH A GRADIENT IN THE LATTICE PARAMETER 

AS NEUTRON MONOCHROMATORS 

F. Rustichelli 

Institut Max von Laue  Paul Langevin, Grenoble, France 

and 

J.R.C. EURA TOM, Ispra, Varese, Italy 

Introduction 

Mosaic crystals are the most used monochromators and analysers in that branch of neutron 
spectroscopy which uses the wave properties of the neutron. The non perfect parallelism of the lattice 
planes of such kinds of crystals is expressed by the well known quantity "mosaic spread" and determines 
the selection of a certain wavelength band from the neutron spectrum impinging on the crystal. The more 
recent experimental work on these monochromators was performed to our knowledge by Dorner1 ' , who 
measured absolute reflectivities and their wavelength dependence. 

Another kind of neutron monochromator was obtained recently by inducing a curvature in several 
types of crystals. Alefeld 2 ' , Riste 3 ' , Egert and Dachs 4 ' , Frey 5 ' , Thomas 6 ' and Antonini et al. 7> have 
investigated experimentally curved monochromators obtained in different ways. 

This paper presents the results of an investigation on a different kind of neutron monochromator 
consisting of crystals with a gradient in the lattice spacing. These crystals are directly grown with a gradient 
in the interatomic distance. The interest of this type of neutron monochromator in neutron physics will be 
discussed first. The intuitive optimization criteria utilized in their design will then be discussed and 
compared with the results of recent rigorous calculations of dynamical neutron diffraction by deformed 
crystals. 

After a brief description of the techniques used to produce crystals with a gradient in the lattice spacing 
and in particular the CuGe solid solution, the results of the characterization of these crystals by electron 
microanalyser and Xray and 7ray diffraction will be reported. 

Finally we will present the neutron diffraction results for the CuGe monochromator, which was 
compared to a classical Cu mosaic crystal. The data were obtained by a double crystal spectrometer as well 
as by monochromatization of an originally white neutron beam. 

Theoretical Considerations 

Interest of Monochromators with a Gradient in the Lattice Spacing 

The expression "Crystal with a gradient in the lattice spacing" (CGLS) will define a crystal in which a 
gradient in the lattice spacing exists along one direction (Fig. 1). It will be assumed that the effects of the 
curvature and mosaic spread of the lattice planes are negligible in an ideal CGLS as compared to the effects 
of the gradient of dnkg with regard to the resolution 
and intensity of the diffracted neutron beam. All the 
considerations presented in this section refer to an 
ideal CGLS. 

Some of the characteristics of an ideal CGLS 8 ' , 
are now presented. 

a) the CGLS can produce the monochromatization 
of a well collimated beam without introducing 
any angular dispersion, which is in general present 
in mosaic or curved* crystals (Fig. 2). This 
characteristic is a consequence of the fact that all 
the reflecting planes in a CGLS are parallel and 
therefore all the diffracted neutrons experience a 
mirror reflection. 

b) A consequence of the characteristic a), is that the 
CGLS can be very advantageous as compared to 
mosaic or curved crystals when used in composite 

Fig. 1 : Schematic representation of a monochro
mator crystal with a gradient in the lat

*) With exception of the back reflection geometry considered in ref.2). tice spacing (CGLS). 
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MOSAIC CRYSTAL CRYSTAL WITH A GRADIENT 

IN THE LATTICE SPACING 

Fig. 2. Representation in momentum space of the monochromatization of a well collimated white 
neutron beam, with a mosaic crystal and a crystal with a gradient in the lattice spacing. In 
the construction it was assumed that cos (T}/2) = 1. 

neutron monochromators 8 9 10>. In fact, the CGLS can produce 8> (cf. Fig. 2) a larger Ak/k and 
therefore a larger intensity for each fixed secondary ray direction. This is due to the fact that no 
limitation in Ak/k is introduced in this case by the divergence of the primary beam. This limitation 
exists always for mosaic or curved crystals and becomes very serious for high Bragg angles. The interest 
of composite neutron monochromator systems in inelastic scattering experiments and in the study of 
biological crystals by the socalled modified Lauemethod is discussed by MaierLeibnitz 9 ' . 

c) The monochromatic band Ak/k selected by the CGLS contains a contribution equal to AT ¡τ which is 
independent from the Bragg angle as can be seen from the differentiated Bragg equation 

Ak/k = Ατ/τ + cotg 0B Δ0Β, (1) 

where k is the wave vector of the monochromatic beam, τ is the reciprocal lattice vector with 
I T\ = l/(dhkß (dhkß being the lattice spacing), AT is the total variation in r introduced in the crystal 
by the gradient in the lattice spacing. 

In general, in mosaic crystals, the second term in eq. (1), which is θ dependent, is the most 
important. In this case ΔΘ depends on the value of the mosaic spread and on the angular widths of 
collimators. In CGLS Δ0 depends only on the angular widths of collimators, and in the limiting case of a 
parallel primary neutron beam, the resolution Ak/k is independent of the Bragg angle, i.e. from k. 

M) The gradient in the lattice spacing can be used to correct for aberrations introduced in rotating crystal 
monochromators by the Doppler effect. 

In addition ideal CGLS must generally deliver a monochromatic band with a rectangular shape for the 
wavelength distribution, instead of gaussian or lorentzian as mosaic crystals have. This implies a higher 
intensity for a given effective energy resolution. 

On the other hand it is easier possible, within certain limits, to control the value of Ατ/τ  i.e. the 
energy resolution of the diffracted beam by acting on the thickness of the crystal (once the grad τ is 
optimized) — than to control the value of the mosaic η in conventional neutron monochromators. 

Optimization of the Gradient in the Lattice Spacing 

The criteria used in the optimization of the 
gradient in the lattice spacing in CGLS were 
discussed in ref. 8 ' . A first optimization formula 
was obtained by using a condition derived in 
ref. 9 ' on the basis of the kinematical theory of 
diffraction for the optimum value of the mosaic in 
conventional monochromators. This formula in 
the symmetric Bragg case, represented in Fig. 1, is 
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where F is the structure factor and Vc 
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Fig. 3 : Neutron diffraction pattern by an ideally curved 
crystal calculated with the dynamical theory of 
neutron diffraction by deformed crystals. 
A =2 corresponds to a thickness equal to the 
extinction length and Ay = 2 is equal to the 
width of the Darwin Curve, c is defined as 
c = (dv/dA); c = 1 corresponds to the optimum 
curvature according to the criterion exposed in 
the text. 
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Another somewhat more refined criterion, based on the results of the dynamical theory of diffraction by 
perfect crystals was also used. In this criterion, which is very similar to the one employed in the 
optimization of the curvature of the monochromators in ref 2· 4 · 11 ', the crystal is supposed to be divided 
in different sheets of thickness equal to the primary extinction length. The optimization of the gradient in 
the lattice spacing, which would give the best neutron reflectivity for a given energy resolution, was 
performed by imposing that each sheet should give rise to a Darwin curve adjacent to the next one. 

In this model it is implicitly assumed that each sheet gives a contribution to the diffraction pattern 
independent of the other ones and that this contribution (Darwin curve) is the same as if the sheets were of 
infinite thickness. The formula obtained by applying this criterion in the symmetric Bragg case (Fig. 1) is8' 

4F2 

(grand r ) o p t = —¡^r (3) 

It appears that formulae (2) and (3) are surprisingly similar, differing by only a factor π. 
From the model used it follows that if the actual gradient in a CGLS is smaller than the optimum value, 

a region of total reflection still exists (a fortiori) but its width Ak/k is smaller, resulting in inefficient 
utilization of the crystalline material. If, on the other hand, the actual gradient is too high, the width Ak/k 
increases but the peak reflectivity drops down to a lower value. 

A verification in the case of curved crystals of the validity of the model leading to eq. (3) can be found 
in ref.12 ' , where direct calculations of the diffraction patterns were performed by using the dynamical 
theory of neutron diffraction by deformed crystals. Fig. 3 shows the diffraction pattern obtained in the 
case of a crystal having a radius of curvature optimized according to the model under discussion. The 
crystal thickness is equal to five extinction lengths. According to the model the five sheets must give rise to 
five adjacent Darwin curves if the optimization conditions are reached. This actually happens in Fig. 3 
where the range of total reflection is nearly equal to Ay = 10, the width of the Darwin curve in y units 1 3 ' 
being equal to Ay = 2. Diffraction patterns for lower and higher curvature radii are referred to in ref 1 2 ' 
and agree with the above reported predictions of the model. 

From eq. (3) it appears that the value of the optimum gradient is independent from the neutron 
wavelength for the symmetrical Bragg case. On the other hand a wavelength dependence existed in the 
particular application of the CGLS in composite systems 8 ' for which some values of optimum gradient 
were calculated at the wavelength λ = 1.08 A for different reflections. 

Table 1, derived from eq. (3), gives the optimum values of the gradient in the lattice spacing for 
different reflections; such values are valid in the symmetric Bragg case for any neutron wavelength. 

Table 1 

Material 

Al 

Cu 

Po 

Si 

Ge 

Be 

 Optimized values of the gradient in the lattice spacing for the case of symmetric bragg 
reflection. 

Reflection 

hkß |\ 

111 

222 

333 

111 

200 

220 

311 

111 

555 

111 

333 

555 

111 

333 

555 

100 

200 

400 

(grad T ) o p t 

A"
1 cm"1 

2.9410"3 

5.9610"4 

1.8810"4 

2.33IO"2 

1.70 M 0~2 

0.79IO"2 

5.53 ·10"3 

9.6010"3 

2.7410"5 

2.74IO"3 

2.73IO"4 

7.48IO"5 

9.20IO"3 

9.0210"4 

2.5310"4 

1.09IO"2 

2.3310"3 

3.23IO"4 

1 1 
— (grad T) o p t = d (grad d h k g ) o p t 

cm 

6.86IO"3 

6.9810"4 

1.47IO"4 

4.85IO"2 

3.08IO"2 

1.02IO"2 

6.0210"3 

2.74IO"2 

1.56IO"5 

8.60IO"3 

2.84IO"4 

4.71IO"5 

3.01IO"2 

9.83IO"4 

1.6610"4 

2.1610"2 

2.3010"3 

I.5910"4 

<S™d d
hkß' opt 

Âcnf' 

1.60IO"2 

8.1610"4 

1.1510"4 

1.01IO"1 

5.5710"2 

1.3010"2 

6.5610"3 

7.81IO"2 

8.90  1 0 ^ 

2.7010"2 

2.95IO"4 

2.96IO"5 

9.84IO"2 

1.07IO"3 

1.0810"4 

4.25 ΊΟ" 2 

2.26-IO"3 

0.78-IO"4 
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Production and Characterization of the CGLS 

Production 

Many technological problems had to be solved in order to obtain CGLS suitable as neutron 
monochromators. A description of these problems and of the ways in which they were overcome can be 
found in ref 1 4 ' . The principle which was chosen between the different theoretical possibilities to get a 
CGLS'consisted in the attempt to grow a solid solution of two types of atoms A and B having different 
atomic radii 8 ' . During the growth of the crystal, the concentration is changed progressively involving a 
gradient in the lattice spacing according to the Vegard law. The feasibility of this principle was verified in 
ref 15>. However, the material used, CoONiO, was not suitable as neutron monochromator and the 
obtained mosaic spread values were too high. 

A substantial progress was made afterwards 1 4 ' by studying CuGe solid solutions. Cu and Ge have 
nearly the same neutron characteristics, are both largely used as neutron monochromators and can be 
grown in the form of perfect crystals. The value of the relative variation of the lattice spacing, 
AT/T = 1 %, which was obtained over an axial length of ~ 2 cm for CuGe crystal of ~ 1 cm diameter 
resulted in the desired order of magnitude with respect to both the value of total variation of τ and the 
value of the actual gradient. The crystalline quality of such a crystal was satisfactory, its mosaic spread 
being between 35" and 120". The dimensions of the CGLS and CuGe described in ref 1 4 ) were 
satisfactory in view of its application to a composite monochromator system to be used in the modified 
Lauemethod 9 ' , but were too small for the purpose of a more general application. Therefore in recent 
times an effort was made in order to increase the diameter of the crystals. The CGLS CuGe obtained so far 
has a diameter of = 2 cm and a height of = 1.5 cm and is oriented with the axis (100) parallel to the axis of 
the cylinder. It was obtained by a modified Czochralski technique, which allowed the progressive variation 
of the concentration by feeding the bath with Ge during the growth process. 

Characterization 

A scan along the axis by the electron microanalyser showed that the Ge concentration varies 
progressively between ~ 0 %and ~9.5 %, which is close to the limit of solubility (~ 10%). The shape of Ge 
concentration profile is similar to that shown in ref 14>. The variation of the lattice spacing along the axis 
of the CGLS CuGe was measured with the Xray DeyeScherrer technique. The results obtained by 
analysing powder samples taken at different axial positions, are shown in Fig. 4. The total relative variation 
of the lattice parameter is Ar/r = 0.9 %. The average value of the gradient in the lattice spacing in the 
central part of the curve is grad r = 0.035 A cm"1 ; this corresponds to a relative gradient l/r grad r = 
s 0.01 cm"1. 

The mosaic spread of the CGLS CuGe was measured using the diffraction pattern of a monochromatic 
beam of γrays 1 6 ) (λ=0.03>Α; Δλ/λ= IO"6). This beam was produced by the 412 VeV line from a 
neutron irradiated gold sample; its cross section was of 1 χ 10 mm2 and its angular divergence of 50 
seconds of arc. Fig. 5, shows the rocking curve obtained by using, for the 7diffraction, the planes [100] 
which are parallel to the direction of grad τ and which were used to study the neutron diffraction 
properties of the crystal. The width of the rocking curve is equal to 2'. For mosaic crystals the 
interpretation of this width in terms of mosaic spread is straightforward; however, for the CGLS, attention 

■= 3.63 

3.62 

/ τ 

Fig. 4 

5 10 75 

Axial position ( mm ) 

Axial variation of the lattice parameter 
of the CGLS CuGe, as measured with 
the DebyeScherrer xray technique. 

Fig Diffraction pattern of CGLS CuGe in a 

7  ray beam of wavelength λ = 0.03 Â 
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must be paid to the fact that a rocking curve from a monochromatic radiation could include a contribution 
due to the variation ofr. In fact from eq. (1) an expresssion can be derived for the width of a rocking curve 
of a crystal having a certain AT ¡τ and a zero mosaic spread: 

Αθ = Ατ tg0 B (4) 

Due to the small wavelength of 7rays the resulting value of this width in the present case is Δ0 = 15"; this 
is negligible compared to the width of the actual rocking curve which already includes the above mentioned 
divergence of the beam (50"). 

In conclusion, it can be stated that the mosaic spread of the CGLS CuGe is = 60" and, moreover, the 
7ray diffraction is an unique tool to detect it. 

Neutron Diffraction Measurements and Discussion 

Absolute Data with a Double Crystal Spectrometer 

A first series of neutron diffraction measurements was performed on the CGLS and a Cu mosaic crystal 
by using a double crystal spectrometer (Fig. 6a). A nearly perfect Cu crystal having a mosaic spread lower' 
than 30", as measured by the above mentioned 7—diffractometer, was used as monochromator in 
transmission geometry. Due to the fact that the same j 200 j reflection was used on both the 
monochromator and on each one of the tested crystals, the dispersión factor 1 ' was in this case equal to 
one. 

The 0.75 cm thick Cu mosaic crystal was tested with the 7ray diffractometer before neutron 
measurements. The resulting rocking curve showed a width of ~ 37'. Neutron rocking curves were measured 
for both the CGLS CuGe and the Cu mosaic crystal at 0R = 15° and at 0R = 45°. The cross section of the 
monochromatic beam, designed by a cadmium screen, was a circle of 5 mm diameter. A BF3 counter with a 
25 mm diameter was used. In the CGLS CuGe the reflecting planes [ 100 } were parallel to the grad r . 

The data were normalized to the neutron intensity transmitted through the crystal as it was made in 1 >. 
Table 2 shows the obtained results and Fig. 7 shows the rocking curves for the CGLS CuGe. 

Table 2  Absolute neutron diffraction data with the double crystal spectrometer. 

Crystal 

COLS CuGe 

Cu Mosaic 

Reflection 

200 

200 

200 

200 

°B 

15° 

45° 

15° 

45° 

λ[Α] 

0.932 

2.556 

0.932 

2.556 

w 

5.5' 

12.6' 

43.0' 

44.0' 

r
max 

0.43 

0.46 

0.18 

0.21 

R°H 

2.6' 

5.0' 

5,4' 

6.2' 

It appears that the widths w of the rocking curves, and the integrated reflecting powers R H $ of the 
CGLS CuGe depend strongly on the Bragg angle Ø3. This is expected according to eq. (4), which shows 
that in the case of the present neutron measurements, the widths of the rocking curves for the CGLS CuGe 
depend essentially on the gradient in the lattice spacing. In fact, by inserting the value AT ¡τ = 0.9 % in 
eq (4) a width w = 7.2' is expected for 0R = 15° and a width w = 27' for ÖR — 45°, the contribution to the 
rocking curve of the one minute mosaic spread being in both cases negligible as it is necessary for the 
validity of eq. (4) itself. Although the experimental data do not agree completely in a quantitative way with 
these estimates, the appreciable dependence of the experimental widths of the rocking curves on the Bragg 
angle (including also the 7ray measurements) appears to be a characteristic of the CGLS. On the other 
hand no evident dependence on 0R exists in the widths of the rocking curves measured by 7ray and 
neutron diffraction for the Cu mosaic crystal. The common width represents in this case the mosaic spread. 
Due to the fact that the grad r existing in the CGLS CuGe is about a factor three lower than the optimized 
value reported in Table 1, no sure explanation of the irregularities in the rocking curves at 0R = 45 for the 
CGLS CuGe was found. It appears that the Cu mosaic crystal used for thepresent experiment shows a 
relatively low peak reflectivity r m a x ; we believe however, that the main conclusions of the present work 
should not be considerably influenced by this fact. 
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Fig. 6 : Sketch of the geometrical configuration for the double crystal neutron diffraction 
measurements (a) and the measurements performed on the white neutron beam (b) 

Measurements on a White Neutron Beam 

Fig. 6b shows the geometry of the measurements executed on both the CGLS Cu-Ge and the Cu mosaic 
crystal. The first collimator, having a width αϊ = 16' remained fixed during all the measurements. The 
tested crystal was turned in the white beam emerging from αϊ , by keeping the counter arm fixed. The 
width of the obtained curve depends on the widths of the collimators and on the characteristics of the 
crystal. For each crystal the width of the rocking curve turned out to be independent of 0R · A first series of 
curves was recorded with a2 = 160'. Due to the particular geometry chosen (practically a2

 = 0 0 ) , the 
maxima of the curves were proportional to the integrated reflecting powers of each crystal. 

Fig. 8 shows two sets of these curves obtained for both the monochromators at 0B = 20° and 0R = 60°. 
It appears that the ratio between the maximum intensity (Ii ) of the CGLS Cu-Ge and the maximum 
intensity (I2) of the Cu mosaic crystal increases with 0R. This fact is more evident in Fig. 9, where the 
ratios R= Ij /ϊ2 measured at all the intermediate angles and corrected for the different absorption in the two 
crystals, are reported in the form of circular points as a function of tg 0R . The observed linear dependence 
of R on tg Øs is explained by means of eq. (1) which is applied to the CGLS CuGe and to the Cu mosaic 
crystal. Then by taking the ratio of the two 'intensities, by neglecting Ατ/τ for the mosaic crystal, one 
obtains 
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In eq. (5), ri and r2 denote the average reflectivity inside the monochromatic band Ak/k for the CGLS 
CuGe and the Cu mosaic crystal, respectively, and Δ0ι and A02 the angular widths which appear in eq. (1) 
and which depend on the collimation angles and on the mosaic spreads. The points in Fig. 9 having a 
square form refer to measurements executed with a lower width in the second collimator (a2 = 18'). It is 
seen that the ratio of the intensity of the Cu mosaic crystal increases in this case considerably. This is a 
consequence (and a verification) of the behaviour shown in Fig. 2 and discussed in points a) and b) of 
Section 2. In fact by reducing the value of a2 it is evident that the intensity of the Cu mosaic is reduced 
much more than that of the CGLS CuGe. Analytically that means that in eq. (5) Δ02 is reduced much 
more than Δ0ι. The reduction of Δ02 explains also the increase in the angular coefficient of the straight 
line in Fig. 11 when the value of a2 is reduced. 

By fitting the eq. (5) to the straight lines of Fig. (9), values for A02 and the ratio Δ0ι /Δ02, in the two 
experimental conditions, can be derived from the obtained coefficients. By taking Ar/r = 0.9% (cf. Fig. 4) 
and r i / r 2 = 2 (cf. Table 2) a value of A02 = 96' and of Αθ1/Αθ2 =0.Π is obtained in the first 
experimental configuration (αϊ =16'. a2= 160') and a value of A02 = 5 4 ' and of Δ0ι/Δ02 =0.36 in the 
second experimental configuration (αϊ = 16', α2 = 18'). These values appear to be roughly of the expected 
order of magnitude. Fig. 10 shows the ratio R(a2 )/R(°°) = 11/I2 (a V l i / ^ / (a =°°) at 0 β = 20° 
(λ= 1.236 A) as a function of 1/e where e=e(ai ,a2)is the measured width of the rocking curve of a perfect 
Cu crystal, diffracting in the presence of the collimators αϊ and a2 (Fig. 6b). The data reported in Fig. 10 
refers to a fixed value of 16' for αϊ and to a variable width of a2 from = 160' (practically °°) to = 18' and 
to = 8'. It appears that the ratio of the intensity diffracted from the CGLS Cu-Ge to that relative to the Cu 
mosaic crystal becomes correspondingly larger by a factor four. 
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Conclusion 

A new type of neutron monochromator, i.e. a crystal with a gradient in the lattice spacing, was 
presented. Its neutron characteristics are different from the usual mosaic or curved monochromators. In 
particular the experimental results show that this new kind of monochromator produces a strongly reduced 
angular dispersion, when monochromatizing a well collimated white neutron beam, as compared to a 
conventional monochromator. Consequently no limitation in the energetic width of the monochromatic 
band (i.e. on the diffracted intensity) is introduced here by the divergence of the primary beam. 

Further developments and refinements can be introduced on the quality and performances of the 
monochromators with a gradient in the lattice spacing. However, it seems that even now, in some particular 
cases, they can perfectly replace the conventional neutron monochromators. 
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ENERGY LOSS IN ARGON OF FISSION FRAGMENT HAVING SELECTED MASSES 

M. Forte 

Introduction 

The passage of charged particles through matter has been widely investigated since the early growth of 
atomic and nuclear physics. The subject is of widely recognised importance for several experimental nuclear 
physics requirements, such as the evaluation of energy loss corrections when particles pass through certain 
absorbers, and for obtaining energy determination or particle identification on the basis of range or specific 
ionization data. 

Theoretical and experimental investigations on low-mass particle penetration phenomena are well 
advanced, since these particles were extensively used before the progress of systematical studies on nuclear 
fission. Nowadays, much interest is still being shown in the passage of heavy ions through matter, with 
particular relation to the development of accelerators for high-atomic-number ions. 

A possible approach to the study of slowing-down phenomena of heavy ions in matter is to determine 
the range-energy relation for fission fragments. 

The experimental results on the range-enerev relation for fission fragments in easeous absorbers were 
chiefly obtained by using either solid state or gas ionization chamber techniques 1"4). The apparatus 
used in these measurements did not allow determination of the mass of each of the observed fragments. 
This means that the experimental results could be referred to the median light (ML) and median-heavy 
(MH) products from a given fission source only because they are emitted with the highest probability. 
Nevertheless, these data have proved that the slowing-down mechanism has different characteristics for the 
ML and MH fragments, pointing out that a direct investigation on the mass-dependence of the range-energy 
relation for heavy ions would supply interesting information. The same indication is given by results 
obtained by radiochemical methods 5 ' . 

Experimental Methods and Apparatus 

In order to obtain further insight into these aspects of the slowing down mechanism, an improved 
experimental method has been developed at Ispra, 6 ' based on a device which, for both fragments (i = 1,2) 
released in a given fission event, supplies the following information: 
i) the energy Ej(A) lost in a given gaseous range 

ii) the residual energy E-(S-) 
In this way, in fact, also the total energies of the fragments E j and E-? are determined and the fragment 

masses can be reconstructed from these data. 
Our apparatus combines solid-state and gas ionization detectors. The fission fragments emitted in 

opposite directions from a 4 source of S2Cf are slowed down in a given distance d of argon, before being 
stopped by two solid-state detectors (Si and S->, see Fig. 1), which measure their residual energies. A 
two-section grid ionization chamber, working with the absorbing gas itself, measures the energy lost by each 
fragment along d (Aj and A7 anodes in Fig. 1). 

O R 

® 

Fig. 1 : Simplified scheme of the apparatus. 
V = stainless-steel vessel: S — source 
position: A j , A2 = ionization chamber 
anodes: G — wire grid; S j , S2

 = solid 
state detectors. 
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'lhe electrostatic design of the ionization chamber is such that the anodes Α, φ and A^ can collect only 
the electrons released by the fragments along dj and dj respectively. For the two fragments, then, the 
initial energies Ej and E2 were obtained by adding the Sj and Ai (S2 and A2) signals after proper 
normalization; the masses Mj and M2 were determined on the bases of the elementary relations 
MjEjM 2 E2 and M j +Μ2~Μ^. The effects due to the neutrons emitted by the fragments and to the 
ionization defect in the solidstate detectors were taken into account by standard procedures14·15). 

The 2 5 2Cf source supplied about 1 fission event per second over the solid angle subtended by Sr and 
S2. It was prepared by a selftransfer technique 1 6 ) on a Vyns backing of 10 ugcnf2, over which an equal 
amount of gold had been evaporated. The energy lost by the ML and MH fragments while crossing this 
backing was 'ess than 1 % of their initial energy10). 

lhe block diagram of the electronics is shown in Fig. 2 — Circuit details are reported in ref . For each 
fission event, the pulses from Aj, A2, S, and S2 are separately amplified by low noise chargesensitive 
electronics, and then sent to four 1000channel analogtodigital converters. The integrating amplifiers 
operate as timevariant filters, allowing full charge integration with low noise. 

The signals from the S¡  detectors were also sent to a coincidence circuit, which triggered the 
recording of the data, in order to accept only those pulses due to the one fission event. The data were 
recorded on punched paper tape. 

Measurements and Results with Argon 

We report here on the investigation of the energy loss of fission fragments in argon, which has been 
carried outin collaboration with a group from INFN  Bologna 11 '. A standard mixture of argon with small 
nitrogen (2%) and butane (3.5%) contaminants was used to fill the chamber. The gaseous range which the 
recoiling fragments cross before they reach the Si and S9 detectors is varied by changing the pressure 
within the vessel, and keeping the distances d, and d2 at fixed values (minimum distance from the source 
dmin  5 c m ) · 

In order to check the stability and energy resolution of the various detectors, the spectra of the 
6.13 MeV alpha particles emitted by 2 5 2Cf were periodically recorded, both under vacuum and under 
various pressure conditions. Both the ionization chamber sections and the solid state detectors (special 
ORTEC ηtype silicon barriers) were able to measure the full alpha particle energy with a resolution of 1%. 
In the range of operating pressure at which the energy was obtained by adding the normalized outputs from 
the two kinds of detectors, the resolution was better than 2%. 

Fig. 2 : Block diagram of the electronics. 
P.A. = Preamplifiers; M.A. = Main 
amplifiers; I.A. = Integrating am
plifiers; DISCR. = Discriminators; 
ADC = Analogtodigital converters. 
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Fig. 3 : Typical amplitude distributions obtai
ned from section 1 of the apparatus 
for the fission f ragmen ts from Cf. 
The data shown in a), b) and d) refer 
at a pressure of 11 cm Hg, d ι =d2 — 
= 5 cm. 
α) Αι amplitude distribution (ioniza

tion chamber signals); 
b) S j amplitude distribution (solid

state detector signals); 
c) reference amplitude distribution 

: S y spectrum (S¡ detector under 
vacuum); 

d) distribution of the corrected to
tal amplitudes T^C^xA^* SJ. 
Normalization coefficient C\=Q.72. 

The measurements with fission fragments have been taken at various pressures, from 2 to 18 cmHg, in 
steps of 1 cmHg. At each point statistics of 30.000 fission events was recorded. Each time, the chamber was 
evacuated and about 5000 fission events were collected. The data analysis was calibrated through the 
following steps (see, for example, Fig. 3). 

a) The energy scale of the S;detectors was calibrated by the procedure of Schmitt et al. for each of the 
measurements performed under vacuum conditions, see Fig. 4. The total spectra of the (Aj +S;) signals 
recorded at each pressure were separately normalized to the corresponding spectra of the Sjamplitudes 
obtained under vacuum. A proper matching of the energy scale of the ionization chamber sections to 
the one of the solid state detectors was performed in this way, so that to each A;amplitude the 
corresponding energy lost (E) was finally associated. 

b) From the initial energies of the fragments, the corresponding masses were determined as previously 
mentioned see Fig. 5. The uncertainty in the calculated masses does not exceed 3%. The average energy 
E(x) lost in a range χ by fragments with a selected mass was determined by the centroid of the 
hystogram of the corresponding energy losses, obtained from a highstatistics run. 
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The results obtained for ten selected intervals of mass and kinetic energy are given in Fig. 6. The 
statistical errors on the experimental points are smaller than 0.5 MeV. 

Fig. 7 shows the result of shifting each of the curves in Fig. 6 in such a way as to equalize the kinetic 
energies of all the fragments to a common initial value E0 = 64.7 MeV. The following observations can now 
be performed: 

i) The curves referring to the heaviest masses (see Fig. 1) show a trend to reach flat tops at the largest 
x-values, indicating that these fragments are approaching the end of their ionization range. These limits 
are not attained by the lightest fragments, which have longer ranges. 

ii) If the observed energy range relations are compared after the fragments have all been slowed down to 
the same kinetic energy (see Fig. 7), it is seen that the energy lost in a given range increases gradually 
withthe fragment mass, 

iii) The present results have been compared with the energy-range relations which can be evaluated from 
the specific energy loss equation proposed in the LSS theory 1 2 ) for the case in which the slowing 
down occurs by ionization and electronic excitation of the absorbing medium. By integrating the 
specific energy loss equation one obtains, for a given absorber: 

x = -h (Z ,M,W,) (E(x) -E 0 ) 

where Ζ, M and E are respectively the nuclear charge, the mass, and the initial energy of the moving 
fragment, E(x) is the energy it loses in a range x, W is a parameter which should be of the order of 
1/6,12 ' and h is a known function of Ζ, M and W. Assuming then W=l /6 , and taking the 
correspondance between fragment mass and most probable nuclear charge from the measurements by 
Glendenin et al. 1 3 ) , one finds that h is constant within a few percent for all fragments and for a 
given stopping medium. 

2.0 2.5 

X (mg /cm 2 ) 
5 2.0 

X (mg/cm 2 ) 

Fig. 6 : Average energy loss E of fission fragments 
along their range in argon. Full circles - ex
perimental points. Shown in the Figure are 
also the selected mass intervals (m) and ini
tial kinetic energies (Eg) to which the va
rious curves refer, m and EQ are always post-
neutron emission values, (a) Light fragments; 
(b) Heavy fragments. 

Fig. 7 : Comparison between the energy loss E of 
fragments having different masses starting 
from the same kinetic energy EQ =64. 7 
Me V. Full lines: see for reference Fig. 6. 
Dashed line: LSS theory prediction obtai
ned assuming from the literature the ex
perimental results on the most probable 
nuclear charges. 
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Within our experimental errors, therefore, if the energy losses are compared starting from the same 
kinetic energy EQ, one would expect for E(x) a mass-independent behaviour (dashed line in Fig. 2). 
This is in open disagreement with the present data. Nevertheless, following a semi-empirical line 
advanced by several authors 1 4 ) , the present results were fitted by equation (1) leaving W free. The data 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are reproduced fairly well by this treatment; in particular, this analysis provides 
- within the errors - the same value of W (W = 0.34 ±0.01) for all the fragments of the heavy group. 
This is especially well verified in the first part of the range, where the quoted LSS equation is more 
likely to hold. 
Such considerations confirm that the LSS theory has to be partially modified to account for the 
experimental results. On the other hand, the theory itself seems to be more suitable to describe the 
slowing-down of the heaviest fission fragments. A deeper analysis of the data is in progress, in order to 
clarify a few other details. 
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INTEGRATED QUASIELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING INTENSITY 

OF NIOBIUM HYDRIDE 

W. Gissler, B. Jay, R. Rubin, L.A. Vinhas* 

In recent years contradicting results concerning the hydrogen mean square amplitude u2 have been 

derived from neutron diffraction and quasielastic neutron scattering measurements on metal hydrides. The 

values obtained differ partially by a factor of three 1 ·2 ·3 ·4 ' (for a review see 5 ) ) . The evaluations have been 

based on the assumption that the intensity is proportional to a DebyeWaller factor exp(u2h2) (hie is the 

momentum transfer in the scattering process). Such an intensity dependence is expected from a simple 

jump diffusion model 6 ) , where it is assumed that the jumping particles give only a negligible small intensity 

contribution compared to the particles trapped at an interstitial site. Such an assumption is justified only if 

the mean residence time τ at an interstitial site is large compared to the mean jump time Tj. Recently it 

has been suggested 2 ' that one of the main deficiencies of the sample jump diffusion model lies in this 

assumption. To check the influence of the hydrogen during the jump phase we have measured the 

integrated quasielastic scattering intensity I (area below the quasielastic line) of NbHQ , 3 at 235°C in the 

αphase and at 20°C in the mixed (a + ß)phase in a large momentum transfer range 0.6 < Κ < 7 A"1. In the 

mixed phase the hydrogen diffusion constant is about 100 times smaller7' than in the αphase 8 ) , 

suggesting therefore that the concentration of jumping particles (~ TJ(T + Tt) is correspondingly 

reduced. In addition, in the βphase, the hostlattice structure is only slightly distorted 9 ' , the local and 

optical mode energies respectively are nearly equal 1 0 · 1 1 · 1 2 ' and in both phases the interstitials occupied 

by the hydrogen seem to be tetrahedral sites 1 3 · 7 ) . 

The samples used where cylindrical single crystals** (cylinder axis parallel to a(l 10)directiorï)of size 

40 χ 12 0 mm. The single crystals were outgassed at 2200°C at 10"1 ° torr before loading at about 700 C 

with purified hydrogen. The hydrogen content was determined from the weight increase to 13 at.%. The 

total hydrogen scattering probability of the sample has been determined at 15% for an incident energy of 

E = 14.IO"3 eV. The mosaic spread of the loaded sample was smaller than 1°. 

The measurements have been performed with a rotating crystal spectrometer (incident energy E = 

14.25 IO"3 eV, AE/EQ = 7.5%, scattering angle divergency Δ (25) = Io). 
For momentum transfers κ > 4 A"1 the quasielastic intensity of the second order reflex (E = 57.1CT3 

eV) has been evaluated. The pure hydrogen quasielastic scattering intensity has been determined by the 
difference of the spectra of a loaded and an unloaded sample. In order to avoid errors due to long 
background variations the samples were interchanged every half an hour. 

The monitorized difference spectra thus obtained have been corrected for constant background and 
counter efficiency and then converted into an energy scale. Fig. 1 shows as an example the difference 
spectra measured at a scattering angle of 2δ = 74° in first (K = 3.15 A1 ) and second order (K = 6.30 A"1 ) 
at 235°C and 20°C for Κ parallel to the (lOO)crystal direction. As can be seen the quasielastic line is 
superimposed on a background which is indicated by the dashed line. This background is mainly due to 
hostlattice phonon peaks (partially frame overlapping), the wings of which extend at certain scattering 
angles into the quasielastic line. In the difference spectra these contributions should be zero: but this is not 
the case because the reflectivity of the loaded crystal is about a factor of three larger than that of the 
unloaded crystal as measured in the (200)Bragg reflex. 

Fig. 2 shows the final results in a logarithmic plot of the intensity I versus K2 for both temperatures. 
The indicated error bars are mainly due to background subtraction errors and only slightly to counting 
statistics. At the higher temperature the errors are larger due to stronger inelastic scattering and because of 
the line broadening. The circles and the triangles respectively have been measured at an incident energy of 
14.1 CT3 eV (first order) and 57.103 eV (second order), respectively. The second order points have been 
adapted to the curve resulting from the first order points by multiplying with a constant factor. The results 
obtained at 20°C are significantly different from those at 235°C only for K2 < 6 Â"2 where the intensity 
shows an increase towards lower Κ values. In the remaining region, and in the entire measured Κ range of 

*) On leave from Instituto de Energia Atomica. San l'aula. Brazil 

**) The single crystals have hccn made available to us by the Physics Department El') of the Munich Technical University, 
where the greater part of the sample preparation was also performed. 
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Fig. 1 : Quasielastic lines at 235 C and 20 C measured at two different incident 

energies EQ = 14.25 10 3 eV (left) and EQ =57·10~3 eV (right). The 

dashed line is the background subtracted from the total intensity. 

the mixed phase, the intensity fits a DebyeWaller factor dependence corresponding to a mean square 
amplitude of u2 = 0.016 + 0.005 A2 for 235°C and u2 = 0.02 ± 0.005 Â2 for 20°C. Earlier u2 has been 
found to be equal to: 

0.18 A for NbH 33 at 308°C/3/ in the range 0.8 < Κ < 2.2 A"1 

0.08 Â2 for NbH 1 4 at 250°C/4/ in the range 0.5 < Κ < 2.1 A1 

0.05 A2 for NbH 0 9 at 235°C/10) in the range 2.0 < Κ < 4.0 Â_I 

Nearly the same vaiues could be extracted from our measurements in the correspondingly limited Κ ranges. 

Considering finite jump times the quasielastic scattering intensity is roughly given 1 5 ) by two terms I ~ 
(A + B), where A = exp(—u|^K2)· τ0[(τ0 + T\) represents the intensity due to the hydrogen atoms 
trapped at interstitial sites (mean square amplitude u2^) and Β = F(K)· τ ¡[(τ. + τ1 ) is the intensity of the 
hydrogen atoms in the jump phase. 

In the recently published band diffusion theory F(K) represents something like a time averaged 
structure factor of the hydrogen wave packet in the diffusion band having a limited life time r , . Classically 
we have F(K) = 1 for free jumping particles or F(K) = exp(— u2*K2) for particles interacting with the 
hostlattice (in the Eyring diffusion theory u2 would be the mean square amplitude of the oscillations in 
the metastable state ). 

— 2.0 

Fig. 2: Logarithm of the integrated quasi
elastic scattering intensity versus 
K2 for 235°C and 20 C. The 
values given by the triangle have 
been fitted to the curve given by 
the circles. 
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In the low temperature phase we expect Ύι < TQ therefore it is mainly the A term which contributes to 
the total intensity. Actually the experimental results show the expected simple Debye-Waller factor 
dependence with u^ = 0.02 A2. Using the Einstein oscillator approximation u2 =h/2 (ηιω|Τ' and taking 
for the oscillator frequency Cüi_ = 1.8· 10+14s~1 (lowest measured optic mode frequency in the j3phase 1 2 ' ) 
we find that u2 =0.017 A2. 

We assume that in the high temperature phase the intensity dependence for K" > 6 A2 is also mainly due 
to the A term, whilst for K.2 < 6 A"2 the Β term begins to have an influence. Under this assumption we can 
separate the Β term contribution by ;subtracting, the intensity, which is expected to be due to the A term in 
the small Κ range, from the total measured intensity. Fitting the resulting curve again to a DebyeWaller 
factor intensity dependence we get u2 ~ 0.4 Â2 . From the ratio of the intensities extrapolated to Κ * 0 we 
obtain τ, ¡τ = 0.45. Both values are exceptionally large, taking into account that the distance to the next 
interstitial site is only 1.17 Â and that (r + 7"i) has been determined to ~ 10~12s 1 3 ' . This might be 
evidence for the existence of the previously assumed diffusion band 1 6 · 1 7 1 . A free jumping particle model 
can be excluded. 

We are gratefully indebted to Dr. W. Kley for suggesting discussions and to Professor Dr. G. Alefeld for 
providing the single crystals. 
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Introductory Remark 

In December 1970 the Council of Ministers provided the budget for a design contract with an industrial 
consortium. Parallel to the common design study of the J.R.C. Ispra and the industrial consortium, work 
for a scientific experimental program and experimental facilities has been started in 1971/72. This work 
was specifically directed to the conception of experimental facilities, technical studies of these facilities and 
considerations for an experimental programme. The five considered research fields were: elastic and 
inelastic scattering, polarized neutrons, nuclear physics and neutron data measurements and radiation 
damage. 

The work on the SORA experimental programme was the major work of the Physics Division of the 
Ispra Establishment of the J.R.C, during 1972. Major contributions were also made by the members of the 
following Divisions "Nuclear Studies", "Technology — Electronics", "Design and Fabrication" and by the 
"Central Bureau of Nuclear Measurements", Geel. The results of the work will be published in a voluminous 
EUR Report "SORA Scientific Experimental Program" The following contribution to the "Annual Report 
1972" is a summary of this report. 

The following articles, which are enclosed in this EUR Report as appendices, are not summarized in this 
contribution. 

 QuasiElastic Scattering Investigations with the SORA Reactor: W. Gissler, R. Rubin (Physics Division) 

 Optical Spectroscopy and the Dynamics of Condensed Systems:/*. Camagni (Physics Division) 

Magnetic Scattering of Neutrons: G. Blaesser, J. Peretti (Physics Division) 

Report on the Possibility of Using SORA as a Pulsed Neutron Source for Studies of Radiation Damage in 
Solids: IV. Frank (Department of Physics at the MaxPlanckInstitut für Metallforschung. Stuttgart, and 
Institute for Theoretical and Applied Physics at the University of Stuttgart) 

Renda Requests for Neutron Data Measurements which Might be Entirely or Partially Filled by 
Measurements with Neutron Beams from SORA: Ά.H. W. Aten (CBNM Geel) 

- Characteristics and Performances of Steady State High Flux Reactors and Pulsed Reactors: G. Fraysse 
(Scientific Direction) 
The work on the SORA Scientific Experimental Program would not have been possible without the 

constant support given by the Directorate-General of the J.R.C, and in particular by the Scientific 
Directorate of the Ispra Establishment. 

*) This article is a summary of the EUR Report "SORA Scientific Experimental Programme". The summary has been 
compiled by R. Misenta. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Low energy neutrons are an ideal probe for studying the physics of matter: their energy and 
momentum correspond closely to the frequencies and wavelengths existing in solids and liquids. It was this 
property which led, together with the construction of beam tube research reactors, to a rapid development 
of neutron scattering for the study of the condensed state. This fact is well reflected in the regular 
international conferences organized by IAEA 1 ' also by a serie of textbooks 2 8> which already exist in this 
field. 

Very intense neutron sources are needed for investigations which involve inelastic scattering 
measurements, for neutron diffraction by small and/or complex samples, for measurements with polarized 
neutrons and all systematic studies which are in general of special interest for applied research. One 
approach is the contribution of high flux reactors with fluxes of about 10'5 n/cm2sec. A different 
approach is the construction of periodically pulsed neutron sources with time averaged fluxes of 
3 to 5 χ 10'2 n/cm2sec and the coincident development of time-of-flight methods. The time-of-flight 
method offers the possibility to use a wave length band in the incident beam and to use extended detectors 
for the measurement of the energy and the angle of the scattered neutrons. In addition the pulsed neutron 
sources still have a development potential with regard to flux and pulse width, as compared to the reactors 
with continuous flux. 

Since 1962 the Joint Research Center put a considerable effort into the development of a periodically 
pulsed reactor. Parallel to the project work went some work on experimental facilities to be used at a 
pulsed source911 '. Late in 1970 the Council of Ministers provided the budget for a design contract with an 
inc'u.:trial consortium. As a result of the design contract, a development line has been proposed: 
- tie construction of a periodically pulsed reactor with a mean power of 1 MW, and a thermal peak flux of 

1.5 ·1015 n/cm2sec at a pulse rate of 50 pulses/sec with a power pulse width of 65 /Jsec (MARK-I 
version). 

- The increase of the mean power to 3 MW with a corresponding increase of the thermal peak flux to 
4,5 - 10 ' s n/cm2sec by using new types of fuel elements (MARK-II version). 

- The coupling of an accelerator to the reactor in order to shorten the power pulse width and the width of 
the pulse for neutrons with energies higher than 30 meV to 5—10μ5εα At a repetition rate of 50 
pulses/sec and a mean power of 1 MW the thermal peak flux is 0,8 to 1.5 χ 10'6 n/cm2sec (MARK—III 
version). 
To complement the design contract an intense study of an experimental program for SORA began in 

1972. This study was specifically directed to the conception of experimental facilities, technical studies of 
these facilities and considerations for an experimental program in the fields of elastic and inelastic 
scattering with unpolarized and polarized neutrons, nuclear physics, neutron data measurements and 
radiation damage. 

For the comparison of time-of-flight experiments at a pulsed reactor and a reactor with continuous flux 
using a chopper it is important to keep in mind the following basic differences: 
- In a pulsed reactor, the moderator is part of the experimental device and not of the reactor; it can easily 

be changed according to the type of spectrum required; 
- In a pulsed reactor, the non-equilibrium epithermal spectrum is more intense than the Maxwellian flux 

distribution in a steady state reactor; 
- Tee source area is approximately five times larger in a pulsed reactor since beam pulsation is 

accomplished by pulsing the power, not by means of a mechanical device. 
In the EUR- report "SORA Scientific Experimental Programme" the somewhat controversial point of a 

comparison between pulsed and continuous neutron sources is touched, for the field of diffraction and 
inelastic scattering. The nuclear physics and neutron data measurements are compared with measurements 
at a LINAC. Such a comparison is instructive but one should also keep in mind that one considers 
essentially two types of large instruments where the real potential — in close analogy with the development 
in other fields — of the new pulsed system might show up only after a real scale exploitation and by the 
cooperative effort of many users. 

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE RESEARCH FIELDS 
A. Diffraction 

At present the application of neutron diffraction is limited by the available fluxes, which require a 
certain sample size and a certain measuring time. With fluxes of about 1014 n/cm2 sec, which is a typical 
value of a large number of research reactors in Western Europe, a compound with about 30 atoms/unit cell 
requires a sample of about 1 mm3 or more and a complex hydrogenic sample of about 1 cm3. One solution 
is the construction of high flux reactors with fluxes of about 10 '5 n/cm2sec. A different approach is the 
construction of periodically pulsed neutron sources with time averaged fluxes of about 3 to 
5 χ 1012 n/cm2 sec and the coincident development of time-of-flight diffractometers and methods. 
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The present situation of the timeofflight technique can be summarized by discussing briefly the 
contents of the most relevant papers. The first experiments by Buras and colleagues 12>13 'showed the 
principle of the method on powdered samples and on single crystals. Following these first publications 
there have been a number of demonstration experiments using various types of pulsed sources, and some 
papers which either contributed to the development of the method or gave scientific results on crystal 
structures. The higher resolution obtainable for large d spacings, using the timeofflight method, has been 
demonstrated for BiFe03 powder samples by Sosnowska et a l . 1 4 ) and for PbTi03 powder by Lebbeck and 
Mikke 1 5 ) . The crystal structure of bismuth and KNO3 under pressure 1 6 ) have been determined and the 
pressure dependence of the magnetic phase transition of Fe 2 0 3 and Cr203 has been observed by Brugger et 
al. 1 7 \ In 1969 Kimura et al. 1 8 ) published diffraction experiments with powdered samples using the 
neutron bursts from a moderator which was placed close to the target of a linear electron accelerator. The 
published DebyeScherrer patterns especially on Si and Al show the power of a timeofflight 
diffractometer. Day and Sinclair19 ' measured structure factors on a single crystal, MnsGe3, by 
timeofflight techniques. The extended detector bank consisted of 32 lithium glass scintillators each 
coupled to a photo multiplier. The detectors were intercalibrated to a precision between 2 and 3 % by the 
use of a vanadium sample 2 0 ' 

The first experiment using a periodically pulsed fast reactor and a coincidently pulsed repetitive 
magnetic field was performed at the IBR in Dubna by Antsupov et al. 2 1 ' . The intensity of the magnetic 
reflection (111) of hematite was measured as a function of the magnetic field. The periodically pulsed 
reactor was operated at a mean power of 6 kW and with a frequency of 1 pulse each 5 seconds.An 
anomalous intensity of this reflection was detected in a field of 50 kG. 

The development of the timeofflight method requires: 

 the construction of diffractometers consistently designed, within a certain cost limit, to exhaust the 
potential of the ToFmethod; 

 the study of a crystal with a small to medium sized unit cell with simultaneous measurement of about 
1,000 reflections; 

 the measurement of a crystal which contains m 1 4 9 with a wavelength band on either side of the 
resonant wave length of Sm14 9 

B. Inelastic Scattering 

Low energy neutrons have ̂ wavelengths and energies in a range which at present is not covered 
simultaneously by any other technique (Fig. 1). In the fields of low frequency molecular spectroscopy, 
lattice frequency distributions, phonons, collective or diffusive modes in liquids, vibrations of impurities in 
solids and for many magnetic effectsthe interesting energy transfers lie below about 200 meV and the 
maximum values for wave vector transfers are about 20 A"1. Most of this range can be measured with low 
energy neutrons using suitable scattering angles (Fig. 2). However, if the system has to be measured at low 
temperatures or generally in the neutron energy loss mode the incident neutron energy has to be chosen 
sufficiently high in order to cover enough energymomentum space. 
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A great deal of the success of the neutron scattering method to obtain information on the dynamics of 
matter is due to the work on lattice vibrations. At this point the time-of-flight method should be quite 
powerful since it measures mostly at off-symmetry positions and is thus most appropriate to test the 
possibility of unusual behaviour of dispersion relations between symmetry directions. The compilation of 
such phonon maps which would be a direct consequence of time-of-flight measurements on coherently 
scattering single crystals might in future become a very valuable analytical tool in describing a certain solid 
and it might also be quite useful to use this phonon information directly (i.e., without introducing a 
potential), in predicting or explaining other phonon-dependent physical phenomena. 

Another very important field for inelastic scattering — and for which no other experimental technique 
using bulk samples is available - are experiments to study collective excitations in magnetic materials 
(magnon scattering). Due to experimental limits in most cases large parts of the magnetic Brillouin zone, 
especially at higher momentum values, have never been explored. 

The other large part of phonon spectrometry concerns observations on the density of state curves, or 
the measurement of lattice vibrations in the large number of known organic substances. Neutron 
spectrometry offers here a unique spectroscopic tool in the sense that this method is independent of optical 
selection rules, that the scattering in a special way depends on the amplitude of vibrating atoms and that 
large and controllable momentum transfers can be observed. It seems very likely that we have just reached 
the threshold where neutron scattering becomes a tool of applied science, of chemistry and 
physico-chemistry 2 2 ) , polymer science 2 3 ) , metallurgy and even biochemistry. That neutrons can give 
valuable information in the field of molecular spectroscopy 2 2 · 2 4 > has been shown already by experiments 
on hydrogen-bond vibrations, alkali hydroxides, salt hydrates, hydrides, amino acid polymers, and by 
studies related to the adsorption of hydrogenous molecules on surfaces, motions of molecules in zeolites 
and molecular sieves and by a number of measurements on aromatic molecules. 

Since neutron scattering measures the Fourier transform of space-time correlation functions this 
method should in principle be able to tell us everything about the motional behaviour of the particles in a 
liquid. However, a closer inspection of these results shows that the detailed dynamics of a liquid are 
contained only in the details of the scattering law 2 5 ' . This has led to the need for studying non-linear 
effects in liquids and for obtaining information on higher or time dependent correlation functions, e.g., 
measuring the triplet correlation functions from the isothermal pressure derivative of the neutron scattering 
law. Due to the already existing difficulty of obtaining the direct scattering law with high precision such 
measurements of derivatives will need the highest available neutron sources in order to obtain significant 
results. On the other hand, scattering law measurements are typical examples for measuring distributions, 
thus this field should be of extreme importance for the utilization of a high-intensity pulsed source. 
Another quite important field is the study of rate and geometry of non-periodical motions, such as can be 
observed by limiting attention to quasielastic neutron scattering. This field will gain increasing importance 
in chemistry or physico-chemistry, especially if high resolution experiments can be performed and if the 
method is extended to the study of problems in the field of chemical kinetics 2 2 . 2 6 ' . 

C. Polarized Neutrons 
Polarized neutrons offer interesting and sometimes unique possibilities for investigations in the field of 

condensed matter and nuclear physics. 
By scattering an initially polarized beam and measuring the scattered intensity for the two spin states 

separately as function of angle and energy it is possible to separate (1) the coherent and spin incoherent 
nuclear scattering in solids and liquids (2) the paramagnetic scattering from other types of incoherent 
scattering (3), the nuclear and magnetic Bragg scattering from antiferromagnets, (4) the magnon and 
phonon scattering from ferromagnets and antiferromagnets. These possibilities have been demonstrated by 
Moon et al. 2 7 ' . for the study of incoherent para-magnetic scattering in MnF2, on incoherent nuclear spin 
and isotropic scattering in vanadium and nickel, Bragg scattering in MnF2 and Fe203 , and coherent inelastic 
scattering from magnons in the Li ferrite and Fe203 . In all cases the use of polarized beams either made the 
experiment possible, or at least greatly improved the accuracy of the measurements. The separation of 
coherent and spin-incoherent nuclear scattering could prove especially advantageous in the study of liquids 
and hydrogeneous materials; also, the precise measurement of magnetic form factors which allows the spin 
density distribution to be mapped out in a variety of magnetic systems, such as Ni, Co, Fe, Ni-Pd, and 
magnetic impurities in various hosts. Polarized neutrons will certainly provide the most interesting 
application and play an even increasing role in the future in the study of the structure of matter. 

Experiments with polarized neutrons and polarized targets are actively pursued in the domain of 
nuclear physics and related subjects. The recent development of highly polarized proton targets now makes 
it possible to obtain by transmission highly polarized neutron beams, up to energies of ~ 100 keV, which 
extend the possibilities of investigation in the interesting neutron resonance region. A polarized neutron 
facility with polarized proton targets has been in operation for a few years, at the IBR pulsed reactor at 
Dubna, and a few significant experiments have been performed 2 8 ) . A wide research field is open, 
concerning, for instance, the investigation of neutron resonances. A main object of the neutron 
spectroscopy is the determination of the neutron resonance parameters, one of which is the spin of the 
compound nucleus level at which the resonance occurs. A most direct and effective method for identifying 
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the resonance spin is to measure the transmission of neutrons parallel and antiparallel to the polarization of 
the nuclei 2 9 ' in a polarized target. The determination of the spins of resonances of2 3 5 U and other fissile 
nuclei is important for the study of fission physics. This work with polarized 2 3 s U nuclei has been started 
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory and results were obtained for low-lying resonances which could be 
reached with the magnetic crystal spectrometer. It would be very interesting to extend this type of 
investigation to a wider energy range. Another research subject concerns the study of the gamma spectra 
emitted after the resonance neutron capture. Additional information concerning the radiation and the 
nuclear parameters can be obtained by including the neutron polarization and the analysis of the circular 
polarization of the emitted gamma rays. 

Looking for other spin dependent effects, we realize that the magnitude of the neutron spin precession, 
which should take place around the direction of polarization of target nuclei ("neutron nuclear 
precession") can be much more sensitive than the polarization cross section to the spin dependent part of 
the scattering amplitude. An experimental method based on the measurement of the rotation angle of the 
polarization vector would, in principle, require much weaker target polarizations than other methods. The 
nucleus can be used as a probe for investigating non nuclear properties of the surrounding target. For 
instance, in some kind of targets the nuclei are polarized by static methods in the local (hyperfine) field 
which is much stronger and not necessarily colinear with respect to the applied field. When the nuclear 
parameters, are known, or determined in one part of the experiment, then one can measure the magnitude 
and the direction of the hyperfine fields 3 0 ' and investigate some atomic properties (susceptibility at very 
low temperatures, e.g., 3 1 ') . 

D. Nuclear Physics and Neutron Data Measurements 
The possible experiments discussed are nuclear physics experiments and neutron data measurements for 

reactors. Nuclear fission studies and capture 7-ray spectroscopy from resonance capture at low epithermal 
energies are the most interesting and promising research objects for SORA. Neutron data measurements of 
particular interest for SORA are: normalization experiments, measurements in materials from which only 
very small amounts are available, measurement of self-shielding factors. 

Due to its characteristics the SORA reactor is able to give a valuable contribution in these research 
fields especially when operated in the booster mode 1 o. 

Compared with a LINAC, SORA delivers 200 times more neutrons, but has for a fixed distance a 3000 
times worse resolution (a LINAC may be operated at 20 ns). The comparison with a LINAC permits the 
following conclusion: 
- Below 1 eV SORA is in every respect superior to a LINAC. 
- Below some 10 eV it offers for certain experiments the advantage of high neutron intensities. 
- Above 100 eV SORA is not suitable for high resolution work. 
- SORA has the advantage of having at the same time high epithermal and thermal peak fluxes. 
- At higher neutron energies the high neutron output makes SORA useful for normalization experiments, 

and special purpose broad resolution experiments using a special analysis method. 
With the booster mode of operation of SORA a gain of a factor 7 is possible for the epithermal and fast 

flux and of a factor of 4 for the thermal flux. This gain and the shortened pulse width increase the energy 
interval of interest towards higher energies. 

E. Radiation Damage 
Simple and complex defect structures are obtained in solids by neutron irradiations 3 2 ' . Recently, the 

importance of low temperature neutron radiation damage studies of metals and alloys has been 
demonstrated again33 ' 3 4 ' . It appears therefore that even though basic information on simple defect 
structures can be obtained by neutron irradiation experiments because some simple defect structures are 
produced in addition to complex structures depending on the ratio of fast and slow neutron flux. 
Furthermore it has been found, that in some materials a certain simple defect structure is produced by 
neutron irradiation which has not been found in electron irradiation experiments. In high temperature 
irradiation experiments, complex reactions between the defects are negligible due to the low steady state 
defect concentration if the irradiation temperature is higher than about 1/3 of the melting temperature. In 
metals it is very difficult to detect the actual low defect concentrations at all. However, in alloys even very 
small steady state defect concentrations are able to cause noticeable phase changes, which are accessible for 
investigation by many physical properties. Studies of properties of defects in alloys have still another 
advantage with respect to pure metals. Phase changes can only be obtained by freely migrating defects. 
Therefore the annihilation of complex defect structures, which show interactions among themselves, cannot 
easily be detected in alloys. This has been shown for two alloy systems 3 5 ' 3 6 ) . It must be added that such 
radiation induced phase changes often cause very large changes in physical and mechanical properties, 
which are interesting in themselves. 

In order to obtain structural changes in metastable alloys towards thermodynamic equilibrium, high 
neutron doses are required. Only in cases where short range order formation is enhanced by irradiation. 
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doses of the order of 10'6 to 10 ' 7 nvt are sufficient. For long range order or precipitation processes the 
necessary irradiation doses to obtain quasi equilibrium are of the order of 1018 nvt and more. This means 
that the high fast neutron flux available in SORA could open up a new field of investigation. 

Besides structural changes towards equilibrium a permanent (non reversible) destruction of existing or 
formed phases also occurs by neutron irradiation. This destruction is mainly due to the formation of 
extended defects formed in situ or by diffusing defects. These complex defect structures are found in pure 
metals and in alloys as well. They cause large changes in the mechanical properties of a material. 

The SORA reactor will furnish a time average fast neutron flux of 4· 1013 n/cm2 sec. This flux is much 
higher than the fluxes of most conventional reactors on which fundamental low temperature radiation 
damage studies are performed at present*. Therefore the relatively high neutron flux available from SORA 
may be suitable to perform basic radiation damage studies even under more applied aspects. A further 
special feature favouring radiation damage studies in SORA is the fact that the gamma-heating at the 
position of the irradiation channel of ca. 0.03 Watts/g is much lower than in conventional reactors, which 
are used at present for low temperature radiation damage studies. This means that the refrigerator capacity 
for low temperature experiments in SORA could be kept relatively small. 

For these reasons conventional radiation damage studies using the high time averaged fast flux of SORA 
as a continuous source are important and new types of investigations could be performed. In an extended 
analysis W. Frank could not find a direct use of the SORA characteristic that the neutron flux is pulsed for 
radiation damage studies*. 

F. Extreme Sample Conditions for Diffraction and Inelastic Scattering Experiments 
The interest in studying matter under extreme conditions is mainly twofold: such measurements can 

serve as a very sensitive test if our models and theories of nature allow a sufficient extrapolation or if they 
are detailed enough to describe higher order effects. On the other hand such conditions may lead to 
completely new phenomena or to materials with new properties. An example of the latter possibility may 
be the production of new superconductors with much higher transition temperatures under pressures from 
500 to 1000 kbar. 

Also great interest would be the study of many chemical reactions under high pressures, the change of 
atomic potentials, the breaking of covalent bonds and generally the change of spectroscopic levels with 
pressure. New phase transitions changing certain critical temperatures could be found. The generation of 
such high pressures will be possible mostly only with small samples, thus neutron measurements have to be 
done with the highest possible initial intensities 3 7 ' . 

Another extreme environment field is the application of intense magnetic fields which at the same time 
will also generate extremely high pressure 3 8 ' since e.g., a field of 107 G generates a pressure of 4-106 at. 
Fields of a few 100 kG are possible using Bitter-type solenoids, even higher fields are possible with pulsed 
magnets. Since the pulsed fields are of the order of 10 to 100 usee a pulsed reactor is the ideal tool to study 
neutron scattering under such conditions. One could then study the influence of intense fields on low 
energy spectra or possible changes of the electron-phonon interaction in metals or the influence on binding 
energies, resistivities, Fermi surfaces, anharmonic effects or plasma phenomena in metals. 

Since many of these investigations in intense magnetic, but also electric fields or under high pressures or 
temperatures have to be done under pulsed sample conditions a pulsed neutron source is in principle the 
best source. Moreover, by adjusting the phase shift between sample pulse and neutron pulse it is possible to 
measure directly relaxation or ordering phenomena. Since a pulsed reactor the time averaged flux incident 
on the sample is proportional to the mean power the frequency can be lowered within certain limits, 
producing fewer pulses/sec with a proportionally higher number of neutrons/puls: i.e. without reducing the 
time averaged flux incident on the sample. 

This possibility, which is specific for a pulsed reactor and does not exist for time-of-flight methods at 
continuous reactors allows the measurements of samples under extreme conditions, e.g. magnetic, electric 
fields, high temperature, that can only be produced periodically with low frequencies. A first investigation 
of this kind was performed in Dubna 2 1 '. 

* See EUR Report "SORA Scientific Experimental Programme' 
* Ispra-1 Reactor, CP 5 Type, 1° 10 n/cm sec 

Argonne Nat Lab. CP 5 Type, ¡'10 n/cm sec 
Karlsruhe Research Reactor IR 2. I · 10 'n/cm sec 
Munich Research Reactor I· 10 n/cm sec 
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HI. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR TIMEOFFLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 

A. Resolution and Allowed Wave Length Band 

In the timeofflight technique the measured flight time tv the velocity υ of the neutrons and the flight 

path length L are related by 

_L_ 

ν *υ = (1) 

The condition that the most rapid neutrons of a pulse do not overlap with the slowest neutrons of the 
preceeding pulse allows only a certain velocity or wave length band for a certain pulse period Τ and a flight 
path length L; (Fig. 3). The permissible wave length band is given by the formula 

(· 

min 
)L = W ^ ^ p 

(2) 

The optimum use of neutrons in one pulse is made if the minimum velocity L>m¡n and the maximum 
velocity i>max are chosen in such a way that the sample is continuously illuminated during the period but 
an overlap of neutrons is avoided. This "Continuous Illumination Condition" is important for the proper 
design and comparison of timeofflight experiments at periodically pulsed reactors with experiments on 
reactors with constant flux. 

The pulse width Atp of the neutron burst and the length of the flight path define the time resolution at 
the wave length λ, 

« . - ^ (3) 

Eliminating the flight path length L by combining formula (2) and (3) the wave length which has no overlap 
of neutrons is given by 
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where Δλ π υ η the allowed wave length band, is related to the minimum wave length \n[n, the resolution at 
this wave length RAm¡n and to the burst width/period ratio Atn/Tn. 
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Β. Comparison with TimeofFlight Experiments at Continuous Flux Reactors 

The comparison between experiments on pulsed and continuous sources is a rather controversial 
subject. We will restrict our attention to timeofflight measurements and we do not consider experiments 
which depend essentially on the timeaveraged flux of the reactor. 

The detector units proposed for the experimental facilities of SORA can be used at continuous reactors 
without modification. The neutron pulses can be produced by chopping the continuous beam. The 
intensity incident on the sample will be compared for an experiment at a periodically pulsed and a 
continuous reactor under the condition that the resolution, the minimum wave length and the λ—range are 
the same in both experiments. The condition is equivalent to the requirement that in both experiments the 
sample is during the whole period continuously exposed to neutrons (Continuous Illumination (CI) 
Condition). 

For comparison purposes the experimental procedure at a continuous reactor is followed. The duty 
cycle (^c · Atc) which is determined by the Clcondition, \n[n Ry\min anc^ Δλ is applied to the continuous 
flux. The timeaveraged flux of the timeofflight experiment at the continuous reactor is compared to the 
time averaged flux of the same experiment at the pulsed source. 

The ratio of the intensities incident on the sample is given by 

r ( Ω) is the ratio of the primary solid angles 

Γ(Ω) =  ^ ="£ Λο (5a) 

r =  ^ 2
t c  (5b) 

F c . Δ i ρ 

where 
g is the real gain factor of the neutron guide tube which depend on the length, and the cross section of the 

guide tube and the real reflectivity. 
The Continuous Illumination Condition, which is expressed by relation (4) determines the duty cycle of 

the experiment at the continuous reactor and must be equal to the burst width/period — ratio of the 
periodically pulsed source. 
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For the evaluation of the solid angle ratio three cases must be considered: 

1 ) none of the experiment uses a guide tube: r (Ω) = r 

2) only the experiment at the pulsed source uses a guide tube: r (Ω) = g · r 

3) both experiments use the guide tube: r (Ω) = 1 

The ratio RIp/c is calculated for different experiments in Chapter 2.1 and 2.3 of the EUR Report 
"SORA Scientific and Experimental Programme". 

In a timeofflight experiment at the periodically pulsed reactor SORA the pulse width of the neutrons 
is determined by the pulse width of the power pulse and the characteristics of the neutron scatterer, which 
moderate and thermalize the fast neutrons of the power pulse. The frequency yis fixed by the operation of 
the reactor. The minimum wave length λ ^ , the resolution at this wave length and the desired wave length 
range have to be determined and balanced, taking into account the requirements of the experiment. 

In the case of SORA the ratio Atp/Tp is in the order of 0,5·10~2. Because of this low value high 
resolution experiments, i.e. flight time resolutions of 0,5% or less, at a minimum wave length between 1Â 
and 2Â require a quasi monochromatic beam, i.e. a beam with a small wave length band AXmm compared 
to the complete range of the Maxwell spectra. High resolution especially for longer neutron pulses may 
require a rather long flight path, which will lead to a considerable loss in intensity due to the reduced solid 
angle. This reduction in solid angle can be avoided if totally reflecting guide tubes can be used, which can 
be bent in order to reduce background problems. 
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IV. SPECIAL EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLES USED FOR THE DESIGN OF THE FACILITIES 

A. Correlation Methods 
39 42) 

Since a few years correlation methods have been introduced to neutron scattering techniques. 
The method is based on the fact that the cross correlation function between the detector signals and 
pseudostatistical binary sequences used as input signals is - under certain restrictions — proportional to the 
scattering function of the target. The signal/background ratio is largely improved since the background is in 
general uncorrelated to the input signals. This new method means basically an increase in the duty cycle for 
time-of-flight measurements. Looking in more detail into this method one has to distinguish between two 
cases: monoenergetic or polyenergetic incident neutrons. 
Monochromatic Pulsed Beams 

With a continuous reactor this method has an advantage over conventional t-o-f techniques if 

s r + b > 1 (8) 
S 

where S r is the scattered intensity for a certain flight time τ, b is the background and S is the average over 
the whole time-of-flight spectrum. If the background is low the method has the principal disadvantage that 
small peaks in the presence of large ones are measured even less accurately than in a conventional 
experiment. This disadvantage is quite serious, since with further application of neutron spectrometry e.g. 
to chemical problems, just such small effects will be of increasing importance. Since one can show that 
precisely at this point correlation techniques at a pulsed source should bring some improvement 4 3 4 5 > , this 
method is in principle suited to detect small peaks also in the presence of large ones. 

Polyenergetic Pulsed Beams 
For polyenergetic neutrons the so-called statistical double-chopper method ' is the optimum 

time-of-flight technique, especially if one considers that it allows simultaneous measurements over all 
scattering angles and in the presence of high background intensities, or with weakly scattering samples. The 
advantage of this method compared to sequential double chopper measurements over all input energies 
depends on an average over the whole scattering plane with the corresponding disadvantage for small peaks 
in the presence of large ones. However, if the first chopper in this method is not a statistical but a periodic 
one (one speaks then of a degenerate statistical double chopper) then the gain is determined only by the 
average over certain lines 4 8 ' in the input output time-of-flight plane. Thus this method has a certain local 
improvement factor which diminishes the small peak/large peak-disadvantage of correlation techniques on 
continuous sources. Obviously the degenerate double chopper technique is most efficiently realized by 
using a pulsed source, the method is then intrinsically optimal compared to a continuous source with two 
choppers, since neutrons are needed only at intervals. 

B. Polarization of Neutrons 
Magnetic Mirror 

The methods of neutron polarization based on the critical reflection of neutrons by magnetic mirrors 
are particularly suitable for obtaining polarized beams of slow neutrons from a pulsed reactor since a broad 
energy spectrum can be utilized. The narrow angular divergence of the reflected beam, due to the low 
critical values is comparable to the divergence of the direct beam, working at a convenient flight distance. 
Therefore, no substantial intensity loss is involved in the critical reflection method. The mirror reflection 
method permits a neutron utilization factor at least two orders of magnitude better than is possible with 
magnetic Co-Fe crystal monochromators, currently used to produce highly polarized neutron beams at 
continuous flux reactors. Therefore a magnetic mirror system associated with a pulsed reactor of the SORA 
type and a Co-Fe crystal monochromator at a high flux reactor are expected to produce polarized neutron 
beams with comparable intensity, energy resolution and collimation. 

Two possible technical solutions have been considered, namely, the use of long bent neutron guide 
tubes, with magnetized reflecting surfaces or the use of a multislit collimator made with a large number of 
relatively short mirror plates. In view of the technical difficulties connected with the former solution, 
which is, in principle, more attractive, we have preferred to study the second possibility. Multiple mirror 
systems have been developed at Riso and at Petten, and have been in operation for a few years. A certain 
amount of information on their performances is available 4 9"5 1 '. 

Polarized Proton Target 
In recent years the technique of aligning (polarizing) the magnetic moments of nuclei became more and 

more important in neutron physics. One of the first applications was the use of a polarized proton target 
for the polarization of epithermal neutrons 2 9 ) . Polarizing techniques have been used in experiments which 
required a high polarization for nuclei in the investigated sample 5 . 
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The necessity of a new method of neutron polarization was due to the fact that known methods 
(magnetic scattering methods) were ineffective for neutron energies between 10 eV and 100 KeV. Filtration 
of a nonpolarized neutron beam by a polarized proton target turned out to be an efficient technique for 
this neutron energy region, and also at lower energies. The transmitted beam becomes polarized as neutrons 
with spins oriented antiparallel to the proton spin are scattered more intensively than neutrons with parallel 
spin. For this purpose protons are particularly well adapted, as they have a large ηp crosssection with a 
very strong spin dependent scattering and which is energy independent between 1 eV and 100 eV. This 
gives a large neutron polarization and a moderate loss in beam intensity (typically a factor 4). 

One of the most common methods for reaching high absolute nuclear polarization (70%) under 
relatively easy experimental conditions, (1°K and 20 kG) is the technique of dynamic nuclear 
polarization 53*. A very suitable crystal for this purpose is La2 Mg3 (N0 3 ) [ 2 .24 H20 (LMN) which is one 
of the very few crystals where the proion polarization can be enhanced with dynamic nuclear polarization 
to the vicinity of its theoretical maximum. We propose the use of a polarized proton target both as a 
polarizer and an analyser. 

V. OPTIMIZATION OF THE SORA NEUTRON SOURCES 

In the SORA reactor, a certain number of the fast neutrons produced in periodic pulses in the core are 
converted in hydrogeneous moderators into pulsed beams of lowenergy neutrons for timeofflight 
measurements. For most of the experiments around pulsed reactors these moderators are the main sources 
of neutrons. Depending on the type of experiment the relationship between source intensity, pulse duration 
and source area determine the optimum use of the reactor. The proper choice of the moderators becomes 
an important task in the layout of pulsed reactors. Therefore as a first step parametric studies have been 
performed for different moderator materials and dimensions, for reentrant hole geometries, and for 
homogeneous and heterogeneous poisoning. As a second step absolute flux values and their time dependent 
pulse shape were calculated — using the 1 MW version of SORA — for the more interesting configurations 
resulting from the parametric study. In order to show the development potential of SORA and pulsed 
reactors in general the list of figures of merit and absolute values was extended to a SORA reactor of 3 MW 
power and an accelerator pulsed version of 1 MW. 

A. The Criteria of Optimization 

In principle each type or class of experiments requires its own optimization regarding the reactor 
layout and operation (power, size, pulse duration and frequency) and the composition of the neutron 
scatterer. A study determining the optimum size (and power) of pulsed reactors has been performed at 
Dubna 5 4 ' with different experimental criteria, such as energy resolution, energy and angular resolution, 
etc., for both thermal and ephitermal neutron energies. The results show flat maxima of the socalled 
"quality factors" between 12 and 20 liter core volume for a Pu02 fueled core. In view of this study, the 
choice of a 10 liter core for SORA with metallic fuel elements, where the power can finally be increased to 
3 MW, is quite reasonable. Most experiments can be optimized according to one of the two criteria 
Jpulse øs (t) dt = Max and fpuise øs (t) dt/σ2 = Max where øs (t) is the 4 πflux equivalent of the neutrons 
emitted into the beam tube direction and o2 the source pulse time variance. 

In terms of ref 5 5  5 6 ' on which this chapter is based 0beam = ^p ^ s w h e r e Ρ is the mean reactor 
power, Ep the fraction of power generated during the pulses and øs the fictitious isotropic 4 π  leakage 
flux in beam tube direction produced per unit power. Under the assumption of nearly Gaussian pulse 
shapes for the power pulse the source pulse variance a2 is the sum of the power pulse variance σρ2 and the 
variance am

2 of the moderator response function øg (t); σ is a function of the size of the moderator and 
the neutron energy. 

First Optimization Criterion: ¡pu¡se <PS (t) dt =Max 

As shown, it is sufficient to optimize the thermal neutron moderators for energies E < 150meV for 
maximum time integrated (stationary) leakage flux. The optimization studies have been performed for 
homogeneous moderator slabs of water and zirconium hydride at 300°K by the use of the neutron 
transport code JNMETD1 5 7 ' 5 8 ) in an 8energygroup j 7 approximation. The øs 8 at the boundary 
(leakage flux) peaks at a slab thickness of around 7 cm, though the spatial maximum value of øs g increases 
as the slab thickness goes up to about 15 cm. 

The same analysis had also been performed for zirconium hydride slabs (75 % ZrH2 and 25 % steel as 
canning material). Qualitatively the results were the same: peak of the stationary leakage flux at 6,4 cm but 
the values were much smaller. 

The reasons for which zirconium hydride moderators have been considered is that at the reactor 
startup and during the first period of operation it is planned to use such sources for reasons of safety. 
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Second Optimization Criterion: Jp^/se Φ$ W dtlá2 =Max 

This condition holds for most of the experiments with epithermal neutrons (E > · 15 eV). 

The described procedure was again applied to find the water slab dimension with the best figure of 
merit in the 7th energy group (0.15 to 1.1 eV). From this analysis it can be seen that the leakage flux 
øs7 (a, μ= 1) peaks for a slab thickness of 5 cm. The analysis of the am

2 (7th-) shows that for this energy 
group the 0J

S &s are nearly independent of thickness and for a power pulse half widths larger than 50 jusec 

since am η < σ 7 . This means that for epithermal neutrons the figure of merit is linearly proportional to 

the leakage flux or in other words, that the moderator pulse directly follows the power pulse of the reactor. 

Conclusions of the Optimization Studies for the Reactor Mode of Operation 

- Of all moderators studied in this frame such as slabs of water, zirconium hydride at 300°K, the highest 
thermal and epithermal fluxes and figure of merits can be reached in water. 

- In water slabs the highest leakage flux can be reached at a thickness of 6-7 cm, for thermal and at 5 cm 
thickness for epithermal neutrons. 

- Inside water slabs the highest figure of merits can be reached between 3-4 cm from the fast source 

boundary for slabs of 8-10 cm. 

B. The Absolute Neutron Intensities 

After establishing the optimum slab size of a moderator by JN-METD1 calculations a realistic 
moderator design is made for the different moderator positions foreseen in the reactor. The full time 
dependence of the moderator leakage and the absolute ø S i (a, μ - l ) values per fission neutron are then 
calculated by the Monte Carlo code TIMOC 59,60) (Version 1971). The horizontal cross section through 
the reactor at core level as shown in Fig. 4 is actually a computer (CALCOMP) design obtained by the 
program PLOTGEOM 6 1 ' and represents exactly the geometry description used in the TIMOC calculations. 
In the moderator positions 1,2 and 3 a series of moderator configurations (slabs and re-entrant hole 
geometries) and materials were analysed. 

According to the present design specifications a value of θ = 65 Msec was taken for the F.W.H.M. of the 
power pulse in the reactor mode of operation and a value of 7 jusec. for the accelerator pulsed booster mode 
of operation. 

Fig. 4 : Horizontal cross section through reactor at core level 
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Fig. 5: Neutron flux 6-energy groups given as function 
of time for 5 cm thick water slab in moderator 
(Pos. 1 on 3). 

Table 1 gives the peak fluxes and the F.W.H.M. of the neutron pulse from different moderators. The 
values are given for a reactor power of 1 M and for 50 pulses/sec. If the reactor power is increased to 3 MW 
the values of the integrated flux/pulse and the peak fluxes increase proportionally. If the frequency is 
decreased by a certain factor these two values increase by the same factor. As an example in Fig. 5 the 
neutron flux six energy groups is given as a function of time for a water slab 5 cm thick in the moderator 
position 1 or 3. 

Thermal Sources * 

(A) 5 cm Thick Water Slabs 

They can be placed either in moderator position 2 behind the two control rods or in one of the 
positions 1 where they are "moon shaped" as shown in Fig. 4. 

(B) Re-entrant Hole in Water 

Since the neutron fluxes inside the moderators are usually many times higher than at the surface, one 
tries to make these fluxes available for experiments by re-entrant holes. According to the JN-METD1 
analysis the maximum flux ø(x, μ = 1) inside a 16 cm water slab is ~4.6 times higher than the maximal 
leakage flux obtainable at the surface of a 7 cm slab. Unfortunately, these much higher neutron fluxes 
inside a moderator can only be extracted with rather small re-entrant holes, which do not give rise to a 
strong flux perturbance. However, if one introduces re-entrant holes of a realistic size, the above mentioned 
gain factors will be reduced and will depend considerably upon the actual geometrical configuration 
determined by the reactor lay out. For moderator position 1 such a realistic design has been analysed. 

Hot Sources* 

(C) Slab of Zirconium Hydride at 700°Κ 

For experiments which require neutron energies in the epithermal range, above 0.15 eV, a hot source 
consisting of a 5 cm slab of zirconium hydride of 700°K had been studied. In the energy range 
0.1 - 0.45 eV the pulse integrated (stationary) flux is 3 times higher than in the water moderator. Due to 
the increased mean leakage time Γ the half width of the moderator response is also increased, so that the 
peak flux during the pulse cannot take full advantage of this high gain factor. It is reduced to ~ 2.5. With a 
re-entrant hole geometry the pulse integrated flux in the energy range 0.1 — 0.47 eV could again be raised 
by a factor of three, while the peak flux — due to the increased pulse width — shows only a gain of a factor 
of two. 

*) The letters (A) to (E) refer to Table 1. 
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(D) Titanium Hydride 

Titanium hydride has been analysed especially with a view to the booster mode of operation. It is a 
good example of a poisoned moderator (due to the high absorption cross section of titanium) with the 
additional advantage of a high hydrogen density (~ 40% more than water); both characteristics lead to a 
pulse shortening. The calculation has been performed for a slab 3 cm thick, which corresponds to the 
hydrogen equivalent of a 4.25 cm water slab. The slightly smaller thickness was chosen because of the 
absorption. Note the short F.W.H.M. in Table 1. 

Cold Sources* 

(E) Pure Parahydrogen Source 

G. Rossi and V. Ardente have shown in a 50 group analysis that for parahydrogen the optimum 
slab thickness is 9 cm. For the heat deposition due to elastic neutron scattering in the parahydrogen a value 
of 750 W per MW reactor power was obtained. In a further analysis the possibility of neutron 
premoderation in water at room temperature was studied in the following way: the 5 cm H20 slab (moon 
shape) was followed by a 1 cm vacuum gap and a 2 cm slab of parahydrogen. Already this first calculation 
led to the same cold neutron leakage fluxes in the energy range 110 meV as in the case of a 9 cm 
parahydrogen moderator. In the energy range 1030 meV the pulse integrated flux is even 2.7 times higher· 
than in the pure parahydrogen source and reaches a value which is between the 5 cm water slab and a water 
reentrant hole geometry. The main advantage of this arrangement consists in the fact that by this 
premoderation 90% of the heat deposited in the moderator by fast neutron scattering can be carried away 
by circulating water at room temperature and only a small residue of 80W/MW has to be cooled by the 
deep temperatureristallation. 

Summary 

From these not yet fully completed moderator studies and some preliminary results for liquid hydrogen 
moderators one can see that pulsed reactors offer a considerable flexibility to adjust the thermal neutron 
source characteristics to the specific requirements of the experimenters. By a comparatively inexpensive 
variation of the moderator material, temperature, and geometrical configuration, it is possible to shift an 
experimentally useful neutron energy distribution to almost any desired energy between 5 and 600 meV. 
At the same time, high neutron fluxes can be achieved in the epithermal energy range. 

Table 1  The peak fluxes and the FWHM of the response of different moderators in the thermal 
and in the ephithermal energy range at a reactor power of 1 MW and 50 pulses¡sec.The 
FWHM of 65 psec refers to the reactor mode of operation and the value of 7 usee to 
the accelerator pulsed booster mode of operation. The boundary between the thermal 
and the epithermal energy range at 220 Me V. 
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VI. SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM AND EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 

This chapter describes the con;dered experimental facilities. Fig. 6 shows the implantation of the 
SORAreactor with its buildings, and of the flight path with the experimental stations for the various 
experiments in the center. 

A. Neutron Diffraction 

1. Powder Diffractometers 

A timeofflight powder diffractometer consists of detector rings along a portion of or the complete 
DebyeScherrer cones of semiangle 2$. The collimated incident beam is pulsed and contains a wave length 
band. Each family of crystal planes with an interplanar spacing of d^ will reflect the beam into one of the 
detector rings when neutrons of the wave length λ^ reach the sample. The wavelength λ^ is related to the 
interplanar spacing d^ and the semiangle of the detector ring by the Bragg equation. The intensity arriving 
at the detector rings is measured as a function of time. The measured flight time is used to identify the 
reflection. By this technique all possible reflections with lattice spacings d in a certain range can be 
observed simultaneously and no mechanical scanning procedure is required. In addition it is possible to 
cover a large section of the DebyeScherrer cone by the detectors, increasing the data collection efficiency, 
appreciably. By placing detector rings at different scattering angles it is possible to measure with a limited 
wave length range of the incident beam a large range of lattice spacings. 

In order to study the potential of the timeofflight method for powder diffraction the timeofflight 
diffraction of neutrons by MnS04 powder has been simulated by a computer program. The available results 
demonstrate the great potential of the timeofflight method.with regard to resolution. 

POCRY 160 A Powder TimeofFlight Diffractometer of High Resolution 

POCRY—160 is a high resolution diffractometer for powder measurements with a flight path of 160 m 
which allows a wave length range of the incident neutrons of 0.4 Â. The minimum wave length had been 
established at 1 Â. The detector unit consists of a set of 9 counter rings, placed at scattering angles between 
15° and 170°, in such a way that the measurable range of interplanar spacings covers completely the 
minimum value, ά ^ ^ = 0,5 Â to the maximum value cL^x = 5.4 Å. The time-of-flight resolution is 0.25% 
for 1 Â neutrons, which corresponds to the complete resolution of the detector ring in the back scattering 
direction at the scattering angle of 170°. The resolution of the detector ring in the forward direction at the 
scattering angle of 15° is 1.5%. For the flight path length of 160 m a neutron guide tube with a cross 
section of 3x10 cm2 is used. This guide tube is slightly curved and gives an ideal gain factor of 100. 

Fig. 6 : SORA Reactor and buildings, showing fligh t path and experimental stations. 
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POCR Y-16 A Powder Time-of-flight Diffractometer of Moderate Resolution 
POCRY-16 is a moderate resolution time-of-flight diffractometer at inclined beam tube of SORA with 

a total flight path length of approximately 16.5 m. The resolution at the minimum wave length of 2 Â is 
1%. The allowed wave length range is quasi white, 3.2 Å. A detector unit with three detector rings at the 
scattering angles of 155°, 45° and 17° covers completely the measurable range of lattice spacings between 
the minimum value d min 1Â and the maximum value d max 18 Â. The overall resolution of the counter 
ring at 155" is 1.2%'änd of the ring at 17° 1.9%. In FÏg.'V POCRY-16 is shown as an example of an 
experimental facility with a short flight path and the detector system inside the reactor containment. 

2. SICRY-60A Single Crystal Time-of-flight Diffractometer 
A time-of-flight single crystal diffractometer has an extended detector which should be thought of 

being a section of a sphere and the sample in the centre of the sphere. The incident pulsed beam contains a 
wave length band. Each time neutrons of the wave lengths \¡¿ are arriving the sample reflects these 
neutrons in an angular direction which is related to the wave length and the lattice constants of the crystal 
by the Laue equations. By using a time-of-flight single crystal diffractometer with an extended detector 
with two dimensional position determination, reflections occurring at the same or very similar positions 
can be separated by the time-of-flight measurements and reflections occurring at the same or very similar 
wave length can be separated by the position determination. By combining a polychromatic incident beam 
with the energy analysis of the diffracted beam, reflections originating from a large region of reciprocal 
space can be observed and measured simultaneously without the need for a mechanical scanning 
procedure*. 

SAMPLE LOADIHO TUBE 

SAMPLE POSITION \ BEAM MONITOR 

Fig. 7 : POCR Y-16 Experiment facility, with short fligh t path and detector system inside reactor containment. 

(*) The number of reflections which can be measured simultaneously is practically only limited by cost considerations. In 
principle one could conceive a single crystal ToF-diffractometer with a sphere, with 80%to 90%ofthe surface covered 
by two- dimensional coordinates detectors and with energy analysis of the diffracted beams using the appropriate data 
acquisition and handling systems. This diffractometer would measure simultaneously about 90% of all reflections 
possibly within the incident wave length range at one crystal setting. Keeping in mind that for structure analysis of 
large molecules 10,000 or more reflections may be needed, this example shows the potential of the method. 
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SICRY60 is a medium to high resolution diffractometer for single crystal measurements with a flight 
path of 60 m, which allows a wave length band of 1.6 Â. The minimum wave length is variable. The 
detector unit consists of a set of two dimensional detectors as they are commercially offered by the US 
firm LND. These detectors are helium3 filled counters with dimensions 7.5 cm χ 20.5 cm χ 1.2 cm. Ten of 
these detectors are mounted on a movable segment above and at a distance of lm from the sample position. 
The geometrical dimensions of the detector unit often detectors cover in lm distance an angular region of 
43° in i? and 11.7 in the angle φ. In order to establish the requirements on the timeofflight resolution and 
on the angular resolution of the two dimensional detectors the timeofflight neutron diffraction by single 
crystals with small, medium and large elementary cells has been simulated by a computer program. 

B. Experimental Facilities for Inelastic Scattering Experiment in the Thermal Energy Range 

A series of inelastic spectrometers has been considered. These instruments are in a sense facilities of a 
first generation, no extreme techniques are applied and full use is not yet made, e.g., of complete 
multidetector systems, although this is a special advantage of the timeofflight technique. 

In the EURReport "SORA Scientific Experimental Program" the instruments are also treated on an 
analytical basis using the concept of momentum space volume elements and thus offering the possibility of 
calculating all interesting experimental quantities on a computer. The corresponding computer program 
TARGA has been adapted with a special VIDEOroutine which allows online optimization of all essential 
instrumental parameters to the special requirement of a certain experiment. 

The choice of the facilities has been made on the basis of the following arguments: 

 energy distributions are of primary interest, for physicochemical or liquid state applications, 
 for phonon work, either phonon distributions or nonsymmetry phonons at arbitrary points in 

momentum space should be measured, 
 neutrons with higher energies are of advantage in observing high energy levels in energy loss and at low 

temperatures, 
 neutrons of higher energies are preferable for experiments on a pulsed fast reactor, 
 neutron guide tubes should be used where possible, 
 polyenergetic neutron beams should be used, 
 as many scattering angles as possible should be utilized simultaneously, using multidetector systems and 

buffered disK memories. 

1. TimeofFlight/Crystal Analyser Systems 

TOFMX  Medium Resolution and TOFMXHigh Resolution Spectrometer 

The TOFMX(A) medium resolution spectrometer uses as incident spectrum all neutrons within a 
wavelength band which is defined by a special rotor system. The energy determination of the incident 
neutrons is made by measuring the timeofflight over a guided flight path. Scattered neutrons are analysed 
by 3 movable single crystals. The range of incident energies is 20130 meV, 3 scattering angles can be 
measured simultaneously. The instrument can be used for molecular spectroscopy, but also for collection of 
phonons or the measurement of phonon density of states. 

The TOFMX(B) high resolution spectrometer is similar to TOFMX (A); the guide tube has a length of 
180 m and a curvature radius of 80 km. The instrument could be used for molecular spectroscopy 
(especially antiStokes scattering at higher energies) and for special phonon line shape measurements. 

TOFMA  Medium Resolution and TOFMAHigh Resolution Spectrometers 

As in the case of the TOFMX spectrometers the energy of the incident neutrons is defined by 
timeofflight. However, with this facility the energy of the scattered neutrons is analysed by four 
multianglereflecting crystals (MARCsystems6365 '). The neutrons are counted by 4 parallel 
positionsensitive detectors, which allow the simultaneous measurement of neutrons within an extended 
range of scattering angles. Since the position detectors allow extended ranges of scattering angles to be 
measured, a relatively large storage capacity is needed, 200 K at the same time. This is possible using a 
magnetic disfr; with a fast initial buffer memory. Due to the special properties of the MARCsystems this 
instrument should be used for level or density of states measurements of isotropic or nearlyisotropic (e.g. 
hydrogenous) scatterers. 

The TOFMA(B) spectrometer is used together with TOFMX (B) at the end of a curved tandem guide 
tube of 180 m length. It allows spectroscopic work at higher incident energies, as well as at high resolution. 

2. Monoenergetic Correlation Spectrometers 

CORXC  Spectrometer 

This spectrometer uses the special correlation technique described in chapter IV.A in order to improve 
the resolution which is otherwise limited by the inherently long reactor pulse. The polychromatic neutron 
pulse coming from the reactor is monochromatized by two independent double monochromators. The 
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second crystals are vertically curved Jor each beam in order to focus the neutrons to two opposite slits of 
the same statistical chopper. The chopped pulsed beams are then scattered by the two samples and 
velocity-analysed by time-of-flight measurements. Due to the advantages of the "pulsed" correlation 
method this spectrometer allows high-resolution experiments in order to investigate small details of density 
of states curves or of molecular spectra. 

Since the chopper pulses are very short, the time-of-flight analysis can be made with short flight paths 
(1-2.5 m). The neutrons are detected by He3-counters in two vertical counter circles, allowing simultaneous 
measurements under 2 χ 84 scattering angles. The information is obtained by cross-correlating the detector 
intensity with the statistical pulse sequence. Using on-line correlation by means of a computer-simulated 
on-line correlator the necessary storage space is determined largely by the high number of independent 
detectors. In this case 168 Κ channels are needed. 

COR-XM - Spectrometer 
Also in this spectrometer the resolution can be improved by statistical chopping of the incident 

neutrons. Full time utilization is made by placing several monochromator crystals along the direction of the 
incident beam. This allows to measure for each reactor pulse a series of sequential spectra with different 
incident energies and with high resolution. The statistical sequences are generated by magnetic pulsing of 
the crystals 66> 6 7 > . Due to the short pulse duration only short flight paths (1 - 3 m) are necessary. The 
He3-detectors are arranged in a semi-circle with 12 individually movable counter banks which are each 
divided into 7 subunits, so that 84 scattering angles can be measured simultaneously. The necessary cross 
correlation between detector signals and modulating sequence is made by a computer simulated on-line 
correlator. This limits the number of necessary channels to 336 Κ which can be handled by a buffered dis): 
memory. Applying a second statistical sequence to each monochromator crystal with a chosen delay in 
respect to the first sequence unfavourable high intensity peaks can be filtered out 6 8 ' , which results in a 
further improved gain factor compared to the single "cut-out" pulsing. 

3. Double Time-of-Flight Spectrometers 
PC-TOF - Spectrometer 

This instrument is a double time-of-flight spectrometer: both the incident and the scattered neutrons 
are selected and/or analysed by measuring the flight times over certain distances using a disfe chopper to 
define the time-of-arrival of the incident neutrons. Due to the large spread in time of the polyenergetic 
pulsed incident beam it is possible to use about 20 different initial energies within each reactor period for 
quasielastic measurements. The discrimination against the inelastic background, facilitated by high 
resolution, could be made by the Fourier transform technique 4 3 ) or by suitable phase shifts of the rotor in 
respect to the reactor period. The system will be used for quasielastic measurements, especially for higher 
momentum transfers. 

STADOC - Spectrometer 
This instrument corresponds to a degenerate statistical double chopper in which the first (periodic) 

chopper is replaceckby the pulsed reactor source. The different incident energies are defined by a neutron 
guide tube and the openings of the statistical chopper wheel. Energy analysis is made by time-of-flight 
measurements over a distance of 10 m. The simultaneous information on the scattering law for whole 
ranges of incident and scattered energies is done by cross correlating detector signals and modulation 
sequences using an on-line correlator. This facility will be used for systematic scattering law measurements, 
especially on liquids for greater temperature and pressure ranges. 

4. Summary 
The instruments are complementary in the following sense: The first 2 MX-crystal spectrometers allow, 

with different resolutions, efficient measurements on the entire energy range under consideration. The 
analyser crystals are chosen according to each specific problem. The MA-spectrometers allow in principle 
the same measurements but with some special advantages for isotropic or nearly isotropic scatterers, or for 
problems of spectroscopic nature. The monoenergetic correlation spectrometers can be used for 
high-resolution measurements without use of long guide-tubes and in one case also for very small samples. 
Finally, the double time-of-flight spectrometers are useful for quasielastic experiments as well as for the 
direct measurement of complete scattering laws. 
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Fig. 8 shows the four spectrometers STADOC, PC-TOF, TOF-MX and TOF-MA at the beam channel 
C 4 H. Starting from the source the background rotor which suppresses the background neutron between 
the pulses for all neutron guide tubes of the bundle and the overlap rotors which define the wave length 
band or velocity range for each guide tube are indicated. 

C. Experimental Facilities for Elastic and Inelastic Scattering of Thermal and Epithermal Polarized 
Neutrons 
One facility is foreseen for experiments with polarized neutrons in the thermal range and a second one 

for experiments in the epithermal and resonance energy range. The facilities can be adapted with minor 
modifications to various types of experiments, e.g. transmission and scattering experiments, with or 
without analysis of the energy and of the polarization of scattered neutrons. 

1. TPN - Tlie Thermal Polarized Neutron Facility 
This facility polarizes the incident neutrons by a polarizing mirror system as described in chapter IV.Β, 

which is followed by a device termed "spin rotator". With this device the neutron polarization vector can 
be reversed and eventually oriented in different directions, according to the requirements of each 
experiment. A second mirror, identical to the polarizing mirror is used as a polarization analyser in some 
types of transmission or scattering experiments. This mirror can be positioned at different angles, from 
0° to ~ 120°, by turning it around an axis coinciding with the sample position. A second "spin rotator" in 
front of the analyzing mirror, can be used for the analysis of the polarization vector components of 
scattered neutrons, or, simply, as a polarization inverter. The sample is placed on a goniometer table. The 
sample position is at about 25 m from the pulsed reactor source. The energy resolution at thermal energy is 
A E/E * 1 %, for a source pulse width At =100 us. It is foreseen that the same table can support, 
eventually, a laboratory magnet needed for the magnetization of the sample. In scattering experiments 
without polarization analysis, the neutrons scattered at various angles can simultaneously be detected by a 
counter arrangement spanning an arc of about 120°. This system includes 82 He3—filled proportional 
counters. In some experiments, a single crystal monochromator can be used for the energy analysis of the 
scattered neutron spectrum. A neutron beam monitor is placed at the mirror entrance, and the analysed 
neutrons are detected by He3 counters. 

2 EPN - The Epithermal Polarized Neutron Facility 
In the EPN facility, the polarized beam is obtained by filtration of the primary beam through a 

polarized proton target, as described in chapter IV B. The largest proton target cross section is 5 χ 5 cm2. 
"Spin rotators" placed before and after the sample allow the preselection of incoming polarization vector 
and the analysis of the transmitted neutron polarization. The "spin rotators" are connected with the 
polarized proton targets by means of magnetic field guides. In certain experiments, the analysing proton 
target is replaced by a polarized target to be investigated. Various energy ranges can be selected by means of 
two separate choppers, phased with the reactor pulse. A multiangle scattering detector of the same type 
used in the TPN facility is available, equipped with 82 He3. The whole system is movable, on air cushions, 
and can be positioned around the central sample table, or in particular experiments, around the analyser 
target. In nuclear physics experiments, detectors of different types have to be employed. A special high 
efficiency neutron detector with gamma background discrimination has been studied. 

The main installations of the EPN facility are located in a station at 100 m flight path. Transmission 
experiments in nuclear physics will often require an energy resolution not available at the main station 
(100 m flight path), due to the long duration of the reactor pulse. Therefore, the flight path is extended to 
a remote detection station, at about 250 m from the reactor. In these experiments, the transmission sample 
is placed in the main station and the transmitted neutrons are intercepted by the transmission detector 
system, located in the remote station. 

D. Nuclear Physics and Nuclear Data Measurement 
1. DMF - The Data Measurement Facility 

The data measurement facility is foreseen for broad resolution work and has the possibility of 
improving the resolution, if necessary, by an additional fast chopper. The chopper is necessary to measure 
the neutron spectrum accurately, and for accurate background determination. Some experiments will make 
use of the fast chopper. The source is the moving Be reflector and reactor core. The source spectrum is very 
hard, it has a PT0 ,3 '° dependence up to 100 Kev, and a faster decrease for higher energies. 
Starting from the source the facility consists of: 
1 ) a diaphragm 

located inside the reactor shielding 
2) a shutter 
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BACKGROUND ROTORS 

SOURCE 

Fig. 8: Four Spectrometers, STADOC, PC-TOF, TOF-MX and 
and TOF-MA at beam channel C 4 H. 
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3) a chopper station 
located outside the reactor hall containing: 

a background chopper 
The background chopper has an opening time with half width of 530 /is. The reactor pulse passes 
completely, but the background due to the reactor power between pulses is reduced. 

- a diaphragm 
— optionally a collimator and fast chopper assembly. 

When the fast chopper is placed in the beam it defines the pulse width, otherwise the pulse width is 
defined by the reactor. The minimum pulse width equals 0.6 μβ. 

4) An evacuated flight path of 450 m (> 1 torr) with a diverging diameter of 50 cm at the reactor reaching 
120 cm at 450 m. 

5) Measuring stations at 25 m., 50 m., 100 m., 200 m., 450 m., from the chopper station containing the 
necessary instrumentation. 

2. NPF -The Nuclear Physics Facility 
The nuclear physics facility is used in the lower energy region (E < 10 eV). The source is the 4 to 5 cm 

thick moonshaped ZrH or H20 scatterer. 
This source has a l/E dependance. The facility is composed of 

1) a shutter 
2) a diaphragm (inside the reactor shielding) 
3) a sample and measuring assembly (inside the reactor hall) 
4) Evacuated flight path of 100 m (= 1 torr) with a diameter of 50 cm 
5) a chopper station located outside the reactor hall containing a background chopper 
6) One station, connected with the chopper station, and two measuring stations, one at 50 m and one at 

100 m, containing the necessary instrumentation. 

E. Radiation Damage Facility 
The irradiation facility of the SORA reactor for the investigation of radiation damage in solids is 

intended to permit irradiation at temperatures between 4.5 and 900 K. The proposed design is based'on 
that of similar installations which have been operating successfully for several years at FRM Munich 6 9 ' and 
FR2 Karsruhe, 7 0 ' as well as on experience with the LN2-and high temperature facilities being operated at 
the Ispra-1 reactor 7 1 ' . 

Estimates and comparison with existing low temperature facilities showed that a cooling power of 
about 200 Watts at 4.5 K will be sufficient to achieve the desired irradiation conditions due to the 
extremely low γ-heating in hole C12J of SORA (0.05 W/g AI was assumed for the calculations). 
He-refrigerator/liquefier systems of this capacity which basically consist of a high-fluence He-compressor, a 
cold-box containing the heat exchanger systems, 7 1 ' expansion engines and Joule-Thompson value as well 
as an LHe-storage vessel are now commercially available. The in-pile cryostat is made up chiefly from two 
long, thin walled SS-tubes with a U-bend at the core end and are contained in an oval vacuum chamber tube 
providing thermal insulation. Irradiations can be performed at variable distances from the core, thus 
enabling the experimenter to vary the neutron-flux and spectrum. Withdrawal of the complete rig in the 
event of a fault or failure in the sample manipulation system requires the use of ' an appropriate 
extraction flask. For out-of-pile measurements and annealing experiments, special and separate experiment 
cryostats can be connected to the exit of the sample tube of the in-pile cryostat, which also provides a 
meas for the extraction and transfer of the samples. These will also be temperature-controlled down to 
4.2 K by means of the refrigerator/liquefier unit. 

For the performance of irradiations at temperatures approaching 900°K, the samples have either to be 
supplied with a small resistance heater or - in the case of metallic samples - can be heated directly by 
current. The He-flow will then be reduced according to temperature requirements. 

The chief advantage of the irradiation facility proposed herein over similar installations already 
operating elsewhere is that, owing to the high fast/thermal neutron flux ratio and of the extremely low 
7-heating, a comparable refrigerator system permits appreciably lower irradiation temperatures to be 
achieved, and makes higher damage rates possible. Furthermore, it should be pointed out, that by using 
instrumented sample-holders high temperature irradiations can also be carried out in the same facility. 

The high versatility of the facility also stems from the use of measuring cryostats which, since there are 
no space limitations can be readily adapted to techniques other than resistivity measurements (calorimetrie, 
mechanical, magnetic properties, etc.). 

It should be emphasized that the system described herein does not dependo on the fact that SORA is 
a pulsed neutron source. 
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Vu SPECIFIC SYSTEMS OF THE FACILITIES 

A. Chopper Systems 

All proposed timeofflight experiments use a chopper system which selects the desired range of neutron 
energies, prevents overlap of neutrons from subsequent bursts and decreases the background coming from 
the reactor during the time interval between two power pulses. The chopper phasing and control systems 
have to be designed in order to meet the required phasing and stability. With simple formulae and taking 
into consideration that the frequency of rotors with two opposite windows must be a multiple of half the 
burst frequency, the arrangement of background and overlap choppers can be worked out. 

For most horizontal experiments there are three rotor units serving the different purposes. 

 Two concentric rotors, a background and a shutter rotor as near as possible to the source in order to 

decrease the background. 
 One rotor at a distance of 10 to 20 m from the source to avoid overlap of subsequent bursts. 
 One rotor at about 2/3 of the distance of the experiment to select the desired neutron energies. 

A guide tube in the bundle on C4H (Fig. 8) is taken as an example. During 1.1 msec the background rotor 
admits the full beam. Neutrons with velocities ranging from 5000 to 1000 m/sec pass the windows. To 
achieve a reasonable rise time, the rotor rotates at 6000 rpm, i.e., twice the burst frequency. It therefore 
opens four times during a 20 msec period. The concentric shutter, rotating at 25 Hz blanks out the three 
satellite bursts. The first overlap chopper is passed only by neutrons with velocities between 5000 and 2000 
m/sec. Beams of different energy ranges may be transmitted through the overlap rotors of other guide tubes 
in the bundle. Lowenergy neutrons which have passed through the background chopper while it is closing 
are prevented from mingling with the subsequent beam. The second overlap rotor has a rather small 
risetime. It selects the energy range desired with great precision. The full beam arrives at the sample 
position during an interval of 18 msec. Its edges, caused by rise end shutoff time, are 0,5 and 0,05 msec 
wide respectively. 

Fig. 9 shows the neutron time table for the chopper system of the PCTOF spectrometers at the channel 
C 4 H; Table 2 giv* the characteristics of the different choppers in the system. 

SAMPIE POSITION 

^ O V E R L A P ROTOR 

Fig. 9: Neutron timetable for chopper sys
tem of the PCTOF spectrometers 
at the channel C 4 H. 

t(m sec) 

Table 2  The characteristics of the choppers in the guide tube of the PC TOF spectrometers (see 
Fig. 11) Cß distance corechopper, D diameters of the chopper, n" resolution/min, u pe
ripheral velocity, T0„ opening time, β channel width, τ0 and Tctimes to open and toshut 
off the pull width of the beam. 

Background rotor 

Shutter rotor 

1st Overlap rotor 

2nd Overlap rotor 

cD 

m 

~ l , 3 m 

15 m 

37 m 

D 

m 

0,4 

0,4 

0,4 

0,8 

η 

rpm 

6000 

1500 

1500 

1500 

u 

m/sec 

126 

32 

32 

64 

Τ op 

m/sec 

1,1 

1,1 

0,4 

0,3 

Β 

cm 

14 

14 

3 

3 

To 

m/sec 

0,6 

2,2 

0,4 

0,3 

Tc 

m/sec 

0,36 

2,0 

0,4 

0,03 
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The STADOC-, PC-,TOF-, and COR-XC- spectrometeshave statistical choppers near the sample, 
which are running at 7500 ppm with a peripheral spread of 515 m/sec. Choppers with a peripheral speed of 
about 500 m/sec must run in helium or in a vacuum. A solution with no rotating seals has been adopted for 
the high-speed choppers. The quasi-statistical pattern for neutron absorption is obtained by the procedure 
employed by the Laue-Langevin-Institute, i.e., by applying strips nf absorbent resin in a ring-shaped zone 
near the circumference of the disk. The fast neutron DMF-sp^ctrometer is equipped with a fast neutron 
chopper with a frequency of 12 000 ppm and a peripheral smead of 250 m/sec. 

For the chopper phasing and control systems, standardisation and modular construction of the 
associated electronic drive systems is planned, since the proposed experimental facilities require about 42 
neutron choppers of different types. Since the various experimental facilities are run independently, each 
neutron chopper will have its own individual drive system, which can be started, operated and stopped 
without interaction with other systems. This allows to change or add new drive systems a later state 
according to the requirements of an experiment. An entirely solid-state power converter will be used 
together with brushless synchronous motors thus reducing problems of mechanical fatigue to a minimum. A 
number of drive systems of this kind have already been constructed at ISPRA and operated in different 
facilities üince 1968. More details are given in an EUR report 7 2 ) . 

A typical configuration for an array of background and overlap choppers is shownj in Fig. 10 The 
pulsation device delivers a time-reference signal for the 180 degree angular position (peak time) and a 
pilot-signal with 240 pulses per revolution. According to the required chopper speeds, this pilot-signal is 
divided into a number of frequencies which are distributed throughout the experimental area and fed to the 
individual drive systems. The delay between peak time and chopper aperture time can be selected in a 
digital delay unit which provides the timing pulses to which the drive system is locked. Frequency and 
delay are independently adjustable for every chopper. Thus, fluctuations of phase or power cannot be 
transmitted from one system to another. 

For statistical choppers the chopper frequency may not be a harmonic from the reactor frequency. 
Since the probability of a coincidence between reactor pulse and any section of the statistical sequence on 
the chopper circumference must be equal for all sections, the chopper frequency may not be a harmonic 
from the reactor frequency. This requirement can be realized in two ways: 
— Free runing choppers, controlled by a suitable, but very stable frequency. 
- Phase locked choppers with a frequency relation N1/N2 which is coprirne to the reactor frequency 

In the first case no stringent specifications exist as far as the phase stability is concerned. However, both 
angular positions of the chopper and of the reactor wheel have to be measured continuously and transferred 
to the TOF-analyser. A phased multirotor system will be connected via a digital delay unit to the same 
master generator. Any driver system can be started and operated manually. The computer will be used to 
change preset values (delay and frequency) in the course of an experiment. The computer can also 
interrogate the actual values and the status of the system. Any alarm situation will produce an interrupt 
signal. For complex experiments, where a great number of servomechanisms have to be controlled, a special 
interface can be foreseen, which allows a completely automatic start-up and operation of the individual 
chopper drive systems. 

) DISTRIBUTION 
(LINES FOR 

P I L O T F R E O . . 

Fig. 10 : Typical configuration for an array of background and overlap choppers. 
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Β. Detector Systems and Electronics 

In most SORA experiments neutron detectors of conventional design are used, however, only He3 

detectors can meet the requirements as regards detector dimensions and detection probability. In some 
particular cases - for SICRY 60 and the TOF-MA spectrometers special detectors are necessary, which give 
both the time and the position of the impact. Today the most suitable one - and two — dimensional 
neutron position-sensitive detectors for SORA experiments are the devices developed by Borkowski et 
al. 7 3" 7 5 ) . The associated electronics are conventional. The sensitive area of the two-dimensional devices 
can be greater than that now realized (7 χ 20 cm). The position resolution is very good. These counters are 
constructed by an American firm: LND, Inc. Its anode wire can be treated as infinite RC-line with 
distributed parameters. The spatial information is contained in the rise times of both output pulses from 
the detector, and the rise time is measured by crossover timing of multipolar pulses. The position resolution 
of the system for a very short ionisation track and for a counter 40 cm long and 13 mm in diameter is 
~ 0.5 mm. The two-dimensional counter is merely an extension of the single dimensional technique in 
which a series of R2-LINE collector wires are connected at the end points by resistor networks. For the 
future the development of an arrangement of neutron sensitive scintillators-image intensifiers- integrated 
photodiode arrays to obtain the impact time and the impact position seems to be attractive. 

The electronic instrumentation for data acquisition has been designed in order to meet the requirements 
of the various SORA experiments. For generality of use and interchangeability, modular concept has been 
thoroughly used. The equipment has been planned according to CAMAC standard in order to guarantee 
support from industry and exchange of information with other centers. Instruments will be bought from 
industry whenever possible or designed in the center when necessary. 

A typical chain of instruments, see Fig. lhfor one experiment embraces the preamplifiers connected 
each one to one detector or to a group of detectors, the high voltage supply with eventually one or more 
distribution boxes, the analog chain for amplification and discrimination, the time of flight unit with the 
digital electronic logic for assigning to each neutron the necessary information of time and space. 
Temporary memories are foreseen for some experiments. Pulse height analysis is provided in one case. In 
addition to its particular instrumentation each experiment will use also a monitorizing chain which 
normally employs a double detection head. 

The general concept which is used by our laboratory in this stage of preliminary design is to make 
instruments as versatile as possible in order to cover the need of different experiments with a standard type. 
This concept is used both in the analog and in the digital fields in particular in the development of a 
time-of-flight unit and in the amplification-discrimination units which are conceived in order to fulfil the 
requirements of the various experiments so that they can be generalized. The appearance on the market of 
new devices will modify the design in the future. In particular the two dimensional position detection can 
probably find new and more efficient solutions. The modularity of the CAMAC system will allow the 
interchangeability and additions of new and old instruments. In some cases, where long distance 
transmissions have to be set up, the new serial CAMAC system which is now under development can find a 
useful application. 
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■Fig. 11 : A typical chain of experimental instnunents. 
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C. Data Acquisition System 
The data acquisition and control system which serves the first generation of experimental facilities 

around the SORA Reactor is characterized by a medium average count-rate for a single experiment (a few 
thousand counts per second) to be sorted into an extremely large number of channels. Since the type of 
spectra to be measured does not allow the application of associative mega-channel techniques, all channels 
must be physically implemented. Due to the moderate count-rates, rotating magnetic storage devices such 
as disKs linked to small computers can be used in connection with an up-dating strategy which benefits from 
the fact that the least significant bits of the content of each channel change with the highest speed. 

A net of small computers will be used to accomplish the data acquisition and control functions for all 
15 experiments around SORA. This net will have a wheel-like configuration with a medium-sized computer 
at the Hub position, which manages a common pool of peripherals. The experimental Station- computers 
dedicated to the different experiments are located at the periphery of the wheel and connected via 
bi-directional data-links to the Hub. To keep the software costs as low as possible, only computers with the 
same instruction set will be used. This facilitates the delegation of tasks from a station to the Hub and is an 
essential feature of the proposed system, since it allows the experimenter to avoid an overload situation on 
his own Station computer. The Hub computer will be supplied with data from each individual Station 
computer, whose volumes are initially input from the experimental apparatus, and it will then direct this 
data onto the appropriate peripheral (printer, magnetic tape, plotter, and so on) selected as the receiving 
device by the experimenter at the Station computer. If a device such as the printer is requested by a Station 
then it must place the file to be printed on the Hub's disk and a request to print that file is queued by the 
Hub computer. The file is then printed as and when it is possible to do so. The Hub computer will be able 
to carry out independent processing at the same time as servicing the requirements of the Station 
computers (see below). The experimentalist at the Station may also receive data from the Hub, though this 
data is normally confined to programs which are stored centrally on the Hub system and loaded from there 
rather than from a local disK or tape. Although connected to the Hub computer by communication lines as 
described, the Station computer is not dependent on the Hub for its functioning, and is in fact capable of 
operating completely independently. This will usually be done at the stage when an experiment is first 
being set up, when calibration is being performed and so data of value is not being gathered, and also when 
the Hub computer is under maintenance or for some reason out of operation. When the Station is operating 
independently, data will be stored locally as usual, but, of course, facilities which require communication 
with the Hub computer will be suspended. However, alternatives to the most important of these are 
provided locally on low-cost tape, so that it is still possible to dump and preserve data on this tape, and also 
to read in new programs from it. The configuration of the Station computer will support a disc operating 
system, so that if it is not being used for an experiment at all, it may be used for program development, to 
assemble or run programs in Fortran IV, or forany other kind of processing. 

VIII. COST ESTIMATE 
The total costs are given in Tables 3 and 4 separately for the instruments of the first generation and for 

instruments or modifications which are considered to be included in the second generation. The estimates 
for the experimental facilities have been based on the principle that the spectrometers and general 
installations will be built by industrial firms. Personnel of the J.R.C, are engaged in the design and 
specification work, the supervision of construction, the acceptance tests and the assembling of components 
supplied by different firms. Prototypes are developed at the J.R.C, for items to be manufactured in 
quantity. The costs quoted in the table reflect to a certain extent price quotations from industry, 
particularly in the case of computers, software, crystals, part of the electronics and nearly all detectors 
(two-dimensional position detectors are just coming on to the market). The remaining figures concern 
either conventional technology (buildings, part of the mechanical systems) or result from extensive 
feasibility studies carried out by groups specialized in electronics, control systems, cryogenics and 
high-speed rotors. 

Knowing at the end of the study the total cost of all the proposed experiments, 6.5 MUC,and of the 
general installations 1.9 MUC it has been proposed.: 

to abandon the NPF facility, since most experiments proposed for it can also be performed on the DMF 
facility. 
to postpone the EPN experiment, which costs more than any other, to the second generation of 
experiments. With the SORA reactor development proceeding as planned it might even be much more 
effective (shorter pulses); 
to simplify the lay-out of COR-XC and COR-XM so that they become test facilities for a completely new 
experimental technique rather than high efficiency spectrometers. This implies, for COR-XC, the use of 
only one primary beam, of half the number of detectors around the sample and of servo-mechanisms 
without computer control. For COR-XM it means that only two magnetic crystals and half the number 
of detectors will be installed. Leaving the mechanical design as now planned, it is possible to bring these 
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Experimental Facilities 
of the first generation 

General installations 

- Central experimental 
building and hall 

- HUB-Computer 
Hardware 281 
Software 382 

- Helium-Li 

Total Cost 

Additional Cost for 
Facilities of the 2nd 
generation 

Total 

1.040 

663 

200 

4.887 

1.903 

6.790 

1.346 

8.136 

Table 3 - Total cost of the SORA Experimental Fa
cilities of the first generation and general 
installations and the additional cost for 
the facilities of the second generation. 

Table 4 - The considered experimental facilities for neutron diffraction, inelastic scattering, polarized 
neutrons, nuclear physics and neutron data and radiation damage, their main characteristics 
wave length or energy range, flight path length or energy range, flight path length and wave 
length or energy resolution, the principles used for the determination of the energy of the 
incident and scattered neutrons and their cost. 

Neutron Diffraction 

POCRY - 160 
POCRY - 16 
SICRY - 60 

Inelastic Scattering 

ToF/MX-LR 
ToF/MX-HR 
ToF/MA-LR 
ToF/MA-HR 
COR/XC 
COR/XM 
PC-ToF 
STADOC 

Polarized Neutrons 

TPN 
EPN 

Nuclear Physics and 
Neutron Data 

DMF 
NPF 

Radiation Damage 

Facility 

Wave Length 
or energy 

range 

Λ 
1,0-1,4 
2,0-5,2 
1,0-2,6 

E,MeV 

20-130 
70-200 
20-130 
50-130 
5 -100 
5-150 
8-50 

10-130 

8-60 
0,1-100 eV 

lOcv-(lMeV) 
0,01- 10 cV 

FUght 

path 
length 

160 
16 
60 

70 
180 
75 

180 

60 
40 

25 
100* 

450 
100 

guide 
tube 

yes 

yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 

yes 
yes 

* _ 

-

Wave Length 
or energy 
resolution 

,% 

0,25-1,5 
1,2 -1,9 

0,7 

E/E,% 

0,6-1 
0,3-0,5 
0 ,6-1 
0,2-0,4 
0,8-1,2 
0,8-1,3 
0,7-1 
0 ,7-2 

0,5-1,5 
0 ,3-10 

AE/E% 

0.1- 6 
0 ,2 - 5 

- -

Energy 
Determination analysis of 

incident 
neutrons 

ToF 
ToF 
ToF 

ToF 
ToF 
ToF 
ToF 

crystal 
crystal 
Tol·' 
ToF 

ToF 
Tol' 

To t 
To t 

— 

scattered 
neutrons 

— 

crystal 
crystal 

MARC (*) 
MARC 

ToF 
ToF 
ToF 
ToF 

crystal 
crystal 

Cost in 1000 UC 

first 
generation 

228 
405 
392 

369 
434 
322 
266 
343 
299 
366 
385 

347 

612 

102 

4.887 

second 
generation 

360 
120 

866 

(**) 

1.346 
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facilities up to full efficiency at a later time by simply adding equipment, these modifications result in a 
cost reduction of 0,36 MUC and 0,12 MUC respectively. 
With this division the total cost is of 4.9 MUC for the spectrometers and 1.9 MUC for the general 

installations, which results in 6.8 MUC total investment costs for all first-generation experimental facilities. 
The construction of EPN and the modification of COR-XC and COR-XM as second-generation facilities 
would require another 1.3 MUC. 
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INVERSE NEUTRON KINETICS MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF FUEL ELEMENT 
OSCILLATION EXPERIMENTS 

W. Hage, H. Hettinger, S. Kumpf 

Introduction 

The oscillation experiment with complete fuel elements consists of a periodic rapid exchange of a test 
fuel element in the core axis against a reference fuel element. 

The delayed neutron sources decay in the fuel in its out of core position, and are not formed again 
proportionally to the pile neutron population. If the element is oscillated back into the core the delayed 
neutron sources present in the element are smaller compared with an element of the same position and 
exposed to the complete pile history. This effect requires a treatment of the kinetic equations with time 
dependent sources of negative sign. In the Fourier analysis technique these delayed neutron source terms 
contribute to the fundamental amplitude of the flux and the reactivity of the pile is no longer proportional 
to the fuel element position. 

Kinetic Model 

For the derivation of the kinetics model of the reactor, the time dependent transport equation and a 
convention concerning the time law for the square wave oscillation of a reference element coupled 
mechanically with a test element (Fig. 1) are utilized. 

The oscillation is carried out, in such a way that during any given period one element is completely 
extracted from the core and the other in a fixed core position. 

The equation obtained utilizing a first order perturbation theory delivers the reactivity Ρμ(ΐ) as function 
of the chamber current i(t), the effective neutron generation time Λμ the delayed neutron decay constants 
Xj and the effective delayed neutron fractions β[μρ. 

Pß®
 =

 -mt
 βμ

~ ii
 Ν /

Η
 i(t) 8 ι μ ϋ ( ) ~Ίΰ~ ( ) 

ß (R) . 
Ρ\μμ Ιμτμ 

(0 for K i < I giMu(t ') = ( l T?u) f
M ( t ' ) + ( l  T ? u ) . R , . f„ 

'"Ίμμ νν 

for I + 1 < t < I + iμ g iM1/t') = T/MfM(t') 

fn(t) describes by means of Heavyside functions the incore position of the reference (Index 0) and the test 
element (Index 1). The reactivities p 0 ( t ) and Pi( t ) are discontinuous functions describing the neutron 
balance of the reactor system with inserted reference or test element. With the introduced assumptions, p 0 

and p j are constant with time inside the interval ranges where these quantities are valid for correctly chosen 
values of T?0 and r¡¡. 

T?o and I7i are the weighted fission rates of the reference or test element normalized on the weighted 

total fission rate of the reactor system in the state 0 or 1. Thepromptjump approximation used for the 

interpretation of RODDROP experiments 1 ' is a special case of equation 1. 

Solution Method 

The kinetic equation systems (eq. 1) are first transformed into a recurrence formula permitting the 

calculation of the reactivity of the reactor in any time interval tM_[ < t' = t M . 

The definition of the reactivity is based on the expression 

'M 

Ρ μ M 

ƒ i(t)pM(t)dt 
='iM-1 (2) 

/ 

t M 
i (t) dt 

' l M - 1 

For the determination of the reactivity p O M in the intervals t' < T 0 it is assumed that the reactor was 
stabilized in the interval T o a < t' < 0 at a constant power level proportional to io a and for 0 < t' < T 0 the 
power is variable and proportional to i0 (t). With this convention the pile reactivity is calculated from 
standard formulas used in the inverse kinetics technique. 
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The reactivity contains the slope reactivity terms, the source term of the delayed neutrons and a time' 
constant source background. 

Q o A o T o 
PoM: 

A 0 [ i ( t M ) - i ( t M . i ) ] «;Jo 
~ + ? , PiooM ι = 1 *M TM 

(3) 

The following expressions are obtained pending on the interval 

For 0 < t ' < t i 

P . o o l = — ( l - e - x i T ° a ) A i 0 0 i ; l < i < I + Jo 
ll 

Tnc, = reactor stabilization time at chamber current i 
'oa oa 
F o r t l < t ' < t M < T 0 
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'\μν Ί μ Ρiμα 

1 < i < I 

Ι + 1 < i < Ι + J, 

In the interval Τ 0 < t' < Τι the delayed neutron precursors are built up for the first time in the test 
element and the delayed neutrons, formed previously in the reference reactor during T o a < t' ^ T 0 , are 
decaying and contribute to the delayed neutron source term. For this interval equation 3 has to be 
modified to: 

P l M = -
Λ, [ i ( t M ) - i ( t M , i ) ] 

'M rM 

1+J, 

+ Σ Ζ P'11M + α'»ΣΙ Pil0M 
i=l i= l 

Β, Λ, r, (6) 

with a 1 0 = 
Λ, r, 

Λ 0 r, 
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Fig. 2 : Reactivity as function of time for over and underestimated η  values (ημi· correct η μ  value). 

The following expressions are obtained for p¡j j ^ and P¡i oM: Interval TQ = tj^ j < t' < t^j 

Pi l lM 

PilOM 

'Ml Aj l lM 

>M A i l l M  l 

¡Ml A i lOM 

'M AilOMl 

PillMlEiMl+RillM f o r K i < I + Ji 

[PilOMlEiMlRilOMJ f o r K i < I + Jo 

(7) 

PiliMl = 0 for T0 =tM_, < t ' = t t 

Interval: T0<r¡y|_2 < tjM1 ^ l ^ lM ^ T l 

or, more generally T 2 n < tM .2 < tM . j < t' < tM < T 2 n U n > 0 

Pi l lM 

PilOM 

ΪΜ-1 A i l l M r 
■Ri 

»M A i l ΪΜ-1 

'M-! AilOM 

'M AilOM-l 

11M-1 c iM-l - ^ i l l M - l l + R i l l M 

PiioM-iEiM-i ; K i < I + Jo 

1 < i < I + J ! 
(8) 

In order to calculate the reactivity in the intervals with inserted reference fuel, that is for Tjn+] 
< t ' < t M < T LM-1 ** L ** lM *" 12(nf 1 ) ' t n e e c lu afio n s 6 to 8 are used exchanging in all expressions index 0 against i and 

1 against 0. 
The equations listed so far require a numerical expression for i(t) in order to calculate the ionisation 

chamber current at the interval boundaries tM t ^ j and the integrals R ^ from the recorded integrated 
chamber currents. 

tM 
Ì M r M = / i (t) dt' 

lM-l 

The following interpolation polynomial is used for i(t') 

2L 
ϊ ( 0 = Σ b 1 M t ' ' 

1 = 0 

(9) 

The constants bgjyj are obtained from the measured mean chamber current iĵ j of the analysis interval 
lM-l ^ *' ̂  *M anc^ t n e - n neighbouring intervals such that their measured mean values are retained 2 ) . 

Analysis of the Experiments 

The reactivity of the pile is defined by p o M for the intervals t' ^ T and T7 _j_j < t' < T 9 for 
n > 0 and p 1 M for the rest of the time. ' (n + 1) 
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Fig. 2 gives qualitatively the reactivity as function of time for a negligible transfer time (Tjn ~ 0) of the 
elements. For under or overestimated values cf TJ and r/j under and overshoots of the pile reactivity are 
obtained with the derived inverse kinetics program. The reactivity with the elements at rest has a zero 
gradient with time for correctly adjusted Tjyvalues. This adjustment is performed so that the sum of the 
reactivities Sj„ of the second half of a halfperiod subtracted from the sum SQ„ of the first half converges 

with η„ *■ rj„c to zero 

r ( V = Sop~S lP 

With this procedure the i7uvalues were derived from 3 complete fuel element oscillations with an error 
Δημ /ημ~0.5%. 

The measured reactivity difference existing between reference and test elements is not sensitive to 
errors in r¡u. The errors in Ap , due to a mismatch in r>uis one decade below the errors introduced during 
the measurement (pile noise, element positioning, reactor drifts, etc.). 

δ Δ ρ ο 1 = δ τ , μ · Δ ρ 0 1 · 0 . 5  1.7· KT* 

The absolute value of Δρ ι depends greatly upon the error of the absolute delayed neutron fraction Σ ft 
known with an accuracy of about 5%. The reactivity difference normalized on the effective delayed 
neutron fraction β is practically unaffected by this error but excludes a direct comparison with theory. For 
this reason the reactivity coefficient 9H/9pj3of the water level normalized on the delayed neutron fraction 
is used to obtain a critical height variation ΔΗρ^ of the reactor related to the reactivity difference of test 
and reference fuel. 

AHT R = H T  H R = a " .ß[£2*Pl*i 
θ δ ßo ßl 

This quantity is directly comparable with theory and not sensitive to the chosen value of β. 
The computer program for a more practical adjustment of 77 and η, is in elaboration 3 ' . 
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TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 

G. Grass 

For practical reasons a new branch has been created within the organisation of this Division which now 
consists of the following sections: 

1) Applied Mechanics 
2) Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow 
3) Process Engineering 
4) Mechanical Transient and Liquid Metal Technology. 

The evolution of these activities during 1972 may be summarized as follows. 

The Applied Mechanics activities including theoretical and experimental work on elastical and plasticai 
loaded structures in static and dynamic conditions have been focused on: 
- Experimental determination of constitutive relations of materials at high strain rate and at high 

hydrostatic pressures (equation of state); 
- Fracture Mechanics type of experiments in the field of fatigue and of stress corrosion. 

In addition to the above mentioned experimental activities, a large analytical activity has been carried 
out: 
- Computerized Structural Mechanics dealing with elastic and elasto-plastic stress analysis by means of 

finite elements, vibration analysis, etc. 
- The development of digital codes dealing with the simulation of MCA conditions for fast reactors carried 

out in collaboration with CETIS. 

The activities within the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow branch, dealing with the steady state and 
transient behaviour of reactor coolants (both in single-phase and two-phase flow conditions) in channels and 
in fuel rod bundle geometries, are related to a large extent to reactor safety. The steady state two-phase 
flow studies, using water, centered in 1972 on mixing and burn-out phenomena in rod bundles, on heat 
transfer under "post-crisis" conditions, on emergency cooling aspects and on flow induced vibrations in rod 
bundles have been completed this year. The studies on these items, except mixing, have been nearly 
completed and are reported further in more detail. Transient two-phase flow studies with water on the 
effect of a hot leg rupture in a cooling circuit on coolant ejection have been completed. 

A comparison of the results obtained with computer code prediction has been submitted for 
publication. Investigations on the effect of a cold leg rupture and on thermo-dynamic non-equilibrium have 
just been started. 

Depressurization studies carried out with gas coolants are related to the safety aspects of the thermal 
insulation with ceramic fibres for HTGR. 

The research on rod bundle heat transfer centered on the development of computation methods for 
velocity and temperature distributions in unsymmetrical rod assemblies and on flow experiments dealing 
with the effect of flow disturbances. Additional work deals with non-uniform axial heat flux effects on rod 
bundle heat transfer. 

As during the last year, the work related to Process Engineering has been carried out along the following 
four main lines: surface phenomena, physical properties, process unit development, system evaluation. The 
surface phenomena studies have been orientated towards specific problems raised by fusion technology. 
Physical properties measurements have been focused on specific needs of B.C.R.. The process unit 
development group has enlarged its range of activity from studies on fluidized beds (studies carried out in 
close cooperation with the Chemistry Division) to experimental studies on various aspects that are related 
to hydrogen production processes. The system evaluation activity has been directed to chemical processes 
evaluation, incipient failure detection and system reliability. A new nucleus of activity has been created on 
the problems connected with the waste heat disposal. 
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In Mechanical Transient and Liquid Metal Technology, considerable progress has been made in 
experimental boiling studies aimed at reducing the Sodium superheat by using non-wetting materials, in 
particular a nitrided stainless steel surface. The influence of velocity on superheat was studied up to a 
Re-number of 105 and will be further investigated up to Re-numbers of 106. The first results show that the 
superheat decreases with increase of velocity. A new temperature threshold detection system has been 
tested in out-of-pile experiments. The future development of the pick-up including in pile testing is 
proposed. It is felt that the activities on superheat will have to be reduced in the future. They will be 
gradually replaced by studies on heat transfer and boiling of Na in order to obtain more specific answers for 
the fuel element behaviour under anomalous conditions (emergency core cooling, U02-Na thermal 
interaction) and in order to support studies on high temperature heat transfer systems. 

Concerning Design Basis Accident Simulation, a series of parametric studies with small scale 
experiments was completed in collaboration with Belgonucléaire and Comitato Nazionale dell'Energia 
Nucleare and a detailed theoretical evaluation of all experiments performed is underway. 

For a year past, we are using and comparing large codes (such as Rexco from ANL) which calculate in 
two dimensions the propagation of pressure waves and the deformation of structures. Efforts are made to 
follow closely the evaluation of the DBA-concept and to represent in model experiments the results of 
calculations which describe the single phases of an overpower transient or a loss of coolant accident which 
produces a mild excursion. As to Sodium-U02 thermal interaction studies, efforts have been made for a 
better understanding of the fragmentation and heat transfer mechanisms during the interaction. 
Experimental and theoretical activities concerning the interaction problem are actually the most supported 
and will be coordinated between our laboratory and those of CNEN and Karlsruhe. This activity will be 
even more enlarged in the future after a beginning has been made with the U02 -H2 O interaction studies. 
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FRACTURE CRITERIA FOR TYPE AISI-304 S.S. TUBING 

B. Henry, J. Bernard 

Introduction 

The current efforts of the Fracture Mechanics Group are devoted to the three basic stages of the 
propagation history of cracks in LMFBR structures, such as the reactor vessel and the primary circuit 
tubing: 
— crack growth under fatigue loading 
— crack growth under static loading 
— crack instability 

These experimental studies are directly related to the needs of the design and the safety assessment of 
these structures, especially in relation to the following problems: 
— improvement of the detailed design in order to reduce crack initiation and propagation hazard. 
— determination of jules for acceptance of fabrication defects 
— demonstration of the feasibility of detecting cracks at an early stage, i.e. long before catastrophic leakage 

and rupture 
— improvement of the rules for determination of fatigue and/or creep life. 

This paper deals specially with the results currently available on the third subject above, i.e. crack 
instability. 

Crack Instability Studies 

The precise objective is to define the methods and provide the data necessary to demonstrate that 
cracks will never extend in an unstable manner all over the structures, even in the case of eventual 
embrittlement processes resulting from the specified environment conditions. It is therefore necessary: 
— to determine the most general failure criteria allowing the prediction, under all conditions of interest, of 

the critical stress (or strain)-crack length combination. 
— to determine the materials parameter of the criteria relative to each case of interest, e.g. original, 

temperature embrittled, welded material. 
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Examination of the validity of various failure criteria is achieved through burst testing of cracked 
tubing. At the present stage, results are available on: 

 type 304L tube sections, 105.4 mm I.D., 4.5 mm thick with longitudinal cracks from 15 to 200 mm 
long. 

— type 304 tube sections, 334 mm I.D., 10 mm thick with longitudinal cracks from 25 to 400 mm. 

The tubes were pressurized at room temperature with a quasicontinuous monitoring of the crack 
opening and the crack length by photography. 

On the small tubes, the cracks were sharpened with a jeweler's saw while on the large tubes they were 
fatigue sharpened. 

A summary of the results is presented in figures 1 and 2 for the small and the large tubes respectively. 
The correlation of the results is based on the fracture toughness approach and the flow stress approach, 
such as developed by Hahn et al. D, namely using the following relations: 

M 0) 

(2) 

where: 

Kc = ac(7ra<P)^M 

a : flow stress of the material 

Kc : fracture toughness of the material 

ac : gross hoop stress at instability 

ψ : plasticity correction to crack length: 

φ (¿>=pv2Ln(sec0)2 with 
0 = π/2 · aja· M 

M : magnification factor for bulging 

M = f(X) (ref.2) with λ = a2 /Rt · 12(1 v2 f^ 

R,t: mean radius and thickness of the tubing 

The calculated a and Kc values show that for the long cracks, Kc is reasonably constant while for the 
short cracks, a is reasonably constant (Tables 1 and 2). The values of ãand Kc in the field where they are 
constant are then considered as material parameters and used to recalculate the failure curves of Figs. 1 and 
2, through correlations (1) and (2). These failure curves fit the experimental points fairly well, each one in 
its own field, the boundary between them being given arbitrarily by D : 

Κ, 

τ(Ί?> 
>5 

<5 

if criterion 

Kc criterion 
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Table 1 Results of the burst tests. AISI 304 L tubing ø(105,4 mm  4,5 mm thick 

2a0 

mm 

0 

is ,y 

25,0 

50,0 

75,4 

100 

150,2 

200 

Instability 

ac 

_2 

kg. mm 

52,3 

34,7 

27,5 

21,2 

13,6 

9,80 

6,02 

4,30 

Δ (2a) 

mm 

10 

(515) 

4 

5 

« 2 6 ) 

2 

(12) 

a 

K c ( 1 ) 

kg/ 
3/2 

mm 

569 

531 

472 

507 

531 

Calculations based on 

: a 0 

α 

kg. mm" 

52,3 

41,6 

38,2 

44,6 

38,8 

34,3 

29,8 

27,5 

a 

Kc 

kg/ 
3/2 

mm 

570 

507 

ao + A a 

α 

_2 
kg. m m 

52,3 

48,3 

(41,848,8) 

46,3 

39,6 

29,8 

Remarks 

calculated with 
orig. thickness 
and diameter 

σ 
const. 

Kc 

const. 

(1) In the formula of Kc, the value of O has been taken as 46 kg/mm which is the mean value of the last column in the 

field α = constant. 

Table 2  Results of the burst tests  AISI 304 tubing  φ(. 354 mm 10 mm thick 

Initial 

crack 

length 

2a0 

mm 

26,5 

56,0 

106,2 

222,8 

401,2 

Gross hoop 

stress at 

instability 

ac 

kg'mm" 

31.7 

25,5 

17,3 

10,25 

5,37 

Crack extension 

length at 

instability 

(A2a)(D 

mm 

~ 15.5 

~ 1 4 

~ 9.6 

"23,7 

~14,3 

calculated 

flow stress 

α 
_2 

kg'mm 

37,3 

36,7 

33,3 

33,3 

27,3 

Calculated 

fracture 

toughness 

Kc(2) 

kgmm"
372 

_ 
726 

619 

890 

816 

Remarks 

α constant 

37 kgmm 

Kc constant 

average: 

763 kgmm 

(1) Values corresponding to the beginning of the load plateau 

(2) Calculated by the relation (2) in which α has been taken at 37 kg.mm" and 2ac = value at the centre of 

the load plateau 

The value 5 is the result of the combination of relation (2) with the arbitrary limiting conditions: 
ac

M > 0.9·Γ (i.e. ψ= 2), according to Hahn's former practice. The Kc and α values determined according 
to the procedure described above are significantly different for the two series. They are compared to the 
transverse tensile properties in Table 3. 

These differences are not in the expected direction in respect to the material quality: as a matter of 
fact, the big tubing material being slightly harder than the small tubing material, one would have expected a 
greater flow stiess for it. 

Therefore, the above variations of α and Kc values are not felt to reflect the difference in material 
quality but to result from the nonperfect ability of the α and Kc correlations to take in account 

Table 3  Tensile properties, flow stress and fracture toughness of both tubing 
series. 

type 304 L 

0i 105,4 mm 

type 304 

0i 334 mm 

a y 

kg.mm" 

L 19,0 

Τ 

L 21,3 

Τ 20 ,6
( 2 ) 

au 

kg.mm 

51,4 

5 6 , 3 d ) 

58,3 

57 ,6 ( 2 ) 

a 
kg.mm" 

46 

37 

Kc 

kg.mm
3 7 2 

520 

760 

(1) measured on flattened transverse specimens 

(2) measured on specimens cut through the will thickness (not flattened) 
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Fig 4 : C. O.D. vs. distance from crack tip 
2a0 = 106 mm  Type AISI 304 tubing 
<i>e = 354 mm  thickness =9.8 mm 

geometrical effects. One has to notice the prominent part of the magnification factor M in these 
correlations, in which the results of Folias' purely elastic calculations are used. Those are not felt to be 
adequate for cases of pronounced plastic bulging. 

The C.O.D. Approach 

A certain effort has been brought to this approach, due to the fact that valid critical C.O.D. values of 
the steel — after various damaging treatments — could be obtained with significantly smaller specimens than 
those necessary for obtaining representative Kc values. However, several difficulties have been encountered: 

a) the important slow crack growth before instability imposes a limitation of the approach to crack 
initiation. 

b) the threshold of this last phenomenon is not clearcut and the corresponding C.O.D. value falls within a 
large band of uncertainty. 

c) the gross crack blunting confers to the well known problem of the C.O.D. measurement location a high 
significance. 

d) high strain hardening of the austenitic s.s. and probably the large scale bulging invalidate the 
theoretically predicted correlation between C.O.D. stress and crack length. 

These problems will now be illustrated. 
C.O.D. values at crack initiation for both investigated tubing series are reported in Table 1 as evaluated 

by the four following procedures: 

1. linear extrapolation up to the crack tip of the C.O.D. values measured between 0 and 1 mm from the 
crack tip: Figs. 34. 

2. linear extrapolation up to the crack tip of the C.O.D. values measured between 0 and 5/15 mm from the 
crack tip: Figs. 56. 

3. measurement at the elasticplastic boundary as appearing on the crack photographs during the tests: 
Fig. 7. 

4. assumption of an elliptic shape for the crack flank displacement: 

2 ν = aiV(2ar)r + a2 

and determination of ai and a2 — the latter being the C.O.D. at crack tip — by a least square fitting to 
experimental points. 

It may be seen that procedures 2 and 3 on one hand, 1 and 4 on the other hand, give generally comparable 
results. However, the elliptic interpolation does not improve the concentration of the results. On the other 
hand, the linear extrapolation, rather satisfactory for the small tubes, was found to be inapplicable to the 
large tubes due to the pronounced curvature of the (C.O.D.distance from the crack tip) curve. Finally, the 
measurement at the elastic plastic boundary appears to be the most satisfactory method, even if not simple 
from an experimental point of view. The need for a reliable detector for crack initiation is in any case great. 
A first attempt using the electrical potential method 3) was not conclusive, as soon as fatigue cracks became 
involved. 
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Table 4  C.O.D. at crack initiation in type AISI 304 longitudinally cracked tubing ^ ' 

AISI304 L  0¡ 105,4 mm  4,5 mm thick 

Crack 

length 

[mm] 

15.9 

25,5 

50,0 

75,4 

100,0 

150,2 

hoop stress 

[kg. mm2 ] 

28,930,3 

23,724,9 

18,420,3 

12,713,4 

9,39,80 

5,86 5,93 

C.O.D. 

1 

560 580 

480 590 

420 920 

7301300 

690 χ 

7201000 

[μ] indicated according to procedure 

2 

13401350 

16002160 

14802260 

12601960 

1170 χ 

14401780 

3 

10001060 

11601500 

13002100 

14502150 

4 

_ 

582705 

335629 

385807 

77 χ 

196352 

(1) 
δth (4) 

(48) 

(65) 

248 

261 

251 

262 

Elasticplastic 

boundary not 

identified 

AISI304  0 e 354 mm  9,8 mm thick 

26,5 

56,0 

106,0 

222,8 

401,2 

28,629,1 

19,620,6 
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(1) Calculated by relation (3) with α = 46 kg.mm" and O ¡ = averaged value of column 2 

(2) Idem with a =37 kg.mm"2 and a¡ = values of column 2 

(3) Each value is determined by a low and high boundary corresponding to the two photographs preceding and following the 
appearance of crack extension 

(4) Values in brackets correspond to cases where 0~> Oy, i.e. where relation 3 is not valid 

Table 1 also reports the C.O.D. at initiation calculated by the relation : 

where : 

α 

a0 

E 

σ
i 

M 

i\ = 
8σ a0 π a¡ 

Ln sec ( — M) 
πΕ 2 α 

flow stress 

half initial crack length 

Young' modulus 

average value of hoop stress at initiation 

Folias' magnification factor (bulging) 

(3) 

The correlation is coherent with the Hahn correlation if one accepts the relation : δ = 
Κ2 

W 

Photo no. 2 
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at the crack t ip 

Photo no. 10 

ση = 15.9 kg/cm
2 

Note the crack extension at 

the crack t ip 

Fig 7 : Crack tip aspect and plastic zone development at three different stages of the test 
Type AISI 304 tubing  Φε = 354 mm  2a0= 106 mm 
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Fig. 6: C.O.D. vs. distance from crack tip 
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Fig 5: CO.D. vs. distance from crack tip 
2a0 =106.2 mmType AISI 3 04L tubing 
Φ„ = 354 mm  thickness =10 mm 
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The calculated values are drastically lower than the experimental ones. Furthermore, at least for the 
large tubes, they increase continuously from small to rather long cracks, which leads one to suppose that 
geometrical effects are not correctly taken into account in the correlation. 

In Figs. 8 and 9, are plotted the experimental C.O.D. values, as measured by the four methods described 
above, and the calculated ones using correlation (3) with various values of σ vs. the gross hoop stress. Each 
figure relates to one crack length of the small and large tubing respectively. The prominent influence of the 
chosen value for σ is evident on these graphs. Since the tendency for δ to increase asymptotically when 0^ 
reaches the stress plateau ac is obvious, this induces us to take for avalué in (3): a = ac · M, i.e. a avalué 
varying with the crack length. For the small tubes, the resulting curve fits fairly well the experimental 
values resulting from the elliptic interpolation, 
while for the small tubes the calculated values 
remain drastically smaller than the experimental 
ones. Fig. 10, which refers to all the crack lengths 
of the small tubes, is another illustration of the 
need to vary α in order to adjust trends of 
experimental and calculated C.O.D. variations vs. 
hoop stress. 

□ elliptic 

interpolation 

¿linear Interpolation 

( 0-tmm 

♦ linear interpolation 

(2 -6 mm ) 

Çvalue at the elastic 

plastic boundary 

- Ε-β3α/πΕ 

Oh ( Kg /mm
2
 ) 

Fig 8: CO.D. vs. koop stress 
Type AISI 304 tubing 
Φε =354 mm 
thickness =10 mm 
crack length =106.2 mm 

oh ( K g / m m
2
) 

Fig 9 : CO.D. vs. koop stress 
Type AISI 304L tubing 
Φ,· =105.4 mm 
thickness =4.5 mm 
crack length = 75 mm 243 
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Fig 10 : CO.D. at 0,2 mm from the crack tip vs. the 
gross hoop stress 
Type AISI 304 tubing  Φ = 105,4 mm 
thickness: 4,5 mm 

Conclusion 
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2
 ) 
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0"i,Oc experimental 

Fig 11 : Comparison of measured and predicted 
critical stress values using an approximative 
oapproach 

At this stage of the work, the following conclusions may be drawn: 

a) the Kc and α approaches such as developed by Hahn et al. describe correctly, each one in its own field, 
the relation between crack length and critical stress at instability of longitudinally cracked type 
AISI 304 cracked tubing. However, at the present stage,,these approaches are not suitable for prediction 
purposes, more particularly because Kc and a do not only appear to be materialdependent, but 
geometry dependent as well. Moreover, the determination of Kc and α by subscale tests would be 
difficult. 

b) Most of the difficulties encountered with the C.O.D. approach are connected with the C.O.D. 
asymptotic behaviour in the initiationinstabiUty zone. This behaviour may be seen as an amplification 
of the crack flank displacement due to bulging which would not be correctly reflected in the available 
theory. As a result, the C.O.D. critical value is scattered and loses its significance for the prediction of 
the corresponding critical load, which is determined essentially by the flow stress value used in 
correlation (3). Indeed Harm's flow stress concept may be seen as an inference from this very fact. 
From a practical point of view, however, the situation does not look so bad. The C.O.D. asymptotic 

trend in the initiationinstability region is certainly a geometrical effect of bulging, but reflects the high 
material toughness as well. Under these circumstances, a very large value may be expected for the critical 
crack length and a rough evaluation of it will generally be sufficient. Fig. 11 is the result of a semiempirical 
approach which could be followed with this end in view: admitting a flow stress value σ = (ay + au)/2, the 
critical stress has been calculated by the relation ac =ςσ · M"1 and compared to the effective critical stress 
at initiation and instability for both tubing series. The predicted values do not differ from the experimental 
instability stress by more than ±25%. 

On the other hand, should it appear that δ; is significantly reduced as a result of some damaging 
treatment, the C.O.D. approach could be brought back into use for a quantitative evaluation of the critical 
conditions. 
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THE EFFECT OF AXIALLY NON UNIFORM HEAT FLUX ON 
POST-CRISIS HEAT TRANSFER 

A. Bahr, H. Herkenrath, P. Mörk-Mör-kenstein 

Introduction 

Several correlations exist from which the critical heat flux can be predicted which refer to local 
conditions only. These correlations are in good agreement with data obtained using a specific installation, 
but significant discrepances are often found in comparing them with results obtained by other authors. This 
fact implies that further parameters must exist which influence the heat transfer mechanism at a given point 
of a channel which has a certain local quality. 

In 1956 Vanderwater 1.2) already suggested in his burnout model, taking into account the effect of the 
history of the upstream flow. This concept has been modified by several other authors 3, 4. 5, 6). But, until 
now, there has always been a lack of experimental information to provide better understanding of these 
history phenomena. 

A simple method for investigating the effects of a flow history, and also of the mechanisms which can 
be observed in a history of flow, consists in determining the influence of variable entrance qualities on the 
CHF and on the post crisis heat transfer. This paper deals with such measurements. An attempt has been 
made to explain the experimental results and to formulate a quantitative relation of the post crisis heat 
transfer as function of the local upstream heat input distribution 7>8). 

Experimental Procedure 

Measurements of the heat transfer to a water-vapour mixture have been performed in the region of the 
heat transfer crisis at pressures between 140 and 205 bars. The entrance conditions were varied by means of 
a preheater. The heated lengths of the test sections, vertical tubes of 10 and 20 mm ID, varied between 5 
and 8 m, preceded by an unheated length of 1,2 m. The distance between preheater and test section was 
about 3 m 9). 

The wall temperature distribution along the test section has been measured under conditions of 
constant mass flow, constant heat flux and constant pressure. The enthalpy at the entrance of the test 
section has been increased in small steps commencing with near zero quality. Consequently the heated 
length upstream of the onset of the crisis is reduced stepwise. 

Results 

Following an increase of entrance enthalpy we observed (Fig. 1, 2, 3): 
a) a dislocation of the onset of the crisis in the direction of growing qualities, 
b) a diminution of the wall temperature step in the region of the crisis. 

500 

Fig. 1 : Wall temperature along 
the tube as a function 
of the calculated local 
enthalpie 

\\\0'"{ J /Kg) 
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- . 550 

Fig. 2 : Wall temperature along 
the tube as a function 
of the calculated local 
enthalpie 

x = i h-10 ( J/Kg ) 

The diminution of the wall temperature step occurs also in those cases in which the critical quality 
remains constant in spite of different entrance enthalpies. 

The influence of the entrance enthalpy on the critical quality can be observed only in the case where 
the entrance enthalpy exceeds a certain value which is not easy to define. That means that the boiling 
length falls below a certain value. With further increasing enthalpy the boiling length diminishes 
correspondingly. Even if the entrance quality comes to the region, in which "normally" the crisis is just 
developed, a significant liquid-covered, heated length still remains. 

Interpretation of the Test Results 

We have tried to find an explanation for these test results. In this explanation it is assumed that the slip 
in the high pressure region can be negligible, which means that the local enthalpy, calculated by the heat 
balance, can be used as reference. 

An influence of the entrance conditions on the development of a heat transfer crisis is due to the fact 
that the liquid film flow rate which affects mainly the onset of the crisis 1°), depends on the position at 
which the vapour has been generated. There is a difference, depending upon whether the vapour has been 
generated in the region immediately preceding the position considered, or further upstream. 

In a sufficiently long tube with adiabatic flow, a distribution is established between the liquid in the 
flow near the wall and the entrained liquid in the core flow, which is determined by hydrodynamic 
exchange. This hydrodynamic equilibrium distribution, which has been measured by Hewitt and Pulling ! D 

400 

Fig. 3 : Wall temperature along 
the tube as a function 
of the calculated local 
enthalpie 

( J / K g ) 
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Fig. 4 : Influence of heat flux on the 
radial distribution of vapor and 
liquid 

and calculated by Friz 1 2 ) , will be changed by heat input. Keeys, Ralph and Roberts 13, 14, 15) have 
determined an increase of the entrained flow with heat input. Against this shifting of the hydrodynamic 
equilibrium distribution by heat input the hydrodynamic exchange works as an équilibrant. Consequently a 
hydrodynamic equilibrium distribution will be reestablished after passing a longer unheated length. 

The question is now, how a change of the hydrodynamic distribution of the liquid occurs by heat 
input by the increase of the entrainment rate or by the decrease of the deposition rate or by both? 

To describe the exchange process, we suppose (Fig. 4): 

a) The entrainment flow rate, which means the liquid transport from the wall into the core flow, can be 
divided info two parts, a hydrodynamic part En =fi {alpeland a thermal part Eth =f2Íqm. χ . Oh}; 

b) The deposition rate, a function of mass flow and quality, depends also on the heat flux and on the 

liquid distribution resulting from the upstream interaction of entrainment and deposition 

D = h {lm. x. qh ,Cßj. 

Thermal entrainment can result in liquid spraying if the vapour, formed at the wall, passes over into the 
central droplet flow. Therefore, by first approximation thermal entrainment should be proportional to the 
heat flux. 

The quantity of liquid entrained by spraying cannot be determined by the present measurements. In 
any case this effect may contribute to diminish the liquid fraction flowing in the wall layer. 

A dependence of the deposition rate on the heat flux can be explained by the existence of a drift 
velocity qh (v"  v')/L starting from the wall. This drift velocity caused by volume generation at the heated 
wall has two effects. It restrains the liquid transport to the wall and furthermore diminishes the liquid 
concentration of the layer of the central droplet flow close to the wall because it supplies a volume of low 
liquid concentration to this layer. In that is supposed that at the high pressures in question the 

fraction of the thermal entrainment is small. 

Therefore, due to the interaction of these effects the abiabatic equilibrium distribution of the liquid 
concentration is changed; more so if the heat flux is high and if the équilibrant effect of the hydrodynamic 
exchange is small. This means that the heat input at a short distance upstream from the point of reference 
has a stronger effect than the heat input much further upstream. On the one hand the effect of heat input is 
accumulated with length, on the other hand it is equilibrated with length and the resulting variations appear 
both in the distribution between film flow and entrained flow and also in the concentration distribution 
inside the entrained flow. Thus it makes a difference, whether one enters with a rather high quality flow in 
the hydrodynamic equilibrium state followed by a short heated length, or with low quality and a 
correspondingly longer heated length. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3 even the rise of the wall temperature in the crisis region depends on the 
entrance quality. In some tests with various inlet qualities and various temperature rises the crisis occurs at 
the same critical quality. Under these conditions at the onset of the crisis the liquid flow density q^ (1— xc) 
and the vapour flow density qm * xc a r e the same for different inlet qualities. In spite of this a different 
wall temperature rise Δ Tc exists in the region of the crisis. The bulk temperature in the part upstream from 
the crisis being approximately constant, if χ, > 0, the different wall temperature rises may be caused only 
by a change of flow distribution. One or more of the three properties significant for a twophase flow must 
be different in radial direction: the liquid concentration, the velocity profile and/or the droplet size 
distributions. 
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It is impossible to decide straight away, which of these three properties can be ignored. Velocity 
profiles are normally developed after a length of 20 to 30 d. Droplet sizes are determined by the velocity 
distribution. One must take into account that droplet splitting quickly follows a velocity rise, but that 
droplet coalescence is delayed when there is a decrease in velocity. Since the velocity is raised in a heated 
channel, the droplet sizes should be adapted at a length of less than 50 d. Thus one may regard the 
concentration profile as being the most important property significant for the history of a twophase 
droplet flow. 

Therefore, it should be possible to explain the dependence of the temperature rise in the region of the 
crisis upon the history of the flow by the influence of the distribution of the liquid phase over the cross 
section. 

In the region of the crisis, heat is transferred in a 2step process from the wall to the superheated vapour 
layer covering the wall and from the vapour to the droplets entering it. The heat transfer is better the higher 
the liquid concentration is in the flow close to the wall. And that depends, as previously stated, upon local 
distribution of the heat input upstream. This 2step process is superimposed by another one,upon the local 
Leidenfrost phenomenon, in which liquid droplets reaching the wall are reflected. Since in this process the 
heat transfer also depends upon the droplet concentration, it may be considered together with the 2step 
process. 

It has been assumed that in the droplet flow, the liquid concentration in the layer close to the wall is 
reduced by the vapour generation at the heating wall. The measured effect of x¡ on ATC can be explained 
by this reduction, which tends, with the growing heated length, towards a limiting value dependent upon 
the heat flux. 

Also the excessive drop of the wall temperature immediately behind the maximum value, which is 
stronger than that which can be explained by the growing velocity of the twophase mixture, can be 
interpreted by a reduction of the concentration profile in the region of the crisis. Vapour is no longer 
generated at the heated wall but in the superheated vapour layer close to the wall. In the case that the 
vapour generation is dispersed in greater volume, the resulting drift velocity is smaller, such as when the 
vapour is generated at the wall. 

From this fact one can conclude that, if there is an equilibrated concentration profile, the heat transfer 
in the upstream part of the crisis should be better. We have tried to equilibrate the concentration profile 
and to measure such a reduction. In order to achieve this, an unheated section was inserted into the heated 
length (Fig. 5). Due to qh = 0 there is no drift velocity and the postulated concentration profile should 
diminish. The measurements demonstrate that the wall temperature at the end of the unheated section 
remains shortly at a value close to the saturation temperature of the liquid, and then rises strongly in a 
second heat transfer crisis. In this second crisis the wall temperature does not reach the value at the position 
where the flow enters into the unheated part, in spite of having nearly the same local enthalpie. This result 
supports the assumption of a concentration profile which depends upon the upstream heat input. 

The observation that the second wall temperature rise does not occur before the flow has passed a 
certain heated length, 10 to 30 d in our experiments, proves that a new liquid film has been formed in the 
unheated part of the tube. 

According to this interpretation of the measured wall temperature distribution the upstream heat input 
distribution will always influence the position of the crisis and the heat transfer downstream. If in the 
experiments compared, the local heat input distribution is the same along a sufficient upstream length, the 

ρ=170 bar 

qm= 1000 Kg/m
2
 s 

q n =35 W/cm
2 

x = 0 x = l h l 0 "
D
 ( J / K g ) 

Fig. 5 : Influence of a non heated section on the wall temperature distribution in the post crisis region 
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alternations of the flow caused by this heat input distribution are also the same. Because in these cases the 
alternations of the flow due to heat input are indistinguishable, one may correlate CHF data using local 
parameters only 16>. But these alternations, called the flow history, exist anywhere in a heated section and 
the correlations, which do not refer to them, contain them implicitly. 

Quantitative Formulation of the Post Crisis Heat Transfer 

An attempt is made to formulate the post crisis heat transfer as a function of the local radial liquid 
vapour concentration profile which is developed upstream and in which the effects of heat input and the 
counteracting hydrodynamic exchange are accumulated. 

The concentration profile, the existence of which we consider as proved by the demonstrated results, 
manifests itself only by its effect on the heat transfer in the region of the crisis and the variations of the 
critical quality. Concerning the profile itself, the local radial liquid vapour concentration distribution, the 
measurements give no information. Such knowledge is not applicable at the moment because up to now 
there exists no relation to describe the heat transfer from superheated steam to a droplet flow as a function 
of the local droplet distribution. Therefore we may speak only of an effective concentration profile, which 
is taken into account by a coefficient in the equation for the wall temperature. 

The heat transfer in the region of the crisis is a two step process from the wall to the superheated steami 
and from the superheated steam to the droplets of the bulk flow. Consequently the total temperature drop 
ATW at any position can be split into two parts: 

A T w = T w ^ T s = q h(Ri + R d ) 

with 
Rl : thermal resistance of the superheated vapour layer 

Rd : thermal resistance of the heat transfer from the vapour to the droplets 

Evaluation of our measurements showed that the best approximation is obtained if one assumes that 
both of these thermal resistances are functions of the liquid concentration profile. Ignoring small effects on 
ATW, which at the moment we cannot explain sufficiently, we put 

with 

AT w =q h (R 1 + R d ) = q h · R.t (1). 

Rt = Ζ · Rio (2) 

Rt : actual total thermal resistance 
Rto =f4Jqm>xJ : total thermal resistance in the case of a hydrodynamic equilibrium 

concentration profile 
z = Ulm. x;<ìh(M : effective concentration profile coefficient 

In this formula the hydrodynamic equilibrium concentration profile which develops in adiabatic flow is 
regarded as reference state. It has defined properties for given mass flow, quality, pressure and geometry. 
The effect of variations of this profile on the heat transfer and on the liquid exchange between wall and 
bulk flow are described by the value Z. With heat input, Ζ varies along the channel. It seems to us to be 
more appropriate to refer to the formulation of Ζ as function of the geometrical length instead of the 
quality of flow. 

From measurements shown in Fig. 2 and 5 one may derive some properties of the liquid concentration 
profile: 

In the case of a sufficient upstream length with constant heat flux, the wall temperature distribution in 
the region of the crisis is independent of the entrance conditions. The related concentration profile, 
named ZM, is only the function of heat flux, mass flow and local quality. 

- The maximum wall temperature rise in the region of the crisis depends - in the condition Ζ - much 
more than proportionally upon the heat flux (Fig. 6). This is regarded as an effect of the liquid 
concentration profile depending on qj1. 

In the region of the crisis the wall temperature behind its maximum drops more steeply than can be 
explained by the growing mixture velocity. This can be ascribed to an equilibrating liquid concentration 
profile. This may be explained by the fact that in the region of annular flow the vapour is generated at 
the wall, whereas in the region of the crisis it is generated in the layer of droplets close to the wall. The 
resulting drift velocity is smaller in the second case. Consequently one must postulate that the effect of 
the heat input on the development of the concentration profile is different in the different flow regimes. 
The hydrodynamic exchange must also depend on the flow regime. 
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With this in mind one can state that 

Ζ = m - q , 

and 

Δ Ζ = (a{ßj  i  · qh  £  £  b (ßj(Z  1) e  v J M 
m ■L' 

(3) 

(4) 

vm : mixture velocity in axial direction 

e · vm : volume exchange in radial direction 

In equation (4) qj, · (v"  v')/L is the volume generation at and near the heated wall respectively. 
The function ajßj· 1/e · vm accounts for the efficiency of the drift velocity q^ (v"  v')/L in generating 
the concentration profile. It must be regarded as unsteady changing with the flow regime, e.g. at the onset 
of the crisis and at the onset of annular flow. The second term of the sum in the brackets accounts for the 
equilibrating hydrodynamic exchange, which is assumed to be proportional to (Z  1). In Ζ are 
accumulated the counteracting effects of the volume generation at and near the wall respectively and the 
equilibrating exchange. 
a|ßj/e =A{ßjand b{ß} · e = Β jßjmust be determined from the measurements. 

The determination of A and Β presents some difficulties. For the post crisis region, and that of annular 
flow, they can be determined approximately from the wall temperatures in the region of the crisis, 
assuming that A is constant in annular flow and that Β is constant in the whole droplet flow region. 

ATW = R t o - % '
z 

A T w = Rto-qh 

Fig. 7: Effective concentration profile 
Ζ and wall temperature in the 
region of the crisis 
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One practicable method consists in evaluating measurements from a long test section which contains an 
unheated part sufficiently long to establish the hydrodynamic equilibrium concentration profile. If the 
entrance conditions are selected so that the dryout point is immediately upstream of the unheated part, the 
wall temperatures immediately upstream and downstream of it correspond to values Z ^ a n d Z = 1. The 
latter temperature yields R t o and with this value the first one Ζ . Measurements on short unheated lengths 
in the same position supply at its extremities temperatures corresponding to Ζ > 1 and thus Β in the 
equation for ΔΖ with qn = 0. And with Β one can calculate A for the annular flow region from the 
condition, that with a profile corresponding to Ζοο:ΔΖ = 0; A in the post crisis region can then be 
determined from the slope of ΔΤΛ, in this region. 

Fig. 7 shows schematically the development of Ζ along the tube for different entrance enthalpies and 
the corresponding wall temperature distribution. Calculations of Ζ have been performed by summing up the 
difference equation (4). 

As mentioned also the critical quality must depend upon the liquid concentration profile. Modelling 
this mechanism is the subject of a current investigation. 

Conclusion 

The measured influence of variable entrance enthalpies on the critical quality and the heat transfer in 
the region of the crisis may be explained with a variation of the local liquid vapour concentration profile. 
The radial liquid vapour concentration profile which develops in an abiabatic twophase flow is changed by 
heat input. This change results from the volume generation at the heated wall and a connected radial drift 
velocity. The effects of the drift velocity and the counteracting hydrodynamic exchange accumulated along 
the channel manifest themselves in a history of flow, which consequently depends on the local heat input 
distribution upstream. That means, a history of flow exists anywhere in a heated section, and the 
correlations which do not refer to it contain it implicitly. 

By the introduction of an effective liquid concentration profile coefficient as supplementary parameter 
it is possible to determine the heat transfer in the region of the crisis and its variations influenced by 
entrance quality and non uniform heat flux. 

Nomenclature 

AJßl definition see page 250 

Β Iß J numerical quantity for the efficacy of the equilibrating hydrodynamic exchange 

dj inner diameter of tube [mm] 

h enthalpie [J/kg] 

hj inlet enthalpie [ J/kg ] 

ß heated length [m] 

L heat of evaporation [ J/kg ] 

m constant in equation (3) 

ρ pressure [ bar ] 

qi, heat flux density [ W/cm2 ] 

qm mass flow density [ kg/m2 s ] 

Ts saturation temperature [ °C ] 

T w wall temperature [ °C ] 

ATC critical temperature rise [ °C ] 

ATW wall temperature rise (Tw T s) [ °C ] 

v' specific volume at zero quality [ m3 /kg ] 

v" specific volume at quality one [ m3 /kg ] 

vm mixture velocity in axial direction [ m/s ] 

χ vapour quality 

Xj inlet quality 

xc critical quality 

Ζ definition see page 

e coefficient relating the radial volume exchange to the axial velocity of the flow. 
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TRANSIENT BOILING HEAT TRANSFER OF WATER AT THE VERTICAL WALL 
OF A REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL 

E. Burck, W. Hufschmidt, E. de Clercq 

Introduction 

The problem of the transient temperature distribution and the resulting thermal stresses in the thick 
wall of a reactor pressure vessel is of great importance when the vessel, at its usual operation temperature of 
about 300°C is flooded with water at atmospheric pressure from the emergency core cooling system. The 
resulting thermal stresses in the wall can be calculated if the heat transfer conditions at the cooled side of 
the wall are known. During the transient cooling or quenching process the heat transfer conditions vary 
considerably. At the beginning of the cooling process, heat transfer occurs in the film boiling region, then 
changes over to nucleate boiling and finally to natural or forced convection when the surface temperature is 
below the saturation temperature. 

Recent investigations have shown that differences exist between the form of the boiling curve - i.e. 
heat flux density versus wall superheat and between the position and the value of the maximum heat flux 
density for transient and steady state boiling tests. Discrepancies in the experimental results were also 
attributed to differences in heater geometry and surface conditions. These uncertainties gave rise to the 
present investigations, in which the experimental conditions correspond as far as possible to the real reactor 
flooding conditions. 

Experiments 

Fig. 1 shows the experimental facility. A mild steel block of 2 m height, 0.3 m width and 0.2 m 
thickness, plated with stainless steel of 0.006 m thickness, is mounted in a flooding tube of 0.5 m diameter 
so that only the stainless steel plate is wetted, the other sides of the block being always dry and insulated 
during the experiments. Before the flooding process, the block is heated up by a radiation plate to a 
temperature in the range from 150 to 300°C. The cooling water temperature is varied in the range from 20 
to 100°C. The water can either submerge the block from below or be run in from above. The block is 
supplied at different vertical positions on the wetted side with four tightly fitting plugs. Ten thermocouples 
are embedded at various distances along the axis of each plug and from these the transient temperature 
distributions in the block during flooding can be measured. The transient temperatures, obtained from the 
four sets of ten thermocouples are displayed visually 
by means of a fast response light beam recorder. The 
temperatures in the first few millimeters of the plated 
block decrease generally very rapidly at rates of 100° 
in 100 milliseconds while the temperatures further 
inside the block change much more slowly. Two 
different possibilities have been tried to determine 
the heat flux density during the quenching process. 
The method to determine the heat flux by means of 
the temperature gradient at the cooled surface was 
found to be unsuitable for the first quenching period. 
We therefore used the variation of the average block 
temperature to determine the heat flux density for all 
measurements. 

Results 

Fig. 2 shows the resulting boiling curves covering 
a range of initial block temperatures from 150 to 
300°C and flooding water temperatures of 20 to 
100°C, together with those of other experiments. 
Good agreement was found in the region of nucleate 
boiling with the steady state measurements of Bergles 
and Thompson Π for flooding temperatures of 
100°C. This agreement was expected and is quite F>8- 1: Experimental facility 
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Fig. 2 : Comparison of different boiling curves 

reasonable, because the transient nucleate boiling process, occurring during the cooling of a block with very 
high heat capacity can be assumed to be quasi-steady. An influence of the flooding water temperature has 
been found only in the nucleate boiling region because of the superimposed effect of natural or forced 
convection. 

Discrepancies appearing in the comparison of our own results with those of Bergles and Thompson l ) 
and those of Bradfield 2) are due to the different initial block temperatures. (Bergles measured at 550°C 
and Bradfield at 870°C). The measured transient boiling curves for all initial block temperatures agree with 
the turbulent film boiling curve from Frederking and Clarke 3) and Zuber 4 ) . The initial temperatures for 
our own experiments, however, have been too low to maintain the film boiling process for a sufficiently 
long period. The maximum heat flux densities for the different boiling curves increase with increasing initial 
wall temperatures and reach their maximum between 200 and 250°C. The resulting dependency of the 
maximum heat flux density upon the wall temperature is in good agreement with the measurements of 
Walford5). 

For the calculation of the critical thermal stresses in the wall during the quenching process, the 
transient conditions at the beginning are less important because of the maximum differences between the 
average wall temperature and temperature of the cooled side, which occur after an interval of about 4 to 5 
minutes. In several cooling tests of about 30 minutes the total variation of the heat transfer coefficient has 
been investigated. It has been found that the heat transfer coefficient remains constant after an interval of 5 
minutes for flooding temperatures of 25°C. 

An analytical calculation of the transient temperature distribution in a plane parallel wall with constant 
heat transfer coefficient, constant heat resistance of the plating and constant bulk temperature of the water 
gives good agreement with the experimental results. 

In Fig. 3 the dimensionless temperatures between insulated side and interface between wall and plating 
have been plotted against the flooding time. The value TA is the initial block temperature and TR the bulk 
temperature. The dotted lines indicate the results of the calculation. With the same analytical method, the 
mean wall temperatures which determine the thermal stresses and show a maximum value of 0.45 after an 
interval of 4.5 minutes have been calculated. With the maximum difference of 0.45 times the initial 
temperature difference (T^ - TR) , the maximum thermal stresses in the wall can be calculated. For an 
initial temperature of 300°C and a bulk temperature of 30°C the thermal stresses in the mild steel wall 
material are 44 kp/mm2, which are slightly higher than the 0.2 yield strength of the non-irradiated material, 
but occur only in a very small zone of the cooled side of the block. 
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INCIPIENT FAILURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION 

A.C. Lucia, E. Ohlmer, D. Schwalm, G. Volta 

Introduction 

The safety and the availability of a nuclear power plant are goals that can be achieved by incorporating 
adequate precautions and facilities into the design and into the preoperational and operational stages of the 
plant. 

Surveillance methods during operation are based on the realistic assumption that failures and 
malfunctions are the result of progressive degradations in time, consuming the initial safety margins. 

Such degradations are, in general, sources of various signal or parameter fluctuations which, when 
accurately detected, serve to prevent failures and damages. The incipient failure diagnosis involves two main 
technical problems. First: the identification of the "signature" of a failing state among the various signals 
emitted by a complex system. Second: the location of the source and then of the failing sub-system. 

At Ispra we have dealt with both problems. As possible failure "signatures", we have for many years 
been investigating the neutron noise 1 >2) and more recently, stress wave emission. 

As location method, a classical triangulation technique, suitable for all types of signals, has been 
primarily developed. An alternative technique, suitable only for stationary signal sources, has also been 
outlined. 

Incipient Failure Identification by Neutron Noise 

Theoretical Background 

In order to identify some anomalies in a nuclear power reactor the random signals x¡(t) of neutron flux 
detectors must be processed by a statistical analyser which calculates the auto- and cross correlation 
functions 

ÄjXj(T) = lim — - ƒ Ί χ, (t) Xj(t+T) dt ( 1 ) 

J->-oc -

and the power and cross spectral densities 

φ^i(ω)=γπΙφ^(τ)^ωτάτ (2) 

The noise of a zero power reactor is due to the statistical nature of the nuclear processes in the reactor and 
to the fluctuations in the detector and given by'COHN's formula3' 

3) ØNN <ω) = Φ DD +0Ι-Ί-' (3) 
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must bc added into eq. (3). see e.g. 4 _ 6 ) . 

Such reactivity fluctuations may be induced by vibrations in reactor components, or boiling. 
Consequently neutron noise analysis can be a suitable technique for detection and identification of 
vibrating core components or other core anomalies. Even at low power the contribution of the detection 
noise φ\)\) and that of the branching processes φ\.\; may be ignored. The neutron noise is consequently 
given by expression (5). It seemed to be convenient to divide ØNN (ω) by 

i
2
=Q

2
e

2
 y (6) 

(ν)2 A2 

where i is the d.c. component of the detector current. 

In this way the power spectral density will be normalized to 7) 

NPSD = 1 G0(co)|2</>pp(co) (7) 

This expression is independent of the detector type and efficiency, and of the reactor power. 
Unfortunately, it is applicable only to a zero reactor, i.e. to very low power values. 

Experiments performed in a power reactor showed that the normalized neutron power spectral density 
NPSD depends on the operation power 8 ' . This means that the zero power model cannot be applied to the 
case of an atpower operating reactor. 

To eliminate this difficulty the multipleinput Langevin technique for the description of the neutron 
noise spectrum 4 · 5 > has been used. The main principle of this technique is that a nuclear power reactor may 
be regarded as a multipleinput and multipleoutput system. By adding to the input variables stochastic 
terms, which may be due to some random perturbations and/or to inherent noise sources the system of 
dynamical equations is changed into a system of Langevin eq.: 

^ Y = A Y + X 

where Y is the vector of the state variables with the components' neutron flux, fuel temperature, coolant 
temperature etc, and X is the vector of input variables with the components coolant flow fluctuations, 
coolant inlet temperature fluctuations etc. In order to illustrate this method a power reactor with forced 
cooling and with random coolant flow V is considered here. As a result it follows that the neutron noise is 
given by 

ØNN (ω) = Q2e  ^ 2  + J ^ e 2 J k Div | F (co)2 + ?&  Α ! φ (¿j \2 + ÍQ |F (co)|2 

Αν ν Λ3 (ν)2 A4 prr ( j7)2 

N0
4 ? , A ( G 2  G , ) + G , 

I2 0 w ( c o ) (9) 

V2 Λ4 Λ4 A  K a
2 G e Gf 

where F (co) is the atpower transfer function 

F (ω) = ~  (10) 

NoP + S 
1ST 

The sign " indicates that all the variables are the Fourier transforms. S is an external source. The other 
symbols are explained in 5 ) . 

Hence it follows that in a power reactor the NPSD is always a nonlinear function of the reactor power 
even if there are no additional perturbations of the input variables resulting from an anomaly. These 
nonlinearities are already caused by the statistical fluctuations of the coolant flow, the coolant inlet 
temperature etc. As outlined i n 5 ' this method also gives expressions for the power spectra of the fuel 
temperature, ØTrTr, the coolant temperature ØTCTC and the cross spectra of all these state variables. 
Changes in all these spectra are most likely due to some anomalous functioning of core components. 

Correlation between Core Components Vibrations and Neutron Noise 

Experimental Investigations in the Zero Power ECO Reactor 

The possibility of detecting vibration movements of some big corecomponents by neutron noise 
analysis, has been proved experimentally in different power reactors. Nevertheless this method, although 
considered today to be a useful tool for reactor surveillance, presents many problems, as far as the 
identification and location of malfunctioning components of smaller sizes are concerned. Basic studies on 
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these problems need experimental confirmations or parameter determinations; obviously these experiments 
cannot be performed, for economical reasons, in power reactors. It may therefore be necessary to employ a 
test reactor or experimental facilities such as the ECOReactor even if additional questions arise on the 
possibility of extrapolating results obtained in a zeropower reactor under atpower conditions. 

The measurements we carried out, within this frame, in the ECO reactor, concerned the neutron noise 
modulations induced by fuel element oscillations. In the ECO reactor, slow pendulum oscillations of the 
fuel elements can be excited by particular operating conditions. The driving forces for these oscillations are 
of an hydrodynamical nature and are caused by moderator flow, when the auxiliary heavywatercircuit of 
the plant is in operation. 

In order to get signals representative of fuelelementoscillations, one of these elements has been 
instrumented with a suitable device which detects the amplitude of the oscillations (in two orthogonal 
planes) of the suspensionrod of the fuel element. The element instrumented by the above mentioned 
device, could be placed in all possible element positions, by interchanging it with one of the other elements 
of the core. 

The power spectral density (PSD) diagram of the signal of the element movements, Fig. 1, shows that 
the main oscillation frequency is about 0.26 cps. Oscillation modes with higher frequencies are also present, 
but their amplitudes are much smaller. 

Together with the elementoscillation signals, neutron noise signals have also been detected and 
recorded on a magnetic tape. 

Two gammacompensated, boron enriched, ionization chambers have been utilized for neutron noise 
measurement. One of the chambers was located in the reactor core, in the central vertical axis, at the point 
of maximum flux, while the other chamber was located outside the core, in a horizontal channel in the 
graphite reflector. 

Measurements were made with and without moderator circulation. The comparison of the PSD 
diagrams of the neutron noise with circulation pumps off (Fig. 1), and on (Fig. 2), shows that, in the 
second case, a strong neutron noise fluctuation appears at the already observed frequency of 0.26 cps, i.e. 
the same frequency of the element oscillation. 

Although this coincidence of frequency for the peak of PSD diagrams of displacement and neutron 
noise signals seems to confirm the influence of fuel element oscillations on the neutron noise behaviour, 
nevertheless only a cross spectral analysis can really confirm the correlation between these two signals. The 
diagram of the cross power spectral density (CPSD) between fuelelement oscillations and neutron noise 
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signal Fig. 3, shows clearly the correlation between these two parameters. 

Both the incore and the outofcore ionization chambers are sensitive to fuel element movements. The 
next step is to investigate quantitatively the contribution of the oscillations of a single fuel element to 
neutron noise modulation. This contribution can be evaluated by means of the coherence function: 

f 
lØxy I

2 

î xx ' <?yy 

where </>xy in the CPSD land ø x x , øy y the PSD of neutron noise and fuel element movements respectively. 

A typical plot of the coherence function is shown in Fig. 4. The pronounced peak present at the 
oscillation frequency (0.26 cps), indicates a significant coherence. 

In order to evaluate the influence of geometric parameters on the coherence, measurements were made 
with different locations of the instrumented element in the core. In the investigated range, however, the 
coherence function does not seem to change significantly; it always shows values between 0.2 and 0.3 9 ) . 

Incipient Failure Identification by UltraAcoustic Noise or Stress Wave Emission 

Whenever a nucleus of strain energy is released at very high speed (compared to sound velocity in the 
medium), we have an elastic pulse source which propagates as a package of high frequency waves. This 
phenomenon is called "stress wave emission" or "ultrasonic emission". A sudden strain energy release can 
be originated by plastic deformation, crack formation and crack propagation in materials, wear, cavitation, 
etc. So it can be a signature of such degradation phenomena. 

The basic problems associated with the use of SWE as signature of failure and in which a specific effort 
has been deployed are: 

a) Sorting of the signal from the background noise: choice of suitable instrumentation and frequency 
window 

b) Characterization of the signals according to their microscopic origin 

c) Relationship between stress intensity factors of cracks and emission 

d) Velocity of propagation of the signals. 

Measurements in various hydraulic circuits of plants in operation at Ispra 
ESSORreactor, thermal power station) have shown that: the background noise, 
cavitation, is very low at frequencies higher than 150200 kHz. But when cavitation is present significant 
content is found also at higher frequencies. Measures of the type reported and considerations of signal 
attenuation, frequency response of the transducer, etc., have brought us to consider two typical frequency 
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"windows" for the analyses: 150300 kHz, 5002000 kHz. For frequency calibration of the piezoelectric 
transducer a testing apparatus has been set up, Fig. 5. 

The microscopic origin of the S.W.E. in metals (microcrack nucleation or propagation effect of 
inclusions, etc.) has been studied on steel specimens in tensile tests. Attention has been given to austenitic 
steels AISI 304 and AISI 310. In Fig. 6 the acoustic chamber equipped for mechanical tests is shown. The 
problem of the microscopic origin has shown itself to be much more complex than expected and dependent 
upon the type of material, the type of inclusion, the strain rate, temperature etc.10). 

The relationship between the total number of the bursts and the stress intensity factor has been 
considered as a global mean for "qualifying" a defect and the sensitivity of the warning signal. The 
proposed relationship: 

N = kôn 

where Ν is the total number of bursts, k a constant, δ is the opening at the crack t ip, has been explored on 
some materials used in pressure tubes. Table 1 shows preliminary results obtained by testing single edge 

Fig 6 : Acoustic chamber equipped for mecha
nical tests 
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notched specimens l l). The parameter n which can be considered as a kind of measure of the sensitivity of 
SWE as signature of the danger connected to the increase of a notch, seems strongly related to the texture 
rather than to the nature of the material. Further research is now being undertaken on steel. 

Table 1 Material 

SAP 7% 

Zr 2,5 Nb 
Heat 
treated 

Notch direction 
with ref. to 

tube axis 

Longitudinal 
Transversal 

Longitudinal 
Transversal 

k 

Mean 

0.85 
0.2 

0.17 
0.45 

Standard 
deviation 

0.09 
0.11 

0.09 
0.28 

n 

Mean 

0.455 
0.5 

0.72 
0.36 

Standard 
deviation 

0.18 
0.086 

0.12 
0.33 

N = k 5 " 
N — number of burst (Arbitary Unit) 
0 = crack opening displacement 
k, n = computed by regression analysis 

The measure of the burst propagation appears to be very important for correct locations. The 
phenomenon of the pulse propagation in finite geometries is in principle a dispersive phenomenon. A lot of 
parameters influence the speed: nature of the source, pulse shape and frequencies involved, material of the 
structure in examination, thickness and shape of the structure, bonding between structure surface and 
detector. For a better understanding of this phenomenon, experiments have been undertaken and are at 
present in progress. As a preliminary result we can summarize that in a stainless steel flat plate with a 6 mm 
thickness, the speed is about 2850 m/sec, thus approaching the speed of the Rayleigh wave. Furthermore 
we have seen that there are also faster waves, propagating at a velocity of about 5400 m/sec which are much 
smaller in amplitude, Fig. 7. 

Failure Location 
Triangulation by Signal Time-of-Arrival Differences 

A digital code for location has been developed and checked. The code is quite general and can be 
applied to flat plats and to cylindrical or spherical geometries. Its first application concerns S.W.E. location 
but the technique is applicable to any kind of signals (e.g. boiling location). The location is accomplished 
on the basis of the time of arrival differences ΔτχΒ. Διχο, Δτβο,οi the signals to three transducers A,B,C. 
Starting from these time-differences and from the propagation speed of the waves in the structure under 
examination, the code writes the equations of the hyperbolas loci of the points whose distances from two 
transducers i,j (taken as loci) differ for a constant quantity (ATJJ · v). The intersection of the hyperbolas 
give the location of the source. The code not only gives the numerical solution of the problem (i.e. the 
source coordinates), but also a graphical representation of the solution, Fig. 8. As it is quite difficult to 
know the exact value of the speed of waves, provision has been made to give the code, as input data, a range 
of speed values, so that the uncertainty margin Δν of the speed can be transferred into uncertainty margins 
Δχ, Ay of the location. 

Fig 7 : S. W.E. pulses 
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Before the part described above the code has a first part which carries out the determination of the time 
differences accepting as input data the signals (properly digitalized) from the transducers, while in all 
classical codes the timedifferences are input data previously measured by electronic triggercircuits. The 
estimation of the time differences is realized in our code by the calculation of the crosscorrelation 
functions: the timelag of the peak gives the AT. By this method, the influence of spurious noise is strongly 
reduced, since the crosscorrelation function eliminates the contribution of all uncorrelated noises. 
Furthermore, if there are two or more simultaneous sources, their effects are not cumulative, and do not 
cause the determination of wrong AT values (as occurs with gatecircuits): on the contrary since we think 
that signals from different sources have no phase coherence, the crosscorrelation function is able to 
identify different sources by showing as many peaks as there are sources. 

Outline of a Modified Triangulation Technique 

Another triangulation technique, which differs from the classical technique described in the preceding 
chapter, has been theoretically investigated. The technique is mainly applicable to stationary random signal 
sources. 

The principle of this technique is the measurement of the variance a2 at three different positions. It is 
assumed tnat an incipient failure may emit at a point (xs, ys) a sequence of stationary signals 
e(t) δ (xxs, yys) which may be regarded as input perturbations of a system. The linearized Langevin eq. of 
the system has the general form 

Oi//(x,y,t) = e(t) δ (x-xs) 5 (y-ys) (12) 

where 0 is a differential operator. For homogeneous boundary conditions the solution of eq.(12) is given by 
the convolution integral 

i//(x,y,t) = / 0 / ( x ) /(y) G (χ, x0 y, y0 tt0) e (t0) δ (x0  xs) 6(y y0) 

where G is the Green's function of the system. 
As a result of a derivation given in 5) it finally follows that 

o\ _ lG(x i ,x s , y i ,y 3 \ co 0 ) I2 

a2 lG(x 2 ,x s ,y 2 ,y s , co 0 ) I2 

σ\ _ ' ¿ ( χ . , χ ^ ι y«, co j I2 

a\ lG(x 3 , x s , y s , y 3 co0) I
2 

(13) 

(14) 

and 

where d\ is the measured variance at position i with i = 1,2,3. co0 is the frequency of the fundamental 

mode. The coordinates of the source xs and ys can only be evaluated from the eq. (14) and (15). 

An extension of this method to the case of multiple failures is given in 5) too. 
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SURFACE AND PLASMA PROPERTIES 

J. Bohdansky, F. W. Reiter 

Introduction 

During the past year, surface and plasma properties were studied in relation to thermionic emission, arc 
discharges and heat transfer. The interaction between a solid surface and a gas or a low temperature plasma 
was of special interest. In future this work will be extended to plasma wall interaction as expected in fusion 
devices. Therefore, the scope of interest will be shifted from problems such as work function change, 
plasma sheath formation, ionization processes and thermal desorption to the interaction of high energy 
particles with metal and ceramic surfaces. 

These interactions cause an erosion of the walls by sputtering and blistering which may limit the 
life-time of a fusion reactor. 

The following report discusses problems concerning the low temperature alkaline metal plasma and the 
accommodation coefficient of surfaces. These problems are important for direct energy conversion devices 

and for heat transfer in narrow spacings. Particular topics are the Cs-low voltage arc, the ionization of 
alkaline metal vapour and the accommodation coefficient of gas covered surfaces. 

The Cs-Low Voltage Arci I 

The Cs-low voltage arc shows an extremely low maintenance voltage compared to other arc discharges. 
Therefore such discharges have been used in energy converters where arc losses are very important. In order 
to understand the loss mechanism in such a plasma, many diagnostic experiments have been made during 
the last 10 years. Temperature, density and potential distribution have been measured. A qualitative picture 
of these data is given in Fig. 1. An analysis of these data show two significant differences in comparison to 
normal discharges. 

The emitter sheath is extended along a mean free path into the plasma and the current transport in the 
plasma is due to the gradient of the electron density. Stakhanov2) and Hansen) gave a valuable analysis of 
the emitter sheath structure. These authors found an analytical expression for the solution of the linearized 
Boltzmann transport equations. Their result is in good agreement with experimental data, if multistage 
ionization in the emitter sheath is assumed. 

The most important result of their work is a 
relation between the extension of the emitter sheath 
and the electron temperature. This result is also well 
supported by experimental data 4 ) . 

In the reported work ! ) it could be shown that 
the change of the electron density in the sheath is 
given by the Boltzmann distribution. Both results 
could be used to calculate the discharge characteristic 
in a rather simple way. In particular the maintenance 
voltage could be defined and the plasma losses could 
be explained. 

The main reason for these losses is the electron 
back emission from the plasma to the cathode. With 
very narrow spacing these losses are high due to the 
restricted emitter sheath region and consequently, as 
explained in Π and 2 \ due to a high electron 
temperature. 

With wide spacing these losses are also high due to 
the high electron density required to create the 
necessary diffusion current. 

A minimum exists for the maintenance voltage, 
and is indicated in Fig. 2. In this figure the two 
branches for the diffusion limited and the distance 
limited conditions respectively are also indicated. 

Cs-diodes are operated at this minimum voltage 
condition. A decrease of this voltage can only be 

Fig. 1 

Distance 

Potential, density and temperature 
distribution across the spacing 
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reached in another discharge mode where ionization has to be established by contact ionization at the hot 
cathode surface. However, this method can only be applied at cathode temperatures above 1,800 K. At 
lower temperatures, either thermionic emission or contact ionization is insufficient to create the plasma. 

Thermodynamic Properties of Alkaline Metal Plasma and of their Components 5· 6> 

Thermodynamic functions of plasmas of alkaline metals and of their components — diatomic molecules, 
atoms, simply charged ions and electrons - are calculated by means of statistical theories. For this it has 
been supposed that the plasmas are in thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium and in an ideal gas state. 

The methods normally used for the calculation of partition functions are approximative methods, 
whose inaccuracy increases with increasing temperature. In these calculations the partition functions have 
been determined exactly by summation over all possible energy states. 

In the internal partition function of the diatomic molecules the electronic ground state and the four 
lowest lying excited states have been taken into account. These four excited states decay to one atom in the 
ground state and one atom in the first excited state. The state sums of vibration and rotation are not 
formed, as is usually done, by means of the anharmonic oscillator — non rigid rotator approximation and 
summation from 0 to °°, but by a term-by-term summation up to characteristic quantum numbers of 
vibration and rotation. These characteristic quantum numbers are determined by graphic and calculating 
methods. 

The partition function of atoms is summed over all excited electronic states up to a characteristic 
quantum number, which marks the highest excited state before the ionization limit. This quantum number 
is calculated from ion density by an iterative method. As ion density depends on temperature and pressure, 
so also does the characteristic principal quantum number, and hence the thermodynamic properties of 
alkaline metal atoms are dependent upon temperature and pressure. 

In the temperature region under consideration, the internal state sum of alkaline metal ions is negligible, 
since nearly no excited states of ions are populated. 

The plasma composition is calculated from the Gibbs functions of the components with simultaneous 
consideration of dissociation and ionization. The thermodynamic functions of alkaline metal plasmas are 
calculated from the composition of the plasmas and the partition functions of the components. 

From these calculations the heat capacity of a potassium plasma is given in Fig. 3. Detailed tables of 
thermodynamic properties — Gibbs function, enthalpy, entropy, heat capacity, equilibrium constants of 
dissociation and ionization and molar fractions of the plasma components — in the temperature range 
298.15 - 1000°K and the pressure range of 10~5 —10 atm, are given in a microcard report 7 ) . 

Accomodation Coefficients 8) 

The accommodation coefficient plays an important role in heat transfer calculations in a reactor fuel 
element. A gap of some um between fuel and cladding is necessary to prevent a destruction of the fuel 
element by swelling during reactor operation. This gap is filled with fission gases. Thus the heat transfer 
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from fuel to cladding is given by the thermal conductivity of the fission gas and the accommodation 

coefficients of the fission gas on fuel and cladding surfaces. 

Accommodation coefficients of noble gases on Ptsurfaces have been measured in a preliminary study. 
These determinations have been made in a stationary hot wire cell at very low pressures, where the mean 
free path is small in comparison with the cell dimensions. Accommoda.tioncoefficients have been measured 
on gas covered surfaces (OG) and on partially cleaned surfaces (do) after heating the surface up to 900°K 
for 20 minutes. The variation of the accommodation coefficient α after heating can be described by 

a = a 0 + ( a G  a 0 ) ( l  e  t / t A ) 

where t ¿ is a time interval characteristic for readsorption. 

In Fig. 4 the experimental results on gas covered surfaces are given. The general results of these 

measurements are: 

1) OG and OQ decrease with increasing temperature and increase with increasing atomic weight. 

2) The quotient OQ  OQ/OO decreases with increasing temperature and atomic weight. 

3) The readsorption time t^ decreases with increasing temperature. 
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TRIBOLOGY STUDIES: 

MEASUREMENTS IN HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS 

AND CHARACTERIZATION OF FRICTION 

B.C. DAgraives, J. Toornvliet 

Introduction 

In the technological field, whether it is nuclear or not, tribological problems exist and must be solved. 
In particular, one is constantly finding some components in which solid parts are, either voluntary or 
involuntary in surface contact (mating pieces). These surfaces interact through friction in their particular 
environment. Surface interaction is characterized by friction and/or wear of components. For instance, 
rotating seals for pumps, sliders for bundleelements or for machine tools, are components for which a 
knowledge of friction is of importance in estimating the forces required to move them. In other cases, such 
as the gridtobeam spacers used in a fuelelement, wear and damage produced by vibrational friction 
induced by fluid circulation have to be foreseen in order to avoid possible fuel cladding rupture. 

Tribology is thus essentially experimental and we have taken three aspects into account: 

a) Friction or friction coefficient measurements between different materials in different environments. 

b) Simulations of the characteristic functions of components. 

c) Characterization of friction and/or wear. 

The first two aspects deal with environment, which plays, especially when hostile, an important rôle in 
tribological phenomena. The third aspect deals with the problem of the reproducibility of friction 
experiments. 

Friction Coefficient Measurements in Hostile Environment 

Most of the existing techniques for friction coefficient measurements use dynamometric methods. That 
is: a load W is applied perpendicularly to the contact surface between a "moving" piece and a "fixed" 
piece, then the tangential force with which the moving piece tends to move the "fixed" one, called friction 
force F, must be measured. Friction coefficient is: 

The measurement of F (and eventually W) is generally made by means of strain gauge dynamometers. But 
the use of strain gauges in hostile environments such as high temperature is difficult inside the chamber, and 
if used outside the chamber the transmission of the force through the wall of the chamber by means of 
joints or bellows gives rise to errors and stiffness. 

We have developed at Ispra a nondynamometric method which is well adapted to measurements in 
hostile environments. 

The principle is shown in Fig. 1. The weight IP I of a pendulum produces in a point M a vertical load Pi 
M being the theoretical location of contact between a pin and a rotating disc located in the D plane. The 
force P. is the sum of P2 whjrjh is perpendicular to tĥ e D plane and P3 located in the D plane: P ; 

represents the load on the pin. P3 is the sum of P4 and P5 : P4 has no effect on the pendulum beam, P5 is 
perpendicular to the pendulum beam and tangential to the friction track on the disc. When an equilibrium 
is reached, P5 is equal and opposite to the friction force. So the friction coefficient is: 

μ = Μ that is ,p^' 

witli 

iPt I = IPs I sind β 

iPt ¡ = iPi I cos α 

\?2 1= iPÎIsind 

μ = IP ι I cos α sin β  sin β 

IF*ι I sinoa tya 

where a is the inclination of the D plane on the vertical and β the angle which has been rotated by the 
pendulum bar around the co co' axis. 
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Fig. 1 : Pendular tribometer principle 

So μ measurement is reduced to an angle measurement, independent of the forces. The load Ρ is changed 
by more or less inclining the disc plane. 

A first prototype was built in to work in normal air conditions and was later sold to industry. It 
functioned with a load of up to 200 grams with flat sliders of about 1 cm2 contact surface. The β angle was 
measured by means of an eccentric, rotating between variable reluctancy coils. 

Next, the principle was applied to an experiment in pressurized hot water up to 240°C. Fig. 2 shows a 
drawing of this apparatus which has been used for comparative friction measurements in nitrogen, air and 
hot water D and for comparison between hot and cold water 2) as a frictional environment for different 
alloys and steel, in static frictional conditions (during the first instants of friction). Using the following 
materials: 

slider Zr2 Zr Nb Stainless Steel Stainless Steel 

disc Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Zr2 Stainless Steel 

Fig 2: Tribometer for experiments in water 
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Fig 3 : Three aspects of friction measurements in water 

with different surface finishes and different contact-geometries (flat on flat, hemispherical on flat) it has 
been shown that friction is higher in hot water (240 C) than in cold water for the materials tested. The 
friction measurements have three main aspects, as shown in Fig. 3. Unfortunately the first and clearer 
situation is the less frequent, and does not depend upon the surface finish. Although it is not of great 
significance, there is a tendency towards a larger friction coefficient for hemispherical/flat geometry than in 
hot for flat/flat geometry conditions. A brake manufacturer has requested us to oerform new experiments 
in water with other materials. 

Based upon the same principle, a more sophisticated apparatus has been studied and built 3) for friction 
measurements in hot gases or in a vacuum. For that apparatus, an original opto-digital system has been 
developed in collaboration with the electronics division for measuring the β angle. A transducer ß* sin β 
gives a direct signal proportional to μ. Fig. 4 shows a photograph of the rig without its driving motor. The 
rig is heated by an inductive heating system and vacuum is obtained by means of a classical station. The 
"cardano" suspension of the alumina masspendulum, as also the pivots of the axis, have ruby bearings. The 
characteristics are: 

load 0 to 200 grams 

linear speed up to 10 m/s 

temperature up to 1000° C 

vacuum up to 10~s Ton

Fig. 4: Tribometer for μ measurements in hot gases or vacuum 
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Simulation for Components 

Fretting Corrosion 

A particular aspect of wear is fretting corrosion, i.e. damage which occurs when a piece is hammered 
against another without relevant displacement. Such phenomena are encountered in the nuclear bundle 
elements in which vibrations are induced by the refrigerant fluid circulation. Spacers are usually placed so 
as to keep the rods parallel, but they are settled with gaps that allow small displacements perpendicular to 
the contacting surface. Therefore, if vibration commences, with or without prestress, fretting or 
hammering occurs. In the case offretting, contact is never lost and the damage is worse. 
For the simulation of a hammering situation between rods and spacer wires we have developed a rather 
simple method 4 ) . The problem was to pilot and control the vibrations of one "vibrating rod" between two 
"fixed rods", (only 10 cm long and incomplete rods) using absolutely leak tight apparatus which can be 
used later with hot sodium. We first used a mockup for air testing composed of a "central free bar" 
working as a pendulum between two "fixed bars" fastened to an external frame (Fig. 5). Displacement 
transducers used for "free bar" as for "frame" made possible a comparison between inner and outer 
movements. We then used the system in cold and later in hot water (240°C, 40 Atm), changing the gap, and 
modifying the impact energy or the frequency. It has been possible to control the impact instant and 
impact energy even without a transducer connected to the inner "free rod", if the "free rod" course, the 
gap between rods and the phase lag between vessel movement, and "free rod" movement are known, and on 
the hypothesis of a linear velocity from one shock to another (Fig. 6). 
Frequencies around 110 Hz give clearest results. 

Such an experiment is now of interest to gás reactor projects5) and to sodium cooled reactor 
projects4). 

In the framework of a contract °),a special device is being designed at Ispra for the simulation in hot 
sodium of different situations which occur in locating a fuelelement: contact at the bottom of the reactor, 
contacts between two fuel elements, contact with sliding during loading and unloading etc. 

Characterization of Friction 

In the friction experiments, many parameters such as load, speed, temperature, toughness of material, 
impurity content, etc. are important and measurable with accuracy. On the contrary, the friction 
coefficient, which is in fact a "synthetic parameter" is generally given with only one or two figures. The 
fluctuations of the friction coefficient are so great that only a mean value is considered as acceptable. In 
fact, very low speed experiments with no stiffness have shown that along one track there are many possible 
values for μ. But from one experiment to another there is a large discrepancy. The problem is: "where do 
these irregularities come from"; from roughness, load, temperature or measuring method ? 

We decided, in the framework of a contribution to the B.C.R. programme 7), to study the 
reproducibility of friction measurements, and the possibilities of preparing reference couples of materials. 
In fact an American enquiry 8) on tribology laboratories has shown that few people were concerned with 
reproducibility. As a first step we have designed two tribometers similar to the first one 2) but allowing 
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Fig 7 : Precise pendular tribometer for friction reproducibility studies 

1. Rotating disc (first sample) 

2. Slider (second sample) 

3.· Slider bearer (with cardanic (¿/ 

fitting on the pendulum beam) 

4. Pendulum beam 

5. Pendulum axle (0 angle) 

6. Thrustscrew 

7. Journal bearing 

S. Eccentric arum for variable 

reluctancy measurements of 

β angle 

9. Coils for reluctancy measurements 

and registration of β angle 

10. Dial for α angle 

11. Dial for α measurements 

better attachment of the slider (Fig. 7). We have tried to construct them completely identical, and with an 
accurate control of dimensions and tolerances. Now the second step is to prepare identical samples, to 
check their surfaces accurately and to perform a different series of measurements on each tribometer. So it 
should be possible to clarify whether an accurate reproducibility is possible or not, for a given pair of 
materials, with a determined method. 

Another more fundamental method to characterize friction and wear could be to correlate them to the 
acoustical emission generated by sliding contact. 

Some measurements have previously been performed and have shown how difficult it is to separate 
friction emission from noise. We have now made a completely new apparatus consisting of a rotating water 
filled vessel, the bottom of which is a disc sample. The vessel is supported by three wheels of rubber driven 
by a silent belt (Fig. 8). 

Underneath, a pin is pressed into contact against the disc. In front of the contact zone, on the water 
side, a transducer is immersed and the signal is treated either as a frequency spectra, or by counting the 
impulses generated by friction in a predetermined range of frequencies (0.5 MHz to 10 MHz). This activity 
is in progress in collaboration with the Materials Division. 

If such a correlation were to succeed, it would show a way of controlling wear and friction of 
components in running conditions. 

Fig 8 : Rig for correlation studies between friction 
and acoustic emission 
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Conclusions 

Comparative measurements of friction coefficients in hot and cold water have shown that friction is 
higher in hot water for stainless steel and Zr alloys. 

A non dynamometric tribometer for high temperature gases or vacuum testing has been set up. 
Rigs for simulation of vibrational friction have been prepared. 
An attempt to prove the reproducibility of friction experiments and the possibility of preparing 

reference-couples of materials is made by means of an improved comparative tribometry and a correlation 
between ultra-sonic emission on friction or wear. 
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STUDIES ON PARALLEL FLOW INDUCED ROD VIBRATIONS 

E. Ohlmer, R. Schwemmte 

Introduction 

The analytical determination of flow induced vibrations of the fuel rods in a bundle element is one of 

the problems in reactor technology which has not yet found a satisfying solution. In spite of the 

development of promising methods, up to date one cannot calculate precisely what happens really in an 

operating reactor with respect to fuel element vibrations. This lack is caused by several difficulties. For 

example, the bare vibration mode of the single rods inside the complex structure of a fuel element bundle is 

not well defined: a lot of parameters varying with time and operation, like the coupling and damping 

effects, bowing, gaps, nonlinearities etc. produce a rather random distribution of possible vibration 

frequencies and modes. On the other hand, in evaluating the vibration intensity or amplitude not only the 

uncertainty about the vibration response as mentioned above causes difficulties, but also the uncertainty 

about the vibration driving forces, namely the random pressure fluctuations of the flow turbulence. 

In principle however, an analytical solution seems possible, although many studies must be performed 

to get reliable practical applications. With the following, some steps in this direction are presented. 

Analytical Models 

Since the involved phenomena are of random nature, analytical models must be based on statistical 

quantities. Essentially such models describe the vibration in the form of the PSDfunction φγ(ω ) (Power 

Spectral Density) of the rod displacement y/ t \ related to the driving forces by the mechanical 

responsefunction Η ( ω \ of the structure. The random driving forces resulting from the pressure 

fluctuations pr t) in the flow boundary layer are also introduced as a PSDfunction Φρ(ω). 

Here, we only present the developed final formulas underlying our investigation; for more detailed 

information reference is made to the publications on the subject 1 . 2 . 3 ) . In fact the general relation is rather 

complex and some simplifying assumptions must be introduced for practical purposes in order to get the 

easier formula as follows: 

*y(É,oü)=
 K

fø (nr)
2H2

(co)
F
(a,p) i l ) 

Herein Κ contains, apart from some geometric and dynamic rod constants also the correlation 

coefficient between pressure fluctuations and resulting driving forces. Furthermore, ß is the rod length, £ 

the adimensional length variable and co the circular frequency. The expression F( a n) stands for the driving 

forces and results from a partial integration process of the double integral over the pressure fluctuation 

field. Hereby for each of the Ν equal length sections Aßj the pressure field p¡ is assumed to be homogeneous 

and the modal values of the vibration aj to be constant. With this we have: 

3 ( a , p )  ( a i » a 2 .  a N ) 

011 012  . 0 1 Ν 

021 022 .  0 2 Ν 

ØNi 0N2 ØNN 

ai 

a2 

aN 

(2) 

The øjj are the PSDfunctions (for i =j) respectively the CrossSpectralDensity functions (fori Φ j) of 

the pressure difference fluctuations measured in Ν points over the rod length. 

If the pressure fluctuation field can be assumed to be invariable with respect to the rod length, the 

number of sections can be reduced to Ν = 1, or Aß = fi respectively. In this case the expression for the 

analytical model is reduced to the very simple form: 

0y(£,w) = K2(£)H2(co)</>p(co) (3) 

Herein, the driving forces are represented by øp(co) which is the PSDfunction of the pressure difference 

fluctuations measured in only one arbitrary point of the rod length. 
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It is evident, that this extreme simplification as in (3) yields an easy to use but not very accurate tool. 
For an experimental investigation it is better to increase the accuracy of the driving force estimation 
utilizing several measurement points over the length, as in (1). This must be paid by a more complex 
expression like F(a n) in (2). But in our studies we pointed out that the value of F(a,p) can be obtained in 
practice very easily by means of a simple summation operation during the signal processing. Thus the 
greater expense consists only in that one has to measure the pressure difference fluctuations in N different 
points simultaneously. 

Both formulas (1) and (3) were checked experimentally with a singlerod test faculty in water flow. 
With the measured PSDfunctions of the rod vibration øy(co) and of the pressure fluctuation øp(to) 
respectively F(a n) and by inverting the analytical model, the response function of the rod was calculated. 
These calculated; values 1ι(ω) have been compared to the experimentally determined response function 
Η(ω), as shown in Fig. 1. In both cases the hvalues agreed in a satisfying manner. But the simple formula 
(3) furnishes rather scattered values in comparison with the results obtained with (1) which is the more 
accurate tool. 

Rod Bundle Tests 

Whenever one might apply such analytical models to predict flow induced vibrations in a fuel element, 
further difficulties will be encountered. As input data for the driving forces, the intensity and frequency 
distribution of the pressure fluctuations must be known; but actually no method is available to determine 
in an analytical way these quantities for arbitrary flow geometries. Furthermore, the rod response function 
can be influenced by the bundle arrangement in a not well defined manner. 
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Srctiiin A-A 

Fig 2: Three rod bundle mockup 

These points have been investigated experimentally with a fuel element in the form of a simple three 
rod bundle in water flow 4 ) . By means of one instrumented rod in the bundle Fig. 2, the pressure difference 
fluctuations as well as the rod vibrations were measured. The pitch width 7 of the rods in the bundle was 
varied and the instrumented rod was turned during the tests in order to change measurement direction y 
with respect to the different flow subchannels. 

The most important results of these tests can be reassumed as follows: 

 The structure of the pressure fluctuations in the rod bundle are different from those measured in the 
single rod test, (Fig. 3). From the asymmetric flow geometry of the bundle arrangement arise additional 
pressure difference fluctuations with a striking, velocity depending frequency (Fig. 4). 

 The driving forces are not equal over the rod circumference. The frequency structure (Fig. 5) as well as 
the intensity (Fig. 6) changes with the measurement direction ψ to the subchannels. 

— The correlation coefficient between measured pressure difference fluctuations and resulting driving 
forces is influenced by geometric and by hydrodynamic parameters. 

— The response function of the rod in the bundle is quite different from those of the single rod. The 
original rod eigenfrequency is more or less masked by a "bundle"frequency. Furthermore, the response 
function, apart from being influenced by the pitch width, is no longer equal in all directions of the cross 
section, due to the varying damping and coupling effects, Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 5: Influence of flow velocity (PSD 
of press, diff. fluctuations) 
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Conclusions 

The investigations pointed out that on the one hand the developed analytical models are useful tools for 
evaluating flow induced rod vibrations. But the structure of the pressure fluctuations and consequently the 
vibration driving forces are influenced by the non-uniformity of the flow cross section. The resulting rod 
vibration amplitude varied, under constant flow velocity, by a factor up to 3 as a consequence of the 
geometric parameter variations in the investigated bundle arrangement. 

Thus, on other hand, for reliable application of mathematical models to predict the flow induced 
vibrations, the analytical determination of the pressure fluctuation field in realistic flow geometries must be 
resolved. 
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MEASUREMENT OF THE RESIDUAL FILM IN NARROW CHANNELS 

HM. Kottowski, G. Morandi, E. Pancaldi, A. Zurli 

As is well known, liquid metals are very good heat transfer media, but because of their physical 
properties, once heated up to boiling conditions, they tend to delay in boiling. The consequences may be: 
high superheat, explosive evaporation and violent expulsion of the coolant out of the heating channels. The 
cooling will then be maintained by the evaporation of the liquid left behind during the expulsion. The 
duration of the cooling, the pressure and temperature history in the vapour and on the heating surface 
depend strongly on the quantity of the liquid left in the film, the local and average thickness of this film, 
the onset of turbulence and onset of droplet flow, caused by the destruction of the climbing film. The 
knowledge of the flow pattern behind an expelled liquid slug is therefore of great importance, as far as the 
reactor safety, especially the voiding process in case of an accident, is concerned. 

In order to obtain quantitative information under various operating conditions, the following 
theoretical and experimental program of investigating the hydrodynamics of the liquid metal film left 
behind a channel ejection has been set up and completed: 
a) Measurement of the local and average film thickness in function of: 

- pressure difference between the vapour bubble and the blanket (i.e. velocity and acceleration of the 
liquid column) 

— diameter of the channel. 
b) Measurement of the onset of turbulence on the film 
c) Measurement of the amplitude and the frequency of the waves on the film 
d) Onset of destruction of the film and measurement of the liquid rate changed into droplet flow 
e) Work out of theoretical correlations for calculating the film thickness. 

The experiments were performed in a test sections of 3.6, 6.0, 8.0 and 10.0 mm diameter and 2.10 m 
length, and pressure differences between the inlet and the outlet of the test sections from 200 to 2000 
Torr. The liquid metal used in the experiments was eutectic NaK (77.2%K). 

Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the test apparatus. Before starting with the experiment, the liquid in the test 
section was heated up to 350°C until complete wetting occurred; the experiments were then carried out at 
room temperature. 

Vacuum argon 

AP(Tor r ) 

Fig. 1: Test facility - film thickness measurement 
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The expulsion of the NaK occurs at a constant pressure difference between the pressure vessel Pj and 
the vessel P2. The pressure difference is accurately measured by a MercuryUtube and regulated by the 
reduction valve on the Argon cylinder. The pressure vessels Pt and P2 are so large, that the pressure in them 
remain practically constant during the experiment. The test section and the vessel P2 are separated from the 
vessel Pt by a fast opening and closing valve. The signal for the opening of the valve is given when the 
pressure difference between the lower and upper vessel corresponds to the desired value. The valve closes 
after a preset time. Immediately after the completion of the experiment the test section will be filled from 
below via the NaK reservoir, and the experiment is repeated again. 

The length of the test section where the film thickness measurement is executed is 1.70 m. 9 voltage 
taps for measuring the local film thickness are welded on to the tube in distances of 200 mm and with 
spaces between these voltage taps of 2 mm. 

The method for measuring the film thickness is based on the measurement of the local change in the 
electrical resistance of the tubeNaK system. When Rp is the total resistance of the tube and the remaining 
film, and R|\iaK is the resistance of the liquid in the filled test section, the film thickness can be calculated 
with the following expression: 

5 = r 0 ( I  V IRisiaK/RF) 

r0 = tube diameter 
I = constant measuring DC current 

The accuracy of the film thickness measurement strongly depends on the wall thickness of the tube. It can 
be demonstrated that for a film thickness in the range of the wall thickness the relative error of the 
measurement is in the range of 2% and increases proportionally, when the ratio of wall to film thickness, 
becomes larger. The wall thickness we have chosen for our test sections is 0.1 mm; consequently, the 
accuracy of the measurement of a film greater than 0.05 mm is better than 2%. 

In the present paper experimental data of a 6 mm diameter channel are discussed as well as pressure 
differences between 300 and 2000 Torr, which correspond to a superheat of up to 200°C and whether or 
not such an interpretation is admissible are discussed. 
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Fig. 2 shows the hydrodynamic picture of an experiment in the 6 mm test section at a pressure 
difference of 300 Torr. This registration demonstrates the change in velocity during the ejection, the 
procedure of the formation of the film left behind the liquid slug, the onset of turbulence of the film, and 
the amplitude and frequency of the waves on the film. Fig. 3, however, shows the change of these 
phenomena in the 6 mm diameter tube but at 2000 Torr. 

Compared to Fig. 2 the records clearly show that the onset of turbulence occurs immediately behind 
the liquid slug, and the frequency of the surface waves on the film, has increased. It seems that the gas flow 
in the channel strongly influences the film on the wall and that the liquid will be carried away. (A detailed 
evaluation of this part of the flow pattern is being carried out.) 

Fig. 4 shows the velocity of ejection as a function of time for various pressure differences, in the 6 mm 
test section. 

The S-shape of the velocity is typical for all experiments, independently of the diameter of the test 
sections. 

Fig. 5 shows the typical picture of the acceleration during the ejection. At small pressure differences, 
for example up to 300 Torr, the acceleration stays nearly constant for a long time. At higher pressure 
differences, which correspond to high superheat in case of a boiling accident, the voiding process starts with 
a high initial acceleration. The acceleration then rapidly decreases to a minimum value and increases again. 
The value of the minimum acceleration, and the time after which the minimum is reached, strongly depend 
on the pressure differences. This acceleration pattern is characteristic of the voiding process. 

The next figure (Fig. 6) shows the measured film thickness at the velocity and acceleration conditions, 
shown in the previous figures. The spots drawn on this diagram, are average values of 10 experiments, 
measured at different places along the test section for various pressure differences. 
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Fig. 7 : Film thickness in a test section of 

6 mm ID δ =f(V,b) 
20 

u (mm/sec) 

The experiments clearly show that for the small pressure differences, where the acceleration is nearly 
constant, the local film thickness increases. For higher pressure differences a maximum appears in the curve 
of the local film thickness, and this maximum coincides with the minimum of the acceleration. The film 
thickness increases during the deceleration period and decreases during the acceleration of the liquid slug. 
This film formation pattern appears to be typical for capillary tubes. 

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the theoretical evaluation and experiments of the local film thickness as 
a function of the velocity and acceleration. The curve on the left corresponds to zero acceleration. The 
lower curve corresponds to the theoretical values of a constant acceleration of 100 m/sec . 
The dashed lines correspond to measured accelerations. These results demonstrate the good agreement of 
the experimental data with the evolved theoretical correlations: 

δ = Κν b 

and δ = 2/3 (3 μβ · v)2/3 and b = 0 

with + 1/2; m '  1 / 2 

Theoretical correlations in terms of ΔΡ are being worked out. 
Recapitulating the results of these investigations, we can summarize that: 

 In capillary tubes, the local film thickness increases with increasing velocity, and decreases with 

increasing acceleration. 

 With increasing velocity of the expelled liquid column, the onset of turbulence of the liquid film shifts 

towards the transition point, where the film breaks off the slug. 

 There is some evidence that, already at moderate gas flow, liquid is removed from the film and carried 

away in the form of droplets in the gas flow. This subject is still being investigated. 

(v = ejection velocity, b = acceleration, pS.  viscosity, a = surface tension, δ = film thickness) 

 The simulation of the voiding process, as it occurs during a boiling accident in a reactor, by the system 
realized at Ispra, seems admissible, since previous boiling experiments with sodium and potassium 
showed qualitatively the same velocity and acceleration pattern. 

 These experiments make it possible to check, and to correct the models for the film formation, the 
correlation for the calculation of the local and average film thickness, and the onset of turbulence. 

Evaluation of the flow pattern, particularly behind the liquid slug in the gas or vapour flow region is 
under way. Furthermore, the film formation in non capillary tubes (6.0 and 10 mm diameter of the test 
section) is still being evaluated. 
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ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

G. Bertolini 

The activity of the Electronics Division has been pursued during this year on the same lines undertaken 
during 1971 with the exception of a new activity in biotelemetry where a new group has been set-up. 

Apart from a continuous and increasingly important support activity for the Center laboratories, 
specific research lines can be identified in the following topics besides those discussed in detail in the 
rest of this report 
Esone Secretariate 

The Esone Secretariate has been strengthened by the assignement of one Engineer and one Secretary. 
The amount of work increased during the year especially by the strong activity of the Committees 
Executive Group, the Dataway, Software and Information Working Group and by the augmentation of 
contacts with industry and more effective collaboration with the chairman. The correspondance has been 
considerably larger compared with the preceeding years since quite a few institutions asked for membership 
and the Secretariate is the general correspondance address for the CAMAC Bulletin which is distributed in 
about 4000 copies. During 1972 there have been held altogether more than 30 work conferences of the 
Esone Committee and its different Working Groups. 

Remote Sensing of Air Pollutants 
This activity, which is dealt in the frame of the environmental protection program of the CCR, has been 

clarified halfway through the year with the definition of two research lines aimed at the: 
a) measurement of local concentration of air pollutants by means of a LIDAR and 
b) measurement of low mean concentration of air pollutants by means of resonant absorption in the IR 

region. 
The study of the layout of a LIDAR System for air pollution measurements by Mie, Resonant and 

Ramon scattering, has been carried out. 
The detailed design of the pulsed Dye-Laser with suitable frequency band narrowing elements (grating 

and Lyot-Filter), as well as the design of the 50 cm in diameter receiver telescope and support has been 
made and the drawings executed. The construction of the mechanical system is in progress in the Central 
Workshop. Parts are already finished. The triggering unit for the Dye Laser and the Lyot-Filter temperature 
stabilizing unit have been designed and constructed. 

The selection of a suitable coherent tunable light source in the IR region has been considered. As a 
result a diode laser (PbSe emitting in the 8.5 urn region) has been ordered from the firm A.QLittle. The 
coherent source can be tuned by means of a superconducting magnet; diode and magnet are operated at 
liquid helium temperature. 

The design of the set-up for point sampling and of a tentative scheme for long range optical path have 
been undertaken. 

Biomedical Transducers and Biotelemetry 
A first prototype version of a telemetry transmitter to be mounted on small laboratory animals has 

been developed. The result was that without applying advanced technology like thick film techniques one 
does not arrive to the degree of miniaturization required. Antenna tests and first orientative under foot 
stimulation tests have been performed. The result of the latter was that the intended method is applicable, 
that however a rather large variation width in the required stimulation signal amplitude depending also on 
the specific animal has to be taken into account. For mechanical design problems a mechanical engineer 
especially skilled for micromechanics joined the group. A localization system for the animals is in the 
planningphase. This system will later be coupled to the stimulation circuitry. 

SIGMA (System of Interactive and Graphical Machine Attachments) 
The system has been designed for the attachment of several distantly located interactive terminals (e.g. 

graphical terminals, teletypes) to a small computer. 
The system is also designed for the attachment of terminals with a data buffer like a graphical terminal 

with scratch pad (e.g. Tektronix 40002 A). 

Electronics Support for the Safeguard Program 
In the nuclear safeguard field numerous realizations have been performed in order to provide the 

physicists of Ispra and the inspectors of the Safeguard Directorate of Luxemburg with the particular 
instrumentation requested by their experiments. 

In this frame we can mention only some of the instruments delivered in 1972. The fast chain for fission 
neutron measurements presented last year has been completed and delivered and used in Ispra laboratories. 
A new version of the 256-channels portable analyzer has been delivered to the inspectors of Luxemburg. 
This new version contains an internal times for integral measurements and an internal preamplifier for use 
with solid state detectors. Some different types of γ-scanning of fuel bars have been completed or are in 
progress. Automatization of various experiments has been 'carried out. 
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DIGITAL PULSE GENERATOR FOR NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 
EXPERIMENTS 

L. Stanchi and A. Safeva* 

A particular digital pulse generator has been developed in our laboratory in order to fulfil the 
requirements of a wide variety of experiments in the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) field. Here well 
defined pulse sequences on some independent lines have to be provided simultaneously. The pulses are used 
for gating an rf generator or for directly driving a pulsed apparatus such as a "gradient coil". The gating 
time needs to be very accurately defined and must be reproducible after a change-over. So our instrument is 
completely digital and controlled by a general quartz clock. In order to obtain versatile equipment a 
modular pulse generator has been developed in which each module generates a stable pulse or a pulse train 
in which pulse width, interval between pulses and delay (if any) from the trigger are digitally controlled and 
selected by a manual control. 

Many compositions of pulses allowing a wide variety of programs can be obtained by combining a few 
modules, each one provided with independent time settings. In particular five different programs required 
by the actual experiments carried out by the NMR laboratory can be driven. These programs are: (1) 
program with three independent pulses; (2) Carr Purcell-program; (3) spin-lattice relaxation time 
program; (4) gradient pulses program; (5) high gradients program. A great effort in the design was devoted 
to achieve a unique standard module. By combining a control unit and the requested number of standard 
modules all the requirements of the programs can be met without the need of special units even for the 
most sophisticated experiments. 

*) Visiting Student 
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All the circuitry uses normal TTL monolithic and medium scale lC's. The outputs will be given by a 
power unit using discrete components. As an essential requirement the width of the pulses and the interval 
times must be accurately reproducible and must not vary in time. In addition they have to be selected from 
a wide range of times but the preset need not be a continuous function provided that the discrete 
increments are sufficiently small. The use of digital equipment is completely adequate for this purpose and 
satisfies also another requirement of primary importance, i.e. the pulses on different lines must have a 
rigidly defined ratio. Moreover, the interval times between different pulses must not present fluctuations or 
jitter. 

These requirements are met by using parallel synchronous logic throughout the equipment. The result is 
that the only uncertainty in the time definition is due to the voltage thresholds of the TTL IC's which are 
affected by noise or manufacturing dissimilarities or different fan-out configurations causing time variations 
of the order of some nanoseconds. 

A free running quartz oscillator at frequency of 20 MHz is used for obtaining a 10 MHz clock which 
drives all the equipment. A minimum discrete increment of 100 ns is thus obtained. Both the pulse-width 
and the interval-times are defined by two digits and a decimal multiplier. 

A general control unit produces the control waveforms and the clock for driving the standard units. The 
modularity of the equipment allows the different units to be variously combined in order to obtain not 
only the programs which were effectively requested by the NMR laboratory but also many other pulse 
sequences for generality of application. The wide range of time setting allowed in each unit also permits the 
use of a unit for producing a gating waveform for other units instead of a pulse sequence to be directly 
utilized. By this means the number of possibilities is highly increased. The quite sophisticated program 
No. 5 utilizes in effect six standard units which are combined with cascaded gating waveform. For still more 
general application the output unit has the possibility of combining in OR two pulse sequences in each of 
the four lines which amplify the pulses required for the experiment. 

The figure shows the six standard units, the control unit and the output unit. 
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CAMAC BRANCH DRIVER FOR LABEN 70 COMPUTER 

L. Stanchi and G. De Grandi* 

A CAMAC branch driver to be used in connection with a Laben 70 computer has been developed 
through collaboration between our electronics laboratory and the manufacturer. 

The branch driver allows the connection of a CAMAC system containing up to 7 crates to the Laben 70 
computer. A particular interface which is directly inserted into the computer allows a dialogue between the 
computer and the dedicated branch driver. The branch driver in its turn, features the exchange of 
information between the CAMAC modules via the crate controllers linked by the branch highway. 

The branch driver is seen by the computer as a single peripherical unit which can manage the calls for 
attention from the population of modules in the system. It contains registers for memorizing data (24 bits) 
and commands (32 bits) and for reading the status (32 bits). It can work under program control or more 
specifically in program-interrupt. As an option it is conceived to work for direct memory access (DMA). 

The program interrupt has been designed to be operated by the CAMAC signal of branch demand (BD) 
in the first prototype which is shown in the figure. A more sophisticated version of the branch driver which 
is now under development uses a special direct input for three LAM (look-at-me) signals which can find a 
direct subroutine associated to them by the program. The interface is conceived in such a manner that the 
program is forced by the interrupt bus to go to four different locations corresponding to the three special 
LAM's and to the normal BD request. In addition the interface associates by hardware a further three 
locations of the program to data transfers and another one to signalization interrupt. 

*) Visiting Student 
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A still more sophisticated operation is allowed by the use of an optional module called "Interrupt 
vector Generator". The interface and the branch driver are already equipped to work with this module 
which can be enabled by a patch connection. When this module is present, the program can manage directly 
28 subroutines corresponding to 28 individual LAM's or to 27 LAM's plus the normal BD request. For that 
purpose the interface card occupies 8 of the 64 peripheral numbers of the computer and forces the program 
to go to 28 different locations corresponding to the interrupt signals (LAM's) which are ordered in priority 
by the optional module. The other 4 of the 32 locations allowed by the Laben computer to 8 peripherals 
are used for data transfers and for signalization. 

The branch driver is equipped to perform all the operations requested by the CAMAC standards (see 
EUR 4100 and EUR 4600). In addition the branch driver has the following two special features for higher 
generality of application. 

Executive mode. When a suitable command is addressed by the computer to the branch driver it can 
operate a special link between modules via crate controllers and branch highway, storing data coming from 
one module and transferring them to another one without the intervention of the computer. 

Address scan for an unknown number of data. For this purpose the branch driver can work with 
registers which raise a flag connected to the Q response when data are present. In such a manner not all the 
registers comprised in the block transfer answer Q = 1 but only the filled ones. For Q = 0 the module 
number is automatically incremented by the branch driver without notifying the fact to the computer. The 
end of scan is automatically given when the last module comprised in the scan is reached and there is a Q=0 
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TERMINAL SMART-77 FOR IMPROVED DIALOGUE BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS AND 
MINICOMPUTER 

J. Eder, F. Sorel, E. Bettendroffer 

Introduction 

Automation of Experiments and Measurements cannot function well unless the individual elements — 
the experimentalist, the data sources and the computer — can communicate effectively with one another. 
There must be a way not only for the instrument to tell the computer what it has done (e.g. reading of 
temperature, range, sign) but also a certain dialogue between the experimentalist and the computer (sending 
information manually, selecting of programs, etc.) should be possible. To fulfill these general requirements 
a terminal with a certain "smartness" has been developed and is described below. 

The SMART-data-stations (SMART = System for Measurement and Automation in Real Time) operate 
under a disc-based operating system (DBOS-16) on the SPC-16 minicomputer. The number of data-stations 
to be operated in parallel is limited mainly by the available memory size ; operation is virtually simultaneous 
with other programs since only 130 ps of computer time is required for one access. 

Hardware 

The SMART station is designed for the online connection of the experiment's instrumentation to a 
remote small computer. The station is equipped with a keyboard, a buffer and a display which allow the 
operator to send any message directly to the computer. The station transmits data either from the digital 
source or from the keyboard buffer according to the operation mode selected by the operator (see Fig. 1). 

Transmission from the Digital Source 

The instrumentation connected to the station number 1 consists in an integrating digital voltmeter, a 
scanner and the scanner controller (see Fig. 2). 

The digital voltmeter presents its data in parallel, six digits for the value, one digit for the exponent and 
one digit for the function (+ DC, — DC, Ohm) totally eight digits. The maximal number oi scanner inputs is 
six hundred with the possibility of adjusting the scanning range by lower and upper limits. The sequence of 
the data transmission between instrumentation, SMART station and computer is the following: the 
operator sets the lower and upper limits of the scanning range, then selects the operation mode "source" on 
the SMART station. The scanner switches to the position corresponding to the lower limit. When the 
measured value is ready on the output of the digital voltmeter, the SMART station generates an interrupt to 
the computer. As soon as the computer acknowledges the interrupt, the station sends the eight digits in 
four groups of two in BCD format. The first group includes the function, the first bit of which indicates to 
the computer that the following data is coming from the voltmeter. After the four groups have been 
transferred to the computer, the SMART station generates a channel advance to the scanner controller. The 
scanner switches to the next position and the cycle is repeated automatically until the upper limit is 
reached. 

Fig 1 : View of the SMAR Τ terminal and 
the computer 
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Fig. 2 : Instrumentation connected to the station 1 

Keyboard Operation 

The other operation mode of the SMART station is "manual" which enables the station to send the 
content of the keyboard buffer to the computer. The whole data block consists again of eight digits 
transmitted by groups of two. The first digit is the function, the second the exponent and the following six 
the value. The operator writes into the buffer by means of a numeric keyboard. The display allows a 
control of the content of the keyboard buffer. In case of an erroneous keyinput, a correction possibility is 
given by a key labeled "back" which cancels the last written character. Values in floating point are 
introduced by the negative exponent of the whole value Χ·10~η. The exponent is displayed as decimal 
point. 

If the content of the buffer is ready, the operator pushes the key "Send" which generates an interrupt, 
the station transmits the whole data block and resets automatically the content of the keyboard buffer. 
Thus, the operator can check on the display if the computer has accepted the whole data block. 

The block diagram of the SMART station 1 and the controller board in the computer is shown in lug. 2. 
Since the computer is distantly located from the experimental site, the SMART station is provided with a 
transmission system over a multiwire cable (twisted pair) of a maximal length of 2 km. 

Fig. 3 : SMART: station 1 
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The signal exchange between the station and the computer is performed according to the handshake 
mode. A signal generated for instance in the control unit A is reset after it has been acknowledged by the 
control unit Β on the other cable side. The ïequired time for the transmission of a whole data block 
including the necessary control signals is about 18 times the signal delay on the cable, for a distance of 300 
m about 40 us. 

The bus structure of the data and most control lines permits the attachment of several stations by 
inserting standard SMART controller boards into the computer. 

Software 

Since all SMART datastations work in real time with immediate access to the CPU, a part of the 
controller routine  the SMARTdriver (C$SM)  is core resident. 

Each datastation has reserved a separate file on the disc into which all data is entered. The assignment 
of files (addresses and number of sectors) may be changed at any time by means of a second routine. This 
routine ($SMART) is available for overlay and can be reloaded from disc when required. 

SMARTdriver 

The driver is constructed in such a way that it is supported by DBOS16. A station requesting service 
sends an interrupt signal to the CPU. Supposing the interrupt system is enabled, the actual executing 
program is stopped and program control is switched to the SMART interrupt service routine entry. Now the 
address of the calling station is determined and the according buffer is addressed. The arriving data block of 
4 bytes (1 byte = 2 digits) is checked to see whether it was sent from a digital source or from the 
datastation's keyboard. In the latter case further examination shows whether or not special action is 
required. By means of the keyboard the operator has the possibility not only to send data but also to 
provoke the computer to execute a series of commands. The number nine in the first digit is reserved for 
this possibility. In the present state of the design six commands are understood by the computer but an 
extension is easily possible; i.e. there is a plan to incorporate scannercontrol commands into the repertoire 
also. 

Keyboard command 

90000 

91000 
92000 
93000 
94000 
99000 

Action 

Clear system buffer 

Initiate file address 
Transfer system buffer to discfile 
Exit to DBOS16 
Exit to errormonitor 
Send message to computer operator 

A number of tests and controls are built into the program in order to detect erroneous conditions and 
to warn the operator. The following messages are provided: 

 transmission error 
 address error 
 coefficient error 
 disc IOS error 
 last sector 
 operator attention 

The driver has been optimized with regard to memory requirements. Only about 280 locations are 
necessary for the common driver. Additionally 328 locations must be reserved as system buffer for each 
datastation. Automatic transfer to the respective data file on the disc is initiated each time the system 
buffer is filled. This transfer can also be requested manually by sending '92000' from the keyboard. 

File assignment 

Discdata files are assigned to the individual stations at system generation time. These assignments are 
permanent. They may be modified however with the program $SMART. This program is interactive, asking 
the operator the required information (section numbers) to be introduced via Teletype. Thus, knowledge of 
the software or of the operation system is not necessary. 
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AN OPERATOR STATION FOR THE AUTOMATION OF A DIGITAL BALANCE 

S. Amie, F. Sorel 

Introduction 

The digital balance station is designed for the data transfer from a high precision digital balance or from 
an alphanumeric keyboard to an IBM card punch type 026. The balance issues the weight value of the 
sample in digital form BCD coded. The keyboard is used to introduce two groups of auxiliary data: 
- the label which identifies the sample, material, series of measurement, 
- the scale factor according to the sensitivity range of the balance. 

DIGITAL BALANCE 

STATION D IG ITAL 
BALANCE 

Λ Λ 

DISPLAY 

KEY BOARD 

IBM/026 

Fig. 1 

The organization of the data on the punched card is the following: 
a) the label consisting of six characters, followed by one blank 
b) the scale factor consisting of six characters, followed by one blank 
c) the measured weight value from the balance consisting of nine characters. 

Station Design 

All control signals of the station and the card punch are generated on the alphanumeric keyboard. The 
data coming from the keyboard are coded in seven bits - ASCII. The transmission between station and card 
punch is performed character by character, seven bits in parallel. 
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The information introduced by the keyboard, either the label or the scale factor, is stored into the 
latches "label" or "scale factor". An alphanumeric display composed of lightemitting diodes permits a 
check of the content of the buffers. In case of erroneous keyboard input, the operator can easily correct 
the introduced characters using a particular "backspace" key which activates the electronic circuit 
"keyboard control". 

The outputs of the two buffers "label" and "scale factor" are connected to their corresponding 
multiplexer. 

The data originating from the balance are 4 bitBCD coded. They are transferred parallel and routed 
directly through level adapters to the corresponding multiplexer. 

The three indicated multiplexers "label", "scale factor" and "balance" are required to transmit the 
data, character by character, to the card punch 026. 

The timing unit issues the different control signals for the data transmission in order to assure the 
described data organization on the punched card. Furthermore, the timing unit checks if the balance is 
ready to transmit data and only in this case activates the multiplexer "balance". 

All information is coded in ASCII on the output of the multiplexers and is transferred to the card 
punch through a decoder ASCIIcode IBM 026. All circuits of the station except the final decoder operate 
in ASCII code which presents a widely exploited advantage. Thus the digital balance station can easily be 
adapted to an alternative terminal to the IBM 026. 

Two features of the station design, the keyboard control and the presence of two separate buffers for 
the label and the scale factor, allow simple operation and good flexibility. The double buffer is particularly 
useful in case of a long measurement series since the label and scale factor have not to be reintroduced 
before each measurement. 
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Fig. 3 : View of the operator station and the digital balance 
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DIRECTION DETERMINATION OF THE ELECTROSTATIC FIELD STRENGTH 
VECTOR IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE 

G. Winterer, E. Jünger 

The aim of the orientation tests which were conducted in the J.R.C, from the end of 1971 onwards, is 
to determine the spatial direction of the electro-static field strength gradient, and thus to localize clouds of 
abnormal electric conductivity, especially concentrations of aerosol above the field distortions they produ
ced them selves. The tests are based on the following idea: 

Provided that there is an electrosphere concentric to the earth (transient layer of high conductivity at 
about 60 km height), and provided that there is an absence of field distortions, an electro-static field, which 
is consequently pure by radial, (i.e. directed vertically to the surface of the earth) will always prevail. 
Clouds of abnormal electric conductivity imbedded in the atmosphere cause a local distortion of this purely 
vertical field, thus producing a horizontal component of the field strength gradient in the vicinity of the 
distortion: the existence of a horizontal component is therefore an indication of a distortion of the 
electro-static field. Such distortions in the lower atmosphere below about 2 km are caused mainly by 
aerosols, which have a decisive influence on the electrical conductivity of the air in this range 1>2,3) Since 
about the half of the total electro-spheric potential (~ 280 kV), exist in this part of the air column, field 
distortions may likely be recorded here. 

A dipol arrangement of 1.80 m in length, which was rotating in 'a horizontal plane around the vertical 
axis in 3.20 m height was chosen as a measuring device (Fig. 1). If a field component is present in the 
rotation plane of the dipol, a periodic charge inversion of the poles occurs: this measuring device, called a 
"field sonde" works as a direction-sensitive modulator and is therefore quite different from the well-known 
"field mill". Owing to this working method the field sonde also avoids the use of radioactive collectors. The 
prototype of such a field sonde and parts of the recordings which were made with it, are described under 4 ' 

B&MW Fig. 1 : Field sonde 
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Fig. 2: Low flying airplane (halt 50 mm, type 
Stinson L 5) (vertical component, non 
rotating dipole) 

Not mentioned so far are the recordings of 

— field distortions caused by lowflying airplanes (Fig. 2) 

— alternating positive and negative charges of rain drops from passing showers (Fig. 3) 

— dipole difference voltages and their respective reference angles during a slow conical guided movement of 
the dipole rotation axis. 

This lastmentioned measurement procedure will be described in the following paragraph: if one bends 
the rotary axis of the dipole in a given constant and sloping electrostatic field, in the direction of their 
maximum voltage difference, (i.e. in the direction of incidence of the field) then the voltage amplitude 
decreases while the reference angle remains constant. The difference voltage becomes zero, if the area 
covered by the rotating movement lies in an equipotential plane: then the rotation axis points in the 
direction of the electrostatic field. If the equipotential plane is one simple curve, a commonmode voltage 
of the double rotation frequency appears on the dipole. 

If one bends the dipole axis in a direction differing from the field incidence direction — and especially if 
it is perpendicular to it  not only does the voltage amplitude change, but also the reference angle under 
which the maximum value appears. 

If the "form vector" of the field probe is known, in minimum borderline cases two pair value of the 
amplitude and their reference angles are sufficient to calculate the causative electrostatic field. 

On the basis of these measurements, a new probe, capable of being bent in any direction by remote 
control, has been constructed. A simple servomechanism guides the dipole rotation area into the 
equipotential plane. 

The original cablefed signal transmission and power supply were replaced by a combination of a light 
pipe and a generator fed by an isolation shaft drive. 

Hence the dipole and its electronics is completely isolated from the probe base, and is therefore unable 
to produce field distortions. 
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ANNEALING BEHAVIOUR OF ARSENIC IMPLANTS IN SILICON 

F. Cappellani, G. Restelli. E. Baldo" 

Experimental Procedures 

Ptype silicon slices of about 1 Ω cm resistivity, <111> oriented, were implanted at room temperature 
at an energy of 80 keV using a 100 keV ion accelerator 1 '. The dose was fixed at 7 χ IO13 ions cm" , below 
the critical value required to form an amorphous layer 2 ' . The dose rate was in the range 0.1 — 0.3 μ A/cm2 

to avoid heating effects; secondary electron suppression was provided. 

In order to minimize channelling, the specimens were mounted with the implant direction 8° to the 
<111> axis. Annealing in 30minute steps was carried out in a flow of dry nitrogen. 

The total arsenic concentration distribution vs penetration depth was obtained by radioactivation in 
conjunction with layer removal by anodic oxidation and HF stripping using an automated machine 3 · 4 ' . 

Carrier concentration profiles were obtained by differential sheet resistivity and Hall effect 
measurements. A Van der Pauw pattern was defined using photomasking and mesaetching; this procedure 
was found preferable to the direct implantation of the pattern using mechanical collimators. 

Results 

Penetration Parameters 

From the physical profile, the mean projected range Rp for 80 keV arsenic ions in disoriented silicon 
has been found equal to 450 ± 50 A with a standard deviation ARp equal to 230 ± 25 Â. The mean 
projected range agrees with the value calculated according to the LSS theory5 ' , while the standard 
deviation shows a considerable discrepancy with respect to the calculated value of 169 Â 5 ) . This situation 
is reversed if a comparison is made with the experimental values of reference 6 ' : Rp = 600 ± 60 A and ARp 

= 250 ± 25 A. The range distribution profile fits a gaussian curve up to Rp and then exhibits a nearly 
exponential penetrating tail. This tail is most probably due to chanelling effects favoured by the ¡arge 
critical angle, the beam divergence and the low implantation dose^ The channelled fraction calculated by 
subtracting an area corresponding to a guassian curve centered at Rp and having a standard deviation equal 
to AR» , accounts for 12  15% of the implanted dose (Fig. 1). 

Enhanced Diffusion 

Figure 1 shows the physical profiles of 80 keV arsenic implants in disoriented silicon after isochronal 
annealing for 30' at 500° and 900°C respectively. The 500° annealing was required to anneal out fast 
neutron irradiation defects occurring during the reactor activation of arsenic atoms. The agreement in the 
projected range standard deviation with the experimental value reported by Crowder 7 ' , can be used to 
exclude diffusion phenomena after a 500°C anneal. On the other hand, the broadening of the distribution 
after 900°C annealing is evident and must be attributed to arsenic diffusion. 
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Because of the presence of a channelled fraction, the calculation of the enhanced diffusion coefficient 
D* was performed using the gaussian portion of the curve. A D* value equal to 5 χ 1CT16 c m V at 900°C 
was calculated 8 ' . This value is only about an order of magnitude higher than to the diffusion coefficient 
obtained from extrapolation of the values measured at higher temperatures in radiation-damage-free 
silicon 9 ' . From our results there is no evidence of a temperature independent enhanced diffusion 
coefficient as has been observed for antimony implants1 °"12K 

By comparing the carrier concentration with the arsenic atom concentration obtained from the physical 
profile, the electrically active fraction after isochronal annealing steps has been calculated (Table 1). 

Table 1 

Electrically active 
fraction of implanted 

As ions 

600°C 

0.38 

±10% 

650°C 

0.46 

±10% 

700°C 

0.56 

±10% 

800°C 

0.78 

±10% 

900°C 

0.92 

±10% 

Figure 2 shows a set of carrier concentration profiles determined after 30 min. annealing at 650, 700, 
800 and 900°C. After the 900°C annealing the electrical and the physical profiles coincide. 

Attributing the carriers to arsenic atoms in substitutional position and uncompensated, and assuming a 
first order reaction mechanism for the electrical activation of arsenic atoms, an Arrhenius plot has been 
drawn for the temperature range 600 - 900°C. The points lie close to a straight line and from the gradient 
an activation energy ΔΗ equal to 0.4 eV has been calculated 1 3 - 1 4 ) . 

Discussion 

An interpretation of the mechanism governing the annealing can be inferred from the activation energy 
ΔΗ obtained from the Arrhenius plot. Such an analysis has been performed for boron and phosphorous 
implants 1 5" 1 7 ' . 

The interpretation of the anneal activation energy ΔΗ follows from the mechanism assumed for the 
physical process. The production of electrically active arsenic atoms can result in fact from two possible 
processes. 

The first one is the dissociation of a complex defect which leaves a substitutional uncompensated 
arsenic atom. The process is characterized by an activation energy AW whose value determines the rate of 
dissociation. It can be shown that in this case ΔΗ = Δ\ν. 

The second process.is the combination of two defects during an encounter. This type of annealing has 
been discussed by Waite 1 8 ' and by Yurkov 1 9 ' . The migration of defects is similar to diffusion and can be 
represented by a diffusion coefficient with an activation energy of defect migration Δ\ν. Assuming that the 
electrically active atom is produced by the encounter of an interstitial type and a lattice type defects, and 
that the diffusion of the interstitial defect is much faster, it can be shown that the activation energy for 
annealing ΔΗ is equal to Δ\Υ/2. 
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Experimental data are available only for the Ε-like center, substitutional arsenic atom vacancy pair, the 
dissociation energy has been measured equal to 1.27 eV 2 0 ) and the activation energy for motion equal to 
1.07 eV 2 1 ' . No data are available for defects such as a closely spaced vacancy interstitial pair or interstitial 
associated with an impurity atom or complexes of two arsenic aatoms 2 2 ) . 

A tentative interpretation of the annealing process observed can be given, assuming that the electrical 
activation results from a combination of two defects. In this case the migrating defect would be an 
interstitial arsenic which drifts during the annealing to a lattice type defect. As pointed out by Gusev and 
Titov 1 5 ' , these defects are not necessarily single vacancies; they may be more complex defects. When they 
combine with the interstitial impurity atom, an unstable complex is formed which then dissociates rapidly, 
producing an electrically active center. 

The activation energy for interstitial arsenic migration would be, in this case, equal to 2 ΔΗ, that is 0.5 
eV, which is not too far from the values estimated for interstitialcy diffusion mechanisms 9 · 2 3 1 . 

Further studies are in progress to elucidate the reliability of this mechanism. However, it appears that 
current concepts and an inventory of identified defects are not sufficient for a clear interpretation either of 
the annealing mechanism or of the defects involved. 
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AN AUTOMATED RADIOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUE 
FOR MEASUREMENT OF IMPURITY CONCENTRATION PROFILES 

G. Restelli, F. Girardi*, F. Mousty*. A. Ostidich 

Introduction 

In solid state physics and semiconductor technology, the measurement of depth concentration profiles 
of impurities in diffused or ion implanted samples, complements the knowledge obtained from 
electromagnetic or optical measurements to provide useful information about diffusion coefficients, ion 
penetration and range, degree of impurity ionization, compensation, precipitation etc.. Only a few methods 
are available for the evaluation of total impurity concentration profiles, namely: 
a) the radiotracer and the radioactivation methods 1 ' 2 ' , 
b) the observation of prompt radiation induced in the impurity by a nuclear reaction, 
c) the use of the ion microprobe analyzer 5<11.12,13) a n ¿ m e e i e c i r o n beam microprobe 1 4 ' . 

Although in method b) and under a limited range of depth techniques of charged particles spectrometry 
can permit a direct measurement of the concentration profile by studying the deformation of the charged 
particle spectrum7·8 ' , in most cases a sequential sectioning is carried out by techniques such as pure 
chemical dissolution15 '16 ,17 ' electrochemical anodization and subsequent selective dissolution of the 
oxide 1 8 . 2 1 ' , vibratory mechanical polishing22' and sputter etching2 3 - 3 0 ' . The concentration of the 
dopant in the removed layers, or the residual concentration in the sample after removal of each layer, is 
then determined. The measurement of a concentration profile is therefore a rather long and tedious 
operation and automated techniques and equipment can give distinct advantages 1 °.30,31 ) 

The automated equipment described in this paper has been conceived for the determination of 
concentration profiles of ions implanted or thermally diffused into silicon crystals. 

Sequential sectioning (in steps between 150 and 700 Â of silicon) is carried out by anodic oxidation 
and stripping. The dopant concentration is measured by counting the radioactivity of the stripped layer. 
Dopant quantities of the order of 109 - 1012 atoms in each removed layer can be determined when the 
radioactivation method is used and higher sensitivities can be obtained by the radiotracer method. The 
precision in profile determination is about ±15%. The equipment is fully automated. About one hour is 
required to strip one layer of predetermined depth and the machine can be programmed to strip any 
prefixed number of layers. Although the equipment was designed to determine dopant concentration 
profiles in silicon it can easily be used for other materials with minor modifications. 

Equipment and Operation 

Equipment 

The equipment (Fig. 1) derives from previous experience of radiochemical separations on neutron 
activated materials 3 2 ' . It is composed of a set of modular chemical units (multi-way manifold, reservoirs, 
electrolytic cell, pumps, fraction collector etc.) which can easily be interconnected by thin teflon tubing 
and operate under a free-determined sequence, through the control of a 24-way electrochemical 
programmer. The program is perforated on a 20 cm-wide plastic tape, which moves in front of a set of 24 
microswitches (connected with the modular chemical units) and activates them according to the perforated 
sequence. The tape is bent and sealed to form a closed loop on which the sequence of operations required 
for oxidizing and stripping one layer of predetermined depth is programmed. 

Automatic operation of the machine is therefore possible for any wanted number of sectioning 
operations. Their number is prefixed on a mechanical counter which stops the programmer when the 
wanted number of stripped layers has been reached. 

Due to its modular composition, the machine is not optimized for this particular application and can be 
easily modified if necessary. Figure 2 shows schematically the connections of the different units of the 
machine. The flow sheet of the operations required for oxidizing and stripping one layer is shown on 
Table 1. 

Operation 

In order to obtain a precise knowledge of the anodized area, the diffused or ion implanted sample is 
masked and etched by photoresist techniques for a diameter slightly smaller than that of the teflon " 0 " 
ring of the anodization cell which ensures tightness for the electrolyte. The sample is then transferred to an 
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Table 1 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

15. 

Flowsheet 

Charge the oxidizing solution 

Oxidize at constant current up to a prefixed 
Discharge the oxidizing solution to waste 

Charge the methanol wash 
Discharge to waste 

Charge the stripping solution (RF IM) 
Dissolve the oxide 
Discharge to collecting bottle 

Charge the H.20Na2B4C>7 wash solution 
Discharge to collecting bottle 
Charge the water wash 
Discharge to waste 
Charge the methanol wasg 

voltage 

Discharge to waste, advance sample changer and 
mechanical counter of one step 
Return to step 1 

 7 ' 

 3 ' 

 7 ' 
 3 ' 
 3 ' 
 2 ' 
 3 ' 
 3 ' 
 2 ' 
 3 ' 
 3 ' 
 3 ' 
 3 ' 

 4 ' 
 2 ' 

10" 

10" 

10" 

 One step of the 12 ways manitolds  Γ (total: 12') 

 Total time = 60' 20" plus oxidation time 

irradiation capsule and irradiated in the ISPRAI reactor at neutron fluxes of 5 χ 1012 η χ cm"2 χ sec1 for 
2 — 15 days. The irradiation time depends on the nature of the dopant; typically 2 days for arsenic profiles, 
1 0  1 5 days for phosphorus profiles. 

Anodic Oxidation 

The silicon slice is anodized in the constant current mode using an ethylene glycol (EG)  water 
electrolyte 33"34>. Since anodization is carried out at constant current, the voltage necessary to drive the 
current through the oxide (forming voltage) increases with the oxide growth, thus providing a convenient 
means of monitoring the oxide thickness. 
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Radiotracer Measurement 

The different fractions containing the dissolved silicon oxide layers are collected as dilute hydrofluoric 
acid solutions in polyethylene of the type used for liquid scintillation counting: the collected volume is of 
the order of 18 ml. 

Table 2 3 5 ) shows the radionuclides induced in elements of special interest in semiconductor diffusion 
and implantation technology by neutron activation. Most of them are beta-gamma emitters with a very high 
beta energy. For these nuclides Cerenkov radiation counting appears to be the simplest, most sensitive and 
most accurate technique for radioactivity measurement36-37 ' and was therefore preferred for radiation 
counting. 

Table 2 

Element 

Ρ 
As 

Sb 

Ga 

In 

Tl 
Pt 
Au 

Hg 

Bi 

Induced 
Radionuclide 

3 2 p 

7 6 As 

1 2 2 Sb 

, 2 4 S b 

7 2 Ga 

1 14 
"Μη 

204 j . 
1 9 7 p , 

1 9 8 A u 

1 9 7 Hg 

2 1 0 B j 

T l / 2 

14.2 d 
26.4 h 

2.8 d 

60 d 

14.2 h 

50 d 

3.8 y 
18 h 
2.7 d 

2.7 d 

5 d 

Ε β max 
(MeV) 

1.710 
2.97 

1.97 

2.31 

3.15 

ι ι 1 1 4 . 

I.I. In 
(1.988) 0.766 
0.670 
0.962 

noj3 

1.6 

E 7 (MeV) 

no 7 
0.559(43%), 0.657(6%), 

1.22(5%)... 
0.564 (66%), 0.686 (3.4%), 

1.140(0.7%) 
0.603(97%), 0.644(7%), 

0.72(14%), 0.967(2.4%)... 
0.601 (8%), 0.630 (27%), 

0.835 (96%), 0.894(10%), 
1.050(10%).. 

0.192(17%), 0.558(3.5%), 
0.724(3.5%) 

no 7 
0.077(20%), 0.141 (6%) 
0.412(95%), 0.676(1%), 

1.088(0.2%) 
0.077(18%), 0.191 (2%) 

0.268(0.15%) 
no 7 

Counting Efficiency 

Cerenkov 

5 0 % 
8 0 % 

3 3 % 

2 3 % 

3 5 % 

5 5 % 

5 % 
3 % 

1 5 % 

npj3 

2 7 % 

Internai 
gamma 
counting 

no 7 
5 % 

6 % 

7 % 

6 % 

3 % 

no 7 
5 % 
9 % 

6 % 

no 7 

3 χ 3" Nal(Tl) detector, end-on geometry 

Discussion 

Automated Radioanaly tical Methods 

The main advantages of radioanalytical methods (either radiotracer or radioactivation) are wide 
applicability and inherent simplicity. When carried out by automated equipment, important savings in 
operators' time can be obtained without sacrifice of accuracy. 

An automated system for the analysis of phosphorus implants in silicon has been described by Glotin 
and Grapa 3 1 ' . It makes use of anodic oxidation for sectioning. The tracer measurement is performed by 
counting the residual activity in the slice after removal of each layer. This implies poor precision when small 
concentration changes must be calculated from the variation of large counting rates prior to and after each 
layer removal. Although conceived in view of a more general application, the equipment described here has 
been especially evaluated for the analysis of impurity concentration profiles in silicon. The method appears 
well suited to this purpose and gives very accurate results. The error in the profile evaluation for 
concentrations higher than 10' 6 atoms χ cm"3 can be conservatively estimated at ±15%, with uncertainty 
in the penetration depth measurement as the major source of error. 

The application to other substrate materials would simply require a technical study for the optimization 
of parameters for the oxide film formation. The formation of metal-halide films is also a possible film 
formation technique for a few metal substrates. 

Most of these materials have been listed in Table 3 together with a short indication of a tentative 
sectioning technique. 
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Table 3 

Substrate Material 

Si 
Ge(38) 

GaAs(39) 

InSb<4<» 
Sid41) 

A g(42) 

Cu<«> 

A 1 (44) 

W, Ta, Nb, Mo, 
V(20,45,47) 

Cu, Ag, Au, Sn, 
Pb(48) 

Film Formation 

Anodization in different Electrolytes 
Anodization in 0.25 N anhydrous sodium 
acetate in glacial acetic acid 
Anodization in ammonium pentaborate 
0.2 % solution in water 
Anodization in 0.1 N KOH water solution 
Anodization in diethylene glicol 0.5 % 
water 0.4 % K.NO3 
Anodization in 0.5 %KOH water solution 
Anodization in 0.01 % NA 2 S0 4 

water solution 
Anodization in ammonium citrate 

Anodization in various electrolytes 

Formation of metalhalogen films; halogen in 
organic solvent e.g. I2 in CHCI3 

Film Stripping 

Dilute HF 
O.IN sodium hydroxide 

dilute HF 

dilute HF 
dilute H F 

1 ^ N H 4 O H 
0.1 %HC1 inCH3OH 

phosphoric acid chromic 
acid solution 
Various 

complex forming salts 
or HCl (e.g. Kl) 

As previously said, the radioactive "label" can be introduced either by diffusing or implanting 
radioactive material (radiotracer method) or by carrying out the same operation on non-radioactive material 
and activating it afterwards by neutron irradiation (radioactivation method). The choice will mainly be 
based on practical considerations such as availability of radiochemical facilities for carrying out diffusion or 
implantation of radioactive species, availability of a neutron activation service, etc. 

From a purely technical point of view it should be noted that the use of radiotracer with a high specific 
activity is by far superior to radioactivation as far as sensitivity is concerned. 

Table 4 shows the sensitivity which can be obtained with commercially available carrier free or high 
specific activity radiotracers as compared with that obtainable by radioactivation in irradiation conditions 
indicated in the table itself. 

Table 4 

Radioactivation 

Element 

Ρ 
As 
Sb 

Ga 
In 
Ti 
Pt 
Au 
Hg 
Bi 

Radioisotope 

3 2 p 

7 6 As 
1 2 2 S b 
' 2 4 S b 

Ga 
1 2 4 mln 
204-Π 
1 9 7 p t 

' 9 8 A u 
' 9 7 H g 
2 , 0 B i 

Sensitivity * 

1.93 χ I O " 
8.02 χ 109 

9.90 χ 109 

2.00 χ I O " 
1.10 χ 109 

8.00 χ 109 

2.90x IO12 

IO1 2 

109 

7.20 χ IO1 0 

1.30x IO1 3 

Radiotracer 

Radiotracer 

32 p 

. ' 2 5 S b 

6 7 Ga 
" Ί η 

' 9 5 A u 

2 0 6 B i 

1/2 

14.2 d 
17.9 d 

2.7 y 

77.9 h 
2.8 d 

185 d 

6.2 d 

Sensitivity ** 

5 χ 106 

2= 108 

5 χ 107 

IO6 

= 106 

- I O 7 

= 5 χ 106 

* based on the activity for irradiation in a neutron flux of 10 η χ cm sec 
** sensitivity is reported as the number of atoms which give a counting rate equal to 30%for the background counting 

rate as obtained by Cerenkov or gamma counting 
*** high specific activity As ( < mCi/jUgAs; contains up to 30% As) 
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Techniques for Sectioning 

As pointed out, the uncertainty in the penetration depth measurement is the major source of error. 
When the substrate material allows reproducible anodization and stripping, as is the case for silicon, 

sectioning by this technique features a good compromise among the characteristics of an ideal technique. 
This method is in fact rather simple, is performed at room temperature, and gives fairly good accuracy (as 
demonstrated by weighing) for removal of layers thicker than 150 Â of silicon. 

Sectioning based on pure chemical dissolution appears indeed to be straightforward and simple. 
However, the dissolution rate and the thickness of the removed layer are very sensitive to many parameters 
such as impurity concentration and lattice damage 1 5> 4 9 ' ; thus introducing a barely controllable source of 
error. Pure chemical dissolution has been used by Bader and Kalbitzer17' taking advantage of the 
possibility offered by this technique of allowing the removal of very thin layers (3050 A). This same 
advantage is offered by the vibratory mechanical polishing as perfected by Whitton 2 2 ' and by the sputter 
etching using a R.F. sputtering in a glow discharge23·28 ' or a low energy ion b e a m 2 4 " 2 7 ' " ' 3 0 ' . 
Mechanical polishing and sputter etching are rather complex as type and number of operation and the first 
one is a rather long and tedious operation. 

The sputter etching system when using collection and analysis of the sputtered material as in the 
apparatus used by Gupta and Tsui 2 8 ' and by Maier 3 0 ' can obtain removal of very thin layers of material 
(40 A in the case of silicon) with good reproducibility and can be adapted for automated systems30 ' . 
Moreover, the availability of this technique of stripping any material, conducting or non conducting, makes 
it irreplaceable in some cases. On the other hand, some danger exists of heating the sample to a point at 
which the profile of fast diffusing species becomes modified and it is necessary to consider the effects of 
ion penetration and damage if accurate results are wanted 2 9 ' . 

Other Techniques for Measuring Depth Concentration Profiles 

Measurements of chemical profiles in materials can be performed by using two other techniques: the 
ion microprobe analyzer and the techniques based on the direct observation of prompt radiation from 
nuclear reactions. The electron beam microprobe is disregarded here, because of its limited sensitivity. The 
ion microprobe analyzer can provide in principle the most rapid and simple technique for measuring 
concentration profiles of many elements in solids. Moreover, it is relatively nondestructive since the area 
eroded can be of the order of 0.1 mm2. Examples of application of the microprobe analyzer to penetration 
profiles of impurities in silicon have been reported in the literature 1 1  1 2 . 1 3 ' . However, it appears from the 
results obtained by Gittis et al. 1 3 ' , that at the present state of the art the method is not competitive and 
the reader is referred to the paper of these authors for an exhaustive discussion. 

Most attention will be devoted to the second technique. Microanalysis by direct observation of prompt 
radiation from nuclear reactions induced by bombarding the sample w¡th a beam of charged particles can 
give in some cases impurity distributions both on the surface and in depth. The method is nondestructive 
and can be automated 9 ' by using a facility with ion beam sputter etching for sectioning the sample. A 
disadvantage of the technique is related to the necessity of resorting to a differential analysis in order to 
obtain the impurity concentration profile. A discussion of the precision of the method is strictly dependent 
upon the impurity to be analyzed. The method has been applied principally to boron, either in silicon or in 
zinctelluride using the '°B(p,a)7Be reaction showing a sensitivity of some 1014 at/cm3 and a precision on 
the absolute concentration value of 2030%. The application to phosphorus by means of the reaction 
3 ' P(p,a)28Si 9 ' has shown a decrease in sensitivity by 23 orders of magnitude with respect to boron. 

The most important feature of this method concerns its good sensitivity for light elements, which is not 
supplied by the radiotracer technique. In fact, when using low energy (23 MeV) charged particles, 
favourable nuclear reactions are available for elements such as Li, Be, B, C, O, N, F and Al. This makes this 
technique ideally complementary to the radiotracer (or radioactivation) method, for the analysis of 
concentration distribution profiles in diffused or ion implanted solids. 
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MATERIALS DIVISION 

C. Marchetti 

Due to the substantial analogy between the programs of 1971 and 1972, no essentially new activities 
are to be registered in the Division. However, in view of the new trends expected for 1973 a certain number 
of research lines has been pursued in the spirit of concluding and closing them. 

These are the lines referring to reactor development, in particular HTGR's. That is why subjects 
referring to HTGR's, as graphites and coated particles, are treated more extensively in this progress report. 
Another point to be observed is that the Nuclear Materials Laboratory in Petten has been attached to the 
Materials Division. This explains the appearance of fundamental studies on Vanadium. 

A new subject, quite fashionable these times, is acoustic emission. Like wood, a metal squeeks when it 
is deformed, but in a less macroscopic way, so that sophisticated equipment is needed to detect the sound. 
The information which can be gained by a thorough analysis of these sounds is veiy important: 
— in assessing the mechanism of deformation, and we have found good correlations with our results on 

microcracks nucleation. 
- in locating zones of initiation of failure in working structures, thus adding another tool to safety 

controls. 
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ORGANIC COOLANT \ X PURGE TUBE 

Fig. 1: Section through the "Amoeba"capsule 

IRRADIATION DEVICES FOR HTR FUELS 

F. Daniele, R. Klersy, O. Simoni, A. Schürenkämper 

Introduction 

The contribution of our laboratory to the HTR fuel studies has been focused mainly on two aspects: 

 the interaction between U02 kernels and coatings, which produces the so called "amoeba effect". 
— the release of fission products from defected particles. 

The present paper describes briefly the irradiation devices which have been developed for these studies 
and the experiments performed. 

Amoeba Rig 

The purpose of the irradiation experiments was to investigate the influence of surface temperature, 
thermal gradient and heat rating on the chemical interaction between kernel and coating in loose coated 
particles. The irradiations have been carried out in the DIRCE loop of the ISPRAI reactor. 

Fig. 1 shows a section through the fuel capsule. The capsule contains twelve fuel boxes of graphite 
axially separated in three groups which can be operated at different temperatures. The desired temperatures 
are obtained with different widths of the gas gap between the fuel box and the thermal barrier. 
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The coated particles are located inside two annular grooves machined into the fuel boxes. By this 
arrangement, and by using different enrichments of the fuel kernel one can vary the thermal gradient across 
the particles and the heat rating. 

Fig. 2 shows the components and the final assembly of the active part of the capsule. Fig. 3 shows a 
radiograph of the capsule. 

Three experiments have been performed under the conditions listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 -

Surface Temp. (°C) 

Δ Τ 
(°C) 

Heat rating 
W/part. 

Burn-up 
%Fifa 

Irradiation conditions for the "Amoeba" 

Exp. AMOEBA-1 

1100 
1350 
1450 

35 

95 

0.40 

1.20 

Exp. AMOEBA-2 

1300 
1450 
1600 

5 
130 
260 

0.03 
0.90 

0.66 

experiments. 

Exp. AMOEBA-3 

1450 
1600 
1800 

5 
100 
200 

0.03 
0.90 
1.70 

4.00 
7.50 

The post-irradiation examinations of the particles by micro-radiography and metallography have shown 
a very Utile interaction between fuel and coating in experiments 1 and 2. Fig. 5 illustrates these 
observations. 

In the experiment No. 3 the particles with the highest heat rating have been severely damaged (see 
Fig. 4). The detailed examination of those particles is still under way. The radiographs of Fig. 6 show 
examples of the interaction kernel-coating which have been observed in this experiment. 

^ Ψ 

Fig 3 : Radiography of the 
"Amoeba" capsule 

Fig. 2: Components of the "Amoeba"capsule 
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Fig 4 : Particles of the Amoeba-3 
experiment 

F.P.R. (Fission Products Release) Rig 

One of the important problems associated with high temperature gas cooled reactors is the release of 
fission products into the cooling circuit. The retention properties of the coatings are sufficient to maintain 
the contamination of the coolant below the admissible level. It is generally accepted that the main activity 
in the cooling circuit is due to fission products released from defected (broken) particles. 

The aim of our "FPR irradiation experiments" was to study the correlation between fission gas release 
and the number of defected particles in fuel compacts. This correlation should permit the number of 
defected particles in a power reactor to be deduced by measuring the fission gas concentration in the 
coolant. 

The rig designed for this experiment permits four capsules to be irradiated simultaneously each of them 
containing one fuel compact. The four capsules are operated at the same temperature, which can be 
adjusted by changing the thermal conductivity of the gas gaps of the rig. Each capsule is supplied with an 
electrical heater which makes it possible to compensate for the temperature difference between the four 
compacts, due to the axial distribution of the neutron flux. 

Fig. 5: Micrograph of particles from expe
riment Amoeba-2 

Fig 6 : Radiographs of particles from 
experiment Amoeba-3 
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Fig 8 : Section through fuel 
capsule 

purge tube 

S.S. container 

heater 

thermal barriers 

fuel compact 

thermocouples 

Fig. 7: RigF.P.R. Fig 9 : Components of a capsule EER. 

Figs. 7 to 9 show respectively a section of the rig, a section of a capsule and a photograph of the 
components. 

A gas circuit, shown in Fig. 10, allows a sampling of the gas from each single capsule. During this 
operation about 97% of the gas contained in a capsule is collected in the expansion tank, and a small 
fraction of it is withdrawn for gammaspectrometry measurements. A GeLi detector associated with a 
4.000 multichannel analyser is used for the determination of the following fission gases: 

Kr87 
Kr88 
Kr85m 
Xe135 
Xe133 

halflife 1.3 hours 
halflife 2.77 hours 
halflife 4.36 hours 
halflife 9.13 hours 
halflife 5.27 days 

Fig. 11 shows a typical spectrum of a gas sample 6 hrs 
after extraction trom the fuel capsule. 

Four rigs of this type have been irradiated in the 
ISPRAI reactor. The fuel compacts investigated 
contained known amounts of free fuel in the form of 
defective coated particles, bare kernels and powder. 
The ratio of free fuel to total fuel in a compact varied 
from 51CT4 to 5·10~2. A weekly sampling of the 
fission gases from each capsule has been made. 

Fig 11 : Typical spectrum of a fission gas sample six 
hours after extraction from the fuel capsule 
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X-RAY CONTROL OF COATED PARTICLES FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE 
REACTOR (H.T.R.) 

F. Luchtmans, P.S. Jehenson 

General Considerations 

The coated particles (Fig. 1), subject of this radiographic application, are made of a core of uranium 
and thorium oxides with a diameter of the order of 600 microns, which is coated with several layers of 
some tenths of microns: 
— one pyrolytic carbon layer (itself composed of three layers), 
— one silicium carbide layer, 
— one pyrolitic carbon layer, being the external envelope (Fig. 2). 

Due to the geometrical configuration of the coated particles, their dimensions and the number of the 
particles to be examined, a non destructive testing technique such as radiography is much more suitable 
than classical metallography. 

Aims of the Radiography 

The general aims of this application of radiography are: 
1. To control the different layers on the same emulsion. 
2. To control any displacement of the core due to the diffusion (effect of thermal treatments: Amoeba 

effect). 
3. To control the thickness variation of the external carbon layer (evaporation). 
4. To control the homogeneity of the coated particle before and after chemical treatments. 
5. To look for defects in the different layers. 
6. To show any eventual diffusion of the core after irradiation. 
7. To study the defect evolution in coated particles after different irradiation rates. 

Interpretation 

X-Ray Apparatus: 

The apparatus used is a RX Balteau CE 50/15: 
Constant voltage (50 KV) 
Tube: OEG 50 A 

W anti-cathode 
focus: 1,5 χ 1,5 mm 
Be window of 1 mm thickness. 

Microscope 
The microscope has the necessary 

equipment for correct interpretation of the 
radiographies. 

Projection 
A Mikro-Pomar gives a good range of 

enlargements. It also gives a very good definition. 

Photography 
A lot of photographs were made to provide 

working documents for making measurements. 

Fig 1 
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"~ Central core of uranium and thorium oxide 

— Internal layers of pyrolyte carbon 

— Layer of silicon carbide 

— External layer of pyrolyte carbon 

Fig 2 

Display of the Three Layers 

Support Apparatus for the Particles (Fig. 3) 
The aim of the support-apparatus is to allow the simultaneous radiography of many particles in 

optimum conditions: it must give a precise relative positioning of particles and film, a low absorption of X-
rays and a good resistance to high temperature treatments for facilitating handlings of particles before, 
duringand after treatments. 

First Experimentation Step 
The first results obtained gave a correct definition, a too high contrast and a too high density of 

darkness of the external carbon layer of the particle. 
Exposure time was high. The optimum experimental data were: 

— 27 KV, 15 mA, 
— focus: 250 mm, 
— high resolution plate emulsion, 
— Rodinal developer, 
— exposure time: 20 minutes. 

Due to the large number of coated particles to be controlled in the future, further probes were made for 
reducing this exposure time. A lower contrast would allow the interpretation of the radiographs with the 
Mikro-Pomar projector. 

Fig 3 
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Second Experimental Step 
A reduction of the exposure time and a lower contrast can be obtained by a good optimization of the 

three following parameters: 
- high voltage, 
- emulsion, 
- emulsion treatment. 

Trying to find a compromise between a high resolution and a low exposure time, we made tests on 
three emulsion types: 
- Scientia 10 E 56 Agfa-Gevaert (films and plates) resolution: 1000 lines/mm 
- HRP Kodak, resolution: > 2000 lines/mm 
- Micromask Agfa-Gevaert, resolution: 2000 lines/mm. 

We let the high voltage vary in order to obtain, according to the sensitivity of the emulsion, a relatively 
short exposure time but the same density of darkness for each emulsion type; as far as the contrast is 
concerned, not only the concentration of the developer was considered but also the value of the high 
voltage: this contrast depends on the radiation quality. The radiation penetration is a function of the high 
voltage value; when this voltage increases, the absorption coefficients of the different layers assume more 
similar values, with the effect of diminishing the film gradient. 

The developer was only tested for the concentration required to obtain a good contrast. 
The optimum experimental data were: 

- 40KV/15mA, 
- focus: 250 mm, 
- developer: HRP Kodak or Rodinal Agfa 
- exposure time: 1 min. 

Conclusion of this second step 
With any high resolution emulsion, it is possible to display clearly the three different layers of the 

coated particles, when the radiation conditions are optimized. 
The one minute exposure time for 40 KV is sufficient; this was our first aim in the optimization of the 

method because of 
- the time saved 
- the possibility to apply the method easily to irradiated particles. 

Third Experimental Step 
Having some reserves in the high voltage (up to 50 KV), we tried to reduce the geometrical lack of 

definition to within the limits of the optical interpretation apparatus. 
With a focus of 500 mm and 50 KV for the high voltage, we obtained 1,5 μ of unsharpness, the 

exposure time remaining at one minute. 
With a focus of 1000 mm and 50 KV, the results were a Utile better but the exposure time was 

increased to 3 minutes. 

Comparison between the three Experimental Steps 
The Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate the evolution of the results during the three steps of the 

experimental study of the technique. 

Fig. 4 Fig 5 Fig 6 Fig 7 Fig 8 
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The Table 1 gives all the data for this comparison. 

Table 1 

Figure 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Step 

I 

II 
III 
III 

Focus 
mm 

250 

250 
500 

1,000 

KW 

27 

40 
50 
50 

itiA 

15 

15 
15 
15 

Exposure 
min. 

20 

1 
1 
3 

Emulsion 

HPR 

HPR 
10E56 
10E56 

Development 

Rod 

Rod 
HR 
HR 

Time 
min. 

9 

5 
5 
5 

Concentration 

1/40 

1/20 
1/16 
1/16 

Examples of Application of the Technique (see Figs 9 and 10) 

Fig 9 : Display of defects Fig. 10: Displacement of the core 

Radiography of Irradiated coated Particles 

For a statistical test of irradiated particles, we utilized a cylindrical box made of plexiglass, easily 
moved from outside the hot cell; the RX tube was outside this cell (Fig. 11). 

Due to the bad experimental conditions (irradiated particles, leak-tightness, aluminium thickness, lack 
of contact between particles and film, a too short focus: 210 mm), some parameters had to be modified: 
— higher concentration of developer (1/4), 
— lower exposure time (30 sec). 

This low exposure time was the best one for avoiding any significant fog on the radiograph. 
On Fig. 12, the first layer can be guessed; our aim was to display the movement of the core. 
We must remember that these radiographs of 0,06 mm of graphite layers were made through 0,6 mm of 

aluminium. 

Fig 11 Fig 12 
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Conclusion 

The purpose of the experimental work was achieved: we clearly displayed by radiography the three 
layers of the coated particles on the same radiograph. 

A comparison made between radiographs and metallographies showed the validity of our non 
destructive technique. 

Very good results were also obtained for irradiated particles: low exposure time, clear radiographs. 
The advantage of the optimization of the technical process is that we do not employ any complicated 

devices: 
standard RXapparatus, 
work done outside the hot cells, 
no vacuum or helium atmosphere inside the test room, 

- commercially available developers. 
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STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

OF INDUSTRIAL GRAPHITES 

/. Amesz, J. Donea, F. Lanza, G. Volta 

A statistical study of the mechanical properties of graphites has been performed using various types of 
industrial graphites. The study took into consideration compression, tensile and bending tests. We have 
tried to interpret the experimental results using the Weibull theory. It was very soon apparent that the 
Weibull theory does not allow a comprehensive description of the phenomena nor a quantitative evaluation. 
We then tried to set up a new theoretical interpretation based on a cumulative damage model. 

Investigation of the Volume Effect on Mechanical Properties of Various 

Industrial Graphites 

Whether or not volume exerts influence on a graphite sample is a subject which has been discussed 
amply in the study of the mechanical properties of graphite. For instance Mason 1 ' , studying the ultimate 
resistance to bending, encountered a well defined volume effect, while Losty 2 ' , working with traction, did 
not recognize such an effect. In a recent study, Price et a l . 3 ' , comparing traction and bending tests, 
obtained results showing a negligible influence of volume. Few studies have so far been carried out using 
different sample volumes and different types of graphite. The aim of this work is to investigate many types 
of industrial graphites under tension and compression up to the maximum volumes normally used in 
experimental studies of mechanical properties. The samples were chosen from the interior of a bar at 
random in order to obtain representative results. Cylindrical samples with a height/diameter ratio of 6 for 
the tensile tests and of 1.5 for the compression tests were used. For each volume 25 samples were tested. 
The axes of these samples are parallel to the direction of forming. 

Eight types of graphite have been tested: 

— a small grain molded grade (3780 of Carbone Lorraine) 
— a normal industrial grade extruded in tube form (AGSR of Savoie Acheson) 
— a nuclear extruded grade based on Gilsocarbon (produced by Sigri) 
— a series of 5 graphites of different grain size and number of impregnation (supplied by Pechiney). 

In most cases sets of samples of the same grade but different volumes exhibit different mean densities. 
As a consequence a density effect is superimposed upon the volume effect and tends to cover it. To avoid 
this disadvantage we have examined not only the experimental data but also the data standardized to the 
mean density of the graphite. The variation of the mean density of the sets of data means, of course, that 
25 samples for each volume are too small a population to describe the bar. We think that the normalisation 
method can be considered to be a good comprise between the need to eliminate spurious sample density 
influence and the need to limit the number of samples tested to a reasonable level. Standardisation to a 
mean common density is obtained by assuming a ¡oo 

linear relation between mechanical resistance and . 
density, defined empirically by means of a linear 
regression of experimental data. 

The results obtained are synthetized in Fig. 1, 
2, 3. In order to compare the data coming from 
different materials, we have normalized, to the 
maximum obtained value, the data corresponding 
to the different volumes. In the figures, therefore, 
the ratio of the effective modal value (50% survival 
probability), to the maximum one is reported as a 
function of the sample volume for each type of 
graphite. The curves show an increase of the 
relative modal value of the strength with the 
volume of the sample up to a maximum, and 
thereafter show a slow decrease. We will call 
critical volume the volume corresponding to the 
maximum stress. The first samples were tested 
under traction (Fig. 1), the results obtained with 

o 
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Fig. 1 : Volume effect in tensile tests 
© Gilso carbon graphite 
Δ Peckiney Japco graphite 
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Fig. 2 : Volume effect in compression tests 
O CL 3780 graphite 
EI Peckiney Japco graphite 
Δ AGSR (tube extruded) graphite 

Gilsocarbon graphite are of practical interest. The difference between the maximum and the minimum in 
the rising part is significant at a confidence level of 99%, while in the decreasing part the difference is 
significant at a confidence level of 95%. 

However, it was evident that in order to investigate the decreasing part of the curve it was necessary to 
take sample volumes of an unusual size for the normal study of graphite. As the results of compression tests 
showed the same dependence upon sample volumes, it was decided to concentrate our efforts on the 
compression. Fig. 2 shows the results obtained on three very different types of graphite. We note in 
particular the anomalous behaviour of AGSR. It is a grade extruded in a tube form with a wall thickness of 
27 mm. In this case we do not reach the maximum value even if the maximum sample diameter is about 
75% of the tube thickness. As far as the 3780 is concerned, due to its small grain size, we could test samples 
with a very broad volume ratio. The difference between the maximum and the minimum value in the 
decreasing part of the curve is significant at a confidence level higher than 99.5%. Fig. 3 shows the results 
obtained from a series of 3 extruded double-impregnated graphites having a maximum grain size of 3,4 and 
6 mm respectively. The graphite with the lowest grain size has also the lowest critical volume. The same 
plot reports the data corresponding to a graphite having a maximum grain size of 6 mm but which is 
non-impregnated. The effects of the impregnation is to increase the critical volume. 

From the preceding figures it is apparent that a relation exists between the grain size and the critical 
volume. Fig. 4 gives the relation using all the compression data illustrated in the preceding figures. For the 
impregnated graphites the volume increases rapidly with the maximum grain size while for the 
non-impregnated one the volume is noticeably lower. The results obtained show that the volume of the 
sample gives rise to two different effects on the mechanical resistance. The rising side is dominated by a 
grain size effect: increasing the volume increases the number of grains involved in the process of mechanical 
resistance. Beyond the critical volume the distribution of the critical defects (or of a critical group of 
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Fig. 4 : Dependence of the critical volume from 
the maximum grain size 
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defects) begins to dominate the tendency. We then have the classical decrease in strength with increase of 
volume. 

The volume effect is generally considered to be related to a distribution of the experimental data of the 
Weibull type. According to this theory 6) if we refer to the modal value of stress, that means to the value 
corresponding to the same survival probability, we can write for different volumes: 

V j _ \ I 'in 

-'m 2 \ V ι 

m giving an indication of the sensitivity of the material resistance to the volume variation. Since m is always 
positive, the Weibull Theory can describe only the decreasing portion of the curve relating mechanical 
resistance to volume. It is difficult to establish at which volume the grain size effect disappears, leaving only 
the volume effect as described by Weibull. It is evident, however, that if a statistical study of mechanical 
properties is to be performed, the samples must have a volume larger than the critical one in order to avoid 
the grain size influence. This is rarely the case. 

Taking into account that samples used to perform tests under irradiation or at high temperature are 
generally small for economic reasons, it seems worthwhile to work out a statistical description which would 
also cover the grain size effect. 

Comparison of Mechanical Properties in Bending and Tensile Tests 
for Industrial Graphites 

It is a well known fact that the ultimate stress of graphite in bending tests is noticeably higher (around 
50%), than the corresponding ultimate stress obtained in simple tensile tests2-3 ' . This is generally 
attributed to a volume effect according to the statistical theory of Weibull. The interpretation, however, is 
complicated by the non-linear behaviour of the stress/strain curve of graphite which requires corrections 
and for the maximum stress in the bending tests and for the calculation of the survival probability of the 
sample tested in bending. The samples for bending tests were prismatic with dimensions 32 χ 32 χ 320 mm. 
The tests were performed using the four-point bending method whith an inner span distance of 138 mm. 
Four samples were tested for each type of graphite. The samples for tension tests were cylindrical with a 
diameter of 20 mm and a length of 120 mm. The samples were glued to a suitable head with an epoxy resin. 
Sixteen samples were tested for each type of graphite. Tests were performed using an Instron Machine; the 
use of a strain-gauge extensometer made it possible to measure the elongation of the samples. All the 
samples were machined so that the maximum dimension of the samples was parallel to the direction of 
extrusion. Table 1 gives the main characteristics of the graphite used. 

Table I 

Denomination 

A 
C 
I· 
Η 
Κ 

Max. grain 
(mm) 

6.7 
6.7 
3.3 
0.4 
0.4 

Number of 
impregnations 

0 
1 
2 
1 
1 

Mean density 
gr/cm3 

1.566 
1.702 
1.784 
1.637 
1.693 

In order to calculate the maximum stress in the case of bending experiments it is necessary to know the 
relationship between stress (σ) and elongation (e). According to Woollcy 5) the relation is of the type: 

A ( l e - B e ) (1) 

where A and Β are suitable constants. 
Starting from the sixteen experimental curves O - e, we have calculated these two constants for each 

type of graphite using a best-fitting program 6 ' . The elongation at rupture, €R, in the bending tests lias been 
calculated by solving numerically the rotational equilibrium equation for the various cases. The use of 
equation ( 1) allows the calculation of the maximum tensile stress. 
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Fig. 5 shows in diagrammatical form the ratios of the u.t.s. calculated for the bending case to the u.t.s. 
obtained in the tensile tests. As these values will be employed in the discussion of the Weibull theories they 
are not the mean values but the modal ones, corresponding to a failure probably of 50%. In Fig. 5 are also 
reported the ratios corresponding to the noncorrected values for bending, e.g. for the case of a linear 
relation between σ and e. With the exception of graphite A the values are practically constant and do not 
show any evidence of dependence upon the grain size. The theory of Weibull, assuming a distribution of 
defects at the interior of a body of volume V under stress, defines 4 ' a survival propability S 

S = e x p  [ 5 v ( ^  ) m d V ] 
"O 

(2) 

where σ is the tensile stress and σ0 and m are two parameters typical of the material. In the case of a 
tension test ffis constant throughout the body, so we can write: 

St = e x p t  (  ^ ) m V t ] (3) 

This formula can easily be linearized: 

In In 1 

St 
In Vt  m In a0 + m In a 

(4) 

In this way it is possible, on the basis of a set of experimental results under traction, to evaluate 
graphically the m value. For the bending test, taking into consideration only the central part which is 
stressed by constant bending moment and assuming that compression stresses do not contribute to the 
rupture risk, we can write: 

( VfAm ι / e ' ) 
Sf = exp  — ~ I [ 1  exp ( Be) ] m de [ ( 5 ) 

Assuming that the survival probability is the same at rupture for the sample subjected to traction and 
bending, we can calculate numerically the ratio Of/at corresponding to an equal survival probability for the 
tension and bending tests. On the other hand, on the basis of the sets of experimental results, it is possible 
to calculate the value of the u.t.s. in traction and bending corresponding to the same survival probability 
(modal values). In Fig. 6 we compare the theoretical and the experimental results by plotting the values 
0{/at as a function of m. The experimental values correspond to a survival probability of 50%. As far as the 
experimental values ογ/tTt are concerned if there is no direct relation to the grain size, we can see that there 
is a clear dependence upon the m value. For an increase of the m value we have a decrease of the stress 
ratio. This is in agreement with the Weibull theory because the m parameter is the index of the sensitivity 
of the material to the volume effect. The scattering of the data is quite high and it is not possible to detect 
a well defined influence of the volume of the sample with respect to the critical volume of each grade. In 
the same figure the calculated values of the ratios are also reported. The theoretical values are lower than 
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the experimental ones for all values of m, and this effect is independent of the grain size. We remember that 
the volume of the samples stressed by a constant bending moment is about 4 times the volume of the 
samples stressed in tension. The Weibull Theory then, overestimates the volume effect so that, when used to 
extrapolate to higher volumes, it tends to be quite pessimistic. 

The qualitative agreement of the experimental data indicates that the volume effect can be described by 
an extreme values statistic but does not necessarily relate to the Weibull description of the resistance of the 
elementary volume. 

The Cumulative Damage Stochastic Model 

In a previous work 7 ' a cumulative damage model for the fracture of graphite is proposed. This model 
seems to be more adherent to the physical phenomena and more flexible than some models proposed 
before, such as the weakest link model. The importance of the correct choice to the appropriate model, in 
view of a probabilistic design of graphite structures, is also emphasised. Further work 8 ' carried out during 
1972 has been mainly directed towards the mathematical development of such a cumulative model and to 
some preliminary numerical analysis. 

As said in detail in 8 ' the basic characteristics of a cumulative stochastic process are: 

 the damage function, i.e. the curve giving a measure of the damage accumulated in the structure as a 
function of the load. 

 the damage limit, i.e. the level of damage at which the collapse occurs. 

In the more general case where this damage function is known, u(x), the random lifetime for the 
attainment of the damage limit, r, has a functional gamma distribution with density: 

Considering the idealized situation of one failure model with a linear damage function equal to λ·χ, 
then the density distribution of the lifetime χ corresponds to a gamma distribution of the form: 

For large values of r, the gamma distribution approximates to a normal distribution. If r = 1 the gamma 
distribution reduces to the exponential distribution. 

A limiting case can be reestablished also for a damage function given by the formula u(x) = a/b + χ to 
obtain the logarithmic normal distribution. 

If u(x) = bxa and r = 1, the functional gamma distribution reduces to the wellknown Weibull 
distribution. 

According to this model the failure of graphite is due to a progressive rupture of "bridges" from crack 
to crack, starting from initial cracks preexisting or which appear at very low stresses. The collapse occurs 
when a given number of bridges have been broken so that a certain critical fracture surface is created. 
Considering the fact that the crack propagation is always accompanied by a local irreversible strain, we have 
assumed as an average measure of the damage corresponding to the crack propagation process, the 
pseudoplastic or irreversible strain in the stressstrain curve. 

As the process of the irreversible strain accumulation is, with good approximation, independent of the 
loadingunloading cycles, it can be assumed as markovian. 

In some specific case we have considered, in the light of this model, the strength of a standard nuclear 
graphite, based on Lockport L. coke. 

For specimens loaded in tension and compression we have retained the stressstrain relationship 
proposed by Jenkins. 

e = aa + bo2 

and we have assumed as a damage function the parabolic term: 

u(x) = bx2 

The mean values of b are: 
b (tensile) = 4.2 χ 1Œ4 [ kg/mm2 ]~2 

b (compression) = 3,6 χ 1CT4 [kg/mm2 ]~2 
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The mean values and the standard deviation of the experimental data are: 
tension μ = 1.54 kg/mm2 

2 

compression 
σ= 0.23 kg/mm2 

μ = 4.13 kg/mm2 

σ = 0.31 kg/mm2 

These two sets of data (taken from the various possible ones) have been analysed, according to the various 
above-mentioned distributions, determining the probability that the strength is less than the mean value 
-kx standard deviation i.e. 

P ( S ) ^ - K - G ( fo rK=l , 5). 

The results are given in Table 2 and 3. 
We can see how many different probability values are obtained according to the various distributions. 

We also see that, in decreasing order of probability of failure we have: Weibull, normal, functional gamma, 
lognormal distributions. 

So the Weibull distribution appears to be the most pessimistic one. The fact, that the model supporting 
such distribution is doubtful, emphasises the interest in working out more realistic models which lead to far 
less conservative conclusions as far as the probability of failure is concerned. 

Table 2 - Graphite - Tensile - Strength 

Failure probabilities 

μ=1 .54 

σ=0 .23 

σ / μ = 0 . ΐ 5 

Damage function 

π = 
4.2 χ ΙΟ"1 χ 2 -

Distribution 

Normal 

Lognormal 

Weibull 

Functional 
gamma 

p-0 

0.16 

0.15 

0.16 

0.16 

μ-2 a 
[1Ö"1] 

0.23 

0.10 

0.38 

0.19 

μ3 σ 

[IO"2] 

0.13 

0.004 

0.6 

0.015 

μ4 σ 

[iο"4] 

0.32 

ΙΟ"4 

5.3 

0.016 

μ5 σ 

[ΙΟ"6] 

0.27 

ΙΟ"10 

15 

0.0001 

Table 3  Graphite Compression Strength 

Failure probabilities 

μ = 4 . 1 3 

σ=ο.3ΐ 

σ/μ=0.075 

Damage function 

π = 
3.6 χ ΙΟ"4 χ 2 

Distribution 

Normal 

Lognormal 

Weibull 

Functional 
gamma 

ρ - a 

0.16 

0.15 

0.16 

0.16 

μ-2 σ 

[ισ1] 

0.23 

0.16 

0.44 

0.21 

μ - 3 σ 

[IO"2] 

0.13 

0.038 

1 

0.095 

μ - 4 O 

[io-4] 

0.32 

0.011 

21 

0.12 

μ-6 o 
[IO"6] 

0.27 

0.0002 

340 

0.034 
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ΑΝΙΟΝ VACANCY MIGRATION IN CaF2LATTICES AND IN MONOCLINIC Zr02 

E. Van der Voort 

Introduction 

In order to calculate migration energies of point defects in solids a general working method has been set 
up. It is based on a computer simulation of a crystal configuration where the point defect in question is 
imbedded in a lattice that is finite in extension. Use is made of the static crystal approximation developed 
by Vineyard (1957) allowing us to write down the migration energy Em as a difference between the 
following potential energies. The potential energy V(S) of the crystal configuration where the point defect 
is at the saddle point S and the potential energy V(Ai) when the point defect is at its equilibrium position 
A,. 

E m = V ( S )  V ( A . ) (1) 

These potential energies are assumed to be the pair interaction sum amongst all the particles 
constituting the crystal containing the point defect. Consequently the assumption may be applied only to 
ionic crystals or to metals where a pseudopotential may be used. The crystal with the point defect is 
computersimulated and this configuration is relaxed. This is done by using a second order iterative 
algorithm minimizing the total potential energy (Van der Voort and Dorpema (1972)). 

Vacancies are the only point defects which have been considered until now. Discrepancies inherent in 
this method are mainly due to the following facts: 

1) the simulated crystal is finite in extension (= 2400 particles); 
2) around the point defect there is only a limited region which is considered to be relaxable (= 70 

particles); 
3) the systematic computer errors. However it may be shown (Van der Voort (1972)) that the resulting 

errors in the migration energy, evaluated by the above method^are small. The contribution of the 
electronic polarization on the migration energy is calculated employing a simplified model (Van der 
Voort (1972)). Since this contribution has been found to be appreciable, it will be included in the total 
migration energy. 

Interaction Potential 

In this work only ionic crystals have been considered, where the pair interactions between the lattice 
particles i and j are taken as Born potentials (e.g. Born (1919)) generalized in a way that the repulsive term 
is made up by a product of two factors characterizing each particle forming the pair. It is given by the 
following expression: 

v..fr)=iL2L£l+
 B

i _ i (2) 
v
i , j W r rm r

n
J 

where e is the positron elementary charge, r is the interionic distance, z¡ and Zj are the valencies of the 
corresponding ions, n¡ and n; the repulsive exponents, and B¡ and Bj the repulsive factors. For closedshell 
ions these exponents n± may be fixed using the Pauling rules (Pauling (I960)). Mathematically exact 
expressions have been found for the repulsive factors B+ and B_, by letting the cation and the anion find 
their equilibrium position at the lattice points for the observed lattice parameter. These factors are then 
calculated for the following materials with fluorite structure: CaF2, UO2 and cubic Zr02 . The results are 
shown in Table 1. The lattice energy and the compressibility calculated with these generalized Born 
potentials (also included in Table 1), agree fairly well with the experimental values for CaF2 ; for U02 the 
agreement is less satisfactory. The disagreement is probably due to covalency in the anioncation bond. For 
cubic Zr02 no experimental values could be found in the literature. 

Anion Vacancy Migration in CaF2 —Lattices 

The fluorite structure may be seen as a lattice made up of cubic blocks with an edge of half the lattice 
parameter whose corners are occupied by anions and where the centers are alternatively occupied by a 
cation. The migration possibilities for anion vacancies may be described by the void cubic blocks in the 
three independent directions: <100>. <110> and <111>. The saddle points for these three directions have 
been localized. The position of the relaxed states of the crystal configuration could be determined in very 
few interactions. From this the contribution of the ionic polarization (displacement of ions in the stressed 
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Table 1 Repulsive parameters for generalized Born potentials in some fluorite 
structured materials and comparison with available experimental 
data. 

Observable 

a0 

n
+ 

n 

B
+ 

Β 

V 

V(exp) 
K o 

K°(exp) 

Units 

A 
1 

1 

eV(A)n + 

eV(A)n 

eV 

eV 

eV(A)3 

eV(Â)"3 

CaF2 

5.5565 

4.5 

3.5 

1.7640 χ 102 

1.7648 

 27.047 

 26.77 ±0.04 (a) 

0.61786 

0.562 ± 0.001(b) 

uo2 

5.468 

7.0 

3.5 

8.537 χ 103 

1.014 

 111.8 

 102.20 ± 0.04(c) 

3.516 

1.33 10.01(d) 

cubic"Zr02 

5.242 

5.0 

3.5 

5.553 χ 102 

2.460 

 113.5 



3.137 



(a) Harries and Morris (1959) 

(b) Ho and Rouff (1967) 

(c) Olander (1965) and Childs (1958) 

(d)Wachtmane.a. (1965) 

(exp) 

vo(exp) 

= lattice parameter 

= Pauling repulsive exponent for cation 

= Pauling repulsive exponent for anion 

= Repulsive factor for cation 

= Repulsive factor for anion 

= Calculated lattice energy per molecule 

= Experimental lattice energy per molecule obtained with BornHaber cycle 
o 

— Calculated bulk modulus at 0 K 
o 

= Experimental value for bulk modulus extrapolated to 0 K 

state created by the presence of the point defect) to the migration energy of the anion vacancies was 
calculated subtracting from each other the potential energies of the relaxed states. The contribution of the 
electronic polarization has been estimated by a simplified model that yields the following expression: 

Efolpo'· = a„ ( y 
eoo 

+ r (ze)2 

where a— is the polarizability for anions, ε<χ, the dielectric constant in the optical region, — (ze) the charge 
of the influence that both polarizations could have on each other is ignored then, the total migration energy 
is given by the sum of the contributions from the ionic and the electronic polarizations. 

The results for these contributions as well as the migration energies themselves are shown in Table 2. It 
may be concluded that in all these materials the <100> path is by far the easiest energetically and that, in 
this case, the contribution of the electronic polarization is appreciable. 

Table 2 Contributions to anion vacancy migration for CaF2, 
¡JO2 and cubic Zr02. 

O l a + a <—>OIb 

OI + a +b*>Olb 

Ola + a +c<^Oib 

Olla"—>OIib 

Olla"—iOIIb + b 

Olla <—»Olid 

Olb >OIla 

Olb< Olla 

d (A) 

2.523 

4.054 

3.997 

2.749 

2.585 

2.672 

2.562 

2.562 

E m
i o n  P° ' (eV) 

3.192 

2.961 

6.587 

2.452 

1.653 

2.584 

2.765 

0.555 

E m e l . p o l . ( e V ) 

0.682 

0.102 

0.108 

0.484 

0.619 

0.543 

0.642 

0.642 

E m
t o t  (eV) 

3.87 ±0.34 

3.06 + 0.05 

6.70 ±0.05 

2.94 ±0.24 

2.27 ± 0.31 

3.13 ±0.27 

3.41 ±0.32 

1.20 ±0.32 
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Although most measurements of activation processes in these materials give energies comparable with 
our values, an accurate comparison is seldom possible because most of these measurements are unable to 
specify which point defects are involved. For CaF2, Zavadoskaya and Chemyshev (1966) found from 
electrical resistivity measurements that anion vacancies migrate with 0.26 eV. Chakravorty (1971) found 
with a method similar to ours, but with only 16 relaxable neighbours to the point defect, a total migration 
energy for anion vacancies of 0.31 eV. The values quoted above agree well with our migration energy of 
(0.22 ± 0.03) eV. For U02 , activation energies are usually investigated by diffusion experiments. Our value 
of (1.98 ± 0.17) eV is an indication that the measurements made by Marin and Contamin (1969) with 
oxygen tracers, yielding 2.57 eV, do effectively involve an oxygen vacancy migration. Cubic Zr02 is only 
stable above 2300°C, but it can be stabilized by adding oxides, such as Ca20, MgO, Y 2 0 3 etc. in the range 
of about 10 atomic per cent. Diffusion experiments and electrical measurements on these materials are 
obviously strongly influenced by the presence of these stabilizing oxides. Kovalev and Pechinenskii (1967) 
made internal friction measurements and found one peak that was independent of the Ca20 content and 
whose activation energy was 1.24 eV. This probably corresponds to an <100> anion vacancy migration 
between two Zr4+ ions. The above value falls within our calculated migration energy of (1.43 ± 0.29) eV. 

Anion Vacancy Migration in Monoclinic Zr02 

Using the same generalized Born potentials as in the case of cubic Zr02 , the anion vacancy migration in 
monoclinic Zr02 has also been investigated. Monoclinic Zr02 has two anion sites: OI  sites with a 
coordination number 3 and Oilsites with a coordination number 4. Several migration jumps are a priori 
possible. We could isolate the 20 independent migration possibilities. These could be subdivided into three 
groups each of which closely resembles the <100>, the <110> and the <111> jump possibilities existing 
in cubic Zr02 , respectively. We made the assumption that, in analogy to cubic Zr02 , monoclinic Zr02 

carries anion vacancies through the bulk only by the <100> like paths. So only these five <100> like 
paths were analyzed, plus two more <111> like paths that gave the possibility on steric grounds for anion 
vacancies to migrate. If the endpoints of the jump are structurally related by a symmetry centre, it could 
be proved that the saddle point of such a jump coincides with the symmetry centre. Only two migration 
paths did not travel through a symmetry centre and for these cases the saddle point had to be determined 
by a trial and error method. 

The equilibrium position for the anion vacancy always showed a deeper potential well when it was on 
an OIsite than when it was on an Oilsite. The migration energy for the different jumps that were 
thoroughly studied are shown in Table 3. The notation of McCullough and Trueblood (1959) has been used 
for the identification of the lattice points. The most favourable repetitive chain of jumps is an alternation 
of a 4.054 Å jump with a 2.523 A jump. With this chain the oxygen vacancy migrates exactly over one 
btranslation and needs (3.87 ± 0.34) eV. The next possibility is: 

Olb (2.562 A )  Olla  (2.585 A)  Ollb + b (2.562 A)  Ola + b with a translation of 
(0.862 a  0.684 b + 0.310 c) needing 4.48 eV for the migration. The latter possibility is unfavourable 
energetically and consequently must not be taken into account. 

Table 3  Anion vacancy migration energies in monoclinic Zr02. 

jump 

< 1 1 1 > 

< 1 1 0 > 

< 1 0 0 > 

e 

Ρ ion. pol. 
m 
, el. pol. 

m 
i. tot . 

m 

■ ion. pol. 
m 
. el. pol. 

m 
... tot. 

m 

, ion. pol. 
' m 
■ el. pol. 

m 
... tot. 
'm 

Caf2 

2.099 

0.008 

2.107 

1.793 

0.018 

1.811 

0.148 

0.073 

0.221 

uo2 

8.464 

0.038 

8.502 

7.823 

0.085 

7.908 

1.638 

0.338 

1.976 

cubic Zr0 2 

8.721 

0.065 

8.786 

7.656 

0.147 

7.803 

0.839 

0.586 

1.425 

From what has already been stated, it may be concluded that for bulk diffusion of anion vacancies in 
monoclinic Zr02 the following facts are pertinent: 

1) the migration only takes place over the OIsites; 
2) with an activation energy of (3.87 + 0.34) eV and 
3) with a very pronounced anisotropy in the bdirection. 
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Experiments have shown that the anion vacancy diffusion through the oxide layer is the rate controlling 
step in the oxidation of Zrmetal. The activation energy however is much smaller than our value and 
although there is some correlation between grain orientation and oxidation, the pronounced anisotropy in 
the bdirection has never been reported. Our results thus deny the bulk diffusion as a possible mechanism 
and support the early viewpoint of Cox (1969) that the rate controlling step is the anion vacancy diffusion 
along easy paths: e.g. microcracks, grain boundaries or dislocations in the oxide layer. Thus, the process of 
bulk diffusion is shortcircuited by the existence of the above mentioned easy paths. 
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STUDY BY DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF CREEP-CAVITATION PHENOMENA ON 
AISI 310 STEEL AT 600° C* 

R. Matera and G. Piatti 

Until a few years ago, the experimental methods used for studying the formation, growth and 
propagation of microcracks were limited to the metallographic techniques (using light and electron 
microscopes). However, it is almost impossible to observe crack growth accurately under the microscope 
since the size and shape of the microcavities become altered during the polishing and etching of the ground 
sections. For some years, the differential density technique has therefore also been used. This method 
involves carrying out density tests on samples taken from the creep specimens before or after fracture. The 
real volume of the microcracks formed can then be determined from the relative density changes observed 
as a function of the parameters governing deformation, namely: strain, time, temperature, load, etc. It is, of 
course, impossible to distinguish between the nucleation and growth of microcracks using this technique 
alone. This must be done by determining the number of microcracks per unit volume as a function of the 
above variables by means of quantitative metallographic analysis employing light or electron microscope 
techniques. Since the following equation is true: 

(nucleation) χ (growth) α (cavitation) 

the combination of these two methods (density measurement and quantitative metallographic analysis) 
allows accurate determination of the parameters governing growth. The present work of the authors is 
based on the previous consideration and concerns the study of the creep-cavitation damage by density 
measurement and quantitative metallography on non broken samples of AISI 310 steel after creep at 600°C 
on inert atmosphere (argon) under different stresses (22, 25, 27.5 and 33 kg/mm2). A differential density 
technique at very high sensitivity (IO-5) was employed by the authors. It was found that the total void 
volume (V) during tertiary creep increases, following the equation: 

V = A-tP (1) 

where A is a constant depending upon load and temperature, and ρ represents the slope (stress 
independent) of the curve on the log V — log t diagram. Equation 1 is generally valid for different materials. 
That is shown by cavitation studies conducted hitherto in various laboratories involving a great number of 
materials, such as copper, austenitic stainless steels, ferritic steels, magnesium, nickel alloys, aluminium, 
A1/A1203 composites, zirconium alloys, etc. The relative density changes observed by different authors are 
shown in the form of a graph in Fig. 1 together with some results from the present work. The 
measurements are those made on various creep deformed materials under different test conditions. The 
variation in the relative density (V = — Δ Ό/Ό), shown as the ordinate in the figure, can in practice be taken 
to equal the porosity. The curve 10 a and 10 b represents the results obtained by the authors on AISI 310 
steel deformed at 600°C under stresses of 22 kg/mm2 and 25 kg/mm2 respectively. The slope of the two 
curves is very high; this is typical of the austenitic stainless steel (curve No. 6 a, 6 b and 7), which shows a 
higher slope than ferritic steel (curve No. 9 a and 9 b). Other parameters were deduced by the authors from 
the variation of V as a function of other variables such as deformation, stress etc. Also the relationship 
between the number of microcracks per unit volume, the creep duration and other variables, was 
determined by quantitative metallography (image analysis computer). The different data obtained suggest 
that with regard to the nucleation phenomenon microcracks are formed at elevated temperatures by grain 
boundary sliding. During this process stress concentrations are set up, corresponding to triple points, of 
ledges or/and of grain boundary precipitates, thus favouring the formation of cavities. The growth 
phenomena on the contrary is not yet fully understood. The results suggest, however, that two mechanisms 
of grain boundary sliding and vacancy condensation should interact in the sense that sliding phenomena are 
predominant at higher stresses and diffusion at lower stresses. The complex nature of this problem has, 
however, prevented a complete understanding of these phenomena, and any attempt to obtain detailed 
information on the processes involved requires fresh investigation by transmission electron microscope. 

*) This work was sponsored by the European Community for coal and steel. 
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Fig 1 : The time-dependence of the variation in relative density of various materials creep-
■deformed under different stress (S) and temperature conditions. Equation (1) may be 
applied. In the diagram, the variation (- AD/D) in the relative density, which is virtually 
equal to the porosity, is plotted vs. time. 

The curves are obtained f rom data available in the literature, and present work: 

1 ) Magnesium, S = 0.5 kg /mm
2
 T = 300°C 

(R.T. Ratcliffe and G.W. Greenwood: Phil. Mag. 12,59 (1965). 

2) Cooper, S = 3.64 kg /mm
2
 T = 400°C 

A. Gitt ins: Metal Sci. J. 1, 214 (1967). 

3) Copper, S = 2.8 kg /mm
2
 T = 400°C 

R.C. Boettner, W.D. Robertson: Trans. Met. Soc. AIME 221 , 613 (1961). 

4a) N i c k e l - 0 . 1 a t - / Pd, S = 19.6 kg /mm
2
 T = 503°C 

4b) Nickel - 0.1 at - / Pd, S = 16.1 kg /mm
2
 T = 5 0 3 ° C 

4c) Nickel - 0.1 at - / Pd, S ·= 14 kg/mm
2
 T = 503°C 

4d) Nickel - 0 . 1 a t - / Pd, S = 9.1 kg/mm
2
 T = 5 0 3 ° C 

5) Magnox Al 80, S = 1.61 kg/mm
2
 T = 275°C 

P. Bowrlng, P.W. Davies, B. Wllshlre: Metal Sci. J.. 2, 168 (1968). 

6a) 20 Cr/25 Nl stainless steel irradiated, S = 4 . 2 kg/mm
2
 T = 750°C 

6b) 20 Cr/25 Ni stainless steel unirradiated, S = 4.2 kg/mm
2
 T = 750°C 

A. Gitt ins: J. Mater. Sci., 5, 223 (1970). 

7) 20 Cr/25 NI/Nb stabilized austenitic steel, S = 9 . 5 kg/mm
2
 T = 750°C 

A. Gittins: J. Mater. Sci., 5, 233 (1970). 

8) A I - 7 / wt . - / A I 2 0 3 , S = 5.9 kg /mm
2
, T = 4 5 0 ° C 

G. Piatti, H. Kellerer and C. Geel: J. Inst. Metals, 99, 283 (1971 ). 

9a) 1 / Cr-Mo steel, S = 19.6 kg /mm
2
 T = 565°C 

9b) 1 / Cr/Mo steel, S = 14.0 kg/mm
2
 T = 565°C 

R.V. Day: J. Iron Steel Inst, 203, 279 (1965). 

10a) AISI 310 stainless steel, S = 2 2 kg /mm
2
 T = 6 0 0 ° C 

10b) AISI 310 stainless steel, S = 2 5 kg/mm
2
 T = 6 0 0 ° C 

G. Piatti and R. Matera, present work. 

11) A lumin ium, S = 0 . 9 kg/mm
2
 T = 250°C 

D. Hanson and M.A. Wheeler: J. Inst. Metals, 45, 229 (1931). 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACOUSTIC EMISSION AND STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS 

ON STAINLESS STEEL 

D. Boerman, C. Fossati, R. Matera, G. Piatti 

Introduction 

During recent years stress wave emission (S.W.E.) as a non destructive testing (ND.T.) has been used 
more and more for on-line control of reactor vessels (see § 8.5 - Early failure detection) or chemical 
plants. The monitoring is used principally for the detection and location (by triangular techniques) of the 
starting defects, regardless of their real nature. With this method of procedure not all the potential 
possibilities are exploited. It should be possible, at least in principle, to use this method for obtaining some 
information on the nature of the defect. Consequently, a deeper study of the phenomena is necessary. 
Several attemps were made 1-6 ' to correlate single signals with some physico-metallurgical phenomena 
(dislocation movement, twinning, cavitation). 

For this reason, in the Materials Division, a series of S.W.E. measurements were initiated, in 
collaboration with G. Volta and B. Ganss of the Technology Division,in order to correlate them with the 
following parameters: 

1. Deformation e (%) 
2. Crosshead velocity of the tensile machine V t r (mm/min) 
3. Change in density - Δ D/D 
4. Number of inclusions as detected by metallography. 

The results obtained are interesting and may indicate the source of some types of S.W.E. — signals. 

Acoustic Emission 

For our experiments we used stainless steel type AISI 304 L.C. (low carbon), i.e., with an austenitic 
structure. The choice was suggested both by the necessity of using a monophase structure for the following 
elaboration of the data and by the importance of this material in the field of fast reactors. As tensile 
machine we used a 5 Ton Instron which was — contrary to expectations - quite silent, at least for the 
S.W.E. chain used. A further advantage was presented by the constant crosshead speeds. The geometry of 
the flat specimen was determined by the surface of the transducer (ø 20 mm), to be attached intimately to 
the specimen surface (Fig. 1). Consequently, we also had to modify the gripping devices (Fig. 2). 

Fig 1: Steel specimen and glued 
piezoelectric transducer 
before a S. W.E. test 

Fig 2: Special gripping devices and AISI 
specimen during a S.W.E. test 
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Fig 3: Block scheme of the equipment for S.W.E. tests 

The electronic equipment used for the detection of the S.W.E. signals consisted of (Fig. 3). 

1. A piezoelectric transducer operating in shear mode with a resonant frequency between 100 and 200 
kHz. 

2. An amplification and filtering chain with a passband between 100 and 200 kHz. 
3. Three parallel chains for data recording: 

a) summation of pulses N versus deformation e 
b) summation of pulses in unit time N versus deformation e 
c) chain for recording the shape of single acoustic bursts. 

Metallographic techniques and determination of change in density were performed according to 
methods already developed in our laboratories 78I . 

During the experiments we had a chance to use a transient recorder for half a day. This instrument 
permits a precise analysis and digitalisation of signalshapes (Fig. 4). Because of its great usefulness this 
instrument has been included in the future measuring chain being assembled. 

Fig 4: Digital form output of the experimented transient recorder 
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Fig. 5 : Stress-strain curve of AISI 304 steel with characte
ristic points 

Fig. 6 : Curve N-e: crosshead speed 0.5 mm/min 

Experiments 

The tests were run at different tensile machine crosshead speeds and at different total deformations. We 
used 4 crosshead speeds: 0.05 — 0.5 — 5 — 50 mm/min. At every deformation speed the strain according to 
ooints A — B' — C' — D' and E of Fig. 5 was realised. Five tests were run for every combination in order to 
obtain a higher fidelity in the results. As specified above, every specimen gave 3 different types of records, 
completed afterwards by densitometric analysis. Further some samples were analysed metallographically. 
Besides, some orientative tests were performed in order to analyse the influence on S.W.E. of: 
1. sharp-specimen corners 
2. state of internal stress 
3. tensile machine. 

Results and Discussion 

The shape of the registered curves for different samples shows an identical qualitative behaviour. 
Quantitatively there is a great scattering of the results probably caused by stochastic processes. By analysing 
the identical qualitative behaviour we can conclude: 
1) For all tests the curves N-e show a tendency to saturation; pulses occurred principally at low 

deformation (also in the classical elastic zone) and in no case above e = 70% (Figs. 6-7). 
2) The various deformation speeds changed in a significant manner N but not N. Increasing the 

deformation speed the recorded bursts were concentrated to lower deformation values. 

•z 
10 

0.5 

I.I...J .. ι LLJJU.. JLU . i i . . 1 J . 
1 

SWE C2 

50 100 

Fig 7 : Curve N-e: crosshead speed 0.5 mm/min 
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Analysing all the data, one can propose the following hypothesis: the detected bursts were caused by 
the rupture of coarse inclusions. This hypothesis is suggested both by the mean energy of single bursts 
(equal to the surface energy corresponding to a newly created surface of 1 0 0 - 1000 /An2), and by 
metallography. However, this last technique was used only for a limited number of samples. This hypothesis 
could explain the strange dependence of: 
- N and N related to e and V 
- the change after some thermal-mechanical treatments. 

It must be mentioned that Broek recently observed in an aluminium specimen an inclusion behaviour 
relevant to our hypothesis 9 ' . Finally the analysis of the shape of the recorded bursts of some samples 
resulted in curves confirming Nakamura's experiments 1 °'. 
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MAGNEWELDING 

C. Dumont, P.S. Jehenson 

Introduction 

Impact welding is a relatively recent discovery. It was observed that metal sheets being explosively 
formed, stuck to metal dies under certain conditions of geometry and velocity (the later being a function of 
the explosive charge). Systematic tests were then carried out to begin a study of the phenomena,and impact 
welding by chemical explosives (or explosive welding) has undergone extensive development in the last 
fifteen years. At present, although most of the phenomena involved in this welding method can be 
explained in theory, much still remains to be understood about the mechanics of the process. 

It is also possible to realize impact welding using an alternative source of energy to that produced by 
chemical explosives, these presenting,neverthelessfa certain danger for operators. From early 1968, studies 
were carried out on this subject in the European Joint Research Center in Ispra (Italy) by means of 
deformation by magnetic impulses (magneforming), the principle of which will be explained later. 

Magneforming Principle 

Let us consider a circuit comprising an energy capacitor bank (C), a switch (S), a coil (EC),into which is 
introduced the tube to be deformed and a power supply which allows capacitors to be charged up to the 
required tension (Fig. 1). 

In fact, the apparatus used is the basic part of a Magneform Model 6 KJ supplied by General Dynamics 
which contains three 60 pF capacitors operating at 8,3 kV, giving a maximum stored energy of 6000 J. The 
high current switching section consists of three ignitrons. When the igni trons are fired, a resonant LC circuit 
is formed and several voltage and current oscillations occur. Current in the induction coil ic produces a 
variable magnetic field Hc which makes an eddy current ip appear in the metallic tube. The difference in 
currents ic  ip produces a magnetic field H¡ inside the ring crossed by eddy currents. Consequently, the 
magnetic compression stress Trr exerted upon a certain point of the tube is given by 

ΤΓΓ = 1/2μΗ^ [1 
Hi-

li electrical conductivity of tube material and frequency of the current ic are high, it is possible to show 
that Hj is very small. In this case, the magnetic stress induces a constriction of the tube if Hc is high enough. 

RS. E.C. 

PS.: Power supply 

Re : Charging resistor 

C : Storage capacitors 

S : Switch 

EC : Exploding coil 

Fig. 1 
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Impact Welding Principles 

Before we consider the special case of magnewelding it would be appropriate to recall briefly some 
characteristics of impact welding. To simplify this statement, we will consider impact welding by means of 
chemical explosives in which the phenomena are less complex than in magnewelding. 

Let us consider the case of two plates in the configuration shown in Fig. 2. The upper plate is covered 

by an explosive which is fired upon by a detector set in A. 

The velocity of the detonation front in the explosive being finite, the plate "a" assumes, after a certain 

time, the configuration given by Fig. 3. It is not our scope to give here a detailed description of phenomena, 

but we can give the two principal conditions needed for a welding: 

 the pressure between the two plates to be welded must be much higher than the yield strength of the 
materials (ranging over ten times the yield strength) 

 the velocity of the collision point C must be smaller than sound velocity in each plate. 

The last condition may be understood by considering the two points M and M' (Fig. 3) which must 
coincide after a certain delay with the collision point C. If the velocity of collision point C is higher than 
sound velocity in the plate "a", this point C will coincide with point M before the material is made to 
vibrate. Material in the vicinity of M cannot mix in that case with the corresponding material in the vicinity 
of M' and a metallurgical bonding does not occur. 

Magnewelding 

Let us now consider ah impact welding performed 
by using magnetic energy of an induction coil. In that 
case, applications are restricted on principle to very 
good electrical conductors and in practice to tubular 
geometry (tubetube or tubeplug welding). The 
problem is to transmit to the external tube a high 
enough acceleration, but without reaching a certain 
value of the collision point velocity, 
a) A sufficient acceleration of the external tube 

needs a very high magnetic field. 

This condition requires coils with a high 
number of turns per length unit and a low 
electrical resistance. Furthermore, the 
selfinductance of these coils must be as small as 
possible to obtain a high frequency current in 
such a way that most of the pressure energy 
would be transmitted to the external tube before 
contact with the internal plug. With these 
conditions, it is not possible for most applications 
to use induction coils which are delivered for 
magneforming techniques. The problem may be 
solved by using coils wound on to a mandrel with 
copper wire of the type normally used for 
electrical windings, i.e. with an insulating varnish 
coating (Fig. 4). These coils present a small self 
inductance and a not too high electrical resistance. 
Furthermore, the inner diameter of the coils may 
be such that they slide easily on to the tube to be 
welded, thus reducing to a minimum the magnetic 
energy lost in the gap between tube and coil. 

Cladding -rv-7-7-rr— ^ 
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This solution makes it possible to obtain very high magnetic fields and high frequencies too. 
Nevertheless, this type of coil has a very low mechanical resistance and in every welding a coil is 
destroyed. In fact, the life of such a coil is limited to some microseconds. The phenomenon is as 
follows: 

the temperature rise in the copper wire produced by a very intense current (which may reach 
100,000 Amps) destroys the varnish coating which works as an insulator. On the other hand, the coil 
tends to expand and to squeeze the wire loops against each other. After a certain time (from 10 to 
30 μ sec), the loops are in short circuit with partial melting at contact points and the forces between 
eddy currents and discharge current break the coil and wire fragments are dispersed at very high 
speed, 

b) A reduction of collision point velocity can be 

obtained by the coil geometry or by the plug 
geometry which will often be designed in conical 
form. As a matter of fact, although it is possible in 
chemical welding to select chemical explosives 
with different detonation front velocities and to 
vary the explosive sheet thickness (this parameter 
influences the tube deformation), these 
possibilities do not exist in the magnewelding 
technique, in which pressures act simultaneously 
upon the tube and are only functions of coil 
geometry and energy stocked in capacitors. 

Angle of obliquity 

Fig. 5 

Remark 

If we want to apply the magnewelding technique to materials with a high electrical resistivity, it is 
possible to have recourse to a "driver". This "driver" is in fact a tube made of a very good electrical 
conductor (aluminium, copper) inserted between the coil and tube to be formed. This "driver" is deformed 
during the discharge of the capacitors and transmits its motion to the inner tube. 

Welding Applications 

Up to now the process has been mainly applied to welding the following materials: 

SAP7%A1203 /SAP7%A1203 

AluA5/SAP7%Al203 

Alu A5/AIUA5 

Alu A5/copper 

AISI 316 L/AISI 316 L 

AG3 / AISI 304 L 

Zr2 / Zr2 

Zr4 / Zr4 

tubeplug φ tube 

tubeplug φ tube 

tubetube φ tube 

tubetube φΑ\ 

tubeplug φ tube 

tubetube φ AG3 

(¿304L 

tubeplug φ tube 

tubeplug φ tube 

14.2x16 

13.2 χ 15.4 

30x32 

32x36 

6 χ 12 øcu 12x14 

8 χ 14 14 χ 16 

5 x 6 ; 6x6.7 

20x22 

17χ 19.2 

12.6 χ 14.3 

9.3 χ 10.8 
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Micrographs of Some Magneweldings 
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Welding of a stainless steel tube (AISI 316 L) 
on a stainless steel plug (AISI 316 L) 

Welding of an electrolytic copper tube on an 
aluminium A5 tube. Micrographs after diffusion 
12 hours 
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Welding of a Zircaloy2 cladding tube on a 
Zircaloy2 plug 

Welding of an aluminium A5 tube on a S.A.P. 
7%Al203plug 
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Main Advantages and Limitations of Magnewelding Technique 

Magnewelding is a process which is easy to use and which does not need elaborate safety precautions; a 
wooden case gives sufficient protection. It has the advantages of explosive welding without presenting the 
risks inherent to the use of explosives. 

The heat input is very low (cold welding): the process produces no change in state or metallurgical 
structure. This fact is especially important for welding materials with a dispersed second phase or materials 
sensitive to grain growth. 

The process is fast (about 4 weldings/min. for some applications). 
Welding can be performed in air or in an inert gas. 
Possibility of welding two different materials (as aluminium/stainless steel). 
Very low welding cost for a mass production. 
In other aspects, for tube-conical plug welding a non destructive inspection (ultrasonic technique) is fast 

and easy 9>. 
Nevertheless, some limits exist for the available amount of energy. To be more precise, a powerful 

explosive releases about 5000 J/gr. A capacitor bank of 6 KJ will release at maximum voltage an energy 
equivalent to 1.2 gr of chemical explosive (if we assume in a first approach that the efficiency factor is the 
same for both processes). It is possible of course to think of raising the amount of energy stocked in a 
capacitor bank by adding capacitors or by increasing the working voltage. The first solution is not 
satisfactory for high energy, because current frequency becomes too low. The second solution is of course 
better and offers wider possibilities. Nevertheless, we are still limited to welding parts of small dimensions 
with our machines. 
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Fig 1 : Particle after very light ¿rinding showing damage caused to SiC layer during the consolidation of the compact. 

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON U 0 2 KERNEL/PyC COATING INTERACTION 

A. Drago 

Summary 

The heat treatment induced movement of U02 kernels through the pyrocarbon coatings of unirradiated 
coated particles was observed by a contact-microradiographic technique. A difference in the development 
of the phenomenon was observed in particles with visibly damaged coatings. 

Introduction 

The kernel/coating interaction was observed by means of a non-destructive technique on unirradiated 
particles having U02 kernels with the coating sequence: buffer-layer-high density pyrocarbon-silicon 
carbide - high density pyrocarbon. Both monolayer and massive annular compacts were tested, particles at 
both top and bottom ends of the latter being examined. In the case of the massive specimens, the 
radiographs showed considerable damage to the particle coatings and a destructive examination of the 
sample confirmed this. Fig. 1 shows the image observed under the microscope of a coated particle after a 
very light grinding operation which only removed the matrix and the outer pyrocarbon layer of the coating. 
In the picture it is possible to observe the seriously damaged silicon carbide layer. 

The non-destructive test utilized to single out the presence of the kernel/coating interaction and to 
follow movements of the kernel was a contact-microradiographic technique using an X-ray generator 
capable of working in the low kilovolt range. 
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Fig 2 : Particle A before heat treatment. 

Fig. 3 :. Particle Β before heat treatment. 

Experimental Observations 

During the examination of radiographic images of monolayer compacts of coated particles it was 
observed that in one of these, a few particles showed some kernel/coating interaction. 

In Fig. 2 and 3, two of these particles appear as radiographic images. These show the silicon carbide 
layer and everything enclosed by it. The outer pyrocarbon layer of the particle and the matrix of the 
monolayer compact are seen as a uniformly black region because the exposure time, and energy, were 
chosen to reveal the maximum detail in the region inside the silicon carbide shell. 

In Figs. 2 and 3 it is possible to observe the gap existing on one side between the coating and the free 
surface of the kernels, whereas on the opposite side the region of attack is evident. Behind the free surface 
of the kernel is a track,the profile of which exactly reproduces that of the kernel. This track shows the 
approximate position occupied by the kernel when the interaction between the kernel and coating began. 
The track is considered to reveal the presence, in such a region, of material with an atomic number higher 
than silicon. There are reasons for thinking that the track is caused by the presence of uranium carbide, 
generated at the start of the process. The maximum distance between the track and the kernel profile is not 
considered to represent exactly the déplacement of the kernel but rather to combine kernel movement with 
a diffusion process tending to shift the track in the opposite direction. 

To observe the dependence of the phenomenon on temperature, the monolayer compact was heat 
treated in a graphite box which was filled with graphite powder to avoid large temperature gradients. The 
temperature chosen for heat treatment was 1800°C, the temperature to which the compact has been 
exposed during manufacture. 

The heat treatment was carried out in a number of increasing time intervals, the monolayer compact 
being X-rayed to record the movement of the kernels through the coating at each step. 

Figs. 4 and 5 show the new position of the kernels for the same two particles after 7 hours at 1800°C 
and 1 hour at1900°C. 

Fig 4: Particle A after 7 hours at 1800 C and 
1 hour at 1900 C 

Fig. 5: Particle Β after 7 hours at 1800 C and 
1 hour at 1900°C. 
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Fig: 6." Monolayer compact containing particles 
A and B before the heat treatment. 

Fig. 7: Monolayer compact containing particles 
A and Β after final heat treatment 

The final heat treatment step consisted of two hours at 1900°C and then a rapid increase of 
temperature to 2100°C followed immediately by rapid cooling. One of the two particles (the one in which 
the phenomenon was the more pronounced) was completely destroyed by the reaction during the final 
treatment, uranium migration being observed in the matrix surrounding the particle. This can be seen on 
comparing Figs. 6 and 7 which show at low magnification, before and after heat treatment, the monolayer 
compact containing these two particles, (marked Aa B). 

Fig. 8 shows the other particle (see Figs. 3 and 5), which was located in the monolayer compact close to 
the destroyed particle. The large and shapeless white region is due to uranium migration from the destroyed 
particle. 

The movement of the kernel was also observed in all the other particles present in the monolayer for 
which the phenomenon had been evident before the start of the several heat treatments. All other particles 
which had been intact at the beginning, remained unchanged at the end of all the heat treatments. 

Fig 8 : Particle Β after the final heat treatment 
(partly obscured by heavy metal diffu
sed from particle A). 

Fig. 9: Particle from fullsize compact showing 
Kernel attack and cracked coating. 
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Fig 10: Kernel/coating reaction at 
advanced stage. 

Fig. 9 shows one of the particles present in the full-size compact. In this picture it is possible to observe 
both the kernel attack and two large cracks in the coating. It will be noticed that the region between the 
kernel profile and its track looks like a "fog". Such "fogging" is always present in all the particles showing 
kernel attack with heavy damage to the coating. Fig. 10 shows the reaction between kernel and coating at 
an advanced stage. 

Considerations 

On surveying the X-rays of the monolayer compact it can be observed that the kernel attack appears to 
have no preferential orientation but is randomly orientated among the particles. From this it is concluded 
that the phenomenon was not generated by the presence of a general temperature gradient through the 
monolayer compact, but perhaps by local temperature gradients. From all the photographic evidence so far 
accumulated, it appears that whatever the reason for starting, once begun, the reaction continues to 
proceeed preferentially in the same region, thus causing the kernel to appear to move in the same direction. 
In cases where the coating is seriously damaged a "fog" effect is always present in the region opposite to 
that through which the kernel is moving. Such a "fogging" in the picture indicates the presence of heavy 
metal on the internal wall of the coating; for instance, uranium carbide produced as a consequence of CO 
release through the damaged coating. 

Conclusions 

The present work does not intend to give an interpretation of the kernel/coating interaction, but aims 
at showing the validity of contact-microradiography as a non-destructive test for studying and following the 
evolution of the phenomenon. 

At the same time the nature and evolution of the phenomenon suggests an effect which is distinct from 
the "amoeba" effect, because in the present case the interaction must be interpreted as a slow 
transformation of the U02 in uranium carbide as a consequence of CO release through the damaged 
coating. 
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BASAL PLANE THERMAL EXPANSION OF PYROCARBONS PRODUCED IN A 
FLUIDIZED BED AS COATINGS FOR H.T.G.R. FUEL PARTICLES* 

G'. Pellegrini, L. Vesentini and G. Saracco 

Summary 

The basal plane thermal expansion of a series of well characterized pyrocarbon structures deposited in a 
fluidized bed has been investigated between 17° and 1100°C using the powder diffraction technique by 
means of a high temperature Guinier Lenné camera. A surprisingly strong contraction of the basal planes is 
observed over a wide range of temperatures, especially between 600° and 900°C. Residual gas analysis data 
show that a considerable amount of H2 is released from the specimens during heating between 600 and 
900°C. 

Introduction 

While a considerable effort has been made in the past on a theoretical approach to the lattice thermal 
expansion of graphite crystals, only scanty experimental data exist in this field for natural graphite as well 
as for artificial graphites and other types of carbon materials 1 4 ' . Particularly with regard to pyrolytic 
carbons produced in a fluidized bed as coatings for nuclear fuel particles there was a total lack of thermal 
expansion data, and the expansion coefficients of natural graphite were generally used in an attempt to set 
up models for predicting the mechanical behaviour under irradiation at high temperature. However, earlier 
results have shown that the c-axis thermal expansion of this type of carbon is different to that of natural 
graphite 5 ' and is structure dependent 6). It is also to be expected that the basal plane thermal expansion 
behaves differently because of the defective structure of the hexagonal layers and the structural 
rearrangements which may occur during heating. 

Therefore extensive measurements of this property have been carried out on a series of representative 
and well characterized pyrocarbon structures deposited in a fluidized bed under various fluidization 
conditions. 

Experimental 

Specimens with various degrees of crystallinity were obtained by decomposing methane in an 
Ar-atmosphere at temperatures between 1200 C and 2100 C. One specimen was prepared from propane 
using He as carrier gas. A Ceylon graphite has been used as reference in order to test the reliability of the 
measurements. Powder photographs have been taken over the temperature range between 17 C and 1100 C 
in a Guinier Lenné high temperature diffraction camera using monochromatized CUKC*. radiations and Pt 
as internal standard. The mean dimension -a- of the unit cell has been derived from the position of the 
(lOO)-peak recorded at temperature steps varying between 50°C and 100°C. 

Results 

The variation of the unit cell parameter - a - with temperature is shown in Fig. 1 for the various 
pyrocarbon specimens, as well as for natural graphite. The pyrocarbon specimens present a remarkable 
contraction over a wide range of temperature (up to 800 C - 900 C). The contraction appears to be more 
pronounced for specimens deposited below 1400 C and/or for those prepared using a high partial pressure 
of hydrocarbon. The most surprising feature however is the stepwise trend of most of the curves with a 
pronounced minimum at temperatures between 600 C and 900 C. 

Fig. 2 shows the variation of the expansion coefficient aá of a pyrocarbon deposited at 1350 C and 
2100°C from 30 and 16%CH4 respectively. 

These experimental data are hardly explainable in the usual terms of lattice dynamics 2·7',and there is 
reason to believe that some other factors related to structural rearrangements of disordered layers may play 
a role during heat treatment. In order to investigate the effect of heat treatment more closely a number of 
specimens have been analyzed in an Ultra High Vacuum Chamber with the aim of detecting eventual gas 
releases during heating. The preliminary results are rather interesting. A considerable amount of H2 is 
released in the temperature range between 600 and 900 C. Fig. 3 shows the evolution against temperature 

* This study has been carried out as part of the work contributing to a thesis of Mr. Vesentini, student in Nuclear 
Engineering at the Politecnico of Torino in collaboration with Prof. Dr. G. Saracco. 
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of the H2peak as obtained from QRGAdata on two low temperature carbons together with the 
corresponding curve of the variation of the unit cell parameter a as a function of temperature. 

A question of immediate interest is whether a similar process occurs during irradiation of 
HTRcompacts. A recent gas analysis in an irradiation experiment of HTRfuel compacts indicated that in 
the presence of compacts the ratio H2/CO is very much higher than the 1 : 1 ratio, which is normally 
observed in HTRcoolants 8 ) . It seems very probable that at least part of the H2 and CH4, which is 
observed in irradiation experiments of HTRfuel compacts, can be seen as a consequence of structural 
rearrangements in the pyrocarbon layers rather than as the result of a corrosion process due to the reaction 
of H20 with carbon. 

Further interesting information concerning the layer structure can be obtained from the evaluation of 
the mean CC bond length from the unitcell dimension a of the various structures, measured at room 
temperature. A plot of the unitcell dimension  a  against the temperature of deposition of the various 
pyrocarbons is shown in Fig. 4. Taking the experimental error into account,a general increase of a is 
observed from 2,430 A up to 2,460 A. In terms of mean CC bond length these correspond respectively to 
1,403 A and to 1,421 A. 

According to earlier literature data 9 ) these values would correspond to complex condensed aromatics 
varying very largely in size between Coronenelike molecules and an infinite graphite lattice. 
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Conclusions 

Pyrolytic carbons obtained at low temperature by pyrolysis of hydrocarbon gases show a remarkable 
contraction of the layer planes between 600° and 900°C. The contraction of the layers is accompanied by 
an appreciable release of hydrogen. It is suggested that H2 originates from the dehydrogenation of large 
condensed aromatic molecules which are present in the layer planes of poorly crystalline low temperature 
carbons. 

A point worth investigating is how much these thermally induced structural modifications are 
responsible for the structural changes which are observed in pyrocarbons after irradiation up to 1200°C. 

The results also suggest that the structural stability of such products may be further improved by 
suitable heat treatments even at relatively low temperatures. For these reasons a systematic study of the 
thermally induced structural modifications in pyrocarbons should yield interesting results. 
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PLASTIC BEHAVIOUR OF VANADIUM AND THE EFFECT OF 
INTERSTITIAL IMPURITIES 

J. Bressers and M. Cambini 

Introduction 

Detailed investigations into the plasticity of b.c.c. metals revealed many unexpected results as compared 
to the behaviour of f.c.c. metals (for a review see 1 ' ) · One of these results is the striking influence of 
interstitial impurities on plastic properties of b.c.c. metals. Among these, the VA group metal vanadium, 
which has been less extensively investigated in comparison with other VA and VI A group metals, is of 
interest both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. The theoretical interest lies mainly in the fact 
that vanadium behaves differently from the other VA group metals in some fields as for instance slip plane 
choice and type of interstices occupied by interstitial impurities. This metal and its alloys promises to be of 
practical interest in the nuclear energy field as a structural material in fission and fusion reactors. 

Theoretically it was interesting to investigate the slip plane choice and morphology in vanadium since 
many different and contradictory results in connection with slip plane behaviour have been reported for 
other b.c.c. metals. Some of the experimental results such as the occurrence of "unpredicted" slip systems 
(i.e. they have a low resolved shear stress) at low temperatures are not yet understood and need a more 
thorough investigation. 

The flow stress of b.c.c. metals at low temperatures is controlled by a thermally activated process but 
the experimental evidence concerning the influence of interstitials on the thermal stress r* is 
contradictory. It is hoped that the influence of interstitials on r* can be cleared up by experimenting with 
carefully doped and very pure vanadium single crystals. 

At the other end of the solid solution concentration range the ductile-brittle transition phenomenon 
deserves attention. Since the structural changes underlying the ductile-brittle transition phenomenon have 
been paid less attention, a more detailed investigation into the nucleation, growth and morphology of 
interstitial phases was considered necessary. In view of the contradictory data existing in the literature a 
critical revision of the V - H, O, N, C phase diagrams was unavoidable. 

Plastic Behaviour of Vanadium Single Crystals 

Since results on the plastic behaviour of pure vanadium single crystals did not exist at the start of this 
research program, it was considered important to obtain first a picture of the general plastic aspects of this 
metal by tensile testing single crystals and studying the influence of orientation, temperature and strain-rate 
on slip plane choice, yield stresses, occurrence of three-stage hardening, work-hardening coefficients etc. A 
systematic investigation concerning the influence of the aforementioned test parameters on slip plane 
choice and morphology has been completed. An analysis of their influence on the other above cited 
plasticity aspects is being made. The next step, already started, is an investigation into the effects of 
interstitial solutes on the thermally activated dislocation movement and on the slip asymmetry 
phenomenon. 

aj Slip Plane Behaviour 
Since no pure vanadium was available on the market, the highest quality existing vanadium was 

purchased and purified by the electron bombardment zone melting technique in an ultra-high vacuum 
equipment with a base pressure of 1.10"9 Torr. For a description see 2 ) . The purification technique proved 
to be effective mainly for the removal of oxygen and hydrogen, the oxygen being removed in the form of 
the oxide VO. The purified vanadium crystals still contained 50-100 ppm by weight of interstitial 
impurities, mostly oxygen. Subsequently single crystals were grown, starting from a seed crystal, in the 
same ultra-high vacuum equipment (Fig. 1). 

The single crystals with orientations spread over the whole basic Stereographic triangle were tensile 
tested at a strain-rate of about 1.1 CT4 s"1 at 298°K, 198°K and 77°K to an axial strain of 2 to 5 % which 
was necessary in order to develop visible slip traces. In all cases the slip direction is of the type <111>. The 
slip plane choice and slip line appearance at 298°K are comparable to that in other b.c.c. metals, the 
macroscopic slip planes deviating from the MRSS (maximum resolved shear stress) planes towards the 
nearest [110] plane. 
At lower temperatures the behaviour is different, compared to other b.c.c. metals; slip traces are branched 
and define "slip plane bands" and "branched slip planes" instead of unique slip planes. 
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Fig. 1 : Purification and single crystal growth unit with: 
1) single crystal 
2) electron gun 
3) seed crystal 
4) goniometer 

At these temperatures there is a gradual change in slip plane choice with orientation when going from 
the (111) - (011) tie line to the (001) corner orientation in the basic stereographic triangle. Depending on 
orientation and test temperature, slip is confined to [110] planes, [112] planes or non-crystallographic 
planes. Indications are present, however, which allow one to conclude that the non-crystallographic slip 
planes are formed by composite slip on [ 110] and [112] type planes. 

Sometimes very good examples of the "composite slip" phenomenon are present, such as the one 
shown in Fig. 2 in which traces of two (110) type planes are "twisted" together forming a "composed" 
[112] t>)pe plane trace. 

When the results are analysed in terms of χ-φ curves the presence of an asymmetry effect at lower 
temperatures is very clear. This,ttogether with some X-ray asterim axis determinations, is a strong indication 
that macroscopic slip takes place on [110] and [112] type planes. 

b) Influence of Interstitial Impurities on Dislocation Dynamics 
Since in the field of dislocation dynamics research it is still controversial whether it is the influence of 

interstitial impurities or the lattice friction that is responsible for the major part of the strength at low 
temperatures in b.c.c. metals, a program in this field was started in the beginning of 1972. 

Fig 2: (101)<lll>and(Il0)<lll> 
slip traces in a vanadium single 
crystal tested at 198 Κ to an 
axial strain of 0.02, forming 
a "composed" (211) < /77> 
slip trace. 
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To ensure reliable experimental data on the influence of interstitials quite an effort was made to 
prepare single crystals with controlled amounts of interstitial impurities. The original material was double 
electrorefined vanadium kindly made available to us by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. It was purified using the 
zone melting technique in an ultrahigh vacuum equipment with a base pressure of 3· 10"1 * Torr. 

The resulting single crystals are of the highest quality purity with resistance ratios between 1000 and 
2000. At present this material is being doped with oxygen in order to establish a 
temperaturepressureconcentration diagram. 

Tests on differently orientated and carefully doped single crystals will then be conducted in order to 
evaluate the influence of interstitial solute content and orientation on the thermal activation parameters. It 
is in this same context that cooperation was started with the "Institut für Materialforschung" of the 
"Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe" on internal stress measurements in vanadium crystals of different 
purity. 

Precipitation of Interstitial Phases in Vanadium 

Interstitial solutes greatly affect the mechanical properties of b.c.c. metals at low temperatures. It has 
been known for some years that hydrogen and, to a lesser degree also oxygen, embrittle b.c.c. metals even 
when present only in small amounts. In the literature it has been stated for instance4' that in some way the 
embrittlement in the case of VΗ is related to the precipitation of a hydrogenrich phase. The mechanism 
for this embrittlement is not yet understood. 

Since the structure and morphology of these interstitial phases which precipitate first have had little 
attention paid to them in the literature, a systematic study of the VΗ and V0 systems has been conducted 
with respect to structural and morphological characteristics. 

a) Vanadium Suboxides in Vanadium 

When the oxygen concentration exceeds some hundred ppm, very small globular and platelike 
precipitates are observed in the vanadium matrix at room temperature by transmission electron microscopy. 
Depending on the thermal treatment and oxygen concentration, two different suboxides can alternatively 
precipitate in the vanadium matrix: the VOx (a') phase or the β phase. They are both tetragonal, but the 
tetragonality is respectively lower and larger than unity. At room temperature their homogeneity ranges 
are VOo.io — VOn.12 andVOn.15  VOrj.33 respectively 5"7>. 

These results have been confirmed by other authors in investigations which resulted in the construction 
of the VVO phase diagram 8 · 9 ' . According to these last authors the a' phase would be the result of a 
peritectoidic reaction between the a and β phases, which occurs at = 520°C. 

The crystallographic relationships between the sublattice of these three phases are schematically 
represented in Fig. 3. 

These relationships are of importance if one wants to take into account the influence of the precipitates 
on the mechanical properties of vanadium. The lattice parameters were determined by electron diffraction 
from two specimens in the α + a' and in the a + β twophase regions, using vacuum deposited gold as an 
internal standard. It must be observed that the precipitation of the a' phase in vanadium is achieved by a 
slight contraction (= 1%) of one lattice parameter and an expansion (= 2,5 %) of the two others. The 
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Fig. 5 : Dark-field electron micrograph showing the 
typical domain substructure of the V2H. 
phase. Anti-phase boundaries (A.P.B.) and 
interstitial twins (I. T.) are indicated. 

Fig. 4 : "Weak beam" dark field elec
tron micrograph showing small 
globular and plate-like sub
oxide particles and their pinn
ing effect on dislocations. 

precipitation of the β phase on the other hand implies the slight 1 % concentration along two main 
crystallographic axes and an expansion of about 7% along the third one. In both cases a sensitive increase of 
volume with respect to the oxygen depleted vanadium matrix is achieved. The resulting anisotropic stresses 
are minimized upon twinning mainly on (101), (011) and (112) tetragonal planes in both phases. 

Upon slow cooling and for oxygen concentrations up to = 11 at % however, the a' phase is the stable one 
at room temperature. Its morphology is extremely dependent upon oxygen concentration. 

For an oxygen content as low as 1000 ppm, very small globular and plate-like precipitates have been 
observed at room temperature, especially when the so-called "weak-beam" technique was applied. A typical 
example is shown in Fig. 4. Taking into account that the brittle-ductile transition in vanadium occurs at 
room temperature for nearly the same oxygen content1 ° ' , it is very likely that this transition is associated 
with precipitation. 

Higher oxygen concentrations result in complex patterns which have been reported in detail 
elsewhefe 5"7 ' . 

b) Vanadium Subhydride (V2H) in Vanadium 
A preliminary study on the precipitation of V2 Η in vanadium has been recently performed starting from 

vanadium single crystals and polycrystalline foils, electrolitically charged with hydrogen, by means of 
electron microscopy, electron diffraction, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and 
metallography. 

Particular attention has been devoted to the crystal structure of the ordered V2 Η phase by means of 
electron diffraction, given the appreciable scattering factor of hydrogen for electrons. 

Electron diffraction data, in agreement with X-ray data, reveal a tetragonal distortion of the vanadium 
lattice, namely c0/ao = 1.10. In addition to fundamental reflections, electron diffraction patterns from 
V2H single crystals show however superlattice reflections which could be indexed on the basis of a 
monoclinic cell with a = b =%/ a2

0 + c2o , c = a0, Y= 94.6°. 
The selection rules H + K = 2n,K + L = 2 n ( H + L = 2n) for fundamental reflections and K + L = 2n for 

superstructure reflections are the same as for the V2D phase, whose crystal structure has been recently 
determined by neutron diffraction 1 1 >. 

At room temperature, the hydrogen atoms occupy octahedral interstices and for a given orientation of 
the tetragonal axis of the vanadium sublattice they are ordered on (101), (101), (011) and (011) tetragonal 
planes, four different variants of the V4H2 unit cell differently orientated with respect to the tetragonal 
vanadium sublattice being produced. Consequently, the substructure should reveal four domain orientations 
for each of the three possible vanadium sublattice orientations. In contiguous domains the hydrogen atoms 
would be in twinned orientation (Interstitial Twins). Furthermore, within each domain, anti-phase 
boundaries should be present. This corresponds in fact to the electron microscopic and diffraction 
observations. 

In Fig. 5, a typical V2H domain structure is shown. Both the above described planar defects, interstitial 
twins (I.T.) and antiphase boundaries (A.P.B.) are present. A more complete account of the structure of 
V2H and on the morphology of the a + V2H two-phase system, will be published elsewhere. 
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The high mobility of hydrogen in vanadium even at low temperatures allows a study in the electron 
microscope of dynamical phenomena, such as, for instance, the nucleation and growth of the V2H phase 
upon lowering the temperature in vanadium specimens with low hydrogen concentration 1 2 ) . 

On the other hand, upon heating, the dissolution of pre-existing V2 H precipitates in the vanadium matrix, 
the movement of A.P.B. and IT. in V2H, and the destruction of the long range ordered arrangement of 
hydrogen atoms can also be followed "in situ". To that end use is made of a specially developed 
cinematographical system 1 3 · . 

Conclusion 
The results of these investigations have brought new information concerning the influence of some 

parameters upon the mechanical behaviour of pure vanadium. Furthermore, new data has been obtained 
with respect to the structural aspects of vanadium- interstitial systems. 

In the near future special attention will be paid to the influence of microstructural defects caused by 
interstitials on the plasticity of vanadium. To this end very pure as well as doped crystals with definite 
concentrations of interstitials are being prepared, allowing quantitative results to be obtained. 
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THE EFFECT OF TENSILE STRESS ON REACTION RATE AND RESIDUAL 

STRENGTH OF NUCLEAR GRAPHITES IN the PRESENCE OF WATER VAPOUR 

R. Krefeld and W. Karcher 

Summary 

Tensile stress was applied to nuclear graphite specimens exposed to an argon atmosphere containing 1000 
vpm water vapour at 1000°C, and the effect of stress on the reaction C + H20 —> H2 + CO was studied. 
A tensile stress of about 20 kg cm-2 produced an increase of the CO concentration by a factor of three, and 
a reduction of the ultimate tensile strength of about 10% as compared to the unstressed conditions. 

Introduction 

Earlier investigations 1 > have shown that the oxidation of graphite in an inert atmosphere containing 
1000 ppm water vapour at a reaction temperature of 1000°C causes a reduction in strength. Since most 
ceramic materials show a dependence of the strength on the rate of loading or on the length of time a load 
is applied in the presence of water vapour 2 · 3 ' , it could be expected that graphite behaves in a similar 
manner. Therefore the effect of stress on graphite in the presence of water vapour was investigated. During 
the investigation two main subjects were studied: 

- the influence of stress on the reaction C + H20 —*■ CO + H2 and 
- the effect of stress in H20-vapour atmosphere on the ultimate tensile strength. 

Apart from the fundamental nature of this investigation there are practical aspects too, since the graphite 
which is used as fuel element and moderator in High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors is subjected to both 
stress and water vapour exposure under normal reactor operation. 

Experimental 

The experimental apparatus consists of three main 
components (see Fig. 1) the reaction chamber with 
the furnace, the load train assembly and the gas 
Chromatograph. The reaction chamber is essentially a 
quartz pipe of 40 mm diameter and 750 mm length 
protected by a stainless steel pipe. This is inserted 
into the furnace, which has a constant temperature 
zone of about 500 mm. On top of the furnace rests a 
bellows which can be pressurized to apply a tensile 
stress via a load cell, a second bellows and the pull 
rod on to the specimens. In order to avoid any 
catalytic oxidation effect pull rods and specimen 
grips were machined from alumina. 

Three thermocouples were installed in the centre 
of each specimen. The reaction gas flowed through 
two alumina minitubes running from top to the 
bottom of the quartz chamber and therefore the 
pre-heated gas entered the reaction chamber from the 
bottom, and was subsequently heated up in an 
alumina heat exchanger. 

The gas Chromatograph measured the 
concentration of H2, 0 2 , CO and N2 eveiy 30 min. 
The partial water pressure was controlled before and 
after the reaction chamber. 

After degassing the specimens (typical blank 
analysis H2 : 12 ppm,02 : 5 ppm, CO : 12 ppm), the 
water vapour was added and the required partial 
pressure was adjusted. As soon as equilibrium 
conditions were reached at reaction temperature, the 
selected stress was applied. In order to determine the 
ultimate tensile strength the heads of the specimens 
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Fig. 1 : The experimental set-up. 
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were cut off and brass cylinders cemented to the end faces. The resulting specimen was inserted into a 
tensile testing machine and the tensile strength determined d at room temperature. 

Results and Discussion 

Fig. 2 shows the interdependence of the H2 or CO concentration and the applied tensile stress. The 
graphite was stressed in the presence of 1000 vpm water vapour in argon atmosphere at 1000°C. A 
relatively small stress of 20 kg cm2 corresponding to about 1/10 of the ultimate tensile strength caused a 
rapid increase of the reaction product concentration. A further increase of the stress results in much less 
pronounced changes. In order to investigate the effect of stress in corrosive environment on the ultimate 
strength of graphite, experiments were made with and without stressing the specimens when exposed to 
water vapour at 1000°C. 

Fig. 3 presents the results which were obtained for the ultimate tensile strength after 24 hours exposure 
to various stresses in an environment as described above. Exposure for 24 h without stress has only a slight 
effect on the strength, but under stress the specimen loses, in otherwise identical conditions, up to 35% of 
its initial strength. 

Conclusions 

From the results obtained so far it appears that stressing graphite in the presence of water vapour leads to 
an increase in oxidation rates accompanied by a loss in ultimate tensile strength. 

However, at present it is not clear which mechanism is responsible for the stress corrosion effect 
observed. Further work is in progress to identify the mechanism of corrosion under stress in graphite. 
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CHEMISTRY DIVISION 

H. Hannaert 

The activities of the Chemistry Division are divided into three easily distinguishable groups, e.g. 
1. Participation in the different research objectives, 
2. The analytical support given to other scientific divisions, 
3. Work undertaken in collaboration with outside firms. 

In the introduction we will only deal with the first part; the two others will be examined in the chapter 
"New analytical development". 

Research Programs 

The contribution of the Chemistry Division to different nuclear objectives has been considerably 
reduced, compared with the past. To compensate for this, participation in non-nuclear activities will 
increase and the technical support demanded by the different services of the Commission will be 
intensified. 

During the past year a big effort has been made to start developing a multidetection unit for the 
Environmental Protection Program, which will allow the analysis of organic micropollutants in air and 
water. At the same time the use of Laser has been adapted the remote sensing of atmospheric pollutants, in 
cooperation with the Technological Division. 

A series of experiments has been undertaken on isotopie composition of lead, which is found in air in 
the form of diluted lead tetraethyl. Finally, a synthesis of lead tetraethyl with 2 0 3Pb, which has a strong 
specific radioactivity (99 mc/gr), has been realised for investigating the transfer of air-borne lead into water. 

Within the framework, of the Safeguards program, the development of non-destructive and destructive 
techniques for the determination of fissile materials has been continued. Neutron techniques for the control 
of highly enriched uranium and plutonium fuels, and gamma spectrometry techniques for the control of 
spent fuel assemblies, have been developed. Studies have also been performed on radiochemical and mass 
spectrometry techniques, X-ray spectrometry and fission and alpha-track counting in plastic films. 

During the past year the work on spouted beds has advanced, so that the medium axial speed of the 
particles in function of the elevation can be calculated directly. It should therefore now be easy to deduct 
the type of fluidisation (spouting, bubbling, slugging) and the axial distribution of "solid movements" in 
spouted beds. 

With regard to the pyrochemical processing of spent nuclear fuels, the development of the Saltex 
process has been extended in collaboration with our contractor, the AGIP Nucleare Society. Basic studies 
on fuel material and fission products behaviour in fused nitrates have been performed. The studies on the 
identification of uranates and radiolytic stability of the solvent have been continued. 

BCR activities ranged from the determination of the purity of a Cortisol sample to the establishment of 
suitable analytical procedures for the detection of traces of pesticides in vegetables, from the measurement 
of the isotopie composition of lead in the air to the detection of the trace elements in biological samples. 
All this research work has involved the application of sophisticated analytical techniques, such as nuclear 
activation, fluorescence spectrometry, optical spectroscopy, flame- and nameless atomic absorption, gas 
chromatography, thin layer and liquid chromatography. 
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First approach toa "MULTIDETECTION UNIT" 

MULTIDETECTION UNIT FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC 
MICROPOLLUTANTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES 

F. Geiss, B. Versino, H. Knöppel, M. De Groot, 
J. Poelman, H. Schauenburg, H. Schlitt 

Introduction 

The number and concentration of ubiquitous persistent organic chemicals in the environment is steadily 
increasing. Today's usual analytical approach is the quantitative determination of some preselected trace 
components which earlier, often by chance, had been recognized as harmful, e.g., carcinogens, pesticides, 
and hormones, whilst thousands of other trace components in the sample are simply and arbitrarily 
neglected, just because of their unknown identity. 

The basic concept of the described analytical unit is, in contrast, founded upon the assumption that the 
nature of most separated and detected compounds is initially unknown, that they have to be identified as 
far as possible and then have to be shown to be potentially harmful or not. This latter decision will be 
simplified after the link-up with a register of environmental chemicals containing structure function 
relationships. 

This action will be executed on a four year basis. It consists in planning and assembling an analytical 
unit through optimization of sampling and separation techniques and the combination of different 
detection principles (GC/MS*) with aid of a computer. 
Fig. 1 gives a flow diagram of the unit. 

* ) The following abbreviations are used throughout the report: 
GC = gas chromatograph(ic) ; MS = mass spectromet-er, -ry, -rie MDU = "Multidetection Unit' 
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Fig. 1 : Flow diagram of a first approach to a multidetection unit 

Sampling is done preferentially on a detachable (enrichment) column from which organic pollutants are 
thermally eluted in groups, e.g., by "reversion GC" and further subdivided by use of "heart-cutting" 
techniques. As an alternative sampling procedure solvent extraction is applied. The preseparated pollutants 
pass through columns mounted in parallel. Detector signals from specific and non-specific GC detectors and 
a quadrupole MS are fed into a computer which calculates GC retention indices, compares MS information 
with stored data (including spectrum-structure relationship), thus processing and combining all available 
data for semiautomatic identification or structure approximation of the separated pollutants. 

Results 

The action may be broken down into the following topics: 
1. Sampling system. 
2. GC-separation. 
3. GC-MS coupling and MS operation. 
4. Data acquisition and treatment. 

During the report period experimental results have been obtained on points 1-3 only, whereas part of 
point 3 and point 4 have been the objects of hardware choice and planning. 

Sampling System 
a) Column adsorption and thermal elution 

A sampling column filled with a porous polymer, TENAX GC (poly-p-2-6-diphenylphenylenoxide, 
surface area ~30m 2 /g , 60-80 mesh, thermal stability >350°C), has been chosen. The colum was 
preconditioned at 300 C with N2 for 24 h and subsequently overnight at 200°C with pure (zero) He 
(60 ml/min) in order to eliminate any trace of organic material. The thermal conditioning has been 
controlled by an FID connected to the column outlet directly or via a trapping tube (1/8" ext. diam.) 
cooled down to -180°C and subsequently flash heated (see Fig. 2). 

After conditioning, the column bleeding at 200°C was below the FID detection limit, i.e. 
< 2 χ KT12 g/sec, and this value did not change even when the column was subjected to thermal shocks, 
i.e. alternate heating up to 300°C and cooling down to 20°C. It can be concluded that the bleeding of a 
TENAX column after thermal clean-up is sufficiently low for organic trace analysis. 

The loading capacity of the TENAX column was checked by passing into it n-hexane in a He current in 
amounts varying from 100 μ g to 1.8 mg. The outlet of the column was monitored by an FID: n-hexane has 
a retention volume of 30 liters. This result confirms the good retention and loading capacity of the column 
at room temperature. 

The experimental procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. The samples were eluted by heating the column to 
200°C, subsequently condensed in a small tube at -180°C, and re-evaporated into the FID by flash heating 
of the tube. The condenser tube had a 100%efficiency. 
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Fig. 2 : Experimental set-up for column bleeding and capacity determination 

b) Solvent extraction 
A carbon sample from columns used to purify drinking water in a plant and an aerosol sample from the 

inlet filters of a hotel air conditioning system in Milan have been extracted and analysed. The carbon 
sample has been dried for two days at 40 C under a pure air stream; the weight loss, mostly due to residual 
water removal, amounted to 50% of the original sample weight. 

The samples have been extracted in a soxhlel for 40 hours with pure distilled benzene: from the carbon 
and aerosol samples 0.5% and 7% of organic material have been recovered respectively. The extracted 
organic material has been subdivided into fractions according to the scheme suggested by A.W. Breidenbach 
and coll. 1 ' and the following data have been obtained: 

Table I 

Fractions 

water/ether insoluble 
water soluble 
basic 
weak acid 
strong acid 

(aliphatic) 
neutral (aromatic) 

(oxygenated) 
Losses (residual water, 
low bolline, laterial ele.) 

[%] of the total extracted organic material 

carbon sample 

0.0 
7.3 
2.8 
8.2 
2.0 

49.0 

30.6 

aerosol sample 

18.8 
2.3 
1.0 

15.4 
4.6 
9.4 

23.2 
6.6 

9.4 

The fractions were analysed by TLC and will be dealt with by GC, high pressure column 
chromatography and GC-MS coupling as well. At present few comments are possible: 

the neutral fraction accounts for the largest number of compounds; in the aerosol this fraction has been 
further partitioned, the compounds being mostly aromatic and oxygenated ones. 
the basic fraction, though of minor importance in terms of weight percentages, contains quite a high 
number of compounds; 
the weak acid fraction is far more important than the strung acid one; 
all fractions contain a considerable amount of high boiling material revealed at the starting point of the 
TLC plates. 
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GC Separation 

a) Among the different organic stationary phases to be used in GC, the following have been retained: 

OV101 a dimethyl silicone polymer (nonpolar phase) 

OV225 a methylphenylcynopropyl silicone polymer (polar phase) 

UCON 50HB5100 a polyalkylene glycol (polar phase) 

Such phases should provide characteristic Kovats index differences (ΔΙ) for members of a given 
compound class, ΔΙ being the difference between the Kovats index of a given compound on "nonpolar" 
and "polar" phases. The ΔΙ values should be used for GC identification. Results are summarized in the 
following table: 

Compound name 

Benzene 

nButanol 

2Pentanone 

Nitropopanc 

Pyridine 

2Methyl2Pentanol 

Iodobutane 

2Octync 

1,4Dioxane 

CISHydrindane 

Table 2 

Structure 

<§> 
CH3CH2CH2CH2OH 

CH3CH2CH2COCH3 

CH3CH2CH2NO2 

v ÇH3 

CH3CH2ÇCH3 

OH 

CH3CH2CH2CH2J 

CH3(CH2)4C=CCH3 

O 
Co 

0 
KovatsIndex at 120 C on 

OV101 

670 

647 

672 

719 

742 

723 

822 

864 

700 

1004 

OV225 

881 

959 

965 

1144 

1085 

972 

1044 

991 

996 

1123 

Δι 

211 

312 (0) 

293 (0) 

425 (Ν) 

343 (Ν) 

249 (O) 

222 

127 (Η) 

296 (O) 

119 (Η) 

The table shows that compounds belonging to the different classes (oxygenated corrpounds (0); 
nitrocompounds (N), hydrogenated compounds (H)) could be characterized by different ΔΙ values. 

b) A computer program (FORTRAN IV) has been used to check the precision of the Kovats indices 
determination at isothermal and programming temperature on a commercial GC instrument. (P. Elmer 
model 900; one day oventemperature stability ± 1.5°C). Peak maxima have been evaluated by an 
electronic integrator with a precision of ± 1 sec. 

Isothermal Kovats indices: σ = ± 0.2  0.4 index units 

Programming temp. Kovats indices: a  ± 0.3  0.8 index units. 

At a first glance this precision should be sufficient for identification purposes considering that when 
peak maxima can be evaluated with better precision (by computer, precision ± 20 msec.) an 
improvement of a factor five should result. 

GCMS Coupling and MS Operation 

A RIBER type OML 51 quadrupole MS containing the recently developed AO 156 mass filter has been 
chosen for incorporation into the MDU and will arrive in spring '73. This choice was based on the following 
arguments: 

 the relatively low cost/performance ratio of this type of instrument, 
 technical advantages of quadrupole MS's with respect to computer control, mass measurement and high 

speed scanning, 
 the RIBER QML 51 is a Common Market product. 

A VARÍAN 2800 MODULINE GC will be coupled to the RIBER MS. The coupling must allow for He 
GC carrier as flow rates ranging from approx. 38 ml/min (~ 0.04  0.1 Torr 1/sec). 

Up to flow rates of 4 ml/min a direct transmission of the GC flow to the mass spectrometer will be 
feasible. At higher flow rates however the GC carrier gas flow has to be reduced before entering the MS. 
Based on earlier experiences on carrier gas separators, a one stage glass jet separator (GOHLKE type, see 
Fig. 3) has been particularly examined, since it satisfies the conditions for: 
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 a small dead volume, necessary to avoid deterioration 
of the resolving power of the GC wide bore capillary 
columns, 

 no catalytic active surface, which might induce changes 
of the compounds to be examined, 

 it can be manufactured in the regular glassblowing 
workshop. 

A series of separators with different jet diameters 
ranging from 0.1  0.2 mm have been manufactured and 
checked for their 

_ _ amount of sample entering the MS 
Yield  Y  a m o u n t 0f sample leaving the GC 

From OCy^· 

Jet 

> < : 

W 
\ To MS 

Ψ 
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To the Pump 

3 : Single stage glass jet separator (Gohlke 

type) 

and their 
F ' h t = F = samPletocarrier gas ratio at the separator outlet 

nric men sampletocarrier gas ratio at the separator inlet 

He was used as carrier gas and Xe as a sample. During these experiments no GC column was employed', 
but the Xe was injected into an He current entering directly (via a restrictor) or via the separator into the 
ion source of a CEC 21110 MS. Yvalues between 5 and 25 and Εvalues between 10 and 40 have been 
measured at He flow rates varying from 3.5—27 ml/min. 

The influence of the jet alignment on the results was much more pronounced than that of the jet 
dimensions. Thus separators with equal size of input and output jets showed a better yield than those with 
larger output jet dimensions, which theoretically should give better results, but are more difficult to align. 

The best of these separators (jet dimensions 0.1 mm/0.1 mm) has been mounted on a VARÍAN 
Aerograph 660 type GC and coupled to a CEC 21110 MS. The yield of this separator has been determined 
by injecting solutions of diphenyl and oterphenyl in nhexane at 165 C and 225 C respectively at different 
He flow rates and by introducing these substances directly into the MS. Results are reported below. 

Table 3 

Compound 

Diphenyl (165°C) 

oTerphenyl (225°C) 

Yield [ %] of a glass jet separator (jet dimensions 0.1/0.1 mm) 

at he flow rates of 

3.5 ml/min 

22.7 

22.5 

6.5 ml/min 

24.6 

24.0 

12 ml/min 

22.8 

22.8 

18 ml/min 

23.6 

24.6 

It can be concluded that a glass jet separator with approximately 0.1 mm jet size can be considered an 
effective method of GCMS coupling in the required flow range. 

Data Acquisition and Treatment 

In a first approach the output data of the MDU will come from 34 GC type detectors and the MS. Thus 
data from 34 slow (~ 25 samples/sec) and one fast (max. 10.000 samples/sec) channel have to be acquired. 
In addition, the MS scan has to be controlled by the computer. As a result of exhaustive discussions with 
different computer companies and within the J.R.C. Small Computer Group, cost considerations led to the 
choice of an ERA (Aachen Germany) system, comprising fast and slow ranging amplifier/converters, a SPC 
16/65 computer, a 2.5 Mword disk unit, and a plotter. 

An additional interface is being developed by the CCR Electronics Division in order to smooth the 
digitized sample values of the fast (MS) data channel and to detect and measure ion current peaks. Thus the 
data transfer to the computer can be reduced substantially and time will be saved for online GC data 
reduction. A Fortran program has been written in order to check the effectiveness of different smoothing 
algorithms and to evaluate the optimum number of subsequent samples to which the algorithm should 
apply. Work is being continued with CETIS support. 

Work on data treatment cannot start before 1973. 
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NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES IN BIOCHEMICAL TOXICOLOGY 

E. Sabbioni, F. Girardi, F. Giuliani 

Nuclear and radiochemical techniques such as activation analysis, multiple tracing and gamma ray 
spectrometry have frequently been applied in biological and environmental research 1.2,3) especially to 
determine the concentration of heavy metals in samples from various parts of ecosystems (including animals 
and man). 

They have seldom been used, however, in attempts to understand the fundamental mechanisms by 
which pollutants may interact with living matter at the cellular level. 

Such studies require sensitive and reliable analytical techniques, since the research must necessarily be 
carried out on very minute amounts of material. 

In order to illustrate the potential role which nuclear techniques can play in a better understanding of 
the interplay between heavy metals and biological macromolecules, we present a few typical applications 
which have been studied at the J.R.C., Ispra during 1972. 

Most of them refer to the interaction of heavy metals with alkaline phosphatase, a metallo enzyme 
which has been chosen as a model in the development of the techniques, due to its ready avaylability and 
relatively good chemical characterization. Similar studies are under way on other enzymes and non enzymic 
proteins which may be involved in detoxification mechanisms, but only preliminary results will be 
presented on them. 

The developments refer to four typical applications: 
a) the determination by activation analysis of the metal content of microsamples of enzymes and other 

metalloproteins, both in view of their chemical characterization and as anali tical help during the 
purification process, when they are isolated from biological systems; 

b) the development of multiple tracing techniques and gamma ray spectrometry to study the inhibiting, 
activating and synergistic effects of trace metals on the enzymatic activity; 

c) the synthesis of metallo-enzymes incorporating radioactive labelled metal ions (either natural or different 
metals); 

d) the development of nuclear, radiometric and radioenzymatic methods for the measurement of biochemi
cal activity. 
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a) Characterization of Macromolecules by Neutron Activation Analysis 
Table 1 shows the results obtained by activation analysis in the determination of different elements in 

mammalian alkaline phosphatase, terminal deoxynucleotidil transferase enzymes and non enzymic 
metallothionein from rat and fish liver. The latter is a protein, which shows a high affinity towards some 
divalent cations and could play a role in the detoxification mechanism of heavy metals4·5 ' · From these 
results the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) Zn, Cu and Fe have been found to be major constituents of alkaline phosphatase with a metal to 

enzyme ratio of 6 : 1 : 1/3 moles of the protein. Phosphorus is present in the molar ratio of 0.25 g 
atom/mole protein. Trace quantities of As, Au, Hg, Co, Mn have been found bonded to the protein. 

2) DNA polymerase was found to contain 0.2 g atom Zn/mole of protein (partially purified). Since the 
purity of the protein is doubtful, additional experiments (such as the determination of the ratios 
Zn/protein, and Zn/enzymatic activity) are required to determine the amount of Zn really bonded to 
the protein. 

3) The degree of purity of metallothionein isolated from rat and fish liver after a first purification stage is 
about 10%, the Cd content being ten timesless than the values reported in the literature for the purified 
protein 6 ' . Significant quantities of Zn, Cu, Hg and As were also found. 

Table 1 - Neutron activation analysis of proteins. 

Element 

As 
Au 
Cd 
Co 
Cu 
Fe 
Hg 
Mn 
Ρ 

Zr 

Mammalian Enzymes (g atom/mole protein) 

Calf Intestine 
Alcaline Phospatase 

0.06 
0.04 

< 0.002 
0.06 
0.30 
0.31 
0.03 
0.01 
0.25 
1.94 

Calf thymus Terminal 
Deoxinucleotidil Transferase 

0.0001 
< 0.001 

0.0008 
0.001 
0.0044 

0.0012 

0.22 

Non Enzymic Metallothionein (ppm) 

Rat liver 

12 

5100 
1.5 

.320 

40 
4 

2100 

Fish liver 

not determined 

3500 
3 

1600 

not determined 
2 

1200 

b) The Effect of Trace Elements on Enzymatic Activity 
The effect of metals upon the catalytic activity of calf intestine phosphatase was tested. The substrate 

(nitrophenylphosphate) concentration was kept constant at KT3 M and the metal concentration was 1CTSM. 
Screening tests were also performed using d AMP as substrate. The results are summarized in table 2. 

Table 2 ·- Effects of different metals upon activity of calf intestine alkaline 
phosphatase (relative reaction velocity). 

Activators 

In31" 1.2 
Mn2+ 1.2 
Zn 1.1 

No or little 
Action 

Mg2+ 1.0 
NH4+ 1.0 
Pb2 + 1.0 
Tl+ 1.0 

Cd2 + 1.0 
Th4 + 0.96 
Sn 2 + 0.95 
Fe 2 + 0.95 
Sr2+ 0.9 
C o 2 + 0.9 
Ni2+ 0.9 

Moderate 
Inhibition 

Ca2+ 0.85 
Cs+ 0.85 

Os 4 + 0.85 
Hg2+ 0.85 
U 6 + 0.85 

Au3+ 0.8 
Cu2+ 0.8 
Pt4+ 0.8 
Ru3+ 0.8 

Strong 
Inhibition 

Cr3+ 0.75 
Rh3+ 0.75 
Ag+ 0.7 
Al3 + 0.7 
Ba2+ 0.7 
As5 + 0.6 
Mo6+ 0.6 
Zr4+ 0.5 
V 6 + 0.45 
Be2+ 0.35 
lr4+ 0.08 
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Preliminary tests on the enzyme reaction rate vs-metal concentration were carried out for one activator 
(Zn) and two strong inhibitors (Ir and V). It was found that the inhibiting activity shows a strong variation 
at 10-6 - 10"s molar. A real threshold for the enzyme inhibition is evident in the case of Ir and V, with a 
significant variation of the enzyme activity in a rather narrow range of metal concentration. A similar 
threshold effect was reported for the inhibition of alkaline phosphatase by Be7 '. Fig. 1 shows the effect of 
Ir and V upon the activity of alkaline phosphatase at different pH with deoxy adenosin 5' monophosphate 
as a substrate. 

A structural variation of the molecule when the inhibitor exceeds a certain concentration may be a 
possible explanation of this threshold effect. Incorporation of the metal inhibitor with or without release of 
some natural metal constituents may then take place. Techniques of multiple tracing and the use of 
selective detection systems such as Cerenkov spectrometers and high resolution gamma ray spectrometers, 
can be ideal tools for providing information on the incorporation and release of metal ions at very low 
concentrations. Developments in this direction require the synthesis of labelled metallo-enzymes (see 
below). 

c) Synthesis of Labelled Metallo-enzyme 
Zn atoms can be removed from alkaline phosphatase by metal complexing with EDTA followed by 

dialysis, with consequent complete loss of enzymatic activity. 
The obtained apoenzyme is still capable of incorporating Zn or other divalent metals by simple 

equilibration with a solution of metal ions, such as Zn, Cd, Mn, Ni, Cu, Co. This technique provides a 
simple way of labelling the metal atom by using radioactive metal ion solutions. 

However, only the Zn and Co-alkaline phosphatase were found to be significant active enzymes, while 
Ni, Mn, Cu and Co-phosphatase show a negligible catalytic activity. To study the interchangeability of 
heavy metals in this protein and to elucidate the mechanism of their participation in inactivation and 
reactivation processes, Zn and Co-enzyme have been labelled with 6 sZn and 60Co. The 65Zn-phosphatase 
has also been labelled with 32P-orthophosphate at the active site by phosphorylation at low pH. The 
double labelled enzyme will be used for the study of the mechanism of dependence on the metal-ion. 

d) Nuclear Methods in the Measurement of Biochemical Activity 
Enzyme catalyzed reactions take place with the formation of intermediate complex between the 

enzyme and the substrates. The concentration of such complexes is determined by the concentration of 
both enzyme and substrate and by the affinities of the enzyme for different substrates. The determination 
of enzyme affinities is therefore of fundamental importance for the study of enzyme reactions. Its 
determination requires knowledge of the initial reaction rate, which is calculated from reaction products 
determined after a reaction time, depending upon the sensitivity of detection. 

The measurement of substrate affinity (Km) for Zn and Co phosphatase using nucleotides as substrate 
has been carried out determining the phosphate enzymatically released from the substrate by neutron 
activation analysis. 

The high sensitivity obtained (about 0.1 ng of P) allows the measurement of the initial velocity 
calculated on the basis of a change of only 3—4% in substrate concentration, in contrast to chemical 
methods, which require a greater transformation of the substrate. The preliminary results show that the 
affinity of Zn and Co-phosphatase are different if deoxydenosin 5' monophosphate (dAMP) or thymidin 5' 
monophosphate (TMP) are used as substrates. 

A new radiometric method involving a radioenzymatic assay using labelled nucleotide for the routine 
measurements of substrate affinity has also been developed. The substrate (' 4C — nucleotide) yields upon 
enzymatic reaction a radioactive product (' 4C - nucleotide). 

The determination of this latter can be used to quantify the reaction. 
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CONTROL OF FISSILE ELEMENTS IN AVR AND THTR FUEL ELEMENTS 
BY NEUTRON ACTIVATION AND DELAYED NEUTRON COUNTING 

M. Cuy pers, A. Barret, F. Girardi 

Introduction 

The determination of the total quantity of fissile material leaving a nuclear fuel fabrication plant in the 
form of finished products can be considered one of the essential points in the procedures for establishing 
the fissile material accountability for nuclear safeguards. This problem was studied in the case of the 
fabrication of fuel for the AVR experimental reactor and for the Thorium-High-Temperature-Reactor 
(THTR). 

Each fuel element, of spherical shape, is composed of a 50 mm diameter core of graphite and coated 
particles, containing uranium thorium mixture. This core is surrounded by 5 mm of pure graphite. Each 
element contains approximately 1 g of highly enriched uranium as fissile element, plus 5 g of thorium in the 
case of AVR and 10 g in the case of THTR fuel as fertile element. 

One thousand of these elements are stocked in one container for shipping. Several thousands of fuel 
elements are produced per week. 

Two procedures may be selected for the control of production; the first is based on the measurement of 
the fissile material content of each individual fuel element. In this case the analytical technique used must 
have a response which is short enough to fit in with the production frequency (30 sec per element). The 
apparatus must be mounted in-line, which means that it should be highly reliable in order not to interrupt 
the production. Furthermore, the measurement should be completely automatic, otherwise a person is fully 
occupied by the operation or surveillance of the control apparatus. 

The second procedure is based on the measurement of samples taken randomly from the production 
line before they arrive at the final shipping container. Based on statistical considerations, it was finally 
concluded that the required accuracy on the determination of the total'235U content per lot, could be 
obtained by sampling approximately ten elements from the production line per day. For this purpose an 
automatic fuel element counter and a random sampling device were constructed. 

This device is mounted and sealed on the top of the shipping container. The 2 3 S U content of the 
selected elements is then determined. 

Choice of the Analytical Technique 

The technique for the determination of 2 3 SU has to fulfill a certain number of boundary conditions. 
The technique must be non destructive. The response obtained has to be specific as to total 2 3 SU content 
of the element and independent of the location of the 2 3 s U in the element itself. 

The accuracy of the method must be ~ 1 % to obtain the above mentioned accuracy on the total 2 3 SU 
content of the lot. The total analysis time must be short, because a large number of samples have to be 
analysed (batches of one hundred at a time). 

Finally the operation of the system should be largely automatic including the supply to and the 
discharge from the measuring device of the sample. 

Several methods have been proposed or described previously for the non destructive determination of 
the fissile material content in AVR and THTR fuel elements. 

One method is based on the measurement of the change in neutron flux in function of time, when an 
element passes rapidly through the core of a small reactor 1 '. 

The technique has been proposed for the measurement in a few seconds of the burn-up of the elements 
at the exit of the reactor itself. 

Passive gamma ray spectrometry has also been applied for the determination of the 2 3 5 U content 2 ' . 
In this case the 185 KeV gamma ray of 2 3 5 U is measured with a Ge(Li)-detector. The method is 

specific for 2 3 5 U and is able to produce a response of 10.000 counts for the 185 KeV peak in 30 sec. At 
the same time it is possible to determine the 2 3 2Th content of the element. The drawback of this method is 
the lack of penetrability of the low energy gamma ray and the fact that the detected activity is sensitive to 
the distribution of the 2 3 SU inside the fuel element. 

The irradiation of the fuel elements with neutrons, produced by a 14 MeV neutron generator, and the 
counting of the delayed neutrons emitted has also been studied as an alternative method 3 ' . In this case the 
14 MeV neutrons produced were tailored with a lead cube, to obtain a more favourable fission rate ratio for 
2 3 SU in respect to 2 3 2 Th. 
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However, neutron generators have not yet reached the same reliability in stable operation as is required 
for in-line operation in production plants. 

The delayed neutron counting was finally chosen by our laboratory for the assay of the fuel elements, 
irradiating the sample with neutrons produced by a "5 Cf isotopie neutron source. This assures the 
constancy of the neutron flux. 25?'Cf emits neutrons by spontaneous fission with a half life of 2.65 years. 

Experimental and Basic Procedure 

The samples which are taken from the production line are leaded in the sample magazine on the top of 
the instrument and released automatically into the irradiation station. In this station a thermal neutron flux 
is produced by four 252Cf neutron sources placed in a polyethylene moderator. 

After a 60 sec. irradiation time the sample is transferred by gravity in less than 2 seconds to the 
detection assembly, where it is counted by eight He3 neutron detectors for 50 seconds, and then released to 
the unload sample magazine. 

The waiting time between the end of irradiation and the start of counting has been fixed at 2 seconds. 
While one sample is counted, another sample is irradiated. This means that the total analysis time per 

sample is approximately one minute. 
The delayed neutron activity obtained from the sample is then compared to a calibration curve 

established by means of standard fuel elements having a known amount of2 3 5 U. 
Due to the waiting time of 2 seconds only the delayed neutrons emitted with half lives of 

55. 72-22. 72-6. 22 and 2. 30 seconds respectively were considered in determining the counting time. 
The contribution of other groups to the measured activity of the delayed neutrons is negligible (0.23 s 

and 0.61 s). An irradiation time of 60 sec. corresponds in practice to the saturation activity obtainable from 
the 6. 22 and 2. 30 s delayed neutrons and 83. 5% saturation of the 22. 7 s delayed neutrons. Because of 
the low percentage (3.3%) of the emission of delayed neutrons with a half life of 55. 72 s, only a maximum 
of 1. 6% activity is gained with an irradiation time longer than 60 s. 

Irradiation Facility 
Due to the small quantity of fissile material present in the sample (~1 gr) and to the large quantity of 

2 3 2Th present, a subthreshold neutron spectrum must be used for the assay of the 2 3 5 U. Indeed, for a 
fission spectrum as produced by a 2 5 2Cf neutron source, the delayed neutron yield for 2 3 5U is 0,0165 and 
0,0496 for 2 3 2Th. 

However, for a thermal neutron flux in the geometrical condition described below, it was calculated 
that the interference, due to the fast fission of 2 3 2Th and 2 3 S U on the delayed neutron counts, is less than 
0,4%. 

In order to minimize the error due to the existing inhomogeneous distribution of the U-Th particles 
within the fuel elements, the neutron flux must be as constant as possible along the radius. 

The following geometrical conditions are used. 
During irradiation the fuel element is located in the central tube of a 20 cm diameter polyethylene 

moderator. A set of four 20 p% 2 s 2Cf neutron sources is separated from the graphite fuel element by 1 cm 
of polyethylene as can be seen in figure 1. 

The total neutron output of the four sources is 1,87 χ 10s n/sec. The measured thermal neutron flux is 
5.0 χ 10s n/sec cm2 in the central channel. The polyethylene cylinder is surrounded by 2.8 cm of lead and 
36 cm of bora ted paraffine for shielding. 

The total neutron dose at 1 m from the outside of the container is 0.35 mrem. The gamma dose is 0.3 
mrem. 

Using the code ANISN and approaching the final geometry employed, an evaluation of the neutron flux 
distribution and self shielding effect was made inside the fuel element. The results showed a small flux 
depression (2,0%) in the center of the element. Measurements with a small fission chamber are now going 
on to confirm the calculated data experimentally. In this manner a better evaluation of the possible 
systematic errors due to irradiation will be obtained. 

Counting Assembly 
To achieve a 1% statistical precision on the delayed neutron counts, a high efficiency detection 

assembly has to be constructed. 
Furthermore, the detector must have a response which is independent of the geometrical position of the 

2 3 5U in the fuel element, in order not to be influenced by the inhomogeneity of a sample. 
Eight He3 neutron detectors, located in a 27.8 cm diameter polyethylene moderator, surround the fuel 

element. They are separated from the last one by 0.8 cm of polyethylene (see Fig. 1). The He3 detectors 
have a 2.5 cm diameter and a 20 cm active length. The He3 filling pressure is four atmospheres. 
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The counting efficiency of this detection assembly is 15% for a 2s2Cf neutron spectrum. 
Using isotopie neutron sources of different energies (2 s 2 Cf,2 4 ! Am-Be,2 41 Am-Li), it was found that 

in the central part of the detector in a volume corresponding to a fuel element the response is constant at 
approx. 1,5% for the three sources. The distance between the center of the irradiation facility and the 
counting facility is 3 m. 

Applying the basic procedure as described earlier, an AVR type fuel element produced 15.000 counts. 
The background is approximately 1.300 counts. 

This means that a 1 % statistical precision is obtained under these conditions. 

SAMPLES MAGAZINE I LOAD ) 

POLYETHYLENE BLOCK 

CALIFORNIUM 
SOU* CES 

Ν· 4 CALIFORNIUM SOURCES 

SAMPLES MAGAZINE I UNLOAD 1 

Fig 1 : General layout of the facility for the control of fissile 
elements in A VR and THTR fuel 
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Automation of the Facility 
The facility is designed for full automatic operation. On the top of the irradiation station an automatic 

sample changer is provided with a storage container, which may contain up to one hundred samples in 
identified positions. Underneath the counting station an identical container is attached, so that the 
position of the balls remains in the same sequence in which they have been analysed. The 2 3 5 U content of 
each individual fuel element can therefore be determined. The automated operation of the facility is 
controlled by a special unit. 

Remark 

As soon as the complete facility is assembled, it will be moved to the Nukem plant in Hanau, where it 
will be operated by inspectors for nuclear safeguard purposes. 
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PREPARATION OF AN EXPERIMENT WITH A LEAD ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION 
DIFFERENTIATED FOR THE DETECTION OF POLLUTION SOURCES 

S. Facchetti, A. Federico, A. Peil 

Introduction 

Lead is a wide-spread constituent of the earth's crust. It is less readily released into the environment 
than most other metals, since in many of its applications it is virtually indestructible. During the past 
century the industrial causes of classical gross plumbism have been removed. As a consequence smelting 
processes are much less dangerous; in lead fabrication i.e. rolling, extrusion and in the manufacture of most 
lead compounds the operations are carried out at low temperature with little risk of fume formation. On 
the contrary, lead compounds such as lead additives for gasolines are important pollutants. The same 
applies to lead pigment for paints such as basic lead carbonate or lead Chromate, because these pigmented 
paints have a tendency to erode lead chemicals used for manufacturing plastics (principally tribasic lead 
sulphate), glasses, glazes (lead bisilicate). It is difficult to decide at which absorption level lead becomes a 
serious risk to the health of the most sensitive individuals. Up to now the effects of lead on health have 
been studied most intensively in industry. The situation is therefore to some extent comparable with that 
of the ionizing radiations to which we have always been exposed. 

Owing, in particular, to the increased use of leaded petrol, the concentration of lead in the general 
atmosphere of large towns has risen to a point, where it becomes a public health hazard. A health risk may 
also occur, when the concentration is low, but the exposure time extends over long periods. About a 
quarter of the lead added to petrol is retained in the motor car (in the exhaust system, the engine oil and 
filters), the rest is discharged into the exhaust with the gaseous products of combustion. Most of the lead 
containing particulate matter falls to the ground within a distance of a few hundred meters from roadways 
and is then washed away and dispersed in the soil and drains. Finer particles are dispersed in the atmosphere 
and may be carried considerable distances by air movements before they are eventually deposited. 

Finally it may be useful to remember that lead is not an essential constituent of man's diet and that 
the average daily intake in the USA was estimated at 400 ug. Of these, some 300 ug were derived from 
food, perhaps 50 ug from the atmosphere and 20 ug from water. People who live in soft water areas have 
more lead in their bones than those in hard water areas. In fact, if the water ph is less than 7.6, the lead can 
bef^dissolved. For an average smoker the above amounts increase by about 10 ug of lead per day. It is 
supposed that only 5 to 10 per cent of the ingested amounts are absorbed. 

The lead in the body as a whole and in the blood is not permanently fixed: rather there is a dynamic 
exchange involving continuous turn-over and, in particular, the blood is essentially more a means of 
transport for the lead than a permanent reservoir. Little is known about the uptake of lead by the lungs, 
although it seems likely that from particles of the size found in the air, an absorption will not take longer 
than a few days at most. The lead contained in the blood may, however, remain there considerably longer 
before being excreted, deposited in the bones or incorporated in other tissues. A blood lead of up to 40 
micrograms per 100 ml is considered normal, whilst 40 to 80 ugs is thought to be an acceptable level for a 
lead worker. It has been calculated that the average body burden of lead is about 121 mg, mostly in the 
bone, and the amount tends to be higher in the more industrialized countries. 

Isotopie Composition Determination 

In the light of the above information it appears interesting to correlate the lead source with 
environmental pollution, in order to evaluate its importance and to follow its movements in the 
atmosphere, soil, and water. Apart from this a study of the lead absorbed by the human body, especially 
from motor vehicle exhaust, and its residence time in the blood would be important. 

The natural lead isotopie ratio determination has revealed large variations in rocks, soil, leaves, air 
particulate and in some industrial products such as coal, gasolines etc. 1 ' . An isotopie mass balance might 
therefore be useful for calculating the fraction of lead derived from various sources. Table 1 reports the 
analysis of samples obtained from various rocks and mineral deposits showing differences in the isotopie 
ratios. At present mass spectrometry measurements are feasible on a few tens of micrograms with a 
precision of ± 0,2 0,3% for 2 0 4Pb and 0,1 - 0,2 % for 2 0 6 Pb, 2 0 7Pb and 2 0 8Pb isotopes. In some areas 
of the USA the vehicles' fall-out 2,10) has been checked on samples of grass and soil at different distances 
and depths from high roads. The samples of grass and the first layers of soil revealed an isotopie 
composition between that of additives and that of soil at a certain depth. The concentration, obtained by 
isotopie dilution, decreased with the distance from the road and in function of the wind direction; it was 
higher in the first layers of the soil and had a constant value at a depth of 10 15 cm. In USA isotopie 
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Table 1 - Isotopie ratios in lead samples 

So. Africa (Rosetta Mine) 
So. Africa (R. Victor Mine) 
Northwest Terr. (Con. Mine) 
Broken Hill, N.S.W. 
Couer d'Alene, Idaho 
Balmat, N.Y. 
Franklin, N.J. 
Montana (Boulder Bafholith) 
Wyoming 
S.V.. Missouri (average) 
Tri-State (Joplin)(avcrage) 
Cerro de Pasco, Peru 
Algeria (lead-zinc deposits) 
Samos Island, Greece 
Azores Islands 
Bulgaria (young sulfide) 
Bulgaria 
So. Africa 
Cerro dc Pasco, Peru 
Australia 
Mexico 
Southern Italy 

2 0 6 P b 
2 0 4 P b 

12.6 
14.8-18.5 

14.1 
16.2 
16.5 
16.9 
17.4 
18.1 

16.3-17.3 
20.5 
22.2 
18,8 
18.4 
18.7 
19.2 
18.8 

18.4-18.6 
17.8 
18.0 
17,8 
15,9 
19.3 

2 0 7 p b 

2 0 4 P b 

14.1 
14.9-15.7 

15.1 
15.7 
15.6 
15.6 
15.7 
15.6 

16.0 
16.1 
15,7 
15.6 
15.5 
15.6 

15.4 
15.0 
15,1 
13,2 
15.6 

from different rocks and ore deposits. 

2 0 8 P b 
2 0 4 P b 

32.8 
35.2-38.5 

34.0 
36.2 
36.7 
37.1 
37.6 
38.5 

36.8-37.6 
39.9 
41.8 
38.8 
38.6 
38.6 

37.4 
37.6 
35,1 
32,6 
39.1 

2 0 6 P b 

2 0 7 P b 

0.89 
1.09 
0.934 
1.03 
1.06 
1.08 
1.11 
1.16 

1.28 
1.38 
1.20 
1.18 
1.21 

1.16 
1.20 
1.04 
1.21 
1.17 

2 0 8 Pb 
2 0 7 Pb 

2.33 
2.39 
2.25 
2.30 
2.36 
2.37 
2.40 
2.47 

2.49 
2.60 
2.48 
2.47 
2.49 

2.43 
2.51 
2,32 
2.47 
2.50 
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composition measurements have also been made of the air particulate2-9 '. It is certainly difficult to 
correlate gasoline additives to the lead found in the atmosphere, as the additives have different origins. In 
fact, the Pb/204Pb ratio in the New York area showed an average value of 18.3 with variations from 
18.0 to 19.0. 

At the end of 1966 in Cincinnati and Philadelphia the average value of some samplings was about 
18.85; in Los Angeles 18.3. Besides in larger towns such as New York, the air particulate collected from 
densely populated areas and from suburban districts showed different values. For instance, in Manhattan 
the value was 18.18 ± 0.02, whilst in Nanuet 18.48 ± 0.08 were measured. It is therefore evident that the 
composition of lead in the air particulate varies according to towns and their industrial or commercial 
activities. 

Table 2 Isotopie ratios in lead from air particulates collected 
in Milan and in lead from industrial products. 

N. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 1 
12 

Sample 

Type 

Air particulate 
Air particulate 
Air particulate 
Air particulate 
Air particulate 
Air particulate 
Air particulate 
Air particulate 
Air particulate 
Sn-Pb alloy 
Varnish 
Chemical peoduct 

2 0 6 P b 
2 0 7 P b 

1.17 
1.17 
1.16 
1.17 
1.16 
1.16 
1.15 
1.16 
1.12 
1.15 
1.18 
1.13 

2 0 6 P b 
2 0 8 P b 

0.474 
0.475 
0.464 
0.470 
0.480 
0.473 
0.471 
0.465 
0.459 
0.471 
0.475 
0.470 

2 0 8 p b 

2 0 7 P b 

2.48 
2.46 
2.50 
2.49 
2.42 
2.45 
2.43 
2.49 
2.44 
2.44 
2.48 
2.40 
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Table 2 reports air measurements of air particulate samples collected in three districts of Milan. The 
first five samples had been taken from December 1971 to January 1972 in a fenced garden in the 
metropolitan area at more than a meters' distance from the streets. Samples 6 to 8 had been collected in 
January 1972 near a street with heavy traffic and sample 9 in July 1972 at the sixth story of a building. 
From this preliminary check no conclusions can be drawn due to the small number of samples. However, 
the isotopie composition of the Italian gasoline additives (see Table 3) is similar to that of some industrial 
products (see samples 10 to 12 in Table 2) a fact which complicates its characterization. A systematic 
sampling approach made in areas with different traffic density, near power stations, incinerators, 
metallurgical and varnish industries, would probably help with the identification of the various sources of 
aerosol. On the contrary, the use of gasoline additives with another isotopie composition, which differs 
from other lead sources, may be of great assistance in this identification 

Table 3 -- Lead isotopie ratios in gasoline additives of different origins. 

N. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

12 

Additive 

Origine 

- American 
American 

- American 
- American 
- English 
- English 
- English 

English 
- Italian 

Italian 
Italian 
Italian 

(engine exhaust) 

2 0 6 P b 
2 0 4 P b 

19.0 
19.4 
19.0 
17.4 
16.4 
16.6 
16.7 
16.5 
17.4 
17.8 
17.4 
18.6 
18.4 

2 0 6 p b 

2 0 7 P b 

1.22 
1.24 
1.22 
1.14 
1.08 
1.09 
1.09 
1.08 
1.13 
1.14 
1.19 
1.16 
1.16 

2 0 6 P b 
2 0 8 p b 

0.498 
0.501 
0.502 
0.472 
0.461 
0.454 
0.455 
0.457 
0.475 
0.475 
0.467 
0.468 
0.467 

2 0 8 P b 
2 0 7 p b 

2.46 
2.47 
2.43 
2.41 
2.35 
2.40 
2.41 
2.37 
2.38 
2.40 
2.54 
2.48 
2.47 

Outline of the Experiment 

We have therefore decided to make an experiment by controlling a wide zone, in which gasoline 
additives on the basis of differentiated isotopie lead are used. In order to facilitate the experiment, sampling 
should be carried out in Italy, where traffic is constantly increasing. In fact, from 1960 to 1970 the number 
of vehicles in circulation has risen from 2 millions to more than 10 millions. This implies an increase of 
petrol consumption from 2.5 million tons to more than 9 million tons. These 9 million tons of gasoline 
contain about 6.2 thousand tons of lead. Gasoline consumption is still increasing: in the first 10 months of 
1972 it was 8% higher than in 1971. On the hypothesis that the fuel, i.e. normal and super gasoline, has an 
average density of 0.725 g/1 and an average lead additive concentration of 0.5 g/1, we have estimated the use 
of tetraalkylic lead per region. Fig. 1 shows an estimation of the use of lead per region during the year 
1968, with a valuation for the chief towns, where traffic is more intense, e.g. Turin, Milan, Rome, Genoa 
and Naples. The graph indicates that in 1968 in the North of Italy the use of lead represented 53.8% equal 
to about 2900 tons, in the Centre of Italy 25.1%equal to about 1400 tons, and in the South of Italy 21.1% 
equal to about 1100 tons of lead. Fig. 2 shows the estimated use of lead in 1968 in kilos per square km of 
surface, always in relation to regions. The average for the North of Italy is about 25 kilos per square 
kilometer, for the Centre of Italy about 18 kilos per square kilometer and for the South about 11 kilos per 
square kilometer. 

In the choice of regions (Turin, Venice, Milan, Genoa) more importance has been attached to the 
location of refineries and distribution zones than to the amount of lead actually used as additive. In fact, 
we have to be sure that the fuel used in these regions contains a lead supply at the isotopie composition 
required. The Turin region is almost exclusively supplied by the BP refinery in Volpiano, (which refines 
about 3 million tons of crude oil a year), Venice by the Aquila refinery in Trieste (2.3 million tons of crude 
oil yearly) and IROM in Porto Marghera (3.5 million tons of crude oil yearly), the region of Milan by about 
10 refineries producing between 100.000 tons and 5 million tons yearly. Finally, the region of Genoa is 
supplied by four refineries, which have a washing capacity of 700.000 tons to 5.7 million tons per year. 
The latter region will not be checked, because of its position on the sea, which is too much exposed to 
winds. Contacts with the greatest Italian producer of tetraalkylic lead (80^' of the national market), have 
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led to a preliminary agreement: when the lead at differentiated isotopie composition is ready, the 
fabrication plants will be shut and washed out. The production of this new lead will go on for a few 
months, in order to store at least a one year's supply in the refineries of the selected zones. 

The minerals (Table 1) to which four more can now be added, come from mines which normally 
supply the above tetraalkylic lead producer, and offer a sufficiently differentiated isotopie composition. An 
estimation is being made of the quantities of minerals available in the various deposits. Samples of air 
particles will then be taken in selected zones. In this way the currently existing isotopie composition will be 
determined and consequently the most different mineral can be chosen. 

If the available quantity is sufficient for supplying all the selected refineries, we could extend this 
experiment to the whole of Northern Italy. If this is not feasible, the study can be limited to the region of 
Turin. 

A proper selection of the sampling is needed: 

a) To determine the fraction of lead due to the vehicle exhausts present in the air particulate and in the 
dust deposited on the soil of towns and rural zones. 

b) To verify the influence of atmospheric variations. Sampling at different heights, particularly in the 
urban area, and at various distances from the traffic roads might clarify the importance of wind, air 
pressure, temperature, humidity etc. Besides, they might bring into evidence the difference between 
dispersion of dust and aerosol according to the height of the source (exhaust pipe of cars, industrial 
exhausts etc.) and to the physicochemical state of lead. 

c) To determine the likelihood of absorption by the human body. If inhalation of lead-contaminated air 
from car exhausts were a major source of the body-burden of lead, we should find a definitive 
relationship between blood lead and airborne lead. 
Dissection of the internal organs of animals having lived and fed in conditions similar to those of human 
beings, might give other useful information. 
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d) To clarify some mechanisms of absorption by some of the vegetation. For instance potatoes and the 
roots of lettuce and tomatoes contain much larger concentrations of lead than the tubers, the leaves or 
the fruit. There is an apparent anomaly concerning carrots, in which the concentration in the top (leaves 
and stems) is similar to that in the roots. It has to be borne in mind, however, that when plants are 
exposed to aerial contamination, these inherent physiological effects may be masked. 

A method for the determination of lead concentration and isotopie composition in the blood is under 

development. Preliminary results of concentration determination obtained on nitric solutions at a level of 

2 ug gave a precision of 1.5 - 2%. 

This experiment, which will take almost three years, is seen as a support to the Commission. 

Collaboration is planned with ENI, Milan, Stazione Sperimentale per i Combustibili, Milan and some Italian 

Universities. 
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GROWTH OF SINGLE CRYSTALS 
LiNbO3 LITHIUM METANIOBATE SINGLE CRYSTALS 

P. Beucherie, M. Portal 

Introduction 

The developments in the world of Physics today require the preparation of basic materials and advanced 
components of very high quality. Their properties should be easily reproducible from one sample to 
another without alterations in physical or chemical characteristics. 

Very special attention has been paid to the fabrication of these materials, which should possess high 
chemical purity and a high degree of crystalline perfection. The initial product is thus of an approved 
standard and prepared under approved conditions. 

In order to meet such requirements the crystal growth group, in addition to developing the special 
equipment needed for this type of work, had first to obtain Lithium Niobate single crystals (LiNbO3). 
Because of its particular ferroelectric, optic, acoustic and piezoelectric properties, Lithium Metaniobate is 
of great interest amongst informatie and electronic components which can be used for optical 
data-handling. 

General Characteristics of the Crystals 

LiNbO and isomorph compounds from general formula MM'O3, which are ternary mixed oxides 
formed by an oxide of the group IV and V transition elements with alkaline earths and alkaline oxides, have 
a tetragonal basic structure related to that of the perovskite KNbO3 (Fig. lb). LiNbO3 shows a deformed 
perovskite structure (Fig. la). 

The LiNbO3 single crystals, which have a melting point of 1253°C, a high Curie temperature of 1210°C, 
a density of 4,64 g cm 3 and Moh's hardness of about 5, are prepared essentially by the CZOKRALSKI 
PULLING technique, i.e. Crystal growth from a melted bath. 

Pulling Apparatus 

A general description of the pulling mechanism apparatus used in our laboratory is illustrated by a 
diagrammatic sketch (Fig. 2). Its main components consist of a pulling head and a furnace. Its design is 
based upon similar equipment described by various authors or commercially available, but it does possess 
certain improvements upon the latter. 

In fact, the degree of perfection of the crystals produced beyond the accuracy of the thermal gradient 
of the bath, is most frequently directly proportional to the mechanical precision of the pulling apparatus. 

Fig. 1 : Comparison between the structures of LiNbO* (a), and Perovskite structure KNbO* (b) 
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Crystals pulled during certain experiments sometimes show a number of cracks and faults (fractures, 
inclusions), which have two principal causes: 
— imperfection of the pulling device 
— too rapid cooling of the crystal from the melt. 

a) Pulling head — Pulling Rod, Lift and Rotation Mechanisms 
The slow movements obtained by screw and nut systems build up considerable forces due to friction 

and give rise to strong tensions in the pulling mechanisms. When these tensions are released, vibrations along 
the crystal-holder rod can be expected. 

These brusque fluctuations in the pulling speed are felt as instantaneous variations in speed at the solid 
liquid interface of the crystal formation, which give rise to dislocations. 

We thus attempted to design a balanced pulling head in which the traction strain is as weak as possible, 
and in which friction stresses can be suppressed by replacing the sliding movements with a rolling motion. 

The driving mechanism permits parallelism to be kept constant all along the space between the crystal 
holder rod and the supporting column. Moving parts, which come into contact with each other, are 
provided with precision bearings sheathed in some isolating material (nylon, teflon) to eliminate friction. 

Since the system is in equilibrium, the pulling effort needs to be slight and constant, and is limited to 
lifting the crystal. 

b) Auxiliary Pulling Furnace 
LiNbO3, a rather brittle material, shows 

transformation points at high temperature and 
therefore requires very slow and controlled cooling 
along its axis during the pulling process. Some 
attempts were made to overcome these difficulties by 
providing the crucible with an extended heating zone. 
As an auxiliary heating device a graphite susceptor 
protected by an inert gas atmosphere in a double 
quartz wall is provided. This arrangement means that 
work can be carried out in an oxidizing atmosphere. 
The heating is performed by inductive coupling of a 
part of the high frequency energy provided for the 
heating of the crucible itself. 

A more uniform temperature profile is now 
extended to the pulling zone above the melt and 
thermal shocks, since instantaneous temperature 
change has now been more or less avoided. 

Fig 2 : General description of the pulling apparatus 

1. Melted LiNbO3 bath 
2. Platinum crucible 
3. Platium/Rhodium thermocouple, clad in platinum 
4. Heat shield A 1 2 0 3 

5. A 1 2 0 3 powder 
6. Water cooled H.F. Coil 
7. Auxiliary furnace 
8. Graphite susceptor for the auxiliary furnace 
9. Quartz envelope for the auxiliary furnace 

10. Supporting flange 
11. Seed Holder 
12. Support column of pulling head 
13. Table drive mechanism 
14. Ball-bearing guide 
15. Micromotor speed reducer for seed holder rotation 
16. Micromotor speed reducer gear box, for lift mechanism 
17. Adjustable counterweight for balancing 
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Starting material is prepared by a stoechiometric 
reaction between Nb2 0 and CO3 Li2 of high purity 
(99.99%), heated to 1100°C in a platinum crucible 
for approximately 3 hours. 

The equilibrium diagram of Lithium metaniobate 
(Fig. 3), proposed by Lerner, Legros and Dumas, 
shows the variations in the composition of LiNbO3 

near the stoechiometric compound. This may explain 
how, in some particular processing conditions, 
following an evolution of the liquid phase during the 
pulling, certain physical properties can vary in the 
crystal itself. 

The material thus prepared is melted in a crucible 
made of pure platinum about 1 mm thick. The 
platinum crucible, which has a diameter of 60 mm 
and a height of 80 mm, is surrounded by a ceramic 
crucible filled with A1203 insulation cement to ensure 
good thermal insulation. 

It has been shown that the platinum Rhodium 
alloy is unsuitable, because Rhodium dissolves easily 
and rapidly in the bath, pollutes the crystal, and 
perforates the crucible wall. 

The bath is heated to about 20°C above melting 
point by low frequency inductive heating (10 KHerz), 
coupled directly to the crucible. A thermocouple (thermocoax shielded with platinum) dipped directly into 
the bath of melted niobate measures its temperature and ensures regulation of the temperature during the 
entire pulling process. 

A constant oxygen flow of 500 cc per minute enters the furnace. In fact, any lack of oxygen is reflected 
in a substoechiometry and a change in the colour of the crystals. The seed holder attached to the pulling 
head lifts with a regular movement (speed approximately 5 mm per hour), and turns with a rotatory 
movement of 30 to 50 revolutions per minute. A faster pulling rate is revealed by the presence of gas 
bubbles in the crystals. 

Liquldus 

Nb205 

<S 50 

Mole ( 7. ) LÍ2CO3 

Fig 3 : Equilibrium diagram of lithium metaniobate 

Fig 4: Crystal in pulling process Fig. 5: Boule of single crystal LiNbO3 
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Results 

The following defects in pulled lithium niobate can be avoided by careful growth: 
— solid phase inclusions 
— gaseous inclusions 
— dislocations 
— prominent low angle grain boundaries 
— twin plane. 

We have seen that, due to the precision of the pulling head, which consists essentially in: 
— an improvement of the lift and rotation mechanisms. For the equilibrated system, the pulling force is 

constant. This is only limited by the force for lifting the crystal, and all plastic deformation and 
relaxation phenomena in material under stress are also completely avoided. 

— an improvement afforded rigorous and regular temperature control by means of the auxiliary furnace, 
we have obtained a considerable improvement in the quality of the crystals produced. 
Fig. 4 represents a crystal growth, while Fig. 5 represents a single crystal boule realised with the 

apparatus and operating technique described. The crystals are perfectly transparent, colourless, and without 
any visible imperfections. 
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NEW ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Analytical Support 

H. Hannaert 

Besides the many routine analyses which have been carried out, it would be worthwhile to point out 
certain activities which deserve special attention: 
- Within the framework of the Environmental Pollution program, more than a thousand of determinations 

nitrogen by microkjeldahl and phosphorus by spectrophotometry have been carried out for the 
study on plancton. At the same time, determinations of metal traces in water by spectrophotometry and 
atomic absorption have been performed. 

- Kinetic studies and analytical controls were necessary for the examination of several chemical cycles 
which have been investigated for hydrogen production. 

- Separation techniques for gravimetric analysis of ternary alloys Ta-Ni-Cu have been developed. Besides, a 
spectrophotometric method for measuring free Si and free or combined Si02 in coated particle fuels for 
high temperature reactors has been c set-up d and applied. A method for the vacuum fusion 
determination of gases in silicon carbides have been developed. 

- In support to the Physics program, the composition of binary alloys Au-Ag has been determined 
gravimetrically. 

- A rather important task has been the isotopie analysis of reactor fuel elements by spark source mass 
spectrometry as well as by thermal ionisation MS for which only 1(T6 g samplesare needed. Polarography 
has been applied for O/U ratios in ceramic fuels. 

- The applicability of X-ray spectroscopy has been studied as an identification method for sealing devices 
used in the safeguarding of nuclear materials. It is based on the identification of artificial metallic 
inclusions randomly distributed in a solid matrix followed by the establishment of an "X-ray 
fingerprint". For some applications this technique looks more advantageous than the recently elaborated 
"ultrasounds" method. 

- Some nuclear activation techniques have been developed in order to study the interactions between 
biological macromolelcules and heavy metals recognized as air or water pollutants. 

- Within the framework of the irradiated fuel analysis, a support activity to the HTGR program including 
the dissolution studies of irradiated U02 coated particles has been done. TRINO fuel input samples for 
EUROCHEMIC plant were purified for the analyses by isotopie dilution and mass spectrometry 
techniques. 

- In the field of optical spectroscopy several techniques based on atomic absorption, atomic fluorescence 
and atomic emission spectroscopy have been developed to solve problems for BCR and Environmental 
Pollution programs. The pursued aim was: increase of precision and sensitivity for the determination of 
metal traces in different materials. 

- The spraying studies by inductive plasma at high frequency have been continued. Works on deposition 
of Au on BeO, Al on SiC and Ni on polyethylene have been carried out: the deposition technique 
patented in our labs is now in use in several industries. 

- Finally Cu/Fe high purity alloys containing 0.1 — 0.3% of iron have been preparedat the request of the 
Physics division. This preparation has been achieved by using a fusion device by inductive heating at 
medium frequency in the bulk of the treated material. 
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The Application of an Automatic Organic Element 
Microanalyzer to the Determination of C, N and H 

in Inorganic Compounds 

A. Colombo, R. Vivian 

The Hewlett Packard Model 185 CHN Analyser, which is based on an automated modified Dumas 
combustion technique, has been recently in use in our laboratories in the field of environmental pollution, 
for carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen determination on particulate samples collected from urban atmospheres. 

As the instrument is conceived for the analysis of organic materials, it seemed necessary to test its 
feasibility for the inorganic ones, because a large number of them are likely to be contained in the 
environmental samples. 

With minor modifications to the procedure routinely used for the analysis of organics, the instrument 
has proved to be capable of analyzing a large variety of inorganic compounds. The results of the tests made 
are summarized in Table 1, which also shows the errors involved in such determinations: they are of the 
same order of magnitude as those encountered in the usual organic analysis. 

From the survey of the literature and from other tests made, it appeared that the only materials 
difficult to analyze are most of the carbides and nitrides which on the other hand are unlikely to be 
contained in environmental samples. 

The results seem to prove the ability of this instrument to estend its field of application: i.e. analysis of 
carbonate rocks; determination of crystallisation water; rapid determination of the percentage weight 
composition of inorganic mixtures of up to four components. 

Table 1 - analysis of inorganic compounds 

Compound 

NaN03 

K N 0 3 

B a ( N 0 3 ) 2 

AgNOj 
NH 4 N0 3 

(NH 4 ) 2 PH0 4 

(NH 4 ) 2 S0 4 

NH 4 V0 3 

NH4C1 
NaN3 

NaSCN 
KSCN 
K 3 lc(CN) 6 

Li 2C0 3 

Na 2 C0 3 

CaC03 

Sr(O 3 

BaC03 

COOK(CHOH)2COOH 
H 3 B0 3 

Ca(OH)2 

Z r H l , 9 5 

% C 

Theor. 

14,81 
12,36 
21,89 
16,25 
11,33 
12,00 
8,13 
6,08 

25,53 

Exp. 

14,30 
11,93 
21,63 
16,44 
10,97 
12,13 
8,41 
5,77 

25,35 

Error 

-0,51 
-0,43 

0,26 
+0,19 

0.36 
+0,13 
+0,28 

0,31 
0,18 

% N 

Theor. 

16,48 
13,85 
10,72 
8,24 

35,00 
21,21 
21,20 
11,97 
26,18 
64,64 
17,28 
14,41 
25,53 

Exp. 

16,21 
13,67 
10,45 

7,86 
35,02 
20,70 
21,12 
11,87 
26,23 
63,82 
16,91 
14,13 
25,79 

Error. 

-0,27 
-0,18 
-0,27 
-0,38 
+0,02 
-0.51 
-0,08 
-0,10 

+0,05 
-0,82 

0,37 
0,28 

+0,26 

Theor. 

5,04 
6,87 
6,10 
3,45 
7,54 

1,01 

2.68 
4,89 
2,72 
2.11 

% 
Exp. 

5,20 
7,09 
6,36 
3,24 
7.67 

0,84 

2,55 
4,79 
2,66 
1,96 

-I 

Error 

+0,16 
+0,22 
+0,26 
-0,21 

+0,13 

0,17 

0,13 
0.10 
0,06 
0.15 
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X—Ray Spectroscopic Determination of Metals in Water 

C.J. Toussaint, G. Aina, J. Broothaerts 

The numerous analytical problems presented by water in its various uses, ranging from the primary 
circuit of a nuclear power station to the current preoccupation with pollution control, have led to the 
development of Xray spectroscopical techniques for the determination of dissolved and suspended metals 
in water. 

Dissolved Metals (Cations) 

Since the limit of detection by Xray 
fluorescence using direct methods, for most 
metals is about 1 mg/1 and the expected level of 
impurities is in the 1 to 0,001 mg/1 range, a 
preconcentration technique was necessary. Ion 
exchange has been chosen using cation 
exchange resin loaded papers in the Na+ form. 

The number of filtrations required to 
produce maximum recovery, the effect of PH 
and filtration rate on the retention of cations 
have been studied. The sample volume required 
generally ranges from 50 ml to some 500 ml 
depending on the concentration level of the 
impurities. Precision of between 1 and 10%has 
been obtained. Fig. 1 shows the calibration 
curves for the simultaneous determination of 
Mn, Cr, Fe, Ni and Cu in the 0100 p% range. 

Other metals which can be determined are 
Co, Zn and Zr. 

The detection limits for all these elements 
are between 0.02 and 0.1 jug. Table 1 shows the 
results of very satisfactory analyses of test 
samples. 

Although primarily developed for the 
determination of metals in reactor feed water 
or similar water, the method has been extended 
to elements such as Pb, Cd, Th and Se which 
may be considered to be important toxic 
pollutants. Since Se did not exchange as cation, 
we have transferred Se+4 «to an anionic form, 
followed by recovery using resins with anion 
exchange properties. 
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Fig 1 : Calibration curves for the simultaneous deter
mination of Mn, Cr, Fe, Ni and Cu in the 
0100 ßg range 

Table 1 

Sample 

Reference 

1 

1A 

2 

2A 

3 

3A 

4 

4A 

MgFe 

added 

10 

10 

50 

50 

50 

50 

100 

100 

found 

10 

10 

52 

50 

52 

52 

101 

106 

MgCi 

added 

5 

5 

100 

100 

50 

50 

100 

100 

found 

5 

5 

102 

101 

55 

51 

101 

99 

MgNi 

added 

5 

5 

100 

100 

100 

100 

50 

50 

found 

5 

5 

102 

99 

104 

97 

53 

51 

MgCi 

added 

5 

5 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

1 

found 

5 

5 

9 

10 

10 

9 

9 

10 

MgMn 

added 

5 

5 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

found 

5 

5 

8 

8 

11 

9 

11 

10 
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Suspended Matter 

This material is, in the case of primary water for reactors, mostly caused by corrosion phenomena and is 
composed mainly of Fe, Ni and Cr oxides. 

This undissolved material is collected on millipore filters with a pore-width of 0,45 micron. Standard 
samples have been prepared by a special technique, which produces uniform oxide layers. Working curves 
for the analysis of Fe, Ni, Cu, Cr, Zn, Pb, Ti and Zr have been established. 

Table 2 shows some results obtained on samples from 2 different nuclear power stations. 

OBRIGHEIM I 
OBRIGHEIM II 
CHOOZ1 
CHOOZ II 

Ni 

60 
13 
20 
54 

Table 

Cr 

55 
20 
29 
72 

2 

Fe 

16 
6 

190 
480 

Cu 

7 
3 

29 
69 

Zr 
(Mg/cm2) 

< 1 
< 1 

64 
203 

Water Determination in Iron Chlorides 

G. Serrini-Lanza, G. Serrini 

Amongst the analytical problems related to the iron-chlorine cycle 1> the control of the water content 
in anhydrous FeCl3 and in the products of the Fe203 + HCl gas reaction, is of particular significance. 

Direct K. Fischer's titration and separation of water from the matrix have been investigated. 

Direct K. Fischer's Titration 

- Fe(III) is entirely reduced to Fe(II) by K. Fischer reagent. In the particular case of FeCl3.6H20, only 5,5 
moles of water are found according to the following global reaction 2 ) : 

FeCl3.6H20 + 5,5I2 + 6S02 + 6CH3OH ► Fel2 + 9HI + 3HCI + 6H2S04 . CH3 

Fe 20 3 or ferrous salts, if present, do not disturb the water titration. 
- Therefore, provided that the Fe(III) content of the sample is known, direct determination of water is 

possible taking into account the iodine consumption for the reduction of Fe(III). 
- In the presence of only FeCl3 χ H 20, the water %is given by: 

H 2 0 = ( Β A+5,55.IGT2 ρ 
1,055 ρ 100) 

where: 
A 
Β 

mgHjO found by K. Fischer's titration 
mgH20 added (H20 contents of CH3OH, previously analysed, employed to dissolve 
the sample) 

ρ = mg of analysed sample 
- If the Fe(III) contents in the sample is unknown, or other interferences are suspected, direct K. Fischer's 

titration is inapplicable unless water separation is realised. 

Water Separation 

Water in the sample is extracted by an azeotropic distillation with chloroform and methyl alchol, and 
the resultant solution titrated with K. Fischer reagent. Because iron (III) chloride and dry chloroform are 
hydrophilic, all analytical operations must be realised avoiding any contact with the atmosphere. 
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Table I 

ml of distilled 
CHC13 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

Recovery of water 
% 

30 
75 
90 
95 
99 
99,8 

100 

- typical recovery of 40 mg of water vs 
volume of distilled chloroform. 

Table 2 

Compounds 

FcCl3-6H20 
FeCl3-6H20 
FeCl3anhyd. 
(commercial) 
H20 

Weight of sample 
(mg) 

100- 120 
20 

500-600 

5 - 2 0 

% H 2 0 
(theor.) 

39,99 
39,99 

— 

100 

%H20 
(dir. titrat.) 

40,04 (6) 
39,85(6) 

1,58(6) 

100 ±1(6) 

%H 2 0 
(azeot. dist.) 

40,03(8) 
39,96 (8) 

1,60(8) 

100 ±1,5(8) 

standard 
deviat. 

0,43 
0,53 
0,04 

-

comparison of the two analytical methods for water determination in FeCl3. 
ported the number of performed determinations. 

In brackets is re-

The sample is dissolved in a flask sealed with a special antibiotic cap with a known amount of 
previously analysed methyl alcohol, and a part of the solution is introduced by a syringe into a distillation 
flask containing dry chloroform. (Water contents of chloroform passed through a 1 m column filled with an 
activated molecular sieve of 4 A : 20-30 ppm). 

50 to 70 ml of distillate are collected (Table 1) and titrated. Taking into account the weight of the 
sample, the water contents of methyl alchol and distilled chloroform, and the volume of K. Fischer reagent 
employed for the titration, it is easy to calculate the % of water. 
- Accuracy and reproducibility of the proposed method and comparison with the direct determination of 

water in iron (III) chloride samples are reported in Table 2. 

References 

1 ' Production d'hydrogène à partir de l'eau, par des cycles de réactions chimiques en utilisant la chaleur nucléaire. 
Working paper (submitted as Doc. CCG 51 f 20 juillet 1972). 

2 ) J. Mitchell, D.M. Smith, Aquametry, Inters. Pubi. Inc. New York, p. 261 (1960). 
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Microdetermination of Free Silicon and Free or Combined 
Silica in Silicon Carbide 

W. Leyendecker, G. Serrini 

With the aim of characterizing SiC in coated particle fuels, we have first tried to develop a 
mieroanalytical method capable of detecting free Si and free or combined Si02 in SiC samples. 

To our knowledge, only macroanalytical methods 1 ' 2 ' for these determinations have been reported in 
literature. 

The proposed method is based on the spectrophotometric measurements of the two components 
(Si + Si02) and of Si02 alone respectively after dissolution of the samples (10 mg are enough to perform 
these determinations). 

The acid dissolution of the two components together, and the selective one of silica, have been realised 
in teflon tubes with a mixture of 1 ml (1 + 1) HN03 + 0,4 ml cone. HF and 1 ml 8 N H2S04 + 0,4 ml 
cone. HF. Full details concerning optimal dissolution conditions with respect to the influence of the 
temperature, the time of acid attack, the concentrations of mineral acids, the weight and dimensions of the 
samples etc., have already been reported in a recent paper 3 ) . 

Known amounts of metallic Si (from 0,1 to 1 mg) alone or in presence of amorphous or crystallised 
silica are found by the proposed method at ± 5%of the theoretical value. 

Similarly known amounts of amorphous or crystallised silica (from 0,2 to 2 mg) are found alone or in 
the presence of Si at ± 3% of the theoretical value. 

Table 1 reports the reproducibility of the proposed methods. The results for the analysis of SiC powder 
samples (dimensions of the grains 31 - 177 urn) are in good agreement with those obtained by other 
analytical techniques or by standardised macroanalytical procedure (Table 2 and 3). The proposed method 
is simple and rapid and the sensitivity can easily be improved by using the reduction of the yellow 
silicamolibdate complex. 

Table 1 - Reproducibility of the proposed analytical methods for free silicon and 
free on combined silica determinations in SiC samples. 

Samples 

SiCl 
SiC 2 
SiC 3 
SiC 4 

Free Si 

X(%) 

0,45 
0,44 
1,42 
0,73 

n 

10 
6 
6 

10 

RSD (%) 

5,3 
4,7 
6,5 
5,2 

Free or combined Si0 2 

X ( % ) 

2,06 
0,50 
1,00 
0,98 

n 

10 
6 
6 

12 

RSD (%) 

2,7 
3,0 
2,5 
3,1 

χ — average; n - number of performed determinations; RSD — relative standard deviation. 

Table 2 - Determination of free silicon in SiC samples. Comparison of proposed 
method with other standardised analytical techniques. 

Samples 

SiC 2 (74 - 177/um) 
SiC 2 (125- 177/um) 
SiC 2 (105- 125/um) 
SiC 2 (74 - 105/urn) 
SiC 2 (53 -74 /urn) 
SiC 3 (53 - 105/um) 
SiC 4 (11 -53 /urn) 
SiC 4 (31 -53 /urn) 
SiC 5 (31 -53 /urn) 

Proposed Method 
(spectrophotometric) 

0,49 
0,66 
0,44 
0,53 
0,53 
1,42 
0,73 
0,81 
1,15 

Standardised DIN 
method 

(H2 evolution) (1) 

0,52 
0,64 
0,46 
0,52 
0,54 
1,40 
0,76 

-
1,23 

Standardised AFNOR 
method 

(AgF reduction) (2) 

0,50 
0,63 
0,48 
0,52 

-
1,44 
0,80 
0,80 -
1,23 ' 

All the results are expressed in /c of free Silicon 
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Table 3 Determination of free and combined silica in SiC samples. Comparison of proposed method 

with other analytical techniques. 

Sample 

SiC 2 ( 7 4  177/um) 

SiC 2 (125 177/um) 

SiC 2 (105 125/um) 

SiC 3 ( 53  105/um) 

SiC 4 ( 1 1  5 3 /urn) 

SiC 5 ( 3 1  5 3 /um) 

SiC Spattering grade 

( < 125/um) 

SiC ( < 125/um) 

Proposed 

Method 

0,50 

0,56 

0,53 

1,00 

0,98 

1,40 

«S 0,10 

1,20 

Standardised AFNOR 

Method (2) 

0,51 

0,57 

0,55 

1,07 

0,95 

1,44 





Vacuum Hot 

extraction 

(4) 

0,49 * 





0,86 

0,98 



< 0 , 1 5 

1,13 

Activation 

0,47 * 





0,94 

0,99 







(*) Calculated from obtained oxygen cuntents 

All the results arc expressed in 0/o of silica. 

References 

1) DIN 51075 Februar 1966, Chemische Analyse Von SiC. 

2) N.F. Β 49443 Juin 1953, Analyse chimique des produits réfractaires. 

3) G. Serrini, W. Leyendecker, Determinazione a livello micro del Si libero, della Si02 libera o combinata, del C totale e 
libero nel SiC. Met. hai. 64,4 (1972). 

4) A. Colombo, R. Vivian, E. Κοάαή,Αηαi Chim. Acta 62,472 (1972). 

Determination of Mercury in Mark I Process Solutions by 
Controlled Potential Coulometry 

ƒƒ. Muntali, R. Cenci 

Introduction 

The scope of this study was the development of a simple, precise and reliable method for the 
determination of residual mercury in the process solutions after the HgO-precipitation step of the Mark I 
cycle. Moreover, the method should eventually be fully automatised. We adapted controlled-potential 
coulometry (CPC) for the following reasons: 

CPC as an absolute method does not need calibration and standards; 
using a mercury cathode, it will not suffer from electrode poisoning and alterations, as solid electrodes 
do; 
varying concentrations in the electrolyte composition, i.e. increasing or decreasing concentrations of 
CaBr2, Ca(OH)2 , HBr, are not expected to influence the measurements; 
varying temperatures of the sample do not show unfavourable influence; 
the precision to be obtained (RSD = ~ 0,1 %); 
wide concentration range between 40 mg/ml and 10 jUg/ml. 

Experimental 

Two main groups of parameters were to be investigated: 
the influence of the different compounds present in the reaction vessel of Mark I, i.e., CaBr2, HBr, 
Ca(OH)2 ; 
the behaviour of the basal electrolytes. 
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Apparatus and Materials 

All measurements have been performed with the aid of the ORNL Model Q2005 Automatic 
Coulometer and the standard cell used in routine measurements. 

The cell was deaereated prior to reduction by passing Argon UPP through the solution. 
The mercury used as cathode and standard was a Mercury Industriesproduct of 99.99999% purity. 
The chemical products used were reagent grade without further purification. 

Preparation of MercuryStandards 

Weighed amounts of mercury (99.99999%), covered with pure water, were dissolved in nitric acid and 
the nitrates destroyed by fuming with sulphuric acid (Standard I = 12,76 mg Hg2+/ml). 

A saturated mercury bromide solution was prepared from an excess of HgBr2, suspended in water and 
allowed to stand for 3 days at room temperature. The remaining excess of HgBr2 was then filtered off. 
Cyanometric analysis of the solution yielded a value of 2,90 mg/ml Hg2+, corresponding to 5,21 
mg HgBr2/ml or a molarity of 0,0145 (standard II = 2,9 mgHg/ml). 

Measurements on Standard I 

Measurements on pure Hg2+ solutions were performed using 1 M HCß04 as basal electrolyte, 
standard deviation has been determined (Table 1). 

Table 1 

The 

Mercury given 

[mg] 

10.27, 

Mercury found 

[mg] 

10,272 

n 

9 

RSD 

[%] 

0,17 

Mercury given 

[mg] 

12,76] 

Mercury found 

[mg] 

12.797 

n 

9 

RSD 

[%] 

0,19 

A sensitivity test for the determination of Hg yielded the following values (Table 2): 

Amplification 

I χ ! 

1 χ 1 

1 χ 10 

lOx 10 

10 χ 100 

Table 

Mercury given * 

[mg] 

38,28 

12,76 

1,28 

0,13 

0,013 

2 

RSD 

[%] 

0,17 

0,14 

0,18 

0,20 

2,2 

η 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Basal electrolyte 

1 M HC104 

Variations in the basal electrolyte concentration between 0,5 and 5M did not influence the 
measurements. 

Measurements on Standard II (HgBr2 ) 

The influence of large amounts of CaBr2 and HBr was investigated using CaBr2 solutions previously 
saturated with Ca(OH)2, HBr and 5 M HC104 as a basal electrolyte. CaBr2concentrations between 0,05 
and 1,5M and HBrconcentrations between 0,1 and 1,0M did not influence the results. Standard deviations 
varied between 0,17% and 0,21% and 0,16 and 0,22% respectively, determining 1 mlaliquots of Standard II 
in presence of increasing amounts of CaBr2 and HBr as mentioned above. 

Table 3 

Mercury given 

[mg] 

2.93 

Mercury found 

[mg] 

2.93 

η 

8 

RSD 

[%] 

0,22 

values approximately defined by dilutine standard I. 
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Conclusion 

The determination of Hg with the aid of CPC yields acceptable results under the conditions described in 
the experimental part. 

The concentrations of basal electrolyte, CaBr2 and HBr do not appear to be critical within a wide range. 
The precision obtained of about 0,2%is satisfactory. The sensitivity may be increased for at least one order 
of magnitude, even more, using the new Microcoulometer GOKA. 

As described elsewhere * , the method seems readily suitable for automatization at relatively low cost. 

Determination of Hg in Various Matrices 

G. Rossi, E. Orthmann-Roemer 

A new procedure has been set up for the determination of traces in Hg in various matrices by flameless 
atomic absorption spectroscopy. The procedure avoids the dissolution and/or any chemical treatment of 
the sample thus eliminating the possibilities of losses of Hg or contaminations from the reagents and is 
based on a fast pyrolisis of the sample in air or oxygen. 

The combustion gases are passed through two zones containing CuO and Ag at controlled temperature 
to help oxydation. Hg vapours are collected on a Au wire amalgamator while other volatile compounds, 
which could interfere, are eliminated. Finally the Hg is driven off from the amalgamator by heating at 
about 700° C in an Ar stream and its concentration determined photometrically from the absorption values 
at 253.7 nm. An absolute sensitivity (1% absorption) of 0.4 ng Hg has achieved the reproducibility (σ) 
calculated at the level of 20 ng of Hg, being ± 5%. 

The procedure has been successfully applied to samples of coals, animal tissues, plants, sediments and 
solutions of different origin in the framework of the analytical program connected with the BCR and 
Environmental Pollution programs. 

*) "Automatic Determination of Mercury by controlled-potential coulometry ' 
EUR-Report in press. 
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Trace Metal Analysis by Flameless Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 

G. Rossi, C.J. Pickford 

In the framework of the environmental pollution control, the feasibility and applicability of the 
graphite tube flameless atomic absorption spectrometry for the analysis of trace metals in solutions have 
been investigated. 

The specially designed and previously described instrument (J.R.E. Annual Report 1971 EUR 4842 
pag. 296) has been used in a sequential mode. 

In particular, for each of the elements studied, the most suitable non-resonance line to correct for 
spurious absorption signals has been selected and the reproducibility at two concentration levels evaluated. 
Table 1 collects the line pairs used and the achieved precision as compared to values reported in the 
literature. 

Table I - Line pairs and reproducibility data. 

Element 

Co 

Cr 

Cu 

Fe 

Mn 

Ni 

Pb 

Resonance/non-resonance 
line pairs (nm) 

Co240.7/Co 241.4 

Cr 357.9/Ne 352.0 

Cu 324.7/Cu 323.1 

Fe 248.3/Cu 249.2 

Mn 279.5/Cu 282.4 

Ni 232.O/Ni 231.4 

Pb 283.2/Pb 280.1 

Reproducibility 

0.5% 20 ppb 
1.5% 2 ppb 

0.9% 50 ppb 
1.8% 5 ppb 

1.0% 20 ppb 
2.3% 2 ppb 

0.8% 10 ppb 
1.5% 2 ppb 

1.1% 10 ppb 
1.6% 2 ppb 

1.3% 50 ppb 
2.2% 5 ppb 

1.8% 50 ppb 
2.3% 5 ppb 

Literature 
values 

4.9% 2 ppb 

4.7% 2 ppb 

4.7% 10 ppb 

3.5% 2 ppb 

2.6% 20 ppb 

3.9% 5 ppb 

Extensive studies on Pb showed that variation in absorption signal caused by changes in the volatibility 
of the sample are eliminated and the compensation for spurious absorption phenomena is good up to 75% 
absorption. In fact a constant absorption signal from 10 ppb of Pb is obtained in the presence of large 
amounts of foreign elements (up to 80.000 fold excess) or when the temperature of the graphite crucible is 
varied artificially within a rather large interval. 

The technique has been successully applied to the analysis of a wide ranging variety of solutions 
including biological samples. 

References 

1) C.J. Pickford. G. Rossi, Analysis of High Purity Water by Flameless Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy - Part I - The 
Analyst 97, 647 (1972). 

2) C.J. Pickford, G. Rossi, Analysis of High Purity Water by Flameless Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy - Part II in 
press on The Analyst. 

3) F.J. Fernandez, D.C. Manning, Atomic Absorption Newsletter 65, 10 (1971). 
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Cerenkov Counting in Activation Analysis 

F. Girardi, G. Guzzi, R. Pietra, E Sabbioni 

Chemical characterization of standard reference materials requires a precision, which is often well 
above that requested in most routine analyses. In activation analysis, the precision obtained by 
routine procedures is usually 10— 15%, and many analyses are needed to obtain a mean value with a 
precision of 2 — 3%, as requested for a good characterization of reference standards. 

In order to improve the intrinsic precision of activation analyses for many trace elements, a systematic 
study of the possibility and advantages of using Cerenkov radiation spectroscopy for the final radioactivity 
evaluation (to substitute the classical β counting and 7ray spectrometric methods) has been carried out. 

The efficiency of a Cerenkov detector vs. ßparticle energy was determined (figure 1) and the 
detection efficiency of 70 radionuclides was either calculated from decay schemes or, whenever possible, 
experimentally determined. 

The results obtained indicate that Cerenkov detection provides a substantial improvement both in 
detection sensitivity and precision for activation analyses of many elements such as K, Rb, Y, Th, Cu, Si, P, 
Sn, Tl, Pb, Bi and a few rare earths. 

Practical analyses were carried out for the determination of Ca, Si, Ρ, Κ in a few standard reference 
materials, and the results obtained confirmed the indications of the systematic study. 
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Fig. 1 : Cerenkov counting efficiency versus ßenergy 
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Activities made in Cooperation 

H. Hannaert 

The Chemistry Division has concluded a great number of collaboration contracts with universities and 
organizations of different nationalities. Besides this, our participation in circular analyses activities has been 
intensified, especially in collaboration with the NBS (Washington), the OECD (Paris), the ISO (Paris), 
Bureau Eurisotope (Brussels), with the national expert working Groups for the "Elimination of Technical 
Obstacles" in the field of Customs Duties and Agriculture and with the EEC General Directions dealing 
with these affairs. 

Finally, following an agreement between the J.R.C, and a number of universities, some theses have been 
prepared or are being prepared in our laboratories. 

University of Pavia (Italy) 

1) A thesis on the application of radiochemical methods in biochemistry has been completed. 
2) A thesis on mass spectrometry of heterocyclic compounds has been accomplished. 

University of Milan (Italy) 

1) A thesis on thermodifferential and thermogravimetric analysis of clays has been completed. 
2) A thesis on electrochemical determination at high temperature of the thermodynamic stability of the 

intermetallic phase Co3Nb has been prepared. 
3) A thesis entitled "Study of solid transport in fluidized beds for the production of coated particles" is 

almost complete. 
4) A thesis about the investigation of organic residues in the sediments of the Lake of Lugano is in 

preparation. 

University of Liège (Belgium) 

1) A thesis on the subject "Comparative Studies on the Possibilities of Using Sediment Composition and 
Heavy Metal Contents of Lagarosiphon Major (Ridley) Moss and Myriophyllum Spicatum L. as 
indicators of Heavy Metal Pollution of Lago Maggiore" has been completed. 

2) A thesis entitled "Utilisation of Isotopie Neutron Sources for the High Precision Analysis of the Major 
Components in Samples of Powders and Minerals" is in preparation. 

University of Orsay (France) 

1) A thesis dealing with the optimization by computer of an activation analysis method based on the use of 
selective chemical separations and high resolution 7-ray spectrometry is almost complete. 

Technische Hochschule of Aix-la-Chapelle (Germany) 

A "Diplomarbeit" entitled "Development of a Method for the Determination of Residence Time 
Distribution in a Spouting Bed by Pulsed Tracer Injection" has been accomplished. 
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BIOLOGY DIVISION 

Karl Gerbaulet 

The biological research work carried out during 1972 at the Joint Research Centre, Ispra, was pursued 
according to the earlier defined programme lines (see Annual Report 1971) and closely linked to those of 
various EURATOM Association or Group Contracts. 

A corresponding activity report covering the reference period is published separately by the Directorate 
for Biology of the Commission of the European Communities in its Annual Report: Biology — Health 
Protection. A brief description of the biological work performed at Ispra is presented under the following 
project titles: 

Environmental contamination by radioactive and conventional pollutants. The studies were mainly 
concerned with the transfer and effects of heavy metals in/on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 
Chromium was chosen as pollutant for a pilot study because of its release in both forms (radioactive and 

non-radioactive ) from nuclear plants. This work was carried out in collaboration with the Association 
EURATOM-ITAL, in the Netherlands. Further work, executed on request of the Association 
EURATOM-CEA, France, considered specific aspects of the transfer of radioactive zinc, mercury, cesium 
and iodine. 

Studies concerned with the effects of various conventional heavy metal pollutants were performed in 
close collaboration with various Divisions of the Ispra Establishment as part of the Environmental 
Protection programme of the Joint Research Centre. 
Some results concerning studies in aquatic ecosystems are reported later under the corresponding topic. 

- DNA damage by radiation and mutagenic chemicals. Studies of the effects of radiation and chemicals on 
nucleic acids were continued in the framework of the "Liaison Group on Genetic Effects of Radiation". 
Isolated mammalian systems were used in order to elucidate the mechanisms primarily involved in the 
enzymatic expression and repair of DNA damage. Part of the work was a joint effort with the Chemistry 
Division of the J.R.C., the Laboratorio di Genetica Biochimica ed Evoluzionistica of the CNR in 
Pavia/Italy, and the Medisch Biologisch Laboratorium of the TNO in Rijswijk/Netherlands. 

An overall review, illustrating the scope, basic principles and results obtained so far in this field are 
presented below. 

- Radiation Biophysics and Microdosimetry. Participating in the coordinated pluriannual research 
programme of the "Contractors Group Dosimetry" experimental and theoretical studies on the 
structures of ionizing radiations in biological material and in model substances were performed. On the 
basis of the structures obtained ionization patterns and energy deposition patterns of fast neutrons, X-, 
and 7-rays in critical biological volumes were evaluated. 

The corresponding selected topic indicates the international coordination aspect of the programme 
as well as the part played by the staff located at Ispra. 

- Radiation sensitivity of insects. The physiological effects of gamma-irradiation on lepidoptera, when 
applied at different stages of their life-cycle, were studied. Adequate rearing procedures under laboratory 
conditions were also elaborated for this species. The work was carried out in close collaboration with 
contractors in the EURATOM Radioentomology Programme particularly with the University of 
Padova/Italy. 

All the work carried out during 1972 was considerably assisted by the availability of student grants and 
Fellowships. Five students obtained their doctor's degree. 

Two consecutive research coordination meetings on "Isotope Tracer aided Studies on the Fate and 
Significance of Foreign Compounds in (A) Food and (B) Agriculture Environment" have been held at the 
Ispra Establishment, they were organized by the Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Atomic Energy in Food and 
Agriculture. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION STUDIES IN AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS 

Environmental contamination studies in "terrestrial ecosystems" have been presented in the preceding 
Annual Report (1971) in which not only the scope and the performance of some specific work involved but 
also the special facilities available on site have been described in detail. This year it was deemed logical, in 
order to complete the overall picture, to present some typical research work carried out during 1972 on 
"aquatic ecosystems". For this, the following three studies were selected: 

Transfer and Effects of Heavy Metals in Zooplankton 

Marie-France Baudouin - Scoppa 

Introduction 
Zooplankton has a fundamental role to play both in the equilibrium of aquatic ecosystems and in 

transfer processes of pollutants through the aquatic food chain. 
Plankton organisms can be very sensitive to the toxic action of inorganic and organic chemicals. This 

important characteristic has been emphasized in the literature describing the use of planktonic organisms 
(Daphnia magna) as bioindicators of water pollution. Since zooplankton is the exclusive food source of 
numerous fish species, the presence of pollutants in concentrations at which fish are not directly affected, 
may easily result in qualitative and quantitative decreases in fish populations because of the reduced 
availability of zooplankton. 

On the other hand, pollutants present in concentrations sublethal to zooplankton may be 
bioconcentrated by planktonic organisms. Fish species which have zooplankton as a major food source will 
therefore introduce into their bodies highly contaminated food and the pollutant may become further 
concentrated and accumulated in specific organs according to its pnysico-chemical and biological 
characteristics. 
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Fig. 1 : Toxicity of metal salts for freshwater zooplankton (exposure time in days resulting in 50 
mortality as function of metals concentrations) 

Therefore, environmental studies on aquatic ecosystems must take into consideration at least two basic 
problems in a certain number of representative planktonic species: transfer and toxicity of pollutants. The 
knowledge of these aspects concerning freshwater zooplankton is still inadequate, but indispensable for a 
correct establishment of the maximum allowed concentration of inorganic and organic compounds in 
fresh water. 

Work performed and results 

Investigations carried out in 1972 were directed to collect data on the toxicity of metal salts for three of 
the most important freshwater zooplankters: Daphnia hyalina, Cyclops abyssorum and Eudiaptomus 
padanus. Despite numerous technical difficulties connected with toxicological research in homogeneous 
planktonic populations, twelve metals have been investigated under controlled environmental conditions. 
When the time of 50% death was plotted against metal concentration on double logarithmic paper, the 
toxicity curves shown in Fig. 1 were obtained. A marked species difference is observed: the cladoceran 
Daphnia is more sensitive than copepods, since for these latter the TL48 values, i.e. those concentrations of 
metals resulting in 50% mortality after 48 hours of exposure, of the most metals under investigation are 
about one order of magnitude higher. The slope of toxicity curves, representing the variation in survival 
following a change of pollutant concentration, is dependent not only on the metal investigated but also on 
the planktonic species taken into consideration. Therefore, it is very difficult to make general assumptions 
about the effects of an increase of metal concentrations on a mixed zooplanktonic population. 

If the metals were arranged in order of decreasing toxicity, expressed as TL48 , only minor differences in 
the sequence are observed between the two copepods (Fig. 2). In the case of Daphnia, there are however 
considerable differences concerning the most toxic metal salts; in this species mercury chloride is the most 
toxic and sodium Chromate, similarly, turns out to be much more dangerous as compared with both 
copepods. 
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DAPHNIA HYALINA 

EUDIAPTOMUS PADANUS 

CYCLOPS ABYSSORUM 

Hg > Cu > Zn > Cr > Cd > Co > Pb > Ni > Cs > Sr > Mg > Ca 

Cu > Cd > Zn > Hg > Pb > Ni > Co > Cr > Cs > Sr > Hg > Ca 

Cu > Zn > Hg > Cd > Pb > Ni > Co > Cr > Cs > Mg > Sr > Ca 

Fig. 2: 7X4g values (tolerance limit at which 50'/cmortality is reached after 
48 hours of exposure) of zooplankters for various metals 

Further detailed investigations on uptake and release of, for example, the hexavalent anionic Chromate, 
labelled with 5 ' Cr, have shown that CrO~4 does not penetrate into Cyclops and Eudiaptomus, whereas in 
Daphnia there is a rapid uptake resulting in a concentration factor of 20 at 10 C when the equilibrium has 
been reached. Since this difference between copepods and cladocerans has not been observed in dead 
animals, it can be argued that it depends on biological processes and not on surface adsorption or passive 
transfer phenomena. This kind of study will be extended to other metal salts in order to gain more 
information to explain the species differences in response to toxic actions. 

The effect of temperature and acclimatisation on the toxicity of pollutants is another very important 
subject of investigation, since thermal pollution is now increasing at an alarming rate. Preliminary results of 
a temperature increase concern at present only a limited number of metal talis and are shown in Fig. 3. It 
can be seen that the responses for the 3 metals (Hg, Cu, Cr) are very different: the slope of the curves 
depends on the temperature, and the increase in toxicity varies with the metal. No assumption can still be 
made about temperature effects on their toxicity because the mode of action of metal salts on zooplankton 
is practically unknown. For example, if it is a simple chemical reaction one might predict that an increase in 
water temperature would increase toxicity, but if the mechanism were to involve the deposit of a metal 
hydrous oxide precipitate on the external part of the animal, temperature would not play an important role 
in toxicity level. 

Further toxicological investigation to be concluded in the coming months will include series of 
experiments to evaluate the joint toxicity of metal salts. 

Apart from the practical importance of the data obtained, they can give us valuable assistance in 
explaining the mechanism of action. 

As the methodology for research on freshwater zooplankton is still inadequate, in the course of our 
toxicological investigations improvement of techniques was not neglected. Apart from research on the 
possibility of using nucleic acid measurements as an index of biomass, most of our efforts have been 
directed to discovering sensitive parameters for detecting impairment of biological processes in zooplankters 
exposed to pollutants. Respiration rate, measured by oxygen consumption or by enzyme activities, is at 
present under investigation. 
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Fig 3 : Effect of increasing water temperature on toxicity of metal in Daphnia hyalina 
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Effects of Heavy Water Metals in Fish 

A. Berg, Margaret Merlini 

Introduction 

It is difficult to assess the burden of heavy metals that lakes must bear from man's indiscriminate use 
and misuse of them. But it is clear that heavy metals from all sources may remain in solution, once they 
enter the lake, or precipitate and settle down on the bottom only to return to the ionic state when 
environmental conditions become chemically favorable. Fish are subjected to metals from two different 
sources: from water (via direct uptake) if the physico-chemical state permits them to enter the gills, and 
from food sources (via indirect uptake). 

There exists numerous literature dealing with the effects of environmental pollutants to fish after both 
ways of uptake. Generally, acute and chronic adverse effects manifested by death or irreparable tissue 
destruction are described as resulting from exposure to relatively high concentrations of the pollutants in 
water. It was the main scope of this work to detect early alterations of physiological processes which may 
occur in fish as a consequence of a direct uptake of relatively low quantities of heavy metals from water. 
For that the effects of some pollutants on the uptake rate of8 5 Sr and 6 5 Zn were studied in freshwater fish 
under controlled environmental conditions. 

Work Performed and Results 

The experiments have been performed with the sunfish, Lepomis gibbosus L. (5-10 g individuals) and 
with the goldfish, Carassius auratus L. (15-25 g individuals). The fishes were kept in static conditions, which 
might have caused a certain decrease in the concentrations of the pollutants added to the water due to 
adsorption on the walls of the aquaria. The fishes were fed a synthetic food containing definite amounts of 
mineral salts. The duration of the experiments varied between 9 and 31 days. The tested pollutants were 
Zn, Hg, ABS (alkyl-benzene-sulfonate) and Pb to study their effects on the 85Sr uptake, and Cd to study its 
effect on the 65Zn uptake. The concentrations chosen were such as not to exert any evident modification 
of fish behaviour or to influence the normal ingestion of the maintenance ration. 

The radioactivity accumulated by fish from water (direct uptake) was determined by whole body 
counting, and the uptake rate was calculated as cpm/g total fish accumulated during a definite period of 
time. Alterations in the uptake rate are expressed as relative to a control group held in unpolluted 
conditions during the whole experiment. Care was taken, by an adequate correction of the results, to take 
into account the variability between groups and the variability in time within each group. 

The results obtained are presented in Table 1, where each value is expressed as the mean of a group of 5 
fishes. In all the performed experiments, one notes an inhibitory effect of the tested pollutants on the 
uptake rate of 85Sr and 65Zn. In the experimental conditions used here, this inhibition caused decreases of 
the corresponding uptake rates down to 40-50% of tire normal value for 85Sr and down to 10% for 65Zn. 

Table 1 - Inhibition of the uptake of & s Sr and 65Zn by freshwater fish in presence of pollutants dissolved 
in water. 
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Species 

Car.aur. 

Lap.gibb. 

Lep.gibb. 

Car.aur. 

l.ep.pibh. 

Radionuclide 

8 sSr 

85Sr 

85Sr 

85Sr 

6 5 / n 

Ca in water 
(ppm) 

4 

10 

20 

20 

20 

Period in 
days 

1 - 4 
5 - 9 
1 - 6 
7 - 10 

11 - 15 
1 - 4 
5 - 9 

10 - 14 
5 - 7 
7 - 9 
9 - 1 2 

12 - 16 
16 19 

1 - 4 
4 - 16 

16 31 

Relative uptake with pollutants (ppm) 

Zn0.5 

0.78 
0.71 
0.47 
0.59 
1.00 
0.61 
0.65 
0.81 

Hg0.5 

0.58 
0.59 
0.80 
0.81 
0.71 

Pb 1 

1.00 
0.84 
0.71 
0.54 
0.47 

Cd 0.04 

0.25 
0.11 
0.13 



Nevertheless, mechanisms of adaptation to pollutants became evident after a certain time in some cases 
(Zn 0,5 ppm on 85Sr uptake) while the effect of pollutants increased with time in other cases (Pb 1 ppm on 
85Sr uptake). The mechanisms by which the uptake inhibition takes place are probably different for the 
two radionuclides considered here: 
- As far as 85Sr is concerned, the inhibition by pollutants probably acts at the level of the gills which 

represent an important site of entry of Ca and Sr 1 ' and are particularly sensitive to heavy metals (Hg, 
Zn 5 ' , Pb 2 ' 3 ' . Therefore, any negative effect on the gill epithelium should be responsible for a reduced 
absorption rate through the gills and consequently for a reduced uptake rate by the total fish. 

- In the case of 65Zn, the inhibition by Cd must be due to competition between the two metals at the 
absorption and transport sites due to their chemical similarity 4 ' , with a certain degree of discrimination 
in favour of Cd. 
From the results obtained so far it becomes evident that the uptake rate of radionuclides can be 

considerably altered by the presence of pollutants dissolved in water if these pollutants extend a direct 
effect on the gill tissues or a competitive effect on the absorption and transport sites. 

Considering the fact that the uptake rate itself is correlated to the metabolic rate of important essential 
elements (Ca and Zn in this case), the observed inhibition indicates a strong alteration of the normal 
metabolic processes in freshwater fish, even at low concentrations of pollutants. 

Further studies are concerned with similar effects of some heavy metals, but after their indirect uptake 
in form of contaminated food, these are under investigation. 
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Eutrophication of an Aipine Lake 

O. Ravera 

Introduction 

Eutrophication is a natural process which begins with the enrichment of waters with nutritive 
substances (phosphorus and nitrogen compounds and all organic and mineral substances favouring primary 
production). The discharge of waste products of human activity may greatly accelerate eutrophication 
processes, giving rise to cultural eutrophication which, in a few years, can radically alter the trophic state of 
the environment and, as a consequence, the quality of the water. 

The study of the evolution of the trophic level of Lake Lugano (Ceresio)* is interesting for the following 
reasons: 
1) this lake assumes a great importance from an esthetical, economic and touristic point of view and, in 

addition, it is a great reservoir of water; 
2) eutrophication processes may be studied before and after the installation (in 1974) of some plants 

which will treat 70% of the effluents discharged into the lake; 
3) cultural eutrophication in this lake, is presumably not affected, or very slightly, by industrial pollution. 

As a consequence, the results obtained from this study may be more easily interpreted. 

*) Lake Lugano, belongs to the group of Swiss-Italian border lakes, lies 63%in Switzerland and 3 7%in Italian territory. Its 
surface is -18. 9 km2 and its drainage basin is f> 15 km2. The volume of the lake is 6.5 km3, the average depth is 130 m 
and the deepest point is at -288 m. that is 17 m below the sea level. The most important tributaries are: l.aveggio, 
I 'edaggio and Cassarate. The water of Lake Lugano is carried out to Lake Maggiore by the River Tresa. 
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On this basis, Lake Lugano may be considered as a model for studying the trophic evolution of a body 
of water. In addition, from these researches we may obtain important information on the "actual 
efficiency" of a treatment plant, that is, we may evaluate the effects of the water-treatment on the 
ecological conditions of the lake and then on its water quality. To judge the efficiency of a treatment plant 
on the basis of the percentage of phosphates (or other nutritive substances) removed is a good index from a 
technological point of view, but it has little ecological significance. Indeed, it is no great advantage that 
70-80% of the phosphates could be removed by a plant, if 5% of the phosphates carried by the effluents is 
enough to increase the eutrophication of the environment. 

Brief Description of the Study * 

The parameters considered in this study are the most important for evaluating the trophic state of Lake 
Lugano. Samples and measures were taken at the most significant depths and on the dates supposedly 
critical for the biological, chemical and physical cycles (Fig. 1 ; Table 1). 

Table 1 - Stations and depths of collection. 

Station 

Agno 

Figino 

Ponte Tresa 

Morcóte 

Melide 

Capolago 

Lugano 

Gandria 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Depth in meters 

0 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

4 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-τ-

10 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

20 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

30 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

50 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

70 

+ 

+ 
+ 

100 

+ 

+ 
-Ι-

Ι 5 0 

+ 
+ 

200 

+ 
+ 

250 

+ 

For the chemical and physical study of water the following parameters were considered: temperature, 
pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, total phosphorus, orthophosphates, nitrogen (ammoniacal, nitrous, 
nitric, Kjeldhal), chlorophyll-a and pheopigments. 

Samples of seston were collected from different depths at Agno and Lugano, which are the basins 
directly influenced by the effects of the effluents treatment. The carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and 
phosphorus content in the sestonic particles was analyzed. 

Microscopical analyses were carried out on phyto- and zooplankton and the concentration of carbon, 
nitrogen, hydrogen and phosphorus in net plankton was calculated. 

The depth distribution of tritium (3H) in the lake and the concentration of this radionuclide in the 
most important effluents have been measured. 

Sediment core samples were collected from different basins of the lake and cut into slices 1 cm thick. 
For each slice carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium, iron, manganese and the organic matter content were 
measured. A certain amount of chrome and cobalt was found in the sediment using neutron activation 
analyses. 

Bathymétrie studies were done by an echo-sounding apparatus. Approach studies were done to find a 
mathematical model to fit our problem, that is, to follow trophic evolution in a freshwater basin. 

This research was completed by a collection of data on the sources of pollution settled in the draining 
basin and by a study of the meteorology of the zone and hydrology of the effluents. 

The chemical characteristics of the latter were the object of a research carried out by the "Sezione 
Protezione Acqua e Aria, Dipartimento delle Opere Sociali", Bellinzona. 

Bacteriological analyses of the water were carried out by researchers of the "Ente Nazionale Cellulosa e 
Carta",MiIano. 

Distribution and structure of the littoral malacocoenosis were studied by a group of researchers, 
members of the S.M.I. (Società Malacologica Italiana). 

Researchers, of the Division of Biology, Chemistry, Protection, Nuclear Chemistry, CETIS and ETN of 
the J.R.C. Ispra, carried out the researches on Lake Lugano. 

*) The methods used and the result's obtained from this study are reported in: "Studio sull'eutrofizzazione del tago di 
Lugano"Rapporto sulle ricerche condotto durante il 1972. 
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Fig. 1 : Lake Lugano - Stations of 
collection 

Discussions and Conclusions 

In spite of the many difficulties involved in this research the trophic level of the lake has been 
evaluated. From the comparison between our results and those obtained by other authors in the past years, 
it has been possible to observe the most evident variations of the chemical and biological characteristics 
which have occurred in the last 25 years. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that our conclusions 
concern one year of study (1972) and the literature existing on this lake is rather scarce. 

Lake Lugano has a water residence-time longer than ten years, is composed of different basins, has a 
great mean depth and a long stratification period. These characteristics combine to accumulate in the lake 
material carried from the drainage basin. As a consequence, the lake is enriched by nutrients essential for 
the water-blooms of phytoplankton (f.i. Oscillatoria albescens) observed several times in the last years. One 
of the most noxious consequences of the high production of organic matter by phytoplankton is the 
relevant oxygen consumption by microorganisms which decompose the dead algae. 

In the deepest water of the basins of Gandria, Lugano and Agno the oxygen concentration is always 
lower than 1 mg/1, whereas values higher than 1 mg/1 have been measured only in the basin of Morcóte in all 
the seasons. From the comparison between our data and those for the past 25 years (Jaag et al., 1970) it is 
evident that from 1946 to 1972 the mean oxygen concentration at the depth of 50 m at the end of the 
summer stratification, decreased regularly by 0.2 mg/1 per year. For example, the oxygen concentration was 
7.4 mg/1 in 1946, 4.1 mg in 1964 and 2.5 in 1972 (Fig. 2). We may presume that, assuming the same 
decrement for the future, in about fifteen years the water, at the depth of 50 m at the end of the summer, 
will be depleted of oxygen. 

From the data collected on the pollution sources settled in the drainage basin, the amount of nutrients 
carried yearly into the lake are: 429 q of phosphorus, 911 q of potassium and 2703 q of nitrogen. The 
ratios among these elements are 1:2:6, respectively, whereas for the planktonic organisms the ratios for the 
same elements are 1:0.5:8.7. This different pattern will be considered when the balance of nutrients in the 
ecosystem is studied. From the data on the pollution sources and those on the amount of water flowing 
yearly into the lake, the concentration of the nutrients in this water has been estimated; the values are as 
follows: 400 jug N/1; 140 ug K and 60 p% P. Since the source considered in our research up to date, concern 

Fig. 2 : Oxygen concentration in Lake Lugano 
at the depth of -50 m at the end of 
the summer stagnation 

O value reported by Jaag and Märki, 1970 

© value by Ravera, 1972 
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only the residential population, the detergents, manure and chemical fertilizers, the values on the charge of 
the nutrients are underestimated. It is probable that we will obtain higher figures when we have more 
complete information. 

Phosphorus concentration in the tributaries ranges from 20 to 2300 ug/1. In November the 
Pconcentration in the epilimnion was higher than 200 ug/1 throughout the lake, and in the basin of Lugano 
itself reached 400 p%. The lower value (50 μ/l) was measured at the surface water in June and the higher 
(800 /Jg) in the deepest water at Morcóte in September. During the winter circulation the phosphorus 
concentration is about 100 /Jg/1 in the whole body of water. These values are about one order of magnitude 
higher than those reported by other authors for the past years. The reason for this increase is principally 
due to the increase in the population, and then to the detergents, manure and chemical fertilizers (Table 2). 
The population of the drainage basin in the last 120 years has increased by about 121%; and its density, 
which was 107 inhabitants/km2 in 1850, reached in 1970 a total of 237 inhabitants. The greatest 
population increase has occurred at an altitude of 400 meters, that is to say, the area in direct contact 
with the lake. 

Table 2  Amount of nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium (q/year) discharged in Lake 
Lugano. 

^«,^^ Element 

Source 

Domestic effluents 

(included detergents) 

Manure 

Chemical fertilizers 

Total 

Ν 

1981 

560 

162 

2703 

Ρ 

344 

57 

28 

429 

Κ 

407 

433 

71 

911 

In the last years ammonia has been absent, or present in only very small amounts, in the epilimnion 
(Jaag et al., 1970; Vollenweider, 1965). A certain amount of ammonia in surface water, detected several 
times during this research, is an index of the bad quality of the water. 

From the literature and from personal communications with Prof. O. Jaag (Zürich) it is clear that 
the structure of the zooplanktonic biocoenosis has been modified quantitatively and qualitatively in the last 
years. For example, Diaptomides (Copepods), one of the most important zooplanktonic groups, in the past 
years have completely disappeared and Daphnia obtusa, typical species of eutrophicated shallow water and 
ponds, was collected from different basins of the lake for the first time in 1972. 

The high mortality of fish populations (f.i. Alburnus alborella, Lota lota, Perca fluvialitis) observed 
several times (the last at the beginning of February, 73) is, probably, an indirect effect of the increasing 
eutrophication of this lake. 

We may conclude that the trophic level of Lake Lugano is high and that eutrophication processes are in 
progress. It is easy to foresee that the degradation of the lake will increase in the near future. As we noted 
above, treatment plants including phosphates removal, is forecasted for 1974. The "actual efficiency" of 
this counteraction could be evaluated if the researches, started at the beginning of 1972, continue to be 
carried out for some years. 

It is, of course, of great importance to evaluate the time necessary to recuperate, at least partly, the 
lake. It would be useful to have a mathematical model in which the eventual exchange of nutrients at the 
watersediment interface is considered on the basis of laboratory and field studies. If an important part of 
nutrients is transferred from the sediment to the water "secondary eutrophication" will prevent, at least 
partly, the counteraction of the treatment plant. 

On the other hand, the importance of this study is not limited to Lake Lugano, because from the 
knowledge of the trophic evolution of this lake, we may obtain useful information for the study of any 
body of water effected by cultural eutrophication and because cultural eutrophication is one of the most 
important and diffuse causes of the adulteration of the aquatic environment, these interdisciplinary studies 
on Lake Lugano are important. 
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General Considerations on a Mathematical Model for the Problem 
of Lake Eutrophication* 

V. Ardente, E. Diana, G. Rossi 

Introduction 

"Organic materials entering a lake are distributed in space and time according to the hydrodynamic 
characteristics of the system. They are involved in the biological cycle in which bacteria oxidize or 
demineralize organic matter to liberate nutrients, and then plankton reduce the minerals and resynthesize 
the organic materials to support other life. When these two processes, planktonic growth and bacterial 
degradation are in balance, the rate of eutrophication is ata virtual minimum. An unbalanced situation 
tends to stimulate excess planktonic growth and create nuisances. It may also tend toward deoxygenation 
and anaerobic conditions " (Chen and Orlob). 

The aim of a mathematical model is to provide a quantitative description of the above cited phenomena 
in such a way as to allow the evaluation of the consequences on the trophic state of the ecosystem of 
variations in the input of organic material. 

The trophic process of a lake has been described by Piontelli and Tonolli (1964) and Vollenweider 
(1969) on the basis of very simplifying hypotheses: 
1) Hydrodynamics are ignored. This means that the water mass in the lake is taken as constant as a 

function of time, i.e. inflow and precipitation compensate outflow and evaporation. Furthermore no 
thermal stratification is taken into consideration. 

2) The space dependence of the nutrient concentration is ignored. 
3) The influence of biota (phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteria, fish, ben tic animal) is ignored. 

As is well known, biota plays a fundamental role in the balance of dissolved oxygen, on the recycling of 
nutrients and on the formation of detritus. As far as detritus is concerned, the above cited models simply 
assume that the sedimentation rate is proportional to the nutrient concentration. The time evolution of the 
detritus mass and the nutrient recycle by bacteria demineralization are not taken into account. 

Actually, the balance equation for a nutrient "i" should refer to a volume element " j " of the water. For 
a lake such a volume element will be, in general, a horizontal slice characterized by thickness, depth and 
water temperature. The subdivision in layers should take into account the geometry and the variation of the 
water temperature as a function of depth in the different seasons of the year. 

The hydrodynamical solution determines the time evolution of the water masses in each volume 
element and allows us to take into account the exchanges of the nutrient "i" among volume "y" and the 
neighbouring ones. 
The hydrodynamical equations in the volume " j " are: 
1) a continuity equation, which takes into account the external sources (inflow and outflow rates, 

precipitation onto the element and evaporation from the element) 
2) an equation of motion, which determines the distribution of the currents, 
both subjected to boundary and initial conditions. 
The balance equation for the nutrient "i" in volume " j " will be as follows: 

- [ c ¡ ( i ) M(j) ] = Tf-i) +D|J» + BfJ) (1) 

where c{D is the mass concentration of nutrient "i" in volume " j " and Mj the water mass in volume " j " . 
Equation (1) is the fundamental equation of the model: 
Tfi) represents the total advective transfer, i.e. the set of the terms related to the existence of currents in 
the water body; Dfi) represents the diffusional transfer and B¡(i> the exchanges with biota and detritus. 

It can easily be accepted that terms T(J\ D^' have respectively the form: 

*) This research has been developed by theoretical physicists of ETN Division. This paper is included here because of tin-
close connection with the biological research on an AIpine lake, described in the previous paper. 
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J) - QÖ,> C
(
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Od) = D<J) [ crû) gradnl C<J> + aÖ)gradn7 CÖ> ] (3) 

i i 1 i " i 

where QÖ), QÖ' are the inflow and outflow rates related to the volume element, " j " , SO) the external 
source, D.Ö) an effective diffusion coefficient of nutrient "i" in the water of volume element " j " , which is a 
layer limited by horizontal surfaces of area σι, a2 and outgoing normal ni , n2. 

The terms BÖ) contain a nutrient absorption part (nutrient consumed by phytoplankton) as well as a 
nutrient production part (nutrient produced by the zooplankton metabolism, excreted by fish and recycled 
from bottom detritus via the bacteria metabolism). 

A possible representation of the terms BÖ) can be found in Orlob et al. (1968a) and is as follows: 
i 

BÖ) ~  "Τ" Ση μψ fö) + «i ZÖ) + ftD 
i Yfi 

where: 

Yf¡ is the yield coefficient of photoplankton for nutrient "i" (i.e. the mass of phytoplankton 
produced per unit mass of nutrient consumed) 

jU_') is a specific growth rate for a certain group of phytoplankton related to the consumption of 
nutrient "i" (the summation refers to the various groups of phytoplankton present in the lake) 

a¡ is a return coefficient of nutrient "i" via zooplankton metabolism 

β, is a recycle coefficient dependent on the rate of bacteria metabolism. 

The biomass fö), ZÖ) of phytoplankton and zooplankton in the volume element j , as well as the mass of 
bottom detritus D, are determined by balance equations. The equations for fö), ZÖ) are essentially of the 
same type as the fundamental equation (1), insomuch as they contain in the right side an advective transfer 
term, a diffusional transfer term and an exchange term with biota and detritus. 

On the other hand the equation which determines the time evolution of the detritus mass D is of the 
type: 

ψ = K f f + K z Z  K d D 
dt ι ζ d 

where Kd is the rate of detritus degradation due to the action of bacteria. 

Particular attention should be paid to the problem of the oxygen concentration in the deepest layers of 
the water: this is fundamental to evaluate the biological effects of eutrophication, but from the formal 
point of view it is only of secondary importance for the solution of eq. (1). As a matter of fact, this quality 
which may be measured, can be determined as the solution of a balance equation of the same type as (1). In 
this equation, besides advective and diffusional transfer, the following processes have to be described: 
oxygen production by algae, oxygen consumption by animal and vegetal organisms, biochemical oxygen 
demand by microorganisms, oxygen subtraction by bacteria acting on detritus and surface reaeration. 
This equation can be utilized as a check of the results of the equations which determine the time evolution 
of the biomasses. 

In the case of Lake Lugano the entire impoundment can be represented as a chain of "wells" 
interconnected through their surface layers. These are also the only ones directly interested in exchanges 
with the environment (affluents and effluents, sewage, precipitation and evaporation). Each well is 
subdivided into layers, as schematically indicated in Fig. 1. 

Inf low 
— > ■ 

Outflow 

Detritus 

Fig. I : Schematic representation of the 

water "wells" 
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The choice of the number of layers and of the depth of separation surfaces can be preliminarily based 
on the temperature measurements at various depths and in different seasons of the year. In addition to the 
density variation, the light penetration influences the process at various depths. As for the experimental 
input of the model, we must consider the coefficient appearing in the eqs. (1), (2), (3), (yield and growth 
coeffients for the various components of biota, recycle coefficients, etc.), which will be the object of 
detailed discussions with biologists. 

The preliminary study of the hydrodynamical problem may be considered separately: for this problem 
an already tested calculation method exists (Orlob et al., 1968b; Chen et al., 1971). 

In any case, the whole problem may be solved by successive approximation: in a first stage we may 
consider the wells to be completely independent and ignore the nutrient exchanges of diffusional type. 
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STUDIES IN RADIATION BIOPHYSICS AND MICRODOSIMETRY 

J. Booz 

Introduction 

The widespread use of radiation sources in research, medicine and industry as well as the increasing 
number of nuclear power stations have once more stimulated a discussion on the radiation risk and on the 
validity of safety regulations as far as the protection of the population as a whole and its environment is 
concerned. 

Radiation biology and associated specialized studies are concerned with the biological aspect of this risk 
estimation. With regard to its physical aspects, two important areas of dosimetry, the macroscopic and the 
microscopic, can be distinguished. 

In the first area the interest is focussed on the characteristics of the radiation field. This type of 
dosimetry covers measurements of exposure, absorbed dose radiation, energy spectra, dose distribution 
patterns over larger volumes, the studies of dose variation at interfaces for different materials and types of 
radiation, such as neutrons and photons, dose intercomparisons, standardization of irradiation conditions, 
etc. 

The second area of interest is related to the energy dissipation patterns of ionizing radiations at the 
microscopic level. It is expected that studies on the spatial distributions of energy deposition in biological 
cells and parts of cells and on the transformation processes of energy transfer in time will result in 
interpretations of the biological effects of various types of ionizing radiation. The importance of these 
investigations with respect to low dose rate exposure, for instance, which are highly significant for radiation 
protection, must be stressed. 

These considerations in 1971 led to the creation of the "Expert Group on the Dosimetry Sector" in 
which, in response to an invitation of the Biology Division of the Commission of the European 
Communities, the following research institutions and university institutes are collaborating: 
- CPAN, University of Toulouse, France 
- Laboratoire de Biophysique des Rayonnements et de Méthodologie, 

Université de Strasbourg, France 
GFS, Institut für Strahlenschutz, Munich, Germany 

- GFS, Radiation Biophysics Department, 
Frankfurt/Main, Germany 
Radiobiological Institute, 
TNO, Rijswijk, Netherlands 
ITAL, Wageningen, Netherlands 

- Laboratorio di Dosimetria e Standardizzazione, 
CSN,Casaccia, Italy 

- Section Radiation Biophysics and Microdosimetry, 
Biology Group EURATOM, Ispra, Italy 
At the end of 1971 the Dosimetry Group formulated a proposal for a joint dosimetry programme 

during 1972-1974 that has been accepted by the Council of Ministers. This programme covers the following 
subjects: 
a) Evaluation of the biological effectiveness of different types of radiation; 
b) Energy transfer in biological material and model substances; 
c) Radiation effects in condensed matter and applications. 

The section Radiation Biophysics and Microdosimetry of the Biology Group at Ispra is participating in 
research on items (a) and (b). In the following paragraphs the importance of and difficulties encountered in 
these two subjects are described together with the contribution of Ispra. 

Evaluation of the Biological Effectiveness of Different Types of Radiation 

There are still no satisfactory interpretations of the biological effectiveness of different types of 
ionizing radiations in relation to the spatial distribution of the energy deposition in cells and in subcellular 
structures, i.e., the radiation quality. Nevertheless insight into such relations is necessary in order to obtain 
a better estimate of the radiation risk and to evaluate the relevance of quality factors applied in radiation 
protection regulations and to provide quantitative data for the design of health physics radiation detectors. 
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By a proper choice of sensitive volume parameters these detectors could give a reading directly proportional 
to the biological significance of a dose in a given mixed radiation field. 

Studies are therefore required to establish, for various types of radiation, such as Xrays, gammarays, 
fastneutrons, charged particles, etc., the precise correlation between their energy deposition patterns and 
the corresponding biological effectiveness for various types of radiation effects. The most practical 
approach is to obtain insight into the correlations for a few biological effects and a few types of irradiation 
and to deduce (on the basis of the knowledge obtained) the effects of the actual conditions relevant to 
radiation protection, e.g., very low dose rates. 

The section "Radiation Biophysics and Microdosimetry" of the Biology Group at Ispra is working 
experimentally and with computer calculations on the energy deposition pattern of Xrays, fast neutrons 
and their recoil ions, and monoenergetic charged particles in critical volumes of various sizes and shapes. 

The experimental part of the work is based on the fact that the spectral distribution of energy transfer 
of charged particles to biological cells can be simulated by proportional counters of the same shape, if the 
size of the counting volume expressed in g/cm2 is equal to the size of the cell to be simulated and if the 
atomic compositions are equal. It has been shown, however, that such an experimental simulation is never 
perfect. This is due to the following effects: 

— the measured spectrum is the distribution of ionization, not of deposited energy (Oldenburg and Booz, 
1972); 

— the measured spectrum is influenced by the socalled wall effect, which is due to differences in the 
angular correlations (Oldenburg and Booz, 1970); 

— the tissue equivalent materials which are normally used do not have exactly the same atomic 
composition as biological tissue itself (Booz, Oldenburg and Coppola, 1972). 

Therefore, it is our approach to repeat any measurement with a MonteCarlo calculation, to correct the 
input parameters of the calculation until the two sets of results are equal, and to calculate finally the 
desired spectrum with the correct composition and the correct geometry. 

This approach has been used successfully for fast neutrons of 620 keV to 5.85 MeV (Oldenburg and 
Booz, 1972). Fig. 1 shows as an example the energy deposition by neutrons of 5.85 MeV in spheres of 
biological tissue of 1 jum diameter. The figure shows in addition the contribution of various recoil ions. In 
the second part of 1972 the Monte Carlo programme (Oldenburg, 1972) has been modified. New 
calculations have been performed for fast neutrons of 50 keV to 6 MeV and for spherical volumes of 
0.1 urn to 6.5 pm. Fig. 2 gives as an example the energy deposition distributions of 12 neutron energies in 
spheres of 1 urn. In addition to the spectral distribution of energy deposition the energy distribution of the 
seen recoil ions, the flux and dose distribution of LET, and the neutron spectrum of primary and scattered 
neutrons giving rise to an energy deposition within the sensitive volume, have been calculated. Studies 

on the influence of the energy straggling of the recoil protons (Coppola and Booz, 1973) and on the 
influence of multiple neutron scattering have also been performed. New experimental and theoretical 
studies on the energy deposition of Xrays to chromosomes and larger volumes have been initiated. 

Fig. Lineal energy deposition distribution of fast 
neutrons of 5.85 MeV to spheres of 1 μιη diameter 
of tissue equivalent matter (Walls ofShonka plastics, 
sphere of tissue equivalent gas after Rossi and 
Fatila). Tìie lineal energy y is the relation of the 
energy deposition and the mean path length of 
the sphere. 

1.00 Aim 

Shonka p las t ic 

Fig. 2. 
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J
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Lineal energy deposition distributions of fast neutrons 
of 5.85 MeV to 0.05 MeV in spheres of 1 ßm. The 
other parameters as in fig. 1. Equal areas under the 
curves represent equal doses 
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In order to compare the calculated results with experimental spectra it is necessary to know precisely 
the spectrum of the experimental neutron beam at the point of interest. For this purpose a H' - counter has 
been assembled and a new type of proton recoil spectrometer has been developed. Preliminary results show 
that the width of the measured neutron peak corresponds roughly to the variation given by the 
experimental conditions, e.g. target thickness, fluctuation of accelerator energy, counter resolution. 

Energy Transfer in Biological Material and in Model Substances 

The understanding and interpretation of the biological effectiveness of ionizing radiations, the practical 
importance of which was discussed in the previous section, requires as much information as possible on the 
radiation mechanisms in biological tissue and in tissue-equivalent materials. The knowledge of radiation 
mechanisms is still very incomplete even for the primary radiation processes on the physical and 
physico-chemical level, so more studies are necessary in this field. 

The structure of the energy deposition and of the physical events following the passage of primary and 
secondary particles in tissue and in tissue-equivalent material (gases and condensed matter) is especially 
important in those cases where the dimension of these patterns is comparable to the size of sensitive 
biological regions. Attention must be paid to X- and gamma-rays and fast neutron produced recoil ions and 
their delta-rays. In this respect the most interesting recoils are the protons by which the majority of the 
neutron energy is transferred. Low-energy electrons are also very important because they are always the 
ultimate charged particles that transport radiation energy, and very little information is available on their 
interaction with biological matter. In addition, investigation is necessary on the basic data which are needed 
for the above mentioned studies. 

At Ispra work has been done on the mass stopping power and ranges of recoil particles in tissue 
equivalent materials (Oldenburg and Booz, 1972), on the W-values of charged particles in tissue equivalent 
gas (Booz, 1968), (Booz, Smit, Waker, 1972) and on the energy fluctuation of energetic ions and their 
influence on the observed energy deposition in thin layers (Booz, Giglio, Waker and Gaggero, 1972) and in 
small spheres (Coppola and Booz, 1973). 

Two new projects have been initiated on the ionization structure of charged particles in tissue 
equivalent gas. One deals with the number and energy distributions of the delta-rays of protons and 
deuterons of 0.5 to 3 MeV. The other studies the ionization structure produced by multiple scattering of 
monoenergetic electron beams of 20 eV to 5 keV. In both cases the scattering chambers have been 
assembled and the measurements have been started· 
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STUDIES IN MAMMALIAN GENETICAL BIOCHEMISTRY 

F. Campagnari, L. Clerici, U. Bertazzoni* 

Introduction 

The transfer of specific hereditary information in mammalian cells follows the universal pathway 
proposed by Crick D and commonly referred as the "central dogma of molecular biology". An uptodate 
formulation of the dogma 2 · 3 1 is illustrated by Fig. 1, where each arrow stands for an integrated 
biochemical operation allowing the embodiment of the genetic instructions into a new macromolecular 
product. 

The genetic material is represented by a linear bihelical polymer, the deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA, 
which carries the inherited biological messages in the chemical sequences of its nucleotide chains. The DNA 
is preserved from adventitious molecular damage by special systems of biochemical repair, is exactly 
replicated and transmitted to new cell progeny and it may also be selectively copied with a slightly different 
alphabet, thus being "transcribed" as ribonucleic acid or RNA. The latter serves directly as a messenger for 
protein synthesis; in this occurrence, the chemical information coded by the 4 nucleotide units of the RNA 
are "translated" into the 20 aminoacid language of the polipeptide chains. 

In mammalian cells, the study of the fundamental genetic processes is hampered by the fact that 
typical genetic experiments are obviously precluded. Knowledge in this area may merely be gained from the 
descriptive cytologicai researches on chromosomes and, with much more bearing on causal mechanisms, 
from the systematic investigation of the enzymatic reactions implicated in the storage and the expression of 
the chemical information of DNA. This is a concept introduced by genetical biochemistry which is 
especially concerned with the molecular transformations at the root of the crucial genetic events, thus 
overcoming the uncertainties inherent to the circumstantial observations at the cellular level. According to 
this approach, a number of enzymes supposedly involved in the repair, the replication and the transcription 
of DNA have been isolated from calf thymus glands and characterized. Then, we have exploited the 
opportunity to analyze the biochemical operations promoted by the nucleic acid enzymes from mammalian 
sources as well as to test "in vitro" the changes caused in these processes by the radiation damage to DNA 
and also by mutagenic chemicals, antibiotics and genetic toxins. 

Experimental Activity and Results 

The research developed along three lines: a) purification of the mammalian enzymes acting on DNA 
substrates or DNA templates; b) preparation of synthetic polydeoxynucleotides to be used as significant 
DNA models to assay the nucleic acid enzymes; c) study of the reactions catalyzed by DNA polymerases 
and DNA ligase on normal and Xirradiated DNA, and by RNA polymerase in the presence of compounds 
known to inhibit the RNA synthesis. 

CENTRAL DOGMA OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
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F/g. / : 77ie genetic information of DNA 
is repaired when damaged, repli
cated into new DNA, transcribed 
into RNA and then translated 
into protein. RNA replication 
and reverse transcription occur 
in virusinfected cells. 

*) U. Bertazzoni worked in Ispra as a member of the group until September 1971. 
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DISTINCTIVE REACTIONS CATALYZED BY MAMMALIAN DNA POLYMERASES 

T E R M I N A L E N Z Y M E 

DNA CHAIN ELONGATED 
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DNA TEMPLATE 

BIHELICAL 
DNA PRODUCT 
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DNA T E M P L A I E 
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PRODUCT 
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Fig. 2 : Schematic representation of the various types of DNA polymerization specifically promoted by the 
deoxynucleoiidyl transferases from calf thymus. dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP are the four natural 
deoxynucleoside 5'-triphosphates. PPi is inorganic pyrophosphate 

a) Purification and properties of the nucleic acid enzymes. The project started with the isolation of the two 
DNA polymerases originally purified by Bo Hum and colleagues from calf thymus glands 4 _ 6 ' . The first 
was a terminal deoxynucleoiidyl transferase effecting the random addition of nucleotides to the 3'-OH 
ends of DNA chains; the second enzyme required monohelical DNA as a primer-template and promoted 
the complementary duplication of single stranded DNA, thus reestablishing a bihelical structure (see 
Fig. 2). The two polymerases, both recovered from the cytop..' mie fraction of cell homogenates and 
unable to form natural DNA duplexes, may well be subunits or parts of the enzymatic systems which 
carry out functional replication and repair of DNA. 
A novel DNA polymerase was detected and partially purified from the extracts of the thymocyte 
nuclei 7 ' . The enzyme had distinct properties with respect to other known deoxynucleoiidyl 
transferases of animal origin and differed from the repairing enzyme recently found by Chang and 
Bollum in the nuclei of mammalian cells and described as the 3.39 S DNA polymerase 8 ' . The new 
enzyme acted on either single or double stranded DNA templates and induced net DNA synthesis by 
replicating several times a given amount of native DNA primer·9·. Because of this ability, the DNA 
polymerase was conventionally indicated as "replicative" although its physiological role and the real 
structure of its product remain to be elucidated (Fig. 2), the term "complementative" being reserved for 
the second Bollum's enzyme. 

A mammalian DNA ligase capable of sealing the internucleotide scissions in the chains of bihelical 
DNA was also extensively purified by an original method. The prepared fraction contained practically a 
single type of polypeptide with an approximate molecular weight of 50,000. The enzyme required Mg* 
and ATP as an energy-donor and repaired DNA breaks carrying 5'-P04 and 3'-OH termini (Fig. 3), but it 
was active also on hybrid RNA-DNA-like polymers with molecular interruptions in the deoxynucleotide 
chains 1 0 ) . The data lend further suppen to the view that the ligases from mammalian sources resemble 
the ones isolated from bacteriophages and are at variance with the DNA-joining enzymes normally 
present in bacterial cells. 

Finally, a RNA polymerase transcribing RNA from double stranded DNA templates was extracted 
and partially purified from the nuclei of calf thymocytes by a preparative procedure purposely 
devised11 '. The enzyme catalyzed a ribonucleotidyl transferase reaction (Fig. 4) and it was 
characterized as being of the type A 1 1 ' , insensitive to the inhibition by a-amanitin and supposedly 
released from the nucleoli. 

REACTION CATALYZED BY DNA LIGASE 
OF CALF THYMUS 

DNA WITH MONOHELICAL 
NTERRUMPTIONS 

5' 3' 

5-POi. 
3-OH 

REPAIRED DNA 

Fig. 3 : Schematic representation of the catalysis 
promoted by the DNA ligases from calf 
thymus. ATP is the adenosine 5'-tripho-
sphatc. PPi is inorganic pyrophosphate 
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REACTION CATALYZED BY MAMMALIAM RNA POLYMERASE A 
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Fig. 4 : Schematic representation of the catalysis promoted by the RNA polymerase A from calf thymus. 

ATP, CTP, GTP and UTP are the four ribonucleotide 5'triphosphales. PPi is inorganic pyrophosphate 

b) Preparation of polydeoxynucleotides. The detailed study of the nucleic acid enzymes was greatly 
facilitated by the synthesis of several polydeoxynucleotides with a well defined structure mimicking 
DNA's of specific configuration. These polymers were included as substituents for DNA templates or 
substrates in the reactant mixtures of the various enzymatic assays. When necessary, the DNAlike 
molecules were radioactively labeled in different parts of the molecule or in a section carrying a given 
biochemical alteration. 

Figs. 5 and 6 offer a schematic representation of the most significant polydeoxynucleotides produced in 
our laboratory and list the indication for their practical use. 

Polymers consisting of 2 or 3 radioactive portions alternatively labeled with 14C and 3H allowed to 
devise screening tests for the various enzymes present in the extractive preparations from mammalian 
nuclei and found to hydrolyze specific internucleotide linkages of DNA (DNases or nucleases). Besides 
being involved in DNA catabolism, this class of nucleolytic proteins has a function in the removal of 
distorted or damaged regions from the helices of DNA and in the formation of binding sites (new 3'OH 
termini) for the deoxynucleoiidyl transferases on the interrupted DNA chains. 

Radioactive poly(dT) with 3H internally located and 14C at both the extremities was employed either 
alone or paired with complementary poly (dA). In fact, exonucleases broke down the macromolecular 
compound with the initial production of acidsoluble [3H] mononucleotides whereas endonucleases 
released sluggishly acidsoluble 3Hand 14Clabeled materials at the same time 12>. 
Poly(dT) containing 14C and 3H in its 5' and 3' halves, respectively, was of advantage in defining the 
biochemical specificity ol exonucleases. The polymer was annealed to nonradioactive poly(dA), thus 
becoming a suitable substrate for enzymes active on double stranded nucleic acids (Fig. 5). Exonucleases 
digesting DNA in a 5'>3' direction started to hydrolyze [14C] residues, whereas the 
phosphodiesterases operating from the opposite side and in a 3' >■ 5' direction yielded firstly [3H] 
mononucleotides 1 2 ) . 
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DNA-like compounds eovaiently linked to cellulose granules were also synthesised; these products 
constituted a sort of solid-state material easily separable from other substances in solution by simple 
centrifugati on (Fig. 6). DNases with endo- or exonucleolytic activity attacked the solid-state substrates 
releasing respectively acid-insoluble or acid-soluble nucleotides in the supernatant recovered over the 
sedimented particles 1 0 · 1 3 ) . 
Poly(dA)-poly([3HjdT)-cellulose with a few dC monomers randomly inserted in the radioactive strand 
was assembled 1 4 ' . The polymer served to detect endonucleases which might play a role in DNA repair 
by recognizing specifically the defects in the base complementation of the nucleotide pairs in bihelical 
DNA. 
A solid-state counterfeit of nicked DNA was used to test the activity of polydeoxynucleotide ligase 
throughout the various steps of the enzyme purifications. This DNA model consisted of a 
poly(dA)-poly(dT) duplex with the latter chain split by a 5'-P04//3'-OH internucleotide scission into 
two segments: one non-radioactive and grafted onto a grain cellulose and the other labeled with 3H and 
aligned on poly-(dA) adjacently to the poly(dT)-cellulose portion15' (Fig. 6). The DNA-joining enzyme 
sealed the chain interruption and linked the stretch of [3H]dT nucleotides to the insoluble 
polysaccharide. The cellulose particles were separated from unreacted poly ([3 H ]dT) by centrifuga tion 
in alkali and processed for the counting of the incorporated radioactivity. 
The solid-state substrates for DNA ligase were also properly modified to meet specific research needs. In 
fact, poly(dA)-poly(dT), poly([3HjdT)-celluloses, of which one of the two poly(dT) moieties had been 
alternatively exposed to a preliminary X-ray treatment, were prepared. The complex polymers 
mimicked DNA's carrying a monohelical scission with the radiation injury distinctively located at one of 
its sides 1 6 ) . 
Relatively large quantities of these polynucleotides were supplied to external laboratories which were 
engaged in investigations coordinated by the Biology Division of Euratom within the activities of the 
"Liaison Group on Genetic Effects of Radiations". 

c) Effects of physical and chemical agents on the enzymatic reactions of genetic relevance. The following 
are examples of investigations aimed at understanding the primary biochemical consequences induced 
by several agents with potential genetic toxicity. 
Exposure of DNA to mild doses of X-rays did not apparently alter its ability to function as a 
primer-template for the "complementative" DNA polymerase from calf thymus1 7 ' . As judged from the 
changes in the sedimentation constants of irradiated DNA's subjected to ultracentrifugation analysis in 
neutral and alkaline buffers, the DNA molecules underwent several monohelical and a few bihelical 
ruptures 1 8 ) . Under the conditions of the experiment, single strand breaks were formed at the 
approximate rate of 2 χ HT3 breaks/million daltons of DNA/rad, while double strand breaks occurred 
initially at a 30 times lower rate and were then produced at an ever increasing frequency, as expected 
for events due to a "multi-hit" mechanism 1 9 ) . 
The monohelical form of the DNA irradiated with 1,000 rads was practically duplicated up to totality 
by the "complementative" deoxynucleotidyl transferase. Only exposures to X-ray doses of the order of 
10,000 rads prevented the DNA from being completely replicated by the enzyme 2 0 ' (Fig. 7). It was 
concluded that the fragmented chains of irradiated DNA did not contain many terminal groups which 
were fully effective binding sites for the DNA polymerase and could act as functional initiators of its 
catalysis 1 9 · . 

The elongation reaction primed by the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase at the 3'-OH extremities 
of the DNA strands was greatly enhanced by a preliminary treatment of DNA with very low doses of 
X-rays. The enzyme apparently used some of the internucleotide scissions of irradiated bihelical DNA to 
graft a nucleotide polymerization according to the scheme of the end-addition catalysis 2 0 ' (Fig. 8). 
These findings indicated the presence of free 3'-OH groups in a minor but appreciable fraction of the 
DNA breaks caused by X-rays 1 9 ' . 
In order to establish quantitative correlations between the responses of irradiated DNA as a 
primer-template for the different deoxynucleotidyl transferases and its structural damages, efforts were 
directed to develop suitable methods for macromolecular analysis. Procedures were standardized for 
measuring as low as 10"9 g of DNA by the detection of the total nucleotide phosphorus 2 1 ) and for 
estimating the chain length of single DNA helices with a molecular weight in the order of 107 

daltons22 ' . These methods made it possible to prove the validity of a new equation derived for 
calculating the number-average molecular weight of heterogeneous polydispersed DNA's from 
conventional band-sedimentation experiments in the ultra-centrifuge23'. Techniques for the 
biochemical determination of the various functional groups present at the ends of DNA chains were also 
devised 1 6 ) . 

The number of inorganic phosphate molecules released from polydeoxynucleotides and DNA's 
exposed to X-rays in aqueous solutions increased linearly with the radiation dose, being constantly 8.5 
times higher than the number of monoesterified phosphates originated at the internucleotide breaks 2 4 ' . 
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It was also found that DNA ligase repaired the solidstate polynucleotide substrates with irradiated 
portions of the dT chain to a greater extent than expected, thus suggesting that the enzyme sealed 
actively some of the poly(dT) interruptions without a 5'P04^3'OH conformation 1 6 ' . 

A series of comp junds known to hinder the transcription of DNA were tested as inhibitors of the 
mammalian R N A polymerase A. The chemicals forming rather stable complexes with DNA, such as the 
various mutagenic acridines, the antitripanocytic drug ethidium bromide and the antibiotic actinomycin 
D, blocked the RNA synthesis promoted by the enzyme. No effect was observed with cycloheximide 
and with anatoxin Bi which was supposedly binding to DNA through a weak interaction. The 
antibiotics related to rifamycin and specific antagonists of the bacterial RNA polymerase were inactive 
with the nucleotidyl transferase A. Otherwise, several semisynthetic products, chemically derived from 
rifamycin SV and proposed as anticancer agents because of being inhibitors of the reverse transcriptase 
(RNAinstructed DNA polymerase), were found to interfere adversely with the reaction catalyzed by 
the RNA polymerase A (Fig. 9). These compounds seemed to interact directly with the enzymatic 
protein and not with the DNA template. The inhibitory properties of these molecules depended upon 
the insertion of aromatic rings or aliphatic chains with more than 4 C atoms on the chemical groups 
linked to the 3 and 4 position of the parental antibiotic 11 '. The genetic toxicity of these products for 
the mammalian nucleotidyl transferase calls for more caution versus their utilization in the therapy of 
virusinduced tumors. 
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THE ISPRA-I REACTOR 

KHasenjäger, R. Gritti, M. Corbellini, G. Dal Bon, R. Henkes 

Introduction 
The task of the ISPRA—I reactor is the operation of the reactor itself and of the organic-liquid 

irradiation loops DIRCE (till June 1972), the execution of the associated maintenance work, the 
introduction/extraction of experiments to the reactor and cutting/dismantling operations on irradiated 
experiments. 

The irradiation of capsules for radio-chemical purposes is mainly done by the ISPRA—I operators, 
whereas the operation of the in-core or beam tube experiments are performed by the experimenters 
themselves. 

Use of the Reactor 
The ISPRA-I reactor, a D20 cooled and moderated tank-type reactor, thermal power 5 MW max. 

thermal flux 9·1013, is used for beam tube experiments, for incore experiments of technological interest, 
and for capsule irradiation. 
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In 1972 the following experiments were reported: 

— 8 beam tube experiments used by the Neutron Physics Division and by the CNEN group; 

— 4 irradiation facilities for capsule irradiation, in the course of the year 453 capsules were irradiated for 
the "Etalons et substances de reference et protection de 1'environment" program; 

— 2 irradiation facilities for studies on irradiation defects, operated by the Neutron Physics Division; 

— 1 irradiation facility for foil activation at low reactor power used by the Neutron Physics Division; 

— the thermal/fast neutron converter (EURACOS) operated by the Nuclear Studies Division for "Bureau 
d'analyse de l'information" programme; 

— the organic liquid loop DIRCE in which the following elements were irradiated (until June): 

DIRCE 008 for Material Division integrated flux 

Amoeba for Material Division integrated flux 

the Rig ultrasound for Material Division 

"reactor safety programme" integrated flux 

the Rig Dicom 02 for Material Division integrated flux 

the Rig FPR 02 for Material Division integrated flux 

3.9· 1020 thermal 

4.2· 1020 thermal 

1.8· 1018 thermal 

9.2· 1020 thermal 

3.5·1020 thermal 

The irradiation of the Rig FPR 03 and FPP 04 for the Material Division began in August 1972. 

By the end of 1972 the installation of the water loop Cecile in the graphite reflector of the reactor to be 
used for corrosion studies by the Material Division was quite finished. 

The "through core facility" thermal flux 6·101 3 destinated to receive an irradiation loop or Rig 
remained unoccupied (since August 1971) . 

The incore organic liquid loop Facility Dirce 2, thermal flux 6·101 3 was extracted from the core in 
summer after many years of successful operation. 

Detailed information on these experiments is given in the activity reports of the different scientific 
divisions of the J.R.C. 

Operation of the Reactor 

Following budgetary limitations reducing the availability of the operating staff for continuous 
operation, the total reactor operation time in 1972 was lower than in the previous year and amounts to 216 
days (59% efficiency). The total dissipated thermal power corresponds to 212 days operation at nominal 
power (5 MW). 

As can be seen in Fig. 1 the reactor operated mainly at nominal power. In the course of the year 28 
events of unscheduled reactor shutdown occurred corresponding to a loss of 10.5 days reactor operation 
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Fig 2 and 3 : Evolution of the controlled reactivity 

time: 10 events equal to 3.8 days lost were caused by experiments, 10 events equal to 0.5 days were 
attributed to the reactor, 5 events equal to 6 days resulted from strike actions and 3 events equal to 0.2 
days were due to main electric power breakdown (ENEL). 

Foil activation was done for a total of 13 hours at low power, calibration of regulating rods corresponds 
to 23 hours. 

Maintenance 

Since being first critical in 1959 the reactor has been operated during a time corresponding to about 
2500 days run at full power. 

Due to burnup effects, the decrease of the reactivity worth of the cadmium control rods, which had 
been substituted in 1965, again became evident by 1970 and carefully observed. By the end of 1972 all but 
one rod had been replaced during routine shutdown periods, the evolution of the controlled reactivity can 
be seen in Fig. 2 and 3. Fig. 4 shows the extraction of the shield plug from a rod assembly during the 
operations of a control rod replacement. 

As in summer 1972 the inpile section of the DIRCE 
organic liquid irradiation loop was extracted from the 
center core position, the correspondent reactivity gain 
of several percent allowed a higher burnup rating of 
the core which reached nearly 50% by the end of 1972 
for single elements. The tightness of the personal 
airlock of the reactor was controlled following a 
general revision of these circuits and a leaktest on the 
reactor building was performed in summer. 

A heat exchanger was installed on the secondary 
reactor cooling circuit. This allows to preheat the 
temperature of all reactor cooling circuits when the 
reactor is shut down. 

The normal routine maintenance work was done 
following the established guides and manuals. Apart 
from these works and those mentioned before, 96 
interventions following a statement of defect or 
abnormal behaviour have been done on the reactor 
circuits. The work on the reactor instrumentation, in 

which vacuum tube electronics is being replaced by ■■■7"^ 
transistorised equipment, was continued. 

Fig 4 : Extraction of the shield plug from a rod 
assembly during the operations of a 
control rod replacement 
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ECO REACTOR 

F. Toselli, H. Hohmann, F. Tinagli 

Introduction 

The activity of the ECO facility during 1972, as well as for the past years, was established in agreement 
with the national experts in D 20 reactor physics. 

The main activities (chronologically shown in Fig. 1) were: 
— Reactivity void coefficient measurements in Pu-bearing fuel elements 
— Measurements of heterogeneous D2 O lattices 
— Reactivity temperature coefficient and reaction rate measurements of U and U-Pu fuel elements cooled 

by organic liquids (contract with AECL—CANADA) 
— Completion of reactivity temperature coefficient and reaction ratio measurements of Pu-bearing single 

rod elements using H20 and D20 as coolants (the experiment was realized in summer 1971) 
— Properties of irradiated fuel (oscillation technique) in collaboration with CEA, CNEN and 

AECL-Canada. 

ECO Operation 1972 

During 1972 the ECO reactor was operated for the experiments mentioned in the preceding paragraph 
and it ran on 130 out of 223 working days of the year, corresponding to a utilization of about 58%. It 
should be mentioned, moreover, that although the ECO staff is sufficient only for one-shift operation, 
during 10 days the reactor was operated 24 hours a day and on about 28 days a two-shift operation was 
necessary to fulfil the experimental requirements. This shows that the utilization of ECO during 1972 was 
excellent. The rest of the time was spent on fuel element and core modifications, installation of new 
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Fig 1: ECO experiments 1972 

experiments, tests and maintenance work, which are frequent operations in critical facilities and require a 
lot of time. A brief summary of the 1972 ECO operation is given: 

Reactivity Void Coefficient in Pu-bearing Fuel Elements 
The knowledge of the value and sign of the void coefficient is of vital importance for a safe design and 

operation of power reactors. Its value depends on the burn-up state of the fuel in a power reactor. The 
calculation of the void coefficient, being a differential effect composed of several contributions, is very 
uncertain, and depends on the theories used. It is of importance to measure the void coefficient as function 
of void fraction using fuel with different burn-up states. Such experiments have been performed in ECO 
inside a special 19-rod fuel element assembly. Six fuel clusters characterized by a different amount of fissile 
and fertile material simulated different fuel burn-up states. Measurements were performed with three 
coolants (D20; 30% H20 + 70% D20; H20) at three lattice pitches (18.8; 23.5; 28.05 cm). The small 
reactivity effects involved, required the use of an on-line inverse neutron kinetics reactivity meter. The void 
was generated only in a section of the central fuel element by means of nitrogen bubbles in the range 0% to 
50% void and 100% void. 

The experiment (consisting of 54 measurements) lasted from the beginning of January to the end of 
March. 

Heterogeneous D2 O Lattices 
Mixed lattices with different types or burn-up states of fuel elements occur on D20 power reactors. The 

criticality of the system and the power distribution in the fuel elements must be calculated with a certain 
accuracy for a safe operation of power reactors. 

On request and collaboration with CNEN such conditions were simulated in the ECO reactor by a set of 
heterogeneous core arrangements. Critical reactor size and reaction rate distributions with Dy detectors 
were measured. This experiment had the aim of supplying important data for the CIRENE project and to 
check the calculation methods for the heterogeneous constants obtained from cell lattice codes and their 
application in threedimensional heterogeneous criticality codes. 

Measurements of the perturbation caused by the insertion of enriched fuel elements or poisoned 
materials were also performed. The experiments were performed during April 1972 and a supplementary 
series performed in December 1972. 
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Reactivity Temperature Coefficient Measurements with Organic Coolant 

In organic cooled D20modcrated reactors with natural uranium fuel the coolant temperature 

coefficient is positive mainly due to the thermal expansion coefficient of the coolant and it increases at 

equilibrium burnup conditions for the presence of Pu. 

In the frame of a contract with AECLCanada channel temperature coefficient measurements have been 

performed in ECO using single rod U and UPu fuel elements cooled by organic liquids. 

From May to the end of July four progressive substitution experiments for the determination of the 

temperature coefficient of the material buckling between 20 and 350°C and twenty irradiations for 

reaction rate measurements in single rod fuel elements have been performed. 

Reactivity Temperature Measurements of UPu Elements 

In D 2 0 reactors with natural uranium fuel at equilibrium burnup conditions the coolant temperature 

coefficient can become positive due to the rethermalization by the coolant and the positive temperature 

coefficient of the 2 3 9 P u ηvalue. 

For safe reactor operation it is therefore necessary to calculate this temperature coefficient with good 

precision. Although there has been a considerable progress in knowledge of neutron cross section data and 

theoretical calculation methods for this type of reactor in recent times, there is lack of experimental data 

for channel temperature coefficient measurements with Pucontaining fuel. 

During 1971 channel temperature coefficient measurements with natural U and UPu metal fuel 

elements were performed in the ECO reactor of J.R.C.Ispra. 

This experiment has been completed in 1972 by channel temperature coefficient and reaction rate 

measurements with singlerod Pu bearing fuel elements in different channel geometry. 

In the period SptembcrNovember 1972, six buckling temperature coefficient ( H 2 0 and D 2 0 coolant at 

three lattice pitches) and eight reaction rate measurements were performed with coolant temperatures 

ranging from 20 to 200 C. 

Properties of Irradiated Fuel 

The aim of this experiment, to be realized in collaboration with CEA, CNEN and AECL Canada, is the 

investigation on the reactivity values of fuel elements irradiated in the NPD reactor (ChalkRiver) to test 

cross section libraries (for Pu and fission products) as well as calculation methods. 

The experimental technique will be the oscillation of the irradiated samples against a nonirradiated 

reference sample, four 7rod, three 13rod and two 19rod clusters with different burnup (from 1,000 to 

9,000 MWd/tU) will be tested, with air, H 2 0 , D 2 0 coolants. 

The complete experimental equipment is mounted in the reactor and the oscillation measurements will 

begin in January 1973. 

ECO Experiments: Preparation and Maintenance 

Electronic Instrumentation 

In the frame of a contract with CNENBologna two doubling time meters for RBI and RB3 reactors 

have been designed and realized. 

l o r the "Sigma project" a prototype of a fuel pebble sampling device has been realized. 

Conventional Instrumentation 

lo r the preparation of the reactivity temperature coefficient and reaction rate measurements with 

organic, l l 2 0 and D2 O coolants with Pubearing fuel elements the following work has been done: 

design and realization of a stainlesssteel loop suitable both for organic (10 bar 350'C) and water (20 

bar 200°C) coolants 

design and realization of a glove box with Argon atmosphere for manipulation of Pu elements 

design and realization of a special container for irradiation experiments in the abovementioned 

conditions. 

l'or the preparation of' the oscillation experiments with ¡nadiatcd fuel elements the following work has 

been done: 

design and realization of the oscillating element with the irradiated sample and relative manipulation 

tools 

static and dynamic tests of' the oscillating mechanism 

mounting and calibration of'the whole instrumentation. 

General Maintenance 

All the preventive maintenance operations following the periodic (daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly) 

controls were carried out in accordance with the Nuclear Safety prescriptions for the ECO facility. 



The electronic instrumentation of the reactor, health physics and conventional instrumentation were 
checked according to a fixed programme. The efficiency of the ECO facility was also checked by the CNEN 
Safety Division inspector on 21 June and 23/24 October 1972. 

The maintenance of the experimental equipment (stainless steel loop, bubble circuit, hot cell, etc.) was 
performed periodically to ensure the correct execution of experiments. 

ECO Safety Committee 
During 1972 the ECO Safety Committee analysed and authorized the execution of the following 

experiments: 
channel temperature coefficient measurements with organic coolant for AECL 
channel temperature coefficient and reaction rate measurements with Pu bearing fuel 

- properties of irradiated fuel elements by oscillation technique. 
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ESSOR PLANT ACTIVITIES 

J.P. Lecoq 

Introduction 

According to the decisions of the Council of Ministers of December 20th, 1971, the ESSOR Reactor 
programme was intended to bring to an end the irradiations of the Italian project CIRENE carried out in 
the CART Loop. 

This objective has been practically completed. 
In the meantime much effort has been spent on preparing the recovery of ESSOR by private or public 

organisations. 
In this spirit, articles about the possibilities offered by the ESSOR plant have been published in several 

journals of interest to the nuclear industry 1. 2, 3). Besides this general information, the ESSOR Division 
staff cooperated with Italian national authorities in the definition of a long term programme comprising 
two main objectives: 
— development of water reactor fuel elements aiming at improved performance and reliability 
— experiments regarding the safety of the nuclear power plants. 

According to the general indications of the Commission of the European Communities for the 
preparation of the Research and Training Programme, the first objective could not be included in the 
proposals for the pluriannual programme. However, it was given a second chance by the CNEN which 
proposed it to the Italian industries. 

The second one, on the contrary, perfectly met the definition of "public service actions" that the 
Commission intended to foster and in some cases to carry out direct. Although the Italian representatives 
are strongly interested in these fields, as well as many industrial firms of the Community, they 
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recommended that such an objective should be included in the pluriannual programme proposals of 
Euratom. 

The possibility to extend the safety objective activities of the J.R.C., up to in-pile experiments will be 
examined in a short time by the Council of Ministers. 

Although the resources allowed by the Council for the technical expenditures have been limited to the 
positive balance of the 1971 financial year, i.e. about 75% of a normal operational budget, a large effort 
was made to prepare the reactor technically in the event of such a long term programme. 

The contract for fuel element fabrication was agreed upon for a first batch of 16 elements to be 
delivered at the end of 1972, and for a possible extension up to 80, to be decided upon before February 
15th, 1973. 

A contract for the reprocessing of 95 burnt fuel elements was signed with CEA (Marcoule) and two 
batches of 19 fuels have been already transported from the ESSOR decay pools to the Marcoule plant by 
the J.R.C, means. 

Some spare parts essential for a normal continuous operation of the plant were ordered with the 
remaining resources during the last months of the financial year. 

As regards the hot laboratories, besides the conditioning of burnt fuel elements and the post irradiation 
examination of CIRENE experimental fuels irradiated in the CART loop, their activities aimed at the final 
installation of the complementary equipments which were designed during the previous years (gamma 
scanning, leak test, puncture test, dimensional measurement, neurography). 

The main management difficulties encountered during 1972 were caused by the non replacement of the 
specialized technicians necessary for the reactor operation shifts. During the last months of the year, the 
continuous reactor operation was not any longer possible due to the lack of reactor pilots and foremen. 

Reactor and Experimental Circuits Operation 

Reactor Operation 

Once more, the ESSOR reactor load schedule during 1972 has been conditioned by the CART loop 
operation which consisted in irradiating the C2B experimental fuel element, loaded at the end of 1971. 

The reactor was operated for 136 days at the required C2 fuel element nominal power corresponding to 
16 MW on the driver zone (see Fig. 1). 
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The integrated reactor power during 1972 amounts to 2222.67 MWd (7096.24 MWd from the first 
reactor start-up). 

In parallel, two experimental irradiations have been carried out: 
self-powered neutron detectors ("eollectrons") in peripheral positions no. 23 and 24, in order to test 
their behaviour during a long term irradiation, 
from the third reactor cycle, irradiation of three five plate driver zone fuel elements in which devices 
called "SPIEDO" were introduced. Samples of pressure and calandria tubes of'he ('IRENE prototypes 
reactor arc stacked inside these devices and should integrate some 1020nvt (fast neutrons) before 
unloading. 
33 scrams and 4 power reductions have been recorded, essentially due to trouble on the data processing 

system (TIS). 
The average cycle burn-up has been doubled by loading at the beginning of each operation period 8 

fresh fuel elements instead of 4. By this method the operation period was about 67 days at 16 MW on the 
driver zone. 

Neither major reactor circuits accidents nor work casualties have been recorded during 1972. 
Heavy water concentration has been maintained practically constant: 

driver zone circuit 99.68 mole%D20 
moderator circuit 99.726 mole %D20 

The tritium concentration increased from 1.57· IO"4 C/gr to 1 M5 · 1CT4 C/gr in the driver zone circuit 
whereas in the moderator zone from 1.272 · IO"3 C/gr to 1.75 · 1 CT3 C/gr. 

The periodical check of the reactor containment tiglitness gave favourable results. The measured leakage 
rate was found to be 0.211% volume per day at 100gr/cm2 internal overpressure to be compared to 1% 
volume per day under the same conditions allowed by the Safety Report. 

Tech nical Difficulties 
At the beginning of 1972, the efficiency of all heat exchangers using light water as secondary coolant 
was observed to decreasein the same way as during last year, due to a deposit of mud and fire sand on 
the outer surface of the tubes. A new cleaning operation has been carried out by hot air drying and clean 
water flushing. The same kind of deposit has been found inside water tubes of small diameter which 
ought to be replaced. 

In order to avoid such inconvenience, the industrial water is now fed by the drinking-water circuit of 
the Center (filtered and purified water), 
some trouble on heavy water circuit automatisms led to malfunction of automatic actions and 
unscheduled operation of some valves, 

the helium purification circuit (cold trap) was partially put out of use after the explosion of an 
oil-oxygen mixture formed below the high pressure compressor; consequent damages were not 
important, 

- increase of Gibbsite (Al203,3 H20) concentration has been observed in the heavy water of the driver 
zone cooling circuit in April, after loading 8 new driver fuel elements. 

Consequently, the filters of the mechanical seal cooling lines of the driver zone main pumps, which 
are made of sintered stainless steel, progressively became occluded and were replaced. During the 
following months, the Gibbsite concentration in the heavy water substantially decreased, 
much trouble occurred in the data processing system (TIS), causing reactor shut-downs. Some of the 
trouble was due to ageing or operation at the limit characteristics of the components and the rest to 
failures during information transfer from the converter to the magnetic drum. 

Improvement on Reactor Operation and Experiments Feasibility 
One spare control rod and one spare safety rod were installed in the clean workshop (ATEN) on a testing 
bench, in order to test, the modifications intended for correction of defects and enhancement of the 
operation reliability. 

The high-speed insertion of the control rods turned out to the difficult due to a defective adjustment 
of an electro-magnetic clutch (constructional defect). This defect has been corrected, 
the potential of the compressed air station was increased by putting a new compressor into operation, 
the industrial water circuit was modified in order to allow it to be fed by gravity from the main water 
storage tank of the Center, in case of electric power cuts, 
various neutron noise measurements were carried out during reactor operation. The driver zone cooling 
circuit flow was modulated by movement of the heat exchanger no. 2 regulating valve which had been 
previously motorized. The correlation with the neutron flux was analysed by a Statistical Dynamic 
Analyzer, 
a "MODESTE" device was loaded into the experimental zone position no. 8 to check the feasibility of 
irradiation of small samples, 
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 a criticality approach experiment was performed in the decay pool no. 2 during loading of burnt driver 
fuel elements in the transport lead cask, 

 the south atmospheric cooling tower was modified to avoid the vibration phenomena which have been 
evidenced in 1971. The three blade fan was replaced by a four blade rotor and the girder reinforced. 
Vibrations tests were completely satisfactory, 

 owing to the numerous reactor shut downs resulting from the data processing system (TIS), it was 
decided to process directly the signals related to safety actions through highly reliable and independent 
logic circuits. This work will be completed during the long shut down period next year, 

 an IBM input/output terminal 2012 has been put into operation enabling fast computations through the 
CETIS IBM 370/165 computer to be made, 

 the Reactor Safety Report and the Technical Prescriptions were reviewed in order to obtain the 
definitive operating licence from the Italian Safety Authorities. 

CART Loop Operation 

The light water fog cooled CART loop is used by CISE for the fuel element development of the italian 
CIRENE project. 

During 1972, the C2B experimental fuel element which had been loaded at the end of 1971 was 
irradiated. Its average thermal power was maintained constantly at 790 kW, corresponding to the power 
obtained in a peripheral position of the CIRENE reactor core. The integrated average power reached 
1538.55 MWd/tu (see Fig. 2) and the total average burn up was 1676.66 MWd/tu at the end of December 
1972. 

Natural convection cooling tests were carried out at the end of each reactor operation period to check 
the maximum power output that could be expected in case of complete electric power cuts. 
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Hot Laboratories Operation 

The hot laboratories activities included in 1972 the following items: 
- conditioning of driver fuel elements, 
- post irradiation examination of CIRENE experimental fuels, 
- hot cell complementary equipment , 
- assistance to third parties. 

Conditioning of Driver Fuel Elements 
The reactor was unloaded twice during the year (April and October), 8 burnt fuel elements being 

removed at once, and then stored in the first decay-pool. 
23 fuel elements were cut up in order to be sent to the reprocessing plant. 
Two batches, each of 19 burnt fuel elements, were transported to the Marcoule reprocessing plant in 

October and November respectively. 
More than 23 fuel element end-pieces were decontamined after dismantling and then returned forre-use 

in the clean workshop (ATEN). 
A new facility allowing the underwater dismantling of the driver fuel elements was manufactured. 

Acceptance tests were carried out in the workshops in July, and installation in the second decay-pool is 
now in progress. 

CIRENE Experimental Fuel Examination 
The experimental fuel C2A had to be unloaded from the reactor in November 1971, due to the release 

of fission products in the primary circuit of the CART loop (see previous annual progress report "Essor 
plant activities in 1971"). 

The first six month period of the year was devoted by the experimental staff to the definition of the 
post-irradiation tests to be performed and to the construction of the required apparatus. Preliminary tests 
on a mock-up were carried out in the hot cells in May and June. 

In July and August, the following operations were carried out: 
- visual and photographic examination 
- global leak test of each bundle under vacuum (glycol-test), 
- dimensional measurement of the bundles, 
- dismantling of the bundles and recovery of the flux integrators, 
- individual leak tests of each pin under vacuum. 

It was not possible to identify the defective pin or pins responsible for the fission products release. A 
more sensitive method of leak testing was studied. The manufacture of the relative apparatus is now in 
progress. 

From November onwards, the gamma scanning of the individual fuel pins was affected; the preliminary 
results showed interesting anomalies of the gamma activity distribution which have not as yet been cleared 
up. 

Hot Cell Complementary Equipment 
The "puncture test", "glycol test" and "gamma scanning" apparatus assembled in 1971 were used for 

the first time in real conditions for the C2A fuel element examination. 
Final assembly of the "optical measurement device" was carried out in September but this device has 

not yet been used on irradiated fuel pins. 
Very little progress was made in the installation of "neurography cell" equipment due to the lack of 

personnel from the Central Workshop which is in charge of the assembly of the equipment inside the cell. 
The "gamma scanning" capabilities could be increased by the use of Ge-Li crystals and a more powerful 

analyser. Several tenders were examined and the PLURIMAT 20 (INTERTECHNIQUE) was chosen and 
ordered. It consists of a programmable system able to ensure automatic collection and processing of the 
data supplied by the gamma sensor. 

Assistance to Third Parties 
One irradiated fuel assembly of the TRINO VERCELLESE PWR power station was received in August 

in the second decay-pool. The following operations were performed: 
dismantling of the assembly in the decay-pool, 
extraction of 7 fuel pins, 
fitting up of a new end piece on the assembly, 
return of the assembly to the plant. 
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This work was concluded at the beginning of September. Examination of the fuel pins will begin in 
1973. 

The installation of a pilot plant for high activity liquid wastes vitrification in an hot cell of the available 
ADECO was studied. This project (ESTER) will most probably be realized in 1973 for the CNEN. 

Moreover, a feasibility study on the use of ADECO for washing out, dismantling and examination of the 
SORA fuel elements was carried out. 

Technical Support Activities 

The three main areas where the activities of the technical support were developed are design and project 
(committed to the Project Office), technical developments on instrumentation and acceptance (committed 
to the Laboratories) and some support given to external activities, using the available competences. 

Design and Project Work 
The main effort of the Project Office was oriented, on one hand, towards direct technical support to 

the reactor and to the hot laboratories and, on the other hand, towards the preparation of several 
experimental devices. 

The major items of interest were: 
a) finishing of the construction of the circuits and in-pile parts of the liquid safety rods. After this phase, 

the responsability of the whole system was transferred to the reactor operating group, 
b) end of construction of the Zr-Nb in-pile channels for the MK 5 loop, 
c) design of a high temperature rig to be introduced into some driver fuel elements for the irradiation of 

H.T.R. coated particles (rig ZENON D) intended for the DRAGON Project). Detailed study and 
construction of the rig has been entrusted to the CEA (SPS/ERI Saclay), 

d) design and detailed study of an irradiation device where small capsules are fed and discharged by gravity 
during reactor operation. Construction of the main items has been initiated. Working tests were 
performed on a full scale mock-up of the device, 

e) preliminary design of a general gaseous waste circuit for the whole reactor plant, 
f) development of a fuel cladding failure monitor. 

Besides these items, some work was devoted to the reactor driver fuel elements, leading to the 
manufacture of a new set of fuel elements following a revised technical specification and to the signature of 
a contract for the reprocessing of 95 driver elements (with CEA Marcoule). 

Laboratories 
The clean workshop (ATEN), operating as the control and acceptance gate before loading of devices 

into the reactor core made 150 controls and receptions of in-pile equipments and associated tools. 
In addition, 67 devices were assembled and tested including the CART 2 channel, two liquid safety-rod 

in-pile sections and various MK 5 channel components. 
The chemistry laboratory took charge of the heavy and light water used by the reactor itself and also of 

the control of the CART loop primary coolant. Moreover, a study to determine the causes of the temporary 
increase of alumina concentration in the driver zone cooling circuit has been carried out. 

The laboratory also participated in the preparation of the technical specifications for the driver fuel 
element manufacture and reprocessing. 

The electro-mechanics laboratory, besides its normal duties (leak tightness and vibration measurements, 
irradiation devices assembly and instrumentation) put into use a special instrumentation for reactor channel 
pressure testing, and another one for the continuous monitoring of vibrations on the reactor cooling towers. 
Final assembly and checking of a remote operation device for in-core reactor channel measurements was 
also carried out by the same group. 

Assistance to Third Parties 
This last area was limited during 1972 to the preparation of the technical specifications and of a request 

for tender for the reprocessing of the ISPRA I fuel elements. This led to a recommendation sent to the 
ISPRA I staff after a detailed examination of the various offers was completed. 
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Financial Items — 1972 Balance 

Income 
According to the general decision of the Council of Ministers on December 20th, 1971, and to the 

definitive agreement reached on May 4th, 1972, the 1972 estimates for budget and technical expenditu 
res were the following (see Tables 1 and 2): 

Table I 

ESSOR PLANT OPERATION (chapter 143-0) 

Category 

9101 
9200 

9300 

9301 
9302 
9303 
9304 
9401 

9430 

Nature 

Personnel (129 CS. + 3 L.S.)* 
Utilization of the JRC 
general infrastructure 
Utilization of the JRC 
general support 
General stores 
Design offices 
General workshops 
Electronics department 
CETIS computing work 

Sub total 

1971 budget balance to be used for 
technical expenditures 

TOTAL (chapter 143-0) 

Commitments (UA) 

1,514,906 

1,623,210 

35,883 
62,971 

374,328 
28,643 
40,000 

3,679,941 

1,748,932 

5,428,873 

ESSOR experiments (chapter 4-11-0) 

Category 

9101 
9200 

9401 

Nature 

Personnel (6 CS. + 0 , 5 L.S.)* 
Utilization of the JRC 
general infrastructure 
CETIS computing work 

Committements (UA) 

72,498 

75,498 
20,000 

TOTAL (chapter 4-11-0) 167,996 

(*) CS. = civil servants (categories A, B, C, AE) 
L.S. - local servants(AL, equivalent to non qualified workers) 

Table 2 

Category 

3010/ 
3011 

3020 
3021 
3022 
3024 
3030 
4011 
5010 

Nature 

Consumable materials 
and non consumable 
equipments 
Fissile materials 
Fuel elements reprocessing 
Fuel elements fabrication 
Radioisotopes 
Electricity 
Irradiation devices 
Maintenance contracts 
Reserve funds for 
unexpected expenditures 

TOTAL 

Commitments (UA) 

381,000 
60,000 

225,000 
440,000 

5,400 
276,000 

17,600 
240,000 

103,932 

1,748,932 
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Comments 
The definitive agreement on the ESSOR budget was followed up with comments of the various national 

delegations and of the Commission itself (R/977/72 ATO 68 FIN 268 May 12th, 1972). 
All the delegations, except the Italian one, said they were no longer, interested in the ESSOR plant 

operation after the end of 1972. Their financial contribution would be limited to the amount strictly 
necessary to ensure the normal plant operation during this year. 

The Commission, in the meantime, agreed with the fuel element manufacturers consortium 
(CERCA/MMN/NUKEM) to limit the 1972 supply to 16 fuel elements and to communicate at a later date, 
in any case before February 15th, 1973, its definitive intention as regards the manufacture of the remaining 
64 fuel elements. The Italian delegation accepted this compromise but stated that such a political solution 
resulted in a misadministration of the communitary public funds. 

Expenses 
The expenses relating to categories 9101, 9200, 9300, 9301, 9302, 9303, 9304 and 9401 were not 

communicated to the executive units in charge of the programme. 
As regards category 9401 (repayment to CETIS for scientific computing work), the effective required 

services, according to the CETIS invoices, amounted to 85.5949 hours corresponding to 45.223 UA (based 
on 75.8915 hours for the IBM 360/65 at 500 UA/h - and 9.7034 hours for the IBM 370/165 - at 
750 UA/h.). 

The following table gives a break-down of the technical expenses according to their category: 

Category 

3010/3011 

3020 

3021 

3022 

3024 

3030 

4011 

501 1 

Nature 

Consummable materials and 
non consummable equipments 
A Reactor 
Β Hot workshops (1) 
C Technical support (1) 
D Miscellaneous (2) 

Sub total A + B + C + D 

Fissile materials renting or 
purchase (3) 

Fuel elements reprocessing (4) 

Fuel elements fabrication (5) 

Radioisotopes renting or purchase (6) 

Specific industrial electricity 
supply (7) 

Irradiation devices (1) 

Contracts 
E - General maintenance 
F - Studies 

Sub total E + F 

TOTAL 

Commitments (UA) 

399,143 
30,532 
15,537 
19,188 

402,400 

40,000 

186,826 

499,448 

p.m. 

262,350 

10,726 

243,779 
8,421 

252,200 

1,653,950 

Remarks 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

(6) 
( 7 ) 

Many manufacturing expenses relating to these items were invoiced under 
category 3010/3011, points A and D. 
Regularization of 1971 commitments. 
Payment to the USAEC of all the uranium burnt and of the remaining 
quantities of rented uranium. 
Reprocessing contract with CEA (Marcoule) and transport expenditure. 
Contract with the consortium CERCA/MMN/NUKEM for the 
manufacture of fuel plates for 48 elements and the construction of 16 
fuel elements, plus payment of a deposit amounting to 30 %of the cost 
of fabrication of the remaining 64 fuel elements. 
Small amount included in the category 3010/301 1 point A. 
According to the ENEL invoices, the exact expenses were 207,428 UA 
for the whole year. The electricity supply of November and December 
1971 w e r e invoiced in 1972 for 30,678 UA. The balance of this item 
(24,244 UA) should be available to paying electricity during the first 
months of 1973. 
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COMPUTING CENTRE 

J. Pire 

Introduction 

The activity of the Computing Center is divided into three fields: administration of the computers, the 
system support, and assistance to the programmer. 

1. Computers 
During the year 1972 extensive modifications were made to the computer installations. They can be 

summarised as follows: 
a) Reconditioning of the power supply and the teleprocessing connections 
b) Elimination of the IBM 360/30 
c) Replacement of the IBM 360/65 central unit by an IBM 370/165 central unit 
d) Modifications to the teleprocessing units. 

La. Reconditioning 
The shutting down of the IBM 7090 goes right back to 20th December 1971, but the dismantling and 

reorganisation of the occupied space were only carried out during the first quarter of 1972, thus liberating 
the space and facilities necessary for the reconditioning operations on the power supply and the 
teleprocessing connections. For 10 years all modifications and additions have been done making allowances 
for the space occupied in the false floor by the IBM 7090 cables. The result was an incredible tangle, which 
surfaced at various check-points. 
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All the supply controls have been combined into one single panel, which will make further extensions 
possible, and the available power has been increased by the substitution of a transformer; (moreover, all the 
teleprocessing arrival points have been concentrated into one single cable, which leaves room for 
considerable later developments. 

Lb. IBM 360/30 
This computer, which has a memory capacity of 16 K and manages a great number of peripheral units, 

has been used for a long time (in 1401 compatibility mode) for carrying out administrative tasks, and as 
supplement to the IBM 7090 and IBM 360/65 computers. 

The disappearance of the IBM 7090 and the related build-up of facilities available on the main 
computer make it possible to reduce the load on the IBM 360/30 progressively until its total elimination at 
the moment of the installation of the IBM 370/165 central unit. 

1. c. IBM 360/65; IBM 3 70/165 
During 1971 the IBM 360/65 computer started to show signs of wear and tear, which grew more serious 

during the first quarter of 1972, involving considerable losses of time (one breakdown alone led to a week's 
stoppage) and furthermore the work load was at the limits of the computer's power to provide, in view of 
the limited staff available for service (2 extended shifts). The IBM 370/165 appeared to be the only unit 
capable of coping with the work load, and minimising disruptions of the user's work. 

Apart from one total shut down of two weeks for the installation, during the normal leave period (last 
two weeks of August) the transformation went almost unnoticed by the users themselves. 

The power of the new central unit is such that it is difficult to compare the statistical data of 1972 with 
those of 1971. Tasks which for the 360/65 had to be segmented can now be performed in one go, thus 
reducing the number of "jobs" necessary for the solution of a given problem. On the other hand, the 
peripheral units could not be modified at the same time as the central unit, and the memory could not be 
brought to a sufficient level for budgetary reasons; the result of this is that the present configuration is 
somewhat unbalanced, and it is difficult to obtain a very high total output. The situation will be slightly 
improved by the installation of some more rapid disc units. In our opinion, a maximum output of this type 
of computer, account being made of the applications required by CCD, will be obtained by an extension of 
the central memory to 1.5 M bytes. However, we can claim that the computer has enabled us to cope with 
the work demand in spite of a cut-back to one extended day shift, which became unavoidable due to a 
reduction in available operation personnel. 

The comparative table below is in fact only a pro-memoria; even the number of jobs executed is of little 
significance if one considers the forced shut-downs of nearly a month's duration, and the condensing of 
some of the work. 

1971 
1972 * 

Number of jobs 

72.323 
63,380 

- 1 3 % 

Number of 
cards read 
millions 

42.6 
36.7 

- 1 4 % 

Number of 
lines printed 

millions 

156.9 
160.4 

+ 2% 

Number of 
cards punched 

millions 

3.8 
3.1 

- 19% 

CPU 

3,201.27 
2,466.30 

- 2 7 % 

) During the past four months the work has been performed by the CPU 3 70/165, which is about 3 times faster. 
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The general turn-around time, which for the first seven months remained the same as that of 1971, has 
slightly improved after the installation of the new central unit, not withstanding the forced reduction of the 
work to only one shift. 

The following table gives an, idea of the interval between the reading of the final card of a job and the 
last peripheral operation relative to it (percentage of the total number of jobs finished including the delays 
indicated in the first line). 

360/65 
370/165 

15' 

33% 
35% 

30' 

16% 
18% 

1 hour 

14% 
17% 

2 hours 

12% 
13% 

4 hours 

9% 
7% 

8 hours 

7% 
2% 

1 day 

5% 
6% 

more 

4% 
2% 

The turn-around time depends, obviously, upon the duration of the work itself; for jobs whose 
execution requires less than one minute, and involves no tapes or discs, the turn-around time during the last 
months was less than 15' in 61% of the cases, and 91% of these jobs were finished within an hour. 

1. d. Teleprocessing 
An IBM 2770 terminal has been installed at ESSOR, and two 2741 terminals have been put into 

operation (Materials Division and CETIS). On the other hand, the IBM 2780 installed in the Materials 
Division has been returned to IBM, consequently the set of on line connections to the 370/165 is now the 
following: R.J.E. 4, conversational 22. 

2. Computer Operation 
The operators' group, originally 16 individuals, in previous years, has been steadily reduced to 10 

(notice given, military service, internal transfers) which has obliged US| to change from running the computer 
in two shifts to operating it in one extended shift. As far as the puncli-card service is concerned, it has been 
cut back to a staff of two, who are supported by an IBM contract which represents work for about 5 
people; 825,490 cards have been punched (as against 799,000 in 1971). 

The following table shows the increase from one year to another in the work demanded of this team, 
and the partial values relating to some subjects. 

Totals 
FORTRAN Source 
COBOL Source 
ASSIGN. Source 
Scientific Data 
Russian translation 
Administrative Data 

1969 

699.500 
144.800 

22.000 
24.900 

211.900 
38.100 

227.800 

1970 

718.800 
166.100 
45.300 
26.700 

215.900 
45.000 

219.800 

1971 

799.400 
148.000 
54.800 
75.400 

263.600 
66.900 

190.700 

1972 

825.500 
148.900 
35.800 
66.700 

289.900 
87.600 

196.600 

1972 - 1969 

+ 156.000 
+ 3.900 
+ 13.800 
+ 41.800 
+ 78.000 
+ 49.500 
- 29.200 

3. System Support 
Two complete generations of the operating system had to be studied and carried out during 1972. 
The first for taking into account the configuration modifications carried out in August, and the second 

for supporting the configuration from 1st January 1973 (installation of the peripherics, postponed from 
August to January). 

4. User Support 
Apart from the assistance given to programmers debugging their programs, and maintaining the 

programs already in the library, the effort went mainly to two projects: 
1) a study of the IMS system 
2) the development of pseudo-sequential data-sets. 

These two points are dealt with exhaustively in other chapters. 
For more details on these subjects, the reader is therefore referred to them. 
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Objective or activity 

 Fast reactors 

 Heavy water reactors  ESSOR 

 Heavy water reactors  multipurpose research (ECO) 

 Heavy water reactors  research on reactor types 

 High temperature gas reactors 

 Reactor safety 

 Control of fissile materials 

 Reactor physics 

 Condensed state physics 

 Materials 

— Direct conversion 

 Thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 

 Biology and health physics, radiation protection 

 CETIS  Informatics 

 Nuclear standards and measurements 

H F R 

 Instruction and training 

 Centres d'information 

 SORA 

 Réseau Inf. Européen 

 Nuisances 

 BCR 

 JRC administration 

 JRC technical infrastructure 

 Commission services other than JRC 

 External 

0 

1970 

1,51 

4,03 

2,70 

0,91 

4,31 

2,44 

0,61 

15,72 

11,52 

0,83 

0,02 

1,29 

5,41 

25,51 

0,22 

0,18 

— 

 

—· 

 r 

7,29 

0,93 

2,24 

12,33 

/„ of annual 

1971 

1,73 

3,45 

1,93 

0,68 

1,27 

2,66 

1,47 

14,01 

16,55 

1,26 

0,49 

2,28 

4,55 

24,51 

0,62 

0,16 

0,18 

— 

— 

— 

— 
■ — 

7,65 

1,50 

3,28 

9,77 

otal 

1972 

1,62 

3,14 

0,45 

2,17 

5,74 

0,83 

— 
5,21 

3,18 

 

28,48 

1,89 

0,36 

12,25 

8,16 

0,89 

2,05 

0,10 

10,65 

1,47 

11,36 
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SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES 

ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL 

FINANCE AND SUPPLY 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 

ORGANISATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

DISIGN AND FABRICATION 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

PROTECTION 

INTERVENTION - DECONTAMINATION - TREATMENT 

MEDICAL 

SECURITY 
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DIRECTORATE OF GENERAL 
TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS 

P. Herrinck 

Administration and Personnel 
Finance and Supply 
Public Relations 
Organization and Information Systems 

Design and Fabrication 
Infrastructure 

Protection 
Intervention — Decontamination — Treatment 
Medical 
Security 

The General, Technical and Administrative Services play an essential role in a research centre. It is in 
fact only thanks to them that the research workers have the necessary means available for fulfilling their 
tasks; from the management of finance and supply of articles and materials for general use, to the 
fabrication of indispensable specialised apparatus, these services work in close collaboration with the 
scientific services, and follow their requirements. Conditions of the working atmosphere also play an 
important role in the speed and quality of the research work carried out: whether it is a question of 
installing or conditioning working space, controlling the healthiness of the working areas, or the health of 
the workers themselves, we are still within the sphere of influence of these services. 

Each of the General, Technical or Administrative Services has a character all of its own, and quite 
unlike that of a scientific service: There is no need for us to publish activity reports edited uniformly, and 
similar to those found in the first part of this document. On the contrary, we have attempted to outline the 
activity of each of our services by means of different presentations: thus, the activity of services whose 
activities have been "routine" throughout 1972 is reported in the form of statistics, which is presumed to 
be well-known; on the other hand, original activities are particularly mentioned wherever they occur. 

In fact, the year 1972 has seen several interesting innovations developing within the General, Technical 
and Administrative Services, both in the technical and in the administrative areas. On the one hand, the 
entire personnel management of the J.R.C, has been installed at Ispra; functional financial management by 
objective, begun in 1971, and has been completely applied, with considerable advantage over the system 
previously employed, in spite of one or two disadvantages which are currently being eliminated. On the 
other hand, on the technical level, attention can particularly be drawn to the installation of an IBM 2750 
computer, which enabled us to greatly improve the efficiency of the internal telephone network, the 
operation and maintenance of the infrastructure installations, while awaiting other equally important 
applications, and the implementation of the first part of a pre-disposal "black" water treatment installation 
by total oxidation, which will be a model of ¡ts kind, intended to meet the latest demands of protection 
against environmental pollution. 

And finally, we would like to emphasise that these activities have been carried out during a particularly 
difficult year, during which the loss of confidence in the future of the J.R.C, became an extremely 
inhibiting factor. The General, Technical and Administrative Services have proved on this occasion that 
they can be counted on in all circumstances. 
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ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL 

P. Blaes 

Personnel 

On the 31st December 1972, the staff of the J.R.C, totalled 1949 (staff and personnel of the 
Establishments) of which 1382 were at Ispra: the number of locally employed personnel and auxiliary staff 
totalled 357, of which 308 were at Ispra; the final total is therefore 2306 individuals (a reduction compared 
with the previous year 1971: 2352). 

During 1972 the Division received from the Central Offices the entire set of individual files of J.R.C, 
agents. It has begun work on managing the individual information files mechanographically. 

63,5 % 

L 0,5 V" 
others 0,5 % 

16,5 % 

Distribution by nationality (including A.E. and locally 
employed personnel) 

1 Scientists and engineers 

2 Technical staff 

3 Administrative staff 

4 Craftsmen, quardians. fireman and service person
nel 

Distribution of personnel at the JRC's Ispra Establishment. 

29 V 

Distribution of JRC personnel (including A.E. and locally employed personnel 
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Personnel distribution by Sen'ices and by categories (Administrative and Scientific) (including locally 
employed personnel) at the J.R.C.'s Ispra Establishment. 

Service 

Direction of Ispra Est. 
Direction Gen. Scrv. 

Adm./Tech. 
Org. and Inf. Systems 
Public Relations 
Administration and Personnel 
Finances and Supply 
Design and Fabrication 
Infrastructure 
Protection 
Medicine 
Security 
Scientific Direct. 
Biology 
C.E.T.I.S. 
Chemistry 
S.O.R.A. 
Nuclear Studies 
Materials 
Physics 
Technology - Mechan, and 

Therm. 
Technology - Electronics 
ESSOR 
Local Staff Association 

Total 

A 

1 

1 

3 
4 
1 
7 
6 

11 
4 

11 
4 
1 
9 
2 

34 
41 
41 
41 
45 
36 

46 
19 
17 

351 

Β 

2 

1 

3 
1 
2 

20 
18 
47 
11 
17 
12 
6 
1 
1 

42 
42 

7 
25 
66 
42 

75 
25 
68 

1 

533 

C 

3 

1 

2 
11 
4 

38 
1 
1 

3 

4 
5 
3 
1 
4 
4 

11 
2 
3 
1 

99 

Total 
1 + 2+3 

4 

2 

7 
5 
5 

38 
28 
96 
16 
29 
16 

7 
13 
3 

80 
88 
18 
67 

115 
82 

132 
46 
88 

2 

983 

Establ. 
Staff 

5 

1 

1 
2 

35 
23 
78 
38 
36 

2 
21 

2 
1 

12 
19 

7 
17 
18 

28 
10 
48 

399 

Total 
4+ 5 

6 

3 

7 
6 
7 

73 
51 

174 
54 
65 
18 
28 
15 
4 

92 
107 

18 
74 

132 
100 

160 
56 

136 
2 

1382 

Locally 
Empi. Staff 

7 

1 

1 
71 
22 
36 
25 
20 

4 
16 

1 
1 

10 
26 

1 
5 

15 
4 

20 

26 
1 

306 

Otljers 

8 

1 
1 

2 

Gen. Total 
6 + 7 + 8 

9 

3 

8 
6 
8 

144 
73 

210 
79 
85 
22 
44 
16 
5 

102 
133 

20 
80 

147 
104 

180 
56 

162 
3 

1690 

Social Affairs 

The year 1972 has not presented any remarkable developments. New initiatives could not be followed 
up due to the critical situation of the J.R.C. 

Housing 
All housing owned or run by the Establishment remained occupied at about 95% of its capacity. The 

occupants of the furnished accomodation were mainly students and Fellows together with a few staff 
members transferred to Ispra from other units of the J.R.C. 

The Reception Office dealt with 625 missions, 6 permanent staff members were temporarily housed. The 
number of guests/visitors housed in the visitors quarters was 696; this represents 1970 "man-nights". 

Social Assistance 
The Day Care Centre continues to operate under difficult conditions. To enable all children to be taken 

in, a second provisional building has been taken over by the Day Care Centre. The total number of children 
has gone up to over 50 per day. 

As usual, under the auspices of the Administration in Brussels, several holiday centres (Easter and 
Summer holidays) were run in various countries of the Community, and were very successful. About 
20,000 UC was spent in subventions. 

The Social Assistance office continued to suffer its chronic personnel shortage, which had its 
repercussion on the present and the number of cases that could be dealt with effectively. 
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Canteen and ClubHouse 

The number of meals per month served during 1972 in the two canteens fluctuated between 6,000 and 
19,000. Total meals served in 1972: 206,000. 

The ClubHouse showed a fair activity, mainly through sales, exhibitions, and various club activities, of 
a sportive or cultural character. The total receipts were 20,500 UC for the year. 

Visitors, Students, Fellows Administration 

The breakdown of the number of students present at the Ispra Establishment is given in the following 
tables. 

Table 1  Number of trainees and scholars. 

Présentât 1.1.1972 

Arrived during the year 

Total 

Left during the year 

Présentât 31.12.1972 

Student 

trainees 

18 

60 

78 

51 

27 

Scholars 

33 

19 

52 

21 

31 

Apprentice 

trainees 

5 

4 

9 

2 

7 

Total 

56 

83 

139 

74 

65 

Table 2  Distribution by nationality and Division, trainees and scholars. 

Biology 

CETIS 

Chemistry 

Nuclear Studies 

Materials 

.Physics 

Technology 

Others 

Total 

Β 

St. 




1 



1 

1 





3 

sch 

4 

1 

2 



1 



1 

1 

10 

D 

st. 

1 

3 





1 







5 

sch 

3 





1 

3 

5 

3 



15 

F 

st. 




1 



3 



1 



5 

sch 













1 



1 

I 

st. 

6 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

11 

2 

41 

sch 

2 

3 

2 

4 



1 

4 



16 

L 

st. 



1 





1 



2 

sch 



1 

1 





2 

Ν 

st. 



3 

1 



13 

1 

18 

sch 













1 

Others 

st. sch 

1 2 

1 1 

2 1 

_ 2 


1 

4 7 

Total 

st. sch 

8 12 

8 4 

12 6 

4 5 

12 5 

5 9 

26 9 

3 2 

78 52 

Table 3 Number of students present in 1972 expressed in manmonths. 

Student trainees 

Scholars 

B 

13,5 

76 

D 

27,5 

153,5 

F 

16,5 

11 

I 

264,5 

98,5 

L 

10 

20 

Student trainees 

Scholars 

BIO 

39,5 

110,5 

CET 

37,5 

33,5 

CHE 

72 

56 

ENS 

28,5 

28 

MAT 

67 

47,5 

Ν 

75,5 

9 

Others 

20 

52 

Total 

427,5 

431 

PHY 

20 

76,5 

TEC 

144 

66.5 

Others 

19 

12,5 

4.'36 



Training of the Personnel 

Technical Improvement Courses 
During the academic year 1971-1972, seven courses were organized at Ispra according to the CNAM. 

The corresponding examinations led to 32 certificates, of which 8 went to German speaking members, 10 
to French speaking, 7 to Italian speaking and 7 to Dutch speaking (see table). 

General Informatics 7 
id. Practical work 7 
General Physics A2 2 
Elements of Programming, Practice 3 
General Mathematics Β 9 
Operations Research 3 
Programmation Systems (B5) 1 

The preparatory courses in Mathematics and Physics were continued and were successfully attended by 
10 and 4 students respectively. 

An introductory course in Electronics, although followed regularly, was not terminated by 
examinations. 

During the last months of 1972, the organisation of laboratory practice in Physics (electricity, 
magnetism and nuclear physics) was attempted; a limited number of experiments has already taken place. 

The material conditions (e.g. classroom) remain, generally speaking, rather inadequate. 

Professional Training 
Another FORTRAN programming session has been organized, as well as a course on radiation safety. 

Further training of the secretaries was started (2 sessions took place) but had to be interrupted by lack of 
money. 

Participation in External Training Activities 
During the past year, 24 persons participated in external activities, of which 

— 2 in transitory periods in specialized laboratories, 
— 3 in general correspondence courses, 
— 19 in specific courses. 
Each participant enrolled in only one course. 

In addition, participation in small local programmes amounted to 12. 
As far as participation in normal study programmes is concerned, the Mixed Committee elaborated detailed 
proposals for repayment of the corresponding expenses. The requests of staff members covering the 
academic years from 1968-69 to 1971-72 have been dealt with successfully. However, no solution has been 
found up to now for linguistic courses. 

A very rough estimate shows that the available credits have been distributed among the various 
categories as follows: 

A 20% 
Β 45% 
C + AE 15% 
AL 20%. 

General Services 

Transport 
The transport of individuals in hired cars, which during 1971 had reached a very high total, fell again in 

1972 to a figure of 10,561 people transported. The number of kilometers driven fell proportionally less 
(531,692 km). The introduction of a transport indemnity paid to shift personnel had the effect of 
eliminating the shorter distance taxi services, and the majority of the transports carried out involved the 
Ispra - Milan trip, with an average of 2.2 passengers per car. 

The bus service for the personnel remained constant with a network of 13 routes, covering roughly 380 
km. 

The number of vehicles employed in internal services remained unchanged. The introduction of the 
functional budget made it possible to improve the use of the available credits, and 16 vehicles in a bad state 
of repair have been replaced. 

The Garage carried out 725 repairs, of which a certain number involved complete revision of engines. 
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The decrepit state of the fleet of cars explains the high number of complex repairs. The availability at the 
beginning of 1973 of the new vehicles should help to improve this situation. 

Heavy transport has seen a slight falling off of demand, with only 512 interventions; the tonnage 
removed is however higher (1,600 tons) which is explained by a reduction in light weight office removals, 
and an increase in heavy removals. 

Com munica t ions 

The activity of the internal postal service has been disturbed by the frequent public postal strikes, but 
has managed to supply a nearly satisfactory service, in spite of a veiy high absentee rate. 
The diplomatic bag service operated perfectly. A 5-times weekly Linate-Ispra service continued to operate, 
in spite of frequent disturbances due to airport strikes and bad weather conditions at the end of the year. 

The telephone switchboard, minus two operators, nevertheless kept up a nearly constant flow of 
communications (more than 65,000 calls from within the Establishment, of which 15,500 were 
international). 

The telex traffic also remained nearly constant (7,600 messages sent, and 6,827 received). These 
communications were often disturbed by technical incidents involving the international network. 

Maintenance 
The systematic preventive maintenance of the office machines continued to give good results: the 

number of interventions for total breakdown remained very low. 
The number of photocopies produced (1,600,000 format DIN A4) remained noticeably stationary. The 

unitary cost should be maintained at the 1970 level. 
The conclusions of new agreements for office cleaning services guaranteed continued conventional 

cleaning (95,000 sq.m) and nuclear purification (12,000 sq.m) without any interruptions. 
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FINANCE AND SUPPLY DIVISION 

W. Metzger 

During 1972 the activities of this Division were concentrated upon applying the administration of the 
operating budget by objective, initiated last year. This administration applied to the budgetary amounts 
indicated in the following tables 1 and 2: 

Table 1 - Expenses due to scholars and remunerations of the J.R.C. Staff are 
given below in millions UC. 

J.R.C. Staff and 
Establ. Staff 
Locally Employed 
Personnel 

Total 

Ispra 

18,249 

1,991 

20,240 

Karlsruhe 

2,366 

0,030 

2,396 

Petten 

2,040 

0,048 

2,088 

BCMN 

2,369 

0,210 

2,579 

J.R.C. 

25,024 

2,279 

27,303 

Table 2 - Expenses due to infrastructure, General Seivices, Administration, Health Physics, 
Medical Security), Support Services (Design and Fabrication, Chemistry, 
Electronics) and Big Installations of the J.R. C. are given below in millions UC. 

Infrastructure and 
General Service 

Support Services 
Centre de Calcul 
H.F.R. Reactor 
Ispra 1 Reactor 
ESSOR Reactor 
ELO Reactor 
L.M.A. 
BCMN 
Karlsruhe 

Total 

Ispra and 
Petten 

9,684 
3,839 
2,270 
1,956 
1,332 
3,648 
0,746 
0,328 

23,803 

BCMN 

0,805 
0,435 

0,856 

2,096 

Karlsruhe 

1,238 
0,338 

1,401 

2,977 

J.R.C. 

11,727 
4,612 
2,270 
1,956 
1,332 
3,648 
0,746 
0,328 
0,856 
1,401 

28,876 
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Supply 

Central Store 
For the refurnishing of stocks and supplies, 557 orders were passed, under the following headings: 

for technical material 463 

for operational material 94 

Within the Centre 31,500 store coupons were distributed. 

Customs Reception 
Each order made by the Centre is given a reception file for the checking of deliveries. 4,780 orders have 

passed through this reception office. 
All material arriving at or leaving the Centre goes through customs formalities. 3,950 forms were filled 

in for entries and 263 for reshipment. 

Milan Office 
In order to carry out purchases (maximum cost 50 UC each) for which the services are in urgent need, 

the Centre has an office in Milan. This office often has to search for suppliers and to collect tenders. In 
1972, 1,610 urgent orders were placed with some 120 firms. 25% of these supplies were paid direct by this 
office, and the rest by the Ispra Accounting Office. In addition, this office serves: 
— as delivery point for a certain number of "normal orders" of reasonable size, 
- as liaison office between the services of the Centre and suppliers in the Milan area. 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS 

G.L. Faà di Bruno 

The main task of the Public Relations Service is to inforni the public at large about activities at the 
Ispra Nuclear Research Establishment and also to prepare and carry out meetings and congresses. 

This essentially implies the distribution of folders, leaflets and assorted printed matter, presence at 
meetings and exhibitions, and looking after visitors and participants at conferences. 

Film shows play an important part in Public Relations activity at Ispra. With visiting groups, they aptly 
round off introductory talks and also illustrate sections of the establishment which for lack of time or 
opportunity it would not be possible to visit. 

In 1972 the flow of visitors from the Community and other countries was regular and intense 
(especially groups of visitors from Italy and Germany) despite the various political events and the numerous 
difficulties that affected the Centre. 

Records for the year 1972 show a total of 3,366 visitors, with the following breakdown: 

1) Secondary Schools 1,374 persons 
2) Universities and higher institutions 388 persons 
3) Political and scientific personalities, 

businessmen, firms and industries 233 persons 
4) Participants at meetings and scientific 

conferences (45 international meetings) 1,215 persons 
5) Individual visits 148 persons 
6) Press, radio and TV 8 persons 

Total 3,366 persons 

The most prominent visitors in 1972 were a group of the Commission for Energy, Research and Atomic 
Problems of the European Parliament, in October, under the leadership of its President, Mr. Springorum. 

From November 1-12, the Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Atomic Energy in Food and Agriculture held 
its annual meeting at the Ispra establishment with some 40 participants. 

During the year, the Ispra Establishment was also represented at the "NUCLEX": International Nuclear 
Industries Fair at Basel (Switzerland) (Oct. 16-21) with a well-equipped and much-visited stand. 

Furthermore Public Relations had to take care of about 530 inter-establishment conferences which 
required 166 film- and slide projections and 84 recordings. 

During 1972, there was also a good cooperation with the Cultural Committee of the establishment; with 
our assistance it was able to carry out a rich and interesting programme of concerts, lectures etc. 
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ORGANIZATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

F. Sciuto 

For the Organization and Information Service (O.S.I.), 1972 can be considered as a year of "routine" 
work when compared to 1971 which was a year of transition due to the many changes imposed on the 
J.R.C, (greater autonomy, increased power of the General Director, transfer of the General Director to 
Ispra). As a result we were able to study many more practical problems and to look at some long-term 
solutions which has never been possible before. 

The activity of the Service can be summarized as follows: 

Procedures and Rules 

- The rules relating to shift work, stand-by at work and at home, and onerous work were finalized after 
the decisions of the Council of Ministers on the same subjects. 

- the rules relating to the inventory and to the sale of materials and equipments were rewritten and made 
the object of a decision by the General Director of the J.R.C. 

- the service has participated in the definition of the principles to be used for tariffing of the work done 
by the J.R.C, for customers. 

System IBM 2750 

A first analysis of the possible applications of the IBM 2750 system was made in order to define the 
computer programs required in the near future from CETIS. This installation should have been operational 
at the end of 1972. 

The following problems have been considered: 
- the possibility to telephone direct outside the Centre in teleselection from a certain number of points 

inside the Centre, 
- the automatic billing of the above phone calls taking into account that some of them are private and 

others official, 
- the supervision of the maintenance of the various installations of the infrastructure division (air 

conditioning, distribution of electricity and liquids, technical galleries, etc.) from the indications given 
by a large number of alarms, 

- to record the work done by the various maintenance teams (time required, personnel involved, work 
done, etc.). 
The computer programs required for the automatic billing of the phone calls are being written now by 

CETIS. The assignment of the telephones — for general and private use — was made in collaboration with 
the division heads. A manual describes and explains the use and organization of the new telephone system. 

Functional Management 

The O.S.I, service has participated with CETIS in the analysis of the functional management by 
objectives of the J.R.C. This analysis was made following the CORIG method (from the Compagnie 
Générale d'Informatique, Paris, France). A representative of this firm was present. 

In the first stage a review of the situation and a census of the procedures and rules used was made. 
The procedures were divided into categories, the main ones being those relating to: 

- freezing the credits 
- payments 
- credit appropriation and management. 

For each procedure, the following work was carried out: 
- information flow diagrams 
- list of jobs 
- computer jobs description 
- first design of forms, .... 

Up to now the first two categories of procedures were analysed. The organization of the various services 
involved was studied. This has led us to create a new job "data managers". These people follow a problem 
along all the procedures and act as a link between the services involved and the computer. 
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Personnel File 

In collaboration with CETIS, we made a preliminary study of what the personnel file should be. This 
led to the proposal of a certain number of modifications of the structure and the content of the file. These 
modifications would allow us to make a better use of the information having an historical aspect and would 
also allow us to meet some special requirement (i.e. the needs of the health insurance unit). Various 
personnel file management systems were studied (IMS, GIP, SEMA). 

Moreover, the modifications required in the information flow circuits and by some aspects of the 
codification used (due to the use by the Ispra Establishment of a multiple use personnel file) were 
identified with CETIS, the Personnel Division of Ispra and the persons concerned from Brussels and 
Luxemburg. 

Career Study 

- The Service O.S.I, organized and participated in the work done by a special Working Group. 
The study led to the definition of average theoretical careers corresponding to the various levels of 
study, experience and responsability. The personnel of the J.R.C, was grouped in various categories and 
the average theoretical career of the agents of each group was compared to the actual average career. For 
these comparisons we were able to compute the number of promotions needed to catch up when ever 
necessary. Various conclusions were drawn from this study. 

- a study of the evolution of the careers over a period of 12 years was also started. This took into account 
the conditions at the time of hiring (date, age, grade, etc.). 
A certain amount of data was gathered. Interpretation of the results has not yet begun. 

Health Insurance 

In collaboration with the different services concerned (CETIS, Paying Offices, Health Insurance Offices 
of Brussels and Ispra) we analysed the procedures used up to now for the reimbursement of expenses 
incurred by staff members. This analysis was made with the CORIG method. The final aim was to improve 
the existing computer program and to amplify it to include the information concerning the amount left to 
the charge of the insured person during a continuous period of 12 months. According to article 72, § 3 of 
the Statute, when this amount exceeds a certain value, the insured individual can ask for a complementary 
reimbursement. 

The results of the analysis included a description of the computer jobs needed, the design of the 
program inputs and the documents produced. 

During a series of meetings with the users, the changes needed in the manual tasks were discussed. These 
will be implemented when the new system becomes operational. 

Special Activities 

The service also participated in the following activities: 
- list of offices of general interest to the personnel 
- manufacture and distribution of identification badges to all the personnel of the Ispra Research Centre 

and also to the CNEN and ΝΕΑ employees, 
- listing of the occupations of the offices and laboratories of the establishment with a view to further 

rationalization. 
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DESIGN AND FABRICATION DIVISION 

R. Leroy 

The aim of the Design and Fabrication Division is to give technical and scientific assistance to all 
research programmes carried out by the different laboratories, by seeing to the Design and Fabrication of 
the experimental, mechanical and electromechanical devices they need. 
The division can rely upon: 
— a Design Office for general purposes, including the Document Reproduction Office of the Establishment; 
— a Main Workshop with the management and supervision of the Joint Raw Materials Store; 
— a number of industrial firms outside the Establishment which carry out all surplus work or jobs requiring 

particular equipment; 
— 15 joint workshops located in the main laboratories and immediately available to the researchers; 
— an apprentice training school. 

During this last year, the Design Office, the main task of which is to plan equipments, developed two 
particular activities: 
— many engineers backed by skilled drawing teams worked directly in scientific groups, passing to the next 

group as soon as the first task was over. This type of organization allows a rather flexible working 
method with a good exploitation of the man-power availability; 

— more graphs coming from other divisions were done for reports on standard patterns in order to improve 
their technical features. 
The Main Workshop has to solve a classic management problem, the solution of which cannot be 

worked out quite exactly: its total machining hour-potential is constant but had to be divided into each 
specific speciality (type of machine tools: boring machine, pointer, grinder, etc.). This sometimes requires 
long term planning which implies a choice of priority in the execution which is often difficult to maintain 
consistent with the urgency of the programme. 

The technical management of the Design and Fabrication Division has been organized according to the 
CETIS program dealing with the work load and the store stocks. 
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Fig. 1: Draughtsmen room. Fig. 2: Reproduction workshop. 

DESIGN OFFICE 

The Drawing Office consists essentially of four skilled teams: General Design, Radioactive Engineering, 
Special Installations and Electricity, Reproduction Office. It dealt with widely varying requests to meet the 
needs of the different scientific branches of the Establishment. 

Design 

The senior engineers, engineers and draughtsmen avail themselves of the support of the Standards 
Bureau and the Technical Documentation Office who put their information at the disposal of the entire 
Joint Research Centre. 

New types of technical studies are dependent upon experimental verifications; these tests are carried 
out in a small electromechanical laboratory. 

For conferences and scientific reports, drawings of curves and diagrams as well as graphic visualizations 
are needed. This work is done by the Design Office, when necessary with outside help. 

In addition to the customary calculations the engineers continued developing some methods of 
computer calculation including: 
a) stress analysis calculations by the method of finite elements, more specifically to decide upon the best 

materials and most favourable shapes for devices rotating at high speed (for example for a 
slow-chopper); 

b) radiation protection calculations. In particular the office, jointly with the Nuclear Studies Division, 
continued with the shielding calculations for the SORA reactor and for containers for the transport of 
radioactive materials. (For example: modification of ESSOR container for shipping of ISPRA-I fuel 
elements). 
During 1972 the Design Office worked on 81 requests for studies and 207 requests for curves and 

graphs. Moreover, the Design Office did the composition and graphs of the 1971 J.R.C. Annual Report. 
Among the various general mechanical, chemical and hydraulic engineering studies, containers under 
pressure, circuits, rotating devices, radioactive engineering, installations for air conditioning and service 
fluids, should be mentioned: 

Mechanical Structure of the LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) Instrument 
Since the LIDAR apparatus is a piece of optical equipment, its mechanical structure is subject to rather 

strict specifications concerning precision. On the other hand, it will be used mainly in the field and not in 
the laboratory. 

The design of the mechanical structure had to meet the following conditions: 
- all the optical elements of the instrument must be adjustable with high precision; 
- deformation must be very small in spite of the weight and the bulkiness of the associated equipment; 
- smooth and easy rotation around axes must be guaranteed. Eventual automatization of these movements 

must be foreseen. 
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Samples Exchanger (Fig. 3) 
This device makes it possible to present a sample under an activity measuring counter. The 

measurement takes place inside a shielded cell working at a low level ambient activity. This device allows 
the sample to be positioned with an accuracy of only a few hundredths of a millimeter under the counter. 
The metallic mass penetrating into the cell is small enough not to vary the activity level. The device is 
mechanically rather simple owing to the development of the self-acting electric circuit which allows 
interchange of one sample with the next in 16 seconds without stopping in front of the empty cases of the 
sample holder disk. 

Sector of Flight-paths 
For neutron physics experiments a horizontal flight-path arrangement consisting of 4 independently 

movable channels has been designed and the fabrication drawings have been elaborated. Each of the four 
helium-filled flight channels has a length of about 3 m beginning at a position very close to the sample and 
ending with the counter-bank. The flight-path as well as the counters are heavily shielded by water 
containers which are integrating parts of the movable structure. The angular space that can be covered by 
the four flight-paths is about 110°. Their pivot axis and the vertical axis of the sample cryostat coincide. 
Furthermore, the cryostat can be rotated by about 60° relative to the rotating crystal, the only fixed point 
of the whole arrangement. 

SORA - Experimental Facilities 
In connection with the scientific experimental programme, design studies of twelve experimental 

facilities were made by the Design Office in collaboration with scientific teams in charge of various 
experiments. The aim of these studies was: 
- to produce a feasible solution; 
- to get an idea of the dimensions of the main components; 
- to establish a basis for a price estimate. 

During the study it became clear that the physicists' specifications can in most cases be met by fairly 
standard equipment, some of which are even commercially available (goniometers, precision turntables 
angle decoders, etc.). Other elements cannot yet be bought off the shelf but have been built and tested in 
other research laboratories and in highly specialised industries and can be obtained from these sources. This 
applies especially to the neutron guide tubes with which seven of the facilities are to be equipped. Their 
lengths add up to a total of about 600 m. The lay-out of the different facilities developed by the Design 
Office makes use, as far as possible, of these available elements. 

On the other hand, the necessary rotating machinery is rather unique. Feasibility studies together with 
the corresponding project-drawings were made of these pieces of equipment. 

Fig. 4 shows the background and shutter rotors inserted into a vertical shutter-hole near the core of the 
SORA reactor. 

Reproduction 

The Office carried out its usual programme: 
- the reproduction of documents by duplicator, off-set machines and photocopy; 
- heliographic reproduction of drawings; 
- taking and printing of photographs. 

At the end of the year some new equipment was bought in order to provide both better quality and 
greater output: 
- a bromograph with fine light sources; 
- an off-set machine operating on a semi-automatic system, to obtain copies from aluminium or paper 

matrices in DIN A4 size. 
A machine with a self-developing device to make off-set matrices was rented. This will come into 

operation next year. The Reproduction Office did the following service work during the year 1972 (in 
number of copies): 

photocopies 260.410 
off-set interior 1,134,740 
photographs, interior 11,923 
heliographic copies 47,134 
duplicator 1,930,287 
off-set, exterior 188,820 
photographs, exterior 2,175 
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Fig 3 : Samples exchanger 

Fig 4 : Background and shutter rotors 
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«y* 
Mechanica part of the main workshop 

MAIN WORKSHOP 

During this period, the Main Workshop and the Joint Workshops have continued to ensure their 
technical assistance to the scientific divisions. 

In 1972 the Main Workshop filled 330 job orders. It is worth mentioning that the "Ready Execution 
Workshop" carrying out urgent small jobs, dealt with 1100 applications, and this up to a maximum delay in 
answering of 2-3 days. 

The Workshop managed to get the best as far as equipment and particular techniques were concerned. 
Another electron beam welding device is in the final stage of assembly. It will meet the ever-growing 

requests of the J.R.C., for this type of assembly. This method is foreseen also for the agreements entered 
into by institutions or research centres. 

According to an agreement reached with a firm, a numerically controlled lathe was installed. After a 
training stage, our technical staff is gradually mastering the methods of operation and testing successfully 
the range and possibilities of its utilization. 

The check of materials by ultrasonics, besides ensuring an immediate application by the materials 
supply warehouse (inspection department), completes the techniques already adopted for the check of 
welding (radiography and sweating). 

An ultrasonic cleaning tank was bought for treating finely machined metal pieces and particularly for 
the removal of small particles left on treated surfaces by the electroerosion machining process. 

Among the most outstanding achievements of the Main Workshop (importance, difficulties, technical 
methods adopted), it is enough to mention: 

Equipment for Neurography 
Several sub-assemblies were worked out for the neutrographic inspection and checking of irradiated fuel 

elements. The Main Workshop during the machining had to face some problems of deformation particularly 
concerning the moderator blanket. This one, owing to some particular reasons of assembly on-site was 
manufactured in three parts, since the binding limitations of volume and overall dimensions restricted the 
possibility of embodying some stiffening ribs. 
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ECO Stainless Steel Loop and Heating Heads 
This device allows the measurement of the thermal spectrum on different assemblies of fuel elements. 

The workshop collaborated in the modifications and improvements of an existing loop, in order to achieve 
longer performances, thus allowing through the particular realization of detachable sections and their 
positioning device and according to tests carried out, the re-establishment of the organic loops H 2 0 or 
D 2 0 . 

The connections with the heating heads by means of a double cover bellows were reworked following 
an original electron beam welding procedure. 

Calorimetrie Cell (Fig. 1) 
This cell used for the research on direct conversion of heat into electrical energy, has given rise, in view 

of the materials employed (niobium, tantalum), to some delicate welding problems involving accurate tests 
and checks. 

Friction Tester (Fig. 2) 
This apparatus operating in vacuum and at a certain temperature, required a very careful assembly and 

adjustment since the mobile device allows the measurement of the coefficient of friction with a minimum 
couple resistance. 

Entrance Cell ofM.A.L. (Medium Activity Laboratory) 
For this, a watertight decontaminable platform with a complex geometry was planed, which gave rise 

to difficult assembly conditions (protective clothing had to be worn). 

Joint Workshops 

Their staff consistency remained unchanged, and the workshops went on providing the necessary 
technical support to the Scientific Divisions with interventions on the spot, or work of slight importance 
requiring no particular process. 

In order to improve the effectiveness in connection with the apportionment in the Centre of the 
personnel of the Chemistry Division, the implementation of the relevant workshops was revised (grouping 
of the High Temperature and Analytical Departments Workshops and setting up of a new one in the 
Radiochemistry Department). 

For the same reasons other groupings are now under consideration. 

Fig 5 : Friction tester 
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Private Industry 

During 1972 the Private Industry Department has seen to the execution of 160 job orders. It can be 
pointed out that 21 firms have carried out standard boiler and mechanical works while 33 firms provided 
their assistance for various electrical repairs, surface treatments, engraving and painting, grinding, etc. 

During this period, the information published by the press on the uncertain future of the J.R.C, often 
had an adverse influence on the work development and occasionally on the times of delivery. 

On the other hand the failure of the direct contracts with some firms through "open contracts" has 
turned into a management overcharge of the Private Industry Department concerned. 

Among the most interesting achievements it is enough to mention: 

Shock Wave Tube 
An assembly consisting of 8 high pressure internally ground sections, 1 m long each. 

Special Cryostat 
An assembly which required a very exacting boiler work of aluminium and stainless steel. 

Apprentice Training School 
The school pursued its activity in giving young people a professional training as workers or technicians 

according to the needs of a research centre. At the end of the first cycle (general culture, theoretical and 
practical instruction), many young men who went in for their entrance examinations to the "Istituto 
Tecnico" in Varese, were successful, while others went back to their own countries to continue their 
studies. 

The second cycle, allowing the most qualified young men to practise the technical skill acquired during 
their laboratory probation periods has developed mainly in the Design and Fabrication, Technology, 
Electronics and CETIS Divisions. 

A two year course of English was organised to give them a technical background in this language. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND INFRASTRUCTURE DIVISION 

E. Pomar 

The main concern of the Construction and Infrastructure Division is to ensure the efficient functioning 
of the Centre and to support the Scientific Divisions as they carry out their research work. 

Because its tasks are extremely varied, and require a combination of experience in widely diversified 
specialised fields, for ease of operation the Division has been divided into the four following sections: 

Design and Civil Engineering works, 
Thermal fluids, 
Electricity and telephones, 
Technical Secretariat. 

The Division takes care of the maintenance of grounds, buildings, plant, road network, the operation of 
the heating, water, electrical transformation and telephone installations, as per the descriptions already 
given in the activity reports for 1971. 

Amongst the more important jobs carried out during 1972 we can quote the following: 
a) Organisation of the water disposal plant, 
b) Installation of an IBM 2750 computer. 

The purification plants for J.R.C, waste water at present available and in operation only deal with 
sewage water which is principally biological in origin (administrative buildings, canteen, private dwellings, 
etc.). As far as the buildings used mainly for scientific work are concerned, however, the only service 
provided up to now has been simple chemical neutralisation of the wastes generated in the laboratories, 
prior mixing them with the organic waste in completely automatic sewage stations. 
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Total oxidisation complex 

However, since the automatic purification of all this matter has proved to be incompatible with recent 
requirements aimed at limiting environmental pollution, we have designed a new plant to deal with all the 
waste water from the Centre which we hope will satisfy all exigences in this direction. 

ai ) the existing plant operates by the total oxidisation method and consists of: 
— a plant for the withdrawal and regulation of the water as it arrives, supplied with cataracts, grills, 

desanders, trituration plant and elevation. 
— an oxidisation complex, consisting of a tank, 24 aerators, 4 electrobellows of 600 mc/h capacity. 
— a clarification and recirculation tank, supplied with a revolving scraping bridge. 
— a general command and control panel. 
The flow to be dealt with, in the order of 50 mc/h, corresponds to an output discovered on trial with 
the plant to be between the values of 92.20% and 73.8% of BODs broken down. 

&2) the plant planned and already partially constructed consists of: 
— a canalisation system, measurement and separation of the waters supplied with cataracts, grills for 

automatic purification and trituration of the wastes. 
— a raising plant including 3 helicoidal pumps each with a capacity of 900 mc/h, a control cabin, and a 

de sander. 
— a series of tanks for mixing the reactives and for primary sedimentation. 
— a building to house the biological treatment plant. 
— a system of tanks for the final sedimentation. 
— a system for digestion, pasteurisation and drying out of the sludge. 
— facilities for the final disposal and health physics control. 
For this complex the work described under point al) is ready and the helicoidal pumps mentioned in 
point a2) have been purchased. 

Automatic grills of the water purification plant 
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IBM 2750 - Computer for telecontrol 

b) The installation of the IBM computer, type 2750. 
In order to improve the organisation of the Centre, and to automatise it by means of the most modern 
technological methods available in the field of management, we have gone ahead with the installation of 
an IBM 2750 computer. The advantages offered by this machine are summed up in the exploitation of 
the telephone network of the Centre as a vehicle for data transmission of any type. 
To this development, which, as will be seen later, embraces many and varied applications, we can add 
that of the "advanced" central telephone switchboard in that addition to the operations usually 
performed by classic telephone switchboards, this "advanced" concept introduces facilities which 
improve the information service, and bring about a considerable economy in administration. The 
following achievements can be mentioned as examples: 
— increased efficiency of the telephone service, either for the internal users or for external calls 
— reduction of the cost of telephoning, due to the better administrative control, following the 

centralised handling of calls, increased speed of locating and selecting numbers and a subsequent 
reduction in the work-load for the operators. 

But bŷ  far the most significant achievement of this computer resides in its data-acquisition function. In 
fact the machine can operate both off-line, by having at its disposal a paper tape puncher on which 
acquired data can be recorded, and then switch to "on-line" operation when connected up to an 
additional elaboration unit. 
The 2750 can carry out both the automatic retrieval of data related to the functioning of machines or 
plants, and the recording and memorising of data and events fed into it by staff members. 
This type of retrieval, suitably managed, can lead to elaborations by means of the above mentioned data 
computers. 
The automatic retrieval of data relative to the operation of machinery and installations can be carried 
out by means of "contact sensing" but the introduction of data by staff members is carried out over 
telephones with multifrequency buttons. The operator identifies himself by first introducing a service 
"badge". 
The existing telecontrol service of the IBM 2750 has recently been extended by connecting it to a 
second device constructed by the SAUTER Society especially for the control and telecommanding of 
the plants. Wheuas the IBM 2750 is furnished with a complex set of 96 warning signals which register 
immediately all the tele-active signalisations installed for any possible emergency situation in the plants 
under surveillance, the SAUTER device offers, by means of special sensors, 10,000 command and 
control operations, either automatically at a predetermined periodicity, or by the request of the 
operator, and is able to decide upon the regularity or irregularity of the signal by comparison with 
operationally correct values previously fed into the program. At the request of the operator the machine 
can also supply on an appropriate screen the digital values of the data, and a sketch of the plant which is 
currently being examined. 
The operator can in addition telecommand equipment which is capable of returning the data to then-
correct values, or of shutting down and isolating the systems which appear to be malfunctioning. 
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Finally, in addition to the advanced telephonic switchboard operations, the installed system will, 
amongst other things, permit the following operations to be carried out: 
— check on the presence of staff members, even those with a flexible work-schedule, as well as various 

statistics on the reasons for absence of staff from their normal working posts; 
— continuous check on the state and movement of supplies of materials (and related book-keeping, 

together with control of minimum levels) in the stores, requests for supplies, and programming of 
orders to be sent out; 

— continual general surveys over the installations of the Establishment, including programmation of 
preventive maintenance work on these same installations, based on the frequency of breakdowns 
observed, and on the wearing out of their various components; 

— radio search for the various intervention service teams, with a consequent unproved efficiency of 
these services; 

— the possibility of working out simply and rapidly the personnel allocation times for certain easily 
defined activities (ordering processes, program card-punclting); 

— possibility of subsequently applying the automatisation of data acquisition and elaboration to the 
administrative and accountancy fields. 

SA UTER device for control and telecommanding of plant 
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PROTECTION 

Α. Malvicini 

The main objective of the Protection Division is to ensure the following: 
- health physics protection of the employees of the centre and the population in the close vicinity; 
- conventional and nuclear risk prevention; 
- counter measures in case of accidents; 
- transportation of radioactive material and book-keeping of fissionable substances; 
- the application of the safety and radiation protection recommendations. 
Beyond these tasks the Division has, during 1972, 
- performed studies and services on contracts; 
- given a radiation protection course. 

Health Physics 

The main activity of this section is to protect personnel working in areas with radiation risks 
(laboratories with radiation danger, hot cell facilities, reactors). In particular the section has ensured the 
following: 
- evaluation of exposures, measurement of air- and surface contamination in controlled areas; 
- determination of individual dose due to external radiation and internal contamination of personnel 

professionally and occasionally exposed to radiation; 
- control and maintenance of health physics instrumentation. 

The periodic controls and air activity measurements performed, revealed that in no case were the 
admissible levels surpassed. During 1972 no radiation and contamination accidents occurred in which 
personnel were involved. 

A monthly average about 2,800 persons were monitored with film dosimeters. Less than 0.1% of the 
people controlled absorbed a dose higher than 1 rem in 1972, and less than 0.5% a dose higher than 0.5 
rem. During 1972 no dose over 5 rems was recorded. About 1000 internal contamination controls by means 
of human body counting were executed within the report period. No internal contamination higher than 
1/100 of the body burden was observed. 

The control of the gaseous radioactive emissions into the atmosphere from the nuclear installations 
showed that the amounts emitted were well below the limits fixed for the Establishment. 

Applied Dosimetry 

The research program in the field of thermally stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE) was continued, 
concentrating on reproducibility studies with ceramic BeO. 

Elimination of Pribo-effects had as a consequence a notable improvement of the reproducibility, which 
was found to be around ± 3%. For extending the upper limit for dose detection, experiments have been 
initiated with the TSEE-detector operating in its proportional range. 

In the field of thermoluminescence dosimetry (TLD) the dosimetric characteristics of various 
LiF-powders of Brazilian origin were investigated. Though the material does not present very favourable 
features for a later application in personnel dosimetry, it may well be used for very special dosimetric 
purposes such as short period dose measurements where fading is no problem. 

Ancillary Work 

The detection of unexpected neutrons from spent fuel elements led to a more accurate neutron dose 
rate equivalent determination, (a, n)-processes and photoneutrons from long living fission products were 
found to be the reason for the neutron emission. The consequences for radiation protection and possible 
applications of the phenomenon are now under study. 

Training and Other Activities 

Within the framework of the mutual agreement between EURATOM and the Government of Brazil on 
th peaceful uses of atomic energy, one member of the Division spent three months at the Laboratorio de 
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Dosimetria of the Comissão Nacional de Energia Nuclear in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in order to give further 
advice on their thermoluminescence dosimetry program. 

Within the same program a visiting scientist from the Laboratorio de Dosimetria of the Brazilian 
Commission of Nuclear Energy was working on TDL-problems in the Division over a period of six months. 

The TSEE-work performed in the Division successfully led to a doctorate's degree for a student working 
full time in the Division during 1972. 

One person of the Division was engaged in the preparation of data concerning an accident situation at 
the Nuclear Power Plant of Würgassen, Germany. 

The personal dose control with film badges of the inspectors of the Safeguards Directorate in 
Luxemburg was continued also during 1972. 

The control of internal contamination with the human body counter of the Division of personnel from 
two large Italian industrial entreprises led to contracts with the companies. More than 90 measurements 
were performed. 

Site Survey and Meteorology 

The main task of this group is the radiation protection of the population living around the Ispra 
Establishment. To realize this task the following activities were carried out: 
— monitoring of atmospheric radioactivity (rain and rainwater) by means of the stations located along the 

boundary of the Establishment and in some neighbouring villages; 
— control of the radioactivity of the liquid effluents, performed directly at source before discharge as well 

as at the monitoring station on the Novellino brook; 
— measurement of the radioactivity in water (Lake Maggiore, river Ticino, underground water inside and 

outside the Establishment) soil, vegetation and food-stuffs in the environment; 
— recording of the meteorological parameters, which characterize the local microclimate. 

The main object of these measurements is the constant check of the radioactivity levels on the site and 
in the neighbourhood of the Establishment. The data obtained through the surveillance program indicate 
that, also for the calendar year 1972, the environmental radiation exposure in the surroundings of the 
Establishment was due, almost exclusively, to natural background and world-wide fallout. The data are 
published in annual activity reports issued regularly with the title "Environmental Radioactivity" and 
"Annuario meteorologico". 

In addition to the activities mentioned above, during 1972 the group increased its efforts in the field of 
non-radioactive pollution. In particular: 
— in the frame of the OECD project on the long range transport of pollutants in Western Europe, 

measurements of the concentration of S02 and particules in the atmosphere and of the acidity in 
rainwater have been continued; 

— a generator of monodisperse wax aerosols has been set-up (range of the particle size 0.2 - 2 pm); 
— in the framework of a study of the non radioactive pollution of lake Ceresio (located mainly in the Swiss 

territory), an evaluation of the turnover rate was attempted through 3H concentration measurements at 
different depths by using an isotopie enrichment technique based on the electrolysis of water. 
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The following activities have been carried out during 1972: 
— a study, in cooperation with the Biology Division, on the transfer of radioiodine from irrigation water to 

grass in an ecosystem model type "marcita"; 
— an experience, in cooperation with the Decontamination (IDT) group, for the definition of the best 

operation conditions of the submerged combustion evaporator (see section on the activity of the IDT 
group in this report); 

— a contract work for the EUREX chemical reprocessing plant at Saluggia, concerning the elaboration of 
their meteorological data; 

— a contract work for the firm I.R.E. Establishment at Cassinetta, concerning the study of the atmospheric 
pollution due to their industrial activities. 

Transportation and Book-Keeping of Fissionable Material 

During 1972, 15 international transports of fissionable substances and fuel elements were made at a 
total cost of 20,000 UC. Another 100 transports of radioactive material were performed outside the J.R.C. 
Ispra. Within the Centre about 400 transports of radioactive waste and about 750 transports of radioactive 
substances were executed. 

For 1972 the book-keeping, inventories and balances of nuclear material were effected, which 
altogether amounted to 36 tons, subdivided into 200 lots. 
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INTERVENTION - DECONTAMINATION - TREATMENT 

J.M. Junger, J. Vaccarezza 

In 1972 the organization and the activities of this IDT group were similar to those of 1971. For this 
reason the report deals only with our activities for the different divisions of the J.R.C. Ispra and some 
details of new developments. 

The group is responsible for the following activities: 
— Laboratory of radioactive liquid waste treatment 
— Conventional laundry 
— Contaminated laundry 
— Decontamination in situ 
— Decontamination 
— Solid low activity waste 
— Solid high activity waste 
— Liquid waste 

Distribution of Work and Evolution of the Principal Activities 

Percentage of work for different divisions 

Divisions 

Administration 
Design and 
fabrication 
Protection 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Materials 
Physics 
Technology 
Essor 
Various 

Convent 
laundry 

36 

16 
7,5 
3 

1 4 
5 
4 
7 
9 
8,5 

Contam. 
laundry 

_ 

-
0,5 

24,5 
33,5 
23 

-
10 
8,5 

Decont. 
in situ 

— 

_ 
1,5 
1 

10 
60 

7,5 
-
9 

11 

Decont. 

_ 

10 
3.5 
9 

55 
10 

-
4 
8,5 

Solid low 
activity 
waste 

_ 

2 
13 
16 
14 
12 
-
30 
13 

SoUdhîgh 
activity 
waste 

-

_ 
-
-

16 
36 
29 

-
17,5 

1,5 

Liquid 
waste 

-

-
1,5 

25 
18 
15,5 

-
38 
2 
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Evolution of the principal activities (Figs. 14) 
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New Activities 

The principal new activities are: 

— High level radioactive liquid waste plant 
— Submerged combustion evaporator. 

High Level Radioactive Liquid Waste Plant 

High Level Radioactive Liquid Waste (Water) 

The installation for the treatment of this type of waste was begun in November 1972 and will be ready 
for tests during the second half year of 1973. It consists of a small plant of solidification with concrete 
including mineral absorbers. A series of laboratory experiments allowed us to define the optimal quantities 
and type of components for obtaining the best mechanical properties of the cement. In practice the 
following method of treatment will be adapted: 

— Neutralisation with caustic soda to pH 23 and with lime milk to pH 7. 
— Addition of mineral absorbers (1 or 2) 
— Addition of cement. 

The concrete block, thus obtained, will be considered as solid waste and treated in the same way. 
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Submerged Combustion Evaporator (Fig. 5) 

Radioactive Waste Management Aspects 

This installation was modified to allow a continuous operation with a minimum number of operators 
and work. The tests carried out during 1972, with inactive and low activity fuel, despite its inhomogeneity, 
allowed a satisfactory combustion rate (25 kg/h). In addition, also the evaporation efficiency of the facility 
was tested with low activity contaminated water. The fuel was contaminated with activated products 
(mainly s 9 Fe, 60Co and 6 sZn) and water with a mixture of activated and fission products (137Cs, , 4 4Ce). 
The evaporation rate was 3001/h and the volume concentration factor 40. Interesting features of this water 
treatment procedure were the low activity of the water in the evaporation tank (this is due to adsorption of 
the radionuclides on the organic combustion residues in the proportion 10:1) and the negligible activity of 
the condensed water. These facts and the low fraction of the activity released to the atmosphere (see 
below) appears as a promising indication for the possible routine use of the faculty as an alternative to the 
chemical water decontamination procedure. 
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Fig. 5: Diagram of operating principes 

Radiation Protection Aspects 

The radiation protection of workers did not present any new problem: normal techniques for the 
detection of the contamination of ambient air and of persons were employed. 

The low activity involved made the operation of this facility safe as far as the protection of the 
population is concerned. However, these tests have been carried out to obtain useful information on the 
quantity and quality of the radioactivity released to the atmosphere. A sampling device (paper filter, 
column with molecular sieves, pump and gas flowmeter) was placed on the short stack and measurements of 
activity were undertaken on the dust filters, (beta counting and gamma spectrometry) and on the water 
vapour for tritium (liquid scintillation counting). Radioactivity measurements were also performed on the 
fuel and water supplies, on the evaporation and condensation tanks and on the combustion residues to 
obtain a budget of the activity. 

From these data, and taking into account the stack/sampling flow ratio, we estimated the fraction 
released to the atmosphere of the overall activity supplied to the evaporator. This fraction ranged in the 
order of magnitude of a few percent, but it must be remarked that the offgases were not filtered during 
these tests. A considerable reduction of the released fraction should occur when suitable filters are used. 
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Research on the Application of Zeta-Potential Measurements to Clarification. Treatment of Radioactive 
Effluent and Inactive Waste-waters (A.J. Gillot-Stokkink) 

a) In collaboration with Mr. J. Vaccarezza 
Coprecipitation reactions for the elimination of radioactive ions were optimized by controlling resulting 

zeta-potentials and decontamination factors. Some ten organic polyelectrolytes were used as secondary 
flocculants and tested for comparative performances by measurements of concentrations leading to zero 
zeta potential. 

b) Study in collaboration with Mr. A. Foresti and under supervision of Prof. Berbenni of the Hydrology 
Laboratory of the University of Pavia and consultant of the "Regione Lombarda ". 
Industrial type standard waste-waters, containing salts of Cu, Ni, Cr (cf. galvanic industries), were first 

treated with Ca(OH)2 or NaOH, as used in practice. A series of organic polyelectrolytes were tested as 
secondary flocculants. Zeta-potential measurements were used for process optimisation and related to 
controls on PH , precipitation, sedimentation, turbidity and conductivity. Results compared favorably to 
standard beaker-tests. Some irregular sedimentation processes with respect to electrochemical conditions 
probably due to complexants, tensides or hydration phenomena, and are still under study. 

c) Contacts made with Italian and foreign authorities as well as flocculant manufacturers, at Symposia and 
Fairs of München and Milan, proved of common interest in the above-cited researches. 
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MEDICAL SERVICE 

C. Vigan 

The work of the Medical Service is summarized in the Tables. 
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Radiotoxicology 
Uranium and Thorium 

natural 

Tritium and Carbon 14 

Personnel decontamination 

Miscellaneous 

Beta 

Gamma 

Alpha 

Toxicology 

Mercury 

Pholyphenils 

Other toxics 

J. 

53 

143 

3 

99 

99 

11 

8 

5 

F. 

81 

288 

136 

136 

14 

22 

M. 

57 

114 

2 

121 

121 

4 

3 

3 

A. 

78 

527 

131 

131 

29 

6 

M. 

37 

380 

51 

51 

2 

5 

J. 

21 

126 

56 

56 

6 

12 

1 

J. 

28 

182 

55 

55 

4 

6 

A. 

16 

63 

61 

61 

4 

S. 

35 

382 

103 

103 

7 

15 

O. 

60 

797 

109 

109 

13 

11 

30 

N. 

24 

231 

2 

94 

94 

3 

5 

42 

D. 

25 

89 

1 

32 

32 

5 

Total 

515 

3322 

8 

1048 

1048 

102 

93 

81 
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1972 

Recruiting and first 
examinations 

Periodical examinations 
Examinations on request 
Examination at home 
Sight testing 
Miniature-radiography 
Radiography 
First aid cases 

Haematological laboratory 
Biochemical laboratory 

J. 

4 
200 
201 

6 
53 

150 
46 

561 
588 

1289 

F. 

12 
210 
184 

7 
70 

139 
59 

563 
644 

1441 

M. 

10 
214 
148 

5 
54 

114 
42 

906 
642 

1641 

A. 

19 
188 
102 

10 
40 
49 
51 

789 
420 

1466 

M. 

3 
173 

84 
4 

38 
31 
26 

566 
501 

1215 

J. 

10 
186 
133 

4 
24 
24 
37 

381 
547 

1431 

J. 

9 
109 
201 

6 
50 
30 
35 

421 
446 

1046 

A. 

13 
205 
134 

4 
64 
22 
37 

427 
552 

1111 

S. 

9 
216 
177 

4 
53 

111 
40 

562 
613 

1520 

O. 

8 
253 
147 

5 
91 

190 
52 

897 
736 

1750 

N. 

6 
170 
108 

9 
50 
95 
35 

696 
619 

1632 

D. 

4 
183 

87 
6 

50 
106 

31 
488 
466 

1023 

Total 

107 
2307 
1706 

70 
637 

1061 
491 

7257 
6774 

16565 

Accidents at Work (Euratom Personnel) 

The number of accidents at work during 1972 (145) is comparable with the previous year 1971 (152). 
The Table gives a breakdown of the accidents according to the type ofinjury and by month. 

1972 

Contusions, simple strains, 
torn muscles 

Wounds 
Burns 
Eye lesions 
Fractures 
Electrocutions 
Total 

J. 

2 
4 
1 
3 
2 
-

12 

F. 

4 
6 
3 
4 
-
-
17 

M. 

3 
7 
1 
4 
-
-
15 

A. 

4 
5 

-
2 
1 

-
12 

M. 

3 
2 
1 
-
-
1 
7 

J. 

4 
6 

-
3 
1 
1 

15 

J. 

3 
11 
-
1 

-
-
15 

A. 

5 
4 
-
3 

-
-
12 

S. 

1 
7 
2 

-
-
-
10 

0 . 

3 
5 
1 
3 

-
-
12 

N. 

2 
6 
-
5 

-
-
13 

D. 

-
5 
1 
-
-
-
6 

Total 

34 
68 
10 
28 
4 
2 

146 
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SECURITY 

H. Kilb 

In addition to the routine surveillance work at this Establishment, the Security Office also issued 
11,131 entry passes to visitors during 1972, and renewed 520 permanent passes. 

1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 

31,998 
32,645 
32,305 
33,669 
19,582 
11,213 
12,964 
13,035 
11,131 

in 
IL· 
i/l 
in 
σ 
Q. 

30 000 

20 000 

10 000 

1965 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 

year 
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Appendix 

REPORTS PUBLISHED IN 1972 

FAST BREEDER PROGRAMME 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 477 Id E. OHLMER, S. RUSSO, R. SCHWEMMLE, Untersuchung der hydrodynamischen 
Schwingungsanregung an einem einfachen Stabmodell unter achsparalleler Wasserströmung. 

EUR 4784 i A. AVOGADRO, A. DE PLANO, Pretrattamento pirochimico dei combustibili provenienti da reattori 
veloci di potenza: ossidazione con nitrati alcalini fusi. 

EUR 4815 i S. RUSSO, Studio teorico-sperimentale delle vibrazioni indotte dalle fluttuazioni di pressione in 
elementi cilindrici di combustibile nucleare immersi in un refrigerante liquido assiale. 

EUR 4857 e J.G. WURM, A. AVOGARDO, P.R. HEYLEN (CEN), Filling Alloys for Fast Breeder Fuel Element 
Conditioning. 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

H. GRABER, M. RIEGER, Experimentelle Untersuchung des Wärmeübergangs an Flüssigmetalle 
(NaK) in parallel durchströmten Rohrbündeln bei konstanter und exponentieller 
Wärmeflussdichteverteilung. Atomkernenergie 19, 1, 23-40 (1972). 
R. NIJSING, R. EIFLER, Axially Varying Heat Flux Effects in Tubes, Flat Dots and Widely Spaced 
Rod Bundles Cooled by a Turbulent Flow of Liquid Metal. Nuclear Engineering and Design 23, 
331-346(1972). 
R. NIJSING, W. EIFLER, The Hybrid Method, A New Method for Accurate Heat Transfer Predictions 
in Channels with Axially Variable Heat Flux. Applied Scientific Research, 25, 6 (1972). 

E. OHLMER, S. RUSSO, R. SCHWEMMLE, Investigation of an Analytical Model for Parallel Flow 
Induced Rod Vibrations. Nuclear Engineering and Design 22, 272-289 (1972). 
H.E.J. SCHINS, E. VAN ANDEL (AKZO Research Laboratories, Arnhem, Neutherlands), Potassium 
Transpiration Cooling for a Fast Reactor. Atomkernenergie 20. 4, 295-298 (1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

Reaktortagung 1972, Hamburg (Germany), April 11-14, 1972 
W. EIFLER, R. NIJSING, Turbulenter Reibungsbeiwert und Mischungsbeiwert für den 
Impulsaustausch zwischen Unterkanälen - typische Beispiele für nicht-universelle Gesetzmässigkeiten. 
P. FIEBELMANN, H. M. KOTTOWSKI, Konzept eines Verdampfungs-Kondensations-Wärmetauschers, 
für den Einsatz in flüssigmetallgekühlten Reaktoren. 

Lecture at AGARD Course on Heat Exchangers, Bruxelles, (Belgium), January 24-28 (1972) 
R. NIJSING, Heat Exchange and Heat Exchangers with Liquid Metal. 

Symposium "KritischeErscheinungen in Zweiphasensystemen". Novosibirsk (USSR), May, 20-28 (1972) 
HM. KOTTOWSKI, G. GRASS, Liquid Metal Boiling. Superheat, Nucleation and Boiling Flow Pattern 
Phenomena. 
H.M. KOTTOWSKI, R. WARNSING, The Influence of Velocity on Superheat. 

Liquid Metal Boiling Meeting, Karlsruhe (Germany), November, 6-7 (1972) 
M. MOL, H.M. KOTTOWSKI. Temperatur Trcshold Detection System. 
E. PANCALDI, A. ZURLI (Stagiaires), H.M. KOTTOWSKI, Measurement of the Residual Film in 
Narrow Channels. 
K. H. SPILLER, 77;<? Reduction of Sodium Incipient Superheat by Treatment of the Surface. 



REACTOR SAFETY PROGRAMME 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4731 e G. FORTI, E. VINCENTI; L. MASSIMO (Brown Boveri Krupp/Mannheim); C. RINALDINI, Space 
Dependent Reactor Dynamics Proceedings of the CREST Specialists Meeting on Reactivity in Large 
Power Reactors, Ispra, October, ¡970. 

EUR 4761 f M. HARDY, M. DELAVAL, Analyse spectrale des signaux de pression obtenus lors de la condensation 
rapide des bulles de vapeur d'eau dans l'eau. 

EUR 4819 f B. HENRY, La mesure de l'élargissement de fissure (C.O.D.) critique d'un alliage Zr2, 5%Nb sur 

échantillons de traction à entaille latérale singulière. 

EUR 4837 e G. FORTI, COSTAXBWR  A Numerical Programme for the Axial Dynamics of BWR Nuclear 

Reactors. 

EUR 4882 i G. BRUZZI, Considerazioni sull'ebollizione del sodio all'interno di un canale refrigerante di un 

reattore veloce. 

EUR 4883 i L. CARENZA, Un modello per la termoidrodinamica di un reattore ad acqua a canali "aperti". 

EUR 4902 e G. FORTI, Francesca, BWR  A Numerical Programme for the Steady State and Dynamic Calculation 

of Parallel Coolant Channels for BWR Nuclear Reactors 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

W. HUFSCHMIDT, E. BURCK, H. HOFFMANN, Notkühlung eines 37Stabbündels durch 
Wärmestrahlung. Atomkernenergie, 19,4, 307316 (1972). 

D. SCHWALM, Some Remarks on Failure Detection in Nuclear Power Reactors by Noise 
Measurements Atomkernenergie 19,4, 263270 (1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

Reaktortagung 1972, Hamburg (Germany), April 1114 (1972) 

E. ARANOVITCH, D. VAN ASSELT, Rapid Depressurization of a MultiLayer Insulation System for 

High Temperature Gas Reactors. 

E. BURCK, W. HUFSCHMIDT, Notkühluntersuchungen an dickwandigen Reaktordruckbehältern. 

Meeting of the European TwoPhase Flow Group. Rome. June 79 (1972) 

A. BALHR, H. HLRKLNRATH, P. MOERKMOERKENSTEIN, Heat Transfer in the Post Crisis 

Region and how it is Influenced by the History of Flow. 

E. BURCK, W. HUFSCHMIDT, Transient Boiling Heat Transfer of Water in the Vertical Wall of A 

Reactor Pressure Vessel. 

G. FRIZ, W. RIEBOLD, Experimental Investigation of the PostCrisis Heat Transfer in a Cooling 

Subchannel of a PWR during Depressurization. 

W. HUFSCHM1DT, E. BURCK, Measurement of Heat Flux by Radiation in a 37RodCluster. 

International Conference on Engineering of Fast Reactors for Safe and Reliable Operation (AlEA), Karlsruhe (Germany), 
October 913 (1972) 

C. ALBERTINI, M. MONTAGNANI, Equipment for Measuring the Influence of the Strainrate on the 

Mechanical Properties of Various Steels. 

A. BENUZZI, P. FASOLISTELLA, H. HOLTBECKER, Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental 

Results Concerning a Prompt Critical Excursion of a Fast Breeder Reactor. 

R. CENERINI, G. VERZELETTI, Experimental Analysis of Nuclear Reactor Plug Bolts Response to 

Dynamic Load. 

H. HOLTBECKER, P. ACTIS DATO, M. DEBAUCHE, Nuclear Accident Simulation with an Explosive 

Powder ■ Part 2. Explosion Experiments in Simplified Vessel Mock Ups at il 12 Scale. 

H. HOLTBECKER, M. ENGLEME. M. STIEVENART, D. VAN DEYCK, Nuclear Accident Simulation 

with an Explosive Powder  Part I. Development of an Explosive Powder. 

CREST  Meeting Emergency Core Cooling for Light Water Reactors, München (Germany) October 1820 (1972) 

G. FRIZ, W. RIEBOLD, Experimental Investigation of the Post Crisis Heat Transfer in a Cooling 

Subchannel of a PWR during Depressurization. 

W. HUFSCHMIDT, E. BURCK, Transient Boiling Heat Transfer of Water in the Vertical Wall of a 

Reactor Pressure Vessel. 

J. AMESZ, A.G. COLOMBO, S. SGARRIBBA, A. NAJ, G. REINA, G. VOLTA, Cumulative Damage 
Stochastic Models and Distributions of Strength of Steels and Graphite. NATO Conference on 
Reliability Testing and Reliability Evaluation, Den Haag (The Netherlands). September 48 (1972). 

A. BAEHR, H. HERKENRATH, P. MOERKMOERKENSTEIN, The Development of the Heat 
Transfer Crisis in Once through Boilers Affected by Pressure. Entrance Conditions and Geometry. 
1972 International Seminar "Recent Developments in Heal Exchangers". Trogir (Yougoslavia). 
AugustSeptember 306 (1972). 
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A. COLOMBO, G. REINA, G. VOLTA, La distribuzione Gamma funzionale come modello generale 

interpretativo di processi cumulativi Giornate di Lavoro 1972 (A.I.R.O.), Roma (Italy). November 68 

(1972). 

G. FRATUS, M. MONTAGNANI, I QUIRINO, Hydried Zircaloy2 High Velocity Straining as Testing 
Method. Actes du Congrès international "L'Hydrogène dans les métaux", Ecole Centrale des Arts et 
Manufactures, Château Malabry, (France), MayJune 292 (1972). 

B. GANSS, R. MATERA, G. PIATTI, G. VOLTA, Acoustic Emission, Strain Rate and Density of 

Cracks in Steels. Acoustic Emission Meeting, London (U.K.), March 14 (1972). 

H. HOLTBECKER, E. JORZIK, H. M. KOTTOWSKI, J. LAZARUS, J. RANDLES, P. 

SCHLITTENHARDT, Status of U02Mz Thermal Interaction Research at Ispra. CREST Specialists 

Meeting on SodiumFuel Interaction, Grenoble (France), January 252 7 (1972). 

W. HUFSCHMIDT, E. BURCK, Notkühlprobleme in wassergekühlten Reaktoren. Seminarvortrag an 

der Technischen Hochschule, Aachen (Germany), January 12, (1972). 

H. M. KOTTOWSKI, G. GRASS. Summary of the Liquid Metal Boiling Working Group Meeting held 

in Karlsruhe, Nov. 67, 1972. CREST Meeting, Paris (France) November 2930 (1972) 

J.P. NAVARRE, M. GIOT, DE HEERING (stagiaire), Experimental Investigation of the DriftVelocity 

of Gas Slugs and their Blockages in Narrow Channels. Liquid Metal Boiling Meeting, Karlsruhe 

(Germany), November 67 (1972). 

E. OHLMER, A. LUCIA, D. SCHWALM, Untersuchung des Neutronenrauschens im Zusammenhang 

mit Brennelementschwingungen im ECOReaktor. 5. Treffen des Arbeitskreises "Noise Analysis", 

Obrigheim (Germany), June 20 (1972). 

E. OHLMER, A. LUCIA, D. SCHWALM, Untersuchungen über den Zusammenhang zwischen 
Neutronenflussrauschen und Brennelementbewegungen im ECOReaktor. "Komponentenüberwachung 
in Kernkraftwerken mittels Schwingungs und Geräuschanalyse", Luxembourg, November 10 (1972). 

G. PIATTI, R. MATERA, G. VOLTA, Sviluppo di metodi per la valutazione della cavitazione 
(formazione e propagazione di microfissure) di un metallo o lega impiegati come componenti in 
impianti nucleari. MET 72, Giornate sulla Metallurgia Nucleare in Italia, Torino (Italy), September 27 
(1972). 

INFORMATION CENTERS 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 35 55 c H. PENKUHN, User's Manual for the Gamma Transport Codes Biggi 3 Ρ and Biggi 4 T. 

BULLETINS: 

ESIS Newsletter 
(March 1972, June 1972, October 1972) 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

Quatrième Conférence Internationale sur la Protection des Réacteurs (AIEA et OECD), Paris (France), October 9rl3 

(1972) 

P. BOLDORI, M. GIORCELLÍ, (CISE), H. LAUER, R. NICKS, G. PERLINI, C. PONTI, A Neutron 

Shielding Study for a Heavy Water Pressure Tube Reactor. 

O. DIETTRICH, A. MARCHAL, R. NICKS, G. PERLINI, H. VOSSBRECKER, (INTERATOM. 

Bensberg). Neutron Streaming Along the Penetration of a Twice Bent Primary Sodium Pipe. 

O. DIETTRICH, E. AMIN and G. HEHN, (IKE Univers., Stuttgart) Intercomparison of Different 

Methods to Calculate Neutron Transport Along Sodium Ducts. 

R. NICKS, C. PONTI, The European Shielding Information Service (ESIS). 

H. PENKUHN CINNA3  A Fast Running Neutron Transport Code with High Energv Resolution 

(AIEA and OECD) 

HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTOR PROGRAMME 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4776 e G. BEGHI, Hydrogen Production from Water Using Nuclear Heat,, Progress Report No. 1. Ending 

December (1970) 

EUR 4809 f J. DONEA, S. GIULIANI, Code TAFE  Analyse numérique de problèmes thermique'! en présence de 

rayonnement et de eonductivités variables avec la température. 

EUR 4816 e R. KLERSY, O. SIMONI, A. SCHUERENKAMPER, K.H. SCHRADER, Irradiation Behaviour of U02 

Fuel Rods Containing Gadolinium Oxide as Consumable Poison 
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EUR 4818 e H. WUNDT, Transient Heat Conduction Through Heat Producing Layers. 

EUR 4838 e G. BEGHI, Hydrogen as an Energy Vector: New Future Prospects for Applications of Nuclear Energy. 

EUR 4863 e A. FRIGO, R. KLERSY, K.H. SCHRADER, Α. SCHUERENKAEMPER; A. BENVENUTI, G. 

CAMONA, F. MANTEG A (CISE), PostIrradiation Examination of the Fuel Rod CART  C 1 NR 4. 

EUR 4862 e H. WUNDT, Transient Heat Conduction Through a Cylindrical ThreeLayer Hollow Fuel Element with 

Internal and External Cooling. 

EUR 4880 e E. ARANOVITCH, D. VAN ASSELT, Rapid Depressurization of a Thermal Insulation System for 
High Temperature Gas Reactors 

EUR 4909 e A.M. BRESESTI, M. BRESESTI, S FACCHETTI, F. MANNONE, P. BARBERO, C. CERUTTI, F. 
MARELL, Α. PEIL, R. PIETRA, R. KLERSY, A. SCHUERENKAEMPER, A. FRIGO, E. GHEZZI, 
J.P. MEERSCHMAN, A. POLLICINI, K.H. SCHRADER; J. BITEAU; A. CRICCHIO, L. KOCH 
(Transuranium Institute, Karlsruhe), PostIrradiation Analysis of Trino Vercellese Reactor Fuel 
Elements 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

L. VERHE1YDEN, K. KLEIN, Riassunto delle caratteristiche delle guarnizioni statiche per ultra vuoto, 

con particolare attenzione alle guarnizioni "AX". Vuoto 5„ 1, 2433 (1972). 

G. BEGHI, L'idrogeno come vettore energetico: nuove prospettive di applicazione dell'energia 

nucleare. Gas 4,15 (1972). 

A. COLOMBO, R. VIVIAN, E. ROD ARI, On the Vacuum Fusion Determination of Gases in Silicon 
Carbide. Analytica Chimica Acta, 62, 472475 (1972). 

V. COEN, D. QUATAERT, H. HAUSNER, Cesium Migration in Silicon Carbide. J. of Nuclear 

Materials, 45,96104(1972). 

R. CUNIBERTI, G. GRAZIANI, L. MASSIMO, C. RINALDINI, C. ZANANTONI, Benefits of Reactor 
Physics Experiments for the HTGR Industrial Development AnA ttempt to a Quantitative Approach. 
Energia Nucleare 19, 10, 593606 (1972). 

F. RUSTICHELLI; V. GIACOBBI, (CNEN, Bologna), Neutron Kinetcs Optimization in the Zero 
Reactivity Method Applied to a Coupled GraphiteDjO Reactor. Nuclear Instruments and Methods 
103,581586(1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

C. ALBERTINI, M. MONTAGNANI, Diagramma SforzoDeformazione al Secondo. Convegno 
Nazionale Associazione Italiana per analisi delle sollecitazioni (A.I.A.S.), Palermo (Italy), April 47 
(1972). 

R. BANNELLA. R. CASINI, A.M. BRESESTI, M. BRESESTI, S. FACCHETTI, R. KLERSY, F. 
MANNONE, A. SCHURENKAMPER; A. CRICCHIO, L. KOCH (C. CR. Karlsruhe); A.M. 
MONCASSOLITOSI, P.G. RAMA (FIAT Torino). Post Irradiation Examination of Trino Vercellese 
Reactor Fuel. Journées d'infonnation Nuclex 72, Bale (Suisse), October 1621 (1972). 

G. DE BENI, C. MARCHETTI, MARKI  A Chemical Process to Decompose Water Using Nuclear 

Heat. American Chemical Society National Meeting, Boston (USA), April 1214 (1972). 

K. KLEIN, F. MUENSCH, L. VERHEYDEN, Utilisation du joint METX dans des applications de 

UHV jusqu a 750 C J. de Technologie du Vide 72, Versailles (France), MayJune 303 (1972) 

F. LANZA, A Statistical Investigation on the Mechanical Properties of Metals Impregnated Graphites. 

Proceedings of the Conference "Verbundwerkstoffe". Konstanz (Germany), March 1617 (1972). 

G. GRAZIANI, C. RINALDINI, E. TRAUWAERT, H BAIRIOT (BELGONUCLEAIRE). Utilization 

of Low Enriched Uranium in High Temperature Gas Reactors. Acts of the 18th Annual Meeting of the 

American Nuclear Society, Las Vegas, (U.S.A.), June 1822 (1972). 

SAFEGUARDS PROGRAMME 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4778 e G. BIRKHOFF, L. BONDAR, J. LEY, Determination of the U235, Pu239 and Pu240 Contents in 

Mixed Fissile Materials by Means of A ctive and Passive Neutron Techniques. 

EUR 4799 G. BIRKHOFF, L. BONDAR, Computerized System for the Application of Fission Neutron 

Correlation Techniques in Nuclear Safeguards. 

EUR 4801 c G. BIRKHOFF, L. BONDAR, N. COPPO, Variable Dead Time Neutron Counter for Tamper Resistant 

Measurements of Spontaneous Fission Neutrons. 

EUR 4804 e L. FARESE, Independent Material Balance in a Reprocessing Plant by Means of Random Sampling. 

EUR 4833 c A. ROTA, Four Computer Codes for Dynamics Process Inventory Determination Application in 

Safeguards. 
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Papers presented at scientific meetings 

Working Group Meeting on the Use of Isotopie Composition Data in Safeguards (IAEA), Vienna (Austria), April 1014 

C. FOGGI, Influence of Some Reactor Parameters on the Heavy Isotope Correlations. 

A. BUONO, M. PAOLETTI, GUALANDI, S. ZAFFIRO, M. BRESESTI; L. KOCH (CCRKarlsruhe), 

Isotope Correlations from Data Obtained on Fuel Elements Irradiated in the ENEL Nuclear Power 

Stations. 

R. BANNELLA, A. GIURATO, M. PAOLETTI GUALANDI, A.M. BRESESTI, M. BRESESTI, D. 
D'ADAMO. Relative Measurements of Burnup and Plutonium Content in PWR Assemblies. 
International Meeting of the American Nuclear Society, Washington, November 1217 (1972) 

E. DROSSELMEYER, R. KRAEMER, (KfKKarlsruhe); A. ROTA, User's Manual for the DPID 

Dynamic Process Inventory Determination in Reprocessing Plants Working Group Meeting on the Use 

of Isotopie Composition Data in Safeguards, Vienna, April 1014 (1972) 

P.S. JEHENSON, S. CRUTZEN, Procédés d'identification à preuve de fraude en vue du contrôle de la 

circulation des matières fissiles. Cours postuniversitaires de Métallurgie Nucléaire pour Ingénieurs, 

Bruxelles (belgium), October 27 (1972). 

PHYSICS OF CONDENSED MATTER PROGRAMME 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4769 e G. BLAESSER, Theory of Bands and Dynamical Scattering of Particles by Large Crystals. 

EUR 4770 e M. FORTE, Experimental Investigation on the Neutron Spin Precession in a Gravitational Field. 

EUR 4777 e E. VAN DER VOORT, Β. DORPEMA, A New Algorithm to Minimize Functions. 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

S. ANTOCI, A. STELLA (Istituto di Fisica Generale, Università di Pavia), P. CAMAGNI, A. 

MANARA. Study of the Optical Response of WSe2 in the Excitonic Region J. Physical and Chemical 

Solids, 11771185(1972). 

M. ANTONINI, M. CORCHIA, E. NICOTERA (CNEN/Ispra), F. RUSTICHELLI, Curved 
SiliconCrystals as Neutron Monochromators. Nuclear Instruments and Methods, 104, 147152 (1972). 

G. ALBANESE, G. GHEZZI (Istituto di Fisica, Università di Parma), A. MERLINI, S. PACE. 

Determination of the Thermal Diffuse Scattering at the Bragg Reflections of Stand Al by Means of the 

Mössbauer Effect. The Physical Review B. 5, 17461757. 

L. ANSELMI et al., Aspects in the Use of the Inverse Neutron Kinetics Technique, Nucl. Instr. 98,485 

(1972). 

P. CAMAGNI, A. MANARA, Choice of Criteria for Ellipsometric Determinations on Thin Films. Thin 

Solid Films, 13, 341350 (1972). 

D. DONNER, (Universität Münster); W. SCHUELE, Properties of Uranium Vacancies in Uranium 

Monocarbide. J. of Nuclear Materials 45, 293301 (1972/73). 

M. FORTE; A. BERTIN, M. BRUNO, G. VANNINI, A. VITALE, (Istituto di Fisica, University of 

Bologna), Energy Loss of Fission Fragments from Cf 252 in Argon. Nuovo Cimento, 4, 13, 587592 

(1972). 

Α. FREUND (Institut MaxVonLaue/Grenoble), F. RUSTICHELLI; F. VANONI 

(CE.N.G./Grenoble), Croissance et caraetérisation de monocristaux cuivregermanium, presque 

parfaits ComptesRendus de l'Académie des Sciences de Paris, Série B. 274, 12801283 (1972). 

A. FREUND, P. GUINET, J. MARESCHAL, (Institut Max VonLaue/Grenoble); F. RUSTICHELLI; 

F. VANONI (C.E.N.G./Grenoble), Cristaux à gradient de maille. J. of Crystal Growth 13/14, 726 

(1972). 

M.D. GIARDINA, W. SCHUELE, W. FRANCK, A. SEEGER, (MarkPlanck Institut/Stuttgart), 

Ordering Properties and Interpretation of Radiation Damage in Au15 at. %Alloys. Radiation Effects, 

12,277280(1972). 

W, GISSLER, R. RUBIN, N. STUMP, QuasiElastic Neutron Scattering on Hydrogen in Niobium 

Single Cristais. Physica Status Solidi, 54, 295302 (1972). 

W. GISSLER, QuasiElastic Neutron Scattering by Hydrogen in Transition Metals, Berichte der 

Bunscngescllschaft, 76, 770 (1972). 

J. HAUPT, A New Effect of Dynamic Polarization in a Solid Obtained by Rapid Change of 

Temperature Physics Letters, 38 A, 6, 389390 (1972). 
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G.A. HELCKE', R. FANTECHI, An ESR and CNDO/2 Study of the Radicals Produced During Fast 
Electron Irradiation of Substances Containing Nitrogen. Part II. Hydrazine, J. Chem. Soc, Faraday 
Transactions II, 68, 924933 (1972). 

K. KREBS; K. HOELZL (Institute Max.v.Laue, Grenoble), Binding Energy of Metals in PseudoIon 
Approximation, Phys. Kondes.Mat. 15, 87 (1972). 

G.J. KRUEGER, Electron Spin Relaxation in Solutions of Organic Free Radicals. Advances in 
Molecular Relaxation Processes, 3, 235251 (1972). 

A.W. MEHNER, W. MUELLERWARMUTH, Protonenrelaxation und dynamische Kernpolarisation in 
MetallAmmoniaklösungen Ζ. für Naturforschung, 27 a, 5, 833842 (1972). 

A. PECORARO, G. QUIRCI, Goniometer for Implantation and Channelling Experiments. Nuclear 
Instruments and Methods, 103, 417420 (1972). 

K. SALAMON (Forschungsund Entwicklungszentrum Varta/Kelheim), W. SCHUELE, Properties of 
Free Interstitials in AlphaCopperZinc Alloys Determined during Irradiation with 2 MeV Electrons 
above Ambient Temperature. Radiation Effects, 16, 4555 (1972). 

A. SCOTTI; G. CASATI (Lab. Fisica del Plasma/Milano), On the Behaviour of the Spin Relaxation 
Function. Il Nuovo Cimento, 10 Β 545559 (1972). 

A. SCOTTI; C. CERCIGNANI, L. GALGANI (Istituto di Scienze Fisiche nell'Università/Milano), 
ZeroPoint Energy in Classical NonLinear Mechanics. Physics Letters, 38 A, 6, 403404 (1972). 

A. SCOTTI; L. GALGANI (Istituto di Scienze Fisiche nell'Università/Milano), Recent Progress in 
Classical NonLinear Dynamics II Nuovo Cimento, Série 2, 11, 24, 189209 (1972). 

A. SCOTTI; L. GALGANI (Istituto di Scienze Fisiche nell'Università/Milano), Plancklike 
Distributions in Classical NonLinear Mechanics. Physical Review Letters, 28, 18, 11731176 (1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

International Meeting on "Hydrogen in Metals", Jülich (Germany), March 2024 (1972) 

W. GISSLER, QuasiElastic Neutron Scattering by Hydrogen in Transition Metals. 

R. RUBIN, W. GISSLER, N. STUMP, QuasiElastic Neutron Scattering by Hydrogen Solved in Nb 
Single Crystals. 

Fifth Symposium on Neutron Inelastic Scattering (AIEA), Grenoble (France), March 610, Proceedings p. 713732 (1972) 

W. MATTHES, Statistical Chopper for Periodically Pulsed Neutron Beams. 

H. MEISTER, Β. WECKERMANN, A High Resolution Time Focusing Spectrometer for QuasiElastic 
Neutron Scattering. 

F. RUSTICHELLI, Crystals with a Gradient in the Lattice Parameter as Neutron Monochromators. 

9th International Congress of Crystallography, Kyoto (Japan), AugustSeptember 267 (1972) 

M.D. GIARDINA, A. MERLINI, Effect of Compton Scattering on the Anomalous Transmission of 
XRays in Silicon Crystals. 

F. RUSTICHELLI, Some Contributions to the Dynamical Theory of Neutron Diffraction. 

53e Congresso S.I.F., Cagliari (Italy), OctoberNovember 303 (1972) 

A. BOEUF, F. RUSTICHELLI, Sistema composito di cristalli per la monocromatizzazione e 
focalizzazione dei neutroni 

F. RUSTICHELLI, Cristallo a gradiente di parametro reticolare come monocromatore per neutroni. 

F. RUSTICHELLI, Percorsi di frammenti di fissione dello U235 

F. RUSTICHELLI, Considerazioni sulle larghezze dei profili di diffrazione in cristalli perfetti. 

P. CAMAGNI, A. MANARA, Choice of Criteria for Ellipsometric Determinations on Thin Films Paper 
presented at the International Conference on Thin Films, "Applications of Thin Films", Venice 
(Italy), May 1519 (1972) Paper 13.4. 

G.J. KRUEGER, Electron Spin Relaxation in Solutions of Organic Free Radicals. Institut "Jozef 
Stefan", Universität Ljubljana (Yougoslavia), December (1972). 

J. SCHEERER (MPI für Chemie/Mainz), W. MUELLERWARMUTH, FestkörperKernresonanzspektro
skopie mit starken Hochfrequenzfeldern. Frühjahrstagung des Fachausschusses "Hochfrequenzphysik" 
(Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft, Freudenstadt (germany), April 1114 (1972). 

W. SCHUELE, K. SALAMON (Varta/Kelhcim), M.D. GIARDINA, H. RAU, G. CRESTO Ν I, Evidence 
for one Dimensional Interstitial (Crowdion) and three Dimensional Interstitial Migration (Stable 
Interstitial). Conference on Point Defects and their Aggregates in Metals, Brighton (England), 
September 1820 ( 1972). 

A. SCOTTI, L. GALGANI (Università Milano) Recent Progress in Classical NonLinear Dynamics. 
Congresso della Fisica dello Stato Solido, Parma (Italy) May 1617 (1972). 

A. SCOTTI, L GALGANI (Università Milano), An Interpretation of Absolute Zero Temperature. 13th 
international Conference on Low Temperature Physics, Boulder (Colorado  USA), August 2126 
(1972). 
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SORA REACTOR PROJECT 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4839 e T. ASAOKA, E. CAGLIOT1 BONANNI, JN-METD2, A FORTRAN-IV Program for Solving Neutron 
Transport Problems with Isotropic Scattering in Multilayer Slabs by the JN Method. 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

T. ASAOKA, E. CAGLIOTTI BONANNI, The JN Method for Neutron Transport Problems in 
Multilayer Slab Systems and its Application to the Optimization of Moderators in Pulsed Reactors. , 
J. of Nuclear Energy,26, 605-625 (1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

F. LEONELLI, Affidamento della strumentazione di Processo - Criteri di Analisi e Norme di 
Riferimento. Conference ISA (Associazione Nazionale Strumenti), Rome (Italy), November 21 
(1972). 

NUCLEAR MATERIALS PROGRAMME 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4802 d E. LANG, G. VON BIRGELEN. Zur Messung der gespeicherten Energie und spezifischen Wanne von 
Metallen und Legierungen mit einem Differential-Kalorimeter. 

EUR 4813 e J. DONEA, Thermal Conductivities of Composite Materials Based on Variational Principles. 
EUR 4817 e A.M. SCHNEIDERS, G. HOLLEBECK, Viscosity Measurement of Fuel Suspension under Irradiation 

by Means of Visir-2 Measuring Device. 
EUR 4891 n E. VAN DER VOORT, Migratie van Anionvacaturen in CaF2-Roosters en in monoklinisch ZrOi 
EUR 4671 e O. GAUTSCH, L. KESTEMONT, Some Experimental Results on the Fission Induced Losses of Urani

um from Surfaces of UO2 and U in Presence 0JH2O and Liquid Na. 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

G.B. BARBI; P. MONTI (Istituto Elettrochimica e Metallurgia Università di Milano), Solid State 
Electrochemical Determination of the Thermodynamic Stability of the Co¿ Nb Phase. J. of the 
Less-Common Metals, 29, 397^06 (1972). 

J. DONEA, Titermal Conductivities Based on Variational Principles. J. Composite Materials, 6, 
262-266(1972). 

V. GUTTMAN, E. LANG, Betrachtungen zur Rekristallisation dünner Folien. Zt. Metallkunde 64, 
1972. 

H.C. HEROLD, G. TASSONE, H. HAUSNER, Electrolytic Etching of Silicon Carbide in PyC-SiC-PyC 
Coated Particles. Praktische Metallographie, IX, 674-678 (1972). 

R. MATERA, G. PIATTI, H. KELLERER, The Relationship between Strength and Ductility in 
Dispersion Hardened Aluminium Alloys. Aluminium 9, 1-8 (1972). 
G. PELLEGRINI, Dependence of the Lattice Thermal Expansion Perpendicular to the Layer Planes of 
Pyrocarbons Produced in a Fluidized Bed. Carbon, 10487 (1972). 
G. PIATTI, R. LUBEK, R. MATERA, Phénoménologie de la cavitation (formation et propagation des 
microfissures) dans un métal déformé à chaud en fluage. Eurospec tra, XI, 4 December (1972) 
E. RUEDL, Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy of Ni-Mo Allovs Exposed to HBr. J. of 
Materials Science, 7, 1342-1343 (1972). 
E. RUEDL, O. GAUTSCH, E. STAROSTE, On the Behaviour of Very Small He-Bubbles in 
Alpha-Bombarded Aluminium. Radiation Effects, 15,275-276 (1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

Carbon 1972, Baden-Baden, June 26-30 1972 

W. KARCHER, PH. GLAUDE, The Reaction of Nuclear Graphites with Hydrogen at Total Pressures 
between 1 and 40 Atmospheres. 
R. KREFELD, G. LINKENHEIL, W. KARCHER, PH. GLAUDE, The Effect of Tensile Stress on 
Reaction Rate and Residual Strength of Nuclear Graphites in Water Vapour Atmosphere. 
G. PELLEGRINI, L. VESENTINI, G. SARACCO, I. ZUBANI, Basal Plane Thermal Expansion of 
Pyrocarbons Deposited in a Fluidized Bed as Coating for HTGRFuel Particles. 
R. DE CAT, M. HEERSCHAP, A Cinematographical Technique for Electron Microscopy. Bericht 
üeber den UI. Internationalen Kongress für Photographie und Film in Industrie und Technik, Verlag 
Dr. Othmar Helwich, Darmstadt. 
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M. HEERSCHAP, R. DE CAT, Direct Filming of Transient Phenomena with a Closed TV Circuit as 
View Finder. Proceedings of the Fifth European Congress on Electron Microscopy, Institute of 
Physics, University of Manchester, Sept. 1972, p. 170-171. 
R. MATERA, G. BECHI, D. BOERMAN, G. PIATTI, Mechanical Properties at High Temperature of a 
Ni-Based Euteetic: Ni-Ni3 Ta. Symposium on "Composite Materials", Konstanz (Germany), March 
16-17(1972). 

APPLIED INFORMATICS PROGRAMME 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4779 e G. BUCCARI, G. FATTORI, C. MONGINI-TAMAGNINI, F. ASTIGLIANO, CARONTE - The 
Euratom Modular Calculation System. 

EUR 4789 e A. ENDRIZZI, GRAFI - A Package for Programming the IBM 2250 Display Unit. 
EUR 4836 e A. ENDRIZZI, Interactive Graphic Version ofS/360 Continuous System Modeling Program User's and 

System Manual. 
EUR 4869 e L. MONGINI, C. THONET, A Program for the Theoretical Reconstruction ofESR Spectra. 
EUR 4888 i A. BENUZZI, L. GUERRI, Integrazione di un sistema differenziale "Stiff" relativo alla dinamica di un 

reattore nucleare. 

COPIC - Computer Program Index May 1972 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

A. HUBAUX, Dissecting Geological Concepts. Mathematical Geology, 4, 1, 77-80 (1972). 
J. LARISSE, Calcul des Probabilités - Marches au hazard sur les demi-groupes discrets. Classes 
essentielles, périodes, récurrence Comptes-rendu de l'Académie des Sciences de Paris, 274, 339-341 
(1972). 
J. LARISSE, Calcul des Probabilités - Marches au hazard sur les demi-groupes discrets: marches 
récurrentes et moyennes invariantes. Comptes-rendu de l'Académie des Sciences de Paris, 274, 
413-416(1972). 
C. MONGINI-TAMAGNINI, 77 sistema modulare CARONTE: stato attuale, applicazioni, futuri 
sviluppi Energia Nucleare, 19, 10 628-632 (1972). 
C. BAIOCCHI, V. COMINCIOLI, G. VOLPI (Univ. Pavia), L. GUERRI, Free Boundary Problems in 
the Theory of Fluif Flow through Porous Media: Numerical Approach. 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

International Computing Symposium, Venice (Italy), April 12-14 (1972) 
M. BOLOGNANI (ITALSIEL), S. PERSCHKE, Analysis of Computer-Readable Texts for Automatic 
Processing. 
G. GAGGERO, C. MONGINI-TAMAGNINI, G. LUNGHI (SYNTAX S.p.A./Milano), SIMAS - An 
Interactive Information System for a Library of Software Packages. 
S. PERSCHKE, SLC-II - A Programming System for Natural-Language Text Processing. A 
Comparison with Previous Special-Purpose Programming Languages. 

Second International Symposium on Analytical Chemistry. Ljubljana (Yougoslavia), June 12-17 (1972) 
G. BERTOZZI, G. GUZZI, F. GIRARDI, Automated Gamma Ray Spectrometry by Means of A Small 
Computer. 
G. DI COLA, G. GUZZI, A. STEIN, Gamma Spectrometry Interactive Data Analysis. 

Convegno Tecniche di Simulazione e Algoritmi, Milano (Italy November 9-10 (1972) 
A. ENDRIZZI, Interactive Graphic Version ofS/360 Continuous System Modelling Program. 
R. F. GLODEN, Résolution approchée d'une équation différentielle linéaire au moyen des "Cubic 
Spline Functions". 

G. BERTOZZI, F. GIRARDI, G. GUZZI, G. DI COLA, Comparative Analysis of Different Computer 
Handling Systems for Gamma Spectrometric Data Developed at CCR Ispra. Proceedings of the 4th 
International Conférence on Modern Trends in Activation Analysis, Saclay (France), October 2-6 
(1972). 
R.F. GLODEN, Etablissement d'un algorithme destiné au calcul des valeurs propres d'une équation de 
Whittaker-Hill. 91ème Congrès de l'A.FA.S., Orléans (France), July 3-8 (1972). 
G. MOTTARD, S. THOMAS (Compagnie Générale d'Informatique, Paris) Application de la méthode 
CORIC à la réalisation d'un système d'informatique de gestion. Convention Informatique, Paris 
(France), September 19-22 (1972). 
S. PERSCHKE, H. FANGMEYER, CETIS Activities in Automatic Information and Documentation. 
On-Line Mechanized Information Retrieval Systems, Lyngby (Denmark), July-August 24-4 (1972). 
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COMMUNITY BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4886 f A. COPET, H. LAURENT, Ch. MAURANDY, Enquête communautaire omcumautaire sur les 

substances de référence. 

PROGRAMME ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4889 e H. ΗΕΜΒΌ,Α Mathematical Model for the Evolution of Zooplankton Populations. 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

W. BECKER, L. KOBUS, Skimeter, Measuring Electrical Parameters of the Skin with Low Irritation. 
Third International Conference on Medical Physics, Including Medical Engineering, Goteborg 
(Sweden), July-August 30-4 (1972). 

S. FACCHETTI, P. GARIBALDI (ENI-Milano) The Lead Isotopie Composition Determination for 'the 
Identification of Environment Pollution. Problemi sanitari dovuti alla presenza di Piombo 
nell'ambiente, Amsterdam (TheNetherlands) October 2-6 (1972). 
F. GEISS, Kernforschungszentren und Umweltschutz. Seminar beim Hahn-Meitner-Institut, May 8 
(1972) 
F. GEISS, Prospettive analitiche di sostanze organiche nell'ambiente. Seminar des Insituts für 

Pharmacologie, University Milano, Aprii 7(19 72). 

ESSOR REACTOR 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

P. BONNAURE, Quel sera l'avenir du réacteur ESSOR? Industries Atomiques & Spatiales, 4, 116 

(1972). 

P. BONNAURE, A future for the ESSOR Plant? Energia Nucleare, 19, 4, 223235 (1972). 

S. GUARDINI, Measurement of gamma Heating in ESSOR, Energia Nucleare, 19, 8/9, 515521 
(1972). 

ECO REACTOR 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4861 e G. BIRKHOFF, L. BONDAR, W. HAGE, J. LEY, Pulsed Source Experiments with Heavy Water 

Moderated Natural Uranium Lattices in EXPO and ECO. 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

L. ANSELMI, W. HAGE, H. HETTINGER, H. HOHMANN, S. KUMPI, Aspects in the Use of the 

inverse Neutron Kinetics Nuclear Instrumentsand Methods, 98, 485491 (1972) 

GENERAL SUPPORT: ELECTRONICS 

EURATOM Reports 

UR4100e ESONE Committee, CAMAC, A Modular Instrumentation System for Data Handling. Revised 

Description and Specification. (Revised Version 1972). 

'.UR 4600 c ESONE Committee, CAMAC, Organization of MultiGrade Systems. Specification of the Branch 

Highway and CAMAC Grade Controller Type A. 

.UR 4753 e F. CAPPELLANI (editor), R. ADAM, R. BENOIT, G. BERTOLINI, G. GAGGERO, C. KOCHLER, G. 

MELANDRONE. D. MONGINITAMAGNINI. G. RKSTELL1, L. STANCHI, Design and Construction 
of a 100 KeV Ion Accelerator for Implantation Studies. 

UR 4774 Γ G.J.Α. J U R A N V I L L E (Stagiaire), Etudes de certaines caractéristiques d'une sonde ultrasonore 
ente t tricercccp trice. 

'UR 4821 Γ M.R. COMBIÍT, Convertisseurs, binairesdécimaux. 
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EUR 4881 e J. EDER, D. ROEBBELEN, A Modular Drive System for Neutron Choppers with Digital Speed and 

Phase-Control. 

EUR 4908 e M. COMBET, Iterative Arrays for Code Conversions 

EUR 5 100 e ESONE Committee ,- CAMAC, A Modular Instrumentation System for Data Handling ■ Specification 

of Amplitude A nalogue Signals. 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

W. BECKER, A Decade with ESONE. CAMAC Bulletins 5, 3-4 (1972). 

G. BERTOLINI, F. CAPPELLANI, G. RESTELLI; E. FIORINI, A. PULLIA (Istituto di Fisica and 
INFN/Milano), Investigation on the Background of a Ge (Li) Detector. I.E.E.E. Transactions on 
Nuclear Science, NS-I9, 1, 135-140 (1972). 
R. BENOIT, G. BERTOLINI, F. CAPPELLANI, G. RESTELLI, A 100 KeV Heavy Ion Accelerator for 
Implantation Studies. Nuclear Instruments and Methods, 99 2, 421-424 (1972). 

G. WINTERER, E. JUENGER, Measurement of the Horizontal Component of the Electrostatic Field 
in the Lower Atmosphere Z. für Geophysik, 38, 1049-1053 (1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

G. BERTOLINI, F. CAPPELLANI, G. RESTELLI, Current State of the Art in the Semiconductor 
Detectors, I International Summar School on Radionuclides Metrology, Herceg-Novi (Yu) August 
(1972. 

GENERAL SUPPORT: CHEMISTRY 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4735 e D. VAN VELZEN, R. LOPES CARDOZO, H. LANGENKAMP, Liquid Viscosity and Chemical 

Constitution of Organic Compounds: A New Correlation and a Compilation of Literature Data. 

EUR 4765 f,i,e S. FACCHETTI, Spettrometria di massa. 

EUR 4822 e A. COLOMBO. Trace Level Determination of Oxygen in Organic Coolants and Ultra-Micro 

Determination of Oxygen in C-H-O Organic Compounds. 
EUR 4890 f J. VACCAREZZA, S. VANUZZI, C. MONFRINI, Traitement des effluents liquides radioactifs. 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

P. BENETTI, N. OMENETTO, G. ROSSI, Determinazione dell'efficienza relativa di un sistema 
spettroscopico mediante l'uso di una lampada a nastro di tungsteno. La Metallurgia Italiana, 8, 
351-354(1972). 

N. OMONETTO, P. BENETTI (Istitutodi Chimica Generale, Univ. di Pavia), R.F. BROWNER, J.D. 

WINEFORCHNER (Univ. of Florida), G. ROSSI, The "Colour Temperature", Atomic Fluorescence 

Method for Flame Temperature Measurement, Analytical Chemistry, 44, 9, 1683-1686 (1972). 

J. PICKFORD, G. ROSSI, Analysis of High Purity Water by Flameless Atomic-absorption 

Spectroscopy. Analyst, 97, 647-652 (1972). 

H. SCHLITT, F. GEISS, Thin-Layer Chromatography as a Pilot Technique for Rapid Column 

Chromatography. J. of Chromatography. 67, 261-276 (1972). 

G. SERRINl, W. LEYENDECKER, Determinazione a livello semimicro del silicio libero della silice 

libera o combinata, del carbonio totale e libero nel carburo di silicio. La Metallurgia Italiana, 4, 

129-137 (1972). 

B. VERSINO, H. SCHLITT, Wall Effects in Liquid-Solid-Column Chromatography. Chromatography, 

5,332-333 (1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

XI Congresso Nazionale di Chimica, Perugia (Italy). October 19-21 (1972) 

P. BENETTI, N. OMENETTO (Instituto di Chimica . Univ. di Pavia), G. ROSSI, Misure mediante 
metodi ottici non tradizionali della temperatura di fiamme operanti a pressione atmosfèrica. 

G. ROSSI; P. BENETTI (Istituto di Chimica, Università di Pavia), M. MONTAGNA (Istituto di 
Medicine Legali dell'università di Pavia), E. ORTHMANN, Determinazione di tracce di Hg in materiali 
biologici mediante assorbimento atomico senza fiamma. 

F. CEISS, H. SCHLITT, Transfer Rules Thin Layer-Column Chromatography. Second International 
CAM AG Symposium on Advanced TLC. (Thin Layer Chromatography). New York (USA), November 
28-30 (1972). 

G. ROSSI, /. 'uso di un sistema di campionamento automatico nell'assorbimento atomico senza fiamma 
con il fornello di grafite I1GA 70. Seminario Spettoscopia di Assorbimento Atomico. Milano fltalv), 
July 4 (1972). 
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H. SCHLITT, F. GEISS, La cromatografia su strato sottile come tecnica pilota per la cromatografia su 

colonna rapida. Seminario sulla cromotografia liquida moderna, Milano (Italy), February 23 (1972). 

F. GEISS, Die Parameter der Dünnschichtchromatographie und Uebertragungsregeln für die Säulenchro

matographie. Seminar University Bonn, May 4 (1972). 

HEALTH PHYSICS 

EURATOM Reports 

EUR 4805 e M. DE BORTOLI, P. GAGLIONE, Environmental Radioactivity  Ispra 1970. 

EUR 4841 i M. DE BORTOLI, P. GAGLIONE, G. GANDINO, C.C.R. Ispra, Caratteristiche del Sito. 

EUR 4904 M. OBERHOFER, A. AMBROSETTI, Some Reproducibility Checks with Brush Beryllium Company's 

Ceramic BeO Thermalox 995 as a TEEDosimeter. 

Papers published in scientific periodicals 

M. OBERHOFER, Exoelectronemission Dosimetry. Eurospectra, XI, 4, 110116 (1972). 

C. GANDINO, La classificazione dei valori del gradiente termico lungo la torre meteorologica di Ispra 
mediante programmi FORTRAN. Rivista Italiana di Geofisica, XXI, 1/2, 9294 (1972). 

H.W.M. BRAUN, G. RIESCH, Neutrons from Spent Fuel Elements. Atomkernenergie. 20, 4, 1327 
(1972) 

M. DE BORTOLI, P. GAGLIONE, Radium226 in environmental materials and foods. Health Physics, 

22,4348.(1972). 

Papers presented at scientific conferences 

Anwendungsmöglichkeiten der Exoelektronen in der Dosimetrie, Braunschweig (Germany), June 1213 (1972) 

M. OBERHOFER, Aussichten für die Entwicklung der Exoelektronendosimetrie. 

M. OBERHOFER, I. AMBROSETTI, Some Reproducibility Checks with Brush Beryllium Company's 

Ceramic BeO Thermalox 995 as a TEEDosimeter. 

M. OBERHOFER, Pollution due to Radioactive Fallout and Radionuclide Emission from Nuclear 

Installation. Cours internationaux postuniversitaires. Université de Liège au Sart Tiiman. (Belgium), 

August 25 (1972). 

H.W.M. BRAUN, Neutronenmessungen an abgebrannten Brennelementen. Strahlenschutz am 

Arbeitsplatz (Ispra). Karlsruhe (Germany), May 1719 (1972). 

M. DE BORTOLI, Alcuni concetti della protezione contro le radiazioni ionizzanti. Seminario 

eencernente le norme di protezione contro le radiazioni ionizzanti, Trieste (Italy), October 1314 

(1972). 

P. GAGLIONE, M. DE BORTOLI, Determinazione della ricettività ambientale per scarichi radioattivi 

in ambienti continentali. Convegno sugli aspetti protezionistici nella scelta dei siti per impianti 

nucleari, PolieoroTrisala (Matera  Italy), September 1416 (1972). 

C. GANDINO, La classificazione dei valori del gradiente termico lungo la torre meteorologica di Ispra 
mediante programmi FORTRAN. I. Congresso  Assemblea della Associazione Geofisica Italiana. 
Roma (Italy), February 1416 (1972). 

BIOLOGY 

Projet 1 

M.F. BAUDOUN, S. GRASSI, P. SCOPPA, Ritenzione di cromo da parte di alcuni crostacei 
zooplactonici. Boll. Soc. Ital. Biol. Sperim., 48S, 111, 1972. 

M.F. BAUDOUIN, P. SCOPPA, Indagini sugli acidi nucleici in alcune specie di crostacei planctonici di 
acqua dolce. Abstracts Simposio della Società Italiana di Limnologia; Perugia Giugno 1972. 

M.F. BAUDOUIN, O. RAVERA, Chlorophylleα et Phéophytine et leurs relations avec les 
concentrations d'azote et de phosphore dans le seston du Lac de Monate. Ann. Limnol.,8, 1, 1972. 

A. BERG, Studies on the metabolism of calcium and strontium in freshwasher fish. IV.  Calcium and 
strontium relationships in fishes of two Northern Italian lakes and their general radioecological 
implications. Mem. 1st. Ital. ldrobiol., 1972. 

A. BERG,N.VERHEYDEN,/'/i.ysio/og/cfl/ effect of metallic pollutants and detergents at sublethal levels 
on freshwater fish: modification of the exchange rate of calcium from water. Proc. Int. Symp. 
Radioecology applied to the protection of man and his environment, Roma. 1971 (Eur 4800 d.f.i.e.): 
759771. 
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Projet 2 

R. BITTEL, M. MERLINI, H. BEQUE. A. BERG, C. MYTTENAERE, O. RAVERA, J.L. VEROT, O. 
VAN DER BORGHT, Etude du transfert à l'homme, par ses aliments, des radioisotopes du ruthénium, 
du cobalt et du zinc rejetés dans les eaux continentales. Proc. Int. Symp. Radioecology Applied to the 
Protection of Man and his Environment, Roma, 1971 (Eur 4800 d.f.i.e.): 869-890. 
M. COPPOLA, P. REINIGER, Influence of the Chemical Composition on the Gamma-ray Attenuation 
by Soils. Soil Science, (in press). 
M. DE BORTOLI, P. GAGLIONE, C. MYTTENAERE, Radioiodine Transfer in an Irrigated Ecosystem 
(Marcita): Giornale di Fisica Sanitaria e Protezione contro le Radiazioni (in press). 

E. LEVI, X. DALSCHAERT, J.B.M. WELMER, Absorption of Foliar Applied Clironium. Plant and 
Soil, 39, (3), 1973. 

E. LEVI, C. Myttenaere, P. REINIGER Absorption of Foliar Applied Chromium. Annual Report 1971, 
J.R.C. Ispra, p. 317-320, 1972 
E. MARAFANTE, G. POZZI, P. SCOPPA, Detossicazione dei metalli pesanti nei pesci: isolamento 
della metallotioneina dal fegato di Carassius auratus. Boll. Soc. Ital. Biol. Sperim., 48S, 109, 1972. 

C. MYTTENAERE, J.M. MOUSNY, Chromium Absorption and Toxicity in Relation to its Chemical 
form and Level: Localisation of Cr in Rice Plants Following Root Absorption. Physiologia Plantarum. 
(in press). 
C. MYTTENAERE, Chromiom Absorption by Tomato Plants (Lycopersicum esculentum): Influence 
of the Chemical form and Level on its Metabolism Following Root Absorption. (Internal Report). 
C. MYTTENAERE, Radioécologie et pllution conventionnelle. Bull. Ass. Ing. Agron. Université 
Louvain. Belgique: 72/3 (1972). 
O. RAVERA, La valutazione del livello trofico dell'ambiente lacustre. Medicina termale e climatologia, 
15„ 116-119, 1972. 
O. RAVERA, Workshop Conference on Chemical-Ecological Considerations for Defining the Goal of 
Water Pollution Control (Kastanienbaum, 19/21 Aprile 1972). Inquinamento, 5 1-2, 1972. 
O. RAVERA, Water. Water everywhere, nor any Drop to Drink Eurospectra 11 (2)34^16 (1972) 

P. REINIGER. D.H. YAALON, M.J. FRISSEL, Simulation of Caution Exchange and Movement in 
Soils. In: "Isotopes and Radiation in Soil-Plant Relationships including Forestry", pp. 251-259, IAEA, 
Vienna, 1972. 
P. REINIGER, G.H. BOLT, Theory of Chromatography and its Application to Caution Exchange in 
Soils. Neth. J. Agrie. Sci., 20, 1972. 
P. SCOPPA, E. MARAFANTE, Un meccanismo biochimico per la detossicazione dei metalli pesanti 
nei pesci. Abstracts International Congress of Toxicology. Montecatini Terme (Italy): Oct. 27-28, 
1972. 
P. SCOPPA, Impiego di molecole marcate nello studio del metabolismo dei composti estranei 
all'organismo. Corso Nazionale di Tecniche Isotopiche. Napoli (Italy): Sept. 18-30, 1972. 
J.Y. STANDAERT, C. MYTTENAERE, J.A. MEYER, Influence of the mineral Composition of the 
Nutrient Medium (na/Ca Ratio and Ionic Strength) on the Sensitivity of Tomates to Fusarium 
Vascular wilt Disease. Plant Science Letters, (in press). 

S.A.M. BEKKERING-KUYLAARS, F. CAMPAGNARI, Purification of a DNA Polymerase from Calf 
Thymus Nuclei Bioch. Biophys. Acta 242, 526-538, 1972. 
U. BERTAZZONI, M. MATHELET, F. CAMPAGNARI, Purification and Properties of a 
Polynucleotide Ligase from Calf Thymus Glands. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 287,404-414, 1972. 
L. CLERICI, E. SABBIONI, F. CAMPAGNARI, S. SPADARI, F. GIRARDI, Detennination of the 
Molecular Weight in Nucleic Acids by End-Phosphate Analysis. Biochemistry, (in press). 
M. MATHELET, F. CAMPAGNARI, L. CLERICI. The Activity of Mammalian DNA Ligase on 
X-Irradiated Polynucleotide Substrates. Bock of Abstracts, pag. 109; 9th Annual Meeting of the 
European Society for Radiation Biology, Rome, September 26-28, 1972. 
E. SABBIONI, L. CLERICI, F. GIRARDI, F. CAMPAGNARI, Non-destructive Analysis of Phosphorus 
by Neutron Activation Analysis in Biochemical Products. J. Radioanal. Chem. (in press). 
E. SABBIONI, L. CLERICI, F. CAMPAGNARI, F. GIRARDI, Biochemical Applications of 
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